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THESIS ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the historical development
of the crofting community of north-west Scotland and the explicit ail
is to piece crofters at the centra of their own history. The thesis
he -ins by examining the rise of commercial landlord!an in the laelic
iyhlunds in the eighteenth century and the subsequent development of
the sheep and kelp industries - the crofting system being designed to
acco.nnodate the population displaced by the former are1 needed to provide
a labour force for the latter. Crofts, it is shown, were made delib—
or.ttoly small in order to force their occupants to become helpers.
d ration was prevented. ith the collapse of the kelp industry in
the 1820a, however, crofters wore of no more use to their landlords,
renewed clearances ensued. overt/ and hunger increased - trends
which culminated in the famine of the 1840s. Landlords now sponsored
emigration; but vacated lands were invariably added to sheep firms and
re -cation was not alleviated.
fro ftera' response to these developments is analysed are', an
attain; t aide to explain why crofters took so long to organise themselves
in or; osition to landlordism. The difficulties inherent in their
copin,', with the transition from clanship to capitalism m mentioned
a'-f t.-e part played by evangelical revivalism in providing an alter¬
native social ethos end in welding crofters into a recognisable
"community" la considered at some length.
Mt-hcu h livin at >nd arris roso in the quarter century after the
famine hiu 'ing conditions remained appalling. Insecurity of tenure
acted as a powerful disincentive to isproveaenta of every kind. And
the contrast between overcrowded, squalid crofting townships and large
vi
sine! virtually uninhabited sheep farms produced a pervasive land
hunger. "The social and economic discontents thus engendered errupted
in the land war of the 1880s. The course of the agitation and the
)Tgovernment's ro^sonsa to it are examined In some detail and^ia stressed
that the failure of the l88fi Crofters \ct to make mow land available
to the crofting community made continuing unrest Inevitable, especially
among the Highlands* large landless population* The letter's efforts
to *?in back the lend by means of the lend raids which marked the first
quarter of the twentieth century are examined, aa is the government's
ever more sweeping resettlement legislation. In the crofting areas
of the north-we3t, it 1s pointed out, the land settlement programme
largely reversed the clearances and eliminated land hunger. The
crofting problem regains, however. Are! in conclusion, contemporary
crofting affairs are examined In the light of knowledge gained from the
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There are today in the north-west Highlands and islands of Scotland
some 10,000 crofters.^ A few hundred live on the west coast of the
mainland and in Mull; the remainder in Skye, Tiree and the Outer
Hebrides, islands where crofters and their families constitute the
greater part of the population and where crofting townships - typically
consisting of straggling groups of variously designed houses surrounded
by long narrow fields - are the predominant form of human settlement
on the land. Ae in other parts of Europe's fragmented north-western
fringe the land itself is poor and could not, one might justifiably
think, be more unauited to its task of maintaining a smallholding
population. Prom the bare rocky hills of Skye and Harris to the
undulating peat bogs of Lewis or the loch - bespattered surface of
North U1st the dominating impression is one of infertility. Only in
a few areas - in the Sleat peninsula in Skye and in some unusually
sheltered parts of the mainland, for example - are there any trees
worthy of the name. Plaewhere in the region, especially in the
islands, there are almost none - the uniformly brown heathy landscape
being broken only by a few relatively fertile straths, by the raised
beaches that occasionally provide small low plateaus of gravelly soil
between the hills and the sea, and by the swathes of green machair
land that delineate the Hebrides* outermost rim. All these sites,
particularly the machaira - natural grasslands which rest on the shell
sands thrown up by the Atlantic and which occur spasmodically in
Lewis, more widely in Harris and more extensively still in the Uists
and Tiree - are the natural foci of crofting settlement; and the
1. Based on data in Croft Comm., Ann. Pep. for 1972, 22.
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crofts that occupy them arc conspicuously more productive than those
consisting of a few acres of sour shallow soil reclaimed, over many
generations, from the peat. But nowhere in the region is the crofter's
lot an easy one. 'Hie moat fertile croft cannot escape the frequent
rain and gales that are a consequence of the north-west Highlands'
proximity to the Atlantic depressions that track incessantly north¬
eastwards between Scotland and Iceland* ant', of all the numerous
uncertainties of the crofter's condition, therefore, none is sore
permanent than the weather. In this thesis the natural hazards of
geography and climate figure only occasionally - when a harvest does not
ripen because of an unusually wet summer or is destroyed by an except¬
ionally severe autumnal gale; or when crofters are confronted with the
task of winning holdings from previously uncultivated moorland. But
the difficulties Inherent in the Highlands' geographical position and
circumstances are a constant backdrop to crofting history, and they
should never be overlooked. That they are relatively unemphasized in
this thesis is not because they are judged unimportant but because
crofters have always considered the hardships that are the unavoidable
consequences of their natural environment to be sore bearable than those
that have resulted from human action. The excessive and ostentatious
comfort of a privileged few; their oppressive and unjust conducts these
have always seetaed less tolerable than the vagaries of the climate and
the general scarcity of resources. And it is for that reason that
this thesis deals more with the exploitation of man by man than with
the unalterable conditions which have long defied men's efforts to
create a prosperous agriculture in the Highlands.
Numerically Insignificant and geographically distant from the centres
of British industry, trade and political power, crofters exercise no
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great influence on the country as a whole, Bor have they don® so in
the past. Crofters and their families are, however, a distinctive
social group. They possess their own culture, speak their own language
and generally live their lives in a way long since abandoned in the rest
of Britain. The uniqueness of the crofting way of life - itself a
reason for studying the crofting past - has long been apparent. At
one time It tended to provoke in outsiders a desire to sweep crofters
and crofting into the dustbin of history and to remake the Highlands in
the image of the southern British countryside. Today, principally
because of the steady erosion of the nineteenth century belief in the
self evident virtue of "progress", a quite opposite reaction i® sore
common. In 1954, for example, a royal commission concluded that the
crofting system deserved to b® maintained if only for the reason that 31
supported
a free and independent way of life whloh in a civilisation
predominantly urban and industrial in character is worth
{2)
preserving for its own intrinsic quality. '
In the last twenty years that opinion has gained a growing number of
adherents, a development accompanied by a radical revision of the
crofter's popular image. To the nineteenth century advocate of industry
and empire the crofter was an idle feckless fellow whose difficulties
were largely of his own making - "the natural fruits" of his own
(i)
"indolence and ignorance", as one writer put it.' In the increasingly
congested and polluted environment of urban Britain in the 1970s, on
the other hand, the crofter is frequently idealised, his way of life
romanticised, and the region In which he lives depicted as a placid
7. Beport of the Commission of 'inquiry into Crofting Conditions,
P.P. 1953-54, VIII, 9.
3. J. Bruce, Letters on the Present Condition of the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland, Minburgh, 1847, 15-17•
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pastoral haven in an ever more frantic world.
The Highlands of the tourist brochure and the holiday cottage
are not, however, the Highlands of the crofter. The crofter has
never been insmtne from the pressures generated by capitalist civil¬
ization; indeed he has suffered from them more than most. Ahl today,
as the effects of a rapidly expanding tourist trad© are supplemented
by those associated with the Imminence of oil-related industrialis¬
ation, such pressures are stronger than ever. The crofting tenant
is no longer threatened, with starvation when his crops fail or when
the herring shcals do not materialise. And when his land, is
expropriated the process is more subtle and less violent that it
once was. Hut the uncertainties of the crofter's day to day existence
are nonetheless real and worrying. He has still to work hard for a
meagre return. His holding is almost invariably small} his land often
poor} his financial resources far from ample His life, the crofter
would agree, has its compensations. That is why he does not abandon
it. But his independence is often more apparent than real, while
such freedom as he does enjoy is purchased at a price which few of his
urban admirera would be willing to pay. The crofter is consequently
entitled to respect, not as a quaint anachronism who lives closer to
Nature's bosom than the rest of us, but as one of that large majority
of mankind which, in the face of immense difficulties, still wins a
part of its living by its own efforts from the land.
Like that of peasant cultivators the world over, the crofter's
way of life is more easily described than defined. The Napier
Commission, that small body of men charged in 1663 with the task of
conducting the first official enquiry into crofting conditions,
tackled the problem by stating that the terra crofter referred to
a small tenant of lend with or without a lease, who finds
5
in the cultivation of hia holding a material portion of
his occupation, earnings, and sustenance, and who pays
rent directly to the proprietor.^''
Legislation passed since 1883 has modified the crofter's tenurial
status, but aa a delimitation of his social and eoonoaio position the
Kapler Commission'a definition has yet to be bettered. The crofter,
it makes clear, is the tenant of an individual holding. The returns
from that holding usually meet only a part of hia needs and consequently
have to be supplemented in some way if he and hia family are to attain
an adequate standard of living. AnA he rents his land from a landlord
and not frosa a superior tenant.
The second of these points - that the crofter is not a subsistence
agriculturalist but a man who, while retaining his st&ki in the land,
has always had to have an occupation ancillary to that of farming his
holding - will be returned to again are! again in this thesis. For
present purposes, however, the first and last of these three state¬
ments about the crofter's essential characteristics are of moat
significance} for they show the crofter to be a relatively modern
phenomenon. Until the end of the eighteenth century smallholdings
occupied by 3ingle tenants paying rent to a landowner had no place
(5)
in the Highland scheme of things;w' and the origins of the crofting
system are consequently to be found not in the middle ages, aa ia
often locsely supposed, but in the period which also gave birth to
the cotton mill and the steam engine.
Apart from a brief glance at eighteenth century occurrences,
5. Hot surprisingly therefore the word croltear is a relatively
recent importation into Gaelic from English. 15. Dwelly,
The Illustrated Gaelic - Fngllah Dictionary, Glasgow, 1971edit.
Also, Oxford"''English Tictlonary.
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this thesis is concerned, therefore, with the development of crofting
and of crofting life from its beginnings around 1800 until 1930
when, with the virtual completion of the Board of Agriculture^ land
settlement programme, the modem pattern of crofting settlement was
finally delineated. hat follows is not, however, a history of
the crofting counties as that expression has been understood since
the passing of the first Crofters Act in 1686. Within the larger
region the Gaelic areas are separated from the northern isles and
much of Caithness by important historical and geographical differences.
These have led not only to obvious cultural divergences but also to
the physical structure of crofting in the Gaelic west being' quite
dissimilar to that prevailing in the three northern counties or, for
(6)
that matter, in the eastern Highlands and in south and mid-Argyll.
Thus the heartland of the crofting community is and always has been
the islands from Mull and Tiree to lewis and the west and north coasts
of the mainland from Atdnassurch&n to the borders of Caithness. In
this district, the last bastion of Scottish Gaelic and. the culture
associated with it, is to be found the greater part of all the land
held under crofting tenure. "hen the crofting community is
mentioned it is usually the people of this area who are referred to.
And it is their history that is recounted in what follows.
The "maMng" of the title refers to the social, economic, cultural
and political influences and events that have made the crofting
6. The latter distriots include the twelve parishes not designated
crofting parishes under the 1886 Act» two in "aster Boss, two
in the neighbourhood of Inverness and two in south and aid-
Argyll. Croft Comm., Final Hep., 191?, xxiv. The common grazlngs
which are a distinctive feature of the north-weatern crofting
scene are seldom found elsewhere. The iicattalds of Shetland are
an important exception - hut they have a different historical
origin. See J.K. Coull, "Crofters Common Grazlnga in Scotland,
A.H.R.. XVI, 143.
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eoraraunity what It la. And the phrase "crofting community" has
itself been preferred to any obvious alternative because it i3 in
common usage and because it comprehends all the people whose history
is to be investigated; the cottars or landless people, once
numerous now few, as wall as crofters in the strict sense of
occupiers of holdings. Like any other group or class in society,
however, the crofting community cannot be studied in isolation. The
contention of one of the greatest of modem social historians that
the phenomenon of social class occurs only
when some men, as a result of common experiences ...
feel and articulate the identity of their interests
as between themselves and as against other sen whose
interests are different from, and usually opposed to,
(7)
theirs
implies that the development of any social class can be understood
only if its relations with other social classes are taken into account.
And it is for this reason that Highland landlords and their policies
loom large in the following pages. Their part Is a considerable
one not because this is their history but because in the western
Highlands and islands during the period under consideration landlords
constituted the ruling class. They brought Cx-ofting into existence.
They decided which areas should be occupied by crofters and which
should not. And most imrortant of all, the emergence of a feeling
of community among crofters was itself a consequence of their
recognition of th® fact that their interests and those of their land¬
lords wore mutually irreconcilable.
(
Because the conflict between those who owned the land and those
who lived and •■•orkod upon it is a major theme of this study its
7. Thomson, The Asking of the 'An liah forking: Class, London,
1964, 8.
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approach to modern Highland history is necessarily different from
that adopted in most recant books and -articles on the subject. The
majority of these - and there have been a lot of them - have been
written by economic historians in an attempt to analyse and explain
the modernisation of the Highland economy in the hundred year3 after
Culloden, and most of them have been based on the surviving records
(8)of Highland estate managements. The consequence has been that
while old simplifications about Highland history have been replaced
by scrupulously documented accounts of the way in which the modem
economic structure of the region was established, the people upon
whom estate managements imposed their policies have been almost
completely neglected. In the present century, for Instance, there
has been only one serious attempt to evaluate the impact of economic
change on the Gaelic consciousness - and that by A Gaelic poet, Sorley
(9)
MacLean, rather than by a historian.
This situation is in marked contrast to that prevailing in the
nineteenth century when, with the exception of the self-justifying
tomes produced by one or two landowners and estate managers,
accounts of what was then the contemporary history of the Highlands
were usually written from a professedly popular standpoint. Such
accounts were mostly propaganda pieces, written by radical critics
of Highland landlordism when hunger and eviction were stark realities
(11)
or when crofters were engaged in open conflict with their landlords;
As propaganda they were brilliantly successful. As history, however,
8. The works in question are those by M. Gray, E. Cregeen, P. Gaskell,
E. Richards, and H.J. Adam. Details in Bibliography.
9» 3. Mac Lean, "The "oetry of the Clearances", T.G.O.I., XXT7III, 1939*
10. Deo, e.g., the works of J. Loch and the 8th Duke of Argyll cited
in Bibliography.
11. The accounts in question are principally those by D. MacLeod,
H. Miller, D. Roes, and A. Mackenzie. Details in Bibliography.
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they seem less than adequate to most modem historians simply because
they were written by men who ware totally committed to one 3ide in
the class struggle between crofters and proprietors. Recent writers
have consequently tended to dismiss the works of their radically
minded predecessors as the product of what on© economic historian has
(12^
called "social prejudice";* '' and their interpretation of Highland
history is usually examined only to be refuted. Such refutation
has not quite been universal. But it is arguable that the modern
(11)
authors who star*! closest to the nineteenth century tradition have
done it an even greater disservice than its critics by publishing
histories largely made up of refurbished versions of their precursors'
hooka and pamphlets. Abstracted from their historical context, the
older works are deprived of purpose and effect, their message is
distorted and their undoubted weaknesses highlighted - facts that
have made it easy for authors whose sympathies lie with Highland
landlords to damn the few recent writers who have adopted an explicitly
pro-crofter stance as, for example, "popular historian® ... interested
chiefly in the propagandist or sensational aspects" of the Highland
Pa.,.(14)
In this thesis neither of these approaches to the older historical
tradition is adopted. It is freely admitted that the popular view
of Highland history is, as has been said on more than one occasion,
(19)
invariably prejudiced, frequently emotional and sometimes inaccurate.
That view ia not rejected, however. Instead, a serious attempt is
made to understand it and to explain why the crofter's conception
12. M. Cray, The Highland vconom.y, 1750-1850« Hdinbuigh, 1957, ?46.
13- The authors 3 have in mind are I. Grimble and J. ".'rebble. Their
-voika are cited in the Bibliography.
14. P. Gaskell, !torvern Transforued, Cambridge, 1968, 25*
15. See inter al., Hray, Highland "conomy, 246; Haskell, Horvera
Transformed, 25; H. Richarda, The Leviathan of health, London,
1973, 159 at seq.
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of Ms own past - as preserved In the nineteenth century books and
pamphlets already referred to, in Gaelic poetry, in press and police
reports of Highland Land League meetings and not least in the
collective memory of the crofting community itself - is so radically
different from the typical historian's portrayal of It. Huch an
explanation can be arrived at only by putting the crofter at the
centre of his own history? and in essence, therefor®, this thesis is
an attempt to write the modem history of the Gaelic Highlands from
the crofting community's point of view. The recent historians of
the region may question the validity of this perspective and the
soundness of the conclusions to wMch it leads. But if it illumin¬
ates crofters' attitudes to their own history the writing of this
account of it will not have been In vain.
11
CHAPTER 1. THH T?lfP OF AN OLD ORI>T3« THP HIOHLAIPS IN THE
SI TR C3NT1.IRY
In the world of the eighteenth century Britain was recognisably
unique. In the tumultuous events of the 164it had experienced
the first great social and political revolution of modern times. A
hundred years later it was embarking' on the equally significant economic
revolution that was to make it the world's first industrial nation.
And though its political life was still dominated by a landed oligarchy,
Britain's rulers, unlike many of their continental counterparts, were
not feudal aristocz'atsj nor was their king an absolute monarch. In
Scotland, admittedly, feudal jurisdictions persisted, until the 1740s -
an indication, if one was needed, that its earlier history had been
very different from that of the larger, wealthier and more populous
kingdom south of the Tweed. But in Scotland as in England the
monarchic principles of prior centuries had never recovered from the
assaults made upon then in the era of Cromwell and the Covenant. And
it was as the heirs of the previous century's anti-absolutiat revolut¬
ions that the *hig magnates of eighteenth century Britain retained
power. While still given to assessing their personal prestige and
influence in terms of acreages owned, Britain's political elite were
distinctly unfeud&l in outlook. They measured their country's great¬
ness in terms of its trad© and commerce and in their quest for control
of global markets they did not hesitate to wage war in India, in
America and on the oceans of the world.
The society which supported the beginnings of imperialism was
itself increasingly orientated towards the accumulation of wealth.
Towns and cities were being built on the proceeds of the slave trad®,
the tobacco trade and a dozen other forma of commercial enterprise.
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By the century's end the construction of other cities was to he
financed with fortunes created by that world shattering invention, the
factory. Nor was capitalism's advance confined to the rapidly
expanding urban centres. The countryside too was being reorganised
on commercial lines. As his fields were expropriated and his commons
enclosed in the interests of an economically efficient agriculture,
the peasant was vanishing from the land. And the land itself was
being irrevocably altered as "improving" landlords layed out fields
and farms, planted woods and hedges? in short, brought the modem rural
landscape into existence.
Beginning in England these developments soon spread or were carried
to other parts of the British Isles. In Ireland the last of
the old Celtic society's semi-independent enclaves were overrun during
the opening years of the seventeenth century. Thereafter the country
was drawn inextricably into Ungland's imperial suabit and its land
parcelled out among English landlords. Politically merged with
England since 1707 Scotland, for its part, was - by the middle of the
eighteenth century if not before - clearly following the example set
by its southern neighbour. 'laving at last gained unrestricted access
to England's overseas empire, Glasgow's merchants were showing them¬
selves to be every bit as enterprising and as successful as their
counterparts in Liverpool or Bristol; while the lairds and farmers of
the Lothiuns were embarking on the task of emulating and in the end
(1)
surpassing the achievements of more southerly "improvers".
By the 1740s, then, the modernisation of British society was
everywhere proceeding apace? everywhere that is except in the Highlands
of Scotland. There an older way of life persisteds a way of life
1. These paragraphs are bas^A on a variety of secondary works,
principally, Hobsbawti, Industry and Empire, London, 19^8?
H. Hamilton, An ''conornlc History of Scotland in the Eighteenth
Century, Oxford, 1963.
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whose social forms wore based not on ties of economic dependency as
was increasingly the case in the south hut on the much older bonds
of kinship. ' In the Highlands the descent group, defined genealog¬
ically and institutionalised as the tribe or clan, was the focus of
all social, economic and cultural activity - a clan, as was noted at
the time, being
a set of men bearing the same surname and believing
themselves to be related the one to the other and
descended from the same common stock. In each clan
there are several subaltern tribes ... but all agree
in owing allegiance to the Supreme Chief of the clan
or kindred and lode upon it to be their duty to support
(\)
hi® at all adventures.
In the eighteenth century kin-based societies of the type thus described
had long 3inee vanished from western Hupape and in attempting to
enlighten his southern colleagues as to the true nature of Highland
society Duncan Forbes of Culloden, author of that statement and one
of the British government's principal representatives in the Scotland
of the 174Cs, had to contend with a conceptual gulf of considerable
dimensions.
Hven before Duncan Forbes penned his analysis of clanship, however,
there were eings that the gulf between the Highlands and the rest
of Britain might soon be bridged. Commercial interchange between
the two societies was expanding at an unprecedented rate, its moat
important component being the export of cattle from the Highlands to
2. The feudal elements in the Highlands were largely legalistic, a
result of medieval contacts with the south. Their existence in
no way implies that the Highlands were feudal in the generally
accepted sociological aeri3® of the term.
3. Quoted, J. Prebble, Cullodan, London, 1961» 35•
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the south. A part of Highland life since at least the sixteenth
century, the cattle trade grew rapidly after 1700 largely because
of the increased demand generated by the steadily developing southern
(4)
economy. Nor were southern influences on the Highlands confined
to those associated with trade, long addicted to dabbling in the
politics of lowland "cotland, not to mention those of England and of
Ireland, the higher ranks of Highland society were well accuatoaed
to sieving in two cultural universes; that of the Gaelic Highlands
on the one bund and that of lowland Scotland and the rest of western
Europe on the other. This tendency to be involved in southern as
well as Highland affairs was particularly characteristic of the chiefs
who constituted the apex of the traditional power structure. In the
early eighteenth century, depending on whether they favoured the Whigs
or the Jacobites, many chiefs were as at home in Edinburgh or Paris
as they were in the Highlands and French or English rolled off their
tongues as easily as - perhaps more easily than - Gaelic. While
away from his clan, moreover, the typical chief - conscious since
childhood of his immensely aristocratic status In the Highland society
from whence he came - felt obliged to emulate, or even surpass, the
life style of the courtiers and nobles with whoa he mingled. And
it was at this point that the eighteenth century chiefs' two roles
name into irreconcilable conflict with one another. As a southern
socialite he needed more and more money. As a tribal patriarch he
could do very little to raise it.
That is not to say, of course, that he did not make the attempt -
the criticisms mad© of a late seventeenth century MacLeod of Dunvegan
by Roderick Morri3on, a blind Gaelic bard and harper, telling their
own stcry:
4. A.R.B. Haldane, The Trove Heads of Scotland, (2nd edit.),
Edinburgh, 19^^» 7 ®t aeq.
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Theid aeachd trusail air dhail
air each erudach aa gairmhor sranr;
diallaid lasdail fo'n toin;
's aor gum b* fhaarrd' a sristn oir 'na cheann...
Coig ginidhean
gun teid slod ann an cord d'an aid;
urad eil* oirre fein...
Thaid Xuach aairt no nas mo
•m paidhsar stocaiun de *n t-3eorsa 'a fearr,
is cha chuntar an eorr...
Thig e roach as a* bhuth
leia an fhaasan aa ur bho'n Fhraing,
's an t-aodaeh gasda bha 'n d#
a'a phesrsa la apeis nach gann
theid a shadadh an cuil...
"Expenditure on such a scale had its inevitable outcomes
Kn uair a thilleas e ris
a dh* .mharc a thire fain,
•n dels na ailtean chur 3uas,
gun tig sgrlob air an tuath roe spreidh,
gus an tcgar na roairt
'n daidh an ciuradh 's an reic air feill:
slod na fiachan ag at,
(5)
gus an? fiarach ri mhac *na dheidh. '
•>. W. Vatheaon (ed.), The Blind Harper, Scottish Gaelic Texts
Society, Edinburgh, 197C, 67-71. (The equivalent of seven
collections are borrowed to pay for a shod, loud-snorting hor3«;
a lordly saddle under the bottom; and he would of course be tauch
the better of a golden bridle on his head... five golden guineas -
that is spent on a cord for the hat, and aa much again for the hat
itself... The price of a mart or more is paid for a pair of
stockings of the best kind, and the change is not counted... He
comes out of the shop with the latest fashion from France, and
the fine clothes worn on his person yesterday with no little
satisfaction are tossed into a corner... -hen he returns again
to view his own country, though thousands of pounds have already
been sent away, a cattle levy ia imposed on the tenantry, and so
the marts are exported, after being cured and acid at the market.
Thus do the debts increase to be demanded from his son after him).
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In the seventeenth century, it must be said, such behaviour was
unuaual and indeed there is some evidence that Morrison's Oran do .'.lhac
l.eoid Dhun Sheagain, from which these line3 are quoted, did something
(6 5
to ourb the extravagances of other chiefs. ' The effects of
tn Clarsair hall's strictures were neither widespread nor lasting,
however, and after 1700 the ostentatious extravagance and the commer¬
cial outlook which he had so bitterly condemned became increasingly
prevalent.
Thus the Ca&erons of Locheil involved themselves in the est
(7)
Indies trade; while in Skye in the 1730s Sir Alexander I!acDonald of
oleat and Norman MacLeod of Dunvegan sold 3orae of their own clansmen
(8)
into slavery. In its cynical disregard of the bonds and obligations
(9)
of kinship that episode was indeed "a grim foretaste of the clearances."
But still more indicative of what was to come were the contemporary
developments on the Campbell lands in Argyll. There in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries the Duke of Argyll's need
for increased revenues was partially met by a drastic reorganisation
of the tanurial relationships prevailing on his clan lands in mainland
Argyll and on Mull and Tiree. The object of the reform was the
production of higher money rents and th® assumption on which it was
based was that
1 and should produce a revenue ... like any other
capital asset and that it should therefore be
allocated, not <13 a token of kinship, as a reward
for allegiance or as a seans of maintaining a




7. A. Cunningham, The Loyal Plana, Cambridge, 1932, 470.
8. 2.F. Grant, The MacLeods, London, 1959» 404-409.
9. 3. XacLean, "Poetry of the Clearances", 1939* 298.
10. T.R. Crageen, "The Tacksmen and their unceascrs", Lettish "tudles,
XIII, 1969, 118.
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ka R.H. Tawney once remarked of a similar shift in aristocratic
attitudes to and beliefs about land in sixteenth century ^ngland,
It is easy to underrate the significance of this
change, yet it ia, in a sense, more fundamental than
any other; for it marks the transition from the ...
conception of land as the basis of political functions
and obli ations, to the modern view of it a3 an
income yielding investment. Landholdirig tends, in
(11)
short, to become commercialised. v '
The commercialisation of the agricultural structure in response to
chieftains' financial necessitouaness - an undertaking in which the
Campbells were eventually joined by every other leading family in the
region - ia the great fact of eighteenth century Highland history.
From it all else flows. But it was not something that could be
x
achieved within the conteit of traditional Highland society. : ven
the Dukes of Argyll had to temper th® dictates of commercialised estate
(12)
management with those of military security; while chiefs who
lacked „the Campbell's extra - Highland power base were quite unable
to interfere with existing tenurial arrangements to any significant
extent. The reason was simple. Until 1746 the Highlands lay outside
the effective limits of British jurisdiction; and the law and order
which were necessary preconditions for the commercial and industrial
developments occurring in the south were consequently absent. In
England or lowland cotland "the turbulent days" when
lords had ridden out at the head of their
retainers to convince a bad neighbour with bows
and bills; and a numerous tanantry had been
more important than a high pecuniary return
11. R.H. Tawney, The Agrarian Problem in the Sixteenth Century,
London, 191?, 159-189.
12. Cregean, "Tacksmen and their uccessora", 19&9* seq.
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from the aoil.^
had long since pas3ed away. In the Highlands, however, a chief's
status and even hia life still depended on the number of armed men he
could command - a truth encapsulated in MaoDonnell of Keppoch's famous
remark that his rent-roll consisted of five hundred fighting men,'^'
and one that was reflected in the traditional agrarian system.
The essential feature of that system was that it depended on land
being laid out to ensure the continued existence of the clan as a
socially unified and militarily effective organisation, considerations
cf agricultural efficiency being of decidedly secondary importance.
Moet of a clan's territorial possessions were consequently held by
tacksmen, an essentially military caste for whom courage and prowess
in war were the ultimate virtues. Tacksmen were generally kinsmen of
the chief to whom they paid only a nominal rent for their farms - on the
understanding' that their principal role was to provide him with skilled
soldiers rather than with cash. Inordinately conscious of their status
as the daoina uaisle or gentlemen- of the clan, most tacksmen did not
deign to soil their hands with thfc lay to day tasks of farming, a role
assigned to the subtenants to whom the tacksmen sublet the greater
portion of their farms or to the cottars and mailers who, as the sub-
(15)
tenants of subtenants, constituted the lower orders of the clan.
The traditional landholding system thus supported a formidably
efficient military machine which was bound together by a chain of
13. Tawney, \grarian 'roblem, lhl?, 188.
14. rrebble, Cullodon, 19^1» 4?.
1% This account of the landhclding system is largely baaed on, A.
»acKerral, "The Tacksman and his Holding in the "outh-"est Highlands",
S.H.R., XTVI, 1947? T. Cregeen, "The Changing Hole of the House of
Argyll in the Scottish Highlands", in N.T. :hilliraon and B.
Tlitchison (ada.), Scotland in the Age of Improvement, Edinburgh,
197C J 9-23, Gray, ;ii> hi and :conc-my, 1957* 2-54.
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command and kinship stretching from the chief through his lieutenants,
the tacksmen, to the subtenants and cottars whose function and duty
it was to make the apparently indiseiplined but undeniably devastating
charges which were the basis of Highland warfare. Burdened with such
an intricate array of tenures and subtanures the land was clearly
incapable, however, of yielding its full agricultural potential and
though the clan could scarcely be bettered as an instrument of war
its rent-producing capacity was extremely limited. Nor could that
capacity be easily increased. The bonds of kinship and mutual obligat¬
ion on which the clan was based effectively irecluded the introduction
of impersonal money relationships aril it was consequently obvious to
even the moat casual of eighteenth century observers that if a clan's
lands were to produce a worthwhile rental for its chief the tsultiple
gradations of the traditional society would have to be swept away and
the land let directly to men who were willing and able to work it
efficiently and to pay a realistic money rent for the privilege of so
doing. This in faot was the alio of the Campbell reforms already
referred to. No chief, however, could affect such a revolution without
alienating the tacksmen upon whom, in the unsettled conditions prevailing
in the region, hie own survival depended. In the Highlands, therefore,
a chief's conduct had to conform, at least approximately, to the stan¬
dards of the traditional society rather than to those prevailing in
the commercial world in which he spent a growing amount of his time
and to which h® was increasingly attracted. \a far as his clansmen
were concerned he could transgress the southern moral code and the
cottish or British government's laws with impunity; but he could not
introduce the apparatus of southern landlordism. To have don® so
aould have been to invite his owr. downfall. It was a predicament
resolved only by the forcible incorporation of the Highlands into the
20
social a-"^ political system of Treat Britain.
The eventual subjugation of the Highlands was perhaps inevitable. The
problem of how to pacify the region was one that had taxed successive
Scottish governments long before any administration in London was called.
upon to taokle it. And in the last analysis it was most improbable
that two societies as unlike each other as that of the Taelic Highlands
and that of the rest of Britain could coexist in close proximity for
any length of time. That Highlanders were left largely to their own
devices for so long was to some extent a consequence of their homeland's
relative remoteness. Ifore fundamentally, however, it was a consequence
of the nature of the southern economy's demands on the Highlands. In
the seventeenth and eighteenth canturies, as in more modern times,
traditional societies which ware felt to stand in the way of Hngllsh or
British interests were habitually destroyed. In Ireland, for example,
a Celtic society very similar to that of the Highlands was ruthlessly
obliterated; and the Indian peoples of the eastern part of North
America were wiped out in the same way. In bcth cases, however, the
motive was principally that of clearing the way for colonisation; and
where such a motive was absent British commercial interests were quite
content to leave traditional societies alone - as long that is as they
produced the required goods. Thus the West African slave trqie, though
of immense economic importance to Britain, was carried on from coastal
forts and hulks and the African peoples who produced and sold the
(16)
slaves were left to live their lives in their own way.
Although nominally part of Scotland and, after 1707, of Britain,
the Highlands approximated more closely to the est African than to
the Irish or American models. Remote and infertile they offered little
16. R. Oliver are! J.D. Fage, *. Short History of Africa., Harmaworth,
1966, 120 - 121.
(17)
to attract the coloniser; while the British economy's main require¬
ment from the area, black cattle could demonstrably to obtained without
incurring the trouble and exponas of effectively subordinating the
cattle rearers to British rule. Despite the absence of a simple
economic motivation for such a development, however, the early eighteenth
century was characterised by a steadily growing British military presence
in the Highlands. The reasons had little to do with black cattle.
They derived from essentially political and strategic considerations
which turned on the fact that the Highlands were the last gTeat reservoir
of Jacobltisca in the British Isles.
Why Highlanders should have been bo devoted to the cause of the
exiled Stuart monarchy is a complex question which has never been satis¬
factorily answered, least of all by the hosts cf romantic writers who
(18)
have dwelt so lovingly on every detail cf Highland Jacobitism. ' What
is clear, however, is that a government of capitalist aristocrats -
which habitually acted in the interests of an increasingly powerful
mercantile class and which was for that reason engaged in a protracted
struggle with France for control of world markets - was unlikely to
tolerate the indefinite existence within its frontiers of a stronghold
of an older way of life which could and did serve aa a convenient
springboard for Jacob!to and Trench attempts to renew In Britain the
debilitating civil conflicts of the seventeenth century. Successive
Jacobite risings were consequently followed by ever more determined
efforts to suppress Highland Jacobitiam, the final stages of the process
being initiated by the amazing successes achieved by that small
Highland army which in a few short months In 1743 conquered Scotland
17. The one col on! sins* venture in the north-west Highlands, that of
the Fife Advonturera in lewis, petered out about a dozen years
after its commencement in 1395. See, W.C. Mackenzie, History of
the Outer Hebrides, aisley, 19C'3, 171-247.
18. \raong all the vast literature on Jaoobitiam there is not one
serious study of Its social roots In the Highlands.
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and marched to within 127 miles of London. Decidedly shaken by these
event® the British government decided to destroy the traditional
society of the Highlands, thus ensuring that Highlanders could never
again challenge Britain's imperial might. The outcome was Culloden
and the bloody and brutal repression which followed it.
The significance of Culloden was not that it was a catastrophic
defeat for Highland anas. There had been such defeats before and at
the time most Highland Jacobites considered Culloden to be little more
(19)
than a singularly unfortunate prelude to a future renewal of hostilities.
That distinguished Culloden from previous reversals, however, was the
fact that it was merely an overture to a massive assault on the social
and political institutions of clanship. In 1746 and in the years
that followed clansmen - Jacobite and non-Jacobite - were disarmed
finally and completely, the wearing of the Highland dress was prohibited,
and the chiefs' judicial powers over their clans were abolished -
developments that were accompanied, by a determined attempt to modernise
the Highland economy and to Integrate the region and its people into
a civilization from which they had hitherto kept aloof.
The immediate effect of these events was to accelerate and. enforce the
modernising tendencies already at work in the Highlands. The destruction
of the clan as a paramilitary organisation and the establishment of
law and order as these things were understood in the south meant that
chiefs had no further need for the military services of their clansmen.
It also meant that chiefs were divested of their traditional trappings
and that tueir social status consequently depended more than "var on
the amount of cash at their disposal. \a a contemporary Highlander
19. J.L. Campbell (ed.), Highland Con,-a of the forty-five, Edinburgh,
1933, xxxiv.
20. A.J. "eungson, 'fter the Forty-five, Edinburgh, 1973, 2«5 at seq.
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put It,
The number and bravery of their followers no longer
supports their grandeur; the number and weight of
(21)their Guineas only are put in the scale. '
After 1746, therefore, the incentive to exploit land commercially
became stronger than ever before. And a3 a result of the government's
post-Culloder. policies, the obstacles which the traditional society had
put in the way of such exploitation were removed.
As the need for commercial profitability became the dominant
influence in estate management, Highland chiefs or landlords as they
now were fell into an easy and inevitable alliance with the commercial
and industrial capitalism of the south; easy because southern society
enabled thorn to gratify their aristocratic tastes and aspirations;
inevitable because in the south were to be found rapidly expanding
markets for their produce. At first Highland landlords made desultory
(22)
attempts to promote indigenous economic development. But in the
face of natural difficulties and southern competition native Highland
Industry was doomed to unprofitability, and industrial ventures
consequently failed or were abandoned as their promoters increasingly
concentrated on the export of the raw materials needed by the urban
and industrial south.
In the second half of the eighteenth century, therefore, the old
semi-independence of the Highland economy was transformed into an
essentially neocolonial subordination to the reruire-ients of the devel-
(23)
oping industries of England and lowland Scotland. At first black
cattle, the Highlands' traditional export, continued to be virtually
21. "An 'ssay on the Late Emigration from the Highlands by a Highlander",
M.S. notebook, 1774, MacL. P., Box 36 (2).
72. See, e.g., the account of the activities of the fifth Duke of
Argyll in the Introduction to, T. Cregeen (ed.), Argyll 'state
Instructions, 1771 - Scottish History Society, Edinburgh, 1964.
23. Cregeen, "Changing Hole of the House of Argyll", 1970, $•
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th® only saleable product of Highland estates. ' But in the fifty
years after 1760 th® place of cattle was more and acre effectively
challenged by two now commodities: wool and kelp. The large scale
production of both these materials required a massive transformation
of the Highlands traditional agrarian system; and it was in the course
of the consequent changes that crofting as we knew it today on th©
north-western 3eahoard and in the Hebrides cam© into existence.
In 1?73, only twenty-seven years after Culloden, Br. Samuel Johnson
came to the Highlands hoping to discover "a People of peculiar appear¬
ance and a system of antequated life.'1 He found, to his evident
chagrin, that he had come too late:
There was perhaps never any change of national manners
ao quick, so great, and ao general as that which has
operated in th® Highlands by the late conquest and the
subsequent laws ... Th© clans retain little now of
their original character. Their ferocity of temper
is softened, their military ardour is extinguished,
their dignity of independence is depressed, their
contempt for government subdued, and their r@verar.ee
(251
for their chiefs abated.
Nearly a century later, Johnson's judgment that the ©vents of th©
174Cs had. destroyed clanship for ever was echoed by the Court cf Session,
the fount of Scottish legal wisdom:
'hen all military character, all feudal subordination,
all heritable jurisdiction, all independent authority
of chiefs are extracted from what used to be called
a clan, nothing remains of its essential character
^ x (26)and peculiar features.
24. "ray, Highland 'conomy, 1957, 66.
2^. 3. Johnson, A Journey to the '©stern Islands of "cotland, Oxford,
1924, 51.
26. Quoted, T.H. Murray, The Islands of ''astern Scotland, London,
1973, 212-213.
Although such statements about the^demise of clanship are not altogether
unfounded, the nature of the historical changes involved in the tradit-
ional society*s collapse was undoubtedly acre complex than was realised
by Fr. Johnson or by the Tcottiesh judiciary of the 1860s. The institut¬
ional forms of h society with a continuous history of at lea3t a
thousand years were, it is true, destroyed simply by passing and
enforcing laws that abolished them. Hie mental attitudes and beliefs
engendered by the Highlands' traditional social system could not bs so
easily erased, however, and the economic transformations outlined above
consequently precipitated a crisis of cultural adaption that has left
its mark on a great deal of the subsequent history of the Highlands.
Principally because they had been gradually absorbing: southern ways
and attitudes for many years before 1746, Highland chiefs took to their
new roles with alacrity} and the British government was therefore able
to pursue its policy of modernising the Highlands, not by expropriating
the Gaelic aristocracy as had been done in Ireland, but by winning the
upper rank of the old order to its side. Only the relatively small
number of chiefs who had plsyed an active part in the last Jacobite
rebellion were exiled or executed - and even their lands were returned
to their families in 1784. The remainder were left in undisturbed
possession of estates of which they were now considered to be the
outright owners. All concept of the kindred's interest in the land
was consequently oast aside, while the encouragement thus given to
former chiefs to become landlords on the southern model virtually
shattered the already weakening paternal affection which the traditional
chief had felt for his clan.
By the eighteenth century's end any lingering traces of a
patriarchal outlook had been strictly subordinated to the pursuit of
(27)profit, and Highland "chieftains" were firmly sat on the road to
becoming the landed and anglicized gentlemen that they have ever since
remained. And in subjecting the dictates of kinship to those of
financial expediency the Highlands' ruling class did not, contempor¬
aries agreed, experience any undue difficulty:
The more necessitous, or the les3 generous, set the
example? and one gradually followed another, till
at length all scruple seems to be removed, and the
proprietors in the Highlands have nc more hesitation
than in any other part of the country in turning
( 2P1
their estates to the best advantage.
That was written in 1805- As early a3 1750, however, a government
agent had noted that some Highland lairds had already "screwed their
(29)
Rents to an extravagant Height", ' and during the next twenty years
the "rage of raising rents", commented on by a traveller in Lochaber
in 1764,^^ spread throughout the Highlands. Hut while the most
remarkable feature of the chiefs' response to the commercial order was
thus the sa3e with which they adapted to it, the reaction of the lower
strata of the traditional society was significantly different.
^irst to feel the full force of the wind of change were the
tacksmen whom chiefs cua landlords not unnaturally wished to transform
into the businesslike farmers who were the mainstay of estate economies
in the south. NScst tacksmen, however, were unwilling or unable to
make the requisite adjustment. lied to the traditions of their caste
they were usually more concerned to keep up a host of unproductive
27. The importance of "paternalism" in Highland affairs after 1746 has
veen wildly exaggerated. Usually such feelings were mere cloaks for
aoonoraic self-interest. See below, Chap.2 et seq. Occasionally,
however, traces of a genuinely patriarchal attitude emerge, even in
the nineteenth century. See, e.g., the account of MacLeod of
Ounvegan's conduct during the famine cf the 18403, below, Chap. 4.
28. "arl of Selkirk, Observations cn the Present "tato of the Highlands
of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1805, 23.
29- A- Lang (ed.), *'he Highlands of -cot, land in 1750, "dinburgh, I898, 39
30. T. Pennant, A Tour in Scotland, (3rd edit.), Warrington, (3 vols.),
I774, 1, 208.
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dependants and retainers than to cultivate habit3 of Industry and
thrift. As the military side of clanship passed into history the
tacksmen consequently became the bogeyman of the "improvers", hope¬
less reactionaries whom landlords increasingly thought of as expensive
(31 ^and not altogether desirable luxuries on their estate®. Tacksmen's
traditional tenancies were therefore ended and their lands offered to
the highest bidders; developments which tacksmen - who had long
considered their lands to be almost aa much the inheritance of their
families as of the chief from whom they held them, - greeted with
an incredulity which rapidly turned into resentment. And as a
Highland traveller observed in the 177Cs, "Resentment drove many to seek
(33^
a retreat beyond the Atlantic." '
The extraordinarily complete emigration or migration of the tacksmen
is 3till represented as a catastrophe which deprived the Highlands of
(34)
its nascent middle class and the region's small tenants of their
natural leadership - despite the fact that popular sayings, like
Is don an gabhalach
Ach don an donuis
(30
Anns an ath - ghabhalach,x *"
indicate that the tacksmen's social inferiors were not greatly
saddened by their departure. The real significance of the tacksmen's
decision to take themselves off to America, however, is not that it
left the clans' lower orders without leaders but that it provides a
measure of the literally aweeome problem of adjustment which ordinary
31. J. A. llandley, -cottiah . .inning in the Eighteenth Century, London,
1953, 93-94.
3?. F.J. Adaua, "The Highland Emigration of 1770", XVI, 1919,
286—290. Also below, Chap. 9*
33. iennant, Tour, 1774» II» 307.
34* See, e.g., T.C. Imout, A History of the Scottish eople, _1560-
1830, London, 1969, 358-359.
35» A. Carmichael, Caralna Oadelica, dinburgh, (levels), 1928-1971»
II, 244. (Bad is the tenancy but the evilness of the evil one is
in the subtenancy).
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Highlanders faced. If the tacksmen, men who were usually well
educated and knew something of life outside the Highlands, could not
adapt to the situation created by the establishment of commercial
landlordism, how could the much less well equipped commons of the
clans make the still greater adjustments required of them?
The answer was simple. They could not. Left to fend for them-
selves in a strange and hostile environment in which the land of the
kindred could be sold for cash and the people who lived on the land
treated as an element in a calculation of profit and loss by men "grown
so niggardly", as a Hebrldean poet remarked in the 1760s, that they
"would geld a louse if it would rise in value a farthing", the small
tenantry of th© north-we3t Highlands could take refuge only in a
profound so is© of betrayal J
Bh* fhalbh na ceannardan mileant
Oh* an robh seannt air an fhirinn,
Dh* an robh geall air an dilsean
agus cuing air an naahaid ...
Seallaihh mun cuairt dhuibh
Is faicibh na h - uaislean
Gun iochd aunt' ri truaghain,
Gun suairceas ri daimhich;
*3 ann a tha l ad am barail
Kach buin sibh.do*n talarah,
*3 god dh' fhag lad sibh falamh
Chan fhsic lad mar chall ei
Chaill iad an sealladh
^ir gach reachd ague gealladh
Eha eadar na foaraibh
Thug am fearann - a' o 'n nai&haid ... '' '
36. Matheson (ed.), The ronga of John "acCodrum, Scottish Gaelic Texts
Society, Ldinburgh, 193(, 199-203. (The warrior chiefs are gone who
had a yearning for the truth, who had regard for their faithful
followers and had a yoke on their foe... Look around you and see
the nobility without pity for poor folk, without kindness to frionds?
they are of the opinion that you do not belong to the soil, and
though they have left you destitute they cannot see it as a loss).
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The waning of chieftaincy prestige, a development amply testified to
by the unsurprisingly bitter ver3os of John llacCodium, was also
remarked on by the increasingly numerous travellers in the Highlands,
The chiefs, Johnson noted in the 1770s, haci :1
already lost much of their influence; and as
they gradually degenerate from patriarchal
rulers to rapacious landlords, they will
(37)
divest themselves of the little that remains.
The accuracy of the Doctor's gloomy predictions was inexorably borne
out by events until, by the turn of the century, it was possible for
another visitor to the region to observe - with some surprise - that
Highland landlords, "instead of being almost adored", were "'in general
(38)despised".^J By about 18C0, therefore, the tenantry of the Highlands
had already begun to discard, albeit reluctantly, the duties and
obligations imposed on them by their sense of clanship. In the next
few years, as those of them who did not follow the tacksmen to America
were converted into crofters, the need for such a coming to terms with
the realities of the Highland situation was to become still more press¬
ing, But as subsequent chapters make clear, the emergence of the
modern crofting community from the dispirited and demoralised coremons
of the clans was destined to be a alow as well as an intensely
painful process.
37« Johnson, Journey to the estern Islands, 1?24» 81,
38. J. Hall, Travels in Scotland by an unusual Haute, London,
(2 vols.), 1807, II, 507.
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CHAP7S3 2. THK B3GINBIK0S "F CH FTIKG. 16C0 - 1820
"a caoralcn mora or big sheep, as Highlanders called southern graziers*
Blackface and Cheviot stocks in order to distinguish them from their own
smaller and wirier breeds, were introduced into Perthshire from the
lowlands in the 1760s. By 1800 they had largely replaced black cattle
as the main agricultural product of those parts of the Highlands that
li® to th© south of the Great Glen. Aral in the years around the turn
of the century, a time of soaring wool prices, the white tide swept on
northward® and westwards into Inverneaa-ahire, Boas-shire, Sutherland,
and th© Hebrides/"' "In this as in ©very other instance of political
economy", remarked James Loch who, as the Outherland family's estate
manager and business adviser, knew ail there was to know about the coming
of the big sheep,
the interests of the individual and the prosperity of
the state went hand in hand. And the demand for the
raw material of wool by the "nglisb manufacturers en¬
abled the Highland proprietor to let his lands for
(2)
quadruple the amount they ever before produced to hia.
-hren Karl Marx, who was as bitter in his condemnations of capitalism as
Loch was exultant in its praises and who saw in the events associated
with the introduction of 3heep farming into the Highlands a particularly
vicious manifestation of the general process of making "the soil part
and parcel of capital",^'" could scarcely have coined a more forceful
expression of the connection between Highland "improvement", as its
promulgators liked to call it, and southern industrialisation. Indus¬
trial demand for wool and the need for ever larger quantities of mutton
1. Gray, High 1 and ■ "conoray, 87-90. For a full account of the beginnings
of sheep farming see, Gray, op. cit., 86-104; Haldane, Drove Roads,
1968, 187-203.
2. J. Loch, An Account of the Improvements on the Fatates of the
Marquess of Stafford, London, 1820, xvii.
3. K. fcarx, Capital, (3 vols.), London, 1887» H, 757*
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to help feed the burgeoning populations of southern towns: these made
the conjmercial exploitation of the Highlands' pastoral resources almost
aa welcome to southern industrialists as tc Highland landowners. ind
it was for this reason, as the English poet Robert Southey remarked
during hie Sour of the Highlands in 1819, that the political economists
of the tine had "no hesitation concerning the fitness of the end in
view, and little scruple as to the means."
Tli® means, of courso, were the clearances? and with them the
beginnings of crofting are inextricably bcunti up. According to Marx
and to Donald MacLeod, the Sutherland stonemason who was another of
Highland landlordism's early critics, the displacement of whole
populations by a few sheep farmers and their shepherds amounted to
(5)
nothing less than "reckless terrorism". Crofters were to take the
same view. Their landlords, however, considered the clearances to be
a necessary precondition to the establishment of an economically
efficient agricultural system in the Highlands, and on strictly economic
criteria they were probably correct. As ona of their apologists
remarked at the time:
Sheep cannot be cultivated to a profit unless
in large flock3... 3aaall capitalists cannot
thence manage them? and thus arises the
necessity of large sheep farms'
The great increase in wealth and production brought about by the
arrival of na caoraich mora consequently created no opportunities for
(7)
the small tenants who constituted the bulk of the Highlands* population.
4. R. Gout hey, Journal oi' a Tour in Gcciland in 1&19, London, 19«?9
edit., 136.
5. Marx, Capital, I887, II, 7*7? D. MacLeod, Gloomy Memories, Glasgow,
1892 edit., XIV.
6. MacCulloch, The Highlands and estarn 1 ales, l£24, IV, 121.
7. Gray, highland conomy, 86 at aeq.
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Lacking the capital and expertise of the south country graziers who
dominated Highland sheep farming from the start, the original land¬
holders were ousted and dispossessed. Their landlords made no attempt
to remove them from their estates, however. An obstacle in the sheep
farmers' way they might have been, but they retained their usefulness;
for without the participation in it of the region's small tenantry, the
kelp industry of the north-west Highlands and Hebrides - an even more
profitable enterprise than sheep rearing itself - could not have
functioned for a single day.
Kelp, an alkaline seaweed extract then used in the manufacture of
soap and glass, was first made in Scotland in the 1720s. At that time
the industry was confined to the Forth estuary and the Orkneys; but in
the 1740s it spread to the western isles and by the mid - 17603 was
firmly established in all the Hebrides and on parts of the north-we3tern
/ON
coast of the mainland. Until the 1760s, when the average price
of Kelp first exceeded £2 a ton, landlords were gene"ally unaware of
the industry's growth potential and of its possible value to themselves,
host of the early profits from Hebridean kelp were consequently pocketed
by a few enterprising tacksmen and by a small band of independent
(9)
entrepreneurs, most of them Irishmen. The landlords' state of
innocence was of short duration, however. Increasing industrial
demand for kelp pushed its price steadily upwards. By the 1790s,
when imports of Spanish barilla - Kelp's main rival as a source of
industrial alkali - were cut off by French military action, the average
price was in the region of £10 a ton, and even that figure was trans¬
iently doubled in the 1800s.^ ' Production was accordingly stepped
8. J. alker, "An Fssay on Kelp", Transactions of the Highland Society,
I, 1799; 1-4? Jamieson, "Obj#s?vafc ons on Kelp", loc. cit., 43.
9. Walker, "Essay on Kelp", 2; Jamieson, "Observations on Kelp", 44;
Gray, Highland -ccno.ny, 130.
10. Report on Home Industries in the Highlands and Islands, P.P. 1914
XXXII, 24.
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up. : roflts rose markedly. And landlords, making up for their
initial dilatorineaa, stepped in and took over the industry, establish¬
ing legal rights to the seaweed on which it was based and talcing control
of all its productive and marketing sequences from the cutting of the
ware to the unloading of the kelp on the Liverpool and Glasgow water¬
fronts/11'
In the opening years of the nineteenth century between 15,000 and
(12)
20,000 tons of kelp were annually exported from the Hebrides. The
profits accruing to tbe islands' owners were estimated to be in the
(l7)
neighbourhood of £70,000 a year, J the accuracy of the estimate being
testified to by the size of individual proprietor's takings. Between
1807 and 1009, for example, Clanranald'a annual average income from
kelp sales was £9,454, a figure which compared very favourably with his
land rental of £5#^97/ ~ ' Die kelp mad® on Clanranald'a Louth Uiet
(15)
estate was admittedly among the best and moat valuable in the Hebrides.
But avon these landlords whoa® properties were somewhat less favoured
by natural circumstance had little cause for complaint. The kelp
produced on Lord MacDonald'a North Uiet estate was reckoned to be worth
''nearly double" the island'a land rent, and ita aal© accounted for
the greater part of Lord KacDanald's reputed helping income of £20,iOO
(17)
a year. Lewis kelp was calculated to be worth £3,5<DC & year after
11. Gray, highland Economy, 1?9~131.
12. Memorial of the 'relp Proprietors, Feb. 1818, Toda, Murray and
J&adeaon P., 013 237/120/4.
13. J. liacDcnald, General View of the Agriculture of the He rides,
Edinburgh, lPll, 141.
14. Memorial of the Clanranald Trustees, n.d., Clan P., GP 20lA/l?28/2}
Abstract of Clanranald's Kelp, n.d., Clan P., CD 2Cl/5/l332/7a.
15. Comparative View of Lord MacDonald's and Clanranald'a Kelp Dales,
1606, MacD. P., GO 221/36.
16. balker, "Kaaay on Kelp", 1799, 18»
17• Cray, HI/bland Economy, 18. The clair profit frora N. Uist kelp
Mounted to £14,000 in 1812 alone. 8.S.A., XIV, 1J6.
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expenses - and that was a notably conservative estimate made by the
trustees of the islands' proprietor, Mackenzie of Seaforth, some years
after the height of the boom.^®^ MacKeill of Barra and the Duke of
Argyll - who had considerable helping interests in Tiree - benefited
(19)
proportionately! and although squally immense gains were quits
beyond the reach of landlords whose properties were situated on Mull,
Skye, or the mainland, areaa where seaweed was in less abundant supply,
there was scarcely an estate in the north-west Highlands where kelp
was not an important source of revenue.
The vast profits which thus accrued to the region's landowners
were secured, in the last analysis, by a labour force consisting of as
many as 10,000 families whose members - men, women and children
alike - cut, gathered, dried and incinerated the seaweed during the
Highland helping season which began in April or Hay and continued into
August. The seaweeds harvested were principally the deep sea tangle
thrown up on the Outer Hebrides1 west coasts, and the knobbled, black
and bladder wracks which cover the rocky shores that are to be found all
around the north-west coast of the mainland as well as in the Inner
Hebrides and on the eastern seaboard of Lewis, Harris and the Uists.
The growing weed - which made much finer kelp than that cast up by
the Atlantic - had to be cut from the tidal sounds or rocky islets
where it grew moat profusely by kelpers whose work places were often
an island's breadth away from their homes. Once cut it was dried
in the sun and wind - a process calculated to occupy no more
than three of the warm sunny days which commonly occur in the
north-west Highlands in early summer. The dried weed was
18. Trustees Statement, July 1811, Sea. P., OP 46,/l7/V°l* 36*
19. Cregeen, Argyll Estate Instructions, 1964, xxxii, Gray, Highland
Hconoay, 130.
20. Memorial of the Kelp Proprietors, Feb. 1818, Tods, Murray and
Jaadeaon P., OD 237/l20/4»
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carried In carts and creels to the Kilns, long low constructions of
atone built handily on a nearby beach and filled with peat. The
peat was fired and the seaweed spread on top. It was then care¬
fully reduced to ashes, the alkaline residue or kelp accumulating
at the Kiln's base as a glowing molten mass which cooled into the
brittle, bluish material that was eventually shipped to the glass
(?1 )
and soap works of England and 'lowland Scotland*
K.elping was clearly an arduous occupation. One traveller
commented that compared to the Kelpers' way of life "the state of
(22)
our negroes is paradise".v Other observers agreed. Xelrere'
working conditions, wrote one of them, were much worse than those of
(23)
southern factory hands' - and that, in the early years of
industrialisation, was no facile comparisom
If one figures to himself a man, and one or more
of his children, engaged from morning to night
in cutting, drying-, and otherwi se preparing the
sea weeds, at a distance of many railes fro® his
home, or in a remote island} often for hours
together wet to his knees and elbows} living upon
oatmeal and water with occasionally fish, limpets,
and crabs; sleeping on the damp floor of a wretched
hut} and with no other fuel than twig® or heath}
fee will perceive that this manufacture is none of
(24)
the most agreeable.
Hardships like those would have been rendered acre tolerable by
adequate remuneration. lut kalpera' returns were extremely meagre}
21. A. Beaton, "On the Art of Making Kelp", Transactions of the
Highland Locioty, I, 17991 33-39? Carr, C u->'o-n ••n Sketches,
London, 1799, 490} talker, "Tsaay on belp","l799» 9» details of
seaweed types from I'urray, '"astern Isles, 1973, 215.
22. Hall, Travels in cotland, 1807, II, 548.
23. 8. Brown, tricturea arid Hemarks on the Qar'i of Selkirk's
observations, Fdinbu rgh, 1&06, cj 3-97 •
24. «. aoOillivray, "Keport on the Outer Hebrides", Trans, of the
Highland ' oc., $ew ar., 13 , 1831, 301.
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amounting to only a tiny fraction of the press proceeds of kelp
sales.
That the kelper made comparatively little money from his labours
was not his fault. helping was an ideal trade for a small tenant
to engage in. The process of production was simple, requiring only
a few elementary tcolss sickles to cut the ware and the long iron
pokers known as "clatts" which were used to stir the burning seaweed
in the kilns. As a result cf their cwn remoteness from southern
markets and their landlords' determination to gain control of the
industry, however, Helpers ware quickly reduced to the status of
wage labourers whose earnings bore little relation to the selling
(25)
price of the material they produced. " Varying slightly from one
area to another, kalpers* wages generally stood between £1 and £3 a
ton, a figure little affected by the rapid rise in kelp prices in
the fifteen years after 179G* $ven when the finished product was
selling at up to £20 a ton Hebridean kelpers were receiving only £2
(26)
a ton on average; while their landlords' total expenses - which
included shipping charges as well a3 wages - were calculated to
(271
amount to about £3 17s. on each ton of kelp produced. ' The
difference between that and the selling; *.rice was pure, profit.
That landlords weve able to reduce their kelpers' share of the
proceeds to such an abysmally low level was the consequence of a
well devised and cruelly efficient system of exploitation which
turned on the fact that the kelper's connection with the land was
(28)
deliberately maintained by his employer who was also his landlord.
25. Gray, High! --.nd ccnomy, 128 - 129.
26. Ibid., 132 - 133.
27. Grant, The MacLeod3, 1259* 567.
28. The arguments in this paragraph are based on Gray,
Highland "cono'iy, 131 - 134.
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Because the kelper remained an agricultural tenant who lived on the
land and continued to raise cattle and grow crops upon it, the
proprietor was able to draw on his labour during the kelping season
and leave him to his own - unpaid - devices for the rest of the year.
And as the provider of the land without which the kelper could not
survive, the landlord was able to establish a degree of control over
his work force which was quite&naatched by even the most tyrannical
factory owner. The first step was to raise rents to a level which,
as a Bsnbecula crofter was to put it, was quite unrelated to the
(291land's "intrinsic value". Unable to pay their new rents from
the proceeds of their agricultural production alone, small tenants
were forced into kelping in order to earn the necessary cash. The
proprietor consequently recovered a considerable part of his kelping
wage bill in the guise of a land rental; and because he controlled the
industry's raw material and wa3 the so e buyer of the kelp produced
on his estate he was able to direct his tenants to work where and
when he liked and tc fix their wages at the level he found most
convenient - as low as possible.
The one essential prerequisite for the effective enforcement of
this method of labour control was that the Highlands' traditional
landholding system be reformed in a way that would bring every one
of the region's small tenants into a direct tennurial relationship
with their landlords. By the eighteenth century's end, it was true,
the number of small tenants who paid rent to a landed proprietor
rather than to a superior tenant was larger than it had ever been in
the past - largely because of the departure of many of the tacksmen
v/ho had formerly dominated the agrarian system. Highland farms,
however, were still laid out on traditional lines, a typical farm
29. N.C., Q. 11956.
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being held in common by the families who were its joint tenants.
The latter paid rent to a landlord rather than tc the tacksman who
had once stood between them and their chief; but they still sublet
a considerable part of their holding to a miscellaneous collection
of cottars and servants whose plots were held in return for stipul¬
ated amounts of labour on the joint farm. Because this system's
communal features as well as its array of subtanuria! relationships
presented a serious obstacle to landlords who were seeking to manip¬
ulate rents and landholding in such a way as to provide themselves
with large and docile labour forces, there was by the 17903 a growing
movement in favour of abolishing the traditional agricultural
structure and replacing it by a system composed of single holdings
occupied by individual tenants - a method of landholding that was
at once pleasing to "improvers" and amenable to the type of manipul¬
ation on which a profitable kelp industry depended.
In the years around 1800, therefore, a steadily growing number
of landlords began to drastically reorganise their estates. Old
tenures were ended and the scattered strips or rigs of arable land
which were the basis of the joint farming economy were divided into
separate holdings, each occupied by a si^rle tenant or crofter. In
the Outer Hebrides the crofting system wfach was thus created was
conceived cf as an adjunct to the k9lp industry. On the mainland and
in those parts of Lhill and Skye where its appearance coincided with
the handing over cf vast tracts of territory to sheep farmers crofting
was seen as a convenient and potentially profitable mean* of disposing
of a displaced population - fishing- taking the place of kelping in
the areas where the latter industry was not widely available. 4a
fishermen, and still more as kelpers, crofters were thus of vital
importance to their landlords. And as was demonstrated by the events
39
surrounding the passing of the Passenger Act of 1803, Highland propriet¬
ors were prepared to go to almost any lengths to retain their tenantries
on their estates.
In 1799 Lord MacDonald's extensive estates in 3kye and North Uist were
surveyed with a view to their modernisation and the consequent procure¬
ment of a substantial increase in their owner's revenue from them. The
traditional runrig system, "a careless and slovenly" mode of management
the surveyor called it, was to be swept away as were a number of small
and chaotically laid out joint farms which the surveyor thought to be
understocked with animals and overstocked with people and which, he
added, "never can be so profitable to the tenants or afford such a high
rent to the landlord as large farm3."K' The more extensive farms
thus to b8 established were to be let to tenants recruited outside the
Highlands - and hopefully in possession of more money and greater
agricultural knowledge than the ffirms' original occupants. On most of
the new farms, it was envisaged, cattle rearing would continue, at
least for the moment. Eut some of them - and this was a portentous
development - were to be stocked with sheep, Lord LacDonald having "no
(31)
objection ... to try one or two sheep farms on a proper scale.
The future of the large number of people who would obviously be displaced
by these changes was clearly mapped out. Each family would be settled
(32)
on a single lot or croft by the seashore. And there, as kelper3
and fishermen as well as agriculturalists, they would make a vary
significant contribution to the estate economy:
30. J. Blackadder, Survey and Valuation of Lord VacDonald's Estates,
1799, HII 2/8/24, 4, 141.
31. Ibid., 138} Lord MacDonald's Commissioners, Minutes, 7 Nov. 1802,
MacD. P., OB 221/15.
32. Blackadder, Survey, 1799, 106.
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The soil is riot only to be tilled but from the
surrounding ocean and its rocky shore immense
sums may be drawn, equal at least, if not passing,
the produce of the soil. As these funds are
inexhaustible, the greater the number of hands
employed, so much more will be the amount of
produce arising from their labour.
The newly established crofters, it was realised, might not willingly
take to a life of helping and fishing. They were therefore to be
forced into it by the simple expedient of ensuring that none of the new
holdings could provide its tenant with an agricultural return large
enough to afford an adequate living for himself and his faiaily. Crofts
were thus to be laid out in places where they did "not interfere with,
or mar, the laying out of better farms" and on boggy and rocky land in
"the least profitable parts of the estate."^
In 3kye, therefore, the mass of the people were to be settled on
the coast and the interior holdings handed over to large farmers. In
North Uist, however, a somewhat different mode of proceeding was to be
adopted. Instead of being transferred to incoming graziers as in 'kye,
the island's runrig faros were themselves to be divided into crofts "for
the encouragement of people who carry on the business of making kelp,
(35)
which is the first object of the landlord here." In North Uist,
Lord acDonald's surveyor observed - in order to explain his otherwise
inexplicable departure from the bi'ger means better philosophy of
agricultural "improvement" - kelp was the "staple" product and
encouradng a number of inhabitants to settle or
remain ... is the sure means of keeping up the
advantages and revenue to be derived from the
33. Ibid., 4.
34. Ibid., 7-8. See also, deport on Lord "ac"-onald 'a Nat ate in >kye,
1811, acN. P. Gil 221/116.
35* Blaokadder, Survey, 1799» 137•
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(if,)
manufacture of that article. '
To the owner of any kelping estate, that would have been a readily
comprehensible argument. "As you inform that small tenants can afford
to pay more rent for farms in Tiree than gentlemen farmers", the Duke
of Argyll wrote to his chamberlain in that island in 1799, "this
determines me to let the farms to small tenants which have been and are
(37)at present possessed by tacksmen ...."^ The implication was clears
there was more money in kelp than in farming. frevious plans for
agricultural improvement were accordingly abandoned and an immediate
( ~\pj ^
3tart made on dividing the island's farms into crofts. ' By 1806
four fifths of Tiree was occupied by crofters; and on the Argyll estates
in .Mill - where the same principles were applied - almost all the
(39)
coastal farms had been made available far crofting settlement.
The major problem confronting the men in charge of such innovations
was the innate conservatism of the people most affected by them. To
persuade a peasantry to abandon an age-old method of cultivation is
seldom easy; and the task of establishing the crofting system was no
exception - not least because of a widespread and justifiable suspicion
that the proposed, change would not be for the better. A Harris
crofter was subsequently to recall that he had "seen a woman weeping at
being separated from her neighbours by the division of the crofts";
and in parts of Skye the abolition of runrig was said to be widely
(41)
lamented even eighty years after its occurrence. It is scarcely
36. Ibid., 131. According to the N.S.A., N. Uist was not in fact lotted
until 1814. (XIV, 174)• but the 1799 survey was the basis of the
allotment. 3ee, H.A. Moisley, "North Uist in 1799"? 3.U.M.,
LXXVII, 1961, 89-92.
37• Instructions to the Baillie of Tiree, 1799? <.rgyll Ustate
Instructions, 48.
38. Ibid., 51. Uor an account of improvement plans see, Ibid.,
Introduction, passim.
39. Argyll Ustate Instructions, xxxii.
40. N.c., q. 13221.
41. N.C., QQ. 3C45 - 3046.
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surprising therefore, that the author of the "improvements'' on the
MacDonald estates should have remarked in 1799 that the tenantry's
adherence tc inveterate opinions ar.d old uncorrected
customs operates powerfully against improvements or
even alterations.
Among the existing joint farms* tenants and subtenants there was no
marked disposition to become crofters. There was, on tho contrary, a
feeling that it might be better to leave the estate rather than
(12 *
aquiesce in the proposed changes.' " ' And as the full implications of
the envisaged reform became apparent that feeling deepened into a
profound conviction.
The tenantry of North Uist, reported Lord LaoDonald•a chamberlain
in that island in the spring of 1801, were "equally averse to settle
in situations for villages or to take moor crofts for improvement."
They would, he added ominously, "much rather try their chance in other
countries."^*^ A similar antipathy towards the intended reforms was
evident in Lkye where Lord Lacfonald and his agents were bombarded with
petitions requesting their abandonment.^"'"^'' Th® estate authorities
ware determined to proceed as planned, however; and in 1801 alone they
ordered no less than 267 of Lord MacOonald's Skye tenants to quit their
possessions.' ' Hot unnaturally, removals on such a scale aroused
bitter resentment. Tenants at Uig refused point blank to leave their
/ \
farms;' ' and as the date fixed for the completion of the new arrange¬
ments - fhitsun 1803 - approached, it became clear that the popular
42. Blackadder, Survey, 1799• 106, 110.
<33. Chamberlain, N. Hist, to J. Campbell W.S., 9 &«y 1801, WaeP. P.,
Of 221/77.
44» Lee, e.g., Petitions, Oct. 1801, UacD. P., Of 221/77»
45• List of Tenants amed to Reaove, 1801, LacB. P., GD 221/51.
46. Lord MacBonald'a Commissioners, Minutes, 27 July 1801, Of 221/77»
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dislike of the new order was about to be translated into mass emigration
/ ,47 )
to America. ' ' By Airil 1803 about two thirds of the tenants of
Strath and Sleat, two of the parishes on Lord LlacDonald's Skye estate,
had made or had begun to make preparations to emigrate to Ara#ri c a; and
(48)
some parts of the property, it appeared, would be completely evacuated.
The initial reaction of Lord MacDonald and his advisers to their
tenants' declared intention of taking themselves off to the other side
of the \tlantic was to put it down to the activities of the emigration
agents who were undeniably active in the Highlands in the early years
of the nineteenth century. These "worthless itinerant men", it was
argued, were spreading "false hopes" among the people and thus deluding
them into deserting their native land. Lord TacDonald's chamberlains
in Tkye and North Uist were accordingly instructed to make it known
that his lordship viewed with extrome disapprobation the activities of
individuals who were "encouraging the depopulation of the country."^9)
Unfortunately for the estate management, however, the fact that their
tenants were only too ready to respond to emigration agents' portrayal
of America as a land where people "were not troubled with landlords
and factors",1' ; had less to do with these gentlemen's undoubted
propaganda skills than with their audience's utter disillusionment with
conditions at home.
*
That the current rearrangement of his estates was at the root of
his tenantry's evident desire to be off to -.merica was admitted in 1803
by Lord liacDonald himself. But the strength of their resolve he
professed himself at a loss to understand. His people, he wrote, had
been "invariably treated with kindness". The proposed increase in
47« >kye Chamberlain's Hep., 9 April 1803, MaoB. P., OB 221/58.
48. Skye Chamberlain's Sep., 4 April 1803, Mac!). P., OB ?2l/53«
49. Lord Sac^onald's Commiesioners, Vemo., 3 April 1802, llacD, P.,
GP 221/15.
50. That particular remark was made by emigration agents in Benbecula
in 1802. 3ee Selkirk, Observations, (°nd edit.), Edinburgh, 1806,
App. T, li.
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his Skye rental - it was to go up from £5,550 in 1799 to £9,690 in 1803 -
he considered moderate. As for those of his tenants "whom it was
necessary to remove", the establishment of crofting townships within
easy reach of kelp shores and fishing grounds "secured to them the
mean3 of living comfortably in their own country." Bewildered by what
he clearly thought of as his small tenants' disloyalty Lord MacBonald
may have bean; but he had no intention of risking the depopulation of
his estate and the consequent annihilation of his enormous income from
kelp. The implementation of the controversial reforms, he decided,
(51)
should be delayed until 1804. That postponement, mad® known in
April 1803, had the desired effect. Lost of the prospective emigrants
(52^
elected to remain at home for another year, ' no doubt convinced -
like Lord MacDonald's factor who thought it "beneath the dignity" of his
(53)
employer "to yield to a few restless, infatuated people"w - that they
had won a notable victory. But as he must have known when ho made it,
Lord LacDonald'a concession was a sham. Within two months of its
announcement emigration from the Highlands was virtually outlawed by
Act of Parliament.
The years ironedlately before and after 180C were prosperous ones for
British agriculture. Economic growth was proceeding at a rapid rate
and because the practically incessant wars with revolutionary and
Napoleonic France had the effect of reducing the level of imports from
continental Furope there was a marked rise in the price of practically
every kind of domestic product. Not. the least affected commodity was
wool, the price of which reached hitherto unprecedented levels in the
51. Resolutions of Lord KacDonald and his Commissi oners, 18 April, 1803,
MacD. F., GD2?l/56. For rentals see, Blackadder, Survey, 1799, 103?
Lord A!acDonald's Commissioners, Minutes, 7 Jan. 1803, JiacT.P.,
OF 221/15.




nineteenth century's opening years. The consequence was that those
Highland landlords who had not already turned their estates over to
sheep fanners faced almost irresistabls pressures to do so; for the
profits to be made from sheep farming: were almost as spectacular as
those to be made from kelp, principally because the boom in wool prices
was accompanied by a flurry of speculative interest in the sheep
rearing potential of the north-west Highlands' vast tracts of hill
pasture. Throughout this area "The competition for farms became
( 55)
excessive, and rents were given which were often extravagant."'
Enormous expanses of land were made available to southern graziers.
And because the need to provide winter grazing® for the letters' sheep
stocks rendered it
compulsory to take from petty agriculture the ...
tracts which are adapted to thi3 purpose ... it
became imperative on the proprietors to eject
(efi)
the small tenants or subtenants who had hitherto occupied them. 7 '
""berever It takes place", a contemporary political economist observed
about the introduction of sheep farming on to an estate, "if the country
(157)
has any inhabitants at all, they must, to a trifle, be expelled
ind expelled they were? from those parts of Lord KacTonald'e Skye
estate that were put under sheep at this time and from the many other
places where landlords enforced a similar change in land use. Parts
of Mull were let tc sheep farmers in the first year of the nineteenth
(^8)
century, as were pa-"ts of the estate belonging to MacLean of
(r'9)
Ardgour. Large scale sheep farming began on Cameron of Lochei1'a
54. Selkirk, Observations, 18C6, 32-33.
55• G.3. Mackenzie, General View of the .gxdculture of Itoss and
Cromarty, London, 1^13, 125•
56. MaeCulloch, highlands and Western IbIrs, 1B?4, IV, 111.
57• J. elker, conoadcal History of the Hebrides and "ighlanda of
Scotland, (2 vols.), London, 1812, II, 407-
58. MacConald, vrl culture of the Hebrides, 1811, 674*
59. See D.F.C., p.1195*
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©state at about the same time with the consequent removal of scores,
perhaps hundreds, of tacksmen, tenants and subtenants, especially from
Glen Pessary and the area around loch "£kaig.^
Families who had not been disturbed for four or
five hundred years are turned out of house and
home and their possessions given to the highest
bidder,
wrote the son of one of Locheil's tacksmen. "3o much for Highland
(61)
attachment between chief and clans."v ' Throughout the north-west
Highlands there were similar developments. In Morvern "the method of
uniting farms" was "gaining ground in proportion to the avidity for
(62)
high rents and the rage for sheep stocks. In Olenelg by the
2790s "one man often rents a farm where formerly many families lived
comfortably."^^ In Olenshiel and Flntail black cattle were replaced
by sheep and farms taken over by incomers. In hochbroom "the
engrossing of farms for sheep walks" began in the eighteenth century*3
towa
(66)
last decade;and cn the Sutherland estate the first steps t rds
the establishment of a sheep farming economy were taken in 1799*
The popular response to these developments was the same as that
encountered by Lord KacHonald in Skye and north Uisti emigration.
Towards the end of 1801, for example, KacDonell of Glengarry surveyed
bis estate "with the view", as he put it,
60. 3. Mac* illan, -uy.sOne -cchaber, Glasgow, 19711 181-182; D.F.C., Q.
486*)^? r. Fraeer-Vaclntosh, Antiquarian Notes, 2nd Her., Inverness,
1?97» 210 et aeq.
61. Capt. Alex Cameixm (sen of Cameron of Invermallie) to Archibald
Macllillan of "'urlaggan, 30 Pec. 1804. Quoted MacMillan, Bygone
Lochaber, 1971* 183.
62. O.S.A., X, 265.
63. 0.3.A., XVI, 269.
64. 0.3.A., VI, 246; N.3.A., XIV, 197-
65. 0.2.A., X, 470.
66. B.J. Adam, Papers on Sutherland Estate Management, 1802-1816, S.H.S.,
Edinburgh, (2 vols.), 1972» I, xxvi - xxix.
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of ascertaining the real value of it, and thus
frora known data to be enabled to fix the ...
price at which it would be reasonable I should
let it to asy numerous Tenants and rependant3.
The "price" having been determined with reference to prevailing market
cixuumstances, it not unsurprisingly exceeded Glengarry's current
rental by r considerable sum; and he attempted to forestall the conse¬
quent discontent by making an "offer to my old tenants of regaining
upon their lands at ... Ten car Cent below the amount of offers from
Strangers." His "handsome sacrifice" proved inaufficient, however,
and in ' arch 1802 he
was very much surprised to learn that the Tenants
for whose comfort and encouragement I had proposed
to make the above sacrifice, in general wished to
surrender their leases, and. that they had all with
very few exceptions signed engagements to go to
< (67)America.
About Glengarry's experience there was little that was unique.
In the 1790s emigration from the Highlands had been curtailed by the
war with France. As soon as the Peace of Amiens was signed, however,
it "began to revive", as the gentlemen of the Highland Society observed,
(681
"with a spirit more universal than at any former period. In 1801
about 830 people emi<*rated from the Highlands. In 1802 at least
eleven ships carrying some 3,300 passengers were known to have sailed
from the Hebrides and from the we3t coast north of Fort William. Other
ships were believed to have sailed undetected and frora preparations in
progress in the spring of 1803 it was estimated that up to 20,000
people were likely to leave that year for America. Ontire districts,
it appeared, were in imminent danger of being completely denuded of
67. Glengarry to Pelham, 21 ,March, 1802, Home Office Correspondence,
Scotland, HH2/4/87, f. 151.
68. Trans, of the Highland Society, II, 1803, vii.
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their population. 150 of the 153 families resident on one small
estate were said to be preparing to emigrate. On another larger
property, the whole population of about 2,000 was reported to be
( fi'Q )
contemplating a similar course.
This unprecedented exodus was greeted with evident alarm by
Highland landlords and by the Highland Society of Edinburgh, a body
which they dominated. So seriously did they view the situation that
in July 1801 a special meeting of the Society wa3 called to consider
the phenomenon of emi ration and a committee under the chairmanship of
(70)
an Edinburgh lawyer, Colin Mackenzie, appointed to investigate it.
Like Lord MacTonald the committee inclined to the view that emigration
agents were principally to blame for the Highland tenantry's departure.
Their skill in "the arts of deceit and imposition", it was claimed,
enabled these nefarious characters to dupe "the ignorant and unwary"
(71)
into adopting a course that was clearly not in their best interests.
Oven the Highland Society, however, felt bound to admit that a contri¬
butory cause of emigration was
the removal of many of the tenants from their farms
in consequence of a conviction on the part of the
proprietors that they would be better cultivated
and managed and pay latter rents when let in large
(72)
divisions. v
69. Ibid., x - xi; Report on the lurvey of the Coasts of Scotland,
P.P. l803» 9 - 10; Remarks on Selkirk's -baervationa*,
288 - 289.
70. Trans, of the Highland Society, II, 1803, via - x; C. Mackenzie
to Seaforth, 5 - W 1803, Oea. P., GD 46/17 ''Vol. 73.
71. Trans, of the Highland Society, II, 1803, vii - x.
72. Highland Society, Committee on emigration, 1st Rep., 1802.
Quoted, Selkirk, Observations, 1805, 141* (The reports were not
published).
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And that conclusion was affirmed by many lass biased observers. Hie
most important single cause of emigration, according to Alexander
Irvine a Highland clergyman who published an Inquiry into the Causes
and Effects of migration from the Highlands in 1802, was the rapid
pace of "improvement" in the north-west. Whether rearrangements were
intended to facilitate the production of kelp, as was usually the
case in the islands, or to pave the way for the introduction of sheep
farming, as was invariably the case on the mainland, the consequences
were the same;
This plan cf improvement has put the whole Highlands
into commotion. They who are deprived of their
possessions ... feel a reluctance in settling any¬
where else, conceive a disgust at their country, and
therefore prefer leaving it ... and the connection
(73)
once broken they care not where they go. v '
/ -e a \
Other ministers and other pamphleteers agreed.^ ' And when Thomas
Telford came to the Highlands in 18C3 to conduct an official enquiry
into emigration, his investigations left hia in no doubt that its
"most powerful" single cause was the conversion of large tracts of
(75)
territory into sheep farms.
Ihat Irvine and Telford were substantially correct in their
/ -y/ \
diagnoses is indisputable. The emigrations frota the estates of
Lord MacDonsld and Glengarry had their counterparts on all the other
properties then being subjected to drastic reorganisations of one
73. A. Irvine, Inquiry into the Causes and effects of Emigration from
the Highlands, 'tidinburgh, l^r7, 34,'
74. See, e.g., O.S*A., Ill, 377; XIII, 317; XVI, 296; J. Girvin,
An Address to the Landholders, Factors, and Tenantry in the High¬
lands of 'Scotland for preventing "migration, "dlnburgh, lP-cp, 7-*10«
7'5. Mr. Telford's Survey and "oport on the Coasts and Central Highlands
of Scotland, pTk 1802-3, V, 15.
76. It is not without significance that Margaret Adam, whose contention
it was that there was no connection between clearances and emigration
in this period, does not mention the emigrations of 1801-1803 in her
article, "The Causes of the Highland ^migrations of 1783-1803",
XVII, 1920, 73-89.
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kind or another. Locheil's "improvements" were accompanied by the
departure to Canada of over 600 of his tenants. There they considered
(77)
themselves "better off to be out of the reach of such unnatural tyranny",
a feeling that was probably shared by emigrants from Ardgour, Knoydarfc,
Glonelg, Coll, Tiree, Applecross, North Uist, and all the other places
where - as the Marchioness of Sutherland's factor remarked in 1803 -
"the people ... held out a threat of Emigration for accomplishing their
(78)
purposes."v
To Highland proprietors it was inconceivable that their tenants'
"purposes" should be allowed to prevail over their own. A few of them
perhaps retained a trace of their ancestors' desire to be surrounded
(79)
by a numerous tenantry?N " while others among them shared the wide¬
spread concern about the probable effect on Britain's defence capabilit¬
ies of the departure to America of the Highlands' large reserves of
military manpower. An anachronistic paternalism and an anxiety for
the nation's welfare were reinforced, however, by solid financial
interests. None of the Highlands' landed magnates wanted to Ic^se the
chance of availing themselves of the profits tc be made from raising
and recruiting Highland regiments.And those west coast and
Hebridean proprietors who drew large revenues from kelp had no intention
of depriving themselves of these revenues by tamely aquiescing in the
decampment of the people who provided them.
It is utterly unsurprising therefore that the Earl of Selkirk -
77. A. MacLilian to S. Cameron, l£05. Quoted, MacMillan, Bygone
hoohaber, 1971> 183.
78. C. Falconer to Marchioness of Stafford, 11 April 1807,
Sutherland Estate Management, II, 64.
79. boon,? others, Selkirk makes thin point. Observations, 1805, 131.
80. Ibid., 131.
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one of Canada's foremost colonisers and the principal advocate of
Highland emigration in the years around 1BC0 - should have found that
the most determined and vociferous opposition to his scheme® emanated
(81)
from the kelping proprietors. * The reasons are plain to see*
Not only did kelping require a labour force so vast as to rule out
the possibility of seasonal migrations of workers to the kelp estates}
it was, as was pointed, out by Robert Brown an agent for Clanranald and -
not insignificantly - the author of the most influential critique of
Selkirk's arguments in favour of Highland emigration, "a dirty and
disagreeable employment and must, if the present race of people wore
to leave the country, be given up altogether." Brown's aim was not
to limit emigration but to stop it completely; for it was in the
proprietors' interest, he pointed out with more truth than tact, to
have as many tenants as possible in order to keep up production and
(82)
keep down wages.
The government was consequently called upon to act. In March
1802 Glengarry gave it as his considered opinion that "if the Government
or the Legislature do not speedily interpose, the Highlands will be
*(8M
depopulated;v while the Highland Society's committee - faithfully
reflecting the proprietors' prejudices - was convinced from the
beginning that emigration ought to bo curtailed by legislation. The
committee's chairman consequently took great pains to bring its
findings and recommendations to the attention of Henry fundas and any
other influential politician who was prepared to listen. And each
of the three reports produced by the committee between January 1802
and llarch 1803 reflected its members' concern about the "rapidly
81. Ibid., 131-134.
82. Brown, Strictures and remarks, 1806, 93—97* Also, Selkirk,
'baervatlona, 1805» 13^-13^, Select Committee on "migration,
Scotland, P.P. 1841 VI, Q. 2377*
83. Glengarry to Felfaam, 21 March 1802, Home Office Correspondence,






progressive increase of the evil" by demanding in ever more strident
tones that measures designed to put an end to emigration be immediately
(Da i
enacted. *" Having attracted th® support of Charles Hope, the Lord
Advocate, the committee's campaign culminated in Telford's officially
sponsored "survey of the coasts and central Highlands of Scotland" in
the autumn of 1802. ' Telford's brief was to simultaneously enquire
into the possibility of Improving Highland communications and 'the
causes of emigration and the means of preventing it. His inves¬
tigations demonstrated that emigration from the region was undoubtedly
increasing and that the upward trend was likely to be maintained. The
House of Commons select committee to which his report was referred
accordingly'recommended prompt legislation. A Hill was dravra up by
Charles Hop® and, having passed through parliament without the slightest
(861
difficulty, it became law as the Passenger Vessels Act of June 1803-
In campaigning for legislation Hope and the Highland Society's
committee had made a great deal of the sufferings endured by emigrants
on the unregulated passenger vessels which then plied the Atlantic.
And according to Hope's public pronouncements on the subject hi3 Act
was an obviously humanitarian measure which, with disinterested zeal,
laid down a series of regulations designed to limit the number of
passengers carried on any ono vessel and to ensure the provision of
84. Trans, of the Highland Society, II, 1803, vii-x; Report on the
urvay ox the Coasts of Scotland, P.P. 1803, 9-10? C. tiac-'enzie
to Seaforth., « ?'iy, IPC3, Sea. P., <57)46/17/V0I. 73-
85. Telford, Retort, 1803, 3.
86. fee, K.A. alpole, "The Humanitarian Movement of th® Harly
nineteenth Century to Remedy Abuses cn Emigrant Vessels to
America", T.H.H.3., 4th 3er., XIV, 1931, 198-201? 0. MacDonagh,
A : attern of Government Growth, London, 1961, 54-65* Lacking a
detailed knowledge of Highland affairs, Kiss * alpole and Dr.




adequate supplies of food, water and medicine. ' As Hope admitted
in a letter he wrcte in 1804, however, the Passenger Act had another,
leBs ostensibly humanitarian, p»urpoaei
% I had the chief hand in preparing and carrying thro'
Parliament an Act which was professedly calculated
merely to regulate the equipment and victualling of
Ships carrying "assangers to America, but which
certainly was intended, both by myself and the other
gentlemen of the Committee appointed to enquire into
the Situation in the Highlands, indirectly to prevent
the effects of that pernicious Spirit of discontent
against their own Country, and rage for emigrating to
America, which had been raised among the people ...
by the "gents of lord Selkirk" and others aided, no
doubt, in some few cases, by the impolitic conduct
of the landholders, in attempting changes and
improvements too rapidly.
The desired curtailment of emigration was achieved; simply because even
the most token compliance with the Act's provisions entailed an
increase in coats lar&e enough to put the price of an Atlantic crossing
beyond the reach of most ordinary Highlanders. Before June 1803 the
coat of a passage from north-west Scotland to Nova Scotia, the destin¬
ation of many Highland emigrants, had been about £3 10s. or £4. After
(89)
that date it rose to around £10 or more.
As far as most Highlanders were concerned therefore, the immediate
effect of the Act was to deprive them of the opportunity of emigrating,
and thus of their most efficafcious means of demonstrating their
opposition to their landlords' policies. Proprietors and their agents,
87« KacBonagh, Pattern of Government Trowth, 1961, 61 et seq.
88. Hope to Crant, 3 Sept. 1804, Home Office Correspondence, Scotland,
R.n. 2/4/89, f. 140.
89. Select Committee on migration, 1st Rep., P. • 1826 IV 1826-27 V,
3?9» 735* Also Selkirk, Hbaervatlons, 1805, 154-157•
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on the other hand, welcomed the let with unconcealed delight, Lord
LacPonald's 3kye chamberlain reporting "the emigration is entirely
stopped now from the Act of arliament which puts it out of the poor
people's power to pay the increase of freight";and the Duke of
Argyll noting "that the means of removing to America have been rendered
(hi)
more difficult by the operation of the late Act." iiut for those
of lord MacDonald's tenants who had made up their minds to emigrate the
ct was an unmitigated disaster. Having 3old their stock and having
refused to accept the new holdings intended for thera they were left,
as .ord LaeDonald's chamberlain noted with a hint of malicious satis-
(02)
faction, "without any situation at all. Fortunately for them,
(93)
however, the unusually high cattle prices of that year enabled
them to scrape together the necessary fares. And in nctober 18C3
about a hundred families left Cleat for North Carolina, the adults paying
£12 12s. each for the passage. "Their having done so", Lord l-IacTonald's
chamberlain ruefully remarked, "shows that no expense ... if they are
able to pay it will deter them from their wandering schemes."(94)
/aigration, he reported in lcG4 and 1805, reaiined as popular as
ever. 'eople who had gone to America in 10C3 had sent "very encouraging
letters" to their friends at home and a large number of the regaining
small tenants or crofters — as many of them now were - vrere consequently
"determined to follow them as 30on as an opportunity offers." Guch
an opportunity in fact occurred in l8C4 when recruiting agents for a
Canadian "ancible regiment visited parts of the Highlands and islands.
90. "kye Chamberlain's Hep., 4 July 1803, A'acD. P., 01) 2?l/«53.
91. Instructions to the Chamberlain of ull, 20 Oct. 1803, Argyll
.'state Instructions, 201.
92. kye Chambe Iain's Hep-., 4 July 1803, acD. P., 0' 221/53.
93. ">93, elfore , Deport, 1803, 15 •
94. kye hamberl-dn's '.©p., 7 ct. I803, KacT). ., rp2?l/53.
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Volunteers and their families were offered free passages to Canada and
promised, that land would be made available to then on their discharge.
The refluenta' recruiting sergeants were astonished by the number of
men who enlisted and Charles lope, who was still keeping a wary eye
on the region's affairs, received
complaints ... from all parts of the Highlands of
tho mischief the recruiting agents were spreading
among the people ... Thousands, instead of
(95)
hundreds, were eager to enlist. '
ouch opportunities were necessarily rare, however; and as hope,
the Highland Society and Highland landlords had intended, emigration
from the Highlands became less and less possible in the years after the
passing of the Passenger Vessels Act. Small tenants who had not left
before June 1803 had mostly to reconcile themselves to staying at home
and making the best of the new agrarian system. It was in an attempt
to make the latter course more attractive that the government, acting
on Telford's recommendations, began the construction of the Caledonian
Canal and a network of new Highland roads.The employment thus
provided proved a mere palliative, however: for the crofting system
then being brought into existence in the north-west Highlands and.
Hebrides suffered from an economic malaise that was too deep—seated to
(97)
be affected by such superficial applications of government assistance.
With emigration less of a problem, the years after 1803 were marked by
a steady extension of the crofting system. "Tie miserable, overcrowded
95* 3kye Chamberlains Reps., 2 March 1604, 17 April I8C5, Mac I). ?.,
0P221/83, 79? Hope to Crant, 3 Sept. 1804, Home Office Correspon¬
dence, '.cotland, H.H. 2/4/89, ff. 14C-143. Also J. Maxwell to
Argyll, 14 .Aug. 1805 Argyll Estate Instruct!ons, 201 f.n.
96. A.B.U. Haldane, New v'ays Through the Olens, London, 196?, vii.
97. As Selkirk warned at the time such projects gave only temporary
relief to these employed on them, -duservutinns, 1805, 58-59*
Also below, Chap. 4.
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townships which constituted the most characteristic feature of the
agrarian system which prevailed en the north-west coast of the Scottish
mainland for most of the nineteenth century were established during this
period - and settled by people who had been cleared from inland straths
and glens in order to make way for sheep. '"'nee established on their
coastal crofts, the inhabitants of these townships were expected by
their landlords to become fishermen or kelpers as well as crofters.
Although kelping was less widely available on the mainland than in the
islands there were high hopes of developing the fishing industry; and
mainland crofters were consequently compelled to participate in it by
a method identical to that used to force their Hebridean counterparts
to become kelpers: individual crofts were made deliberately small and
their rents: fixed at a level that was quite unrelated, to their agricul-
(q£)
turQl potential. No longer able to smigrate and in desperate need
of a plot of ground on which to build some sort of bouse or hovel and a
patch of land on which to grow potatoes, evicted tenants had no choice
but to accept crofts on their land lords1 terms. "These poor people,
unable to go to America, are glad to get any sort of plot and hut",
noted ^aoKenaie of Coul in 1813. liany landlords, he added,
took, advantage cf their necessities and tied them
down to perform services, to work at fixed prices
when called upon, and to turn up a certain space
(99)
of waste ground annually.
In this way, according to John MacCulloeh - a geologist who spent a
lot of time in the Highlands around 18?0 and who was very much in favour
of agricultural improvement as practised by his friends the Highland
landlords - arable acreages were increased and rentals raised. "Tj
98. J. "leadrich, Hsport on the Island of Lewis, n.d., 39; J. Browne,
Critical xamination of ' :r. /acfulloch'.j Work nn the highlands,
Edinburgh, 1825, 25C—?51«
99. he'enzie, -Vrrl culture of Tosa and Cromarty, 1813, 83.
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these advantages", ha went on,
I need scarcely add the clearing out of the pasture
farms which the small tenants had encumbered, and
the power thus given to the proprietors to occupy
them in an advantageous manner.^
^rom the north coast of Sutherland to the Sound of hull the pattern
was the same. Cn the Eeay estate in north-west Sutherland clearances
began in the nineteenth century's first decade and continued until about
l£20. The interior was let as "seven great sheep farms" and the
population settled on the coast. Elsewhere in Sutherland the
clearances executed for the Sutherland family by James Loch, Patrick
Sellar and their assistants were, and still are, notorious; v ■*''") although
the tendency of most accounts to concentrate on the events surrounding
the most brutal episodes - notably bliadhna na losgaidfa, the year of
the burnings, in Fildonan*'^- has obscured the fact that the evictions
affected not just a few localities but almost tb® whole of a very large
county. Even in the 1880s old men could still give the names of forty-
eight cleared settlements in the parish of Aasynt alone,v and the
implicit contention that the removals were on an kaprecedentyscale is
supported by a large volume of contemporary evidence.
"Lord and Lady Stafford", wrote Patrick Sellar in 1815
were pleased, humanely, to order a new arrangement
of this Country. That the interior should be
possessed by Cheviot Shepherds and the people
ICO. llacCulloch, Highlands and Western Isles, 1824, IV, 113.
101. Loch, Account of Improvements, 1820, 108-110} heport from the
r'o:,..: i ssioners ar pointed for l"n:uirl np into the OVd nlstration of
the Poor Laws in Scotland (afterwards Poor Law dep.) P.-. 1P?4
XJV2J - XXXVI, App. Ft. 2, 297-
1C2. The most recent accounts are T, Richards, The Leviathan of ealth,
London, 1973, Adam, Sutherland Estate Lanageoent, 1972.
103* The name »iv»n to the events of 1813. N.C., 38224-38225.
104. N.C., Q. 27198.
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brought down to the coast and placed there in lotts
under the size of three arable acres, sufficient for
the maintenance of an industrious family, but pinched
enough to causa them turn their attention to the
fishing. I presume to say that the proprietors
humanely ordered this arrangement, because, it surely
was a most benevolent action, to put these barbarous
hordes into a position where they could better
Associate together, apply to industry, educate their
children, and advance in civilization.^*0^
It was, thought James Loch,
A policy well calculated to ... increase the
happiness of the individuals who were the objects of
the change (and) to benefit those to whom these
extensive but hitherto unproductive possessions belonged.'"* ^
That the Sutherland family benefited is undoubted. hat their tenantry
did so is a considerably more debatable proposition. The net effect
of what Loch liked to call "the Sutherland improvements" was to crowd
the county's population on tc coastal holdings "of a size to induce
(107)
every man to engage actively in the prosecution of the herring fishery",
and therefore too snail to afford their occupants an adequate subsistence.
This was the case even on ^t>od land. ~n poorer soils the crofters'
plight was even more unenviable - and in many Instances the terrain
involved was quite unsuited to settlement.^' In Farr, on Sutherland's
north coast, for example, tenants evicted.from Jtrathnaver were
thickly settled along the sea coast of the parish -
in some instances about thirty lotters occupying the
land formerly in the possession of twelve, and some
105. P. ellar to Lotd '.dvocate Colquhoun, ?4 K*y 1&15» Sutherland 'State
■lanugement, 1, 156 •
106. Loch, Account of Improvements, 1820, 72-73.
107. Ibid., 1C5.
108. .t. Coull, "Rainess, '1 rofting Community on the North "oast of
Sutherland , . cottish tudies, VII, 19&3, 184#
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of them placed on ground which had been formerly
uncultivated.
•Ind around the Kyle of Tongue land which bad been "occupied by a few"
was "divided among many", thus becoming "totally inadequate for the
maintenance of all."^1^) Sutherland crofters, said Loch to his
critics, would easily maintain themselves by fishing and growing
potatoes. ^*1<"!) Unfortunately for his reputation - and rauch more
unfortunately for the people whom he had compelled to become crofter3 -
the one was to prove as precarious a resource as the other.
Developments in Sutherland had their parallels on more southerly
estates. In Wester Toss the introduction of sheep farming led to the
establishment of hopelessly congested crofting townships on the coast.
Here too the fishing industry was thought to be the panacea for all
ilia/111) and here Dr. John JfacCulloch discovered that the consequences
of agricultural improvement were not universally beneficial. In a
miserable hovel on the shore of Loch Carron he found "a poor woman
cooking some shell fish over a peat fire, attended by two children";
wiiile on the bare mud floor, "scarcely covered by a wretched supply of
blankets, lay the husband, sick of a fever". Apart from the blankets
and the cooking pot the hut was completely unfurnished. e found on
enquiry", MacCulloch added,
th;it having been ejected from their farm and having
no other resource, they had been suffered by a
neighbouring farmer to build their hut from his
woods, and to graze their only cow upon his waste;
and thus, with the assistance of shell fish which
they caught at low water, and some casual labour,
109* For these and other instances see, Sf.S.A#, xv, 73, 60, 35, 113,
125, 128.
110. ea, Tichards, Leviathan of health, 1973, 205.
111. MacKensie, Agriculture of Poss and Cromarty, 1813, 133-13G, 248,
256-257, 323.
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they had contrived to live through the portion of
the summer which was past. How the winter was to
be surmounted it was both too easy and too painful
to imagine.'
All along the west coast, evicted joint tenants and subtenants faced
similar jred!eanients. In Glensfciel the establishment of a sheep
farming economy was accompanied by the removal of most of the population
to coastal crofts where, as the pariah minister put it in the 1830s,
they were "dependent for subsistence on the laborious and uncertain
pursuit of the herring fiahing."^11^'1 Those people who did not emigrate
from Olenelg at the beginning of the century were herded into ramshackle
townships on the Sound of Sleat. ^ MaeLean of Ardgour and Cameron
of Lochail provided crofts for displaced tenants on the shores of loch
(115)^LLl and Loch Linnhe. And in Mervem the interior was depopulated
and new and squalid townships established on the Sound of
In the islands too the number of crofts and crofters was rapidly increas¬
ing. '"hi Lord A'aeTonald's Sky® estate, for example, the traditional
runrig system had been largely swept away by 1811; and as was the case
on the mainland the crofts which took its place were invariably small
and confined to coastal districts, while the interior pastures on which
small tenants had long grazed their cattle were occupied by large
(117)
farmers. '' In 1806, the emigration crisis safely behind him, Lord
112. MacCulloch, Highlands and oatern Isles, 1824, 11, 271.
113. N.S.A., XIV, 198.
114. N.3.A., XIV, 136, 144; Poor Law Sep., 1844, App. Pt. 2, 438.
115. D.V.C., 1195; 3. Somers, ..otters from the ' ij.i -t 3, London, 1848#55•
116. Select Committee on emigration, Scotland, 1841, IC67; N.3.A.,
VJ1, 185-186. ^or a full account of removals in Ververn see,
Oaakell, horvorn Transformed, 1968, 25-56.
117. Heport on Lord LacDonald's Estate in Skye, 1811, MacD. QD22l/ll6.
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MacDonald had announced his intention "to introduce some respectable
and substantial tenants to his estate from the south country."
And since the latter were of course sheep farmers their arrival
necessitated further removals of tenants and subtenants. "It 5a no
doubt a very hard case to remove a herd of this description", commented
Lord MacBonald'a factor
but on the other hand it is impossible that a
proprietor can receive the same rent ... if the
tenant is to be burdened with a set of needy
cottars ... and were a portion of the grazing to
be set aside for their accommodation, ouch an
arrangement would be detrimental to the farm and
(119
prevent its being let to the same advantage.
"victions accordingly went, ahead. And in the 1830s the minister of
31eat, one of the parishes on the HacTonald estate, was to remark: that
one of the most striking developments to have occurred in thd district
since the turn of the ce-.tury was to be found in the fact that "lands
which were then possessed by labouring tenants are now converted to
sheep farms
The inaugure"ion of the new order was not always accomplished
without difficulty* however. In 1811 MacLeod of Punvegan embarked on
a series of reforms which included a sharp increase in rents, the
introduction cf sheep farming, and the establishment of several crofting
townships - the latter to he situated in close proximity to some of
the best kelp shores on the Dunvegan estate.-ne of MacLeod's
116. Lord Laohonald to his Skye Chamberlain, Aug., 1606, iiacB.P.,
OD 221/86.
119. •-betract from letter, J. KacPheraon (Lord MaeBonald's Skye
Chamberlain) to J. Campbell W.S., 31 Kay, 1813, KacL. P., Box 35•
120. K.S.A., XIV, 322.
121. J. Nairne to MacLeod, 17 July 1610, MacL. P., Box 61 Bj Statement
by MacLeod, Q. 5640; R.C. Vacheod, Book of Tunvegan,
Spalding Club, Aberdeen, (2 vols.), 1939i H» 70, 126.
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mors substantial tenants, unwilling to pay his new rent, threatened
to emigrate and to contribute to the costs of as many small tenants
as wished to accompany him. "Tk« common people", reported MacLeod's
f,actor, "flocked to his standard". And it was only after a great deal
of energy had been expended by his estate management that the majority
(12?)
of the intending emigrants were induced to remain on MacLeod's property.
1811 was also marked by rumours of impending emigrations from
KacKenzie of Seaforth's estates in Lewis and -ester Ross. because it
would entail a loss of Income from Kelp the prospect of a popular
/lOb\
exodus from Lewis was particularly worrying- to Seaforth's agents.
And although their anxiety proved groundless the reasons for it would
have been appreciated by the managers of any helping property, not
least by the men in charge of Clanranald's estates in Benbecula and
LouthUUist. Their eagerness to expand kelp production and profits by
establishing the crofting system on the estate was equalled only by
their apprehension that "such an innovation" could not be effected
"without the risk of stirring up a spirit of emigration, or any other
unpleasant consequence." And when it finally began in the summer of
l8l6 the allocation of crofts was confined in the first instance to
3enbecula "from the circumstance", as the factor reported, "of an
emigration going on in the adjoining island of Barra" which, he feared,
might extent to South Uiat should he attempt to
introduce too generally a change to which the
inhabitants, from attachment to old habits are
(124)
very averse.
122. Robertson to MacLeod, 9 March, 8 April, 1C June 1811, KacL. P.,
Box 61 B.
1?3. See, W. KacKenzie U.S. to Seaforth, ? April 1811, Sea. P.,
GT) 46;17 Vol. 37-
124. Clanranald Trustees, Minutes, Feb. 1816 to March 1817, Clan. P.,
CP 201/5/1233 '64-73.
C'c
At the beginning of the nineteenth century crofting was virtually
unknown in tha area with which it is now moat associated - being confined
(1 OK \
to a few parts of Hull and western Inverness—shire. Twenty years
later, however, "the ancient system of runrig" had "almost expired"
and the crofting system was in existence all along the west and north
coasts and in the larger islands.MacDonald, MacLeod, Clanranald,
Lccheil, Sutherland: all of them, along with many lesser landowners,
had by the end of the nineteenth century's second decade settled the
coastal fringes of their estates with crofters, large numbers of whom
had been evicted from older farms which were by that time under sheep.
And even in Lewis, the remotest of all the Hebrides, the division of
runrig farms into crofts was recommended in 180C and commenced about ten
i . (127)years later.
Kildonan and Geirinisb in South Hist; Barrapoll, T'enovay, Scarinish,
Balemartir.e, and Crossapoll in Tiree: those and many other crofting
townships were established simply by dividing the arable lands of an
(128)
already existing joint farm into individual holdings. In many
places in Sutherland, 3kye, lewis, Harris and elsewhere, however,
(129 s
townships were laid out on land which had been previously uncultivated.
A township established on waste was obviously at a special disadvantage,
and their differing origins are partly responsible for the wide range
(1 AO ^
of township types which are still to be found. ' But all crofting
townships had, and still have, important common characteristics which
125. Gray, Highland "conomy, 67.
126. iacCull">ch, Highlands and Western Isles, IV, 1824, 109.
1?7» Headrick, Report on Lewis, 29? J.H.N. Rep., «pp. A, 91-97.
128. For these particular instances see, Clanranald "rustees, Minutes,
1816, Clan. P., 0D2C1/5/1233/64-68j Argyll "state Instructions,
51, 59.
129. revelopments in Sutherland and Skye are d*alt with above, this
Chap. Tor Lewis and Harris see below, Chap. 3.
130. ?. Fraser Darling, ??est "ighlartd Rurvey, Oxford, 1955, 282 et seq;
A. Collier, The Crofting Problem, Cambridge, 1953, 31.
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generally outweigh the differences between individual settlements: a
nucleus of arable land mad© up of a number of separate smallholdings
and surrounded by a tract of hill pasture varying considerably in
quality and extent, known as the outrun or rough grazing, and held in
common by all the township's tenants - that particular legacy from the
old tenurial system to the new being leas due to design than to the
fact that, given the number cf crofters to be accommodated- and the
transfer of large tracts of hill pasture to sheep farmers, the principle
cf division could not be applied to it.^~^^
Altbou;h the crofting system established in the north-west Highlands
and islan J was to ex erience aany vicissitudes during the next hundred
years its fundamental features remained, and 3till remain, unchanged.
At a tine when the agricultural revolution was bains' consolidated in
the Scottish lowlands and a modernised agricultural structure was being
established even in the southern and eastern Highlands therefore,
agricultural improvement - as it was understood in the south - made
little impact cn the north—west.its only rajore-achievement was
the swearing away cf runrig. And whatever the demerits of the old
agrarian system, it could not be claimed that the -«rhod of landholding
which replaced it was any more efficient in an agricultural sense.
Mainland proprietors, anxious to put as- aery acres as possible under
sheep and to force small tenants to assist in developing the fishing
industry, encouraged the proliferation of minute holdings as a means to
these ends; while landlords with extensive kelping interests eagerly
subdivided their estates in order to naximisa their profits from kelp.
Throughout north-west Scotland therefore, the requirements of an
131- Tor a full account of the agrarian structure of crofting see,
Traser Marling, -lest, Highland Survey, 197-211 •
132. The divergence of the north-west's agrarian system from that of
the rest of Scotland is a major t'aauie of Gray, .;i...LI-.xn". conc.ay.
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effective arable agriculture were strictly subordinated to landlords'
desire to make money by whatever means came to hand.
As a means of creating a virtually unlimited supply of cheap
labour, however, the crofting system was an undoubted, and immediate
success. In the 1640a a Hsbridaan factor remarked that "the kelp trade
produced the population " that was an essential precondition of its
profitability!and.demographic statistics bear out the general
accuracy of kia drains. The population explosion of the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries was not confined to the highlands and its
cause3, there as elsewhere, are still a matter for debate. But it is
no coincidence that while the population of northern and north-western
counties as a whole rose by 48$ between 17^5 arid 1631, that of the
Outer Isles - the principal kelping area &nd the district where crofting
was most widely established in the early nineteenth century - rose by
139**' in the same period. On being further broken down, these figures
are still more revealing. Thus the population of Harris, an icl&nd
where not a great deal of kelp was made, rose by <)&? during the period
in question. But that of North Uist where kelping was much more
important rose by 141,'; while that of South Uist, most productive of
all the kelp islands, increased by no less than 211 This
immense expansion, as was pointed out in the 1630s, was partly due to
the fact that "the kelp manufacture was ... ao profitable to the land¬
lords that they encouraged the people to remain on their astates"^^^ —
not least by denying them the opportunity tc emigrate. Much more
decisive, however, was the contribution made to population growth by
the establishment of the crafting system itself.
133. Select Committee on Emigration, Scotland, 1841, QQ» 4, 20, 32.
134. Seport on Howe Industrie*. 1914, 26. And statistics in Fraaer
Barling, -eat Highland Survey, PO-83.
135. 0 raham, Letter to Fox Maule, 28 .June, 1637: in Select Committee
on Emigration, Scotland, 1841, App. 1, 213*
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Land was the be all and end all of the small tenant's existence, and
in the kelp islands in the early years of the nineteenth century more
land than ever before was made available to him. The disadvantatft.es
and limitations of subtenancy? the restraints imposed by joint tenancy
and the communal management of arable landj these were suddenly and
completely removed. The crofter was the sole tenant of his croft and,
because the beginnings of crofting coincided with the commencement of
the potato's long reign as the ordinary Highlander's staple crop and
/ «» eg >
diet, ■ he needed considerably less land on which to grow the food
previously provided by cereal crops of one kind or another. And to
be self-sufficient in food was less imperative than it once had been;
for high cattle price3 and the proliferation of opportunities to earn
money as a kelper, or as a labourer on canal and road construction
proj«e'ts, made it fairly easy for the crofter to buy the food that his
plot of land could not produce.^ "* ^' Directly or indirectly, every
one of these developments was related to the introduction of croftingj
and every one of them tended to remove restraints on early marriage,
fi'ith land and money more freely available than ever before early
raarriages became the rule and because potatoes with a little fish and
railk are a healthy, if excessively monotonous diet, more children from
these marriages survived. As contemporaries observed therefore,
crofting and population growth went hand in hand.
because crofts were originally designed in such a way a3 to make
it impossible for their occupants to be self-sufficient agriculturalists
the subdivision of arable land into miniscule units was an integral
336. fee below, Chap. 4.
137• Cray, !i>. bland "conotny, 136.
13? • ' 'acCul loch, Hi phi and o and est em lalea, 16?4, IV, 113. "arly
marriages are bemoaned by Highland and iabridean ralniatars
throughout the pages of the M.S.A.
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feature of the crofting system from tho moment of its conception; and
it was one that simultaneously accelerated, and was accolarated by,
the population explosion. Originally encouraged by proprietors who
were all too ready to rate profits from kelp more highly than the
agricultural wellbeing of their estates or tenantries, subdivision
soon acquired a momentum of its own and became, as landlords eventually
discovered, virtually unstoppable. In conjunction with the development
of the kelp industry and other sources of non-agricultural earnings it
meant, as Clanransld's factor pointed out in the early 1820s, that the
population soon expanded to a level "much beyond what the land can
maintain."*'1"" ' In Tiree, for example, five of the farms which the
Puke of \rgyll had converted into crofting townships in order to cash
in on the kelp boom were occupied by no less than 1080 people.
4nd there were similar occurrences throughout the ' obrides. For
proprietors to thus encourage, in fact compel, an essentially agricul¬
tural people to become dependent for their livelihood on non-agricul¬
tural pursuits - whether kelping or fishing - was a recipe for ultitaat®
catastrophe. And as if that were net bad enough, the kelp industry,
by its very nature, resulted in the neglect and consequent stagnation
of the crofting economy's agricultural base.
The agricultural effects of kelping, contemporary writers agreed,
.vere uniformly bad. In the perceptive analysis of Hebridean agricul¬
ture which he published in 1811, James LaoDonald noted that
on kelp estates the land is almost entirely sacrificed
to that manufacture and is at beat, with regard to its
agriculture, in a stationary condition ... In this
state of agriculture the land is considered as of no
further value than merely to accommodate the kelp
139* Factor's dep., 21 April, 1823, Clan. ., 31)201/1/35?•
140. Argyll, rofts and arms in the Hebrides, Edinburgh, 1883, 191.
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manufacturers with sora© milk, a few carcases of
loan sheep, horses, or cattla, and a wretched
crop of barley, black oats, and potatoes. Turnips
and all other green crops demanding attention in
summer, are {excepting potatoes) quite out of the
(141)question.
Seaweed, traditionally used to manure the land, 'is everywhere reserved
for incineration. In the 1790s the minister of Harris pointed out
that arable land had already "degenerated much through want of the
manure formerly afforded by the shores;"'^' while James aclonald
calculated that in the first decade of the nineteenth century Hebridean
land was being deprived of no les3 than nine tenths of the fertiliser
it had once received.' This particular consequence of the kelp
industry was raised as an objection to it in Sky* in the 177Ca.^^^
But aa the kelp boom developed it was completely lost sight of; and
in their scramble for rofits landlords went out of t .eir way to ensure
that every scrap of seaweed found its way to the Kilns. In 1816, fcr
example, Seaforth'a factor in Lewis was instructed to
take the most effectual means of punishing any
person or persons who may be concerned in cutting,
uairxg, or destroying the ware / A ''
And the most efficacious punishment was of course eviction.
The agriculturally debilitating consequences of such a regime
were seriously aggravated by the fact that in the summer months, when
their fields were most In need of attention, all th° small tenants?
141 • ...acJcmlo , y.rlculture of the Hebrides, 1811, ll' -120.
142. O.J.A., Xf 399-360.
14.:. AC on'.Id, :1 culture of tL-.? he" rides, 1811, 113.
144. Pennant, oor, I, 39? . Citsd, deport • n dome "Jnduatriea, 1914, 28.
145-* VacKsnsie to T* MaeKenr.ie, 1 Jan. 1816, Saa. P., CD46/17
Vol. 43.
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energise had to be devoted to the making of their landlord's kelp - a
situation ao obviously fraught with dangers for the future of Sebrldean
agriculture that it caused at least one estate management a qualm of
conscience. As long as kelp was a major source of revenue, observed
Clanranald'a trustees in 1615
it is impossible that the tenants can give that
attention to th® production of the land which
to secure a decent return is indispensably necessary.
At the time of year whan they "ought to be labouring and sowing their
ground", the tenantry were "almost uniformly called off, and that in
the best weather too", to the kelp shores. That small tenants were
"continually distracted" in this way was the reason, his trustees
believed, for the exceedingly low level of agricultural production on
Clanranald's estate. But though they regretted the existence of such
a state of affairs they could see no alternative to it. The kelp had
to be aade.^^^
The kelp boom, although it provided capital which could have been
applied to such ends and proved that massive agrarian reorganisation
was not inherently impossible, thus removed any pecuniary incentive
that landlords might have had to establish an effective arable agricul¬
ture on their estates. The Cuke of Argyll's abandonment of his plans
for agricultural improvements on Tire® and his subsequent adoption of
policies which were to make that island one of the most congested and
poverty-stricken of all the Hebrides was tyilcal of th® times. ^
Throughout th© north-west Highlands and islands landlords subordinated
the dictates of .good estate management to those deriving from their
146. Clanranald's Trustees, ! inutea, 12 July 1815, Clan. P.,
!7P201/5 '123 3 '61.
147. See above, this Chap.
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desire to make quick and easy profits} for unlike the landed proprietors
of England and lowland Scotland most Highland landlords had no interest
in their estates or tenantries other than as sources of ready cash.
Cf that state of affairs contemporary writers were highly critical -
James MacDonald, for example, complaining bitterly about
the non-residence of many of the proprietors who
drain the poor Hebrides of their v?ealth and, too
often residing in other parts of the empire, pay
little attention to the improvement of their
estates. ^^ '
But such strictures had little effect. "What Hebridean proprietor
(U9)
lives on his estate that can live elsewhere"? asked Seaforth in 1821.
And none did so. By the 1830s there was no resident proprietor in any
of the Outer Isles while of the 195 owners of land in the north-west
Highlands and Hebrides as a whole, only 46 lived fairly permanently
on their estates.'"1 'A'-
Having adopted the mores of a capitalist society in the eighteenth
century, Highland landlords had wittinglyand willingly embarked on a
policy of substituting a commercial rent economy for the familial
economy of traditional Highland society. In the process they had
opened the way for an individualistic scramble for land reinforced by
a population explosion and by their own manipulation of the agrarian
system as an adjunct to their own kelp, sheep and fishing int< ests.
the consequences fer the crofting tenants whom landlords had brought
into existence was that their holdings were too small, their renta
too high, and their security almost non-exiatent. Crofters profited
148. Kachonald, Agriculture of the ;-'ebrirles, 1811, Also, A Tour
through the Highlands of Scotland, London, 1787» 39} A. Fullarton
and C.H. iaird, Aemarks on the rilu at Present Affecting the
Highlands and 'islands of Scotland, Slaggow, 183-P, 52-53.
149. 3«a.forth to P. Cockbum, 9 June 1823, Hea. P., CD46/17 'Vol. 44*
150. f. acdillivray, ""'©port on the Outer Hebrides", 1831, 263}
elect Committee on HsAgrntion, Scotland, 1841, Q» 868.
to some extent from the favourable circumstances of the period around
the turn of the century. Their gains, however, were an inconsiderable
fraction of those accruing to their landlords? and after 1820 their
economic position deteriorated markedly. That deterioration was in
essence due to altered maricet circumstances - themselves the conse¬
quence of the British economy's having entered a period of intermittent
crisis which lasted until the 1840s. But crofters were nade pitifully
vulnerable to the effects of economic change by the fact that the
ownership of the land on which they lived had remained the monopoly
of a small group of men whose pursuit of easy profits had reduced their
tenants to the status of kelping labourers or unsuccessful fishermen.
And after 1820 the crofting population's vulnerability and insecurity
were tragically underlined, not only by the increasing frequency of
seasons of hunger and distress, but by the fact that aa fishing proved
a broken reed and as the profit indicator swung away from kelp and
cattle towards sheep - with the implication that landlords' intereote
lay in the removal of what hail become, as far as they were concerned,
a surplus and useless population - crofters were quite unable to
prevent the clearances and deportations which ensued.
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CHAPTER 3. "A HHi/iJND'HT POPULATION", 1821 - 1844
As Ion." as kelplng was a profitable enterprise crofters were highly
esteemed by their landlords and the development of the crofting system
was generally considered an Integral and Important part of estate
management. The possibility that the fishinsr industry might become
an equally remunerative undertaking also entered into proprietors'
calculations - especially those of the Sutherland family. But because
the majority of crofters were kelp-era rather than fishermen and because
the long held vision cf an indigenous Highland fishing industry never
materialised, it was on their role as helpers that most crofters'
usefulness to their landlords depended. and by the 1620s the kelp
industry was in serious trouble.
The turning point in the fortunes of the Hebrides' staple commodity
occurred at the end of the nineteenth cnntury'e first decade. In lBlO
and 1611 prices of certain grades of kelp fell to around f10 a ton.
(1)
By 1615 this figure represented the average price of even the best kssfcp.
And although the position was by no moans disastrous there were indicat¬
ions that it could quickly become so,a particularly ominous portent of
future events occurring in 1613 when Newcastle glass manufacturers
(2)
asked the government to abolish import duties on Norwegian kelp.
The kelp proprietors responded by meeting in Edinburgh and agreeing: to
put their own case before the government.^^ '"be Highland interest
prevailed - but only temporarily. In 1816 renewed rumours of an
impending reduction in duties - this time affecting imports of
1. He port on ioiiio i ndustries, 1914, 26—29, 173—174. Also, Gray,
Hi g-'land -'ccnorsy, 1V-166.
2. Vomerinl of the Help Proprietors, 1P13, Mac!?. P., QP2"l/33.
3. See, H nutes cf 'eeting, 1 April 1813, Mac?). P., OP221/33.
Mediterranean barilla - produced another crisis meeting and renewed
representations to the government. Among the Highland proprietors'
ranks there were now perceptible tremors of panic. To lower tariffs
on kelp, they informed the administration in London, would be to ruin
them!
Many persona have purchased their estates relying
on the permanency of kelp, and others have lent
'money on the security of the annual returns arising
from it.'4'
Such was undeniably the case. "hren at the height of the wartime boom
occasional fears had been expressed that kelp prices, "supposing a
(5)time of peace", might fall as a result of foreign competition. But
most proprietors - and their financiers for that matter - seer to have
been blithely unaware of the intrinsically vulnerable nature of the
industry. rstates were organised as if the kelp boom was bound to
continue indefinitely. And enormous amounts of money were lent to
proprietors on the same unfounded assumption."*hat was not realized
was that the industry's rofitability was largely a creation of wartime
circumstances, and that its days were therefore numbered.
Glass and soap manufacturers - some of whom were soon to be
pressing for the abolition of the Com Laws? moat eminent of all the
monuments to the power of Pritain's landed interest - saw no point in
maintaining artificially high duties on foreign alkali in order to
keep Highland landlords in the style to which they had become accustomed.
Having failed in 1813 and iSlP to persuade the government to reduce the
relevant tariffs they merely intensified their campaign and, aa
4. Memorial of the Kelp Proprietors, Feb. I8l8, Toda, Murray and
Jamieson P., GD23T/l?0/4.
R. See, e.g., Lord MacPonald's Commissioners, Draft Minutes, 2 April
18C1, Lad'. P., QD2P1/47.
6. Report on Home Industries, 1914, 26.
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ohemical ,.roc«3s«s for the manufacture of alkali from salt were
perfected., they added the abolition of the aalt tax to their list of
demands. "Chemistry", observed Mackenzie of leaforth in one of his
raore perceptive momenta, "is the true enemy of kelp and we can only
(l)
last as long as its advance tc perfection is going on."w/ As some¬
thing of a liberal in hiB politics ha should also have been aware of
the threat to kelp from middle class industrial!ata whose advance to
political influence was proceeding with a rapidity at least equal to
that of the progress of science, and whose demands north-west ScotlandAd
proprietox'3 - lacking the numbers and influence of the southern magnates
whose rents came from corn rather than kelp - were unable tc resist
successfully. ■ In the early 1820s import duties on barilla were
lowered drastically; that measure being accompanied by a simultaneous
reduction in the salt tax and followed by its complete abolition In
1825/P'
The effects were immediately apparent. Hie average price of
kelp at Liverpool, tho main selling centre, fell from £$ 4s. lid. a
ton in 1823 to C6 16s. lCd. in 1626, £4 lis. 5d. in 1827, and finally
to £.3 13a. 4d. in 1828.^' As these figures demonstrate, it was in
If27 that the situation became really critical. In June that year a
considerable part of the previous year's crop was still on hand in
(10 ^
Liverpool, '' and as the year advanced the bottom fell completely out
of the market. By December the best grades of kelp — which had been
selling for £6 or £7 a ton in August - ware fetching less than £.3 as
a result of the market having been flooded with cheaply manufactured
7. "eaforth to Vostrnn (Ms Liverpool kelp agent), 2 Oct. 1827,
:.en. P., OD46/17/V01. 41.
8. Iteport on the ..'tat •» of elp, 12 Pec. 1827, Lea. P., 0?46/17/Vol*41 •
9. .verv® rices of Kelp at Liverpool, 1817-1828, I.'acL. P., Box 39*
10. J.L. Lindsay to LacLaine, 2r June 1827, Lachuine of Lcchfcuie P.,
0D174/47•
alkali.That month the kelp proprietors and their agents met in
(12)
dinburgh in an atmosphere of considerable gloom. '• The kelp
industry, they resolved, "has declined and is rapidly declining", a
conclusion borne out by their analysis of kelp prices. In the ten
years after 1$17 the price of prime kelp had fallen by two thirds and
by 1827 the industry had ceased to be a profitable undertaking on many
north-west Highland and Hobride an properties/*^ In the hypothetical
case of an estate on which 600 tons of kelp were made each year — i.e.
cn?> in the middle rang® of kelp properties - it was calculated that
the profits from kelp would have fallen from an annual average of
*'2,535 in the years between 1817 and 1826 (much less than would have
been fetched between 18C0 and 1810, but enougn. to make the industry
worthwhile) to £655 in 1827 and to only £160 in 1828/*^y
In steadily increasing; desperation the kelp proprietors cast around
for ways to revive t..e industry's flagging fortunes. A reduction in
its costs was an obvious expedient. But shipping charges were more
or less immutable. Helpers' wages had never been allowed to rise above
a bare subsistence level. And substantial economies thus proved
impossible to effect. At the instigation of Clanranald and Lord
MacDonald, who had most to lose from the industry's collapse, various
experiments aimed at raisin,, kelp's alkaline content and thus its value
(15)
ware carried out in the Uists. All of thorn, however, proved fruitless —
as did appeals for government assistance; the latter being baaed on
the argument that "the distress or rather ruin" confronting the kelp
11. Report on the Btste of kelp, 12 Tec. 1827, 3ea. P., 0T> 46/l7/Vol.41.
12. dee, .Minutes of Meeting, 12 Dec. 1827, Sea. P., OP 46/17 'Vol• 41«
13. Deport on th? State of Kelp, 12 Pec. 1827, Sea. P., OP 46/l7,Arol.41«
14. "vervre ideas of Kelp at Liverpool, 1817-1828, MacL. P., Eoi 39.
15. Report on Kelp by P. KacCrummen, 1830, Clan. P., CD20l/5/l?32/6/6|
P. Chaw to Hunter, Campbell & Co. C.3., 18 Aug. 1830, Clan. ?.,
0^201/5/1232/6/10.
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proprietors was "plainly, undeniably, incontrcvertibly owing to ...
th© repeal ... of taxes such as those on salt and barilla."
A more unusual and more ruthless solution to the problem was
devised by MaeKeill of Barra. Between 1830 and 1833 he built an
alkali works on the island in order to process his kelp on the spot,
thus eliminating transport and agency costs. The project was naturally
an expensive one; and like other Hebridaan proprietors HacNeill was
very abort of capital. To raise the necessary funds he divided every
croft in Barm in two, charged the sane rent for a half croft as had
formerly been paid for a whole croft, and thus doubled the apparent
value of the property. About 5CO of MacNeill'a crofting tenants
emigrated rather than fall into line with their landlord's plans, their
places being taken by several hundred people from elsewhere in the
Hebrides; people whom, it was said, "the other proprietors were anxious
to get rid of." Such reckless subdivision did nothing to increase
KacBeill's real rental, however; and a chemical works on a remote
island could not, in the nature of things, compete effectively with
factories in fry-land and southern cot land. ithin a few years of the
project'3 commencement KacNeill was bankrupt and Barra's vastly increased
population of some 2,300 were unemployed and quite unable to pay the
inflated rents demanded of them. On the estate being sold to an
Aberdeenshire laird, Gordon of Cluny, in 1841, therefore, A'aoNeill's
(17)
creditors seized almost all the cattle on the island in lieu of rent.
Gordon thus inherited a demoralised, pcnmrty-strioken population, most
of whom he transported to Canada ten years later.
16. MacLeod to C. Grant U.P., 18 April 1829, MacL. P., Box 39• Also,
Petition of Proprietors of Land in the Hebrides, 1829, MacL. P.,
Box 39; Report on the State of Kelp, 12 Pec. 1827, Sea. P., 01)46/17/
Vol.41; J. Bowie tr Hunter, Campbell Ik Co. .5., 7 April 1831, Clan.
P., GD2Cl/l232/7/5fc-
17. Cordon of Cluny to C#B» Baird, 15 Aug., 1859, Highland Relief Board,
Glasgow Section, Final Rep., 1850, App. C, 46-47*
18. See below, Chap. 5*
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liacKeill's activities were unique, however; and on moat eatatsa
kelping wa3 allowed to go into decline in the later 1820s. By the
1840s it had ceased altogether on large stretches of coastline, being
effectively prosecuted only on the bettor shores of the larger
(19)
Hebridean properties. That kelping survived at all was partly
due tc a continuing:, though mch reduced, demand for high quality kelp —
needed, at first for the \anufacture of fine glass and later as a source
(20)
of iodine. *or© fundamentally it was a consequence of the fact
that the agrarian structure of Het ride fin estates had become so inextric¬
ably involved with the kelp industry that kelping could not be abandoned
(21)
without precipitating a complete collapse of landlordly finances.
Clanranald's South Hist factor summed up the consequent dilemma aa
follows:
Jf the kelp is given up the small tenants cannot
continue to pay the present rents, because the
work they got enabled them to pay for portions
of ground so small that they could pay nothing
/ 20 )
from the produce.
Crofting townships, he pointed out, had been laid out with a view
to their rents being paid from kelpers* wages, and as long as the
kelping population remained on the estate some sort of employment would
have to bo provided or rents would not be paid at all. As kelping
ceased on the less productive shores, therefore, large numbers of
crofting tenants, many of them labouring instead of paying rent, were
employed to drain bos-s, build roads, seed sand, dunes ark? otherwise
improve Clanranald's estate,
19. Gray, Highland "conemy, 156-157.
2C. Ccldie & Paton to Hunter, Campbell & Co. 12 1'arch 1836,
Clan. P. GB 2Cl/5/l228/S$ M.C., Q* 44379-
21. Gray, "'1, ,h 1 nrk conomy, 157-158*
22. B. Shaw to A. Hunter ., 25 Feb. 1827, Clan. P., GB 201/4/97*
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to the great benefit of the property and at very
little real expense to the landlord, a considerable
aura of arrears having thus been recovers'' which
must otherwise have been totally lost.^"'
But work's of this kind were necessarily temporary? and aa the l8?0s
advanced and kelp became more and more obviously doomed to decline
more radical solutions were sought.
The need to solve the problems created by the kelp industry's sudden
collapse was made more pressing by the effects of the equally unexpected
agricultural depression which followed the ending of the Napoleonic
/ pi \
wars. ' "During the war", it was remarked in a report on Lord
MacDonald's estates drawn up in 1829, "prices assumed almost an
unnatural height. Since the commencement of the peace they have year
(25)
after year gradually declined.'"x ' Tt was a sombre but broadly-
accurate assessment; though in the first instance at least the fall in
prices was rapid rather than gradual. In 1816, for example, low
cattle prices were already causing considerable alarm in 3kye. Less
cattle than usual were being exported from the island an! small tenants
on the NacDonald estate and, for that matter, on every other property
in the west Highlands and islanda were consequently in a "lamentable
(26)
and ... calamitous state. '
The decline in cattle prices, which was not reversed until the
1850a,was particularly serious for crofting tenants. ,!Ven on
23. Factorb Heps., 21 April, 1823} 25 Feb., 1827, Clan. P., ODZOl/l/
382, 338.
24. For a full an-slysi3 of the depression in the Highlands see, Gray,
Highland Economy, I55-I9O.
25. Heport on Lord HacDcnald's -states, 1829, HacD. G322l/l21.
26. Lee, actor's Heps., 14, 24 June 1A16, acD. P., G.P22l/39» 845 Mean¬
er! *1 on Behalf of the repristore of the Hebrides, 26 'arch 1817,
Tod3, Hurray and Jamieson P., GD23'7/l2l/4. Also bslow, Chap. 4*
27• See below, Chap. 7.
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kelp estates where rents were paid largely from wages the steadily
expanding- returns from cattle sales had helped the crofter to meet
the over rising rent imposed by his landlord and to buy the meal he
needed to eke cut the scanty produce of his meagre holding."Had
prices continued as high as formerly'', Clanranald's factor noted in
1823» "it is likely that no great sura of arrears would have been lost."
hut in the fista as in Lewis where "the constant partial payment of the
rents "became a serious problem at about the same time, the post 1815
depression was marked by accumulating arrears and by increasingly
(29)
frequent seasons of hunger and distress. And a broadly similar
pattern of events could be discerned throughout the region.
During the kelp boom and the period of high agricultural prices
which had accompanied the wars with France, Highland landlords had been
at the crest of a wave of prosperity. The rental of the MacLeod
estate in Sky® rose from £2,296 in 1800 to £7,374 in l8llj ^ ' while
that of Lord LacLonald'b estate on the* same island rose from £5,550 .in
1799 to about £14fC00 in 1811.^ Other proprietors benefited.
(32)
proportionately. The sensible response to the post-war depression
would thus have been to reduce rentals in line with the fall in agricul¬
tural commodity prices. This in fact was done in the sheep farming
28. Report on Lord MacDonald*9 Estates, 1829, MaeD. P., 0D221/121;
J. '.dam (Lewis factor) to P. Cockburn, 23 Sept. 1823, Sea. P.,
CP46/17 ™. 59-
29. Factor's Pep., 21 April 1823, Clnn. P., 0D20l/l/352f P. Mackenzie
(Lewis factor) to Seaforth, 27 Sept. 1819, 3ea. P., GP46/l7/Vol.53.
30. Book of Dunvegan, II, 99*
31. Blackadder, Survey, 1799; Report on Lord KacDonald's Estates, 1829,
MacT). P., 0D221/121.
32. "ray, Lirhland ~!conom.v, 146 - 147•
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sector of th® economy where tenants were substantial businessmen ready
to pull out at the first hint of trouble.Crofters' ties with
the land ware of a quite different order, however,. There was no way
in which they could induce landlords to lower rents? and land lords
themselves, accustomed to a life style and expenditure pattern secured
by some twenty years of exorbitant income, were reluctant to cut their
coats according to the available cloth. "It ia impossible 1 can forego
the present rent without extreme inconvenience to my affairs", wrote
(34)
Lord Macl'onald in 1817, ' expressing the prevalent attitude which
was that rentals should be kept at or near levels more appropriate to
the preceding period, of prosperity than to the circumstances of the
years after 1815*^^
But though rentals remained nominally high, the inescapable
realities of agricultural depression made them increasingly fictitious.
"All rentals since 1814 have been a mere joke", remarked Seaforth in
1823.'' And other observers agreed that because of the proprietors'
unwillingness to come to terms with the facts of economic life the
rents of Highland and Hebridean estates were "considerably higher than
(37)
the tenants can afford to pay. Arrears inevitably continued to
accumulate, for as Seaforth observed with some asperity, only those
with first hand experience of it could appreciate "the difficulty of
/ no \
getting rents from a Highland estate in bad times.Short of
confiscating his cattle, a course which was recognisably disastrous
33« J. Hunter, "Sheep and "ears Highland Sheep farming, I85C-I9OO",
Northern Scotland, I, 1973, 200.
34. MaoDonald to J. Campbell, 25 ?«b. 1817, J^acD. P., 03)221/40.
35. J. Anderson, "Essay on the Present State of tha Highlands", Trans.
of the Highland Society, New Ser., II, 1831, 44; Cray, Highland
"''conotay, 183.
36. Seaforth to P. Cookburn, 9 June 1823, Sea. P., GD48/l7A°l* 44.
37* Pullart-on and Baird, Remarks, 1838, 13*
38. Seaforth to P. Cockbum, 7 July 1823, Sea. P., 0B46/l7Aol. 44.
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(39)for the future; or evicting him, a scarcely practicable proposit¬
ion in a situation in which every tenant might be in the same predica¬
ment, the landlord had simply to accept the crofter's excuses and allow
his backlog of rent to mount up. ^ Allowances of some sort had thus
of necessity to be made. And these usually took the form of annual
abatements of rent. In ikye and thill in the ten years after l8l6, for
example, abatements of crofting rent varying in size from 10/, to 25?
were commonplace.' These reductions were of an essentially temporary
character, however; and they were never large enough to cover the
deficiency in crofters* incomes. The inevitable outcome was that
small tenants were plunged into a morass of perpetual debt.^'^'
The psychological consequences of inexorably increasing indebted¬
ness wore profound. "When a tenant is sensible he owes his landlord
more than he is able to pay", observed Clanranald's factor in 1823, "he
becomes quite desperate and ceases to stake any effortThe causes
of crofters' desperation, however, derived more from the exigencies of
their tenurial position than from any innately personal characteristic.
Many of them were well aware that in the new economic situation sheep
were more profitable than their traditional stocks of black cattle,
but while entire estates could be, and, cften were, turned over to sheep
farmers, crofters were quite unable to effect such a change within
their own small confines simply bocau3© they lacked the necessary
39. Such a confiscation was carried out in Sarra in 1841. See above,
this Chap.
40. Gray, Hip?:land -conomy, 183 - 184«
41 • Factor's Pep., 24 June 1816, MacD. P., 0T>22l/54| 4. Hurray to J.
Campbell, 30 -ug. 1816, HacI). ?., OP22l/l6| Particulars of the
Estate of Ulva, 1824, Macbain® of Lochbuie,P., 01)174/28/1.
42. Gray, High1and ?conomy, 183 - 184.
43. Pact or's Pep., 21 April 1823, Clan QD2Cl/l'352.
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capital. -here crofters did acquire a few sheep they were invariably
the cheapest on the market and were therefore "of the worst description
possible."(44) And even if a crofter knew hew to improve his land or
increase his agricultural production there was no point in his so
doing, for the consequent increment in his income would at onoe be
appropriated by the factor and set against his arrears in the rent
ledger.Apathy and hopelessness inevitably ensued. "We have
seen whole tracts of country on the north—western coast", commented
Hugh iiller,
in which the rents of five whole years hung' in one
hopeless millstone of debt around the necks of the
inhabitants. What wonder if, in such circumstances,
the industrial energies of the Celt should be
miserably overlaid. (46)
The same was true of the islands. And in such circumstances there
grew up the myth of the ingrained idleness of the crofter, a north x'i4
/ j \
tbet was to persist for many years to come. '
Although all Highland estates experienced serious difficulties in the
second quarter of the nineteenth century, the impact of the economic
crisis was greatest on the properties where kelp had been of most
importance. Several Hebridean landlords went to the wall during this
period, among them Mac^eneie of Seafcrth, MacLeod of Harris, Clanranald,
KacNelll of Barra, and MacLeod of Haasay. Thus, within the space of
about fifteen years, the whole of the Long Island, with the exception
of North Uist, not sold by Lord Mac'onald until 1855» passed out of
44. Lao''enzie, Agriculture of Loss and Cromarty, 1813, 1?4.
45. Gray, Highland ■conom,;.-, I84-I85. The consequences of crofters1
insecurity are elaborated in Chap. 7»
46. The Witness, 21 let• 1846.
47. Sen above, Introduction.
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(af )
the hands of Its traditional owners} ^ and several mainland properties
changed hands at about the same time.^^ Since the seventeenth
century the great families of the Hebrides had spent vast sues on
maintaining what they thought of as their rightful place in southern
society! and the loss of their Income from kelp merely demolished
familial finances that had long been tottering. The effects of the
kelp industry's collapse on its labour force were considerably more
complicated.
•'here helping ceased completely the consequent loss of wages v#aa
a serious blow. On the Eunvegan estate, by no means a major kelp
property, about ?.4C0 a year was lost to crofters in this way.^0^ And
even cn estates where, for reasons mentioned above, helping was not
entirely abandoned or was replaced by some other form of labour,
increasing arrears tended to ensure that the helper received no actual
cash in return for work done, his wages merely being credited against
(51)
the Mount of rent he owed his land lord.w This was bad enough.
But the major consequence of the kelp industry's sudden decline was more
profound and more serious - at least as far as croftexe were concerned.
Originally conceived of by the proprietors who created it as little
more than an adjunct to the virtually insatiable labour requirements
of a kelpin, economy, the crofting system and crofters themselves
ceased to be of any use to landlords at the moment in the 1820s when
kelp became unprofitable. Crofters and their families became a burden,
a "redundant population" who occupied potentially profitable land for
which they were i ncreasirvly unable to pay an economic rent. The
48. K'aeKensie, Oxter Hebrides, 19^3, 493-496. Harris had originally
belonged to I'acLeod of hunvegtn who sold it in 1779 to Alexander
MacLeod, a ship's captain and brother of and successor to MacLeod
of Eernera. hoc. cit., 485.
49. Gray, Highland "conog(yt 18".
50. Book of Lunvegant II, 121.
51• Gray, Highland Economy, 157 - 158.
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inevitable consequence was that landlords' desire to maintain, indeed
increase, the population of their estates waa transformed within the
epace of a very few years into an equally ardent determination to get
rid of as many small tenants as possible.
e.
On Clanranald's estates in Couth Flat and Benebcula the initial response
to the kelp industry's troubles was, as already mentioned, to provide
alternative employment for crofters who were left without work. But
by 1827 - the year in which it became manifestly apparent that kelp
prices would never recover — the estate management resolved that it was
"absolutely necessary to arrange Clanranald's ... estates so as to draw
a revenue from the lands altogether independent of kelp", the moat
obvious and attractive course, seeing that sheep farming was n >w much
more profitable than the traditional cattle husbandry, being the "parcelling
(r#)
out of the estate" into sheep farms. hile financially alluring,
such a policy was of course "incompatible with the residence of the
tenantry"} and the solution, according to Puncan Shaw - factor on the
estate and a man who only eleven years before had been at great pains to
(*53)
keep up kelp production by preventing emigration ' - was to ship "at
( 54 )
least 3,000 people to America."
Since Shaw's scheme involved ridding South flat arid Benbecula of
(55)
almost half their population it was clearly not unambitious 1and as
such it appealed to Olanranald'a trustees. 'bvioualy, wrote one of
the latter gentleman, large numbers of people would have to be removed,
for no landowner who had decided to introduce sheep farming on to his
52. Factor's "ep., 19 Nov. 1827, Clan. P., 0D20l/l/338.
53. fee above, Chap. 2.
54« Factor's laps., 29 Jan., ?6 Feb. 1827, Clan P., CP?Cl/8/l217/46, CD
201/4/97.
55. The population of h. Uist in 1831 was 689C.
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property could afford to "keep a swarm of lazy, idle tenants for a term
beyond hie pleasure". All over the Highlands, he pointed out, there
were ''hundreds of Instances of whole parishes and districts ... being
depopulated to mike room for sheep"? and he could se© no good reason
why a similar change should not take place in the 'Alter Isles.
The shift from kelp to sheep having thus been accepted in principle,
only one problem remained: Clanranald'a funds were so depleted as to
make it impossible for his to pay for emigration on the scale envisaged,
while their growing poverty made it unlikely that hia small tenants
would be able to meet the coot of their own transportation. Government
(57)
assistance was accordingly sought. " The Colonial Department, however,
was inconveniently sceptical of the theory that the interests of
Clanranald's estate and the Canadian colonies coincided, and neither the
estate authorities* appeals nor the petitions from people who had
(58)"received warning to quit their little possessions", succeeded in
eliciting a favourable response. Dune *n Shaw, with the trustees* and
proprietor's approval, modified his plans accordingly.
Since the best kelp produced on the ©state was made by tenants in
Benbecula he decided to leave things as they were in that island "while
th© kelp is at all worth manufacturing." The northern part of South
Uist was to be similarly unaffected and the 60C or so people who
occupied its several settlements - including the townships of JBaigarva,
Liniquie, Xilaulay and Ardivachar - left to get on with the task of
manufacturing as much marketable kelp as possible. In the central
portion of South Uist, however, the kelp industry had become completely
56. R. Brown to A. Swinton, 16 Feb. 1827, Clan. P., 5^201/5/1228/3•
57. Factor's Reps., 29 Jan., 26 Tab. 1827, Clan. P., 51)201/5/1217/46,
51)201/4/97.
58. Select Committee on migration, 1826—27, 1st Sep., 357? 3rd Rep. 500"
--g-
unprofitable and small tenants superfluous. Four of the district's
townships, notably Oeirinisfa and Brlmore, were still in the nominal
possession of tacksmen but were in fret occupied by large numbers of
subtenants. The tacksmen, Shaw recommendad, should bo removed along
with their subtenants and the tenants of ths crofting townships of
Orcgarry and Stilligarry. The 380 people thus evicted would be accom¬
panied by another 400 who were to be cleared from Lowbeg, Snishival,
Feninerine and Stoneybridge, and by the 150 occupants of Kildonan, a
township lotted between 1816 and I6l8 in order to make room for tho
kelpers who had then been more important to Clanranald than any sheep
farmer. Kildonan was to b® added to the farm of Milton whose tenant
had taken possession at 'hitsun 1827 and was willing to give a good rant
for the displaced crofters' holdings. A similar accommodation was to
take place in the southern part of the island where the farm of
Askernish had been let to a sheep farmer in 1826. The township of
Baliburgh which marched with Askernish would, 3haw concluded, make
"a most desirable addition to it", as would the hill grazings held by
(*q)
the small tenants of Kilpheder.
The inconvenience of evicting about a thousand people, haw believed,
would bo offset by the several advantages which would accrue to the
proprietor from the adoption of his plan. Because they would not
"emigrate to so small an island without being certain of having a great
return for their capital", Couth I'iat sheep farmers' rents would not at
first be much higher than the aggregate rents of the crofters they would
displace. iut their rents could bo raised substantially when their
initial leases fell in and. they would, unlike these of the crofters, be
"wall and punctually paid". As a result of tve proposed changes, therefore,
59. Factor's 'en., 19 Nov., 1827, Clan. P., 01)201/'l/3381 Mote of Leases
on ' 1 anranaid«s hitate, 20 jaru 1P33, flan. P., 0B?Cl/5/l217/70.
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Clanranald would have a well paid monoy rent and
a certain income independent of kelp. His lands
would be well cultivated and properly managed}
while he would retain on his estate a population which, his factor thought,
would he "more than sufficient" to work these kelp shores that were to
be kept in production.^''
\1though not executed exactly as planned,^ Shaw's recommendations
provided, the guide lines of estate policy in South Uist and Benbecula for
the next few years. Oeirlnish, frimore, Orraaclett, Fersinerine, Kildonan
and several other townships were cleared and let as or added to sheep
(62)
farms in the late 1820a and early 1830s; the rearrangements being
accompanied by considerable emigrations.But it was not until the
islands had been bought by a proprietor wealthy enough to finance the
wholesale transhipment, of his tenantry to Canada that the main, objectives
of the factor's plan were finally and fully realised.^''
The.remorseless logic of Puncan Shaw's arguments was universally applic¬
able and developments on Olanranald's estate thus had their parallels
throughout the islands. By the 1830a crofters were everywhere on the
defensive as they were found to be "less advantageous to the proprietors
( 65 )
than farmers occupying the same tracts of ground. ' People who could
afford to emigrate did so; and by 1628 there were reports of considerable
60. ""actor's hep., 19 Nov. 1827, Clan. P., 01201/1'338.
61. Otcneybridgs, for example survived to become a prominent centre of
the land agitations of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, fee
below, Chaps. 8-11.
62. Kote of Leases on Olanrunald•« state, 29 Jan. 1833, Ian. P., 00201/
r- /P 17 '705 Particulars of the "state of "lsnranold, 1636 and 1837t
Clan. P., 31)201/5/1235/16-17. es also, T.F.C., 40472-40460.
63. elect Committee on migration, Icctland, 1841, Q. 1012.
64. See below, Chap. %
65. acOillivray, "router lehrideo", 1'31» 301,306. '.loo J. .N. Hop.,
1851» App. A, 115.
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smigrationo from the Hebrides, "hundreds" leaving that summer alone.
Between 1826 and 1827 about 1,300 people left kye for the North American
colonies. In 1828 over 600 people left North Hist for the a ease destin¬
ation. And there were extensive emigrations from Barra at about the
(67 3
satr.e time. ' On the mainland there were similar occurrences - further
extensions of the sheep farming system brirving about the emigration of
about 1,000 people from ester "icas ani western parts cf -Inverness-shire
in 1823 and 1824 alone.'^l'y
ltheu, h the word, "al arndn--" was applied to them by some commentat-
ors, ' there was a vital difference between the emigrations of the 1820s
and 1830# and those which had occurred before If03. Nothing; was dene to.
atop them and they were, on the contrary "encouraged very much" by
(70)
proprietors. ' ' Throughout 'ritain the post-war depression had made
emigration much more popular than hitherto - to "shovel out paupers" or,
in other words, transport the unemployed to the colonies was an obvious
solution to the unemployment problem, and one to which Highland landlords
(71 3
were far from averse. ' Landowners who would formerly have been riven
with anxiety at the slightest hirt of an emigration which might have
deprived them of their helpers were now convinced that their only hop® of
financial salvation 2 y in removing sarll tenants from the land ard
consolidating their recently created holdings into sheep farms - a policy
66. Inverness ''curler, 16 July, 1828j A.K. SaoLeod to C. frant
1 April, 1829, 'acL. P., Box 39-
67» Anderson, "Present 'tato of the Pirhlunda", 1831 30; N. . .., XIV,
171, 208.
68. '"elect 'ommittoo or. ■ .migration, 1626, 1st Rep., QQ. 723-730.
69. See, ' Anderson, resent "tat® of the "i phi lands, 1831, 30.
70. elect •"omroitte* on 'migration, 1627, 3rd Sep., 2968-2971.
71. The phrase "Shovelling out paupers" is the subtitle of Johnston,
British : Tiigraticn Policy, 1615 •* 1630, "xford, 1972.
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strikingly similar to that being pursued in Ireland where the collapse
Of cerSial prices after 1815 had produced a widespread tendency toswitch
from arable to pastoral farming, the consequent evictions and consolidat¬
ions being facilitated by legislative action and by state sponsored
emigrations.^^
The latter* which began in 1622, attracted the attention of at
least one Highland proprietor, MacKsnsie of Seaforth who, in correspondence
with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, suggested that a similar scheme be
(7*0
launched in the Highlands. But Seaforth was well in advance of his
fellow proprietors who, as he remarked with more than a hint of bitter¬
ness, were unwilling to allow, let alone encourage, emigration as long
as their tenants' kelping activities were worth anything at all. In a
prophetic letter which he wrote in 1823, however, Seaforth recorded his
conviction that Kebridean landlords would sooner or later have to provide
for their wretched tenantry either by giving them the
means of other employment or of emigrating ere it la
too late. And convinced 1 am that before five years
havs expired this they will bs driven to under increased
difficulties, and then without even the semblance of
benevolent and human feeling towards the starving mass
of whom in the interval they will make use, so their
applications will lose their power and sordid motives
/ T i \
will be too justly laid to their charge. ' '
That prediction was quickly and amply vindicated. In 1826 and 1827, the
years during which kelp prices finally fell through the floor, those who
could afford to emigrate were the fortunate few, while landlords who
72. K.P.C. Black, Economic Thought and the Irish Question, Cambridge,
I960, 206-209» J.fe.- Pomfrst, The Struggle for Land"in Ireland,
1800-1923, Princeton, 1930, 10-15.
73. Seaforth to S. Vanslttart, 13 dept. 1822, 3ea. ?., 01)46/17/Vol.59•
Also, -eaforth to C. Grant M.P., 4 July 1823, Sea. P., (rD46/l7/Vol.44*
74* Seaforth to J. "ladstone, 11 June 1823, Sea. P., Gr>46/l7 Vol. 44«
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could afford to sponsor emigration ware even rarer. The Colonial
Department consequently received scores of. petitions from the Hebrides
and the north-west coast of the Scottish mainland, many of them signed
by tenants who had "suffered from the introduction of shee; into these
parts", and all of them asking for assisted passages to Canada. By
that time, however, no assisted passages were to be had and each appeal
(7*5)
for aid was turned down.
Something was achieved, however. Ir. 1827 the restrictions imposed
(76}
on emigration by the Passenger Act of 1803 were completely removed,
(77)
a development which Highland proprietors greeted with a delight that
was perhaps a little unbecoming in men who had, for allegedly humanitarian
reasons, been instrumental in putting the Act on the statute book in the
first place. All the wiles of the once despised *nd castigated emigration
agents were now employed on the proprietors' behalf with results that
were, frorr the landlords' point of view, encoura, ingt
Thig iad ugainn, carach, seolta,
Ous ar meallach far ar n - eolais?
Molaldb iad dhulnn Manitoba,
(78)
Tuthaich fhuar gun ghual, gun mhoine.
The trouble with this type of emigration, as 'eaforth's factor remarked
in 1827, was that it tended to attract "the best and most active tenants" -
i.e. those with most initiative and moat money - while "the coor and
(79)
weak" were loft behind in oven worse circumstances than before. To
75. Select Committee on "'migration, 1826-1827, 1st . ep., 356-357? 3rd
hep., 5(X)-5c8. Also, ?!.3 . Cowan, British Emigration to British Korth
.-America, Toronto, I96I, 210-212.
76. .alpole, "'.buses on "migrant Vessels", 1931, 203-205.
77« He®, e...., factor's . ep., 19 ;'ov. 1827, '"lan. P., 7r,20l/l/338. Also,
It.A. ac ilien, .cotland and Australia, 178' -1858, Oxford, 1967, 284•
78. "Moladh Uibhist" ("In "raise of fist"), V.F. haw, PolV-aorvB and
folklore of fcuth 'list, London, 1 r% 79« (They come to us, deceitful
and cunning, in-order to entice us from our homes? they praise
Manitoba to us, a cold country without coal or peat).
79* J* 'data to hoaforth, 31 March 1827, Sea. P., 0D46/l7/Vol. 72*
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most estate managements, however, any emigration seemed better than
none and everything possible was done to encourage it.^^
Sy the end cf the 1820s, therefore, "informed" opinion - which
meant the opinions of landlords, factors, sheep farmers, Established
Church clergymen and anyone else of higher social standing than croftere -
had concluded that over-population was the root cause of the social and
economic problems confronting the north-west ighlands and islands.
Quickly elevated to the status of a received truth that doctrine held
sway in landowning and government circles for the rest of the nineteenth
century, one of the first 3igns of its appearance - apart from landlords,'
sudden discovery of the benefits of emigration - being the sudden change
in attitudes to the subdivision of crofters* holdings. Blithely
encouraged durirv the kelp boom, subdivision was, from the 1820s onwards,
regarded by estate managements as a virtually criminal act which, by
making provision for .young couples helped to perpetuate the growth of a
population whose economic usefulness was at an end. As Clanranald's
factor remarked in 1827, subdivision was difficult to eliminate:
ferriages cannot be prevented and, of course, parents
(po\
will not see their children starve. ' '
But plenty of proprietors- were willing to make the attempt. On the
MacRonald estates in 1831, for example, it was decreed that any man who
married "without holding lands directly from Lord AacDonald" - i.e.
before he had inherited the family croft - would be "forthwith removed
from the property." k similar policy was in force in Coll.^^
80. See, e.g., Descriptive Survey of Ardnamurchan and Sunart, 1839»
Hiddell P., IF 49?2B.
81. "elect Committee on "Emigration, 1827, 3rd Rep., 14• The over¬
population of the Highlands is a theme that runs right through the
relevant volumes of the N.S.A.
82. See "actor's Heps., 29 Jan., 26 Feb. 1827, Clan. P., G"2Cl/5/l217/46»
OB 201/4/97.
83. Minutes Relative to Matters Submitted to Lord MacDonald, 29, 30 Oct.
1831, MacD. P., OB 221/85.
84. Select Committee on Emigration, 1827, 3rd Rep., Q. 2984.
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And the managers of Sir James Hiddell'g Ardnaourchan estate thought
that one obvious "remedy for overpopulation" was
to purge the rent roll, and punish ©very
delinquent or doubtful, character by
Immediate ejection furth of the Istat®.^
Such regulations were inherently difficult to enforce, however, and it
was generally agreed that the simplest, most effective and most profit¬
able way of dealing with an overpopulated estate was to resnove its small
tenants and put their lands under sheep? an attitude encapsulated in
the evidence given to a parliamentary committee by the factor of John
Ray Mackenzie's estate at Ccigach, aster Ross. Asked: "If Mr.
Mackenzie's estate were cleared of the surplus population, what steps
would or could he taken to prevent a recurrence of the evil?"j he replied,
"To immediately let the land as sheep farms", a proceeding which would
not only ensure the property'3 continued depopulation but would also
result in ita owner receiving an "undoubtedly ... better rental.
Coigach crofters were in fact left in undisturbed occupation of their
(C'l)
holdings until the IfSOs. ' Crofters elsewhere were not so fortunate.
Among north-west Highland find Kebridean landlords, all of whose finances
were showing signs of strain by the 1820s, none was more impecunious
than Stewart KaeKeneie of Jeaforth, a Calloway laird who had acquired
his Highland estates and. territorial designation by marrying the late
(gp\
Lord Seaforth's daughter and heir. ' To wed a Highland heiress was
not, in the economic circumstances of 1817, the year that the wedding
85. Descri; ti ve -urvay of \rdnamurc;ian and Sunart, 1239, Riddell 1'.,
,VF 49 '"23
86. Select fomndtte© on ^migration, Scotland, 1241, QQ* 1765, 1767*
87. for an account of the Coigaeh clearances see, Richards, "Problems
on the fromarti« "state, 1851-3", S.H.R., Lll, 1973, 149-164•
88. A. XacKenrie, Hi story of the PacLengles, Inverness, 1894, .345 et seq.?
Re, ort by the -'rcfters Commission: on the ocial ■ onditior. of the
People of Lewis in 1901 as Compared with Twenty Tears Ago, P.P. 1902,
„ III, rm,
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took place, the way to oaks a fortune, however. And by lPlO Seaforth
waa convinced that the only way to reverse the decline in his income
from his newly acquired properties was tc convert them into sheep farms.
The Canadian colonies, he believed, were the natural receptacle for the
people who would be displaced by incoming* sheep farmers, and to an
influential friend of his in London he accordingly addressed an urgent
enquiry as to whether the government would be willing to subsidise the
envia aged transportation*
If it becomes necessary for me, as I fear it will, to
oarry through the measure of dispossessing a population
overgrown and dally becoming more burdensome to pave
the way for the grand improvement of the introduction
of mutton in lieu of man, the numbers almost appal me
and will astonish you when 1 add that 5»000 souls and
upwards 1 calculate may be spared ... to render the
(pa)
change complete.
These figures included a number of tenants from the Seafortb estates on
the mainland. But it was in the development of the large and remote
island of Lewis, of which he waa the sole owner, that Seaforth was
particularly interested. And by the autumn of 1820 the essential
features of a plan for its transformation had been committed to paper.
Because no officially subsidised passages were forthcoming,the
major obstacle in the way of the successful establishment of a sheep
farming economy in Lewis waa "the population and how it is to be disposed
of." The solution arrived at was to set up large numbers of crofting
townships, "the whole northern part of the island" being thought
"suitable for this plan". ka waa usual in such cases, the division of
traditional farms into crofts was intended to Increase the number of
89. Seaforth to H. Coulburn, ?7 July 1819, Sea. P., OP 46/lT^Vol. 53.
90. H. foulbum to leaforth, 16 iug. 1819, Tea. P., OB 46'17/Vol. 53*
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people living on a iven area of land, the essence of Jeaforth's scheme
bei rv that
"hatever grounds are from their nature and situation
peculiarly fitted for sheep pasture must be so
arranged that the present occupiers may be removed
to allotments which are for that purpose to be
(01)
laid out for them.
The places most obviously "fitted" for sheep rearing were the parishes
of Uig and Lochs which occupy the southern portion of Lewis and where
the low lying moors that characterise the northern part of the island
rise up to meet the hills of Harris. That this area was "best adapted
(92)
for sheep" was pointed out to Lord aaforth in lcGO. And in 1819
the newly established tenant of most of north-west Harris, a sheep
(93)farmer named Alexander achae, was casting increasingly envious
eyes across Loch Resort to the hills of Ulg, a district that was, and is,
particularly well suited to sheep farming.'' If the lewis side of
the loch were to be "planted with sheep", wrote VacRae to Seaforth, he
would be delighted to become its tenant. but because the lands in
question were held by s motley collection of small tenants and subtenants
with whose neighbourhood he "would gladly dispense" he would be happy
(95)
to see I'ig "laid out for sheep, whoever stocks it". JJ LacPae's wish
(06)
was granted by bis being made tenant of the 'Jig farm of realisero.
His success in no way mellowed his attitude to the parish's original
91. "'bserv tlcns 'fter bcaoining the North Part of Lewis, Let. 182C,
bea. P., GP46/l7/Vol. 55.
92. Head rick, Report on Lewis, 1800, 27.
93. .'or his activities in Harris see bo low, this Chap.
34. H.\. oisloy et al., Uig: Hebridean 'parish, Glasgow, n.d., 11.
95« • acae to beaforth, 3C July 1619» --est. P., L<46/l7/Vol. 53.
96. Lome of his correspondence with Seaforth bears this address.
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occupants, however? for in 1833 he was writing to Seaforth to complain
of the depredations committed on his land and stock by the small tenants
of a nearby holding. Anxious "to get rid of ao troublesome and disagree¬
able neighbours", he offered, if they were removed, to take the tenancy
of their lands at a rent at least equivalent to that already being
/ Q7 3
received by the estate. '
Although itacRae's request demonstrates the ease with which evictions
could be arranged, the fact that he had to make it shows that Seaforth's
plans had not gone as smoothly as he had originally hoped. In the
spring of 1823, ten years before MacRae penned the letter which S9aled
the fate of his unfortunate neighbours, Seaforth had intended to remove
up to 1,000 people from Uig and Looha and settle them in crofting town¬
ships in the northern parishes of ..tornoway and Larvis. 7h® "violent
change" implied by evictions on such a scfle alarmed Seaforth'a trustees,
however. His finances, they pointed out, were in a parlous state -
that, after all, was why they had been appointed to take charge of thea -
and he hart not the means to properly establish so many crofts, let alone
equip their occupants with the boats and gear they would need if they
were to participate effectively in the fishing industry, on whose
(98)
prospects Seaforth pinned wildly exaggerated hopes. Lack of capital
was in fact the fatal flaw in all eaforth's plans. But it was a flaw
whose existence he could not percsive or unwilling to admit. Although
forced to accept his trustees' advice he continued to bo possessed of
(9°)
an urge to take what he termed "decisive steps" in Lewis. Unable
to afford the grandiloquent, Sutherland - type clearances which he had
97. ■>.. . ac a® to Seaforth, 9 T'ec. 1833, Lea. P., GD46/l/315*
98. . Brown to P. Cockburrs, 19 vob. 1823, Sea. P., 0~46/l7/Vol. 63.
Also, J. Adam to 'Seaforth, 21 July l£23» Sea. P., CD46/I7/V0I. 53.
99* Seaforth to Cockburn, 9 June 1823, Sea. P., GB46/l7/Vol.44»
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initially planned, he therefore settled for a mora gradual chipping
away at existing tenurial arrangements. And "decisive" or not, Ms
measures left a marked imprint on crofting society in lends.
'ven before 1823 a group of 3kye farcers, the cost prominent of
whom was Lachlan MacKinnon of Corry, had been given a lease of the farm
of Park in the eastern part of the parish of Lochs?and in the
following twenty or so years the farm wa3 steadily extended until it
occupied the greater part of the extensive and hilly penninsula from
which it derived its name. In the 1820s and 1830s, the Napier Commission
was informed in 1883, about twenty-eight settlements were cleared and
their lands added to Park farm. In the process, said an old man who had
witnessed, his own father's eviction frota one of these holdings, over a
hundred families were removed - some to nearby townships such as Balallan
on the northern side of Loch ^risort, others to townships in L'arvas or
in the neighbourhood of Storaoway.^^^ Contemporary evidence bears out
the general accuracy of these claims. Evictions from Park began in the
(102)
early l8?0s. And in 1826 some of the peninsula's former occupants
were being Bettled on new crofts at Balallan and Leurbost - the "crofts"
in many instances consisting of roughly pegged out plots on those town¬
ships' common graeinga, a method of settlement which began the process
by which the number cf tenants in Balallan grew from 26 at the beginning
of the nineteenth century to 104 in 1888. The 1830s brought
renewed evictions. Fishken, Oroeay, Shiltenish and I.ernreway, all in
the park peninsula, were cleared between 1833 and 1841, their tenants,
of whom there were at least sixty, being sent to Crossbost, Tong and
100. Report on the Condition of the Cottar Population of the -:ews,
.. mi »]>■»■»■ i.i mi ■ | 11 ■ ■■ ■■■■» ■■ ■*■■■"■■» » ■■ i urn ■ ■ i»i ■ m »i i. i ■ »■ ■ « m ■ . n ■■ > 1 1,1 111
P.P. 1888 I.XXX, 39-40.
101. K.C., Q*. 17366 - 17393, 17407 - 17409, 17468 - 17474, 17856 -
17867, 17713 - 17714.
102. Bee K. aoheod et al. to "eaforth, 11 Feb. lf'?3? J. mith et al.
to eaforth, 12 Feb. 1823, Sea. P., OD46/1/293 - 294.
103. J* Adam to -eaforth, 15 ay 1826, Jea. P., OD46/17/V0I.71. 80r Balallan
crofters' views of these events see Scottish Highlander, 29 Nov. 1888.
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and Tolsta where tacks and joint farm3 were lotted to make room for
♦w (10^)t : 0iit •
In 1823 Seaforth had remarked that tenants tc be evicted from Panic
"must and ou ht to be content with whatever land we can give thorn",
the implication being that the setting up of a soundly baaed crofting
system was one of the least of his concerns. In accordance with these
instructions little attempt was made tc provide the new crofters with
adequate or even fertile holdings, several townships being situated on
land that had never been previously settled or cultivated. One of these
was -bird Tung-a, the bird of Tong, a sett lenient which was established on
some waste land about three miles north of tornoway and into which some
of ~ irk *3 former occupants were moved in 1827.^^^ In the following
spring Alexander Craig, who managed leafcrth's estate at Frahan on the
mainland, had occasion to visit Lewis and to satisfy his curiosity about
the recnt developments on the island he went to inspect the new township
at bird Tunga. !"hat he found appalled him:
"ntil I saw the actual situation of the new letters on
the Alrd of "Pong 3 had no idea of the great hardships
and privations that the poor people endure who are
forced into new allotments without matters being prev¬
iously arranged for their moving. The situation of
the new lottera on the Aird of Torv at this moment
beggars all description. It is worse than anything
I ever saw in Donegal where 1 always considered, human
wretchedness to have reached its very acme.
In a treeless island like Lewia, Craig wont on, timber was almost
unobtainable and evicted tenants had therefore to transport the rafters
104. It atextent by i'acKay, "hanberlai n tc Lady ''atheson, proprietrix
of Lewis, Lottar Populations, 1888, 39-40. The statement was
based, on rentals in 'acb'ay's possession. 3ee also, List of Town¬
ships Lotted, 'liltsun 1826, Lea. CT46/17/V0I. 72.
105. Jeaforth to Adam, 18 \pril 1823, lea. I., OL46/17/V0I. 44«
106• Adam to ...oaforth, 6 Larch 1827, -ea. .» 1046/17Aol. 74*
of their old houses to the sites set aside for their new homes. Bhile
being dismantled and carried northwards, however, many of the timbers -
which were often old and rotten to begin with - had been irreparably
broken; and the consequence was that many of the new houses - if ramshackle
erections of, stone and turf could be graced with such a title - were
inadequately roofed. Being too poor to buy new rafters there was little
the crofters could to to remedy their situation. But it was a fact,
according to Craig, that oaforth could have provided his crofting tenants
with all the timber they needed for a fraction of the legal expenses
incurred in evicting them fron, their original holdings. And if the
houses were bad, Craig concluded, their surroundings were worse. There
was no track, far less a road, to the new settlement and its occupants
had "literally to step to their knees in mud the moment they quit their
thresholds."^107'
Craig's protests, like those of the less articulate Leadsmen who
demonstrated their opposition totthe new order by committing "great
(108 )
depredations" among the sheep stock in Park, ' seem to have had no
effect on Seaforth's policies. All over the southern part of Lewis in
the 1820s and 1830s, sheep farming wis being consolidated and extended,
for sheep farmers, as Seaforth's f etor remarked, "could be got as fast
as the lands could be cleared for them."^10^' In 1826 for example,
Donald Stewart who bad been manager rf Park farm before becoming factor
to 'acLeod of -arris - on whose estate he had at once provided himself
with a sheep farffl^110,i - expressed a desire to rent some racings on
the eastern shore of Loch Beaforth, an area adjoining his lands on the
107. A« Craig to a a forth, 2$ Feb., 1828, Sea. P.» 01)46/17 ^ol. 76.
108. A. Stewart to eaforth, 11 Dec. 1833, "ea. P., CD46/1/316.
109. T. knox, "emo. n.d., "ea. CD46/1/839.
110. ee below, this "hap. Also Cottar Population, 1888, 39-40; N.C.,
q. 44863.
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Harris side of the march. His offer was accepted and the tenants of
fill)
Aird on Troim "duly warned" to remove. " '
Tvents in "if took a similar course. The western part of that
parish, especially the area around Loch Hoag, had beer, the main kelping
centre in Lewis,and the industry's collapse no doubt strengthened
the estate management's profeased resolve to have the district "put into
large tracts of pasture."^'11 ^ Clearances began in the 1820s and
continued into the following decade, tho evicted tenants being moved,
northwards or accommodated in newly lotted townships on Uig's Atlantic
coast.aprived of their inland pastures, the tenants of
these townships were in an unenviable and, it transpired, an insecure
position* One of the coasted settlements, Llealista, was soon seen to
be suitable for conversion into a sheep form;^•' and in 1636 a good
effe- was made for its tenancy. aaforth's factor accordingly proposed
to smove Lealista's sixteen families to townships! in Less, in the northern
(117)
part of the island. That scheme having foundered - most probably
on the expense involved - six of the tenants claaied from "ealista
were crammed into the nearby - and already congested - township of
Brsnish. The rest, as an Uig crofter subsequently remarked, were "hounded
away" to America.
111. Seaforth to I). Stewart, 26 Tab. 1826, 3ea. ?., GT46/l7/Vol. 42.
112. Toisley et al., Uig, 11.
113. Seaforth to Cockburn, 20 Sept. 1826, aa. P., G '46/17,'Vol .69i
A. tewart to Seaforth, n.d., OL46/I -'530.
114. Ad -o to Tea forth, 16 ."'.arch 1P?4, 'ea. ., GU46 /l7,Arol .651 Li at of
Townships Lotted, • hit sun 1826, .-ea. .., GD46/17 Vol.72} K.C., Q.
11470} oisley et al, Uig# 11.
115. 2-a. . ep., A, p. ., 141} K.C., I;.,. 49986 -49087.
116. . tewart to eaforth, n.d., ea. P., ~'46/l/c;39.
117. '. n-X to > a forth, "l April 1836, Lea. P., 'T46/1 • 3?3«
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"It mat be admitted", declared an offioial report of 1837,
That fe« cases could ax-ise to which tho remedy
of emigration on a great scale would appear
more appropriate than to that of the Hebrides'.
And aided by the government's subsequent decision to make official funds
available to meet the expenses of emigration from the Highlands to the
/ iop \
Australian colonies, other proprietors showed no more hesitation
than eaforth or Clanranald in switching'from kelp to wool and therefore
from crofting to sheep farming - the process beginning was early as
1- 26 when KacT.ean of Coll arranged to have about 300 people shipped from
his Ahum estate to Canada. EacLean spent £5 14s. on each adult
emigrant's paassge.^'^ But the investment from his point of view -
if not from that of the islands' occupants who were noticeably
reluctant "to leave the land of their ancestors" - was an eminently
sound one. Hhum's original rental was about £300. Cleared and let as
d»)
a single sheep farm it brought in £800 a year to its proprietor.
Economic imperatives were everywhere seen to be the same. "The
fall in the value of kelp", observed herd MaoBona Id 'a North TTlst factor
in 1839,
renders ... a change in the management of the North
T?ist estate necessary. The tenants have hitherto
been accustomed to pay for the greater part of their
rents by their labour as kelpers. Kelp is not now
a productive manufacture. The population of the
'estate is greater than the land, the kelp being
abandoned, can maintain. The allotments of land held
by the small tenants are ao small that they cannot
119. erort on the Applicability of Emigration to the Relief of the
Distress in the Highlands, 1837» P.P. Ic41 X''VII, T7
120. Bee, ac lll .n, .cotI and and Australia, 1S'67» 278-288.
121. Delect Committee on Migration, 1827, 3rd Rep., -o-.. 826, 2JC7, 2*)86.
122. Ibid.
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maintain their families and pay the proprietor
the renta which the lands are worth if let in
larger tenements. It becomes necessary, there¬
fore, that a number of small tenants be removed;
(and) that that part of the estate calculated for
> -, * • (123)grazinya be let as grazlngs.
The former policy of doing everything possible to facilitate the prolif-
f a p i \
oration cf smallholdings on North Uist uJ,> was accordingly abandoned«
Between 183? and 1843 Lord acDonald helped around 1300 people to
(lPt ^
emigrate from the island, ' their departure being marked by the
conversion of considerable tracts of land into sheep farms.v'
In Harris, where widespread removals began in the 1820s, there were
similar developments. .everal clearances were instituted by LacLeod
of Harris* factor, Duncan jtewart, in order to extend his own sheep
(1P71
farming interests. Another beneficiary was Alexander MacBae who,
(128)
like tewart, also had a hand in Seaforth's clearances in j-ewis. '
About thirteen settlements situated on the Atlantic coast between West
Loch Tarbert and Kinlochresort were cleared to make way for LacBae'a
North Harris sheep farm, and their former occupants moved to the island's
(l?o ^
east coast. ' ' Commenced or. MacLeod's instructions, these transfon**
ationa were continued, in the 1830s by the island's new proprietor, the
arl of lunmore. By 1837, according to Duniaore's factor, the
173. "sport by v, Hist Factor ao to Arrears, 14 Dec. 1?39> Mac"). P.,
OT) 221/38.
124. ©e above, Chap. 2.
125. loor Law Covmioslon, 1844, App. Pt. 2, 267.
128; N.C., <vv. 12247-12262. Also, LacBury, A Hebridear. Parish,
Inverness, ln5C, xi-xii; 3.A. Crawford, "Contributions to a History
of Domestic :«ttlament in North Uist", Scottish "-u'laa, IX, 1965»
40 -41.
177. N.C., . 17840» D.7.C., M,w. 4l8?9 - 42014.
128. Lee above, this Chap.
129. N.C., 17723, 17805.
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population had
in a great measure been removed from the west
coast- of Harris and other arrangements (were) in
contemplation by which what remains of the
population (were) very likely soon to be removed(1y
The nature of the contemplated "arrangements" become clear in 1838 when
the tenant of one of Dunraore's sheep farms refused to renew his lease
unless the township of Bomre, the largest remaining settlement on the
west coast, was added to his lands. About fifty families were accord¬
ingly evicted,thus completing the process by which "the most fertile
farms possessed by small tenants" were "depopulated and converted into
extensive sheep walks.
In the 1820s and 1830s, therefore, the relatively fertile raachair
lair's on the Atlantic coast of Harris were completely cleared and the
evicted population settled on the islands* bare and rocky east coast,
a district where, as a Harris crofter bitterly reraarkad, "beasts could
not live."^^^ There, in the hollows between the rocks, they constructed
the lazybeds or feannagan which alone could provide a depth of soil
sufficient to raise a scanty crop of potatoes. "Nothing", Pr. Fraser
"\arlinr has written,
can be more moving to the sensitive observer of
Re! ridean life than, these lasybads of the Pays district
of Harris. Some are no bigger than a dining table,
and possibly the same heirht from the rock, carefully-
built up with turves carried there in creels by the
130. The quotation is part of a petition asking that the parish church
of Karris be transferred from the west to the east of the Island*
Presb. of Uist, Kins., "9 Parch 1837* CH 2/361/2.
131. .elect Horariittee on ' 'mlgr ttion, 3 cot land, 1841, Q 2647? Inverness
Courier, 24 July !■' 39»
132. K.p.b., XIV, 157.
133. P.P.O., QQ. 42283-42286. Also, J.£. Caird, "The Isle of Harris",
.3. ., LXVII, 1957, 89-95.
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women end girls. One of these tiny lasybede will
yield & aheaf of oats or a buct
harvest no man should despise.1
ket of potatoes, a
(134)
Such harvests could riot support a population used to living on the good
arable lands of the.west, however, and army people, "reduced to extreme
distress by being crowded into places incapable of affording them
subsistence', were foroed to emigrate. Between 600 and 800
©migrants sailed from Harris in 1828 alone, and thoy were followed by
a further 600 in the early 18408.^^'
Across the Mnch in Skye, meanwhile, the clearances which had begun
in the nineteenth century's first and second decades went ahead with
renewed rigour in the 1820b and 1830s. "The small tenants have paid
wretchedly ill", wrote LacLeod of Punvegan's factor in his report on the
hartinmas rent collection of 1833, "and sine© kelp must be given up
they will be worse and worse every year unless some other plan in fallen
(137)
upon to employ them." "" Unable to think of any plan that could be
as profitable to MacLeod as the extension of sheep farming, he suggested
(138)
emigration as the best solution to the problem! the emigration to
be facilitated of course by evictions. The latter, in fact, were
already occurring on a fairly massive scale as vast tracts of the
Punvegan estate, especially the parts of it contained by the pariah of
Bracadsle, were put under sheep.Bracadale's population in 1821
was 2,103. Ten years later it was 1, 769|(140) and the decrease,
134. Fraeer Darling, Vest Highland Survey, 1955, 44.
135. Is'acGilllvray, "Outer Hebrides", 1831, 306.
136. Select Committee on Qmlgration, Bcotland, 1841, Q» .1012. Also,
Poor Law Commission, 1844, Appi Pt• 2, 369•
137* 3. hibbons to MacLeod, 2^ Dec# 1833, FacL. P., Box 51 c.
138. Ibid.
139. N.C., OA- 5825-5938, etc. Tliis evidence was of a particularly
detailed kind. Lists of cleared townships were supplied along with
the names of the sheep farmers who took them over. Many details
were corroborated by several witnesses.
_ . - __ — . . m ... . . . ince fin-Aft.
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according to the pariah minister, was
solely to be ascribed to the system of farming
which has for some tine been adopted, viz.,
throwing a number of farms into one large tack
for sheep grazing and dispossessing and setting
adrift the small tenants.(^41)
The number of tenants "set adrift" in this way can be gtlaged from the
fact tart in 1826 no less than 229 people from Bracadale, all of whom
had received notices of eviction from the ac sod estate nanage :,ent,
applied for assisted passages to Canada, their applications being
(142)
accompanied by similar requests from the neighbouring pariah of Duirinish
where, by 1841, over 3,COO acres had been converted from arable to
(143)pasture.
Sheep farmers not unnaturally welcomed these developments. Of
the 384 people on his farm, complained one of MacLeod's principal tenants,
only his shepherds were of any use to him. "The other people" he found
(144)
really an encumbrance." The presence of the "poor families" who
were "domiciled in all parts" of another Bracadale farm meant that "ths
quietness of the flocks is always subject to disturbance and their
safety also put In jeopardy." And if only "the people, or the greater
part of them could be get rid of", the farm's rent could at cnce be
rai aed,(^45) 7^ farm was accordingly cleared, and along with small
tenants evicted, from other farms In the vicinity, a number of its
forcer occupants were sent to Clendnle where MacLeod hoped to establish
141. X.3.A., XIV, 296.
142. elect Consul tt ">o on '"duration, 1826—27, 1st • eg., 356-357•
143. K. . ., .'IV, 349.
144« ?:••« fr-.rta referred to vis 7>hu an Tunan in Bracadale, and the list
of people on it, undated, but probably drawn up about 1830 is to
be found in ZacL. P., Box 51 0.
115. 'ep. on "boat, by X. "acLean, 21 dan. 1- 41, 'ucL. P., Box 11 A.
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a fishing station.As was usual with such schemes, the fishing
station proved a failure. But in order to force the districts
crofters to participate in his planned development of the Minch herring
fisheries, MacLeod deliberately overcrowded 0lendale - employing
techniques previously used to coerce Sutherland's crofting population
into taking an active part in equally illusionary enterprises. In the
townships of Upper and Lower Milovaig, for example, MacLeod subdivided
existing crofts in an attempt to ensure that their occupants could not
avoid becoming fishermen. In this way, although he did not
realise it at the time, he sowed the seeds of the grievances that under¬
lay the eventually triumphant crofters' revolt which began in Olendale
in 1882/14r*
At the beginning of the lo40s that revolt was far in the future, and
crofters' immediate prospects were almost as bleak as they could be.
A comment made about Applecross summed up the plight of crofters every¬
where:
Of the working class, the ordinary means of subsistence
is- renting a small croft for about 5*5» the free produce
of which may be £3 per annum, in addition to which they
follow the herring fishing, the returns from which are
(149^
very precarious and sometimes a dead loss.
Deliberately created by landlords who could not bring themselves to
remove it even when it had served its exploitative purpose, that yawning
146. K.C., 4167-4191, 6169, 6231, 6822.
147. MacLeod*3 statement, Kap. Rep., App. A, 25. Also, N.C., QQ.
6056, 6822, 6954; D.P.C., Q-i. 4364, 4370 - 4371.
148. See below, Chap. 8.
149. Reports of Commissioners for inquiring into the opportunities of
Public Religious orshlp afforded to th^ People of Scotland,
P.P. If 37 7.71 - 1839 XXVI, 4th Rep., 1838, 196.
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chasm between income and rent was, in the second quarter of the nine¬
teenth century, the crucial fact of crofting life. It made saving
Impossible. It crippled and stifled all initiative and enterprise.
Combined with the omnipresent threat of eviction, it ensured the absence
of any kind of security. And in conjunction with the s<rtallna3s of
holdings, the other major consequence of landlords' former need to
manoeuvre their email tenants into a position of utter dependence and
subservience, it pushed crofters into a virtually complete reliance on
one lowly cropi the potato. That root, wrote the minister of Morver»,
was the crofting population's
staff of life. Indeed there are many, it is feared,
much in the predicament of a little boy of the parish,
who, on being asked on a certain occasion of what his
three daily meals consisted, gave the same unvarying
answer - "Mashed potatoes"; and on being further asked
by his too inquisitive inquirer, "'hat else"? replied,
vdth great artlesaneas, but with evident surprise, "A
spoon"I ^15°^
!hile undoubtedly dull, such a diet was not unnutritious. But their
dependence upon a single and inherently vulnerable crop constituted
the greatest o? all crofters' insecurities. And the poverty stricken
(151)
Highland emigrants who were a feature of life in the Canada of the 1840s
were soon tr be Joined by very many more of their compatriots — driven
there by tfea-eat of starvation and b/ clearances which were more brutal
and more sweep!n • than any that had vet occurred.
150. flit 187*
151* Gibbon, Soots in Canada. London, 1511, 133.
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CHA ?ii 4. 1S45 - 1850.
famine and scarcity i=rs not novel occurrences in the 'Uplands. In
the later eighteenth century the region was estimated to suffer from
food shortages in one year out of every three,and there are records
of several periods of acute distress. In the spring of 177?, for
example, the starving people of ?.kye were living on the carcases of
cattle which had themselves died of hunger; and other islands wore
(?)
similarly affected. Storms and crop failures brought renewed
hunger in the autumn of 1782? and on that occasion a serious famine was
averted only by the British government'% deciaicr. to send more than
£17,000 worth of food to the Highland®. Most of the official aid
consisted of peeaemeal, of which the British army - in consequence of
the ending of the American war of independence - had a large surplus.
And 178? was accordingly remembered in the Highlands as bliadhna na
peasracfa, the peasemeal year.
Such scarcities, however, were essentially transient phenomena -
the consequence of one bed harvest? inevitable, though nonetheless
tragic, concomitants of a system of subsistence agriculture. The
famine which began in 1846 was of a different, order of catastrophe.
A human tragedy on a scale unparalleled in modem '."coltish history, it
was unprecedented in severity and duration. It waa also the culminat¬
ion of thirty years of growing hardship and despair.^ in every year
since 1815, the government was informed In 1847, there had been "a
1. J. Knox, A Tour through the Highlands, London, 1786, xci.
?. Ullinish to MacLeod, 21 April 1772, 000k of Dunvegan, II, 10?
3. Johnson, Journey to the Teatera Isles, Oxford, 19^5 edit., p.7®»
3. J. Knox, A View of the British Kaplre, London, 1789, 615-617;
focuaents Relative tc the distress in -cotiand in 1/83, ; lc46
yy.-VTT? :.:ai>n^r, ""catitutlon in the Highlands", reltlc 1 ..yag-ine,
1877, 436.
4. Gray, HI,, bland cono:ny, 181.
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gradual deterioration in the position of the people", and each decade
had "shown them more impoverished and less able tc meet a season of
distress. '
The causes of crofters' declining fortunes are clear enougn: the
economic effects of the kalp industry's collapse and the prolonged fall
in cattle prices were aggravated by the loss of two other sources of
income as a result of the effective suppression of illicit distill¬
ation and the completion of the canal and road construction programme
vt ,
wuicn. had begun in lb03. ' The consequent fall in crofters earning#
was temporarily offset by a seasonal migration of their sons and
daughters to the lowlands where they helped to brin, in the harvest•
out in the 1830s .and I84O9 even that employment became precarious -
harvest work having become the virtual .monopoly of Irish labourers who
could come across from Ireland more quickly and mora cheaply than
Highlanders could make tr.eir way southwards} and who were consequently
(7 ;
able to work for lower wages. '
The loss of alternative sources of income made crofters more
dependant upon the land. The land, however, was becoming more and more
congested awl lass and less able to support the people who lived or, it,
a development that was partly due to the inexorable pressure of popu¬
lation - for though growing less rapidly than during the kelp boom the
north-west highlands' population continued to expand, except in areas
such as lull where clearances were more than usually widespread and
(ft)
urban receptacles for displaced tenants relatively close. ' lore
«>♦ Metao. to the Treasury/ 1647, Central Board of Management of the Fund
for the Relief of the . eatitute Inhabitants of th>? highlands
(afterwards, C.B.K.), 6th "rep., l847» App. 3» 26.
6. ^11 son, Letter to "ir John v'acNeill, Edinburgh, I85I, 6-7?
.ullarton and Baird, emarks, 1838, 69* Also above, Chap. 3»
7. .-ullarton and i-aird, '-lemarks, 1838, 68 f J.". : and ley, he ..'riah in
Toot land, 1798-1845» Cork, 1943, 34-53.
6« See demographic statistics, Fraser Darling, Test Highland Survey,
1955, 80-88.
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people meant more subdivision of holdings that hiid been too small to
begin with, as did the overcrowding that resulted from proprietors
putting whole districts under sheep. 3n 1847, for example, it was
calculated that aorao 6,0CC of the 16,000 arable acres in Skye were
held by thirty sheep farmers. Almost all this area had been converted
from tillage tc pasture, while the remaining 10,000 acres were expected
(9)
tc support over 4,000 families. Of course, they could not; and in
(10)
this situation - which was to worsen before it improved * - is to he
/ a a \
found one cause of crofters' growing poverty and pronenesa to hunger.^
Bespit® the population explosion of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries therefore, the Highland famine of the 1640s is
inexplicable in te~ <a of the sheer weight of numbers alone. The exper¬
ience of the iolards during the kelp boom and of ulster during the
(12)Irish famine' showed that large smallholding populations, and even
rampant subdivision, were not in themselves disastrous - as long as
money incomes held up and the greater part of the land was in the small¬
holders' hands. The famine was thus an economic rather than a biolog¬
ical catastrophe; and as such ita origins lay in the virtual evaporation
of crofters' cash earnings and the growing tendency to take their land
away from them and give it to aheap farmers - developments which gave
an unprecedented importance to crofters' diminishing plots and their
universally predominant crop, the potato.
According to that early Highland chronicler, Martin Martin, potatoes
were part of the "common diet" of the people of kye as long ago as the
9. 'sheriff - Sub. F'raaer (Portree) to fcaebeod, 18 web. 1847, Had,.
P., Box 36 (l).
10. The problem of congestion and land - hunger is more fully dealt
with in Chaps. 5 and 7«
11. See, e.g., .7. Bruce, betters ^n the ^resent rondition of the
Highlands and Islands of ...cotland, Edinburgh, 1847, 9-
12. M.R.R. Green, "Agriculture", in R. Bud ley Edwards and T. Desmond
illiame, The Great Famine, Publin, 195^', 122. And above, Chap.2.
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168cm.'"' From other accounts, however, it seems likely that they
did not achieve any widespread acceptance in the highlands until the
mid-eighteenth century, a common tradition being; that they were intro¬
duced into .outh Uist by Clanranald in 1743. /here, as elsewhere,
they war® by no means popular. "You made ua plant these worthless
things ', the people of fouth Uist are said to have told Clanranald,
/ T A \
"but, Virgin Mary, will you make ua eat them!" + be th.-.t as it may,
there is no doubt that the potato made rapid progress in the highlands
(•itO
during the second naif cf the eighteenth century. Tolerant of
lime deficiency and responding well to manuring with seaweed, it was
clearly suited to the region and by the turn of the century was to be
(16}found in every part of it. ~ ' Because it was the only crop which
could support so large a population on what one observer called "such
(17}
miserable patches of land",1 ' the rise of the kelp industry and the
consequent development of the crofting system consolidated the potato's
position. By 1811 potatoes wore calculated to provide the typical
(18)
.-.ebridean crofter with no less than four fifths cf his food,'' ' a ratio
that was only slightly higher than that prevailing on the nortn-west coast
cf the iiainland and one that in no way diminished during the 182(3 and
1830a.'19''
13. K. Martin, A Description of the Western Isles of Scotland, London
(1884 edit.), 201.
14. acYenzie, "utor 1 .:les, 1903, 547. Mao, O.S.i., XIX, 249,
15. P.N. alomm, History and Fecial Influence of the Potato , Cambridge,
1949, pp.35";-358. -aloman, after examining all the evidence, con¬
cludes that 'nrtin was in error, but points out - somewhat paradox¬
ically - that in view of the connections between the west highlands,
and Ireland where the potato 'as in common use from the e*:rly 17th
century it is impossible that Highlanders can have been unaware of
its existence before 1743.
16. ' acfulloch, Highlands qnd "at^rn Isles, 1824, HT, 78? Cray,
Highland vcorQuV, , 143, 207.
17. R. omera, Letters from the Highlands, ixsndon, 18-48, 72. \lso,
soOullocb, Hl.-hlanda and nstern Isloa, 1 24, III, T7« • .liaon,
Haervations on the .'amine, dinburgh, 1847, 18) H.b. alotaan,
History of the Lotato, 1549, 367.
16. acDonald, Agriculture of the Hebrides, 1811, 232.
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A population used to 11 vine'; on meat, fi3h, or even bread, can in
times of scarcity have recourse to humbler foodstuffs. But as was
remarked by one of the officials charged with the task of alleviating
famine in Ireland and the highlands in the L°40s,
those who are habitually and entirely fed on potatoes
live upon the extreme verge of human subsistence, and when
they are deprived of their accustomed food there is nothing
cheaper to which they can resort. They have already
reached the lowest point of the descending scale, and there
is nothing beyond but starvation and beggary.^^
By the 1840s, then, the agrarian structure of north-west Scotland was -
as was observed by Or. Norman MacLeod, a Church of Scotland minister
(?1)
who knew the area well - "in a very hollow and rotten state. The
potato was its only prop and if it were to give way the whole fabric cf
crofting life would inevitably disintegrate. As early as the spring
cf 1817, indeed, there had been indications of the nature of the
cataclysm that was likely to ensue.
In that disastrous year the economically detrimental effects of a
bad harvest in l8l6 and a complete failure of that season's coastal
herring fishing were added to those produced by an already significant
fall in cattle prices. And because thousands of Highlanders ware
returning from wartime military service, greater than usual demands were
made upon less than usual amounts of money and food. Only one outcome
was possible: as a hard winter gave way to a cold, inclement spring
it became apparent that many people in the Highlands, and especially in
the Outer Isles, were on the verge of starvation. Hebridean propriet-
(22)
ots accordingly appealed tc the government for assistance - their
20. C.E. Trevelyan, The Irish Crisis, London, I848, 9«
21. J.N. MacLeod, Memorials of the Rev. Norman MacLeod, Edinburgh,
I898, 219-220.
22. Memorial on Behalf of the Proprietors in the Hebrides, Feb. I8l7»
Tods, Murray and Jamieaon P., GD 237/121/4.
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pleas evoking' a remarkably prompt and generous response. Seaforth was
sent 2,50C quarters of grain and Clanranald 2,000 quarters; while
MacLeod of .arris and Lac.eiil of harra got 800 and 600 quarters
respectively. Ouch munificence they found somewhat embarrassing -
especially when asked to foot the bill. And Mackenzie of Leaforth's
share of over £6,000 though eventually halved in deference to his well
founded pleas of approaching poverty, became for several years a matter
(23)of no little contention between him and the government.
.But if proprietors became indebted to government, small tenants
became indebted to landlords; for though the latter distributed the
supplies they received they did not do so gratuitously. Cn Lord
StacDonald'a Lkye estate, for example, the price was fixed at the grossly
( 24}
inflated level of two guineas a boll, payable at .hitsun lclc.
Unwilling to adds.a further large debt to their already accumulating
arrears of rent, crofters were naturally reluctant to accept their
landlord's "assistance". Even when "actually starving", Lord LacDonald's
factor reported, they "always underestimate the quantity they actually
(25 ^
need when aware they have to pay high for it. As was demonstrated
in the 1830s, when crofters' financial position was much worse that it
(26)
had been in the years immediately after the Wapoleonic wars. Lord
MacDcnald's estate managers were past masters at collecting debts of
this kind. In 1837, to alleviate the effects of a particularly bad
winter, ^ora LaeDonald supplied his croftint, tenants with seed oats
(21)
valued at £1,303. Only £81 remained outstanding two years later.
23. Hik (Treasury Commissariat) to !>. Shaw (Clanranald'3 factor)
22 April l£l7» Tods, hurray & Jamieson P., GD 237/l2l/4» Note of
Payments Due to Commissariat, n.d., Sea.POP 46/17 'Vol.48. Lee
also, Lady LacKenzie to Duke of Atholl, 27 Aug. 1817, Lea. P.
OT)46/l3/l78 (7)5 9nd volume of correspondence relative to distress
in ^ewis, Lea. ., GD 46/13/170.
24. Factor's Hep., 23 Day 1817, SiacD. P., GD 22l/6l.
25. Factor's Hep., 5 June 1817, KacD. P., GD 221/68.
26. Above, Chap. 3.
21. fiat of Persons who *rot „>aed Oats in 1837. MacD. P., QP 221/38.
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hen kelping was all important such outlays ware regarded as invest¬
ments, the return from which was an adequately fed labour force and a
good kelp crop, and the expenses of which could in any case be deducted
(28)
from the kelpers' wages.1" As a Benbecula crofter subsequently
remarked therefore, "there were stores of meal and no destitution in
(29)
the country while the kelp was going on. In the 1620s and 1630a
however, grants of meal to crofters brought no bonuses in the shape of
increased kelp profits - and not all estate managers were as good at
collecting debts as were those employed by Lord LacDonald. Landlords
(30)
became correspondingly leas enthusiastic about assisting their crofters;
and. the latter were increasingly laft to fend for themselves.
The outcome, made the acre unavoidable by crofters' deteriorating
finances, was that seasons of hardship and scarcity became steadily mor®
frequent. A chronic shortage of meal and of the cash needed to buy it
s;ade potatoes quite literally irreplacable. And every summer there
was provided - in the weeks or months between the end of the old potatoes
an tu« digging of the new ones - a miniature rehearsal of what would
occur in the event of the staple crop being loats the shores were
ransacked for shellfish; while nettles, brambles and any other vaguely
edible plants were uprooted, stewed and eatenJ ^' In one year, 1636,
the potato crop did fail fairly extensively and only governmental and
charitable assistance prevented a calamity. The following year brought
(32)
a good harvest, however, and the 1836 crisis aoon passed. ~ That
28. See e.g., Trustees Minutes, 12 July 1613, Clan. P., OP 201/5/1223/61.
?9. K.C., Q. 11975•
30. See e.g., Factor's Hep., 21 April 1823, Clan. ?♦, OP 20l/l/352.
31. Anderson, "Present State of the Highlands", 1631, 33; Inverness
Courier, 6 July 1831J J. . ., ZIV, 77, 129-130.
32. Distress was greater in the spring of 1837 than at any other period
before 1846. 3ut as it was, in all its essentials, only a fairly
brief foretasto of the much moro serious crisis of the 1840a it has
net been thought necessary to provide a full account. Information
can be found in MacOregor, "Destitution in the Highlands", 1877;
Delect Committee cn Fmipration, Scotland, 1841, Q« 135 ®t seq.
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which began tan years later was not bo temporary) nor were its affects
so easily alleviated.
Although its origins remain obscure, potato blight is now known to be
caused by a fungus, phytophthora infestana, to which the potatoes of
the l84Cs had absolutely no natural resistance. Still the scat serious
plant pestilence in the northern hemisphere, blight spreads with
astonishing rapidity. Given appropriate weather conditions - notably
warmth, moisture and light winds - the spores formed on a single
potato plant can infect many thousands of other plants in a matter of
days, or even hours. To people who had no scientific understanding
of its causes, blight was a mysterious and terrifying scourge. And
as anyone who has experienced one of the region's typically mild, damp
summers will readily appreciate, the western Highlands and islands
provided for phytophthora infest ana ant. environment that was little
short of ideal.
The first major outbreak of blight in Hurope occurred in the
summer of l£45• But though the fungus was fairly widespread in
southern Scotland that year, most of the north and the Highlands
escaped its devastations. Only in Islay and mid-rgyll were serious
(14^
losses reported»* ' and elsewhere in the region the crop was healthy
and abundant - a abate of affairs which enabled some enterprising
crofters and proprietors to take advantage of the high prices that
33. For a fairly full and comprehensible account of the nature of
potato blight see, C. Woodhaar Smith, The Great lunger, London,
19«2» 94-102.
34. Reports of the risesee of the Potato Crop in Scotland in 1845»
THaSS, 1845-47, 460-4691 Capt. Pole to Sir Fl. Coffin (Deputy
Coram!esarlat—General, Chan), 6 Oct. 1846, Correspondence delating
to the keaaurea Adopted for the Relief of the Distress in Scotland,
p.?. 1847, IJIl, £>0. (There are two volumes of thla correspon-
dence. The first, covering; the period August 1846- Hebruary 1847,
waa presented to parliament and published. The second, which takes
the story up to the cessation of government relief rsaaaurse in
September 1847, was neither presented to parliament nor published.
It ie available, however, in the 3.H.O. uneatalogued collection of
material on Highland destitution. These volumes are afterwards
referred to as Correspondence, 1 end II.)
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resulted from scarcities elsewhere in the British Isles. No less
than 15,410 barrels of potatoes were sent south froir. Tobermory; and on
the vull estates belonging to the Puke of Argyll and Campbell of
Ti1patrick at least £3,158 was received from sales of grain and potatoes
to southern dealers - a sum which exceeded the rental by more than
£550.v35^
The Highlands, than, were more than usually well prepared for the
winter. Hor did the New "'ear bring any immediate change in their
fortunes. The spring of 1846 was mild and pleasant, the early summer
warm and dry with the promise of another good harvest.^ ' In July,
however, it began to rain ari with the wet weather came the blight.
It appeared in Skya in the middle of the month and within a few weeks
(37 )
the whole region was affected. ' In June the all important potato
crop had been unusually well advanced. In July and August, it was
devastated»
In course of a week, frequently in course of a single
night cr day, fields and patches of this vegetable,
locking fair and flourishing, were blasted and withered
(38)
and found tc be unfit for human food.
Towards the end of August the Inverness Courier sent on" of its
reporters to 3kye, Knoydart, Lochalsb and Tintail. His despatches make
depressing reading!
In all that extensive district he had scarcely seen one
field which was net affected - some to a great extent,
and others presenting a most melancholy appearance its
? 39 i
they were enveloped in one mass of decay.
33. J.M.N. Sep., xv, xvii.
3C. ■■'rabble, Highland Clearances, 172-173.
37* eporta of the Disease of the Potato Crop in Scotland in 1646,
THAS3, 1847-49, 94-123.
38. The itnesa, 19 Sept. 1846.
39• Inverness Courier, 26 Aug. I846.
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And from all the scorched and blackened plots and lazybads there
emanated a "foetid and offensive 'smell which poisoned the air" —
(&P ^
the obnoxious, inescapable stench of rotting potatoes.^ 7
o area escaped the blight. But leases were greatest in the
islands - Lk'ye, where less than a fifth of the average crop waa.harvested
being fairly typical.On the mainland the failure of the crop
is not quite so universal, but local variations in the blight's
incidence met severity were acre ;renounced. In lenelf. nine tenths
o." the usual crop was destroyed. In Ullapool leas than half the
potatoes were affected. n utnorland's west coast the potatoes failed
more or less completely, while on the north coast tha loss wau coapara-
(4?)
tively trifling. ' ' The edistance of a few favoured localities did
not, however, significantly codify the general picture. .u the official
report put it!
The failure is all but universal and complete, the
partial exemptions being tee Inconsiderable to cause
any sensible diminution of the tragedy.
'rv* by the end of 1846, it was estimated, at least' three-quarters, of the
entir-" crofting population cf the north-west '-'ighlands and "ebrides were
(44)
completely without food.
The first hint of the coming calamity occurred in "arris in the
early summer. The previous year's potatoes having proved Inedible
when lifted from their storage pits, thecal and'a population were forced
(4*5)
to subsist on a diet cf shellfish and sand eels. * In July and
40. J. Mitchell, Headniacences of My Life in the Highlands, Chilworth
(2 vols), 1883, II, 282.
41. Pole to Coffin, 6 Oct. 1846, Correspondence, I, 65.
12. Coffin to Trevelyan, 2? "ct. 1846, Correspondence I, 1*1; Pole to
Coffin, 19 Oct. ic46, loo. cit., 132| Coffin to Trevelyan, 27 July
l':47, U; ■rrea r 0 n«i eno e II, 246—247*
43. Coffin to Trevelyan, 1'i Oct. 1^46, Correspondence I, 107•
44* 1st dep., 1847, 11.
45» Inverness Courier, 1? June 1846.
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August, as the old potatoes were finished and the new crop blighted,
a similar situation began to arise in every part of the region. Norman
KacLecwS visited the islands in '.uguat and frequently
suet and conversed with poor people returning from
the potato fields, accompanied by their famished
children, with empty baskets, ami unable to collect
what would afford them one seal.^^
ull, from which grain and potatoes bail been exported twelve months
before, was by the end of September completely dependent on imported
(47)meal. ' In Kilmuir, Skye, those crofters lucky enough to occupy
larger than average holdings were atill managing to ek© out their
scanty crops of oats. Hut those with little land, or no land at all,
were by October "reduced to a state of abject famine, and live for the
(480
most part on seaweed ami scanty supplies of shellfish. '
Crofters were no strangers to scarcity. But its onset in foptember
and October was unprecedented. "We frequently had bad Springs", wrote
one fjkye minister towards the end of I846, "but this is a "''inter of
starvation.\nd it was a winter which set in early and proved
coll and stormy with frequent gales and snowstorms. To the
incessant cold and hunger - intolerable enough in themselves - were
added sickness and. disease. Typhus ami cholera broke out in several
places. The shellfish scavenged from the beaches produced dysentry
when oaten. And egon when a little meal was added to such a diet it
46. N. MacLeod to Lord Advocate, 27 Aug. 1846, Correspondence 1, 11.
47. Coffin to "brevelyan, 10 Oct. 18-46, Correay-ndence 1, 5?.
48. "lev. A. MsoGregor to Sir 0. 3rey, 27 Oct. 1646, .'orrea;: cogence I,
l'-4.
49. ©v. N. .MacKinnon to K. MacLeod, 29 Tec. 1846, ettors t<- the :»v.
Mr. "doraan MacLeod .ogardin the Mami no in the Highlands, CI asrow,
1647, 8.
90. Frebble, I~1 gh 1 and le aranceu, 1963, 195 •
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remained, in the absence of potatoes, seriously deficient in Vitamin C.
The inevitable outcome waa that scurvy reappeared in districts where
it had been unknown Cor more than a century.
To quantify human suffering i3 impossible and probably undesirable.
All that can b© done to give some idea of the appalling' conditions
endured by crofters and their families in the winter of 1846-47 is to
quote from a ainrls - but by no means unty.ical report - made by a
member of a Free Church deputation which visited the "kye parish of
trath on Christmas fay, 1c 46 s
e found the condition of very many of them miserable
in the extreme, and ©vary day, as they said, yetting
worse. Their houses - or rather their hovels - and
persons the very pictures of destitution and hopeless
suffering. A low typhus fever prevails hero in several
families who seemed to be left to their fate by their
(52)
neighbour®. In one most deplorable case, the whole of
the family of seven persons had been laid down, not quite
at the same time, in this fever. The eldest of the children,
a son about nineteen years of age, had died just when his
mother was beginning to get on foot. No one would enter the
house with the coffin for the son's remains. It was left at
the outside of the door, and the enfeebled'parent and a little
girl, the only other member of the family on foot, were obliged
to drag the body to the door and put it into the coffin there*
whence it was carried by the neighbours with fear and alarm
to its last resting place. hen I entered the wretched house
.... I found the father lying on the floor on a wisp of dirty
straw, his bedclothes, or rather rags of blanket, as black
nearly as soot, his face and hands of the same colour, never
51. Alison, Observations, 1847, 17.
r?. -uch was the fear of typhus that neighbours, friends and even the
closest relatives suspected of having contracted it were frequently
abandons5. For a much later example of -the aaica practice see,
T. Ferguson, Scottish foci•> 1 "elfare, 1864-1914, Edinburgh, 1958,
3p8.
no
having been washed oinca ha was laid down; and the whole
aspect of the nan, with his hollow features ind sunken
eyea, and his situation altogether was suchoaa 1 had never
beheld before. In & miaer.ible closet, beyond the kitchen
where the father lay, 1 found the real of the family, four
daughters from about eleven years of age to seventeen, all
crmmed into one small bed, two at one end and two at the
other. Tli© rags of blanket covering them worse, if possible,
than those on the father; their faces and persons equally
dirty, the two youngest having no night clothes of any kind.
One of these poor girls was very ill and was not likely to
recover. The others had the fever mora mildly, but had not
yet been so long in it. The effluvia and stench in this place,
and indeed in every part of the miserable dwelling, were such
that I felt T could not remain long without great risk of
infection, aa there was no means of ventilation whatever, and
not even of light. The poor woman said she had got a stone
or two of mea1, she said she did not know fro® whom, which
had barely served to make gruel for the unfortunate patients.
(S3 ^
The family had no means whatever of their own. '
In the midst of such a disaster there was relatively little that people
could do to help themselves. The flocks of the large sheep—owners",
the minister of -uirlniah in Sky® had written some years before the
coming of the blight, "ar© annually thinned by those who feel the
pinching of famine." In 1846 and in subsequent years the thinning was
(54)
particularly drastic; while some Horth Uist crofters' plan to take
forcible possession of "a certain portion of wheat" was thwarted only
(55 ^
by the efforts of the local Free Church minister*. Such windfall®
as were gathered in ware supplemented with shellfish and other makeshift
53. Free Church Destitution Committee, 2nd Statement, 1847» 18-19.
54. H.:.:. \. XIV, 345; Highland Relief Board, Clasgow Section (afterwards,
Olss. Sect.), Hep. on the ("uter Hebrides, 1849$ 28.
55. Select Committee appointed to inquire ifl*° tbe refusal to grant
"
itoa for -Churches' in cotl .;n!, P. . 1547 Fill, ■ ■!« 3594, i495>
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substitute for potatoes and with the -meal which crofters bought with
such savings as they possessed. All these alternative sources of
focfd were inherently limited, however} while the obvious substitute
for the potato - fish - was largely unobtainable because of the way
in which the fishing industry had developed, or failed to develop,
since the days when Jamea Loch sod his fallow "improvers" had envisaged
the wholesale trans formation of small tenants into fi«her;r.en.
Because of their low incomes and high rents croftera had been quits
unable to accumulate th4 capital needed to purchase the relatively
sophisticated boats and gear required for deep sea fishing. The lion's
share of the profits made in west coast waters went, therefore, to the
better equipped and more highly skilled fishermen fro® the east coast
of Scotland. Are! crofters were left with little but the summer herring
fishing in the sea lochs, an essentially precarious resource which
"served only to rice out the insufficient Subsistence derivable fro® the
(*56)aoil.,lV ' Although "ostensibly a fishing population" therefore,
crofters were - as the government's 1846 enquiries revealed -."so poorly
skilled and so ill provided with means that ... they (did) not possess
the ability to pursue the occupation with effect." This rather than
any innate Celtic indolence, it was concluded, lay behind their other¬
wise incomprehensible neglect of "the storee apparently within their
reach."
Apart from emigration - the cost of which was usually beyond their
/coy
unaided resourcesV7 ' - the only other course open to the crofting
56. Coffin, Final Hep., 23 Sept. 1847, 59» Available in teacL. P.,
Box 36 (1). Also, Sosers, Letters, 1846, 161-3} T'ullarton and
Baird, Hemerica. 1838, 19} Gray, Highland 'Economy, 158-70.
57. Coffin to Trevelyan, 14 Kov. 1846, Correspondence I, 173} Coffin
to Trevelyan, 17 Oct. 1846, loc. cit., 107«
58. 2ee below, Chap. 5*
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population was to move south in search of employment, a procedure
whose unpopularity was usually put down to the ingrained laziness of
the Highlander. The real reasons for crofters* reluctance to novo
to the lowlands - oven temporarily - were the language difficulty, the
risk of falling ill far away from home, the obstacles in the way of
making adequate provision for a distant family, and not laa3t what one
(59)
observer called "The tenacity of tfaoir attachment to their native soil."
Put despite the prevalence of such feelings seasonal mi ration was by
no means unknown.' And in 1846 it was undertaken on an unprece¬
dented scale, with crofters themselves joining the younger members of
their families in the trek to the lowlands where - aided by the labour
demand generated by the current railway construction boom - not a few
(61)
of the® succeeded in obtaining employment.
Like stealing sheep or collecting shellfish, however, this type
of migration could only alleviate, cr delay the onset of, the distress
which the blight had made inevitable. Inly outside assistance could
avert catastrophe and for the necessary >elp the Highland people could
lock to only three agencies: the government, their landlords, ind
private charity.
As the dimensions of the Highland calamity became apparent during the
sutatter of 184-6, the government were made aware of it in a variety of
ways. it the end of July the Marquis of Lome wrote to fir Jeorge
Prey* Joase Secretary in Lord John Kussel's administration to ask if,
in the event of the potato harvest being lost, the government would
59. J. .N. Rep., xii; Coffin to Trevelyan, 1? Oct. 1646, Correspondence
107; Lei-ort on the State of L'ducati 1 In the Hebrides by
Alexander Nicholson, P.P. 18> 7 IV, 126-127.
60. J.M.N". Hep., xii.
61. Ibid.; 1st Hep., 1847» 28 et seq.
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"extend to Scotland the advantage they have giver, to Ireland under the
(62)
same affliction.,,v 'Hire© weeks later, reporting the crop's "total
failure", the Varquiu informed Orey that "a very unusual calamity"
seeded likely to occur in the Highlands if steps were not at cnce taken
(6t)to forestall it. ^ And similar warnings of catastrophe and appeals
for aid were soon pouring into the Home office. The principal pro¬
prietors and farmers of Sky© met in Portree on 16th August and resolved
to ask for government aid/^ :.ir James Kiddell wrote to trey from
■rdnamurchan on the 24th and requested immediate government inter¬
vention. /» public meeting at Hlenelg passed resolutions to the same
effect. ' And the free iynod of Argyll, meeting at Carapbelltown on
3rd September and notir the existence of "extreme destitution" in the
area under its jurisdiction, decided
to make Immediate representations of these present and
threatened suffering® of the people to the Hovernment ...
praying that means may be devised by the Government for
/ s r >
administering relief to the suffering poor. '''
On receipt of theee coranunicstiona and of a letter from the Lord
Advoeate - the executive's chief spokesman in Scotland - warning about
the possible occurrence of a "great, general, and urgent ... calamity"
(67 ^
in the Highlands, the government acted with commendable alacrity.
The delays and vacillations which had characterised their policy in
6?. Harquis of Lome to ir G. Grey, ?H July l<r46, Correspondence 1, 1.
63. A'.arquis of borne to Six 0. Grey, 20 Aug. 1046, Correspondence I, 2.
64. I*illie to ir 0. "rey, 20 Aug. 1046, Correspondence 2, 2.
6'~. Correspondence I, 3-4.
66. Free Synod of Argyll, 'inutes, 3 Sept. 1846, CH 3^26'l.
67. wor-l dvocate to ir G. Grey, 2 Lept. 1046, Correspondence I, 9«
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Ireland - where the potatoes had first failed in 1845 - were not repeated
in the case of the Highlands, largely because the machinery for dealing
with distress was already in existence. Responsibility for the
prevention of famine in north-west Scotland as well as in Ireland was
banded over to the Treasury and specifically to that depart .sent'a power¬
ful Assistant Secretary, Sir Charles E. I'revelyan, already "the director
C gg >and virtual dictator of Irish relief."v ' hy 2nd September revel/an
had decided that one of his subordinates should at once be despatched
to conduct an enquiry into the Highland situation and, if necessary,
take charge of famine relief operations in the region. And within a
/ £*Q V
few days the task was formally allocated to ir Edward line Coffin.' '' '
Almost at the end of a public service career which had begun during
the Teninaular ar and which had taken him to corners of the globs as
far ap «rt as fejcico and China, Coffin - in spite of his inauspicious
(70)
name - was a kindly, painstaking man of marked ability. hi nee
January I&46, as Deputy - Commissary at Limerick, he had been in charge
of famine relief in the remote and impoverished south-west of Ireland,
an experience which had earned hia a knighthood and given him an
understanding - unmatched among government officials - of the problems
of the underdeveloped Celtic fringe of the -British Isles which he was
to put to good uee in the Highlands. iioat men in mid-nineteenth,
century public life - and Coffin's coldly officiant superior, Sir Charles
1'revelyan, was m good an example as any - were, in their attempts to
deal with the Irish and Highland famines and their consequences, unable
or unwilling to rise above the economic conventions and perspectives of
their time .lb that rule, Coffin was the outstanding exception.
68. Woodhani - Luiith, Great- Hurt* ar, 1962, 61.
65. Crey to Sir J. HacReill, 2 Sept. 1846, C0rrc3p0nder.ce I, 6;
Treasury Minute, 8 Sept. 1846, 14.
70. &.K.B., IV, 67?| boodhaua - Smith, r-e.tt ua or, 1962, 65-66.
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Pausing in Edinburgh to confer with Sir John MacHeill, the Man
charged with the administration of the poor law in Scotland, find with
the agents of several' Highland landowners, Coffin reached Oban in
mid-September and immediately began a four week voyage of investi¬
gation along the north-west coast and among the islands. His
findings confirmed the worst reports already receivedj the crofting
population undoubtedly stood in need of immediate and massive assis¬
tance - assistance which would not, as the government had originally
(71)
hoped, bo provided by Highland landlords. Landowners' obligations
to their small tenants, "if not very frequently acknowledged", wore
not, it was true, denied. But while professing "an inclination to
provide for the wants of their dependants", most Highland proprietors
declared "an utter inability to effect it from their own resources."
The validity of such excuses was of no great importance. True or
false, wrote Coffin,
they serve to show that the moral obligation supposed
to attach to the landowners cannot be relied on to
(72%i
secure the people from destitution.
In accord with Irish precedent, it was consequently decided to estab¬
lish two meal depots in the area - one at Tobermory, the other at
'•rtree - for even if Highland landlords could be cajoled into buying
provisions, local "coaraercinl enterprise", as Coffin discovered, was
(73)
"hardly to be trusted for a regular end sufficient supply." In
mid-October therefore, work began on fitting out two naval frigates
71. Coffin to Throvelyan, 17 Oct. 1646, Correspondence ^, 107-109)
Crey to tacNeill, 17 dept. IP46, lop. cit., 17? Traill to
Chancellor of Exchequer, 14 Sept. I&46, loc. cit., 27-
72. Coffin to Trovelyan, 17 Oct. 1846, Correspondence 107-106.
73. Irevelyan to MacKeill, 13 Oct. 1846, Correspondence 1, 80j
Coffin to Trevelyan, 17 Oct. 1846, loc. cit., 109.
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as depot ships while three Admiralty mills and two private mills
( Id ^
commenced, "grinding; night and day" to provide the necessary meal.
such a gross interference with the cherished principles of
laissez-faire could not be lightly undertaken, however. And instruct¬
ions were accordingly given that no meal was to be issued from the
depots until "all available resources ... from the produce of the late
(75)
harvest or otherwise" had. been exhausted; • ' and that nothing was to
be done which could in any way be construed as impeding the natural
development of local commerce. Vnare was thus to be no question of
a gratuitous distribution cf meal - a "fair price" was to bo charged!
'hat, however, was easier said than dona; and the determination of
(76)
the fair price became one of Coffin's constant preoccupations. '
•ighland meal prices were those cf a fow small dealers, coopletely
unable to cope with the massive demand engendered by the famine and
exacting exorbitant rates from those fortunate enough to be able to
compete for their scanty stocks. in Tobenaoiy, for eaample, oatmeal
which sold for around 16a. a boll in normal years was fetching 76s.
(77)
a boll by November. To have adopted such prices, wrote Coffin,
■ould have been either to tantalize the hungry with
the sight of food which they were unable to purchase,
Or to convert a professedly beneficent measure into
/ -jC\
one of usurious profit.
To deliberately undersell the local dealers, on the other hand, would
(79)
have been to destroy their trade - a step which no Victorian
74. Trevelysm to Aacheiil, 16 Set. 1(46, Correspondence J, 115•
75. treasury idinute, 20 Nov. 1146, Correspondence I, 177•
76. Coffin, Pinal -ep., 28 Sept. 1847, xrres,. n.;or.;.: i. , 273.
77. Stewart to .revelyun, 1 Tec. 1846, Oorresj ondenc? , 195•




Although the di lemma was partially resolved by adopting a rate
baaed on the currant Liverpool and Glasgow prices, "with a proper
addition Tor the expense of conveyance, etc.'', ^ Coffin - in short
supply of everything except letters from London - continued to find
the Treasury's instructions about prices "the hardest to reconcile
(Pi \
with the humane consideration due to the objects of relief."^ '
Because Liverpool and Glasgow meal prices were invariably higher
than those prevailing in Tundee and Aberdeen where many local mer¬
chants obtained supplies, these hardy entrepreneurs made extravagant
(82)
profits simply by charging the same as the government depots.
\nd as winter set in the whole problem of prices was seriously
aggravated by the general scarcity that resulted from shortages of
(83n
grain in the rest of Britain and V-urope. ' By the Lew Year Coffin
felt such "great alarm at the continuing advance of prices" that he
dared to question the soundness of treasury policy:
At such rates as we ought to charge ... it is
impossible for men to maintain their families above
( Rid \
the level of starvation on the ordinary wares of labour.
Travelyan, however, was adamant. "Ve cannot", he insisted with all
the fervour of a devout free trader, "force up the wages of labour,
(85)
or force down the prices of provisions without disorganising society."
60. Treasury ;»dnute, 2C Nov. 1846, Corres• cndenco 1, 177•
81. Coffin, final dep., 26 -ept. 1847, Correspondence II, 273.
82. Ibid.
83. 3. air lie, "The Corn Law ^considered", con. . .i t-. ■- XVIII,
1965, 568.
84. Coffin to Trevelysin, 9 Jan. 1847, Correspondence 1, 275»
PC. Trevelyan to Coffin, 13 Jan. 1847, Correspondence 1 , ?7^«
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In the autumn of I846, these bureaucratic cerangles lay in the future.
The depot ships did not arrive at their stations until December.*
And throughout October and November therefore - as the few remaining
potatoes were consumed and the beaches cleared of shellfish - the
only people in a position to provide assistance to their starving
tenantries were Highland landlords themselves. Hot unappreciative
of the latter'a financial difficulties, the government instructed
Coffin to draw their attention to the Drainage Act - a recently
passed measure which was intended to help solve the Irish crisis by
providing official funds for estate improvement and therefore for the
employment of the destitute. Highland proprietors, it was hoped,
would follow their Irish counterparts' example, take advantage of
the Act's provisions, and employ large numbers of crofters as ditchers
on their estates. ' To this plan, as Coffin discovered, landlords
were unwilling to conform. host of them did not even apply for a
loan until around the hew vearj and this, coupled with various
technical difficulties, completely nullified the Drainage Act's
(68)
potential impact on the immediate crisis. ' In the short term,
therefore, such aid aa the crofting population received came fx-om
their landlords' unaided resources - and ©specially from those of the
few proprietors who rose magnificently to the exigencies of the
occasion.
In a circular which he issued in December 18>4> aiac^eod of
Dunvegan acknowledged his "duty to see that there was a sufficiency
86. Coffin to Trevelyan, 9 Dec. 1846, Correspondence I, ^06.
87. frevelyaft to Coffin, 11 Copt. IB46, Correspondence J, 23.
88. Toturn of Apjlications for Advances under the Drainage Act, P.P.
Ic47 .XXIV; Coffin, final ep., 28 'fept. 1847> Correspondence II,
276.
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of yood wholesonx? food in the country" and promised that no exertion
would be spared on his part to prevent starvation and alleviate
distress. This pledge, MacLeod faithfully kept. For the rest of
the winter almost all the able-bodied sen on the Dunvegan estate were
(90)
provided with regular employment*w y and by the early spring of 1847
iacleod was feeding about 6,000 people - hia own tenantry as well as
many people from the estates of neighbouring, and less generous,
(911
proprietors.' ' The average weekly eoat of his endeavours was
(02)
between £225 and £300, but he would rather, he wrote, face xuin
(93^
than let his people starve - a sentiment which probably derived
from a lingering trace of patriarchal affection for, and responsibility
towards, the clan) and one that was unique in the Highlands of the
1840s.
MacLeod's dedication to his tenants was unequalled. hut the
second Duke of Sutherland, disregarding James Loch's advice to leave
hia tenants' sufferings to be alleviated by the mechanisms of supply
(94^
and demand, spent £18,000 on famine relief, most of it on the
provision of meal and seed for the overcrowded crofting townships on
69. MacLeod; Address to hia .Ten-.titry, r,ec. I846, '-fact. P., Box 36 (2).
Also Grant, The MacLeoda, 1959 > 563.
90. isacLeod to Trevelyan, 17 April 1647, Correspondence II, 186*
'•aclecd to Coffin, 8 March 1847, Inc. clt., 77.
91. ' acl.eod tc Tally MacLeod, 8 March 1847, MacL. P., Vox 36 (2).
92. MacLeod to his mother, 26 Jon. 1847, MacL. ?., Box 36 (2).
93* MacLeod to "ally "acLeod, 10 "'eb. 1247, MacL. P., Box 36 (2).
Also, Grant, ,phe MacLeods. 1959» 584-565. MacLeod's expenses did
contribute tc, Ms heinp1 forced to sell part of his estate and take
a job in London, jsut <4.88 Grant's contention that .Lac . sod ruined
himself to save '-do people, while flattering tc his family, is not
entirely true. A series of injudicious investments, notably
those surroundi?v the 'lendale fishery station schema (also the
causa of widespread removals}, had seriously weakened his finances
before the f...mine, '.e®» Look cf "unveyan, IT, 142—144. Mao
above, Chap. 3.
94. • ee ichards, Leviathan of ealth, 1973, 262—265.
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(95)tha west coast.w In terms of sheer expenditure, however, the
lead was easily taken by Sir James Matheson who had bought the Lewis
estate fro.-ri the finally bankrupt Seaforths in 1844. Matheson'a
Lewis improvement programme - which he had begun in 1845 and which
involved drainage schemes, road construction works and a variety of
other measures - was stepped up to deal with th© crisis caused by the
blight and by I85C Lewis' new owner had spent some £329*000 on his
island. Only a tiny proportion of that vast sua found its way into
crofters' pockets. But the employment generated by it undoubtedly
helped to protect Lewis from the worst of the famine.wW
The proprietors of one or two smaller west Highland estates played
similar, if less grandiose, role3. Lord Lovat, for example, did a
(97)
lot to help his tenants in North 8orar;w while LacLean cf Ardgour's
estate, according to Coffin, was "quite a model of good management" -
the proprietor showing his crofting tenants how to cultivate peas,
carrots, cabbages and other substitutes for potatoes, as well as
providing them with the food they needed to get through the worst of
the winter.The success attending Lac^ean's efforts, wrote one
observer, constituted
an unanswerable reply to those who are always exclaiming
against the inveterate indolence and incorrigible
obstinacy of the Highlanders
To blame the famine on its victims' shortcomings' remained, however, a
hi. Coffin to Trevelynn, 2? July 1847, Correspondence II, ?46-?48.
96• Inverness Courier, 11 July I848? J.M.N, Hep., xix-xx; 'ocial
Condition of lewis, 19^2, xv.
97. Fraser to Skene, 11 Feb. 1847, Correspondence II, 15. Also, N.C.,
Q. 42561.
98. Coffin to Trovelyan, 26 Feb. 1847* Correspondence IT, 29«
99* Somere, Letters, 18-48, 148.
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convenient excuse for dqang nothing about it and. the end©avoura of. the
fow humanitarian landlords who did exist were, from the beginning,
quits exceptional.
Always reluctant to call landowners' motives into question ,
Trevelyan suggested that
the b -ickward ness of some of the propriatora in their
preparations for meeting the crisis wao, in some
cases, owing to their not being sufficiently alive
{100 ^
to the grave and extensive character of th® emergency*
But even Travelyan did not doubt that Highland landlords' lack of
urgency was a fact. Many proprietors - expecting the government to
i
provide apd on a massive scale, and optimistically ignoring its repeated
declarations that no "general system of relief would be set up ' ' -
did nothing at all, in the hop® of forcing* the administration's hand.
That their expectations were unfounded was a truth that dawned only
very slowly} and mora than one landlord's representative travelled to
"ir ''dward Coffin's Oban headquarters in the hope of eliciting a promise
of financial support. "With regard to assistance to proprietors',
reported MacLaine of Lochbuie's factor after one such interview in
January 1847, "he says he haa but one answers take money under the
(102)
Train.age Act. From Government nothing else is to be got."
Originally conceived of as an Irish measure, the Drainage Act was
not altogether suited to Highland conditions. The drainage scheme#
100. Trcvelyun to Coffin, 26 Feb. 1847, Correapondance II, 18.
101. Hansard, 3rd Ser., 89, cols. 6O8-609. Also, Sir c, Grey to
Campbell of I slay, 21 Oct. 1846, Home Office Domestic ntry hooka,
PJI 2/4/238, ft, 22-26.
102. Oragorscn to MacLain®, 8 Jan. 1847, MacLaine of Lcchbuie P.,
OP 174/78/2.
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instituted under its provisions on several Highland estates did little
permanent goodj^^^ while as far as crofters were concerned its
effects were positively detrimental. here drains were dug it was
not crofters' holdings that benefited, and in accordance with their
Usual custom, those proprietors who borrowed government money in order
to finance improvements passed the financial burden on to their
crofting tenants. Oven forty years after the famine, crofters in
Sky®, Tiree and other areas ware still paying "drainage money" over
and above their rents.
Drainage schemes, however ineffective, would have been better
than nothing. But as on® of their more prominent critics remarked
at the time, the famine "appears rather to have paralysed than aroused
the possessors of the eoil."^0-^ On the majority of Highland estates,
crofters and their families w«re left to their own devices - Coffin
consequently confessing himself "deeply grieved and disappointed" by
the landowners' evident indisposition to take steps to alleviate their
tenants' sufferings. "It is a mistake", he told Trevelyan at the
beginning of 1847» "to suppose that all the proprietors are yet doing
what we consider their duty."^^^ Ami among the most negligent he
included Gordon of Cluny, the recent purchaser of Barra, Couth Uist
and Berbecula.
Reports of a critical situation in these islands began to reach
Coffin in December! and in January he sent one of his subordinates, a
Captain Bole, to discover the true position. Gordon, Pol© wrote, had
103. Book of Punve&an, II, 107.
104. N.c., qq. 4901, 5049, 5483, 5578, 5581, 33466.
105. The ntneas, 19 Sept. 1846.
106. Coffin to Trevelyan, 4 Feb. 1847, Correspondence I, 306-308.
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provided seme employment on road works on the islands in the early-
part of the summer of 1846. But in August, despite tag advent of
the blight, these projects had been abandoned and the tenants working
on them dismissed. Informed by hia factor that at least 8,000 bolls
of meal would be required to prevent widespread destitution, Gordon -
who lived in Aberdeenshire - had made arrangements to sand .900 bolls.
In January none of these had yet ,rrived, and Pole found "greater
wretchedness and privation" on Gordon's estate than on any of the
other Highland or Habrldean properties which it bad been his "painful
duty" to inspect. " J So desperate, for example, was th® plight of
the inhabitants of Eriskay, a small island lying between Barra and
South <:ist, that even the herbs and grasses growing on the island were
divided into plots, each one of which was allocated to a crofter and
his family - an action which was to lead Kriakay's people to recall
the famine with the words: "ilhiodh 'ad a'roinn a* bhloinigein an uair
( 1C8 vsin.'A ^ ' And in Barra where Pole found "few families with any
food at all" the situation was equally ghastly. Everything that could
be eaten - including the seed corn needed for the spring sowing - had
been eaten; and the island's population were subsisting on a debili-
<2
tating diet of shellfish. hysentry, typhoid and cholera were even
(109 ^
more widespread than elsewhere in the region:v ' and although moot
of the many deaths in the north-*west Highlands and islands that winter
were officially attributed to disease, rather than to the hunger which
had made the disease so prevalent, there not surprisingly occurred in
107. Pole to Coffin, 16 Jan. 1847, Correspondence I, 293-297.
108. J.L. Campbell (ed.), Gaelic 'ords and Expressions from Couth Gist*
11 . mi 1 mum. 11 11 111 1 if* 'r- i ] i — _ j^..
and Sri3kay Collected by Tiev. ?r. Allan Machonald. Dublin, 1988, 44.
109. Pole to Coffin, 16 Jan. 1847» Correspondence I, 293-297? Coffin
to Trevelyan, 28 June lfi47» Correspondence II, 234.
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Barra the only two deaths which even the poor law authorities were
forced to put down to starvation.s ^
Horrified by his discoveries, Polo found it "an awful reflection...
that at this moment the wealthy heritor of this island is not employing
the poor population"j and believed. that if Gordon did not at once take
action, "scenes will occur in South Uist, Barra, and henbecula, which
would be disgraceful to his nam®, and injurious to the reputation of
Great Britain."* ^ Sharing these opinions, Coffin at once addrosaed
a fiery letter to Gordon, threatening
to interpose in favour of th® sufferers ... leaving
to Parliament to decide whether or not you should
be legally as well as morally responsible for the
pecuniary consequences of this just and necessary
Intervention.
This step had the desired effect. Read works were restarted and
Gordon*® tenants supplied with quantities of seal whic-iii, ->ven if they
did not com up to Coffin's stringent expectations, were considerably
(113)
in excess of the amounts which Cordon had originally planned to despatch.
The predicament of crofters in Barra and South Uiat was paralleled
by that, of small tenants on many other properties in the islands and
cn the mainland. In January 1647, for example, sheriff Substitute
Fraser of Fort B1 Hi am was despatched, to report upon the situation in
western Inverness-shire and eeter Ross and in every part of that
large district he found "a considerable population ... bordering on
starvaticn."^^^ One of the places visited by Fraser was Olanelg,
110. Sir J. BacPeill to Sir 0. Grey, 3 May 1847, Correspondence II, 224.
111. ole to Coffin, 16 Jan. 1647, Correspondence I, 297-
112. Coffin to Gordon, 19 Jan. 1847, Oorres; c-ndonce J, 300.
113. Coffin tc irevelyan, 28 Juno 1847, '.'orreaporv1 ^.co :C, 235*
114. .Quoted, Hunsaid, 3rd Ser., 90, eels. 311-313.
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bought in 1837 by Baillie of Doohfour. Already the owner of an
extensive estate at the eastern end of Loch hees, ^aillie, like his
factor, was an absentee. The on© had not been in Olenelg for several
years. The other came only to collect the rent.'1"^) because of
Its sheltered situation and relatively good soil, Glenelg is one of
the most fertile parishes in the north-west Highlands. In the
nineteenth century's opening years, however, the greater part of the
parish - including the previously cultivated straths of Glenr-icre and
Ql©nbeg"Ver© put under sheep and the bulk of the population removed to
/ 1 h / \
a few ramshackle and grossly overcrowded townships on the coast.x '
""uch a collection of wretched, filthy, smoky, unglaaed, and in every
respect comfortless hovels, I have never seen, even in Ireland-',
/ -v -I y \
remarked one visitor to the area^ 1 - and in Glenelg, perhaps more
than anywhere else, the famine thus served to point tc the tragically
ironic ccnsequsnce of the clearances: "fertile land lying waste at
{ 1 if" ^
one end of a glen and people starving at the other."
On Lord Cranstoun's Ayieaig estate where no less than four fifths
of the entire population were in need of assistance, the position was
equally bleak, Cranstoun and his factor having no more interest in
the property than their Glenelg counterparts:
The one lifts the rent and the other carries it off
and consumes it: and this comprehends the whole of
(119)
the relation between landlord and tenant in 'risalg.
115. ole to Coffin, 19 Oct• 1846, Correspondence 1, 132.
116. -ice above, Chap. 2. Also, T.M. Curchison, "Glenelg, Inverness-
shir®: botes for a arish T'istory", T.G.S.I., XL, 1957 > 316-319*
117. Boixd'a Hep., 14 Oct. 1848, Glas. -ect., 10th Hep., 1848, App.1,20.
IIP. oners, Cotters, I84P, 9?*
119. Ibid., IIP. 'lso, Hansard, 3rd 3er., 90, col3. 311-313.
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Eaillia bad at least provided his crofting tenants with a little meal
C120 ^before abandoning- them to the government. hut Cranstoun did
not make even this gesture; and complete catastrophe was averted only
by the heroic efforts of -risaig's principal tenant, MacDonald of
(121 ^
Olenaladalo, and the local priest, Father Williata Macintosh.
Fxaaples of proprietorial apathy could be multiplied endlessly -
from the Hoss-shire laird who expressed his regrets about his tenants'
virtual starvation but aided that he could do nothing to save tuara
(122)"till a more convenient season",' to the Inverness-shire landowner
who kept all the meal on his estate locked up in a store which, as one
(iP3 >
official bitterly remarked, "might as well be in China." ' The
Hebrides were particularly unfortunate. In Mull, wrote Tobermory's
."heriff, the proprietors' conduct was "with a few honourable exceptions...
extremely remiss and impolitic." And in 3ky«, reported Major
Haliday - the officer in charge of the government's Portree meal depot -
".Vacfood of Kacueod is the only thoroughly active and good landlord of
(l?5)
the larger class and Mr. KacLennan of Lyndall of the smaller.'
Of Ikye's other landowners, Haliday singled out Lord . ac^onald for
particularly serious censure. Confronted with a destitute population
of about 14,000 he had agreed to employ 400 of them on a government -
funded drainage project - which he had abandoned within a few weeks of
/ -J ^
its commencement•^ ' As for hie tenantry in North Uiot - they
120. fcffin to Trevelyan, 2 Sept. 1847, Correspondence II, 261.
121. "ruor to Skene, 11 Feb. 1847, Correspondence IT, 1^-16; Sonars,
-■otters, 1848, 119.
122. Fliott'a Rep., 7 May 1847» C.is.T., 3rd Rep., It4.7* Ipp• 1, 17.
1?3. "raser to Skene, 11 Feb. 1847, Correspondence 11, 7.
124. Robertson to Coffin, 27 Fob. l£47, Correspondence 11, 42.
125. Haliday to Pole, 2 ..arc 1847» Correspond "nee ^ , 33.
126. Haliday tc Trevelyan, 17th April 1847? Correspondence II, I87.
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were most assisted by the shipwreck of a vessel that chanced to be
laden with £15, OCX) worth of flour and other .revisions.'" ' '
Official attempts to coerce reluctant landlords into buying
supplies for their tenants mat with little success. ..ord icPonald•s
factor, for example, bought a considerable quantity of raeal in
Liverpool* On pausing to consider, however, he decided that he could
not transport it to 3kye "without being forced to sell if at a great
loss." is :ieal was consequently resold} and since £rices wore stead¬
ily risia the .. acDonald estate management made "a handsome profit" on
(128)
tae transaction. The upshot as ajor Laliday remarked with more
than a hint of bitterness, was that Lord MacDonald'a crofters had to
come to iortroe
every week, often distances of thirty or forty miles
from the extreme points of the island, to procure
the food which he or his factor would not import for
th».(129)
nd because of ^fceprietors' general and evident lack of enthusiasm for
the role which the government had optimistically assigned to them, the
„ attorn of events on Lord "aeOonaldestate was repeated throughout
the north-west* the original ruling that the meal depots' wares be
sold only to landlords - to be redistributed by there in the form of
vr.> -as to crofters employed on drainage projects - being of necessity
revoked, and the .cal sold directly to its consumers. In townships,
an" occasionally in , rou;a of townships, crofters therefore clubbed
together and a ent their meagre savings on the minimum quantities of
meal that the depot regulation* allowed them to buy. Lorfe, tedious
1?7. towart tolfcnvelyan, 28 Nov. l84§, Correspondence j. I95.
120. acfinnon to aliday, 19 >'eb. 1847» Correspondence II, 11.
129. "aliday to Trevelyan, 17 \pril 1847, Corres. onnenca ,i , 167.
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and sometimes dangerous journeys had- to be made to Fortroe and
Tobermory from districts separated from these places by many miles of
bad roads and rough seas. And at the end of it all, crofters had
bought £24,COO worth of government meal - as agalnat the £12,000
(130^
worth purchased by their landlords. " ' Although Coffin's assertion
that his measures had in many instances "saved the people from inevit-
(231)able starvation" is consequently unchallengeable, the cost to the
crofting population was immense? and the inevitable outcome of
intolerable hunger and the expenditure it necessitated was that th©
n; ring of 1847 found crofters without sufficient seed and without th©
cash to buy it.
Seed potatoes hail been destroyed by the blight; while stocks of
seed oats - urgently required because cf the obvious risk of renewed
potato failures - were generally low and in some area3 - such as
Harm, the Ui3ts and Arisaig - non-existent, for the simple reason that
/ a \
they had had to be eaten during the winter.The government
refused to supply the necessary seed on the somewhat dubious grounds
that to do so would be to subsidise the landlords, and Coffin's
immediate priority became the task of persuading proprietors to make
good the deficiency.v Despite the government' a offer to cover
transport costs, however, Highland landlords were no more eager to
supply their crofters with seed than they had been to provide them
with 'iieal. Lord VacTonald, for example, refused to sell seed corn
130. Treasury "inu-e, 20 "ov. 1846, Correspondence I, 177? Coffin,
?*lnal Rep., 28 Sept. 1847* Torres .ondence 13. 273-278.
131. Coffin, Pinal dep., 28 dept. 1847, Correspondence 11, 277.
132. Ibid., 274: Polo to Coffin, 16 Jan. 1847, Correspondence ; , 297?
Praser to Skene, 11 Fab. 1847, Correspondence 11, 15.
133. Lir 0. Crey to MacLeod, 5 I arch 18-47, ■•lacI. P., Box 36 (2);
Coffin to Trevelyan, 23 Feb. 1847, Correspondence li, 21-22.
134. Coffin to Trevelyan, 23 Feb. 1047, Correspondence II, 22;
Trevelyan to Coffin, 27 Feb. 1847, loc. cit., 23.
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to his small tenants except at prices "which their present neceasitieo
deprive them of the power of taking advantage of."^1^ \nd uuspecting
that grants made to their impoverished tenantries would never be
recovered, many other proprietors adopted a similar stance,,ith
the result, aa MacLeod of lunvegan's sister pointed out at the time,
that "&any a crofter had the misery of seeing his land lie fallow."
By the spiting in fact, even MacLeod was becominr dispirited.. Engaged
"in discouraging the cultivation of land for which the crofters (were)
unable of themselves to buy seed"/1^ ha was, he wrote, "getting
very low about it all" and wished himself "away from this scene of
(139)wretchedness." * And although Coffin's exhortations, supplemented
by some charitable funds from the south, did something to encourage
him and several other proprietors to further exertions, the 3prlng
sowing was neither as large nor as early as it should have been.^^^
In view of the magnitude of crofters' troubles and the generally lacka¬
daisical attitude of their landlords, it was perhaps fortunate that the
government was not left to shoulder all the responsibility for famine
relief in the Highlands. First to come to its aid wa3 the Free
Church whose Argyll Synod began to collect funds and distribute food
in September and October 1846.^^"^ In November, with the appointment
133. Fliott's Sep., 28 April 1047, 3rd Rep., 1847, 7*
136. Coffin toTSevelyan, 8 March 1847, Correspondence II, 48? Elliott's
Rep., 11 May 1847, C.B.H., 3rd Rep., 1847, 23.
137. Account of the Operations of the belief Board, n.d., (probably by
Emily MacLeod), WacL. P., Box 36 (2).
138. MacI<eod to Coffin, 8 March 1847, Correspondence II, 77*
139. Macleod to an aunt, 10 Feb. 1847, MacL. P., Box 36 (2).
140. Trevelyan to Coffin, 11 March 1847, Correspondence II, 691 Haliday
to Trevelyan, 21 March 1847, loc. cit., 117? Coffin to Trevelyan,
22 March 1847, loc. cit., 125-126? Coffin, Memo., 7 April 1847, loc.
cit., 171? Trevelyan to Mrs. Perceval, 9 April 18471 MacL. P., Box
36 (2)j Fliott's Rep., 28 April 1847, C.B.K., 3rd Rep., 1847, 7-8.
141. Free Synod of Argyll, Minutes, 2 Sept. 1847, CH3/26/1.
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of a Free Church restitution Committee, the Argyll Synod's endeavours
were extended to the whole of Scotland. More than £15,000 was
quickly raised,^^2) arKj the church schooner "Breadalbane" -
built to carry ministers around the Hebrides - was used to carry
provisions to the more destitute islands.^' Although many of
these were Free Church strongholds, the Church*3 response to the
famine was notably and laudably free of sectarianism - no-one speaking
more highly of its efforts than the Roman Catholic crofter3 of Voidart
(144)and Arisaig. ' But charitable feeling was not a Free Church
prerogative, and at public meetings in Edinburgh and Glasgow on 18th
December and 6th January influential and undenominational committees
/ "j < \
were formed to raise funds for Highland famine relief.
To the government's harassed officials these developments were a
godsend. Coffin believed that the various relief organisations
represented the Highlands' only chance of averting a catastrophe similar
('146)
to that occurring in Ireland; ' while Trevelyan - who was of the
opinion that the Irish crisis had "proved to demonstration that local
distress cannot be relieved out of national funds without great abuses
and evils, tending, by a direct and rapid process, to an entire
(147)
disorganisation of society'" ' - treated their emergence as a glorious
opportunity for the government to extricate itself from the Highland
morass. Declaring it to be obvious that "the temporary evil ought
342. F.C. Pest Comm., 2nd Statement, 1847, 4; The itness, 21 Rov. 1846;
Statement by the Free Church, Nap. Re?., App. A, 398-399•
143. N.L. alker, Chapters from the History of the Free Church of
Scotland, Edinburgh, 1895» 138.
144• lurce, Letters, 1847, 31.
145- 1st Pep., I8d7, 1.
146. Coffin to Trevolyan, 4 Feb. 1847, Correspondence 7, 326.
147- Trevelyan, Irish "r3sis, I848, 183-
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to be met by the temporary expedient of private charity," he instructed
Coffin to furnish the various committees "with all the information ...
calculated to direct their exertions into useful cv annals.Under
evernment pressure, therefore, the relief org.mi a -.tions were quickly
unified as the clumsily entitled Central Board of Management of the
fund for the Belief of the Destitute Inhabitants of the highlands, a
body which held its first meeting in February 1847 and which was
speedily assured by the reaaury that it cculd "da end upon receiving
all the countenance and assistance which it is in our power to give.^^^
Although the Central Board, of Management took overall responsibility
for fund raising and food distribution, its component parts retained a
considerable degree of independence, the Glasgow committee - or "Section"
as it was now called - takin; charge of the Board's operations in
Argyll, western Inverness-shire and. the Cuter Isles while the dinburgh
action was entrusted with ester "ess, kye, the eastern part of the
{150)mainland and the Northern Isles. " ' Under the factions were Local
Committees which were appointed for each parish or district from lists
of names supplied by local clergymen and which were entrusted with the
actual distribution of meal to the hungry - the stipulated allowance
being If lb. of meal per adult male per day, with women recei ving -J lb.
and children under twelve t lb. each.^*^^ Although this ration was
calculated to do no more than prevent starvation it was, by contemporary
standards, not ungenerous. hen the potatoes failed in Lewis in the
148* Trevelyan to Coffin, 13 Jan. 1847* Correspondence I, 276?
Trevelyan to Coffin, 21 Jan. 1847, loc. cit., 280.
149. Trove Iyan to Coffin, 21 Jan. 1847* Correspondence 7., 279-280}
Travelyon to Baird, 19 March, 1847* Correspondence II, 105}
C.B.i ., 1st ..op., l£47> 1*
150. C.c. ., 1st hep,, 1847* 4-5} Tdin. -act., Final Bap., 1' 50, 9«
151. ic eill to Trevalyan, 15 ''arch 1847* Corresr ond -nee 11, 80;
■din. feet., Find hep., 1850, 10.
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spring of 1837 the batata authorities* allow,ance to crofters had been
only lb. per adult male per day - even 1 lb. being considered "far
too high" by Seaforth'a factor.'v' -\nd in Ireland, a3 Trevelyan
informed the Board, "one pound of good meal, properly cooked" was
thought "amply sufficient for an able bodied person. For
crofters and their slowly starving families there was understandably
little comfort in such comparisons, however? and the weekly or forfc-
ri ybtly distributions of "destitution meal" were accordingly cheerless
affnirs:
At the appointed time and place the poor creatures
troop down in hundreds, wretched -and thin, starved
and wan. Home have clothing, some almost none, and
some are a mass of rays. Old and young, feeble and
infirm, they take their stations and await their turn.
Not a murmur, not a clamour, not a word - but they wept
(1M)
aloud as they told of their miseries.
The Board did not, therefore, end the crofting population's suffer¬
ings. Cn its own, the government's - and indeed any - criteria,
however, its immediate achievement was remarkable. In the spring and
early summer of 1647 - the dangerous period before the new harvest -
the hoard supplied the greater part of the highlands' emergency provis¬
ions, the Glasgow Section alone despatching 7047 bolls of wheatmeal,
5696 bolls of oatmeal, 1S&Q bolls of peasemeal and 69O bolls of Indian
(155 >
Corn meal in the first three months of its existence.' ' All this
was made ;ossible by a veritable flood of contributions. By 10th
April 1847 the hoard's resources amounted to £1385,175 and they
152. T. Knox to Seaforth, 7 Feb. 1837, Set. P., OP 46/13/199/4.
153. revelyan to Skene, 2 March I84B, Odin. Meet., 1st Hep., 1848, 70.
154. Lady MacCaskill, Twelve Pays In kyo, (2nd edit.,, London, I852, 32.
155. Coffin, Final Hep., 28 Fept. 1847, "rrrca;ordence 17, 274? C.3.K.
1st Rep., 1847, 42? 2nd Hep., 1647» 10-11.
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eventually totalled more than £250,000.Most of these funds
were raised in Scotland but large donations came from nglund and from
Scottish emigrants in Canada and the U.S.A., the latter sending several
thousand barrels of meal, flour and even beef as well as cash.'' ^
And although the strange new cereals, especially Indian Corn meal,
were initially suspected, oven by people who had nothing else to eat,
crofters and their families soon adapted to life without potatoes and
made good use of the seer;a sent them by the Board as partial substitutes
for their former staple crop. By the summer of 1847 "flourishing
crops of the most useful esculent roots and other vegetables ... some
of thorn previously unknown in the country", were to be seen all over
the Highlands;and the government - not alone in crediting the
soarc! with the prevention of many thousands of deaths from starvation -
had decided that it could safely and its "unnatural" intervention in
Highland affairs. Its meal depots were accordingly closed and their
remaining stocks sold to the Board which thus inherited the task of
(155')
warding off renewed famine.
"lie Board's original intention had bean that its operations should
last for only ona season - and cease "as soon as the harvest will
enable the people to have their wants supplied by the new crop."v^
And as the summer advanced, these optimistic expectations were encour¬
aged by the prospect of an unusually good harvest - in lull, for
15*. C.B.U., 1st Hep., 1847, 11: lias. Sect., Final Hep., 1850, 26?
Inverness Courier, 1 Jan. I852.
157. C.3.M., 4th Rep., 1S47, 4-5; Olas. Sect., 5th Rep., 1847, 2}
Hdin. ^act., 7th Hep., 1847, 13.
IS*. Hallday to Trevolyan, 28 fee. 1846, Correspondence I, 256;
Coffin, Final Rep., 28 Sept. 1&47, Correspondence 11, 274;
MacLeod to hits mother, 21 Hoc. 1846, MacL. ?., Bex 36 (2).
155. Sdin. Sect., 6th Rep., 1847, 11; diss. Sect., 5th Rep., 1847, 2.
160. C.3.M., 5th Sep., 1847, 1.
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example, "There never was ... in the memory of the present generation,
so luxuriant and fremising a crop."v161; The Board's calculations,
however, turned out to be based on a false premise - for even if the
harvest had come up to expectation insufficient food would have been
i rovided. "nly about a sixth of the usual quantity of potatoes had
been planted and the replacement crops of oats and barley could not
possibly make good the deficiency since, en a conservative estimate,
it took at least three acres of grain to equal the food value of one
acre of potatoes.' Although those crofters who occupied larger
than average holdings were therefore at an advantage almost all crofters
were bound to run 3hort, and as Coffin remarked before leaving the
Highlands in eptember, "the only point undetermined was the probable
extent of the deficiency." The nutritional value of the forthcoming
harvest, he believed, would be between $C and 75 per cent of normal.
\nd even that estimate proved optimistic. In the early autumn the
weather broke and for several weeks the whole of the north-west
"3ghl 'nds and islands were swept by almost incessant rain and galea.
Crofters• corn was flattened ire: practically destroyed, while a new
outbreak of blight devastated the already bcmty crop of potatoes.
Having suspended its food distributions as planned, the Board
soon found itself pressed to resume them. Thus Norman lacLeod who
visited the Cuter Isles in iugust was in no doubt about the people's
need for renewed assistance:
'The scene of wretchedness which we witnessed as we
entered or the estate of Col. Cordon was deplorable,
nay heart—rending. f>i the beach the whole population
161. Eoyter's dep., 27 July 1847» Gles. Sect., $th Pep., l£47, 11.
1.62. ■ _ .I. • ., 7th ..ep•, If47, £ .
163. Coffin, final Sep., 28 iept. 1847» Correspondence II, 280.
164. C.L.h., 7th dep., 1847, 8.
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of th© country seemed tc be met, gathering the
precious cockles • •• I never witnessed such
countenances - starvation on many faces - th©
ohildren with their melancholy looks, big looking
knees, shrivelled legs, hollow eyes, swollen like
bellies - God help thom, 1 never did witness such
wretchedness!
'.3 the summer of 1847 gave way to a wet and stormy autumn id became
clear that hunger /;malnutrition were not confined to a few unfortunate
localities. In 3kye the potatoes had "absolutely gone" by Gcvombor,
ana destitution was reported to be "fast increasing". Tho entire
population of .ester Ross was in serious difficulty by December and
not a few families were ' on the verge of starvation". In these areas,
as in .risaig, Tires, Bttrra, the Uist* and Harris where the position
was "so deplorable as tu cause serious apprehension", the situation
was, if anything, worse than it had been a year before; and the 'Board's
resumption of its duties in December was therefore something of a
, , (166)foregone conclusion.
The Board's assumption of a role that was considerably more tormanent
than that originally envisaged for it by its members and supporters
was accompanied by its adoption of a mode of management which, if more
efficient than that which it replaced, was al30 more autocratic and
therefore less in touch with the needs of th® people for whose benefit
the Board's fluids had been provided. Tho Local Committees, declared
the ..-card, had been unhealthily democratic. dome had included crofters
16% uotod, Facbeod, Memorials, 1898, 221—272»
166. >Un. lect., 1st ©p., 1848, 28; Fishbourn# to Fliott, 2 ^oc. 1847*
loc. cit., S"5; Rose to liott, 6, 18 Dec. 1847, loo. cit., 35-36}
"l is. feet., 8th Rep., 1848, 5-7.
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who were thaaaelves in receipt of relief. And all had shown a
lamentable tendency to act as "the representatives and advocates of
(167 1
those seeking relief ... rather than of the relieving party."' '
That crofters snould have even this meagre influence over their own
fate was something that the Highlands' ruling class was not prepared
tc concede. And it is no coincidence therefore, that from landlords,
factors, sheep farmers and other "respectable people" the Hoard's
representatives heard "the same tale about the indolence and wortaleas-
n®3s of the people, and how poor ignorant lotters were sitting in
O 68)
committee distributing meal to themselves.' Which side in the
north-west Highlands' rppidly developing social conflict had moat
influence over the Board was made clear by its instructions concerning
the appointment of the paid staff of Inspectors, Sub-Inspectors, Belief
•cfficera and vereeera who, it was decided, would replace the Local
Committeest
They rauat be men of intelligence and firmness, who will
do their duty as representing the Board, and not by
sympathising with the people.
"
ithin a few weeks of its formation, Sir Charles Trovelyan had
informed the Board that
i.'ext to allowing the people to die of hunger, the
greatest evil th t could happen would be their being
habituated to depend upon public eh-rity. The object
to be arrived at, therefore, :ia to prevent the assis¬
tance given from being productive of idleness and>
if possible, to make it conducive to increased exertion. *
VI- Cee, Macftei 11 to Trevelyan, 15 March 1847, Correspondence 11, 80?
Coffin, Memo., \ug. 1647, loc. oit., 250? C.B.M., 3rd Her., 1847,
5>. Also, ; aci.eod to his mother, 12 Juno 1847, Bach. P., Box 36 (2).
168. homers, Betters, 1848, 67.
169. -'din. Sect., 1st Hep., 1648, 11.
170. Trevelyan to Baird, 19 : arch 1847, Lorrespondonce II, I05.
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In aeeordanee with these i^ri^tions' and pr«vailii% concepts of the
purpose of poor relief the 'BCard had initially tried to ensure "that
money or labour shall be extracted from those supplied with food** by
ordering the Local Committees to provide employment on road construct*
ion work* and aiadlarprojects/171^ IMe the Committees had signally
faile4todo,theirgener*l attitude being summed up in the reply
".received by peor'-lee offioiltl who "expressed surprise that relief
was #ver ?gifeh without requiring labour." "There is no work to give
then", he .wee told, "end they cannot starve."
/ X K ' -;A ' -x -- ■ ■
In Order to ensure that such old fashioned humanitarian!est Should
net continue to triumph over the economic and moral assumptions of the
Vietorian middle class, the Board began lis new season by introducing
what1 it liked to rhfer to aa its "labour teat"• The meal ration
remained the Came as before ~ although the adult male's l£ lbs. could
now be reduced to 1 lb« "as a penalty upon idleness" - but meal was
onlV to be distributed in return for eight hours work a day, six days
a week., The recipient of such reliefreceived en autbmatie allowance
/for each child udder twelve years of age* But Cider children got
ithelr meal only "la return for ouch work as they ©an give", while .wives
andmothers were "fequired tk> take up knitting and spinning in order te
qualify for aaoistanoe/1^ Trevelyan of course approved. Others
were less appreciative, the editor of the Inverness Advertiser arguing,
for example,, that "The cruel and demoralising principle hac been to
exact a maximum of Labour for a minimum of wages*That wages -
171. e.B.M., 1st Hep., 1847. 3, 8.
172. 5.*. Peterkin, Rep., April 1847» Board of Supervision. 2nd Rep.,
1847, 80.
173. Hlin. Sect., let Hep., 1848, 4 ~ 12.
174. Trevalyan to Skene, 2 y.arch I848, Kdin. Sect., 1st Sep., I848,
701 T. Mulock, The Western Highlawia and Islands of Scotland
Hop!ally Considered. Edinburgh. 1850, 14.
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which were padd in nteal or in tokens which could be exchanged only
for meal - were very low was unchallengeable. vor three of the four
years baring which the Board's "test" was in operation in the Highlands
the price of meal wa;» Id. a pound. A carried man with six children
(for largo families were the rule) therefore received for his day's
work the equivalent of l|d. for himself. Id. for his wife and |d. for
each of his children, aakin altogether 5"d. The lowest wages paid
on the open market at this time were about 6s. a week and even the
crofters labouring on the Puke cf iutherland'a privately organised
f iaino relief projects were paid about is. a day. And if the married
crofter's plight waa bad, that of the single man was much worse. For
his six days of often back-breaking work he received exactly . worth
/ t yc. \
of meal. '' That this was a pittance, even the hoard admitted,
ut their object, they added, was to make relief "necessarily unpalat¬
able", "a test of destitution", a last resort.^ '
This at least they achieved, the much vaunted "test' arousing
widespread discontent and bitterness, emotions which were intensified
by the fact that it was administered by a well paid staff. Crofters,
wrote the laird of Punvsgan's sister, -'oily HacLeod,
feel the Injustice of being paid at a very low rate
out of wh it they not unnaturally consider their own
money an4 arc exasperated at seeing gentlemen living
in comfort on what they know was subscribed for them,
while they have tc walk, often without shoes and
always in insufficient clothing ... to the source of
labour where, after working for eight hours, they
/ — \
receive the value of ljjtd. '
171. \cecunt of the or.a of the leliof heard, n.d., liac:.. F.,
Fox 36 (?)•
176. din. net., 1st ep., Ih4>s , 4-121 Final Hep., 1850, 15•
177. y.ac. eod, undated unaridressed letter, IbacL. i"., Box 36 (?).
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That many crofters preferred to endure their "usany privations'' rather
than submit to the "test'3" degrading indignities is not really
/ -I *jQ \
surprising ' - still less the fact that the Free iynod of rgyll,
which had taken the initiative in raising the relief .fund, should feel
moved to cessment on
the inadequacy for the comfortable support of human
life of the allowance ... given to families and
individuals, in many cases who have no other means of
subsistence (f and) to memorialise the Central belief
Board to represent to them the necessity of distributing
with a more liberal hand the funds placed at their
(179)
disposal by a generous public.
To such appeals, as to the more immoderately worded allegations that
the half starved recipients of relief were collapsing on the reads they
ware constructing, the Board paid little hoed - even when they received
corroboration of the validity of their critics' accusations from their
own staff. "The people are very willing to work", wrote the Board's
Lochalah inspector in a report t oat was in essence a criticism of the
rules he was paid to enforce, "but so much are they weakened by
(180)
insufficient food that much work cannot be got out of them."
The Board's new aystoss of management, according to its racst out¬
spoken danigrator consisted of "a huge staff of stipendiaries on liberal
pay, and multitudes of starving supplicants receiving a modicum of
moal."^ ^' It was, wrote a ikye minister "nothing more" than a means
of "spending the fund of the charitable and starving those for whoa it
sua intended." 1 The .card's members, however, were well satisfied.
178. '-'din. "net., 2nd "ep., lc48, 9 - 10.
179. -"Tree Bynod of .rryll, "inutsa, 0 1®;t. 1847, 0H3'r96'l.
lhC. "ose to ikeno, 28 '"eb. 1846, 'Idin. 'net., lat -,ep•, I848, 77•
1C:1. ulock, eat em dig.ilands, 18 50, 87.
1P2. ev. K. MacKinnon to daily MacLeod, 11 July 1846, MacL. F., Box (2).
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fx; enaes admittedly were higher. In 1847, for example, relief oper¬
ations in kye had been a!ministered by eight committees, each one
consist!R.. of a number of unpaid volunteers. In 1848, an inspector,
thirteen relief officers and a doean overseers were required to do the
same job, and their wage bill alone amounted to about £100 a month,
In a comparison of the amounts of meal distributed in the two years,
however, is to be seen the effect cf the "test" and the cause of the
card's gratification. Respite "an equal amount of destitution", the
average fortnightly allowance of meal to Sky© crofters fell from 1280
bolls in 1847 to 33- bolls in 1848. In ester Hosa the figures were
938 and 254 bolls respectively. And in Tiree, although there was "ouch
more destitution" and a consequent increase in the number of recipients,
a similar reduction was achieved.
a in the previous year, the board's operations were-temporarily
suspended in eptecbor. but prospects for the winter of 1 48-49 were
even mors dismal than those of twelve months before. The potatoes
failed more or less com; lately and the grain crop was ao lata that in
many areas it remained unharveeted - in ester Toss, for example,
(^
crofters' corn was still green when the first snow fell in ctober.
/attors were made worse by an "unusually unproductive" herring fishing
and a falling away in the demand for labour in the south - a development
which weant that temporary migration to the lowlands no longer provided
crofters with a way out of their troubles ^ '.'hila not unwilling
to recommence its activities in the autumn of. 1848 the hoard was
lf'3. "din. "Act., 3rd ep., If48, 14-15*
184. Ibid., 8, 19: "-las. Sect., 12th 8ep., 1848, App. 3, ?3.
1PC. liott's lep., 7 lev. I848, fdin. Sect., 4th Hep., I848, 64.
186. 'din. >ct. 4th Pep., 1848, 4? Hliott to bkene, 21 April 1849,
din. -ect., 'no ep«, 1849, 122.
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uncomfortably aware that its resources, thou,- h still considerable, were
not unlimited - especially since it was nov called upon to extend its
operations into areas such aa Lewis and Sutherland whose proprietors,
tempted by the prospect of getting something for nothing, had overcome
original scruples about the damage that might be done to their care¬
fully cultivated "improving" iaagaa by a tacit admission that charitable
aid was needed to bail their tenantries out of their difficulties.^*®''^
Jn 1849 therefore, the Board changed direction ye,t again, the aim on
this occasion bein. to make the West highlands more self-sufficient and
thus prep tre crofters for the eventually inevitable cessation of
external assistance.
The Board's new policy depended on the development of the Highlands
and islands' economic infrastructure and on gettin, the region's land¬
owners to take an active interest in that development, and it had its
origins in the Board's decision - of February 1848 - to provide the
0airloch estate with half the ?2,500 required for the construction of a
read along the southern shore of Loch Mares, the money being made
available on the condition that the estate management assumed respons¬
ibility for the welfare of the property's population by providing crofters
(1B8)
with work on the buildin of the road. This "system of co-operation"
as it was called, was ideally suited to the Board's new requirements!
it involved proprietors in famine relief projects, allowed the Board to
reduce its staff and, theoretically at least, helped to develop the
i: \lands' natural resources. On a less favourable vie* it was "a
monstrous malversation c-f u charitable fund ... gjvln; largesse to
noblenen and gentlemen who ... have improved their estates by means of
187. "ee, Pichards, leviathan of ealth, 1973» 264; Has. ect., 10th
Pep-, 1848, App• 4, 9; 'din. >ct., 1st P®p.» 1?49» 19-20, 25.




public subscription.' "'' Eut either way, the new mode of management
was as popular with Highland landlords as it was with the Board and in
If49, when every proprietor in Galrloch and. loohbroom received funds
for road construction and when the Beard agreed to meet half the cost
of a t hi r-,7-four mile road from Lairg to loch Lax ford on the Sutherland
estate, it was extended to most parts of the north-west mainland ^
About a thousand people were employed on eater Ross road works during
If49 and by 1850 the area's landlords were in possession of a ninety
mile network of new roads whose major achievement■it was to link
Ullapool, Poolewe and 0airloch with Dingwall/"1^*''
These "destitution roads" were the Board's great practical accom¬
plishment, its other development efforts making little tangible impact
on the Highland scene. Between I646 and 1850, for example, the Board
made a strenuous attempt to modernise the region's fishing industry by
b ilding a considerable number of piers and jetties and by supplying
local fishermen and crofters with boats, gear and free instruction in
deep sea fishing techniques. But despite these fairly massive invest-
{199)
ment3 no general increase in efficiency and productivity was reported;
The card's piers, according to the fishery authorities, were "spoken
of slightingly* - which was hardly surprising if tae jetties built in
Loch Torriion and Loch Kishorn were at all typical:
Both of them were small and insubstantial erections.
The first, it was said by the fishermen, had been
erected too far up the loch to be of service to them.
The secon" had been left- unfinlshed.^"^^
189• .ulock, .astern Highlands, I85O, 97•
IkO. Udin. Sect., 3rd Rep., 1849» 261-262; Pinal Rep., l65c'» 26-27.
191. 'din. Sect., 3rd Rep., 1849, 261; Final Rep., 1850, 26.
Iy2. 'dir.. Sect., 3rd dep., 1849» 271, Final Sep., 1656", 33-35? Glas.
Sect., 11th Rep., 1849, 7.
193. Fishery Officer ( eat Coast), egs., 19 Nov. 1650, 6 \pril 1851,
Agriculture and Fisheries :iles, 3.R.O., AF 7/85, 232, 260.
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Attempts to establish a hosiery industry in Ikye were, in productivity
terms at least, acre encouraging. Having originated as a suitable
female employment under the infamous "test", the industry got off the
ground in I848 when the hoard entered into a marketing: contract with
an berdeenshire businessman. At a cost of over £1,500 the latter
gentleman was provided with a spinning and carding mi11 at Portree and
by I85O ten women were employed in the mill itself while about 1050
outworkers were given the task of producing more than 16('C pairs of
(194)
stockings a month. To fulfil their production quotas the
crofters' wives and daughters who were thus employed had to
knit along the road, oftentimes with their creels full
of peats on their backs... Thus a good knitter may-
earn with diligence and industry something less than
(195)
one penny a day.
'.nd the immense profits that resulted from such gross exploitation went
into the pockets of a man who - thanks to the Board - had net even had
tc capitalise the venture.
The Board's policies thus made little impression on the overall
Highland situation which instea-* of Improving showed every sign of
deteriorating atill further. 1849 brought even more poverty and hunger
t in 1?48 had done, the .. osition in Sky© where "notwithstanding a
management even more strict ... than that of last year" the maxima
number of people receivin' relief rose from 5,5*59 to 8,16? being not
untypical.xThat summer a deputation from the Board's Glasgow
Kcticn visited the "titer Isles to see the effects o? famine for them—
selves. They found the islands' people
194. din. Sect., 3rd :-ep., 1849, 367; final Rep., 185b, 3'-32.
195. ; ac askill, Twelve "ays in Ikye, 185?, 22, 29.
196. :din. Sect., 2nd Rep., 1849, 78, 122; Final Rep., I850, 20.
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living in miserable hovels - not a few miserably clad -
children looking half starved and prematurely old - in
short, misery, wretchedness and destitution in many a
fonJW)
A better harvest and a more successful herring fishinr meant that the
winter of 1849-5C *aa a little less bleak for crofters. But the crisis
wis by no means over when in September 1850, its funds exhausted, the
I-osrd suspended its operations for the last time.
At the beginning of the highland famine Sir decrg© drey, who was then
in charge of the home department, had expressed a hope that
permanent benefit may ultimately be derived from the
calamity by the introduction of a better system of
agricultural management and by a consequent improvo-
(198 ^
aent in the social condition of the people. "
And the hope of effecting such a transformation clearly underlay the
hoard's original statement cf its objactivest
to improve the condition of the people and to develop
the resources of the country ... to prevent the
recurrence of so great a calamity and convert the
sufferings of the people into the germ of their
(1Q9)
future amelioration.
These goals the Board had manifestly failed to achieve. An official
en-uiry into the Highland situation in the spring of I85I concluded that
"nc sensible progress has been made, and the state cf the population
/ 200 ^
continues to decline" ;v while the prevalent feeling of disillusion¬
ment was adequately summed up by the editor of the Inverness Couriers
197. dies, feet., • ep. on the Cuter Hebrides, 1?49» 9»
lfr. Air 1. Orey to Campbell cf Jslay, 21 ~ct. IP46, Home Office
Domestic Bntr Books, H.l 2/4/238, f. 23.
199• c.1st ' ep., 1847, 4.
2 (JO • J # e j"V • r .©p • J xxxv e
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The result of this splendid fund has altogether
been so unpopular and ao unproductive generally...
that we are convinced no 3uch subscription will
ever again be raised for the Highlands.
As events of the 1880a and 1920s were to show, that last prognostication
proved unduly pessimisticBut that it could be made at all is
a •• aasure of the Board's inability to measure up to its own aspirations.
">ie reason for the Board's lack of success was that its programme
was simply too ambitious. Such an organisation, no matter how enthus¬
iastically conceived and managed, could not bring about the social and
economic revolution which it envisaged But even within the
lisdts of the possible the wrong objectives were often pursued - road
construction on which so much money was s^ant being a case in point,
not least because the Board's roads were usually undertaken with land¬
lords' rather than crofters' needs in view. Thus the principal
function of the road from Lairg to Loch Iaxford was tc open up the
remote southern and western portions of the Puke of Sutherland's Reay
deer forest, its completion being quickly follow"? by the erection of
shootin- lodges at Stack and Lochinver.^^^ "dd in an underdevelop-ed
economy, aa was pointed out by a critic of Sir James Batheson's roads
in Lewis, the last people to benefit from such developments were
c-cfterai
The tangible benefits in the shape of improved communi¬
cations do not come home to those who ... wish nothing
1205)
to be brought to them, and have nothing to send away.
?C1. Inverness Courier, 1 Jan. 18^2.
?C2. See below, Chaps. 8 and 11.
203. This was eventually a?nit ted by the Board itself. See, -'din.
ect., Final Rep., I85O, 28-29.
2C4. S. iiaclver (factor to the Duke cf Sutherland), D.F.C., <1. 29705.
?05. W.A. Smith, Lews!anai or Life in the Outer Hebrides, London,
18751 282.
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As the 1nverne33 Advert1ser1 a editor remarked at the time, more perma¬
nent , ood would have been done by inject in- much needed capital into
crofting: townships throu h a concerted effort to improve access roads,
provide agricultural instruction, and encourage draining, fencing and
other improvements.^20^ hut far from changing crofting agriculture
for the better the Board's activites often served, merely to aggravate
t ,o dan-ape already done to it by famine and by negligent land management.
In charge of the Board's policies were a small group of dinburgh
and dlaegow lawyers and businesaaan "with an admixture of small Lowland
(207)
prcjrietors". " ' These men knew very little about the highlands and
still lees about crofting:. hut on the subjects of poverty tnc poor
r-lief they possessed all the prejudices of the classes to which they
belonged — prejudices which were all the more unyielding as a result
of the currant debate on the new Scots poor law. The inevitable
outcome was that instead of taking a wide and sympathetic view of the
situation the Board - encouraged and supported by treasury officials
lik» .ir Charles Trevelyan whose views were equally circumscribed -
subjected crofters to a regime based on what one irate okyeman referred
(2C81
to as "petty workhouse rules. '* '' A classic example of the sort of
idiocy that resulted is provided by one of the Board's 1848 directives*
Parties who possess scans of their own, or who have not
consumed the produce of their ground or stock, or whose
property is sufficient to arable them to render their
credit available, are no destitute until their means
(209
are exhausted.
ulock, Bestera hiyh 1 nr."s, 1850', P7«
?. "J. ccount of the Operations of the ;elief "'card, n.d., "acL. P.,
Box 36 (2).
2C8. . 'erguson to "Imily .'acieod, 2 June 1848, 'och. K, Box 36 (2),
20$. "din. 'act., 1st ep., 1848, 12.
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Crofters' attempts to conserve seeds and stock ware thus nullified
and they were compelled to eat the former and sell the latter before
being granted relief. And although this particular rule was avont-
(210)uiily rescinded, most of the hoard's regulations - often enforced
by uterly unimaginative officials, and consequently as "unalterable
( P11 ^
as the laws of the Hedea and the Persians" ' - proved quite ioautable.
Crofters who worked their own holdings instead of labouring on the
hoard *s projects were refused meal ana in many instances, therefore,
starving tenants had to virtually abandon their crofts in order to
(912^obtain food for themselves and their families. ' The hostility
originally engendered by the "test" was thus increased and their
consequent bitterness mane crofters unwilling to co-oporate with the
;oard*3 officials on the more sonsibleaaspects of its policy, notably
(213^
fishery development; v.hile the facts t.nat tnany crofters' cattle
had to be sold and savings not already spent on government meal had
to be converted into food meant that the work which had been well begun
by three decades of steadily growing poverty was completed! the
crofting population was bereft of almost all its capital resources,
no consequence was that many of the marginally more affluent crofters
who could once have raised the funds needed to emigrate were nc longer
(214)
able to afford &ven this way out of their difficulties.
Tne .card's members, to be fair, were not entirely unaware of the
?10. 'ac 'regor, ''destitution in the 'i ' lands", 1877, 4405 "din. Sect..
1st dep., 1846, 68.
211. Vac're-or, "restitution in the Highlands", 1877, 435*
212. ii. Ferguson to 'rally 7acLeod, 4 April 1848, MacL. P., icx 36 (2).
313. \ecount of the Operations of the relief hoard, n.d., VacL. ^.,
hex 36 (2).
211. : . Ferguson to daily Yaci.eod, 3 .June I84B, Macu. P., Bex 36 (2).
Also below, Chap. 5»
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importance of the "irMan' economy's agrarian base. Put they could
r>o vorv little to promote the better utilisation of the land without
the wholehearted co-operation of the --en who owned it - a fact recog¬
nised by no leas a ? erson.%-:e than fir Robert "'eel who expreseed the
hope that "ighland landlords would shew sufficient "public s irit ...
art;": enough of sympathy with the position of their croft in-1" tenants" to
(215)
t the the load in a programme of agricultural improvement. Peel,
how-evedid not know his rii■-hlnnd landowners. The proprietors,
dec: trad the Board in one of its more exasperated mo'.tents, showed "an
entire want of faith in the possibility of improvin. the position of
th- people, or any desire to aid in the attempt.MKc Supported by
■3 s«p farmers who, as Sir "dwnrd Coffin discovered, were only too
* : "T to oppose any scheme "which promises to have the effect ..of
confirodn - the people in the tenure of land which they would prefer to
ceo in their own occupation", highland landlords consistently refused
the hoard*s pleas to grant leases to crofters - not least because of
the fact that most cf thorn were engaged in the wholesale eviction of
(217)
V eir crofting tenants. And because they had no leases the Board
felt unable to encourage crofters to carry out improvements which
li. ht well be followed by the improver's ejection from his holding,
lome .:ort of security of tenure, declared one of the .card's more
intelligent inspectors, was "the '"eyaton® to every exertion on the part
of the crofter" - an opinion which was shared by the economist O.P.
/ 2ifi\
crop® who visited the "iyhlands in 1849» *" and one that received
strikii confirmation in the sprio, of that year when a reluctant Lord
2lc. Peel to J. ...acKenzia (factor, 9 airloch estate), 2f ec. 1849*
quoted, J. 'ac'enzie, i otter tr :y; -John Russell, dinburgh, 1851,23.
2\f, din. ect., ir;]. op., 1?50» 49*
"17. Coffin, final Rep. e?t. 1847, 57, hack. ., Cox 26(l). (This is a
fuller version of the report than that published in the Correspondence).
?16. liott's ep., 3 ov. 1849, -'din. -set., 3rd ep., 1^49, 3871 G.P.
'crope, home otes of a Tour in Cngland, Scotland and. Ireland, London,
1849t 13.
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Kac'onald promised one of the Board's representatives that he would
• "rant eight year leases to crofters who improved their holdings by
draining and enclosing them in return for the regulation allowances of
meal. \a the Board's Edinburgh fleetion was informed by its delighted
inspector in Skyes
The immediate effect of this new annunciation was the
betrayal of an enthusiasm so long* and unezceptionably
dormant that there was a general doubt of its existence,
but which took the true and practical direction of a
general change, from vegetative apathy and stagnant
indifference, to the bustle and industrious business which
new hopes, opening prospects, confidence, and self interest
engendered. 1 myself, in the course of an 8 mile drive...
found that the people were at work, without superintendence,
from before six in the mornin, , until the shades of evening
fell, and T counted something more than IOC new drains
opener? on the second day of the new system in the same
(219)
district.'
But while most other 3kye proprietors entered into similar contracts
(220)
in 1850, these arrangements were never extended to other districts;
and even in Skye the landlords' agreements wore so hedged about with
unnecessarily complicated conditions that they were easily broken when
the Board's inspectors had departed for the last time. Lord
Mac"onald's own estate was to be the scene of some of the most extensive
(221)
clearances of the 1850s.N "" ind the enthusiastic activity of the
sr ring of I849 thus remained only a momentary glimpse of what might
have been, a forgotten precedent for the widespread improvements which
(222^
followed the passing of the Crofters let in 1886. '
219. "'.liott's hep., 30 April 1849* '''din. Sect., 2nd hep., 1849* 130-131.
220. cdin. Sect., 1st hep., I85O, 2.
221. See Below, Chap. 6.
222. See below, Chap. 10.
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CHAPTTTR 5. TWm Pr'-?L% h S.; I, KT>« 1850 - 1857.
Par from leading to a regeneration of the crofting economy - as the
belief Board and some politicians had hoped in their more sanguine
moments - tha famine of the l84Ga served only to intensify Highland
proprietors' hostility to the crofting system and to make "redundancy
of•population" an even more "prominent topic of lamentation" in land-
ownia- circles.^' a tenantry that could scarcely prevent its own
(?)
starvation was unlikely to ireduce a worthwhile rental, and it
therefore seemed to landlords that the famine had conclusively demon¬
strated the complete bankruptcy of crofting as a way of profitably
organising their estates. If a very large number of people were not
at once removed from the Highlands, warned MacLeod of runvegan•s factor
in I85C, several great and famous landlords would "very soon bid adieu
to their properties" and join the growing list of historic families
(3)
who had already sunk in a sea of debts. ' Of the imminence of such
a fate the region's landowners were only too well aware, and the
immediate effect of the famine on land management policies was thus to
accelerate and intensify the already existing tendency to make sheep
farming the main prop of estate economies in districts where kolping,
and therefore crofting, had once been predominant - a development that
was necessarily accompanied by the clearance of many of the areas still
occupied by crofters. In a consequent reversal of long established
demographic patterns, the Highlands' population, which had been growing
for at least a hundred years, began to fall - the immediate cause of
1. Coffin, Jinul Hep., ?8 ept. 1847» 53-541 HaeL. P., £ox 3C (l).
7. P. Hap., xxxvi.
3. " . "ibbons to Vni'ly Vac; sod, 23 Kov. I85O, Pad.. F«, Box O.
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the decline being a new wave of emigration.
The proprietors' evident conviction that emigration was the answer
to their problems stemmed from the belief that it would free them
"at once and for ev?r from the care of their burthensorae dependents."
And the coat, it was hoped by the more optimistic spirits among them
would be minimal because "any large plan of emigration must become a
(5)
national undertaking, and therefore be conducted at the public expense."
To interest th® government in such a scheme it was necessary to convince
them that it would benefit the colonies and the crofting population
alike - by adding to the talents at the disposal of the former and by
removing the latter from a life that had little to offer but poverty,
hunger and diatresa. The Highland proprietors' undoubted propaganda
ski11a were accordingly deployed to this end almost from the moment
that th® famine began. But for nen whose professedly sole concern was
their tenants' welfare they showed a rather suspicious tendency to main¬
tain "against all assurances and evidences to the contrary" that the
colonies "afforded an unlimited field for the reception of an eiiiigxant
population without discrimination of age, sex, or capacity4', while
simultaneously denying that the industrial areas of southern Scotland
offered more than the most transient and unattractive prospects. Sir
idwartl Coffin, who noted this phenomenon with wry amusement, drew the
appropriate conclusions
iVs it is plainlj' the desire of those who press for a
reduction of numbers that the emigrant ... should not
have the power of returning, their indisposition to
4. See Eraser Darling, best Highland Survey, 1955» 80-68. Although
some areas reached their population maxima before that date, I85I
is the demographic turning point for the north-west Highlands and
islands as a whole. The major exception, lewis, where the
maximum population was reached in 1911 i® explained below, Chap. 7*
5. Coffin, Final Hep., 28 kept. 1847, 5i"*54» t'acL. f., Box 3C (l).
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promote that form of removal which rives him the
option leaves room to doubt the entire disinterest¬
ed neas of the motive.^''
W that Coffin's assessment of landlords' intentions was broadly
accurate is borne out by subsequent events.
By the end of the 1840s - to rive one example of the type of calculation
involved in the promotion of emigration - lord £acT'on Id's debts amounted
to no less than ?218,000 and his creditors were becoming increasingly
(7)
impatient. The family fortunes, it was clear, could bo saved only
b; fairly massive borrowings. But the necessary loans proved difficult
to raise - not least on account of ford IfacTonald.• s bankers' objections
(8)
to his rental being "spread over such a number of small tenantry."
od it was left to Lord VacPo'nald's factor to draw the obvious conclusion.
urirv the preceding forty years, he pointed out, the value of those
eep fart:3 which had been extended by the simple expedient of evicting
the crofters who happened to live beside them had been greatly enhanced,
thus demonstrating "the immense advantage to the proprietor of
encouraging the system of clearing croft farms adjoin!n-r the larger
possessions." lord Lac^onald's chaotic finances, he .believed, could
Vat be repaired by a mors widespread and thorough application of the
(ON
sa r.e principal. ' And since the same could be said of every estate
in the Horth-weat Highlands and islands, mass emigration, which as one
unusually cynical observer put it, "they never regarded as beneficial
6. Ibid.
7. . tate of ebts hue by Lord Niachonald, Soy. 1849» -<6ac"1. 7., CD 221/
160/4.
8. '. . outer to 1 . Cooper, 29 arch I85O, i ac" .P., C? 2°l /l60/4.
9. op. on the ac" onald states, 1851* "ac" . i'., 1? 221/14? 4.
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to their tenants until it began to appear advantageous to themselves",
came to be more and more assiduously canvassed by landlords as the
(10
only possible solution to the problems of the region. ''
Highland sheep farmera, well aware that their industry was entering
a period of unprecedented profitability/11^ adopted a similar stance,
thus ensuring a further diminution of their standing anions the crofting
population. Of ono 3-ochcarron sheep farmer "it was commonly reported
among the people that he never saw a green spot of earth but he coveted
(12 )
it. as his own." ' And that characterisation, if unduly unkind, was
by no means unfounded, the rather immoderate contemporary view that
"the larger farmers of the Highlands ... (were) the scourges of the
(13)people" ' being supported by a considerable weight of mora sober
testimony to the some effect. Thus Sir Edward Coffin "constantly"
heard from sheep farmers that emigration was "the sole reraedy for the
distress of the country." Their "evident aim", he reported, was "to
depopulate the districts which they occupy" ana because their rents
constituted the largest and moat dependable part of their landlords'
income sheep farmers could exercise an influence that was out of all
proportion to their numbers - an influence that was considerably
increased by the fact that they, unlike crofters, had the ear of estate
managements. The typical f;actor was invariably of the same social
standing as the sheep farmers on the estate he administered, had many
friends among them and was always willing to listen to their opinions -
10. "landed Tenure in the Highlands", 'ostminster . nview, XXXIV, 1068,
289. For the justice of the quoted remark see account of landlords'
attitudes to emigration in the early 19 th century. Above, Chap.2.
11. Hunter, "Sheep and ~:!eer", 1973, ?00 - 202.
12. J. Campbell, The lev. ' r. I.acblan of Lochcarron, Additional Sermons,
lectures and Writings, Inverness, 19 3^, 20.
13. • acLauchlan, The e; opuiatlon System in the Hlglilando, Edinburgh,
1849, 15.
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In many Instances indeed, he farmed sheep on his own account, his
greatest source of income often consisting of the very favourable
lease granted to him by the proprietor in return for his services.
ince crofters' feelings counted for next to nothing, all these who
mattered, on Highland estates wore therefore in favour of clearance
and emigration. fait while there is thus no reason to dcubt the judge¬
ment of the "kye factor who subsequently declared that "the great rise
in tbn v due of sheep" was "the real cause" of the widespread evictions
(15)
oi the mid-nineteenth century, "' there was another important reason
for landlords' and farmers' all too evident desire to be rid of the
crofting populations the working of the new Tcots poor law.
Throughout the northern and western Highlands and islands the aid
available to paupers from official funds was - before the passing of
the new poor law in 1846 - so small as to be almost negligible. Poor
rates being unknown, annual allowances to the poor were sometimes as
low as ?s. and seldom exceeded 10s. even in cases of social necessity.
Persons classified as paupers thus depended on the charity of friends
and relatives who - though by no means affluent themselves - maintained
the traditional view that the destitute had a natural right to food
and clothing and spoke of a person in need not as beggar but aa someone
<16)
"ay iarraidh a' chodach", seeking or asking his portion. Sucfi
cotmunality held little attraction for Victorian poor law reformers who
wer° generally steeped in the principles of self—help and of Benthamite
philosophy. And it was in any case outmoded - its main effect in the
circumstances of the l83f's and I84C3 being to drag everyone down to
the same level of hopeless ind helpless poverty. In 1^46, therefore,
14. Coffin to Trevelyan, ? >ept. 18-47» Correspondence II, 261. Also,
"Jn .1 -op., 28 'ept. 1847» 57, "ucl. P., Box 36 (1).
15. : .c., 6283, 8449.
16. "cor l.-i-a Commission, 1644, v, xi, xv; Social Condition of Lewis, xxxviii.
the Highlands wore treated in exactly the sacs way aj the rest of
cot land, a le rally enforced poor rate becoming the rule rather than
the exception; and by lf'50 only Arcnanurchen :-*rr' Braoorlale - the one
on the sainland of drgyll and the other in • kye - ret aired the old
(17}
system oh voluntary contributions. Crofters derived considerable
benefits from the change. hut proprietors and sheep farmers - who
had been united in o;posing it - were forced, as the major ratepayers,
to shoulder a now and vrnv/elcomo burden which was ruade all the heavier
(in)
by the impact of the famine. " f.y the beginning of the l85C's the
poor rate in three of the parishes on the LacLonald estate in dkyo
amounted to 15 ' of the gross rental and the local rate had become one
of the subjects meticulously enquired into by prospective buyers of
(l9^the many highland properties that wore then appearing cn the market.
In dkye and the Outer Hebrides as a whole, it was calculated in 1852,
the poor rate stood at arcurg ?s. 8d. in the pound as compared to the
Scottish average of Is. 1-d.^^' And, it was feared, much worse was
to come.
On the Relief Board's final withdrawal from the Highland scene in
the autumn of IP50, the government had received numerous and not
infrequently frantic appeals for renewed assistance. The3e however
were rejected on the grounds that the aid mado available in the l?4Cs
had not produced ''any permanent improvement in the condition of the
people" and that the time had come for highland expenditure to be met
(21)
from highland resources. In the implementation of such a policy
17. Board of fair envision, 5*h "0; ., 1850, 62-74.
18. J.' V:. "?ep., xli . Also, delect Committoo on "'migration, Scot land,
I84I» 1st hep., Q. 1753; Coffin, -'inal Pep"., 23 -apt. it/,?, 57,™'
I'acL. P., Box 36 (l).
18. Pep. on Lord ;,'ac"onald's "state, 1751, M-ccP. P., <V:??l/148/3;
P.achinnon to Hanker., 13 Nov. 1847, PacP. P., HP 221 '40.
20. Return of Copulation and boor ate.', Scotland, I c r 3 < * , A, 1854**55 XLVII.
21. H. 'Vaddin,- ton to LacLecn of Punvegun, ? Pec. I85O, Home Office
Posestic Pntry books, HP 2 '4/240, ff. 1-2.
the poor law seemed at first destined to play llttla part for the
simple reason that under its provisions the victims of famine and
destitution counted as "able-bodied" and "occasional" poor who were
not entitled to assistance. Mo doubt prompted by the government the
cotxish poor law authorities had determined by 1851, however, to take
advantage of the provisions marts by the 1846 Act for the "temporary
relief" of such persons. Under these provisions, the Highland poor
law boards were informed, they had elearly to accept responsibility
for famine relief and they were accordingly instructed tc extract from
landlords, farmers and other ratepayers "the largest amount of asseee-
(22)
ment which the latter were "able to pay". This highly dubious
interpretation of the 1846 Act was eventually and successfully challen¬
ged in the courts. But by that time the damage had been done. The
decision that Irish landlords should help to meet the cost of famine
(23)relief via a major stimulus to clearances and evictions in Ireland.
And the imposition of a heavy Highland poor rate, combined with the
threat of still heavier rates in the future, undoubtedly contributed to
(24)
tna same result in north-west .cotland.
As had been the case since the Highland clearances began some
fifty years earlier, evictions and removals had their apologists and
rationalisers among sprae cf the most influential sections of southern
public opinion. In the Highlands as in Ireland, declared The 'conomiat.
the famine had shown that "The departure of the redundant part of the
(25)
population is an indispensable preliminary to every kind of improvement."
(26)
And. though the small but growing band of pro-crofter pamphleteers*
22. J.P. Day, Public Administration in the Highlands and Islands of
'cotland, London, 191-, 101—102. ~~ ———
?3. lack, Tconcmic Thought and the Irish upsticn, I960, 129-130;
foodham - Smith, treat Hunger, 1962, 227.
24. race, Letters, I847, 74; acLauchlan, Hepopulati.cn '.yatem, 1849»
16; "ulock, ostorn Highlands, 1850, 10.
25. ^uotod, K. Marx, "Forced 'migration", in Harx and 'ngels on Britain
; oHccvf, 1953, 372.
26. Bee below, this Chap, and Chap. 6.
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could take some comfort from the writings of the one or two economists -
notably G. ; oulett icropa and •'#?» \lison — who were prepared to argue
that the Highlands' economic salvation lay not so much in the deport¬
ation of small tenants as in the development of a reformed crofting
system ..hioh would incorporate greater security of tenure and other
incentives to agricultural betterment, it was the 'conomist viewpoint
that found most favour at an official level where a rapid reduction in
the re ion's population was coming to be seen as the only way of
(21)
permanently improving the Highland situation.
This attitude - in marked contrast to that prevailing in 1846 and
1; 47 when, despite the pleas of MacLeod of Gunvegan and other proprietors,
(28)
there had been no question of paying for emigration out of public funds
- is partly attributable to the disillusionment caused by the Belief
card's obvious failure to do raore than prevent the actual starvation
of the crofting population, a disillusionment which, by 1849, had. led
to some of the board's own members advocating the deployment of a part
of the famine relief fund in the emigration sphere. Although the hoard
had subsequently assisted no less than 1155 people to make their way to
Canada, they had dene so only on condition that crofts vacated by
emigrants we re used to enlarge neighbouring holdings, aid being refused,
for example, to Gordon of Cluny on the grounds that lands relinquished
(?9)
by list and parra emigrants were being added to sheep farms. To
its own satisfaction at any rate, the board thus succeeded in squaring
"7. \liaon, better to lr John acKeill, 1851, passim; 'crop©, totes of
a cur, 1849, 8-18. vs the ideas of economists and government
officials about the highlands tended to reflect their thinking about
Ireland, a reading of flack, Economic Thought and the Irish
uastlon, 196c, considerably clarifies the wordings °f the official
rind on the Highland problem.
b8. eo e.g., Gray to Marquess of Breadalbane, 70 Get. I646, "ore
Office Tooestie ntr- Books, 1*72/4/738, f. 18; Grey to "ac'.eod,
r> Larch 1847, loc. cit., ff. 9C-93.
°0. q1as. Gect., 12th Sep., 1849, 33; 13th Hep., 1850, 13; Pep. on the
Cuter Hebrides, 1849, ?6.
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it3 advocacy of emigration with its obligations tc the croftera for
whose benefit ita funds had been collected. But the Board of Super¬
vision, the body charged with the task of administering the '•cattish
poor law, had to contend with no such scruples. Impressed by the
"elie? goard's lack of success and convinced - wits a seal that would
have done justice tc characters in a T'ickenaian satire - that generous
assistance to the poor was more debilitating than poverty itself, the
peer law authorities had, by the early 1856s, become firmly attached
"o the idea of emigration. They decided, to put the matter bluntly,
to starve crofters irto emigrating. And their determination to make
the highland poor law boards responsible for the relief of destitution
(30)
ir. tuoir own areas was in part designed to bring this about.
That the government shared the poor law administrstors' views was
borne out in Januar - I85I by the appointment of fir John ao. .ei 11,
chninsnn of the .card of Supervision* to conduct an enquiry into the
state of the highlands. faefeill's prejudices were well known and
Land landlordisms' few public critics immediately forecast that
the result of his investigations would be more emigration, paid for
(31 ^
perhaps by the taxpayer. ' The suae men considered lac eill, who
waa the third son of the then laird of Colonsay, to be little move
(32)
than a landlords' spokesmanN •' - an opinion that was scarcely modified
by his conduct of the enquiry. The bulk of the evidence taken into
account was provided by proprietors and their representatives, and to
the openly expressed die uiet of the free Church destitution Committee,
the dinburgh economist, . Mi son, and several ether less moderate
3' . fay, Public bdg.ir.igtr ition, 1918, 102.
31. Loo e.g., The "it".ess, 22 Jan. I85I.
32. Tho itness, 26 July lP>51•
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critics, emigration in fact turned out to bo the only remedy for
highland distress which air John felt able to propose/^'
The legislative consequence of hia recooaendations was the Emigrat¬
ion Advances Act. Introduced into the Commons on 22 July I85I, the
Act bad an unopposed and unusually rapid passage through both houses of
parliament, receiving the royal assent on 7th August.^' The Highland
problem, according to its preamble, was most likely to be "effectually
relieved by affording Facilities for the voluntary Emigration of a
Portion of the Population of these Districts;" and the sums to be
provided for this purpose could be conveniently and appropriately
(115)
deducted, from funds originally voted under the Drainage Act.
migration, in short, was deemed, to improve an estate in rauch the* same
way as draining and ditching. And though the et came too late to
affect some of the major emigrations from Highland properties, it set
the seal of official approval on landlords* policies and nc doubt helped
to quieten any remaining qualms of conscience about what was being done
( -56)
to the crofting population.
In the summer of 1847» the year after the beginning of the famine, the
Alike of Sutherland helped 380 of hie tenants to emigrate to America. '
And during the next ten years at least 16,COO people emigrated from the
north-west Highlands and islands to Canada, Australia and the U.S.A.
"oat wore assisted by their landlords, by the government, or by public
33. J."".'', op., xxxv - xxxvi; Alison, Letter to ir John ' ac'eill,
1847, 11; The itneas, 2 Aug. 1851.
34* Hansard., 3rd. Ser., 118, cola. 1303, 1842—1843, 1929*
35. ap. 'Hep., 104; Shopparson, British 'ml,-ration to North -erica,
1947, 48.
38. •.,15,r45 was applied for and sanctioned under the ct. '"5,250 was
actually advanced to proprietors. Rap. Rep., 104, f.n.
37. 1 nvemess Courier, 18 Feb. 1848, J. Loch to Trevelyan, 10 Jan.
1848, MacL. P., Box 36 (2).
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subscriptions raised for the purpose. Some emigrated at their own
(38)
expense. And cany thousands nore made their own way to the lowlands.
How many of these people were forced to remove themselves| hew many
went voluntarily? These are moot points, not least because the
distinction Is in some respects unreal. Starvation and poverty, no
less than eviction, imply some degree of compulsion, and the issue is
further confused by the fact that it was in the interest of those who
favoured, emigration, whether landlords or the officials of central
government, to represent the people affected by it as being in favour
of it also. There is, however, no reaaori to suppose that crofters as
a class were completely opposed to emigration. America was their
(19)
traditional refuge fyom poverty and oppression, and the traumatic
experience of the famine not unnaturally awakened a new interest in
escaping to the other side of the Atlantic* As early aa October 1846
one of :ir Hdward Coffin's subordinsteS reported that "the lower orders"
were "turning their hopes to emigration",and the subsequent
deterioration in their circumstances made many crofters and their
families only too eager to get away. In I848, for example, several
familias left the MacLeod estate for the United States; and a groat
many more, it was said, were prevented from accompanying them only by
their inability to raise the necessary funds.The one obstacle to
1 11 in ■
. 1 >i " 1 1 '■ 1'"J1. 11
38. The figure of 16,000 is arrived at by adding figures given in
official and semi-official sources. Since about thirty separate
references are involved they are not listed here (although many
are cited in subsequent footnotes)• And since all emigration
statistics of thi? period are notoriously unreliable and incom¬
plete, the figure is iueraly provisional.
39. so above, Chap. 2.
40. Pole to Coffin, 6 Oct. IC46, Correspondence I, 63.
41. I . 'er&uson to ~mily Vacheod, 2 June I848, MacL. P., hox 36 (2).
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mass emigration, apart from crofters' poverty, was their belief that
somethln; would be done tc improve their position at home. That
hope, however, was finally dashed by the winding up of the "elief Board
in I85O and by the government's refusal to resume its own relief
measures. And as tho Board of Supervision's secretary remarked with
obvious satisfaction,there was "reason to believe" that as a result of
the latter decision
the reluctance of the people to emigrate has greatly
diminished, and will probably be altogether overcome
by a just aDpreciation of the hopelessness of their
* (42)prospects.v
uch indeed proved to be the case. \ crofter from Creich in ull told
ir John MacJelll in 1851 that "not one in three would remain if they
could find the means of emigrating",^' and, Sir John himself .calcul¬
ated that more than half the population of some crofting parishes would
emigrate "if they could find the means.
indirv- the means was no easy task, however. Assisted passages,
it is true, did exist; for as a consequence of an acute labour scarcity
in the Australian colonies, colonial funds had been set aside to help
pay the fires of certain classes of emigrants. Administered by a body
I'nown as the Colonial Land and Trairration Commission,these funds
were doled out only sparingly, prospective emigrants having to pay a
•deposit whose size was d»termined by the extant to which they met the
colonies' requirements. Thus a single man paid f2 and a sin, le woman
CI - •ives being in short supply; while a married couple under forty-
42. J.,- .A. vop., ipp. a, .
4 • k "i i i. ., ( .
44. J. . . dep., xxxvi. But in view of .>ir John's commitment to
erigration such estimates should be treated with caution.
45* C-t its hi story see, Jitohins, The Colonial Land and
: uigr-vtlon Commission, Philadelphia, 1931.
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five years of age paid £2 with 10s. being added for each of their
children. People who were over forty-five paid between ?5 and £11.
And all emigrants, irrespective of age or status, were required to
provide a suitable outfit for the voyage and to make their own way
to the nearest port of embarkation. Intending emigrants thus needed
a considerable capital sua and in the 1840s arid 105Cs most crofters
were prevented from taking advantage of the Emigration Cossnission's
terms by the virtual ly absolute poverty to which the famine had reduced
them. In 1649» for example, many of the people who were willing to
emigrate from >kys could not afford to rank's their way to Greenock - the
nearest port from which the Commission's transports sailed - far less
lay the deposits demanded of them, (^6) Arid quite apart from financial
considerations, Highlanders were generally less than enthusiastic
avout going to Australia. Earlier emigrants to Hew South .ales had
snt back letters which "did not at all give a favourable account of
the place." And since information from such sources received more
credence "than anything written in newspapers or sent from ngland",
the widespread preference for Canada, the traditional destination of
Highland emigrants, was never completely overcome - despite the
dissemination of semi-official propaganda of a decidedly pro-Australian
rt - 'nr. ^ ^ 'n ii-ure.
46. km Allan to Emily MacLeod, 5 -lay 1849* S£acL« P., Box 36(2);
ftate.ment of the Hkye t*aiffration Society, 18 'Sept. 1051, "Blue
Book" of the Highlands and Islands Emigration Society, 1053, 1—2,
(available in "a'e* . Box 36 0) and afterwards referred to as
!:I?S "blue Book"), statement of the Edinburgh Committee, Earch
1852, loc. eit., 17.
47» A* *erguson to 'rally TaeLeod, 4 April, 2 June 1843, MacI. P., Box
36 (2); Trevolyun to Benniscn, ?5 Get. 1854, I.etterbooka of the
?*ighl .nrs and Islands Emigration Society, 3V. (There are four of
these letterbooks in tun .B.C. uncatalogued collection of material
on Highland destitution. They are afterwards referred to as
♦t- i ■> T ni -sir.
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io acuta were their sufferings by tha early l85Cs, however, that
many crofters wanted only to shako the Highland dust from their feat -
their ultimate destination being relatively immaterial. The potatoes
continued to be regularly blighted? and conditions alon. the north¬
west coast and in the islands continued to be deplorable - a not
untypical plight being that of the evicted family who lived, or at
least existed, at that time in a makeshift lean-to of boards and sail¬
cloth on the outskirts of Portree and depended for survival on "a few
/ AO \
half-pence fron the steamer."k ; In the winter of 185C»-C<1 the now
commonplace hunger and distress were aggravated by the absence of any
relief measures; while the following winter brought conditions that
(49)
were, if anything, even worse. ' By 1852 it was possible to observe
of the north-west Highlands that
the great bulk of the population in those parts of
our land are ... on the verge of pauperism, with no
immediate visible prospect of their distresses being
(Kr>\
alleviated. ''
nd in Jkye that summer there was said to be "more squalid misery and
(51)
positive starvation" than at any time since 1846, an Emigration
Commission agent who visited the island in June reporting that
Any description that can be given must fall short
of the sad reality. It is not too much to say
that many of the swine in ngland are better fed
(S2)
and better housed than are the poor of this island.""'
4'°. r.acCaskill, Twelve 2ays in "Jcye, 1852, 7•
49. ,oard of uj.ervision, 8th ":ep., 1851, iv-v; Alison, better to Tir
John acJelll, 1847, 55. -.Iso letters reproduced in 11. Joss,
The -cotxish Highlanders, Tlaugcw, 1852, 9-13.
5C. I'ree yno" of Argyll, inutes, 1 ept. 1852, CK3/26/1.
51. J. "erguson to Tnily *'.icheod, ?5 June 1852, MacL. ?., box 36 (2).
5"'. Teport of the Highland Emigration oclety, 18R3, 12.
nt
Conditions on Lord MaclDonald'a oat at9 ho found particularly appslling
-and ho was, he wrote, forced to turn down appeals for assisted passages
from several lacDonaId tenants because they had suffered so much from
(53)
starvation." ' And from Sir idward Coffin, who in the aunrr.er of
IB52 revisited the scene of his endeavours of five .years before, there
case further confirmation of the seriousness of the crofting population*#
predicament:
Nothing convinces so so touch of the present poverty
of the people as the general falling off in the
state of their clothing. In 1846 and 1847 I scarcely
saw any, however ill off for food, who were not on the
whole better dressed than our peasantry in the "est
of 'ngland: while now ... rags are no longer uncommon,
and many declare that they have only the covering in
which they stand.v ^'
Despite the overwhelming and inescapable misery of their lives,
wrote the Sheriff of Portree, crofters were still convinced that their
prospects could be dramatically brightened "by properly devised remedial
measures." But by 1852, he added, they had come to "despair of sueh
messurSSbeing adopted." Their savings and other resources having
long since been converted into food, they had come to look on emigration
as affording "the only sure means of escape" from an otherwise hopeless
situation and had even ceased to care whether or not they were being
(55)
removed to make way for sheep. But while many crofters were
therefore willing to accept emigration as a preferable alternative to
starvation, it was clear - as was remarked by several contemporary
observers - that if their departure was to help solve the Highlands'
53. Chant to Trevelyan, 8 Aug. 1852, KacL. P., Box 36 (2).
r4. uoted, Trevelyan to Cropper, 5 Aug. 1852, HIPS II.
5% 'II ag Blue Book, 1853, 1.
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problems it would have to be accompanied by the enlargement of the
holdings occupied by the small tenants who chose to remain.That
vacated land be utilised for such a purpose had been a condition of
^57)
the Relief Board's sponsoring of-emigration;w / and because the
arguments in favour of such a procedure were quite overwhelming it was
one to which landlords felt obliged to pay lip service. liar licit or -
explicit in all the pro-emigration propaganda which emanated from
ighland proprietors and from official and semi-official sources, there¬
fore, was the contention that emigration would benefit crofters by
relieving congestion and by making possible the provision of larger,
and consequently more viable, holdings.
The more outspoken critics of Highland landlordism - such as Honald
Hons the Glasgow barrister and pamphleteer, and Hugh Tiller the editor
of The Witness newspaper - were quite unconvinced of the genuineness of
such pronouncements and openly declared that the proprietors' advocacy
of mass emigration betokened nothing more than a desire to extend and
consolidate' the sheep farming system. By 1849• a y«ar which, according
(58)
to Hugh Tiller, "added its long list to the roll of Highland ejections",
these men were convinced that an all out assault on crofting was under
way - and their views were substantiated by G. i'oulett Tcrope, an V..P•
and economist who toured the Highlands that summer. 13 something of
an authority on Ireland's agrarian problem, >crope was not given to
idly involving Irish parallels. But iri many parts cf north-west
cotland, he reported, ''ejectments and house levellings" were 'almost
(n'9)
as frequent as in Clare or Galway."
56. "-an inter, el., Coffin, final op., 78 'opt. 1847, 54-56, Mac.L.
•, Box 36 (I); Tullarton and laird, Ren-arks, 1838, 51 •
57. eo above, this "hap.
5?. '.he itnoss, 12 1 ept. 1849*
99. ierope, Totes cf a Tour, 1849, 10 - 11.
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Clearances on such a scale Implied- that little, if any, more land
was being made available to crofters, an inference home out. in the
lP60s by the results of an unofficial but fairly painstaking enquiry
into the effects of emigration on the. Highlands1 agricultural '.system.
In most instances, it was concluded,
the lands of emigrating- tenants are added tc some
existing sheep farm and the small tenants, whose
holdings are altogether inadequate for.their support,
/ \
are left just as they were. ~
Subsequent and ouch more detailed analyses of the crofting system were
(61)
tc confirm the validity of that yardletv" - arid it was one from which
crofters never dissented:
J have never seen that emigration gave more room to . *
people, though it die "to sheep* The tendency has
(6')
been to add more families to places already overcrowded;
Thus the ?rea Church minister of Kilmui-r in 1883'' and thus s crofter-
from ' ochalsh!
"Emigration has not, in any case ye know, improved the
condition of ... those who remained in the country.
The reverse was the result ... they were reduced to
f64\
poverty, their landa being added-ip sheep farms-. ■
And a 3kye crofter's conviction that tenants were never "removed from
townships for the purpose of bettering the condition of those who (were)
left behind", was echoed by the son of a crcfter frcm Sutherland!
Those emigrations were not carried out in-order to
effect an improvement in the condition cf the crofters.
60. T. "#acl auchlan, "The Influence of "Emigration on the Social Condit¬
ion of the Highlands", Transactions of the rational •ssociation
:>r the romction of .ocial ciance, 1863. 607.
61. e-3 below, Chap. ?•
6?. p . ep., p. \., IT.
63. N.C., n• 31163.
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They were carried cut .in order tc convert the
((La \
land into sheep Cartas. v
with these contentions trie first royal commission of enquiry into
crofting affairs saw little reason to disagree. "The residuary
population", they concluded, "received little benefit from the emigrat¬
ions" because most emigrants• holdings were given to sheep farmers
(65}
rather than to crofters. And that such was indeed the case is
evident from even the moat cursory examination of the events of the
1 40s and 1650s.
Sir James watheson, tea or opium magnate (depending on whether one
accepts the more or the l®3s reputable account of how he obtained his
fortuned and owner of Lewis, helped 1772 people to emigrate from his
(66)
island estate between 1851 and 1855 • ' His treatment of these
emigrants was, by the standards of the time, decidedly generous - a
(67)
mode.] to other proprietors according to immigration officials in Quebec,
rut his attitude to those of his tenants who were unwilling to exchange
their crofts for an uncertain future in Canada was notably less
benevolent. In the spring of 1851, for example, it was announced that
any crofter who owed more than two years rent to the estate and who
rejected atheson1 a offer of a free ; as3u,re to Canada would be "served
with a summons of removal at hitsunday and deprived of his lands."
The subsequent evictions were accompanied by the wholesale clearance of
64. X.2 •, T . 3772, 45065.
65. Nap. ef., 103.
66. J.;, ucl'&nzie (chamberlain, Lewis;, N.C., Q. 45953.
67. A.'". Buchanan to J. ' laming, 26 Nov. 1851, Papers Relative to
migration tc the '.orth American Colonies, 1852, 7.
66. j.l.n. dep., \pp. ;., 95•
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several townships. \t least forty-eight crofters were removed fro®
N'eef and Garnish in 1851 alone; and in the next fart months there were
fairly extensive evictions from the island of Pernors, on lewis' west
coast, md from the township of North Tolsta, a settlement established
in the wake of Ceaforth's clearances in the l6?Cs. "'vieted tenants
were moved into other uncleared townships, thus adding to the already
serious proble.; of congestion and overcrowding? and as had- been the
case in Caaforth's time, the parish of ''If was particularly badly
affected. Its population had mere than doubled since the raid-eighteenth
century but its crofters had, by the been de: rived of almost half
of the land that their fathers and grandfathers had occupied.
A Lewis crofter once remarked, with a bitterness that was not unjusti¬
fiable that out of "nthecon's enormous expenditure on his estate not
"one single shilling was spent in improving- our crofts and houses.
out because he had equipped his emigrating tenants.with the funds they
needed to establish themselves in Canada, ..at he-son - in the 1850s at
least - enjoyed an excellent reputation in all but the most anti-
landlord circles. The same cannot be said of his fellow purchaser of
Lebridean islands, Cordon of Cluny. ihe latter, -wrote 3ir Charles
Trevelyan - by no means an intemperate critic of Highland proprietcra -
was "notorious ... for h s indifference to the feelings and interest3
of those connected with him '} and his notoriety, it was generally
acknowledged, stemmed from the circumstances surrounding the transport¬
ation of no less than 2,715 of his tenantry to Canada in the years
69. Nap. Rep. App. A., 162; N.C., ««. 13741-13787, 13993-13999, 14440-
14467. All facts and figures supplied by landowner's representat¬
ives who would not, treaunaably, be inclined to exaggerate. ee
also, Toisl* et el., l?ly, n.d., 12.
70. N.C., ?. 3g?l6.
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between 1846 and 1851.'71^
Cf all the many thousands of people who left the north-west
hi.-hi ends and Hebrides during the famine none were so>rutally driven
out as the people of Barra, "outh ''1st and Benbeeula. Prospective
emigrants who refused to hoard the transports which Gordon had chartered
• the occasion were hunted down with the aid. of dogs, bound and
(7?)
despatched willy-nilly* The sufferings of tha men, women and
children who were the victims of these proceedings can now only he
guessed at; hut something of thorn is preserved in the recollections of
•
^herjno '"aePhee c * leehdar, "'outh Hist, who as a girl hod witnessed
the events which gbe so graphically described:
"any a thing have I seen in my own day and generation.
Many a thing, 0 Wary Mother of the black sorrow; I
have seen the townships swept, and the big holdings
being made, of them, the pe.;ple being driven cut of the
countryside to the streets of Clasgow and to the wilds
of Canada, such of them as did not die of hunger and
plague and smallpox while going across the ocean. 1
have soen the -women putting the children in the carts
which were being sent from Benbecula and the Toehdar
to Loch Bolsdale, while their husbands lay bound in the
pen and were weeping beside them, without power to give
them a helping hand, though the women themselves were
crying nlotsd and their little children wail ins- like to
break their hearts. I have soon the big strong men, the
champions of the countryside, the stalwarts of the world,
being bound on Loch Boisdale quay and cast into the ship
as would be done to a batch of horses or cattle in the
boat, the bailiffs and the ground-officers and the con¬
stables and the policemen gathered behind them in pursuit
of them. The ~cd of life and II© only knows oil the loath-
(73)
some work of men on that day.
71. Trevelyan tc roffin, 13 duly Iff?, TH^S I. Tor figures see, Papers?
lelative to Emigration to the British Provinces in North —erica,
LD4L'i ?f« Taper--. Relative to " 1 r.tion to the "orth American
Colonies, 1852, 7-6 •
72. 5«q H.C., 51Q. 11142 - 11151, etc.
73. Carmichael, Carmina Qadolica, 1928 - 1971» III» 351 •
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As Catherine MaePhee Indicated, the emigrants* troubles did not end
with their eviction. When the first hatch of South Uist ©si,grants
were landed at Olaagow en route for Quebec in the summer of I848, for
example, they were so destitute that they had to bivouack in the open
air for several nights.And subsequent ©roups fared no better.
The -"©dienl officer in char©© of the Cross© Isle quarantine station in
the St. Lawrence river - a man who had coped with the massive influx
of refugees from the Irish femine - wrote of one contingent from
Cordon's estate that he had never seen "a body of emigrants so destitute
of clothing and bedding? many children of nine and ten years old had
not a rag to cover them." And because they were almost all "'without
the means of leaving the ship, or of procuring a day's subsistence for
their helpless families", Canada offered then little prospect of immed-
iate betterment.
To landlords and to the British government's officials in London
and 'Edinburgh, the emigration of the Highlands' "surplus population"
was a self-evidently beneficial measure. The Canadians who were in daily
contact with crowds of ragged, starving Highlanders, able to speak only
enough English to beg for bread, found it considerably easier to question
the Tightness of the policy which had brou ht them there:
,pe have been pained beyond measure for some time
past, to witness in our streets so many unfortunate
Highland emigrants, apparently destitute of any
means of subsistence, and many of them sick from
want ... There will be many to sound the fulsome
noise of flattery in the ear of the generous landlord, who
74. The- itnass, 9 lug. 1848. 'doe also, nporo lielati- ■ . r.l r thm
the briti ah Provinces in hort: America, L 49, 28
75. C.M. ou..*las to . Buchanan, lr> rec. 1851, Tapers Relative to
migration to the -orth marie an Colonies, 1852, 17; Buchanan to
J. HI©mir.2f> Nov. 18H1, loc. cit., 8-10. "Douglas was the
medical superintendent at Jrosse isle, "-e* T. Cole-aan,
to ■mericn, London, 1972, 137-138.
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has spent so ouch to assist the emigration of his
poor tenants. They will gIve him the misnomer of
benefactor, and for what? Because he has rid his
estates of the encumbrance of a pauper population.
The "undaa anion, the newspaper which contained that passage, was most
unlikely to have come to the attention of Gordon of Clung. But the
main burden of .its editor's complaint - that Highland emigrants were
"often so situated" as to make their emigration "more cruel th-.ft
banishment" - was taken up by A.C. Buchanan, a ...uebec immigration
official, in a letter to Gordon's factor. "The mere transfe* io this
port of an indigent tenantry", he pointed out, "gives no reason#>le
grounds for expecting their subsequent successful progress." Besides,
he added, those who had already arrived in Canada would naturally maks
"unfavourable representations" to their friends awl relatives at horn®
(77)
and the result would be a general "disinclination to follow. 1%®*
That letter was not received in the Gists until the controversial
emigrations were over; and it is, to say the least, doubtful if Gordon*®
estate management would have taken any heed of its contents even if it
had arrived some months before it did - Gordon having already declared
that he considered himself "neither legally or morally bound to support
(78 ^
a population reduced to poverty by the will of Providence." In
the long run, however, at least one of Buchanan's prognostications
proved correct. ben, in the 1880a, emigration was again canvassed a®
a solution to the crofting problem, the suggestion was greeted with
(79)
particular hostility in ienbecula, outh Gist and Barra.
76. urvdas arden, 2 Oct. 1851s quoted, Gibbon, Gcots in Canada, 191,132.
77. Buchanan to J. Fleming, 26 Nov. 1851# Tapers relative to "migration
to the Forth American Colonies, 18-52, 8-10.
78. '"ordon to "rei. , 18 Tec. 1852s quoted, The 'itness, 28 ac• 1850.
(Greig was raising funds for refugees from Barra).
79. B.C., i 12112} Pol. Rep., Barra, 10 Jan. 1868, Crofting .-ile®,
A? 67/96 •
1*1
'lad the miseries endured by the emigrants or by the parties of
people, "lately expelled from the island of ' arra", who arrived - "in
a atarvin. state" - in "Edinburgh and Inverness in the winter of 1P5C-
51,'"^'' been compensated for by a generous redistribution of the land
they relinquished, the ©vents of these years might have been remembered
with less resentments in the islands where they took place. In
practically every case, however, the erai, rations from Gordon's Hebridean
properties were accompanied by renewed clearances. The Beribeeuls
townships of lalivaniah, ;.ird, Uachdar, Criminish and Torlura lost
(81)
arable and pasture lands to hunton farm. ' The south Diet sheep
farms established by Clanranald in the l8?0s and 1830a were "urt.her
enlarged and consolidated, 'skerniah an'' "liton bein.' the principal
(P2)bonofioiaries. an' in Larra, whore there had been relatively few
clearances hitherto, at least ten townships were obliterated and a third
f O -% \
of the island put under sheep.
Although Gordon's clearances were unrivalled in brutality they
were not unparalleled in scope. Lord Macfoneld'e estate management's
(84)
commitment to the clearance ideal has already been noted; and the
strength of their attachment to it is testified to by tb* fact that
the shipping of over 2,500 of Lord 'facfonald 's tenants to Canada and
Australia between 1*49 and 1856 was accompanied by extensive removals
and evictions. On the "ac^onald estate in North I'ist there were in
183C well over 390 small tenants. 3y 1884 there ware only 243 and
the thirty—six crofting townships of 1830 had been reduced to twenty,
80. The fitness, 18, 21 Dec. 185°! Inverness Courier, 13 .eb. 1851.
81. N.C., Qh. 11877 - 1?113.
82. Nap. Sep., App. A, 121; N.C;., Q 11170.
83. N.C., '«&• 10318 - 10420; •).?.C., <&• 36333 - 36565.
84. See above, this Chap.
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the greater part of the island - including moat of tb® beat land -
having been converted intc aheap farms In the process. Cn Lord
(86)
Lac onald's .bye possessions sheep farming was of much larger atandij^f.
Sut in Skye as elsewhere, the lesson of the famine seemed to be that
the time was ripe for its extension. In the pariah of 31eat, wrote
Lord Maconald's factor in 1851, "many of the croft farms by the removal
of the people might with great propriety be added to the tacksmen's
f 0 \
possessions."v And there followed a series of evictions which,
in th® words of the then minister of 31eat, were "attended with cir¬
cumstances of heartless oruelty."^' ^ hot the least notorious of
these clearances was the removal of the tenants of Boraraig and
Suishnish in the autumn of 1853* witnessed by the geologist ir
Archibald Oeikia, it was described by him as follows:
1 had heard some rumours of these intentions but
did not realise that they were in process of being
carried into effect, until one afternoon, as I was
returning from my ramble, a strange wailing sound
reached my ears at intervals on the breose froui the
west. On gaining the top of one of the hills on the
south aide of the valley, 1 could see a long and
motley procession winding along the road that led
north from Suishnish. It halted at the point of the
road opposite Kilbride, and there the lamentation
became loud and long. As 1 drew nearer 3 could see
85. For emigration figures see, The Witness, 12 Sept. 18491 p* Coop**,
The bo-Called victlona from the 'ac^'oriald "states in forth Ulst,
Aberdeen, 1881, 9~*H? FITS, Lists of ''migrants (in collect—
ion of material on Highland destitutions). For details of N. Uist
tenancies see, Valuation of N. Uist, 1830, iiael). P., G7.221/51|
View of the Rental of K. Uist, VacD. I., QD2?l/lll/l. For inform¬
ation about the clearances on the island see, Sap. Hep., App. A,
136; C.F.C., ^Q. 40621-40628, 40853-40944.
66. Fee above, Chap. 2.
87. Pop. on the lac Donald 'states, I85I, hacl). P., OP2?l/l48 '4«
" "acksman" was by this time used to describe tenant farmers - the
traditional tacksman class being ;uito extinct by the :-century.
88. Nap. Rep., App. A, 4*«
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that the minister with hi a wife and daughters had.
come out to meet the people and bid them all farewell.
Tt was a miscellaneous gathering of at least three
generations of crofters. There were old men and women,
too feeble to walk, who were placed in carts; the younger
reenters of the community on foot were carrying their
bund lea of clothaa and household effects, while the
children, with looks of alarm, walked alongside ...
Sveryon® was in tears ... Then they set forth once
acre, a cry of grief went up to heaven, the lone plaintive
wail, like a funeral coronach, was resumed, and ... the
sound seemed to re-echo through the whole wide valley of
(B°)
Strata in one prolonged note of desolation.
v
Bore&aig and Suishnish were converted, into a sheep farm consisting of
2,761 acres of hill grasings and 183 acres of formerly arable land.
Hie latter, it was subsequently noted, was ''of fair quality" while the
hill pasture was "of good quality and soma of it may be described as
(90)
superior." ■" ' Several of the families evicted in order to establish
this altogether desirable holding emigrated to Australia. 'The
remainder - about 120 people in all - were moved to other townships,
principally 331earnsay, . rumfearn, Tarskavaig and freakish, whore
(91)
existing crofts were subdivided to make room for them.
Developments at Borer iig and uishnish were accompanied by the
clearance of several townships which bad the misfortune to march with '
Lord MacDonald * a dear forest - the bulk of their tenants being moved
into the already overcrowded settlement of ..conser, destined to become
one of the most congested and unhealthy crofting townships in ~'<ye.
\. feikie, f.cottlsh Pondnisceneea, Glasgow, 1904, 226-227•
90. :«t . by . ?!o39ck and F.B. Maolntyre with regard to the farm of
Suishnish and Jorevaig, 3 Dec. lpOO, board of -Agriculture,
Miscellaneous files, AF43/54.
91. vee, N.C., <«&. 5483, 5co5, 8535; 1 nverneaa Courier, 3 Nov. lf*53.
Also, *>. -soss, ;eal cottian diievancea, Glasgow, 1854, 4-20.
92. Hep. on Lord KacDonald * a "-"states, 1851, Bach. B., CH)22l/l48/4; N.C.,
(&. 183, 426-442, 541-546, 593, 3628-3628; C.D.B., 3rd Hep., 19C1,
xi - xiii.
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The parish of Xilmuir, the northernmost part of the Lac' onald estate -
whoa© "numerous small tenantry'' Lord ; acDonald 's factor considered a
"scourge'' - was similarly affected., several r>f its sheep farms being
f 97)
extended at crofters' eipanaa. But despite one of MacLeod's
principal tenants' belief that what he called "the "migration mania"
would lead to the clearance cf a large part of Olendale, there
were few further evictions on the MacLeod estate - the main reason
being that most of the land which was suited to sheep farming had
(95)
already been adapted for such a purpose. On the smaller Skye
properties, however, Lord LacDcr.ald' s activities were assiduously
emulated. ixtensive evictions on the Strathaird, Oreshornish and
r ^ii * * (96)
-.yneoaie estates were accompanied by the clearance of a number of
settlements on Baasay. Jeversvl townships in the southern part of that
island were converted into a sheep farm and the sixty-three crofters
who had formerly occupied them were forced to emigrate to ustralia
(97)
or to remove themselves to other parts of the estate. The emigrants,
one eyewitness recalled, departed "like lambs separated from their
mothers"{ and with thes they took handfuls of the soil which covered
(08)
their people's graves in the island's churchyard. Those who
"3. "'©p. on Lord 'lac "on a Id* s "states, 1851, KaeTi. P., ffD2°l/l48/4*
p.r.c., 2640, 2748-2775.
94. "• MacAskill to J. Imlth, 22 June 1852, MacL. ., Box 51 0.
95« lee above, Chaps. 2 and 3.
96. O.C. Lewis to Lord Advocate, 18 June 16 5?» home Office domestic
"ntry Looks, 7H 2 '4/239, f. 442?--.P. Bouverie to ?. ."ulock, 23
July 1850, loc. cit., f. 454; Inverness Courier, 6 June 1850* N.C.,
3.624-3626, 4229. p.y.c., JQ. 1317-1333, 5899. -
"-7. 2. .2., :. 51673. Information supplied by then factor of l,assay
and based on rentals and other estate papers in his possession,
'eo also, in-", .Lists of "mi -rants.
92. M.C., :,L. 785?» 7911* P.B.C., Qj. 361-363.
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stayed behind fared little better. Several families were settled on
(aq 1subdivisions of already meagre holdings.' ' ''there were moved to
the neighbourly island of Hona, a place that was subsequently described
by the hcottish i and Court as "suitable for nothi ty else than a&
(1CO)
grazing for a very limited number of sheep."
To the people affected by them, clearances were utterly cverw :elning
catastrophes whose effects - psychological as well as physical - were
e M
v rof -und and lay lasting. Jut .vhil - these effects are susceptible to
analysis and discussion,'^''" ' it is impossible to convey - in retro¬
spect and in cold prose at any rate - the nature of the evictions*
immediate impact on the crofting population. To give details of all
the removals of the 1840s and 1850s would consequently be to reduce
many thousands of intensely personal tragedies to a catalogue of
superficially similar events. And the following paragraphs are there¬
fore intended to do no mo re than make the point that almost, no part
of north-west cotland escaped experiences of the type already described.
The emigration of over 400 people from Farris in the early 1850s was
accompanied, by renewed clearances.^Host of fell was cleared at
about the same time.^And from Tiree in 1849 the Tuke of rgyll
shipped almost 600 people to Canada. Cholera broke cut on the trans¬
ports that carried them across the tlantlc and cn their arrival in
iuebec they could not afford to move on into the Interior to look for
99. Nap. hep., App. A, 62.
100. B.C.A.3., 10th Hep., 1922, 22.
101. See below, Chaps. 6 and 7»
102. Emigration figures, HISS, Lists of migrants. Clearances, B.C.,
i*. 13034 - 13036, 13281 - 13284.
103. for a detailed account, based on ©state rentals, see, "f.^.C.,
QQ. 36600 - 36774.
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work or land. 1th the ©migrant sheds already crammed with the human
debris of the Irish famine they could obtain no shelter from the
weather and, huddled together on the wharfs, many of them died of
exposure and disease/1'^' These and subsequent eai, :rationa from the
island were accompanied by scores of evictions, the Puke himself
f i t
admitting to forty. ' Half of Tlree was taken out of crofters'
vands, a development paralleled on the Puke's property in the boss of
bull and, indeed, on practically every other estate in the latter
(106x
island. J In :ull, it was reported in 1849 > the "poverty and misery"
caused by the famine were "being daily added to by the evictions taking
(107)
place. "ozena of ejected families settled in the "wretched
hovels" which sprang up in the neighbourhood of Tobermory* and there
they supported themselves on the shellfish they scavenged from the
/ a pp \
beaches. ""' Other families emigrated or moved to the lowlands, not
tiie least sweeping of the clearances which precipitated them into such
courses cf ction occurring en the small island of "Iva, offkull's west
coast. K premier helping property,' it was, in the 1830a, occupied
(110)
by sight.weight crofters settled in sixteen townships* The kelp
industry's decline was inevitably accompanied by a drastic fall in
(lllN' ^
the Hand's rental, and in the 1840s - spureed on no doubt by
tne famine - "'Iva's owner, in the words of on© of his admirers, made
104. '"las. '-'cot., Rep. on kull, "iree and Coll, 1849, 19-93* The
itness, 27 "ct. 1849*
10b. "rg'/ll, Crofts and b arms in the Hebrides, hdinburgh, 1883, 20,
26-27. -Use, N.C., v«. 33430-33700, 34126-34170, 34252, 33979-
33982*
106. Q;. 34373-34390; P.7.O., ••&. 3602^-36031, 36199-36220.
107* "-las. ..net., hep. on hull, Tiree and Coll, 1849, 8.
106. ?. Crieraon, Autumnal hamblea among the ocottish fountains,
'inburgh, 1850, 77; Trevelyan, heme., 16 hug. 1852, i'neL. P.,
hex 36 (2).
109* "achonald, 'yricultura of the Hebrides, 1811, 667—689; ]».->.A.,
VII, 348*
110. Hental of Ulva, Hay 1634, lacLaine of Lochbuie P., 00174/52.
ill T R*tw wvii.
18?
/ "i i /y \
"a decided stand against crofting. ' As fir John "aeNeill
discovered in 1853» therefor®, he
"roeeeded to warn off a certain number yearly and
to convert the vacated lands into graaings, until
in four or five years the population was reduced
(113^
from 500 to 150.
Within a few years even that small population had been removed and
Hlva was left in the occupation of its landlord, his shepherds and
(21 •")
two or three labourers. J
The proprietor of Ulva's conviction that "the crofting system
cannot be made an advantageous mode of occupying property in this part
(US ^
of the country" was shared by landlords whose estates were
situated on the north-west coast of the mainland. From north-west
Sutherland - where considerable tracts of crofting land were added to
{ 116 )
sheep farms in the 1840a and 1850s - to the parish of Ardnamurchan
in -rgyll - a district where, it was concluded in 1852, "great advan¬
tages as regards returns would accrue by small possessions being thrown
(117)
into Sheep alks e;aigraticns and clearances went hand in hand.
112. Special Commissioner's Report, The foots man, 12 Dec. 18-77 •
113. JRep., xvii.
114. N.C., QQ. 33552-33646. According to an 1834 rental (facL&ine of
Lochbuie P., 013174/52) there were 88 tenants in tTlva. According
to Full crofters' evidence to the N.C. (which referred to the
l84Cs) there were 73* And the figures given in the two sources
for individual townships closel;/" correspond. This in fairly
striking evidence of the general accuracy of oral tradition about
the clearances of the 1840s and lSjJOs as recorded in the four
volumes of evidence to the Napier Commission.
115. . • v®p • , ipp « , il.
lib. See U.C., Q-i. 26801-26810} TV-.'"., Q&. 29729-29749' Richards,
Leviathan of V-aalth, 1973, 270-273.
117. Rep. by T.O. Dickson on the "states of Ardnamurchan and Sunart,
I852, Riddell P., AF 49/6. For details of clearances in
Ardnaraurohan see, K.C., Q-,. 35981-36019? D.F.O., Q*. 37061 -
37393, 37441 - 374c;4, 3915-3 - 3°192.
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In Kintall, Lochalsh, Arisalg and foldart there van numerous evictions,
the expropriated tenants* lands being added to sheep farms in almost
(118)
every case. In Olenelg, a parish particularly badly affected by
(119)
the famine, the proprietor's motives in providing hin crofters
With free passages to the colonies are revealed by the fact that they
were only made available to people who agreed to pull down their houses
before leaving the district.And in Knoydsrt, where its owner's
death when his son was still a minor led to MacDonnell of llengarty's
estate being placed under the management of a group of trustees there
were very similar occurrences. On discovering that a part of the
property was occupied by a number of crofters who had paid scarcely any
rent since the onset of the famine, the trustees decided to eject them
and let their lands to a sheep farmer. Over 300 people accepted the
offer of a free passage to Canada. And in order to ensure that their
holdings remained vacant their houses were demolished. In August 1853.
a few weeks after the amigrants had sailed, those crofter3 who had
refused to go to Canada were evicted, and their houses too were destroyed.
Some were taken in by friends are! relatives. But about thirty people
who had nowhere else to go had the temerity to erect raakeihift huts
and tents among the xuins of their homes. "With a view to compel the*
to remove", as Air John CacHeill found in 1854. "their temporary
f 1^1 ^
shelters ware pulled down, in some instances more than once.' " ' And
118. See K.C., QQ. 30056, 30261, 31296-31656, 32752-32767, 32658-32859.
32932. Also, 0. MaoT'onald, holdarti or Among the Clanranalds,
Oban, 1889, 233, 261.
119. See above, Chap. 5.
120. J.M.N. Sep., App. A, 67. Also, Inverness Courier, 19 July l849f
K.C., •.%> 31741 - 31755, 31960 - 31961.
121. J. ac'oill, hep. on the 'droinlstration of the Poor law in
Olenelg, Board of Supervision, 9th Hep., lS54» App. A, pp.l-9l
Tapers glative to emigration to the Korth American Colonies, 1854.
191 » loss. The Clangarry vlctions, Clas :cw, 1853, 7-9»
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although sorae of the refugees were still squattina on the estate in
(122)
toe summer of 1855, *" their unequal struggle with the elements and
with the estate authorities had eventually to be given up. hen the
Knoydart estate was sold in 1857 it was almost all under sheep. There
remained only one small congested township of about a dozen crofters
whose holdings consisted of a few acres of shallow, rocky soil on the
shore of the Sound of lieat.
In 1852» as 'if highland landlords and the British government between
thea were not doing enough to facilitate emigration, charitable
endeavour* in tho shape of the Highlands and. Islands '"mi; ration Society,
stepped into the fray.^*^ The Society - which was responsible for
the greater part of Highland emigration after 18:52 - had its beginnings
in Skyo in the previous autumn when, on the initiative of beriff
Praaer of Portree, a committee of all Hkye's resident proprietors and
farmers had bean set up to disseminate information about emigration and
(185)
to help finance those crofters who ware desirous of leaving the island,
.hen fund raisin committees were established in Edinburgh and London
in the sprint; °f 1852, however, it became clear that control of the
ociety was not destined to remain for long with its originators, the
committeea bain, presided over by Sir John LacNeill and Sir Charles
Trevelyan respectively. The latter, within a very few weeks, assumed
overall command of the organisation thus provided for him. :'ae"oill
122. P.O. Tregellos, Hints on the Hebrides, Newcastle, 1855* 5-6*
123. N.C., 925^* 9298~9304j iLf .v., 43284, 43455, 43500.
124. For an account of it see, P.A. Mac-'11 lan, "Sir Charles .revelyan
and the Highlands and Islands emigration Society", Toval
Australian History Society Journal, IL, 1963* &hile excellent on
the Society's operations, Fac'-'.i lien's account of the "i,bland
background is less than satisfactory.
125. Statement of the Skya '"migration ociety, 18 ept. 1551,
HI-lb "i>lue hook'', 1853, 1—2.
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became his willing lieutenant. And Fraaer and his colleagues were
quickly relegated to a distinctly subordinate position.
No ain 1® event better illustrates the trend of official thinking
on the crofting problem in the years that followed the famine than
this take over of an emigration association by the two civil servants
who had, since I846, been most closely oonnected with Highland affairs.
They hoped, in Trevelyan's words, to bring about an outflow of people
that would match the "wonderful exodus" from Ireland and effect "a
final measure of relief for the e3tern Highlands and Islands by
(227)
transferring the 3urplu3 of the population to Australia.''v * ' The
number of people "whom it would be necessary to remove from trie islands
and the west coast" was variously estimated to lie between 30,000 and
(128)
40,000 souls, '' the Society meeting two-thirds of the cost (which
was to be repaid by the emigrants after they had been settled in
Australia), and the emigrants * landlords paying the remainder. Jl
"."bile thus recognising that emigration was to Highland proprietors*
advantage, the Society, in its public pronouncements at least, cade a
great deal of the well worn argument that the "emigration of a part"
was "necessary for the welfare of the whole", Trevelyan going to con¬
siderable lengths to deny that his organisation had been founded to
"facilitate landlords* clearances."When proprietors or their
agents were being confidentially addressed, however, rather different
1?C. "-eport of the '"'iyhl^nca am Islands Emigration Society, 1853,
Fj V. Ferguson to 'mily N.acLeod, 9 July'1853, MacL. r Boa 62 C.
1?7. '■>, ort of the Highland3 and Islands Emigration Society, 18"53, 17*
. revoiy m to raaor, 3 April 1852, HITS 1."
128. Prove lyan to Cropper, 22 P. ay 1852, HI IS I; 1 ic: eill to 'Trevelyan,
21 Jan. 1853, HI:"3 III.
1?9. Aaport of the Highlands and Islands :';dgration Society, 1853, 7""H»
130. T'l "Blue Book", 1853, 9? Trevelyan to Cropper, 5 Aug. 1852,
HI'S II.
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arguments wore adopted. The 8colety*s activities, it was pointed
out, were less likely than those of individual landowners to give
rise to the "clamours and complaints of evictions that tend very
. .terially to render Highland property unpopular as an investment"?
hut with its assistance "the superabundant population" of Highland
estates could "be transferred to Australia at 3 cost to the proprietors
calculated not to exceed CI per head."^^ It was an attractive
.respect and it is net at all surprising therefore that all the crofting
lan!lords in the north - west - with the exception of Gordon of Cluny,
c n wh os« estate emigrat ion h ad al re ad.y been pusbed to its limits -
(122}
rave financial support to the "ociety. That the body he had
founded should have become entangled with evicting landlords was not,
to . eriff Traser cf Portree, a pleasing developmentt and he accordingly
suggested that it should dissociate itself from them at least to the
•rtent of ceasing to employ their factors as ita agents. This idea
Trovelyan treated with undisguised ccntemj . "Prasar aimed only at
administering a small charitable fund", he wrote to "acNeill, "but the
(133)
matter ha3 now assumed, the character of an extensive social operation."
Pesides the end cf depopulation, he believed, justified the means*
Considerable estates belonging to the "adeod and
MacPonald families are in the market, but nobody will
buy theas while they are occupied by swarms of miserable
tenants who can neither pay rent nor support thens^lvesb^^
But while the >c ;iety succeeded in sending nearly ^tQCiO Highlanders
(lis)
to Australia in the five years of its existence, Trevelyan's more
131. eraser to J. Smith, 8 Dec. 1851, HITS "Blud Book", 1^53, 29? MacLeod
to Sutherland, 21 hay I852, HI.I.
132. Trevelyin to Hacheill, 13 Aug. IC52, acL. I., fox 38 (?}.
133* Irevelyan to Hac'-eill, 26 *.ug. 1652, .11 A II. Also, Hoc ill an,
"Sir "barIns Trevelyan and Highland emigration", 1963, 181.
134. Trevelynn to 3. Stewart, 13 Aug. 1852, HISS II»
135* HITS, Lists of Emigrants.
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rand lose ambitions remained unfulfilled, principally because 1852,
the year of the migration ocioty's foundation, brought a harvest
-ore productive than any since I845. Blight was practically absent.
attle prices began to rise. And renewed economic expansion in the
south - cant that migrant labourers were once -ore in demand. By the
standr.rds of immediately prrceding years therefore, 1853 was "a season
of universal prosperity" in.the crofting- areas. Anc although 2,605
reople :iiid sailed for ustralla before the excellence of the crop
became apparent, its ingathering was followed by an immediate and
dramatic decline in the number of crofters willin to join them.1^"^
. bad harvest in 1854 brought a temporary recession into near - famine
(ill)conditions. J But subsequent years produced better crops and
■ etter fishires as well as the Crimean ar which imposed something of
a check cn every type of emigration from the. British Isles.- J '
revolyan having consequently concluded that crofters wore now "able
to live comfortably at home", ami his iociety having in any case run
short of funds, eni ration from the Highlands to uatralia was suspended
(1^9)in 1857• And because the depression which begun in the "united
dates and Canada in the same year made transatlantic destinations less
attractive also, emigration from the Highlands to the corth American
colonies petered out at about the same time.^^''
138. Cibbcna to v>.ily "10'eed, 15 June 1853, A'-icL. ' ., Cox 36 (2)|
; ac. eill to Trevelyan, 21 Jan. 1853» HI'S III 5 Trevelyan to L.
Cac'-'innon, 19 >ur. 1853, ''US III $ "IIBS, Lists of 'migrants.
137. fee e.g., '•'rs.-ellee, "Into cn the ":ehrides, 1855, 9-10*
135. "'.c 1 Hon, "Air "harles Trevelyan and highland .migration", 1963,
1 Q *?1C J»
139. ."revelyan to Lac"eill, 18 Larch 1856, HULA IV; Trevelyan to
Tinnaird, 13 cay 1857, HI Co IV; HITS, Lists of emigrants.
140. Colon! al band and " migration Commissioners, 18th car., 1858,
43-45. From 1857 to i860 there is no record of any oral ration
from the Highlands to forth America. Seo Paners Relative to
'migration to the berth American Colonies, 1658; and Papers
Relative to North American Bsdicratlott, 1859, i860, and 1861.
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The crofters of the later 185( 3 were not living so comfortably as fir
karles lT«valyan suggested - in IP57, for example, an official enquiry
concluded that "on the whole, the 7TiyhJ and population must be con si d-
, , . (141 )©rod as poorly fed. hut the worst, it is true, was over. In
the ten years after I846 the crofting population had plumbed the
depths of hunger and deprivation. Driven from their homes by their
own poverty and by their landlords' determination to extract profits
from the land, many thousands of sruall tenants had left the r.orth—west
'
if.hlanda for the colonies and the lowlands. and the position of
these who remained had net in conse uence been imprved. "a every
ildo, crofters* land a had been taken away from thcm whole townships
had been obliterated; the common grazin.ps of others had boon drastic illy
curtailed# Throughout the highlands «.rr. "ebrides crofting had become
an activity of only marginal agricultural and economic import ••.nee 5 and
by the regien'a landlords its remaining practitioners wore openly
regarded as little more than a nuisance. In spite of everything,
:>wever, the crofting population had rot lined a hold — no matter how
_;r©carious — on th- land. \r.d for the first time in mere than forty
gears crofters' prospects were improving. 'fhe fury of the blight wan
<rt. prices cf rrdur's, eopeci ally c ttl , vera ririnr. *nd
prospects cf remunerative employment v;eT,:> better t". in at any time since
failure r-f the Irolp industry in the lP?Cs. hut even more import-
,n the o'"fJuin.'.s improvement in the economic conditions cf crofting
life '.ere the already discemable indications that crofters were
.aware f cor,vr.cn interests and objectives; and that they were
cap bin of unities in pursuit of them. The latter development
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makes it possible to write, from this point forward, of a "crofting
community", a phrase that implies the existence of the sort of social
cohesion that had hitherto been lacking among crofters? and its
crucial significance in the history of crofting society ia testified
to by the way in which the historical initiative now shifts away fro®
landlords - whose decisions dominated th® early years- of crofting -
and ,o" as towards the crofters themselves. That such a decisive
transformation was occurring was not at all apparent in the 1850s -
and jt did not, in fact, become bo until the lBBOs. Its origins are
nevertheless to be found in the early nineteenth cev tury. And it is
vith these origins that the following chapter is primarily concerned.
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CHAPT7R 6. TF'H H?ATH0HNC~' OF TRR CHOPTINfl COMMUNITY
In all th© extensive literature about the Highland clearances no
feature of them is more frequently commented upon than crofters' lack
of resistance to evictions - the absence of violence, terrorism and
intimidation being in quite striking contrast to their prevalence
■men-/ the Irish peasantry whose situation was not dissimilar to that
of their highland counterparts/1^ That the existence of this
relatively peaceful state of affairs in the Highlands was an important
reason for official neglect of the region's problems is undoubted.
It was, as is remarked in a recant study of rural disorder in Ireland,
the endemic violence of the Irish countryside "that made it difficult
'
r the governing classes to ignore the ,-overty of the majority of the
(2)
Irish people." But in the Highlands, as the normally pacific Hugh
iller remarked in the famine year of lP4£>, there was no such stimulus
to concernt
They (the Irish) are buying guns, and will be by-and-
hye shooting magistrates and clergymen by the score;
and Parliament will in consequence do a great deal for
them. But the poor Highlanders will ahoot no-one ...
and so they will be left to peri ah unregarded in their
hovels/"^
This pasaiveness must not, of course, be exaggerated. As has recently
boon demonstrated,^' it was often more apo&rent than real, many of the
1. For this and several other points in this paragraph 1 am undebted
to '. Richards, "How Tamo ere th© Highlanders Turing the Clearances?",
Hcottish Studies, ?"VI3, 1973, 35~50.
2. 0. Broeker, Rural Disorder and Police deform in Ireland, IS12-36,
fonder!, 1970, vii.
3. acted, "acHenrie, Hugh Hiller; A Critical Htudy, London,
1905, 190-191.
4* Richards, "How Tame Were the Highlanders?", 1973» passim.
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clearances mentioned in preceding chapters having been violently
resisted by the crofters who were affected by them. Attempts to evict
some six hundred people from the townships of Dunakellor, Hallaclete,
iddloquarter and hollas on Lord Macfonald's North Uist estate in the
summer of 1849, for example, were vigorously opposed by the crofters
concerned. Hvietin* parties of sheriff-offleers and estate officials
ere, on three separate occasions, driven away by crowds of people
who pelted them with atones and other missiles. and in cider to
successfully serve the summonses of eviction a force of about thirty
(<\)
policemen had eventually to be deployed. larlier and later clear¬
ances produced numerous examples of the some sort of response and in
*
one cases - as at Eorve in Harris in 1839 ~ crofters so successfully
"defied and severely maltreated" the officers sent to evict tneia that
troo:3 had to be called in to restore order.^'
Chose and :any other instances of a similar kind have been
(7 \
copiously described elsewherei ' and it is not proposed to re-examine
V'oti here. In form and intent they conform to the normal pattern of
(8)
rebellion in pre—industrial societies;v and the recurrence of many
of their common characteristics in the course of the much more highly
organised uprising of the 1880s should not in itself be token as an
indication that these early protests marked the beginnings of a full
scale crofters' revolt. *11 of them, in fact, were spontaneous and
5. * rabble, i. -hi and. loarances, 1963, 870-263; Cooper, The iC-Cailed
'victionsT lrfil, 9-H» etc., etc.
f. 'elect Cor.ir,ittae or ".mi,-^ration, cot land, 1841, Q9» 2647-2650;
i riveme 05 ouricr, 24 July, 7 bug. 1839 • For the circumstances
surrounding the clearance of Borve see above, Chap. 3.
7. as, inter al., 'rabble, Hi -hiand Clearances, 1963; Hicharde,
"?roblemo on the "romartie "state"', 1973, 149—164.
6. {ichurds, "How fame ere the Highlanders'?", 1973, 47-46 •
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isolated acta of defiance, born out of utter desperation, and condemned
to failure before they began. In every case the boundaries of
township and locality represented the outer limits of the political
universe and there was consequently almost no attempt to raise the
standard of revolt among the crofting population at large. All this
was in marked contraet to the situation prevailing in the 1880s, as
(g)
was the virtual absence of links with the outside world. Contacts
between crofters and southern radicals were not unknown in the early
nineteenth century.^^ But where they did exist they were extremely
tenuous; and even in the 1840s and 1850s none of the radically inclined
and vociferously anti-landlord propagandists who wrote so pungently
and effectively about the clearances made any attempt to organise a
protest movement among crofters themselves.
That such a movement did not appear was not due to the absence of
causes for a crofters' revolt. The causes - as previous chapters have
demonstrated - were so numerous, and the misery and degradation of
crofting life so overwhelming, that it is difficult at first sight to
see why no revolt occurred. As has been well said, however,
Human beings do not react to the goad of hunger and
oppression by some standard and automatic response
of revolt. hat they do, or fail to do, depends
on their situation ... on their environment, culture,
tradition and experience.
And in order to understand why there was no social and political
u, rising in the Highlands until the clearances were only a memory, it
. is to crofters* "culture, tradition and experience" that reference
must be made.
9. .oe below, 'hips. 8 tnd $»
10. hae, e.g., C. .ac' enzie tc Countess of uthorland, 14 :ept. 1799,
Adam, Sutherland 'state anagerent, 197?* H, 4' Richards, Leviathan
of ea'lth, 1973, 210-216.
11. UJ. Hobabawca and G. dude, Captain Owing, London, 1969* 56.
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Until the eighteenth century a man born in the north-west Highland® or
islands lived his life in much the sane way as his father ana grand¬
father, the essential continuity of past and present syrabolised in
genealogies and traditions which spanned several centuries. Then
within the apace of a lifetime all was changed. The crofter, working
his single holding and labouring for a wage as a kelper, was in the
: ighlind context a pioneer, and like his landlord had little use for
much of what had gone before. he had not been born into a culture
f -i liar with the capitalist order in which he found himself, for that
order had come from outside - insidiously, through the operation of
economic forces of which the crofter had no comprehension and over which
he could exercise no control; violently, through military conquest and
the deliberate and systematic destruction of oia traditional way of
(12)life. In attempting to cope with the situation created by commer¬
cial landlordism crofters were therefore at an acute disadvantage, not
least ' ecau&e they were complete strangers to the social antagonisms
which are an integral part of capitalism.
The traditional society of the Highlands, like all societies based
on kinship, was by no means an undifferentiated or homogeneous mass.
It was, on the contrary, highly stratified and contained several dis—
(13)
tinet layers of rank and position. It was nevertheless a highly
unified society for although a (Treat gulf was fixed, and was known to
«
be fixed, between the chief and his tacksmen on the one, hand and the
lowly commons of the clan or the other, both sides - for reasons of
•flitany security if for no other - had an interest in maintaining
12. ee .-hove, Chap. 1.
13. ao above, Chap. 1.
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all sorts of bridges across ths ohasm. Economic inequalities irar«
consequently transcended by an egalitarian!am expressed In terras of
blood relationship, however remote, and encapsulated in the right of
every elahsmsn to shake the hand of his chief.Class conflict
between feudal lords and peasant masses, an important feature of the
history pf pre-capitalist "Urope, was therefore unknown in the High¬
lands where, aa in many parts of sub-Saharan Afrioa in more recent
times, it was only under the impact of capitalism and the associated
imposition of a commercialised agricultural structure that a peasantry
in the usual sense of the word was created from the lower strata of the
(15)
traditional society. "
The cr fter therefore inherited no popular tradition of resistance
to feudal oppression and exploitation. Instead he Inherited a folklore
concerned with conflict between clan and clan* locality and locality -
traditions which hindered rather than helped the creation of a sense of
unity among crofters as a whole. And to the stultifying influence of
such a folklore was added the confusing fact that, initially at least,
most Highland landlords were the descendants of the traditional chiefs.
That a nineteenth century Clanranald, Seaforth or MacLeod of Punvegan
was a landowning aristocrat rather than a tribal patriarch is obvious
to the historian. ror an unsophisticated people, however, the
weight of traditional loyalty to the chief rendered more difficult
the appreciation of the social and economic transformation than would
have been the case if the landlord had been expropriated and swept into
\r
oblivion aa happened in Ireland. Kvon in the 1880a, when a radical
14. Lee, e.g., .. acC'ulloch, Highlands and cstem Isles, 18?4, IV,
442-443.
15. ?or this aspect of the African experience see, J.3. Waul and R.
Woods, "African Peasantries", in T. Lhanin (ed.), roasants and
reasant 'ocletlea, Harmondsworth, 1971* 103-114.
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critique of Highland landlordism had been fully developed, there was
still "on the side cf the poor much revorence for the owner of the
soil",^^ an attitude enshrined in the Gaelic proverb,
Ge dons an t - uachdaran
'S e tha trusgh am baillidh",^^
as well as in the work of Hary Mac! hereon whose poetry wa3 the most
forceful to emerge from the land agitation of the later nineteenth
century but who was unwilling or unable to criticise the traditional
landowning families of her native island, of Skye.^^
The undermining of this bolief that "if our landlord knew our
(19)
circumstances well he would give us justice"v was an immensely slow
process which had its origins in the eighteenth century and is by no
means complete even today.Hastening it on in the early nineteenth
century, however, were the clearances - which in their stark inhumanity
and their terrible disregard for the traditions of clanship embodied
all that Highlanders found alien and wrong ir. landlordisms
i'o mhullachd air a' ehaora mhor
Gait bheil clann nan daoine coir?
Bhealaich siun nuair bha sinn og
(21)
*3 mas robh Duthaich 'c Aoidh 'ns fassoh.
In that and many other poems is to be found the awful anger that marked
toe beginnings of an effective anti-landlordism among crofters. Hers,
16. tap. Pop., 36. hee also, N.C., Q. 27011.
17. Caraichael, Canning Gadeliea, 1928-1971, VI, 72. (Though had be
the proprietor, it ia the factor who is really bad).
18. TacLean, "roetry of the Clearances", 1939, 319*
19. Q. 2683.
20. Cae above, Chap, 1$ and below, Chap. 12.
21. J. P?aclnnes, "A Gaelic Hon- of the Sutherland Clearances",
Scottish Cturtles, VIII, 1964, 1C4-106. (My curse on the big sheep./
'here are the children of the kindly folk?/ t'e parted when ws wsrs
young/ Before Hackay*e country had become s wilderness,.
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for example, la part cf Derick Thomson's translation cf one of the
most penetrating of all the poetic condemnations of what was done to
I*'hi end era by their former chiefs - Iain ,:ac a' (Jhobhainn's
hpiorad a* Charthannaia, the Spirit of indness:
They handed over to the snipe
the land of happy folk,
they dealt without humanity
with people who were kind.
Because they slight not drown thera
they dispersed thsai overseas;
a thralldon worse than Babylon's
was the plight they were in.
They reckoned as but brittle threads
the tight and loving cords
that bound these freemen's noble hearts
to the high land of the hills
The grief they suffered brought thou death
although they suffered long,
tormented by the cold world * •
which had no warmth for them.
.
Does anyone»remember
in this age the bitter day
of that horrific battle,
aterloo with its red plains?
The Gaels won doughty victory
when they marshalled under armsf
when fhcg'1 with strong - en's ardour
our fierce foes had to yield.
hat solace had the fathers
of the .eroes who .von fame;
Their houses, warm with kindliness,
were in ruins round their ears;
their sons wore on the battlefield
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saving a rueleas land,
their mothers* state was piteous
with their houses burnt like coal.
bile Britain was rejoicing
they spent their time in grief.
In the country that had reared them,
no shelter from the wind?
the grey strands of their hair were toseed
by the cold breeze of the glen,
there wore tears upon their choek-3
(22)
and cold clow on thair heads.
And although poems have best survived the test of time they were,
throughout the nineteenth century, supplemented by the personal recoll-
(21)actions of those who had seen, or been involved in, the «victions.
"I think T hear the cry of the children till this day", said a Lewis
crofter of the clearances in Uig in the l8r>Cs, his remark, like this
comment about the 3utherland clearances of the early nineteenth century,
being made to a royal commission in the l88Csi
The accounts of eld men living in bird, and in the
different townships about, are more graphic and
vivid and harrowing than anything that has ever been
(2/\)
written on the subject.
22. P. Thomson, An Introduction to Gaelic Poetry, London, 1974, 243-244.
23. There h»3 been a tendency - not unconnected with the undue attention
bestowed on events in Sutherland - to grossly underestimate the
extent of the clearances. even writers generally sympathetic to
crofters have thought that only a small number of people were
directly affected. (Sea, e.g., Collier, Crofting Problem, 1353, 38).
hut while there is no way of even roughly estimating the number of
people evicted or otherwise dispossessed, earlier chapters make
clear that no part of the north-west was unaffected.
24. K.C., Q-I. 13850 , 26098.
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And implicit or explicit in all such accounts was the contrast between
what the arl of Selkirk called "the frequent removal of the antient
possessors of the land" and the "very opposite behaviour of their
former chiefs.''^"'
eories of lost ri.hts, of a past and happy state, are common to
t'.e history of many communities and societies. The Fall of an, the
Colder, 'pc, Arcadia, the myth of the horaan Tok« - ao influential in
the radical politics of seventeenth and eighteenth century "nglands
sll in their different ways express a belief that inequality, injustice
and the exploitation of man by man have a historical origin and a
hope that the bettor and fairer society preserved in the popular
( OA\
imagination will one day be restored. ' The myth of the clan past —
i
the notion that "the old population of the country lived ir, some
condition of Arcadian bliss, founded on the relation between Celtic
c2anefcsn and their chiefs" - was of tide type; and in the nineteenth
(21)
century it became very prevalent in the Highlands. Apparent
(26v
-ven in the l82Cs,v ' it tended - in the later years of the century
at least - to take the form given to it by Peggy XacCoxnack cf
Hochboisdale, ..>outh Fist:
How ee enjoyed ourselves in those far-away days - the
old as much as the young. I often saw three and
sometimes four generations dancing together on the green
grass in the golden summer sunset, hen and women cf
fourscore or more - for they lived, long in those days -
dancing with boys and girls of five on tho green grass.
f"A. 'elkirk, "bu'-rvations, 1805, 119—120.
26. fee, 1 . 'dill, " 'he "orrnan "oke", in C. Hill, duritanian and
evolution, ( anther edit.}, London, 19^6, 5'C.
C7. lyyll. cctlarF as "! t as and Is, "'diriburgh, (° vol ,. ', 1007, II, 1.
28. . towart, Sketches of the Character, .fanners and . rose-it 3 tata
of tho Highllenders' of cotlandl 'dinburgh, (2 vols.), l£?5» 1» 155*
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Those were the happy days and the happy nights, and
there was neither sin nor sorrow in the world for us.
The thou, ht of those young days makes ay old heart both
-lad and sad even at this distance of tine. But the
clearances ca.no upon us, destroying all, turning our snail
crofts into bi* farms for the stranger, and turning our
joy into misery, our gladness intc bitterness, our bias -inr
into blasphemy, am1 our Christianity into mockery - Ci a
dhuine ghaolaich, thig na deoir air mo shiriloan la linn
saaoiniun air na dh * fhuilig sinn agus na duirb thai.nig
ainn "roirahe - dear -nan, the tears come on my eye .-".-.en
I think of all we suffered and of the sorrows, hardships,
(2Q)
oppressions we came through. '
Unbodied in such visions of t e past- (which are, incidentally, strikingly
similar to those once held by Irish peasants),^JV ' and especially in
c"!aims that in the old "highlands "the cattle were fat and plentiful and
( ^'
- land produced f ury" rice for man ar'1 beast",v ' was a great deal that
•is obviously unhistorical,. " hen enquiry is made as to when thewi
ha; py times were", declared The -Scotsman in one of the editorials which
vade it the .rest widely hated newspaper in the Highlands of the lSBOa,
''t'.oy -.r- found to recede further and further back ... The truth is,
.,.(32)
of course, th-'t the lard nev«r did flew with milk and honey.
r 1 and 1-,;-"lords, not unnaturally, were of the same opinion. and
. est hi ate msi would, on the whole, agree with them. It should be
noted . hov.ever, that the uniformly crushing ; overt - of the early nine¬
teenth century ~ a poverty epitomised in the famine of the 1840s - was
2$. 'arrichael, farming Tanalic >, 1928-1971, 111» 328-32?.
30. Gearoici 0 .uatvdgn, Ireland ."ofore the ".mine, 1798 - 18-18,
Dublin, 1?72, 1.
31. r.C., 0. 33129- >•« also, «k. 6065, 11471.
32. ret -jman, 4 r'ct. lr84.
32. ;ee, e.g., '.ryyll, cotl>nd au It '-no, 1887, 31, 1 et seq.
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worse, and potentially much worse, than anything that had pone before;
and that it was accom. anied by the virtual collapse of the old highlands*
socinl and cultural unity, qualities which had to soma extent compen¬
sated for the economically harsh conditions of the past and thus gave
to it a retrospectively attractive aura. "hen crofters spoke of the
"old people" as "men of a very independent noble spirit, who were on
the no at cordial and friendly terms with their chiefs" and who "looked
upon their chief as their father and had no feeling of awe such as
(34 "i
t o-; hove of proprietors nowadays",x they did no more than speak the
truth. 'rd what The 'cotsman and most landlords failed to realise
moreover, wis that the enduring significance of crofters* view of the
past la not to be found in its historical accuracy or lack cf it, hut
in the fact thht it enabled crofters to set the grim realities cf the
nineteenth century present against a vision of an cider order in which
m-rteri ;1 plenty was combined with security and. social justice. Irofters
were thus provided with an effective if unsophisticated critique of
the social and economic system which was necessarily associated, with
commercial land lord ion. nd. like their traditional beliefs about the
nature of their rights to the land - beliefs which are examined in a
(3C )
subsequent chapter J ' — the tyth of the clan past, though outensiblybackword
looking, therefore enabled crofters to define and articulate their by
no means conservative demands in a language that all of them could
understand. hitonp contemporary observers of the highland scene, only




b. ., . 33125.
a® below, <~hap. 9*
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The tendency to paint the past in attractive colours will
not easily be abandoned, nor is it likely to be obliter¬
ated by contemporary education or political training. A
comparison of the present with the past is a favourite
and effective instrument for stirring popular aspirations
for enlarged rights ... The delegates have accordingly
not failed to bring ali the features of distress and
dependency in their actual existence into marked contrast
with the happier conditions and higher privileges they
believe to have prevailed in a preceding age.^"^
, ut. while such beliefs helped crofters adapt to, and seek to ch inge,
the situation created by commercial landlordism, their existence does
not in itself explain how the crofting community, considered as a social
and cultural entity, was created from the commons of the clans; or how
it wis that crofters eventually gained the control over thei r own
destinies which they so conspicuously lacked in the era of the clear¬
ances. In this process, it is clear, a large part was played by
evangelical presbyter!anisra - still an important element in crofting
1: fa and in the past one of its vital components. 7or although the
crofting community's decisive victories were won in the iSPOs by means
(37)
of political action and well organised social protest, crofters -
like many other people whose tradition-;! way of life has been destroyed
(38)
by capitalist civilisation - initially sought relief from the
frustrations and sufferings of their new existence in the sphere of
religious experience.
36. Nap. Hep., 4, 9»
37* fee below, Chaps. 8-11.
38. fee V. Lantemari, The Religions of the Oppressed, London, 1963,
4.
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Until the eighteenth century most Highlanders had little interest in
protestantism of the presbyterian variety. Its individualist ethic was
not calculated to appeal to a peojle for whom work and war were necess¬
arily communal activities and only in the heartland of flan Campbell,
already aliened with the big and Hanoverian ascendancies snd conse—
uently with the Established. Church, was there a properly inducted and
popularly accepted presbyterian clergy in the years immediately after
1700. hatsj.de the Campbell pale and outside the belt of Catholic
predominance which traversed the re ••ion from the southern part of the
orv 131 and to krlsaig, orar and Lochaber Episcopal!anism, like the
decoMtism with which it wa3 usually associated, had survived the
revolution of 1688 and its associated re-establishment of presbyter!an—
(39)
ism. To put down episcopacy was the eigbteent": century Uirk'a main
mission in the Highlands; and in the Highland context therefore the
3tbblisked Church, like the hig state whose support it enjoyed, was
uncompromisin ly modernist, committed not only to rooting out religious
and political dissent but to destroying the society which underpinned
that dissent.^9^ Opening with the foundation of the SSPCK in the
century's first decade and intensified after each of the Jacobite
risings, the presbyterian offensive reached its climax in 1746 when
many 'piscopnl chapels and meeting houses were destroyed by Cumberland's
( Al)
troops and the episcopalian creed officially proscribed.v* ' There¬
after episcopacy ceased to be an effective force in the north—west and
39. . erguson, " "'ho rbblens of the ' 'stab 11 shed Churcn in the ."est
HiT-mds an<l Islands in the Eighteenth Century", 'ecords of the
'cottiah Churcr. 'dieter.- hociety, XVII, 1969, 15-311 "raout, "T1 atory
o" the dcotti oh eoplo, 196% 333•
40. J. aclnnes, .'ho 'v tngelical 'ovornent In the i j.ndc; of cot land,
l'Pr to iBOC, bordeen, I95I, 14.
41. "•• "rub, ccleaiaatic.il History of -Scotland, 'Edinburgh, (4 vols.),
1861, IV, 43; rebblo, "ulloden, 1961, 152» 163, 306.
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by the 1790s the Episcopal Church retained significant numbers of
Gaelic speakin. adherents only in a narrow belt of territory stretching
( 3-* ^
along the eastern shore of Loch Linnhe from Appin to Ballachulish. '
Although presbyterians were in undisputed control of Highland
pulpits by the eighteenth century's end there was little sign of popular
enthusiasm for, or attachment to, the Establishment. The latter,
admittedly, laboured under immense difficulties. As the General
Assembly was informed in 17^0, many parishes in the north-west were
"bo Extensive as to render the charge of them resemble a rovinoe,
re iuirin. the Labour of a Body of Clergy".And everywhere there
was a chronic shortage of churches - many congregations whose domiciles
were remote from their parish church or whose parish church was in ruins
Lain forced to worship "in the open fields". £^4/ piot until the 1820s
when government funds were made available for the construction of a
number of "parliamentary churches" was a serious attempt made to come
to grips with this problem; ana even in the l83Cs it had by no means
(45)
been resolved.
But while it would be uncharitable to discount these and other
problems, notably of finance, it must be said that many Highland ministers
regarded the difficulties of their situation not as spurs to action.but
42. J. MacKay, The Church in the Highlands, London, 1914, 205-207; O.S.A»f
I, 491.
43. deport :y those appointed to visit the Highlands and Islands, 1760,
Church of .cotland Assembly Papers, CH 1/5/79•
44• Ibid.
45. Tor details sec, Reports of Commissioners for Bui Id in-.- Churches in
the i hlanris and Islands of Scotland, 1825 - 1835i specimens of
the "cclesiastical Restitution of Scotland, Edinburgh) 1835? 35-50;
Commissioners of Hell ious Instruction, Scotland, 4th Sep., P.P.
1837 - 38, XT III.
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as convenient excuses for doing nothing. .'hatever its performance
elsewhere in :cctlnn*', the record of the "i rv in the highlands during
the period of 'oderate ascendancy was rot a proud one. John huchanan
who took a special interest in ecclesiastical affairs during his travels
in the north—west in the 17?Cd drew a picture of a neglectful and
apathetic clergy, out of touch and usually out of sympathy with ordinary
(46)
people. Not a few Hebridean incumbents held largo tacks and "like
some other tacksmen" were "too prone to treat their subtenants with
(.17)
great severity". ' And in this respect at least the nineteenth
century brought no improvement. In the 1820s and l£3Ca several 3kye
ministers were also sheep farmers and some of them acted as factors on
the larger estates^"' - pursuits scarcely calculated to enhance their
popular appeal. Although the more extreme allegations made against
such ministers must be treated with caution^^ there seems no reason,
therefore, to doubt the general accuracy of the contemporary opinion -
as stated to the General Assembly in 1824 - that the clergy of the
north-west were for the most part "inattentive to the interests of
religion" - at least insofar a3 "religion" was understood, to incorporate
a sense of evangelising mission.Several of them did not even
(op)
possess a working knowledge of Gaelic,w a state of affairs which in
itself placed an insurmountable barrier between them and their
congregations.
46. J.L. huchanan, Travels in the estorn Hebrides from 1782 to 1750,
London, 1723, 218-251. "
47. Ibid., 36 - 37-
48. An Account cf the rosonr state of holi Ion Then, gout the ~'i 'hi .wis
of Jcctlaud, Edinburgh, 1827, 2; Pullarton and Laird, Remarks, l£3S,
2T^T0. "
45. Roderick ' acl.ecd of Bracadala (soo belov;, this Chap.) is said to
have "dedlared that the first presbyteriul act he performed after
ordination was to assist his co-presbyters to bed. "hey were so
helplessly intoxicated." (.' . hae'lae, Revivals in the "_i '.el ends in
the ineteenth Teneur;', tirlin. , 1?GJ, Ct). uc a lie.w* 1 er...- of
loose living - and especially the equation of ."ode rat ism with
alcobaliso — are common in "ree Church sources.
50. Present State of Religion, 1827, 2,
t-1 .. n /s , •"—4. 4'i.i, sn.is. London -fLSRUa—1
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The Irritating effects of such abuses wore aggravated by the
tendency for the 'Established Church to become identified in the popular
mind '"ith the interests of the landlords. In the old Highland©
ministers had been drawn from work* the tacksman and like them had
occupied something of an intermediate position in the social hierarchy.
In the Highlands of the early nineteenth century, however, the clergy
ere inevitably drawn into the society of farmers, factors and
; roprietora and away from the small tenantry who constituted the hulk
of the population. fne vital consequence of this development was that
ministers who objected to evictions were few and far between. ~ne or
two, notably 1 achlan hac-'er.zie who was minister of Lochcarron from
178? to 1819, earned a lasting popularity among the crofting population
by denouncing- removals But mini stars who adopted such a stance
were invariably "Vangelicalo who felt landlords* control of church
patronage to bo a threat to their own position and their views were not
shared by the moderate's who occupied most Highland pulpits. Donald
E.'acLaod'3 claim that the ministers of Sutherland threatened "the
vengeance of heaven and eternal damnation on those who should .-resume
(531
to make the least resistance" to the evietors ' might have been
exaggeratedt but there can be no doubt that most of the "stnblished
clergy gave at least tacit consent to landlords' policies and that their
role during- the clearances has ever since haunted the reputation of the
fhurch of "cotland in the highlands.
Disorientated and demoralised by social and economic change and
'•ereft of their traditional leadership, the small tenantry could not
52, D. Beaton, otne Noted ministers of the Northern Highlands, Inverness,
1929, 81. J. Campbell, The ' ov. t'r. Lachlan of Locbcarrons
Additional Lectures, heraons and Writings, Inverness, 1930, 19-20.
93. Quoted, Prebble, Highland Clearances, 19&3* 75»
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therefore look to the Established Church for guidance and assistance.
And in fact the religion to which they adhered was not the religion
of the Establishment! certainly not the religion of the Kirk's Moderate
ascendancy. It was a popularly orientated and fervent evangelism
which, in a series of dramatic "revivals", swept through the north¬
west Highlands and Hebrides in the opening decades of the nineteenth
century and eventually carried the greater part of the people of the
res-ion into the Free Church. As already suggested, the origins of
/ f M \
this "deep and stirring religious awakening" are to be found in
the social and psychological consequences of the collapse of the old
order. The "spiritual destitution" which nineteenth century Evangel¬
icals discerned in the Highlands was very real. It was the inevitable
outcome of the absence - since the raid-eighteenth century - of any real
sense of social cohesion or framework of moral reference. The
evmgelic.il faith helped make good this deficiency. It provided new
beliefs and new standards. It created a new purpose in life and in
an insecure world it gave some sense of security*. As in modern Africa
» people whose world had been shattered found in a particularly fervent
brand of Christianity "a place to feel at homeMW and a way of coping
with the problems inherent 5n the commercial world into which they had
been propelled.
In parts of the eastern Highlands, especially Faster Ross, the
evangelical faith had gained a foothold in the seventeenth century.
54. A. "acRao, The i ire of Cod Among the Heather, Inverness, 1929, 81.
59* The phrase is borrowed from the title of a recent study of
.independent church movements in Kenya: F.3. 'elbourn and E.A.
ot» A i lace to Feel at Home, London, 1966.
r>6. 1 aclnnes, Evangelical .covenant, 1951» 13«
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In the north-west, however, the spark had to come from outside, its
main hearer in the first instance being the Society for Propagating
the Sospel at Home founded in Edinburgh in 1798 and dominated by
Robert and James lialdane and their particular brand of congregation-
all ssi. The Society's object was "to supply the means of grace wherever
we perceive a deficiency." And since the Highlands seemed particu¬
larly lacking in grace as in much else its missionaries at once turned
their attention northwards, their efforts being quickly rewarded by
:t reli iouia revival in southern "erthshire, the first of a northwards
(57)and westwards spreading series. '
The Establishment's reaction, however, was decidedly hostile. In
1799 the General Assembly adopted a resolution prohibiting "all persons
from preaching in any place within their jurisdiction who are not
licensed" and in a Pastoral Admonition condemned the doctrines of
(58)
"false teachers" who assumed "the name of missionaries"«r Apart
from resentment about the lattera' attacks on what they called "the
false fkarctiln^ of unfaithful ministers", there were fears that the
(59)
revivalist movement might be socially subversive} for while the
lialdanes were no Jacobins their Congregationalism did have a mildly
democratic aura,and there hung about the popular nature of the
movement they initiated enough of a revolutionary taint to make it
suspect - especially in the neurotically repressive political atmosphere
57* A. Haldane, A .Memoir of the Lives of Robert anil James Haldane,
lend.on, 1952, lSl et seq.} J. Campbell, Missionary and Ministerial
Life in the highlands, Edinburgh, 1853, 3.
58. SacKay, Church in the Highlands, 1914, 227.
59. W.K. Veikle, Scotland ana the Prench -evolution, Edinburgh, 1912,
209 et seq.
60. '"rub, ~*ccleslastical. History, 1861, IV, 170.
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of the late 1790s. Thus the Society's missionaries included numbers
of "mechanics" and "artisans" and in 1797 Heil Douglas, a former
member of the friends of the People acting independently of the Haldane®
(61) I
preached in Argyll. It is cardly surprising therefore that lit
should he remarked that
Dome of these reformers of religion, aa they wish to
be considered, intermix their spiritual instructions
with reflections on the incapacity and negligence of
the clergymen of the stablished Church and on the
conduct of the landlords whom they compare to the
taskmasters of fgypt. '
Stewart of Garth, the author of that comment, deplored the spread
/
of new-fangled democratic ideas among his beloved Highlanders with all
the considerable ire of which his romantic Toryism was capable. And
the blame for this development he laid squarely on the shoulders of
t::e itinerant preachers - those "ignorant and fanatical spiritual
( f\\
uides", he called them v '-to whom Highlanders were increasingly
turning. :ven more significantly, there seemed to him to be an obvious
connection between the itinerants' degree of success and the discontent
/
engendered by economic change:
Wherever the people are rendered contented and happy in
their external circumstances by the judicious and
f
humane treatment of their landlords ... no itinerant
preacher has ever been able to obtain a footing.
uch the same point was made by James DacPonald in the perceptive account
of Hebridean agriculture he published in lfill. This is what he had to
61. Daldane, Demoir, lf'52, 248; Douglas, Journal of a .ission to
art of the Highlands cf cotland in 1797, Edinburgh, 1799*




say of the 'astern Isles' crofting population:
Tha bond of connection and the ties of clanship -which
lately subsisted between these tenants and their
landlords ... are dissolved. In raany cases, indeed, they
are replaced by a spirit of jealousy and aatrod. Dis¬
content and a desire for change are almost universal. The
ancient attachment to church and state is crown very
feeble ... .'ithout fixed or definite ideas concerning any
failure in duty of their clergy, they gradually relax in
their respect for the,:, and have no small hankering after
the pestilent follows who under the name of different
sectaries ... swarm oveV those neglected regions. ithout
any original tendency to bigotry or indeed any serious
attachment to or predilection for any specific articles of
faith, they freiueritly indulge in a disputatious vein of
religious contrcveray. This, with political speculations,
some of which would astonish a man not accustomed to the
; amazing posers of the common "ebridean in conversation,
interlarded with reflections upon the character and conduct
of their superiors, end upon the hardships of their own
condition, fills up their leisure hours. They have an idea
that tbay deserve a better fate than that which has fallen
to their lot ... Vhey always suspect that they are pecul¬
iarly ill-treated, and live under an ungrateful government
and oppressive landlords. In support of these charges thay
me n't ion ... above all... the nearness of land, and the
(6b)
shortness or absolute want cf leases.
In occasion, therefore, the apparent connection between religious
revival!am and social dislocation was manifested not only in 1 he fact
that small tenants - many of whom were being subjected to removal and
innovation of one kind or another ' - were particularly suae gtitle
to the now religion, but also in the fact that the doctrinal
(. ci.
6b.
ic nald, riculture of the
n above, Chaps. ? and 3.
,o': rides, 1311, 109-110.
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proclamation© of the revivals' originators and adherents embodied some
part or the social aspirations just beginning to be formed by crofters.
Thus in on® early revival
Pany of the converts became emaciated and unsociable.
The duties of life were abandoned. Sullen, morose,
and discontented, some of them began to talk of their
high privileges and of their right, as the elect few,
to possess the earth... The landlord was pronounced
unchristian because he insisted on his dues.^^
Such millenial visions of social justice were bound to appeal to the
dispossessed and demoralised lower strata of Highland, society just, as
they have always appealed to those whose traditional way of life has
v , (68)roren down. And though the number of small tenants attracted
by ©ueh notions is imio.3slble to estimate, millenial movements could
clearly be significant locally. 'round 1800, for example, such a
movement was initiated in the Great Glen
by certain religious itinerants who addressed the people
by interpreters find distributed numerous pamphlets
calculated, as they said, to excite a serious soul concern.
The consequence was that men who could not read began to
preach, and to influence the people against their lawful
pastors... They next adopted a notion that all who were
superior to them in wealth or rank were oppressors whom
they would enjoy the consolation of seeing damned.
Kaldanite influence extended into north-west Sutherlandand in 1805
John Tarquharson, an itinerant associated with the T!aldanes, preached
(71)
for some months in .-kye. hut for the most part the north-wast
67. "The State of Religion in the Highlands", Blackwood's Magazine,
V, 1814, 142-144.
68. ->e, K. -ohn, The Pursuit of the Hi Hani um, (Paladin), London, 1970,
69. 'Si-narks on the Pari o; Selkirk's reservations on the ' Ighlnnds,
"dinburgh, 1806, 39 ~ 40.
70. Adam, Sutherland 'state Management, 1972, I, 135•
71. Present State of Hellgion, 1827, 46.
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was still outside the Haldanite sphere of influence when, towards the
end of the nineteenth century's first decade the Society for the
(72)
Propagation of the Gospel fell victim to its own doctrinal dissensions.
Almost at once, however, its evangelical mission was taken up by another
body, the Gaelic School Society founded in Edinburgh in 1011. Although
that society - as its name suggests - was primarily concerned with
helping Highlanders become literate in their own language, it was also
interested in the propagation of the gospel and seemed to attract men
(73)imbued with evangelising fervour. ' Gaelic school teachers conse¬
quently played a prominent part in the religious life of the communities
in which they were stationed, not the least of their contributions to
it being,the use they made of the Gaelic Bible, the only book used in
(74)
the society's schools.v '
The task of translating the scriptures into Scottish Gaelic was
completed in 1001 and in the next twenty-five years 60,COO Gaelic Bibles
and 80,CCD New "est anient a were distributed in the Highlands by the SSPCK
fr5)
and the British and Foreign Bible Sooiety. The Bible was thus the
first and for long the only book to be widely available in Gaelic.
Its appearance coincided with the highly successful literacy campaign
(76)
launched by the Gaelic school movement. And its importance to the
nineteenth century eeofting population can hardly be overestimated.
Until about l80C the vast majority of the people of the north-west
72. Mackay, Church in the Highlands, 1914, 229.
73. See, H. Anderson, The Life and Letters of Christopher Anderson,
Edinburgh, 1854, 125 - 128*
74* Gaelic ."ohool Foclety, 16th Hep., 1828, 28-29.
75. "oral Statistics of the Highlands and Islands, Inverness, 1821, 26.
76. Report on the State of Fducatlon in the Hebrides by Alexander
Nicholson, P.P. 1867 XXV, 84-85, 130. '
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were dependent for their knowledge of the Bible on the clergy of the
Established Church. They alone had acces3 to the sources and their
interpretation was, in consequence, almost impossible to dispute.
After 1800 that situation changed. More and more crofters wore able
to read the Bible for themselves in their own language. In itself
this development was bound to enhance the self-confidence of the small
tenantry. 'ore important, however, was their discovery that the
Established clergy were not necessarily infallible? that the Bible
appeared to have much to say that was relevant to their own predicament -
(77)
not least to the land question; and that, in short, the fundamental
principles of Christianity could be applied to their own lives in a
way that was very different from that usually suggested to them by
their -'oderate ministers. It is no accident, therefore, that religious
revivalism in the north-west coincided with the spread of the Gaelic
(78^.able and the growth of Gaelic literacy. '
Being well aware of this connection, Voderate ministers looked on
the Gaelic schools with some disfavour; and many of the Society's
teachers consequently found themselves hauled up in front of church
courts on charges of irregular conduct of one kind or another. In
182Q, for example, the Presbytery of Pull recorded its
regret... that two teachers of the Gaelic School
Society of Edinburgh stationed in the parish of
Ardnaraurchan have assumed to themselves the office
of public exhcrters and are in the stated practice
77. See below, Chap. 9*
78. It is perhaps noteworthy that a comparative study of independent
church movements in Africa has demonstrated a close connection
between the availability of the Bible in the vernacular and the
appearance of religious independency in one form or anotnerj
P. Barrett, Schism and Renewal in Africa, Oxford., 1968, 127 et seq.
of afcst aining from public worship... The presbytery
fine? thensolvea called upon to put an effctive stop
to such practices - practices subversive of all
•established order and so calculated to produce the
most pernicious conse;uences. ^ ' '
A year later, however, several of the Society's teachers in the area
under the presbytery's jurisdiction were persisting in "schismatic and.
irre;-ular practices." fhey refused to attend worship in the Established
churches "on the ground that the Gospel is not preached" ;nd were
in the regular habit cf publicly exherting and expounding.
Thus... exhibiting an example in all respects pernicious
and engendering dissension acton# the people... and a
spirit cf disaffection towards all these in authority
(CO)
over then.
Elsewhere there were similar developments. In Lewis the estab—
(81)
liahaent cf haelie schools was quickly followed by a revival. ' In
Back, for example, the .Society's teacher preached every fund ay to the
people of the townshi p. His activities, the minister of Stomoway
reported,
alienated the people from me in a great measure, so
that cn the fundays I preached at Back they would in
(82)
droves that day pass r.e or. the road. '
The aarao result was .'reduced by the Society's endeavours in ester Boss
and in this area a few of the local men employed ea catechists by the
79» L'inutes of the Presbytery of Lull, 23 April 1829, CH 2/273/3.
80. Ibid., 1; arch 1830.
81. H.C. acPariane, The ?-en of the lews, ftornoway, 1924» iv.
82. Minutes of the resbytery of Lewis, 28 Nov. 1832, CIT2/473/3. It
is noteworthy that the Lewis resbytery inutes and the Seaforth
Papers generally corroborate the traditional accounts of the
Lewis revival contained in iacFarlane, Pen of the Lews, 1924.
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S3PCK joined the more evangelically minded newcomers. Thus John
Davidson, an SSPCK catechist in Lochcarron, set himself up a3 a "public
expounder of Scripture", attracted a mass following, and one Sunday
in March 1820
assembled the greater part of the population of
Lochcarron to a place within sight of the Pariah
church, and there, while public worship was con¬
ducting regularly by the Parish Minister and such
of the Parishioners as were with hira... (he)
employed himself in reading, lecturing, and
praying with his congregation."^®^
The latter development indicates that while the revivalist faith came
initially from outside the Highlands, the revivals very soon developed
an impetus and produced a leadership of their own. Thus one result of
John Farquharson's 1805 visit to 3kye was the conversion to the evangel¬
ical faith of Donald Munro, a local man who was a catechist in the pay
of the Establishment but who was more renowned for his ability as a
fiddler than for his devotion to religion. After Farquharson^
departure Munro put away his fiddle and began to conduct prayer meetings
(84)
at various places in the northern part of Skye, the eventual outcome
of his activities being best described in a more or less contemporary
account of iti
In the year 1812, by means of these meetings, and
uncommon awakening took place among the people, which
was attended with distress and trembling of the body...
Some fiersona came under convictions when attending
those meetings} others when they came in contact with
awakened persons who attended thea... These were days
of power and of sweetness to as many as had spiritual
taste and discernment; so that frequently when they
met they were reluctant to part '
83. Minutes of the Presbytery of Lochcarron, 4 April 1820, CH 2/567/3.
84. R. MaoCowan, The Men of ikye, Glasgow, 1902, 1-30.
85» Present State of Religion, 1827, 62-63.
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At least one of the initiators of the Lewis revival of the 1820a -
John MacLeod, the Gaelic schoolmaster at Uig - had been involved in the
(ps \
events of 181? in Sky®. But in Lewis too local preachers quickly-
appeared and during 1823 the Established clergy began to complain of
the "religious frenzy which... has become so prevalent of late" and
of the activities of "the blind, daring fanatics who now infest this
Island... disseminating wild unscriptural doctrines.The extent
of the divergence between the popular religion and the Establishment
was demonstrated at a communion service in the parish church at Lochs
in the south-eastern corner of Lewis in August 1823. !*lhen the parish
minister, Alexander Simpson - who, according to "vangelical tradition
was a drunkard as well as a Moderate^®^ - began his sermon he was
interrupted by several "fanatics" who challenged the validity of the
doctrines being' propounded from the pulpit. On being asked to leave,
Simpson's critics refused to budge and had to be "dragged off". Not
a whit intimidated they then began to
sing and expound Scripture and read it among them¬
selves in the neighbourhood so near that their
singing seemed meant to disturb the service.
Angered by this calculated defiance of his authority Simpson, with the
support of the presbytery of Lewis, lodged a formal complaint with the
civil authorities. Five men who had played a prominent part in the
disturbances were promptly arrested and shipped to Ting-wall where they
were jailed for a month^*^ - a proceeding which did nothing to quell
the revival but which had th® effect, as one of Mackenzie of Seaforth's
6. MacHae, Revivals in the Highlands, 19^7, 80.
57 • A. Simpson to J. Adam, 5 Feb. 1823, Sea. P., OD 46/l7/Vol. 62;
W. MacRae to Seaforth, 23 Pec. 1823, Sea. P., QD 46/l7/Vol. 63.
58. MacParlane, Men of the lows, 1924, 245*
59» J. Ad am to Seaforth, 31 Oct. 1823, 8 April 1824, Sea. P., GT 46/17/
Vols. 63 and 65.
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Lends correspondents remained at the time, of setting the Established
clergy firmly "on the fair road to damn their popularity in the
Such events were not confined to fkye and Lewis. In Hands a
revival began in the early lP2Cs under the leadership of John nridson,
A Rodel blacksmith - better knew for that reason itu Jain Oobha*^
And by 1F29 "fanaticism an;1 Jeotariinisa" were- reported to Tie "making
rapid progress" on the island where urdoch ".acleod, another
... 1ay-preached or exhorter... hod exerted all his
influence to prevent the uri3!doners from attending
(op)
Divine 'orship in the ''tatablished Churches.
Throughout the north-west there were Identical occurrences. In forth
Hint in the lb30s and early l84Cs m-my people wore following "divisive
(9 3>
courses" end organising their own bundar aorvices.v "' In parts of
ull dissent had "proceeded to an alarming extent".in Locbcarron
by 1825 the leadership of the popular "overrent had devolved upon John
"inlayson, another blacksmith, who was -accused by the presbytery of
following divisive and schismatic courses in absenting
himself from attendance on the public ordinances of
religion... and in ecllectin. crowds at his house
rlurin, vln** s^rvicf? uvcr t,ho l-orrS's (?-sy sind in
(95)
r^^rliny ana eypoundinr • rri ] tur^s to thfttn• '
.\t about
the ev« »irr.*.(?6)
the class of lay-preachers made up of John RinlaysoBj
\. ' 11;: to >r'-T, 00. 1823, or-. ^ 48 '17/Vcl. 65.
(PI A ■ reaont "into ^r' ' • 11 ion, 1" ^. 70 _ 76.
1532, CH2/361/2.
" 2/361/2.
"imites of tbe ^Tefsbvtery of 'u 11, 3 nec. 1P35, CH 2/273 4«
(?5) vinu+es of the ">asbytery of '■ ncbcarror, 20 Sov. 1525, CH 2/567/3*
(96) Vinut.es of tbe Fysebytsry cf "or.-ue, 7 -larch 16?7» CH 2/508/3*
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Donald Dunro, John Morrison and their fellows was one of the revivalist
movement's most important features, not least because these preachers -
known as na daoine, the men, in order to distinguish the® from the
ordained clergy - constituted the first leadership of any sort to
emerge from the crofting population's own ranks. Although they had a
long history in those parts of the eastern Highlands where evangelical
(Q"f)
Christianity had been implanted in Covenanting times, ■7,/ it was only
in the early nineteenth century that na daoine, defined as a "definitely
recognised but ecclesiastically unofficial order of evangelical laymen
who won public veneration by their eminence in godliness",made
their appearance on the north-west coast and in the islands. In some
cases, as in that of Donald Munro in 3kye or John Davidson in Lochcarron,
"the men" had some previous connection with the Established Church or
with the S3PCJC - organisations which had long maintained a staff of
lay cateckists whos duty it was to assist the ministers of sprawling
Highland parishes. R>r the moot part, however, the lay-preachers seem to
(99)
have been ordinary men drawn from the lower strata of Highland society.
Usually they were crofters. Occasionally they were craftsmen - black¬
smiths seem to have been especially prominent. But their distinguishing
feature® generally consisted solely of their own strength of character
and the profound conviction of their religious beliefs, qualities which
enabled them to preside over the popular religious movement from the
start, conducting prayer-meetings, services, md above all the huge
open air "fellowship meetings" which became a*feature of the Friday
97* J* Maclnnes, "The Origins and Early Development of 'The Men*",
Records of the Scottish Church History Society, VIII, 1944, 16-41.
96. Ibid., 16.
99. Several of "the men" are referred to above. For short biographies
of some of the best known see, MacCowan, Men of Skye, 1902j
MacFarlane, Men of the lews, 1924.
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before communion throughout the evangelical Highlands.
Wall aware of their status in the community "th© men" cultivated
a distinctive appearance, wearing their hair long and in some areas
adopting a recognised "uniform" - on the northern mainland this con¬
sisted of "a camlet coat and a spotted handkerchief tied over the head',
f "I \
while in SVye multi-coloured nightcaps wore favoured.v c ' And their
fervour had its counterpart in the emotional often hysterical nature of
the movement which they led - a movement in which can be disc rned at
least a shade cf these vast and mysterious upsurges of chiliastic and
rrlHenial fervour which occasionally gripped the imagination of th®
masses of medieval Europe and have more recently erupted in widely
separated carta of the Third "•orld.^^*^ Thus one contemporary
observer, noting that
It is known to every one conversant with the Highlands
that th© recent degradation and. misery of the people
have predisposed their minds to imbibe these pestif¬
erous delusions to which they fly for consolation
under thair sufferings,
went on to describe how those affected by the revivals "see visions,
dream dreams, revel in the wildest hallucinations". In Skye, for
example, aianv people - especially women - were said by contemporaries
(104)
to have become "fanatical" and fallen prey to fits or religious ecstasy.
In Lewis too cany people were "seized with spasms, convulsions, fits,
and screaming aloud" and b 11 adhna 1 n aomaidh, the year of the
IOC. J. ennedy, The Pays of the Fathers in Ross-shire, Inverness, 1927,
86-88.
101. Pee, "Investigator", The Church end He.r Accuser in the Far Forth,
Edinburgh, 1850, 36? "Puritanism in the Highlands", ua..-torly
"evlew, LII1VI13, 309.
102. For studios of thine movements see, Cohn, Pursuit of the illeniua,
1970 ; Lanternari, '.-Iitdcns o: the 0{p-resaeri,' 1963»
103. J. vrewne, A Critical Anamination of Dr. ackulloch's or'' on the
Highlands, Edinburgh, 18?5, 142-143.
104. Prosant State of Heliglon, 18?7? 63.
105. A. Simpson to J. Adam, 5 Feb. 1823, Sea. P, OP 4fi/i?Atei 61
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swooning, was long remembered in the island. ^
The millenial character of the revivals had its counterpart in
"the men's" religious teaching. Their theology was of the most elemen¬
tal type, combining a harsh and pristine puritanism with a transcendental
mysticism that had less to do with nineteenth century protestantism than
with an older faith. Visions of heaven and hell, prophetic utterances,
intensely personal conflicts with the devtl and his angels: these were
integral to their creed and a common pact of their experience; while
in their preaching homely illustration was combined with mysticism and
(107)
allegory. *nd while "the men" were often fully literate, knowing
their Bibles "as few besides have known them" they did not hesitate
to introduce into their Christianity concepts which were clearly derived
from the rieo-pagan cultural heritage of the Highlands. Many "men", for
example, believed themselves to have the power of second sight, an(j
even Lachlan VacKenzie of Lochcarron, one of the earliest of the north¬
west Highland's evangelical ministers was considered a prophet by his
(no)
congregation.
"The men" were no primitivists, however. They had, on the
contrary, a very low opinion of much of the traditional culture of the
Highlands; and indeed their onslaughts upon that culture undoubtedly
destroyed much that was valuable in it.^^- "hat is not generally
106. MaoKay, Church in 4he Highlands, 1914, 248 - 249»
107. Llaclnnes, "Origin £ of 'The lien'", 1944, 35> 41-
108. Kennedy, Days of the Fathers, 1927, 128.
109. Maclnnes, "Origins of 'The Men"', 1944, 39-40. Gee also, A. MacRae,
Donald Sutherland: Saint and Seer, Tongue, 1932.
110. J. Campbell (ed.), Tae Rev. Mr. Lachlan of I.ochcarron: Lectures,
Sermons and 7'riting3, Inverness, 1928, 10.
111. Gee, e.g., Carmichael, Carmina Gadelica, 1928-1971, 1, xxv - xxxiii.
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recognised in all that has subsequently been written about the
devastating effect of Highland puritanisrn on Gaelic culture, however,
is that the society which supported that culture was destroyed in the
eighteenth century and that ''the men's" attack upon the Highland's
cultural heritage can consequently be interpreted as a more cr ler»3
conscious attempt to come to terms with the realities of a social and
economic system dominated by landlordism rather than by clanship?. Thus
the revivalists' social teachings were infinitely more advanced and
closer to the needs of the crofting population than those embodied in
the secular poetry of the period - most of which is dominated by a
weak, romantic nostalgia for the old order.early as the
17608, for example, Dugaid Buchanan of "annoch - perhaps the greatest
evangelical poet to write in Gaelic - included in _Ar Claigsann, The
Skull, a telling indictment of the commercial landlordism which was
just beginning to make its mark on the Highlands. Several bitter
verses are devoted to the rackrenting laird who flays his people and
thins the cheek of his tenants by his excessive exactions. If the
rent is delayed the cattle are seized, no heed being paid to the cries
of the poor. Before the landlord stands an old man, his head uncovered
in the bitter wind. His petition is ignored. For striking down such
a tyrant, Buchanan concludes, death is to be praised.
Here is no anachronistic reluctance tc admit the exploitative role
ler chief. And indeed Buchanan's tirade marked the beginn¬
ing of a long association between Highland evangelicalism and anti-
landlordism. Alexander Campbell, the leader of an early secessionist
movement in Argyll, thought it worthwhile to record his "testimony
112. See, "acLaan, "Poetry of the Clearances", 1939.
113. L. Boolean, Buchanan: The Sacred. Bard of the Scottish Highlands,
London, 1920, 114; 'laclnnes, v-ingnlical "ovemnt, 1951, 26;.
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against covetous heritors that oppress the poor"p**^ and not least
among the faults of the Moderate clergy, according to na daoine, was
that thoy 'dined with the laird" and generally associate'-' with the upper
(21*))
strata of highland society. And at another level, the social
protest lisp licit in the vision of hell accorded to "avid Ross of
Perintoah, doss-shire, requires no elucidationi
In one spot Pavid saw a poor soul surrounded by busy
devila. "There is a rich miser for you", said the
angel. "They are pouring buckets of molten gold down
his throat. There again", said he, pointing to
another, "There is a laird who has been driving out
tenants from their farms, squandering his menno after
strange women, rendering poor people miserable and
himself so miserable that at last he had to take away
hia own life, "o is now for evar doomed to be
alternatively bitten by serpents and have hia wounds
licked ever by hell hounds. T'cor follow! Little
did he think during his moments of heartless pleasure
and dissipation that he way sowing for himself the
seeds of such an eternity of woe.
"The men" and their movement thus posed a threat to all those whose
interests lay in maintaining the social and economic status quo in
the Highlands, whether Moderate ministers, landed proprietors or
sheep farmers. *.s far as the Church of cot land was concern#'! only
the comparatively small number of Evangelical ministers - whose own
beliefs at least ap rximated to the tenets' of the popular religion -
had anythinf approaching a cordial relationship with "the men". Of
114. "Investigator", Church and Her Accuser, 185C, 78.
115. • 'acKenaie, The Fev. Murdo acker-gie? A I'emoir, Inverness,
1914, 86.
116. J. .i eclair, The Chfrlatlan hero of t'.o Perth, Edinburgh, 1867,
61 — 62.
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against covetous heritors that oppress the poor"?^11^ and not least
among the faults of the Moderate clergy, according to _na daoine, was
that they "dined with the laird" and generally associated with the upper
strata of Highland society.at another level, the social
protest implicit in the vision of hell accorded to David Hose of
Farintosh, Hosa-shir®, requires no elucidations
In one spot David saw a poor soul surrounded by busy
devils. "There is a rich miser for you", said the
angel. "They are pouring buckets of molten gold down
his throat. There again", said he, pointing to
another, "There is a laird who ha3 been driving out
tenants from their farms, squandering hi3 means after
strange women, rendering poor people miserable and
himself so miserable that at lass he had to take away
his own life. He is now for ever doomed to be
alternatively bitten by serpents and have his wounds
licked ever by hell hounds. Poor fellow! Little did
he think during Ms moments of heartless pleasure and
dissipation that he was sowing for himself the seeds
of such an eternity of woe (Sinclair 1867» 61-2).^^^
"The men" and their movement thus? posed a threat to nil those whose
interests lay in maintaining the social and economic status quo in
the Highlands, whether Moderate ministers, landed proprietors or
sheep farmers. As far a8 the Church of Scotland was concerned only
the comparatively small number of Evangelical ministers - whose own
beliefs at least approximated to the tenets of the popular religion -
had anything approaching a cordial relationship with "the men". Of
114« "Investigator", Church and Her Accuser, 1850, 78.
115. '3. Mackenzie, Tae Rev. Lurdo Mackenzie: A Memoir, Inverness,
1914, 86.
116. J. Sinclair, The Christian Hero of the North, Edinburgh, 1867,
61-62.
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the Evangelicals the most popular were probably ivlaighstir Rualrldh -
as Roderick MacLeod of Bracadale was popularly known - and Alexander
Mac.! eod who became minister of Ulg in Lewis shortly after the
commencement of the revival in that island. These men's churches ware
regularly fill®! to capacity with the evangelically minded people in
their own congregations and in the congregations of neighbouring
(ll?"1
parishes. But elsewhere, as already mentioned, "the men" and
their adherents simply abandoned the parish churches. In Nkye in
the 18208, for example, there were only two parishes - one of which
s-acLeod's braeadale and the other the neighbouring pariah
of buirinish - in which there was no "meeting held for social worship
on the Sabbath distinct from that carried on in the parish church."
In view of "the men's" obvious leanings towards anti-landlordism
it was inevitable that the Established clergy's concern about these
developments should be shared by landowners and their associates. Mot
only did "the men" articulate crofters' growing dislike of landlord®,
the very existence of a profoundly popular movement equipped with its
own leaders clearly constituted a threat to the letter's hitherto
undisputed dominance in the Highlands. The opinion of the minister of
Bnrvsa in Lewis, a man who thought it
easy to sec that no good can come to society from
the raving effusions cf... i- norant men who, with
consummate effrontery, assume the character and
office cf ;utile instructors,' ^9)
was accordingly echoed by many proprietors. "No gentleman", it is
117. Viae :ae, cviv.ils in the Highlands, 1907, 82-83; Beaten, '.cms
Noted Ministers, 1929,"189.
118. Present State of talirion, 1827, 67.
119. I. Ytaeliae to Seaforth, 23 Tec. 1823, Sea. ., 0D 46/17/Vol. 62.
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recorded, "associated with Donald ^unrof" ^ while at his meetings and
those of his fellows there might be seen, among the hundreds of crofters
and their families, "an occasional sheep farmer, if a native of the
(121)
district, but never a factor. ' Lord MacDonald's factor in fact
considered "the men" to be "an evil Influence", an opinion shared by
MacLeod of Dunvegan who thought that "the influence of lay preachers...
(122)
was injurious to the people. And a group of 3kye sheep farmers
reacted to the 1812 revival in the island by making representations to
Lord MacDonald, "soliciting hia Lordship's power and authority to
suppress these meetings and to proceed against those who- held thara."^^'
And though somewhat premature, the apprehensions underlying such
requests ware not without foundation.
In the context of the history of the popular religious movement in the
Highlands the Disruption of the Church of Scotland in 1843 was a largely
fortuitous event. The Internecine conflict between Evangelicals and
Moderates which led eventually to the former's secession and to the
formation of the Free Church had nothing to do with Highland affairs
and was, on the face of it, of little interest to the mass of the
crofting population. As the ecclesiastical crisis approached, however,
the Evangelical leadership mads a determined effort to win popular
support in the Highlands. Gaelic pamphlets were circulated. Evangel¬
ical deputations toured the region. And most important of all, the
120. MacOowan, Men of 3kyg, 1$K)2, 18.
121. T. Brown, Annals of the Disruption, Edinburgh, I89O, 670.
122. Committee cn Sites. 1847, Q. 5^94 3®H.
123. Present State of Beliglon, 1827> 63.
124. See below, trio Chap, and Chap. 9»
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local Evangelical ministers strenuously endeavoured to win to their
side the adherents of the indigenous evangelical movement.
One their side the Evangelicals had many advantages. They were
the only ministers for whom crofters felt any respect or affection
and they were consequently able to draw on a fund of popularity built
up over many years - Maighstir Hualridh, for example, was able to draw
large and enthusiastic crowds to his pro-Svangelieal meetings in t.ne
/ 1 O/I \
winter of 1842-43.* The Moderates had no 3ueh advantages. For
them there was only a deeply felt animosity. It is not really
surprising, therefore, that "the men" adhered unanimously to the Tree
(127)Church* and that throughout the north—west Highlands the secession
amounted to "a tidal wave which... carried the population on masse"
The situation in I.ewie where less than 500 people out of a population
(121 ^
of some 2C,C0C remained in the Established Church was not untypical;
There aa elsewhere the parish churches were "swept bare of worshippers",
their congregations being reduced to a handful of sheep farmers and
( 1 "If \
their shepherds. Fhen on the first Sunday after the T1eruption
the Durness church bell was muffled with an old soc\r and a dead dog
/•. ni \
hung over the pulpit in Farr the symbolism was therefore very apt.
The Established Church had ceased to have any claim to authority over
the crofting population.
128. For details see, The Fitness, 21 Dec. 1842, ?5 Feb., 28 April 1843?
Brown, Annals, 1890, 58-74; J* Kennedy, The 'postle of the Forth,
Inverness, 193'-?, 242 et seq.
12C. .Vac1'ay, Church in the Highlands, 1914* 268.
127. See, ti'acCowan, Men of 3kye, 1902, 821 Sutherland and the
Sutherlundora; 'Their Religious and Social Conditicn, Edinburgh,
9, 12-13; etc.
128. P.C. Simpson, The life of Principal Palny, hondon, (2 vols.),
1909, I, 433.
129. Ibid.
130. J. -arron, The Northern Highlands in the Nineteenth Century,
Inverness, ("3 vole.;, 1903 - 1913, I1I» xxxix.
131. A. aci an, yinlochbervie, Tongue, 1932, 51•
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The immediate cause of th® Evangelicals' withdrawal from the
Establishment having been their opposition to landlords' control of
church patronage, the Free Church held decidedly anti-landlord views.
Landlords, in their turn, were intensely suspicious of the new
denomination, their antipathy towards it manifesting itself in a
campaign of obstruction and harassment which usually took the form of
a refusal to sell sites for Free churches. Although not confined to
the Highlands the latter practice was more widespread and effective
there than anywhere else simply becau3® the sheer size of Highland
estates enabled their owners to deny the Free Church access to whole
(132 J
parishes and in some cases to entire islands or even counties.
In one famous episode caused by Sir James Siddell'a persistent refusal
to provide a site for a Free church at Strontian the problem was over¬
come by the provision of a floating church which was moored in Loch
Hunart.^"^ Elsewhere persecution was more difficult to counter.
In Full a 'res Church congregation was obliged to worship in a gravel
pit below the high water-makAc;^'^ while Lord MaeDonald, the owner
of th© largest estate in th® Hebrides, refused sites to no less than
seven congregation#.^^ When in the winter of 1845 the people of
Paible on the MacDonald estate in Horth Hist attempted to build a
Free Church meeting house on the township's common pasture the building
was promptly pulled down by the estate management and nine of th®
crofters involved in its construction evicted. A subsequent attempt
132. Committee on Bites, 1847* Hep. iv.
133. Brown, Annals, 1890, 427-428* 685-657*
134* Committee on Bites, 1847* 03* 4088 - 4094.
135. Ibid., Q. 91.
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to hold services j n the lee of a lar&o rock on the common erasing
was countered by the simple expedient of ploughing and sowing the
/ , •»< \
ground around it. 1
Visiting the north-west Highlands five years after the Disruption,
Dobort 3omera made the following comments about it. In the Highlands,
he wrote,
There ire only two ranks of people - a higher rank and
a lower rank - the former consisting of a few large
tenants... and the latter consisting of a dense body of
small letters and fishermen... The proverbial enmity
of rich and poor in all societies has received peculiar
development in this simple social structure of the
Highlands. The clearances laid the foundation of a
bitter animosity between the sheep farmers and the
letters? and as these violent changes were executed by
the authority of the lairds, they also snapped the tic
which had previously, amid all reverses, united the
people and their chiefs. One link still bound the
extremities of society an formal, if not in spiritual
union. The parish church was a common centre where all
classes met... But even religion... was converted at
the Disruption into a new fountain of bitterness...
There is thus a double point of collision between the
two ranks - an ecclesiastical as well as an agrarian eamity..•
It is consequently almost impossible to find an individual
in the upper rank who has not a grudge against the people,
either on the 3coro of their I'ree Church!sm, or on the
(137)
score of their hostility to the sheep walk system.
Although the link between social conflict and religious disoent wont
back farther than 3omer& realised, his remarks contain an essential
136. ibid., Qft. 3684 - 3685, 4437 - 4452.
137. Sorncro, Letters, 1848, 65-66.
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truth. In the Highlands the Disruption was not just an ecclesiastical
dispute. It was a class conflict. Its battle line was the line of
class demarcation, the line between the small tenantry on the one hand
and sheep farmers, factors and proprietors on the other. In that
fact la to be found the explanation of what is otherwise inexplicable!
the intensity of proprietorial opposition to the Free Church.
Highland landlords1 experience of the popular religious movement
had done little to convince them that its institutionalisation In a
Church found®! on an essentially anti-landlord principle would be to
their advantage. The Free Church declared Sir James Riddell,
proprietor of Ardnanairohan, would lead the people "astray from the
ministrations of the regularly ordained clergy who were placed over
them for their spiritual good and edification" and make them more than
ever dependent upon "the teaching of illiterate laymen". Be3ide3, he
added - and the argument must have seemed a powerful one in the
politically troubled world of the 1840s - once one part of the estab¬
lished order had been successfully challenged there was no knowing
where the process might end. Already, he thought, the Free Church
had "bid defianco to the powers that be" and "broken up society from
its very foundations.»(138)
Such expectations were exaggerated. Ultimately dependent on the
urban middle class of lowland Scotland rather than on the small tenantry
of the Highlands, the Free Church was inherently unlikely tc sanction
a serious challenge to private property in land or in anything else.
The real threat posed to landlords' interests by the Free Church was
therefore more subtle - thou/1:}" nonetheless serious in the long term -
than the red revolution suspected by Sir James Riddell in his more
fevered moments. It was, as was pointed out by Hugh Killer - editor
138. Committee on Sites, 1847, 1st Rep., 96I 2nd Rep., 92.
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of the Evangelical newspaper The ffltnessaand one of the most effective
and influential of Highland land lordiam*s early critics - that the
"reo Church threatened to end crofters' political isolation: "to
translate their wrongs into English and to give them currency in the
general mart of opinion.Broadly apeaking, this was in fact
what occurred. Among the Free Church's southern membership there
immediately appeared a feeling that "the enthusiastic adhesion" of
the crofting population tottheir cause imposed upon them a special
1t( 140}
charge and responsibility/ ' a feeling that made possible the
financing of the Free Church in the Highlands and greatly contributed
to the success of charitable relief efforts during the famine.
At the 3ame time and through the medium of the Free Church - which a
recent historian has described as "the bulwark of the Scottish Liberal
Party" - the first concrete links were established between the
incipient agrarian radicalism of the crofting population and the
mainstream of Scottish Liberal and radical politics. It is not
without significance, therefore, that the crofting population, acting
in concert with an important and vociferous section of southern public
opinion and the liberal and "vangelical press, was able, through the
medium of a parliamentary enquiry which unreservedly condemned the
landlords* conduct, ' to force the site-refusing proprietors to give
way. The passing in 1886 of the first Crofters Act was the outcome
(144)
of a very similar sequence of events.
139. H. filler, Sutherland Aa It 6'as and Is, Edinburgh, (3rd edit.),
1843, 35.
140. J.R. Fleming, A History of the Church in Scotland, 1843-1874,
Fdinburgh, 1927, 70.
141• See above, Chap. 4.
142. J.G. Kellas, "The Liberal Party and the Scottish Church Dis¬
establishment Crisis", .n. liah "1 story Review, LX71X, 31.
143. Committee on Sites, 1847, 3rd Rep., passim.
144. See below, Chaps. 8 and 9»
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Of more immediate importance, however, was the fact that in the
north-west Highlands and islands the Free Church came into existence
as a profoundly popular institution, the heir to a long tradition of
religious dissent. It was, and still is, the church of the mass of
the small tenantry and in a very reel sense it was their creation, a
victory for their interests over tLo->© of their landlords. It was
in this way above all that the achievement of 1843 contributed to the
more important victory of 1886, for the Disruption and, the revivals
which preceded it were largely instrumental in welding a disparate
collection of small tenants into a community capable of acting
collectively and possessing a distinctive character and outlook.
That the future of the Gaelic language is still bound up with the fate
(145)
of the Free Church is not accidental; '• nor is the fact that even
the socialism and auticlsricalism of a modern Gaelic poet like Sorley
Maclean is expressed in a language reminiscent of that of the
(146)
evangelical revivals. Evangelicalism and the emergence of the
modern crofting community are inseparable phenomena if only for the
reason that it was through the medium of a profoundly evangelical faith
that crofters first developed a forward looking critique of the
situation created in the Highlands by the actions of the region's land¬
owning and therefore ruling class. And although the principles at
stake in 1843 ware ostensibly religious they reflected the deep
seated social antagonisms which eventually erupted in the more explic¬
itly political conflict of the 1880s. In 1843 a majority of the
crofting population stood up to their landlords for the first tin®.
And they won. h'ot even the famine and the clearances which followed
it could obliterate the significance of that victory.
145* D* Thomson, "Gaelic Scotland", in t>. Glen (ed.),
London, 1971, 136.
146. See, J. Maclnnea, Review of Sorley 11acLean's poetry, Scottish
International, ">ec. 1973, 38-39•
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CHAPTER 7. THH R^CV?RT« C30PHKQ SOCIETY, 1856 - 1880
During the famine Highland proprietors and central government were
convinced that the solution to the problems of Scotland's north¬
western fringe lay in a drastic reduction of the region's smallholding
population. The ostensible aim was to ease congestion and enlarge
crofter-!' holdings. The real objective - as far as landlords at
least were concerned - was to consolidate and extend the sheep firming
systems hence the clearances and forced emigrations of the late 1840#
and early I85<"s. The inevitable outcomes, as a royal commission
discovered soae thirty years later, was that crofters were everywhere
"confined within narrow limits" and that congestion was consequently
(l)
as bad, if not worse, than it had ever been. That confinement was
the logical outcome of the developments outlined in the first part of
this thesis. And the crofting community's long struggle to break free
of it constitutes the theme of the remainder. Before that them© is
taken up, however, it is necessary to give some account of crofting
society aa it emsrged from the terrible years of the aid-century.
Ky the mid-18503 on the north-west coast and in the Hebrides sheep
farmers occupied moat of the best hill grazings aa well aa a good deal
of the land formerly cultivated by small tenants. Although moat of
the consequences of this state of affairs were decidedly detrimental to
crofters, one of its more paradoxical and quite unforeseen effects
was that the position of the crofting tenants who had escaped eviction
in the famine's aftermath was rendered more secure than hitherto.
One© the latter ceased to require assistance to keep them alive their
1. Nap. Rep., 7»
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removal from the "inferior and exhausted soil" which they almost
(2)
invariably occupied, would have caused their landlords more trouble
and expense than could have been outweighed by the profits to be made
from putting still more lard under sheep. And the consequent
tendency to leave crofters in undisputed occupation of their meagre
plots and scanty grazings was enforced towards the end of the I86O3
by a falling away in sheep farmers * profits.^ Thus while there
wore in that decade a few mere instances of the once prevalent practice
of adding crofters1 common grazinga to sheep farms these were except¬
ional and when, in the 1870s, Highland aheap farming entered a period
/ j \
of severe depression, they ceased completely.
In the 1850s, therefore, an era of crofting history came to an
end. Since its beginnings crofting had existed in a state of flux:
whole populations had been uprooted and removed while evictions, clear¬
ances and expropriations of every kind had gone on more or less
continuously against a background of growing poverty and misery. The
1860s and 1870s were, in contrast, a period of unprecedented stability.
The clearances were over and crofters' incomes were rising for the
first time since I815. The British economy was once more expanding.
Agriculture was booming. And though crofters did not do as well as
their sheep farming neighbours - many of whom amassed considerable
fortunes in the early l86(a as the price of wool soared to record
(8)
heights - they did experience a fairly rapid expansion of their
2. Ibid. Use also, J. KacTonald, "The Agriculture of Boss and
Cromarty", T.H.A.S.3., 4th "er., IX, 1877, 157-
3. See, lluntez', "Sheep and Deer", 1973, 2C3 et seq.
4. Thr- most extensive loss of pastures in the 1860s occurred on the
Ki&nuir estate in Skye. (N.C., 1953, 1999-2CCO, 2704, 2305-2312,
2577-2582, 2650-2651, etc.) Although territdfia 7 * insignificant
compared to earlier clearances these losses wore not unimportant.
The first serious outbreak of the land war of the 1880a occurred
because of a dispute about grazings taken from crofters in I865,
See below, Chap. 8.
5. Hunter, "Sheep and beer", 1973, 200 - 202.
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agricultural returns. Above all they benefitted, from the rise In
cattle prices, for though crofters had been deprived of moat of the
pasture® on which the eighteenth century's huge herd® of black cattle
had been reared, the proceeds from the sale of their cattle still
made up the greater part of the revenue derived from toe typical croft.
By the early l88C?s, for example, crofters' atirka - worth less
than £1 a head in the 1840® - were being sold for between £.6 and £.9,
while price® for two and three year olds ranged up to £10 anil £14
respectively.'"'' Few crofts were large enough to grow the winter
fodder needed in order to take advantage of the higher prices fetched
r7)
by more mature animal®.v But most holdings were capable of raising
one or two stirks a year. And the importance of the latter to the
crofting economy of the time is attested to by the common contemporary
(8N
saying* "the stirk pays the rent". As already indicated the rise
in cattle prices was paralleled by a steep increase in the prices to
be obtained foraheop. The flocks which crofters pastured on their
common grazing® were of course miniacule - especially when compared
to those maintained by sheep farmers with several thousand acres at
their disposal. but even in Lewis, where the smallholding population
was most congested, the average crofter owned about eight sheep, one
(9)
or two of which were sold each year. And though worth less than
those reared by sheep farmers, the throe year old wedder® which were
6. Nap. Hep., .>*.pp# A, 2Cj K.C '-g S28j} L.i •(.., g. 5i^3>5 ■ ott1
Population, 1888, 35» 395 U. faciei11, Confidential Reports to the
Secretary of State, 1886, Lothian P., GD40/16 3?, P«19? "-cotaman,
5 July 1883.
?. N.C., g. 9752. Also below, this Chap.
8. K.C., Q. 42648} Cottar Population, I8e8, 39. The saying was a true
one. Most croft rents were below £6 p.a. See below, this Chap.
9. G.J. aliaer, " sport on the ?<orthem District of Scotland", Loyal
?o;,y:.,iaaion on the " apreascad Condition of the f. riculturul Interest,
P.P. l?8l XV - I.P. 1882 71V, (P.P. 1881 XVI), "554.
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asoat commonly market ad by crofters were, by the early 18.80b, capable
{10)
of fetching around 35«» apiece.
Despite steadily rising 3tr>ck prices, however, crofters - apart
fro® the fortunate occupants of the unusually large crofts that were
to be found hero and there on the mainland^1*'' - remained part time
agriculturalists, as dependant aa their fathers and grandfathers on
earnings obtained away from their holdings. Kelping, the industry
originally responsible for this state of affaire was little more than
(12)
a memory by the 1860s." And apart from the few remaining kelpers
and those tenants who combined the management cf their crofts with a
trad® of on© kind or another - of the latter there were a fair number
for every district had its smiths, joiners, masons, shoemakers and so
(13)
on - crofters had to leave home to find work. Some crofters -
and mo!*© sons and daughter's of crofters - still went south each summer
to look for casual employment aa harvesters on lowland farms. And
their success ia testified to by the remark made about certain crofters
in Skye in the l880s: "It is by their work in the south country that
/ «i a \
they are making u living.' A more permanent stake in the southern
economy was represented by the growing number of crofters• daughters
who left home to enter domestic service of one kind or another. The
Sky© crofter who remarked that he had "three daughters at service and.
they always assist me at the term" was by no means uniques many rents
10. I.e., QQ. 4457-4458, 9754-9757. Also, Hunter, "Sheep and Deer",
1973, 206-207.
11. See, e.g., J. MacDonald, "The Agriculture of Sutherland, T.H.A.3.S.,
4th Ser., XII, i860, 87.
12. It survived only here and there in the Outer Isiea. N.C., 44379«
13. See, Reports as to the Alleged Destitution in the ©stern Highlands
and Islands, '?.?'♦ 1^3, hiV., 1-1C. Also, contemporary Valuation"
R0II3; and Collier, Crofting Problem, 1953, 84.
14. N.C., -v. 2565 Highlander, 14 June 1873} Kap. l ap., App. A, 6.
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were paid and many bills met. with money earned in the prosperous middle
class households of Glasgow and other southern cities.'
The sporting estates that began to proliferate in the Highlands in
the 1670a provided similar, if store temporary, opportunities; as ©all
as creating jobs for large numbers of stalkors and ghillies, jobs that
were often filled by crofters or by crofters* sons.^^ And on the
sheep farms too there was seasonal work to ba had, especially in the
autumn when the sheep were "smeared". Smearing, the precursor of the
modern practice of "dipping" sheep in pesticides, involved working a
mixture of butter, tar and grease into the fleece in an attempt to
give protection against vermin. Since one man could smear only about
twenty sheep a day and since a quarter of a million ware annually
smeared in Inverness-shire alone, labour was obviously much in demand -
(17)
and much of it was supplied by crofters. ' During the i860a and
1870s moreover, the wages paid for casual labour of this type rose
rig)
steadily, and more or less doubled between 1&50 and I00O.x
But important a3 these sources of income were, they war© completely
dwarfed in si7© and significance by the fishing Industry. The Kapler
Commissioners, whose 1883 enquiry into crofting conditions is the
single most important source of information about the social and
economic situation in the Highlands in the later nineteenth century,
were of the opinion that crofters derived a larger annual income frora
15. D.F.C., Q. 8370. Also, Nap. Rep., App. A, 6; N.C., QQ. 2figs6j
D.F.C., QQ. 1584, 4522-4526.
16. Hunter, "Sheep and Deer", 1.973, 218.
17. HacDonald, "The Agriculture of lr.vemess-shire", T.H.A.H.3.,
4th 3er., IV, 1872, 52.
18. N.C., 4460, 6484; Board of supervision, 40th Rep., 1885, 8}
MacDonald, " Agriculture of Dutherl ind", i860, 88; KacPonald,
"Agriculture of Inverness-shire", 1872, 65; MacDonald, ".Agricul¬
ture of Ross and Cromarty", 1877, 206j Royal Commission on
Agr'cultural Depression, P.P. I894 XVI — P.P. 1P97 XV, DR. 52305 —
5?!^
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the sea than they did from the land - a state of affairs which, in
view of what waa aaid about the Highland fishing industry in earlier
chapters, seems little le3s than astounding.vThe money that
made it p-ossible did not, however, come from crofters. The latter,
though better off than their predecessors, still possessed no more
than a fraction of the capital needed to develop the west coast fisheries.
That capital came from outside the croftir community and crofters
shared only indirectly in the industry's profits* Although they
received greater rewards for their labour, their position was not in
fact dissimilar to that of their helping forebears and, like theni,
(20)
crofter fishermen were disastrously vulnerable to market fluctr? done.
But in the 1860a and 1870s, as the typical crofter's returns from his
maritime activities expanded even more markedly than those from his
work on the land, that fact was by no means readily apparent.
As far 03 crofters were concerned, the fishing industry was
divided into two quite separate branchest the white fishing and the
herring fishing. The first of these, the coastal fishing for cod
and ling which went on during the winter months was given a new lease
of life after the mid-century by improved marketing facilities resulting
froa the provision of steamer services to the Clyde and by the capital
injected into it by the curers who established themselves at its main
centres, Caatlebay and Stornowsy. In Stomoway, for example, there
were in 1853 only some half dozen persona engaged in the curing business.
By the 18803 there were around fifty. And as well as purchasing the
catch these men provided the capital needed to buy boats and gear.
The result was that by the 1880s there were between 500 and 600 Lewis
boats engaged in the winter fishings off the island - a figure that
19. Sap* "lap., 4, 53. Also above, Chaps. 2-4.
20. See below, Chap* 10.
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was twice that of the 1850a are! was made up of boats which were two or
( 21 T
three times larger than these of the earlier period. ' Returns to
crofters were limited by the impossibility, in the absence of adequate
(22)rail Ifcnka, of transporting fresh fish to southern markets and
by the control exercised over the industry by the curers. The latter
operated a truck and credit system of payment which ensured that
fisherman were almost perpetually in debt to thorn and which made it
easy for curera to fix low prices and otherwise manipulate the market
! 23)
to their own advantage. Despite the disadvantages under which
taey laboured, however, it was possible for crofters to derive a
considerable income from the cod and ling fishings. In Lewis in the
167C-s, for example, the aix or eight men who made up a boat's crew
could clear €15 to €20 apiece in a good winter besides providing
themselves and their families with fish for consumption.x^^ Such
returns were unlikely to be equalled outside the "uter Isles, tho
industry's main centre, but in moot of the north-west, especially in
Three, Sky®, ester Ross and Sutherland, crofters were assured of at
(25)
least some income from the winter fishings. But it was to the
summer herring fishings that they looked for real financial rewards.
Between I85O and the early 1680b the west coast herring industry
experienced, a spectacular expansion, the average annual total of barrels
cured at west coast ports rising from under 80,000 in the period 1844 -
1853 to ever 180,000 in the ten years after 1874 - by which time herring
21. Cottar Population, 1888, 35» Also, Nap. Hep., App. A, 175-177;
H.C., QCp. 14394 - 14425.
22. This was partially remedied in the I89O3 by the establishment of
railheads at Mallaig and Kyle of Loehalah.
23. For a recent account of the fishermen's difficulties see, M. Gray,
"fro ft in, and fishing in the North—"dest Highlands, I890-I914",
Northern cotland, 1, 1972, 89-114.
24. Oraith, Levraiana, lC75» 127•
25. Nap. Rep., 53.
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landings at Jtornoway wars exceeded only by those at Wick, Fraserburgh
( 26 )and Peterhead, the main east coast ports, ' Crofters, it is true,
were oven less directly involved in the organisation of the herring
fishery than in that for cod and ling, the former being the preserve
of east coast fishermen who alone possessed the technical sophisti¬
cation and the capital equipment - in the shape of boats and nets -
needed to make a financial success of deep water herring fishing.
When the east coast drifters arrived in the Minch in May, however, they
(27 ^almost all took on one or two local men as extra crew members $
and though crofters from the iVter Isles got the iionf3 share of these
.jobs, it was net uncommon for crofters to travel to Ca3tlebay and
Stornoway from Jkye or even from the mainland in order to obtain
employment
The west coast herring season lasted for six to eight weeks, the
(29)
crofters hired for it® duration earning from £7 to £10 on average.v
But this was only a beginning. When the drifters followed the herring
to the ^orth Sea in July thousands of West Highlanders went with them
to provide the temporary labour force that waa required to man the huge
fleets engaged in the tuck more extensive herring fisheries around the
northern isles and in east coast waters. Originating in the 1830s
and 1840s when a few crofters from Sutherland, «aster Hose, Skye and
Lewis fceg/n to spend a few weeks of each summer in ick,^"^ this
seasonal migration grew rapidly in si Be after the mid-century. And by
26. Fishery hoard for Scotland, 2nd Pep., 1884, xlvj I). M'&cFinlay,
The Isle, of .Lewjs and ita Fisherman Crofters, London, 187-8, x;dx.
2?. Nap. 9ep.» 53; Cottar Population, 1888, 36.
28. See, e.g., J.H. Nixon, Qairloch in Perth-/est '-.-sa-shlre, Edinburgh,
,1886, 143,
29. Cottar Population, 1888, 4.
30. Poor h#w c'o;G'.:;)iasion, 1844, App. Pt., 2, 298, 303, 367, 423, 431, 434;
J.M.N. Hep., xix.
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the l8?0s practically the whole adult male population of some districts
participated in the summer exod.ua - in Leu-is, for example, "only a few
(31)old raan and boys" were left behind. The crofters of the Outer
Isles, and of Lewis in particular, had a greater strike in the east
coast fishings than small tenants elsewhere. rut though some Ckye
( a? V
crofters favoured the summer fishings off the Irish coast, others
went east in "hundreds" each July and it is altogether probable that
the annual influx of feelie speaking Highlanders experienced by fishing
ports from ife to Caithness included creftera from almost every towrv
(33)
ship in north—west cotland. ' And as the herring industry boomed
throughout the 1860s and 1870s so the demand for labour increased?
wages rising by leaps and bounds. In the 1050s average earnings at the
east coast fishings wore in the region of £3 to f.3 10s. I>y the 1880s
the average wag© was at least €17, and it was not uncommon for a Lewis
crofter to come home in September with £20 cr £30 in his pocket.
In the 1070s and 1880s too, a growing number of women and girls - a»3t
of whom obt-lined their initial training in Castlebay and Stomoway
curing st iticns - begin to travel to the east coast with their menfolk
in order to get work as herring gutters, their gross earnings contrl-
(35)
buting about £4 10a to the family budget.'
31. Smith, Lews!ana, 1?75» 71.
32. N.C., 44. 588, 3520; State of education in the Hebrides, 1867» 13-
33. See, kacfonrtld, ".■Agriculture of Invemess-ahire", 1672, 163; J. fait,
"The dondition of the Scottish Peasantry", T.H.A.3.S., 4th 6er», XV,
1083, 13; "hlxon, Cairloch, 1086, 143? 'lap. Sep., App. A, 58; -Mlecod
destitution, 1683, 21-72; Cottar Population, 35* for a glimpse of
the effects on east coast communities see, C.8. :<?old» "•'■vc onths ir
the Highlands, Crcadia and kyo, London, i860, 52-59? bl.J. March,
Sailing friftars, London, 195?> 241; W.O. vowat, The .tory of
Lybater, Lybeter, 1959» 8.
34. Cottar Population, 1888, 4, 36; Tait, "Scottish Peasantry", 1883, 13.
35. Cottar Population, 1888, 35? LacNeill, Confidential Reports, 1886,
Lothian ?., CB40/16/32, p.9. fhe number of gutters greatly
increased in the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
See, e.g., Vocial Condition of Lewis, 1902, xcvii.
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The steady rise in income from ouch sources, coupled with the fact
that outside a few rack-rented properties - of which the Kilsuir
estate in dcye was the aoat glaring example1'"^' - rents remained at
C h
their old levels,x ' meant that the typical crofter of the I8?0s was
such better off than his father had been. Once blight died down in
the 1850s potatoes again became the moat important foodstuffBut
dependence upon them was everywhere less complete than before the
famine, the staple diet of boiled potatoes being supplemented by fairly-
large quantities of fresh and salted fish. And though meat was still
a rarity - sheep and cattle being too valuable to be slaughtered for
food - a chicken or two might be put on the table on a special occasion,
f 39}
while milk and eggs wore usually quite plentiful. drain crops
were generally used as winter fodder for cattle.But when crofters *
potatoes ran out in spring and early summer there was usually enough
money available to buy meal - imports of which rose steadily between the
2P5C8 and I880s'^' - a situation in marked contrast to that prevailing
in the early nineteenth century when nothing but their potatoes stood
(4?)
between the crofting population and starvation.
36. See below. Chap. 6.
37* This was not an indication of proprietorial generosity. Between
1615 and the 1850a rente had been far too high (See above, Chap.3),
and all that happened in the i860® and 1870® was that crofters
were once more able to pay thorn. After 1884?, having examined
croft rents in relation to agricultural rents generally, the
Crofters Commission enforced wholesale reductions. See below, Chap.
10.
38. MachonaM, "Agriculture of Inverness-shire", 1872 , 21; Smith,
Lewalana. 1875, 33-35-
39. Smith, Lews!ana, 1875, 53-55? Tait, " eottisb Peasantry", 1883,
13; A11aged '1 es11tuti0n, 1883, 22.
40. T?ej. regsed Condition of Agriculture, 1881, 0*.. 3C107-3C108? '•.C., Q.
3347^.
41. Smith, /awaiana, 1875, 53-55? Tait, "Scottish Peasantry", 1883, 13?
Depressed Condition of Agriculture, 1881, Q. 3C106? S.C., Q&. 29148-
29156.
42. By the 1880® the old custom of scouring the beaches for shellfish in
bad seasons waa only a memory. Nap. Rep., App. A, 52; N.C., Q. 9470.
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Expanding cash incomes meant that more money could be spent not
only on necessities like meal but also on all kinds of "chop produce",
crofters' name for manufactured goods.In the thirty years after
IE50, therefore, manufactured clothes and shoes steadily replaced, the
home made varieties, while tea, sugar, jaa and tobacco ceased to be
( AA. ^
thought of as almost unobtainable luxuries.' '' Until the mid-
nineteenth century, for example, tea had been an infinitely rare and
expensive beverage in the north-west Highlands? and a crofter's family
would have counted themselves lucky to have one cup a week. But by the
l8SCs, when "the poorest houses" in districts where tea had been
virtually unknown before the famine brewed a pot of it "twice a day at
anyrate", the strupa^ was already institutionalised as a vital component
( j|C\ \
of crofting life. "; And the dramatic rise in tea consumption is
but one obvious example of a much wider change in the crofting way of
life, a change reflected in lewis crofters' habit of spending up to
/ j / \
£30 s year on imported goods. Their predecessors of thirty years
( ^ 7 ^
before could not have found a sixth of that amount.
Facts such as these, aa the minister of South Uiat remarked in 1883,
show that after the famine the crofting community shared "in the general
43. R.C., 0,. 5470.
44• dee» Rap. Hep., Apr. A, 11? N.C., 34. 1076-1078, 1473, ?77?, 3C48,
4685, 2914B-?9156, etc; HaoNeill, Confidential Reports, 1886,
Lothian P., OD40/16/32, pp. 25, 30.
45. "Landed Tenure in the Highlands", astralnster cvie.v, XXXIV, 1868,
297; H.C. QQ. 3105-3108} "Transition in the Highlands of Scotland",
Scottish Review, XII, 1888, 119—120.
46. N.C., Q. 45993.
47- See above, Chaps. 4-5*
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progress of the country.'^4®^ It should not be forgotten, however,
that crofters seemed prosperous only because they had. recently lived.
in penury and that, althou h crofting conditions were very much better
in the 1860s and 1970s thai? they had been in the first half of the
nineteenth century, crofters' living standards did not compare at all
favourably with those prevailing elsewhere in Britain. That this was
the case is most apparent from Highland housing conditions which were
as bad, if not worse, than those to be found in all but the most
wretched urban slums. ?o a stranger in fact - as the following
passages from the autobiography of a South Uist schoolmaster make clear -
crofters' houses could be almost unrecognisable for what they were:
I shall not forget the shock I had, after a mile or so
searching the road right and left for dwelling houses,
and only seeing in the fast failing light what I took
to be large isolated heaps of stones or earth, lying
well back some hundreds of yards or so from the road
we ware travelling# 3 burst out: "But where are the
houses?" Pointing to one of toe black-looking heaps
"i had noticed, my companion replied, "These are the
(49)
houses!"
Such were one man's first impressions of the black houses in which, in
the 1870s, the bulk of the crofting population still lived.
Varying somewhat In design from one locality to another, the black-
house's principal architectural feature was an enormously thick outer
wall marie by building two dry stone dykes, the one inside the other,
and filling the apace between the® with earth awl rubble. Seldom more
than six or seven feet high, the walla ware as i:any feet in breadth
at the base but tapered slightly towards the top. On them was raised
a framework of rafters, often consisting - especially in the Outer
48. N.C., Q. 11474.
49. P.O. Hoa, k School in South Uiat, London, 19^4? 7«
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Isles where timber waa almost unobtainable - of a nondescript collection
of old oars, masts and pieces of driftwood. The rafters wore covered
with "diveta" or large turfs - the cutting of the turfs considerably
damaged the land, but estate regulations designed to prevent the practice
were resented and usually flouted- and these were thatched with
straw from the householder's com. "he thatch was secured by heather
rope© weighted with large atones, and the roof as a whole mated on
the inner edge of the outer wall, the absence of eaves ensuring that it
would not be blown off by the frequent Atlantic gales.
Long and low with a rounded roof, the crofter's house, according
to one observer, reaaemblod nothing so such as a potato pit - a
reeaerablanee most striking in the case of the tacre lowly hovels which
were constructed of turf rather than stone and which were propped up by
the simple expedient of piling earth against their walls. Nor was the
unprepossessing outward appearance of the black house compensated for
by inward comfort. The floor waa of earth and. because there were no
eaves the walls were perpetually damp. In the 1870s, admittedly, the
availability of a little more money led to the appearance - on Skye and
the mainland at least - of black houses equipped with windows, floor¬
boards, more than one door, a modicum of decent furniture and perhaps
(Si}
two apartments. The older type of dwelling, which was still much
(*>?
as it had been in the 1830s or, for that matter, in the 1770s,* had
none of these refinements, however? and in the I87O0 and lfiBCs it was
still tc be found all over north-west Scotland, ©specially in the Tutor
Isles where its predominance was almost completely unchallenged.
*>C. fee, e.g., 'hicKay, This aa Hy Jlen, Thurso, 19^5» 44. The
practice was riven as .1 reason for clearances on the ac-eod estate
in ~>ky* in the 2fJ4Pa • dee, Hep. on "boat by K. Mac-.ear., 21 Jan.
1 41, MacL. Box 51 A.
51. Board of iupervision, 40th dep., I885, 26? Nixon, iairioch, 1886, 133?
MacDcnald., "Agriculture of 2 nvemeas-ehire, 1872, 13-14.
52. Sea iacOillivray, "Present Jtata of the Hebrides", 1831» 288-290?
Johnson, Journey to the Hebrides, 1924, 91*
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The traditional Highland habitation had no windows and no ohimnoy,
the smoke from the peat fire which burned day and night, winter and
summer alike being left tc find its way out through the thatch.
Furnished with »oae planks and barrels, a few three legged stools, and
a box bed which was often roofed over to shelter its occupants from the
sooty rainwater which dripped from the thatch, the archetypal black
house consisted of a single apartment. The crofter and his family
lived at one end; their cattle inhabited the other, and, as if that
were net diversity enough, the crofter's hens roosted in the rafters
above the fire. Animals and humans entered by the same door end only
rarely was any attempt made to erect an internal partition between their
respective halves of the dwelling - the only general concession to
sanitation consisting of an effort to incline the earthen floor towards
the "byre" in the hope that dung and urine, if not the stench they
emitted, could be confined to that end of the house. Dung was seldom
so confined, pari"y because of droppings from the hens in the rafters,
partly because the interior midden was removed only once a year - when
(53)
it was spread on the fields in spring. In winter, when the
weather was wettest and when the cattle were confined for long periods,
conditions were particularly appalling. A newspaper correspondent who
visited Lewis in January 1878 reported that in the crofters' houses
"Cows stand... knee deep in a dung heap".^^ And five years later a
Free Church minister in the same island told the Napier Commission
that when visiting his congregation he frequently knelt in mud while
(*5)
praying with them. Damp, dark, and dirty inside, crofters'
53. A practice enshrined in the remark made when something was isielaidi
"Gheibhear 'taa chartadh Cheitean e", it will be got at the Pay
clesninp-out Campbell, ores and i-hcpresalona frca Louth Uist, 1958,44-
54. ucotoaan, 5 Jan. lBfB.
55. N•"•, Q. 17035.
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dwelling were usually surrounded by domestic refuse of all kinds,
the general squalor and discomfort being added to by the frequent non¬
existence of path3 and approach roads and by crofters' enforced habit
of building their homes in the least attractive and often wettest part
of their holdings in order to conserve their all toe precious arable
lSn<1.(56)
The unhealthy effects of dampness and insanitation were aggravated
by the idndency - especially prevalent in the more congested townships -
( t,7 )
for one croft's raid den to foul the well of the holdi n-r beside it;
and in such conditions, as a poor law official remarked in 18'5,
It is not surprising that... typhus and typhoid
fevers and other forms of disease... should bo of
fre:uant occurrence; it is more surprising that
(58)
any erson should escape.
Typhoid and T. . were, in fact, fairly common anon, the crofting
population, the former bein. fairly prevalent in the estem Isles even
at the end of the nineteenth century - by which ti e it had more or
(59)
loss been eliminated from the rest of Scotland. \nd even in the
1920s the . mortality rate in _,ewis, where the black house lingered
56. Nap. e 20-?. 1, 62-63; 'ducation in the Hebrides, 1867, 3-4, 26;
eport on the anitary Condition of the Tews, P.P. 1905 Py 7*
"or cent em; orary descriptions of houslrv conditions see, ap. Rep.,
48—49J with, wewsiana, 17-22; Tait, "Scottish 'easantry", 1R83»
12-13; 'slker, "Northern histrict", 1881, 556; dene ml • oarti of
Commissioners in Lunacy for 'cotlnnd, 3rd Top., loci, 247-2491
. . "arson, "Through the Hebrides", Vbardeen "'nivemity library M.S.
f97, pp •26-28. Uso, J. alton, "the .kye ouso," Anti piity, 1957»
155-162.
57. • fs'bies, "he Isle of he sis and "arris, Edinburgh, 1955, 84.
58. ,card of ' u ^rvision, 40th Pep., 1885, 26.
59. y-or.-'uo'on, cottl ah oclal elfare, 1864-1914, 1958, 356-387.
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longest, was two and a half times greater than the Scottish average. ^
In the i860® and 1870s, therefore, contagious disease was kept in check
only by the relative isolation of many communities and the traditional
practice of shunning its victims.^*'1, hut even when it was absent
conditions were far from ideal; and the health of children in particular
suffered badly from thd conditions in which they were brought up. The
logbooks of the schools established in the Hebrides after the Education
Act of I672 record a great deal of sickness and ill-health among their
/ 00)
pupil- the report of a 'cot a man correspondent who visited 3kye
in Tecember 1877 making the point more adequately than any statistical
At the top of the village (of Torren), gathered in a
listless way on a bit of moss land before an almost
ruinous cottage were a dozen children - .13 squalid
and as miserable as any that could be produced from
the innermost dens of the Cowgate... What i saw at
Torren I have seen at many places since. Children -
not the bronzed, healthy urchins such as one meets in
Lowland country districts - but puny, uncombed, blear-
eyed, shivering little objects... This sorrowful index
to the condition of the crofter forces itself very
strongly on a stranger*® notice as he passes through
this island.^""
Although its standard of living was rising the crofting community was
not, therefore, in a position that could be described as satisfactory.
And even the economic situation was not one of unimpeded progress,
higher stock prices and bigger incomea being at least partly offset by
the deteriorating capacity of crofters* arable land. "For the last
60. Social and economic Conditions in the Highlands, April 1924, C.T5.B.
Files, A? 42/9702, p.5.
61. See above, Chap. 4.
62. See, e.g., J.L. Campbell, Introduction to Bea, hchocl in .:outh Cist,
1964, XX - XX1.
63« "icotuiaan, 15 *4c. 1877•
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fifty-four years I have boon continuously cropping the same ground,'*
a North Hist crofter told the hapior Comralssion in 1H83. ''A^ hew",
he asked, "can you expect good crops out of that?" The answer, as
crofters were only too well aware, was that you could not. Tet in
many townships the ssrae tiny plots had been incessantly cultivated
since the abolition of the rur-rig system in the early years of the
nineteenth century - a measure which, because it eliminated the inbuilt
redistributiv© arrangements of traditional Highland husbandry was not
(6C>)
so self-evident an "improvement" as its proponents believed.'' ' It
was not, it must be said, that crofters were unaware of the benefits of
allowing land to lie fallow. In on© township in North Uist, for
example, crofters made strenuous efforts to practice some sort of
rotation; but so small were their holdings that if they left more than
about a tenth of their arable land out of cultivation they could not
(66 3
produce the fodder needed for their cattle. ' '' Their complaint was
that of crofters everywhere, a complaint made thus by the tenants of
Connista in the Trotternioh district of 3kye:
The atnallness of the crofts renders it imperative on
us to till the whole of our ground from year to year,
and by so doing the land ia growing inferior and less
productive. '
64. H.C., Q. 1?420.
65. It is possible to argue that excessive scattering and divisibility
of holdings is more difficult to correct under an individualistic
as opposed to a coessunal tenure. (See the discussion of strip
cultivation in L. Volin, ' 'er-tury of -.us si an u riculturs, Harvard,
1970, 92}. It is noteworthy, therefore, that in the few ^utar
"©biddean townships where runrig persisted, the problem of contin¬
uous cropping was less e rious than elsewhere as it was possible
tc let a number of rigs lie fallow each year - an effect impossible
to achieve on a multitude of separate holdings, fee, e.g., N.C.,
y„. 1?654 - 17657-
66. N.C. «t. 12490.
67. N.C., '. 1981. bo© also, ?/.u. , . 115-116, 1411, 2062, 2361,
13116, 15624, 26466, 30921, 33466, etc.
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A steady decline in arable capacity was therefore inevitable.; ^ni
while it remained possible, with the aid of lavish applications of
seaweed and manure, to obtain as many as seven or eight returns of
(go)
potatoes in a good year, cereal crops fell to almost ludicrously
low levels.
In the parish of Ki i-suir, a district containing some of tho roost
fertile land in SVrye, crofters* fields were reckoned in the 1880a to
yield only two or three returns of oats.^0^ In one more than usually-
prosperous township near Portree ten or eleven bolls of oats harvested
for every five bolls sown wa3 considered a fair return, and was achieved
only by changing the seed every two years - acre often than most crofters
(71)
thought necessary. ' In areas where the land had deteriorated even
more markedly, or where it had not been so good to begin with, yields
were even more pitiful; and in the l8?0a and i8c0s many crofters expected
little mora than a single return of corn from their Impoverished hold-
(72)
inga. And sinoa poor harvests wore the rule even in good years,
a wet summer meant no harvest at all. In the spring of 1877, for
example, the twenty crofters in the township of farlish, about a taile
south of Uig in Skye, sowed 3event,y-3avon bolls of oats. That autumn
(7 v
they harvested only twenty bolls.%
Few crofts had ever been large enough to produce all the food
/ e J \
needed by their tenants and their families.^ But the marked decline
68. Crofters Commission, 1st Rep., 1886, ix.
69. See, e.g., N.C., 44* 6524-6529, 10275 - 10277-
70. Nap. Rep., App. i, 11.
71. Scotsman, 19 fee. 1877-
72. N.C., Q. 41060; D.F.C., Q. ?7C5.
73. Scotsman, 22 "Dec. 1877-
74- See above, Chaps. 2-4-
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that occurred in their productive capacity in the nineteenth century's
third quarter :ueant that crofters had to spend a steadily growing
proportion of their incomes on meal and other provisions. In the early
1660af for example, many Skye crofters had to buy from £6 to £12 worth
(75)of meal every year; ' and throughout the north—west there were individ¬
ual crofters who had to set u3id© £20 or more annually in order to
(76^
purchase the food their impoverished holdings could not provide.
The experience of one Tarra crofter was typical. In thirty-five years
he brought home more than £500 from the east coast fishings; but, .as he
told the Napier Commission, he "spent the whole of that in meal and in
■ 77 )
other things to support the family, all for want of land."
Despite their increased incomes, therefore, crofters remained unable
to accumulate any capital; and were, on the contrary, in debt to meal
dealers and to merchants and travelling salesmen of every kind. "Our
liabilities are so great that supposing we sold all our cattle we would
still be left in debt", declared the crofters of Carinieh, North Uiat,
in 166.3. "The property that we have does not belong to ourselves", a
South Hist crofter similarly remarked. "It belongs to the taen who
(-tQ \
supply us with food and clothing." ' In the parish of Snizort in
Skye by the early 1880s one township of seven tenants owed. £54 to their
meal suppliers, while larger townships of around thirty tenants owed
between £150 and £300 to the same man. Elsewhere in the Highlands and
( 7Q }
islands the picture wan the same! the crofting community's new
found prosperity rested on very insecure foundations. Much of it
75* hap. ep., A|.p. A, Ij..
76. lee, B.C., 736'?, IO904, 12C66, 25619, 25706, etc.
77- N.C., 10904. Also N.C., Q. 691.
78. B.C., QQ. 11175, 12319.
79• Nap. Hep., App. A, 2. Also, Nap. Hep., App. A, 58; 1.0., vq. 1967,
2999-30OO, 5639, 11704, 12490, etc.; KacKeill, Confidential Reports,
1686, Lothian P., GD40/16/32, pp. 5» 6, 11, 16, etc.
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depended on credit. And crofters' credit was good only for as long
as wares and stock prices continued high. As a Sky© crofter pointed
out in 1883» "want of success at the fishing, or other work we go to,
for even one year, means either ruin or starvation.
Although the clearances were over therefore, his own insecurity was
still the dominant fact of the crofter's life. In part that insecurity
(81)
was financial; in part it derived, as it has always done,11 ' from the
natural difficulties of hi3 situation - the Highland tenant, aa the
Napier Commission pointed out, being
exposed to unusual risks and vicissitudes. A good
harvest or a good haul may make him comfortable for a
season. \ blight, an early frost, a wet autumn, a
long sinter, a gale of wind, a wayward movement of
the herring, may deprive him of food for his family,
(821
funds for his rent, and seed for Ms ground. '
s»
Of equal significance, however, was the fact that the crofter'3 tenural
/
position gave him no encouragement to try to overcome the natural
obstacles in his way, but acted, on the contrary, as a strong disin¬
centive to improvements of any kind. Not for nothing did at least
one early nineteenth century traveller remark on the differences between
crofters and their Norwegian counterparts. The latter laboured under
geographic and climatic conditions that were even worse than those
confronting tenants in the north-west of Scotland. But their owner¬
ship of the land and the fact that they received "the advantage of
their own exertions", gave them an interest in making all 3orts of
80. N.C., Q. 7263.
81. :>«e above, Introduction.
82. Nap. Pep., 110.
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ambitions improvements. Not only were their email farms batter cared
for, their houses - in contrast to the "dark one-room hovels" of the
Highlands - were commodious residences with several apartments, wooden
floors and glass windows. In Norway, in short, were to be found "the
Highland glens without the Highland Lairds.
The obvious deficiencies in the crofter's condition his landlord
and many writers - even in modern times'^ - blamed solely on hia
innate idleness and conservatism. The first was, and is, a slur. That
the latter existed, and still exists, is obvious:
It does not matter to the Gael that a changed practice
will reap him a bigger material reward. That is not
recompense for having to that extent placed himself
outside hia group. If the material reward is real,
ha will be envied by hia fellows and that is not a
good state to be in, even for one growing season.
If the reward is illusory, he will be ridiculed, and
that is not good either in a society where there is
< (65)no privacy.
Such feelingaaare discernible, however, in practically every peasant
society on earth and though they produce a situation in which "progress"
is less of a self-evident good than in urban societies they do not make
it impossible. Their existence in the Highlands, therefore, does not
in itself explain why, for example, crofters lagged bo far behind their
peers in Norway. The real explanation of that state of affairs - as
many nineteenth century writers and many more crofters suggested, and
(PC V
as is indicated by the subsequent history of crofting societyv * '' -
83. S. Laing, Journal of a Residence in Norway, London, (2nd edit.),
1837, 35-41, 287.
84- See e.g., N. Hicolson, Lord of the Isles, London, I960, 32; A.A.
hacQregor, The Western Tales, London, 1949, 231-245•
85. Fraeer barling, .est ughland Lurve.v, 1955, 304.
86. Specifically by the improvements which followed the Crofters Act
of 1886. See below, Chap. 10.
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is to be found, in fact, in the tenurial arrangements with which these
paragraphs begant arrangements that ware as agriculturally bad as
they were socially unjust.
"If you give a tenant a rock in perpetuity he will make it a
garden before long", Arthur Young, eighteenth century ^nglish traveller
and agriculturalist, once.* remarked. "If you give hits a garden for a
/ c7 \
lisited time it will become a wilderness." And the relevance of
that diagnosis to the nineteenth century crofting problem would have
boon very obvious to the author of the following comment3 'about It,
the parish minister of "lenshiel in -ester boss:
The letters holding their lands only from year tc year,
having no meliorations allowed them, and having learnt
from experience that to improve their houses or lots,
instead of producin any permanent advantage to them¬
selves is only holding out an inducement tc others to
offer a few shillings of additional rent, and to
deprive then of the fruit of their labour, are discour¬
se)
aged from attempting improvements.
fade in If36 and preceded by proverbs such as, ",.ur b'e eagal an da'
(89)
mhail, bhoireadh liridhe an da bharr", the burden cf that complaint
echoes down the years to Iff6. "If we had the assurance that our rents
would not be raised, or ourselves removed", a kye crofter told the
Napier Commission, "we would have encouragement to improve cur holdings
better than we do." But as things stood,.he went on,
... if I should improve my hel ling the Ian-lord can
have my inr rovenents valued to increase the rent,
and if T don't pay such a rent 1 will be warned and
(9C)
sent off at the bay term.
87. Quoted, N.D. Palmer, The Irish Land League Crisis, New Haven, 1940,17*
88. N.3.A., XIV, 205.
89. guoted, Cregeen, "Changing Hole of the House of Argyll", 1970, 18.
(But for the fear of a double rent Tlrea would yield a double crop).
90. N.C., Q. 2052.
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(91)That man spoke from personal experience. *rv1 as was home out by
Iherlff Tavid Brand - who in Ms role as chairman of the first Crofters
Commission knew as imich as anyone about late nineteenth centur crofting:
conditions - his experience was by no means unique:
Again and again I have had cases brought under my own
observation where old men were able tc give the history
of successive holdings occupied and improved by them,
but taken away after a certain term of years and the
benefit of the improvements passed on to someone else
(92)
or to the landlord.
qually debilitating was the constant serving of eviction sunnonsee on
snail tenants. These, as a Lewis crofter remarked, awaited anyone who
(93)dared to "transgress the laws of the chamberlain"j for they were —
to mote Sheriff Brand again - "the ordinary and normal mode of bringing
a crofter to book for some real or supposed shortcomin- on his part."^^
J.etween lf'40 mJ 18F3, for example, 1,740 notices of eviction - affecting
some 7,COO families - were i ;sued in !<ye alone. Cost were iintended to
enforce the payment of rent arrears and the majority were not acted
(95)
upon - if they had been there would have been no crofters left on
the island. Cut their effect can well bo imagined in a society where
attachment to and dependunco on the land was such as to make eviction -
to borrow Gladstone's famous utterance on the Irish land question -
(96)
"equivalent to a seitence of death'. Estate managements, however,
seldom took their tenants' susceptibilities into account. Thus in
1.874, when the factor on ir James ibitheson's Lewis estate, served
91. See, .c., v.,.,. 2054-2062.
9?. oyal Commission on Land in ales and ^onaouthuhlro, l'.utoo of
vidence, r.' . 1; "6 7 7, p.40'). or a particular irvt -fa of this
practice see, N.C., Q. 17386.
93. K.C., w. 14348.
94. ;.and in alea urS chmouf-shire, 1596, 407. See also, -*v<. •
£538 - C539. "
95. Hap. ©p., App. A, 77-79-
96. quoted, Palmer, Irish L&rv". ..©ague, 1940, 18.
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eviction notices on no leas than fifty-six Bcmera crofters, he considered
his action to be "a little detail... too small a matter to bother Sir
James about.J
Occasional voices were raised in criticism of such policies. Thus
the author of a treatise on Highland estate management which was
published in I858 noted that he had "met with hundreds of instances of
the earnest desire crofters have to improve if they have fair oppor¬
tunity", and urged landlords to interest themselves in their small
tenants' welfare by granting leases, modernising houses, and; giving
instruction in scientific agricultural techniques. "We have a
peasantry in the Highlands", he wrote,
whom we lodge in hovels of mud - whom we drive out of
their native glens and straths... and crowd into these
parts that are not ho capable of supporting sheep)
we extort rents for the miserable plots allotted to
them - give them no stated employment - leave them as
ignorant as cattle - and then abuse thera because they
are not all that we wish them to bo.^^y
(99)
Other writers made similar points. But their recommendations, like
those made by the Kellef Board during the famine,were generally
ignored. Assured of massive Incomes from the currently booming sheep
(101 ^
farming industry, 1 most landlords wished only to forget about the
crofters whose expropriation had made these incomes possible. And in
the few cases where leases were offered to small tenants they aesaed
designed to weaken rather than enhance the letter's position. Thus
97. Quoted, Brand., Land in Tales and Monmouthshire, 1896, 407•
98. 0.0. MacKay, On the yanagsaent of Highland Property, Edinburgh,
1658, 10-17, "62.
99. Tee, e.g., "Land Tenure in the Highlands", 1868, 28C-291* R.
Buchanan, The Land of Lome, London, (2 vols.), 1871, I, 16-17?
Smith, Lew's!ana, 1675, 45»
100. Lee above, Chap. 4.
101. Hunter, "Sheep and Peer", 1973, 200-202.
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the leasee proffered to some Lewis croftsra in the 18703 contained no
less than fifty-four separate regulations, the infringe lent of any one
of the® Immediately cancelling the rights of the lasjee- in old man
fro® Ness summed up the general feeling. He could not, he said, keep
ten commandments for a mansion in the heavens, far less fifty-four for
a black house in the Lews. And the leases were accordingly turned
den.'102'
Because they had no security, crofters marie few improvements to
their homes and holdings; while their landlords - from lack of interest,
avarice, or both - made none either. Here and there, admittedly,
crofters were helped and encouraged to build better houses.'^ But
such enlightened fictions were exce; tional; and the few crofters who
dared to commence improvements on their own account ran the risk of
losing not only the benefit of them - if removed, but also trie capital
invested in there - for the landlord was not legally obliged to compensate
the evicted tenant. Soma landlords paid a little compensation - but
never enough. others paid nothing at all - the history of John Oillies,
a crofter on the Kiliauir estate in 3kye being, in this respect, quite
typical. On being ejected from one holding he
got £7 as the value of the house 1 left. The wall of
that house cost me £15 to build... At the next place
from which I was removed T quarried all the stones
fo~ the house which I built and I got no compensation
fc*it.<104>
And even more serious, in the long terra, was landlords' neglect of
crofting agriculture.
For the whole of the nineteenth century crofting agriculture was
102. Smith, Lewsiana, 45 f.n. Also, Walker, ''Northern District", 1861,
8*7.
103. On the Sutherland estate, for example. Nap. Sep., \pp. A. 302-303.
104. N.C., QQ. 1524-15°5« See also, N.C., Q. 35977-
26C
notoriously backward and inefficient; and it was clear that radical
improvement could come only from above or outside the crofting
community. Crofters could not, as one commentator put it, "drink in
agricultural theories from the clouds." And if their landlords gave
(105)
them no instruction, no one else was likely to make good, the deficiency.
"Ik) carry on the business of improvements in this island to advantage",
it was observed of North Uist in 1799»
it will be necessary to sot a proper example. The
greatest part of the people have never been out of
the island and are altogether unacquainted with.
agriculture or improvement of any kind whatever, and
without some instruction it cannot be supposed that
they will do anything out of the common road.
That advice was never taken, however - estate authorities making no
effort to promote a more scientific utilisation of crofting land.
Seeds were seldom changed more than once in a dozen years; and what
{107 5
crofters knew of crop rotation they had picked up for themselves.
Drains were seldom dug; fences seldom built. To have done such things
would have been to risk a rise in rent, or perhaps eviction Ssf the
additional rent could not be found or if the factor was looking for a
good croft for a favourite. Thus, though the arable land had long
since ceased to be held in common, there was little to differentiate
each skimpy plot from its neighbour. In Lewis, for example,
\ fev? small stones erected at intervals form the only
divisions, so that in autumn when the crop is housed
and the potatoes pitted, one common stretch of barren
looking land, over which the cattle and sheep roam at
(108)
will, surrounds the various cottages.
10f>. Corners, Letters, 1848, 55•
106. Blaekadder, Survey, 1799•
107. Walker, "Northern District", 1861, 556; cots..i.;r 22 Dec. 1877.
108. Smith, Lewsiana, 1875» ^5* Also, Nap. Dep., 113.
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Such a syatera of course favoured the moat traditionalist, and least
progressive crofters, for if a man did improve his holding by a
judicious application of seed, fertiliser or whatever, he was quite
unable to protect his improvements from the ravages of his lazier
neighbours' stock.y^"-' ■'
Hie autumnal dreariness of the typical township was added to - in
the opinion of outside observers at least - by the ubiquitous lazybeds,
those ineptly named and laboriously constructed cmnotirm'.tfcid mounds and
ridges of earth which were thrown up In rocky and marshy land in cider
to supplement the produce of the tiny fields. "Of every shape and size",
a journalist wrote of lazybsde at ;<"ecse in the Loeha district of Lewis,
these grave like patches give the place on a dull day an
almost sepulchral appearance, .lor;© of thera, two or three
yards in breadth, run in straight lines from the road
away up the hillside, divided from one another by trenches
more than a foot deep and several yards in width? others
curve round corners in crescent form? a fourth kind
straggle about in serpentine fashion; yet another variety
have an irregularity worthy of the most neglected country
churchyard - all speak to not a little labour on the part
of the occupants.'' '
In essence a response to an environment that was frequently uncongenial
to normal modes of cultivation, lazybeds or fasnnagan, as the above
description suggests, varied in design according to the terrains while
their numbers varied In inverse proportion to the amount of naturally
fertile arable land. In townships situated on the machair land of the
°ut«r Isles' Atlantic seaboard therefore, they were few and far between.
In districts such as the south-eastern corner of Lewis and eastern
109. ;e. ogt of the Departmental Conynittee on the Fork of the Congested
Districts ("Scotland) Commissionera, P.P. 1916* XXI, 8. Also, Fraser
Darling, .est Highland Purvey, 1955» 210.
110. Lcotsaan, 5 Jan. 1^78•
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Harris, on the other hand, they constituted almost all the arable land
available to crofters.^
On Lazybeds and in fields alike, the main crops were oats and
potatoes - the latter giving way gradually to the former as more money
made it possible to buy alternative foodstuffs and as higher stock-
prices made cattle roaring, and therefore fodder growing, an increas—
(1121,1
ingly attractive proposition.'" ' And throughout the crofting area
at this time the land was still cultivated by spade or cas chrom, the
traditional agricultural implement of the Gael. Although frequently
despised by "knowledgeable" observers, the cas chrota, or foot plough,
produced better crops than the mechanical plough cf more modern times
(113)
by making possible the intensive cultivation of marginally arable land.
Himing over the land by hand was nevertheless a laborious task, and
one that was made all the more unpleasant by the speed with which it
had to be performed. So weak and shallow was the soil, so heavy and
persistent the winter rains, that crofters could not cultivate their
holdings in winter - as was the custom further south - without causing
serious erosion. And all the work on the land had consequently to be
done in the few brief weeks between the winter's end and the crofter's
departure for the herring fishings. For the crofting tenant, therefore,
the spring was an acutely difficult time. If he planted his crops
too early he chanced losing them in a cold, wet April and hay; while
111. See above, Introduction and Chap. 3. Also, Walker, "Northern
District", 16-81, 561; l.A. Crawford, "Feannagan Taoaaidh, Lazy
Beds", Scottish Studies, VI, 1$6?, 244-245.
112. GacDonald, "Agriculture of Inverness-shire", 16-72, 40; Mao "Donald,
"Agriculture of Roaa and Cromarty", 1877» 157.
113. F. fraeer Darling, -Crofting .. ,-lcu. quo--, Edinburgh, 1945» 7-3;
I. hitaker, "Some Traditional Techniques in Modern Scottish
Farming", Scottish Studies, III, ly59» 165-167.
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if he delayed too long they might not ripen at all. 'nee made, however,
his decision ushered in a busy and not uncheerful time for himself and
his family. With the help of hi a wife and children he carted the
winter's accumulation of dung from the "byre" to the field, added to
it the soot impregnated thatch and turf from the roof of his house -
which had then to be rethatched - and his share of the tangle thrown up
on the beach by the winter's g a -os or cut by the people of the township,
and with spade and caa chrora worked the accumulated fertilisers into the
famished land.^ ^'
The relatively unsophisticated nature of the crofter's system of
cultivation was paralleled in his stock rearing activities. In most
crofting districts the quantity of stock owned by a tenant was deter¬
mined by fixing a "souoing" for every holding, the complex and unstand-
ardised process involved being' roughly as follows. The "carry'" of a
township's common grazing - i.e. the numbers of cattle, sheep, etc.
which it could pasture - was initially established by the factor or by
a land surveyor. And from the total township stock which was thus
arrived at, a fixed proportion was allocated to each tenant, individual
aouainga being determined with reference to the wintering capacity of
a croft's arable land or to the rent paid for it - the two, in theory
at lea3t, being closely related.since they involved a whole
series of equations in which, for example, one horse equalled eight
foals or two cows, while one cow equalled eight calves or four stirics
or eight sheep or twelve hoggs or sixteen lambs, l aouming regulat¬
ions were inherently difficult to enforce; and the Crofters Commission
114. T.F.C. Rep., xi; Smith, Lews!ana, 1875» 66-68; MacTonald,
"Agriculture of Inverness-shire", 1872, 21, 164-165-
115. T.r.C. Sep., xiii - xiv.
116. hap. Sep., App. A, 469.
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was not exaggerating when it concluded in 1912 that
The greatest source of trouble in the crofting*
area has been, and is, the management, or
rathe r mi smanagaraent, of common grazi rigs. ^ ^'
Even today, despite the existence of a veritable host of lets and
Orders on the subject, aouraing regulations are frequently ignored and
„ (118)abused. And in the nineteenth century, needless to say, the
abuses were greater and more numerous. Over-stocking was rampant and,
combined with the effects of declining soil fertility, produced a
situation in which there was seldom enough winter fodder to go round.
The outcome - except in unusually open winters - was that the springs
found crofters' cattle in a very poor condition.'**' '
The principal cause of over-stocking and kindred sins was ignorance
rather than cupidity. In the 1860s and lc70s, nevertheless, there
were indications of some sort of agricultural enlightenment among
crofters. By the It 80s, for example, crofters' cattle and sheep were
generally better eared for than they had been some twenty or thirty
years before - a fact which accounted for a considerable part of the
(120)
higher prices obtained for them. """ Most crofters, however, still
knew very little of the principles cf stock management or of modern
breeding techniques, and few landlords or factors attempted to make
(121)
good the deficiency. ' And even when the necessary knowledge was
available it was seldom applied, for crofters, being far from wealthy,
117. Crofter3 Commission, Final Hep., 1912, xxv.
118. Eraser Darling, est Highland Purvey, 1955» 200-208; Coull,
"Crofters' Common Grazing®", 1966, 152.
119. walker, "Northern District", 1881, 556; D.P.C. Hep., xili - xiv.
120. N.C., ftft. 9754-9757> 29041? D.F.C., ft. 1101.
121. D.F.C. Hep., xiv.
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wore invariably confronted with an "almostirreaiatable" temptation to
sell their best and moat valuable animals rather than retain them
(1 2?)for breeding purposes. " Little attention was thus paid to the
quality of bull3 and still leas to the quality cf tups, for if
crofters were not greatly concerned about the pedigrees of their
cattle they were, aa a contemporary observer remarked, "still less
careful in the man-vigeraent of their sheep", usually "a nondescript
class of blackface."^ ^ The not unsurprising result was that
common brazings which, if pastured by the proper number of correctly
bred stock, would have been capable of yielding fine animals ware
generally grazed by sheep and cattle of obviously indifferent quality
and value - a fact that was all too apparent in the difference between
the market price for crofters' stock and that fetched by animals reared
v u (l?4)by sheep farmers.
In comparison with what had gone before and with what was to follow,
the l86Cs and 1870s were an undeniably propserous period for the
crofting community* From the foregoing account of their circum¬
stances, however, it is clear that crofters had little causa to be
satisfied with the conditions in which they lived. Their houses
little more than hovels. They had no security of tenure. On being
122. C.D.B., Final Fep-» 191?» xiii.
123. Walker, "Northern District", 1881, 556.
124. D.F.C. dep., xiv. Crofters faced most, competition in the aheap
markets. But in the 1890s the few stirk3 raised by 3kye farmers
wore worth twice as much as those reared by the island'a crofters
(D.F.C., Q. 5525). The problem was not tackled until after 3900
when the Congested Districts Board and its successors provided
bulls, advice, etc. See below, Chap. 11.
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deprived of their holdings they received no compensation. They
depended jfor their livelihood on wages earned far from home. '.bovo
all, they did not have enough land. In the l8£0s, when croftora at
lust launched a concerted attack on Highland landlordism, all these
f
grievances came very strongly to the fore. And all of them,
especially the lack of land, stemmed ultimately from the agrarian
system v/hich commercial landlordism had itself created.
In the decade before the outbreak of the land agitation in the
north-west Highlands the region's agrarian structure was dominated,
as it gad been since the eighteenth century, by great estates. Some
of these were quite literally gigantic. Many sizeable islands were
entirely owned by one man; while one mainland property, that of the
I>uke of Sutherland, occupied the greater part of a county. The
proprietor of Lewis, Sir James i'atheson, owned 424,560 acres, valued
in - If72 at £19,488 a year. Lord T.acDonald and MacLeod cf
Punvegan, owners of the two largest estates on Skye, had been forced -
by their reduced financial circumstances - to sell off largo tracts
of their ancestral possessions in the years around 18*50. Twenty
years later, however, the former sti11 owned 129,919 acres worth
£11,614 a year, while the latter had at his disposal a grand total of
141,6-79 acres, thought capable of bringing in an annual income of
£8,464. Properties of comparable size were to be found on the north¬
west coast of the mainland, Alexander V.vtheeon'e estates in '-'intail
and Lcchalah extending to 220,433 acres, and those of Cameron of
Locheil in north Argyll and western 1nverness-shire amounting in all
to 125,7*54 acres. And large though these possessions were they were
completely dwarfed by the colossus of the Sutherland estate which, in
129. "aturn of -wners cf Lands and Heritages ( cotland), 1872-73,
P.P. lt-74 LXXI1. Subsequent statistics, unless otherwise
indicated, are abstracted from the same source.
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the early l87Cs, extended to 1,362,343 acres worth f68,398 a year.
Although fairly small estates - snail In this context meaning
from five to twenty thousand acres - were to be found here and there,
especially in lull, fcorvem and parts of Skye, the general pattern
was, therefore, one of a few wealthy landlords controlling vast
expanses of territory. The whole of the Outer Isles from the Butt
of Lewis to Sarra Head, for example, was divided into only five
( 1 \
estates; " while the islands of Tirse and lona together with the
large peninsula known as the Hoss of Mull constituted an important
tart of the Puke of Argyll's 168,315 acre domain. And though 3kye
in the l88Cs was shared out between ten landlords, four of these -
Lord MrcDonaId, MacLeod of Bunvegan and the proprietors of the (51 end ale
and "'i&aiuir estates - owned about 9^ per cent of the island's land
surface, leaving only 10 per cent, or 38,000 acres, to be distributed
(127)
among the remaining half dozen.
The rate of absenteeism was high throughout the region. And it
was invariably highest on the large estates. In Skye in 1882, for
example, the five resident proprietors owned 24,045 acres between them.
( 1
The rest of the island, 365,762 acres in all, was owned by absentees.
Absentee landlordism was, and still is, a highly emotive issue. But
economically and socially at least it was of no great matter to crofters.
: mall tenants had little contact with their landlords, whether resident
or absentee; and though the former probably re-invested a greater
proportion of their rentals in their properties, it was sheep farmers -
from whom Highland proprietors derived the bulk of their revenues -
rather than crofters who were most likely to bo the beneficiaries. As
126. Walker, "Northern District", 1881, 553-562.
127. Celtic magazine, VI1, 1882, 372.
128. Ibid.
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a gross violation cf the typically Victorian notion that property
had duties as well as rights, .absenteeism attracted a groat deal of
adverse comment from nineteenth century radicals of every hue. And
by highlighting the immensity of the gulf between their own lives in
the squalid, restricted townships of the north—west Highlands and
Hebrides and those enjoyed by their landlords in the high society of
London and the south of France it say have done sometidng to foster
discontent among crofter3 themselves. But on the whole it sser:i3 to
have made little direct contribution to fuelling the fires of
rebellion.
Since landlords could not effectively manage their properties
from a distance - and since few of them, in any case, had any real
interest in the day to day running of their lands - absenteeism was,
however, responsible for the important role on Highland estates of
the proprietor1 s factor and his assistants who, as a Tireo crofter
(129'
bitterly remarked, "had all the power in their own hands."
There can be no doubt", George Mackenzie of Coull had declared in
tie View of the Agriculture of '-oss and Cromarty which he published in
1613,
that the loss a factor has to do with the management
of an estate the better. The temptations to which he
is constantly exposed when full powers are given are
sometimes greater than a man of ordinary virtue and
fortitude can resist. '
But such strictures went unheeded and factorial abuses multiplied
accordingly - the process being hastened by the fact that in a society
12$. D.F.C., Q. 36228.
130. Vac-'enzia, Agriculture of Toss and Cromarty, 1813, 51. An
identical view was expressed, seventy years later by the Free
Church minister of Aasynt* "ee, ST.C., Q. 26956.
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composed of a handful of resident proprietors, a few sheep farmers
and a multitude of small tenants, who wore considered beyond the pale
cf social respectability, factors easily - indeed inevitably -
accumulated into their own hands practically every one of the public
offices in the districts they administered. In his estate
management capacity, for example, Donald *'unro, who was factor on the
Lewis estate from 1853 until 1"75» brought complaints against crofters
to the attention cf the legal authorities. And then, as Stornoway*a
procurator fiscal, he conducted prosecutions against the crofters
(1321
whose alleged misconduct he had reported tc himself. Another
Hebridean factor, Alexander 'LacDonald. - who was known to crofters as
the "uncrowned King of 3kye" and to civil servants at the Scottish
' 133)
"ffice by the less flattering soubriquet of "Pooh - 8ahv " - disjul-
taneously managed no less than five of Lkye's estates, thereby holding
sway over 65 per cent of the island's population. Maclonald's
factorial functions were combined 'with his professional activities as
a bank agent and as Skye's only lawyer} and with his official duties
as principal collector of rates and taxes in Sky®, member and clerk
of the school boards in six parishes, and captain of the Portree
131. Nap. Pep., 83. This was one consequence of the absence of a
Highland middle class, an absence much regretted by many contem¬
porary observers, fee e.g., J.S. Blackie, Gaelic Tociatlas,
'■it -bland Depopulation and Land Law Reform, Idinburgh, 1860, 15}
N.C., Q. 56883; An Did Highlander, "How? Truths on the Crofter
Ayi t at i on", B1 ackwood a e ayazine, CXXXVIU, 1885, 53 •
132. MacKinlay, Isle of Lewis, 1878, xix-xxvi; P.O.P. MacDonald,
The Highland Crofters Oncially Considered, London, 1878, 105-108}
Nocial Condition of ,ewia, 1902, Irxi.
133. The Crofter, June 1885} Balfour to H. Cecil, 4 Oct. 1886s




The power and influence wielded by such men was Immense and, as
far as crofters were concerned, quite unchallengeable:
He who is factor, banker, farmer, J.P., and so forth,
has very little sympathy to spare for those whom he
considers in his way.
And rank injustices could thus be perpetuated with impunity, "onald
unro, "a name still spoken of with loatuingi in Lewis"/1^' distin¬
guished himself by levying quasi-feudal dues on crofting tenants,
annually appropriating a specified number of hens from each household -
hence his nickname Pomhall Kuadh nan Cearc, Bed Donald of the Cena.^^
Other estate managers were even more tyrannical. There are, for
example, authenticated cases cf factors whose policy it was to increase
a crofter's rent by 6d. on every occasion that he omitted to touch his
cap or otherwises show his reap ict for them. Corrupt, inefficient,
riddled with favouritism and napotism, derendent at a local level on
"ground—officers" drawn from among the crofter class and consequently
(139)
more despised than the f sctor himself* ' '' Hi,--bland estate managements
wore both hated and feared by the crofting community. "Ha 'm bu tig
a' la a dh' eire&s tusa as a sin.'", a debridean crofter ia said to
^ 14C)
have remarked at a factor's graveside.v ' And a verse composed at
134« K.C., 8291, 8394-8402. fonald kunro's list of offices was
even more spectacular, fecial Condition of Lewis, 19C2, Ixxi.
135. "The 1 resent Condition of the Highlands", An Oaidheal, V, 1876, 120.
136. ?,icol3on, hord of the Iale3, I960, 43.
137« Carmichael, Canaina Gadelica, 1928—1971, V], 17.
138. Collier, "roftlny Problem, 1953, 53, f.n.
130. Sap. Sep., App. A, 452; Fraaer-Darling, eat . iyiilanci . urvey,
1955, 311-312.
140. : . Haclnnea (od.), Gaelic Proverbs Collecteg by '.lexander hicolaon,
Glasgow, 1951, 46. (May the day never come when you'll rise out
of that!).
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another factor's funeral reflects the same very general sentimenti
Ouirlbh air! Cuiribh air!
• e ckuireadh oirnne;
' ma dh' eireas a rihlst,
Cuiribh e *n corr oirnn! (-^l)
It as thus no coincidence that during the troubles of the lPSCs these
proprietors who managed their own estates expari©need considerably
loss "inconvenience" than landlords whose properties were looked after
by virtually unsupervised estate administrations.{*42)
Moat of the estates rresided ever by Ponald .Funre, Alexander "acDonald
and their fellows shared the same broad characteristics. On the main¬
land, it is true, there were one or two properties such as the
fnoydart estate in western 1 nvemess-shire where the clearances had been
pushed to their logical conclusion and almost all the available land
put under sheep.And there were other areas - "orvern, ■'Henelg,
and parts of ull and Okye, for instance - where crofters' share of
the land was so minute as to be almost negligible. The parish of
: racadale on the MacLeod, estate in Ckye was one of these. "escribed
by a kye crofter as "practically a desert",^*44) consisted almost
entirely of six sheep f«**-ma, three of which, Olenbritt le, Talisker and
"rynoch were enormous holdings whose tenants in 1883 paid annual rents
of f1,800, 81,575 and f1,260 respectively.{*45) ;Cre typical of the
north-west coast and the :Te' rides, however,were these district*
141. Ibid. (Heap on him! Heap on him! Its ha that would ;ut on ue?
And if he rise again, He'll jU3t. put more on us!).
14?. : aofeill, Confidential eport a, 1886, Lothian P., 01*40 '16/32.
143. N.C., ?t. ??86, 9298 - 9304.
144. P.F.C., Q. 4364.
145* Nap. Pep., 15•
146. The interior of the mainland had, of course been completely
cleared. See above, Chap. 2.
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where the effects of clearing extensive tracts of land and cramming
the evicted tenants into the less desirable corners could be observed
side by side. Pour such localities were the widely separated, but
by no means untypical parishes of Farr in Sutherland, 'Jig in Lewis,
Puirinish and Waternish in Skye, and the islands of South Uiat and
Benbecula.' J
The aggregate land rental of the parish of Farr was £6492{ and in
Farr as elsewhere the proportions paid by the various classes of
agricultural tenants provide a fairly accurate guide not only to the
value of the lands occupied by them but also to the nature t;f the
social and economic system which the land supported. Of the total of
£6,492, then, 7 sheep farmers paid £5*810 and 293 small tenants £682.
Of the latter group none paid more than £10 a year in rent, 5 paid
between £6 and £10, 160 paid between £.2 and £6, and the remainder paid
under £2. The smallest farm was valued at £290 a year, the largest
croft at £7 16s. And while almost three hundred crofters occupied
holdings whose aggregate value was only £.682 a year, a single sheep
farmer - who was not even resident in the district - held lands for
which he paid an annual rent of £1,688. Such was the end result of
the such vaunted ''improvements" on the Sutherland estate. The parish
which had witnessed the clearance of Strathnaver now contained, as
the Napier Commissioners observed,
the extremes of subdivision and consolidation; there
is a striking absence of intermediate positions;
the small farmer and the substantial crofter dis-
♦ 4 *1 (US)appear entirely.
147* These were the areas selected for detailed examination by the
Napier Commission. Unless otherwise indicated the following
details are abstracted from Nap. Hep., 10-16, and refer to 1583.
148. Nap. Pep., 10-11.
«
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The total land rental of the parish of Uig in the south-western
corner of Lewis was £3,698* Although less extensive than those in
Sutherland the clearances in Dig had not, as already indicated, been
(149)inconsiderable. " And as a result, the tenants of two deer
forests - which, by the l88Cs, were replacing sheep farms all over the
(150)
highlands - held lands valued at £1,120 annually. 4 sheep
farmers whose annual rents were over £100 apiece paid f.887 a year to
the estate. And 7 farmers whose rents were below the ?10C mark paid
£170. 'he total annual rent of the 420 crofts in the parish was
£1,521. 5 crofters occupied fairly substantial holdings worth between
£10 and f.30 a year. A further 22 held crofts valued at between £6
and f10. But the vast majority, 393 in all, had to be content with
holdings worth leas than £6 a year. Because clearance had been less
complete, the social and agricultural extremities were not, therefor®,
so far apart as they were in Parr. As the Napier Commissioners
pointed out, however,
2 small farms below £100 in annual rent and 5 crofters'
holdings between £10 and £30, out of an aggregate number
of 426 agricultural tenancies, ia a miserable represent¬
ation of that system of substantial and graduated tenancy
so desirable in a community of which tho vast numerical
majority are associated with the cultivation of the land.^*'^
In '.'uiriniah and aternish and in Benbecula and louth Hist the situation,
though different in detail, was similar in kind and particulars of it
/1 cO ^
need not be provided here. ' ..hat ia really important is t ie
picture of north-west Scotland's agrarian system that can be derived from
h study of all four areas.
149• Fee above, Chaps. 3 and 5*
150. Hunter, "Cheep and Deer", 1973, 214-219*
151* Nap. dep., 11.
152. Details are available in yap. Hep., 12-13*
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The ga?„>39 lard rental of the four districts was £2?,l80. And
of this amount 28 sheep farmers and 2 tenants of deer forests paid
"13,982. half a dozen tenants whose holdings were classified as
small farms - i.e. they were worth between £30 and CI00 a year - paid
£345* The 209C small tenants whose holdings were worth, less than £30
a year paid a grand total of £7,853, which represented an average rent
of ?3 15a* Id. per head as compared wit a the sheep farmers' average of
£488. Of the more than two thousand small tenants only 56 whose
holdings were worth more than £10 a year could be considered substan¬
tial crofters. A further 286 occupied moderately sized holdings for
which they paid between ?6 and £1C a year. But the overwhelming
majority, 1778 in all, paid annual rents of under £6 for what were at
best insufficient holdings and at worst mere scraps of sterile land.
The population of the area in question was 15,816, and was made up of
3,226 families of whom 3,091 were the families of small agricultural
tenants. Of the latter, as already mentioned, 6 held small farms;
56 or 1.7 per cent of the total population held substantial crofts;
256 or 8 par cent of the total occupied moderate crofts? 1,778, 55
P8r cent of the total, were the tenants of small croftsj and the
regaining 825 families, who paid no rent at all, must be considered
as landless cottars and squatters. Taken together, these figures
show that the sheep farmers and doer forest tenants, who numbered
only 30 in all and constituted less than 1 per cent of the population,
paid 63 per cent of the aggregate rental, while the small tenants,
who raade up almost $0 per cent of the total population, paid only 35
. er cent of th<* rent. \t the same time, and even more significantly,
the 30 tenants in the first category occupied nearly two thirds of the
available Land leaving little more than one third for the other .3,06-1.
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lliase figures are stressed becausa they encapsulate the consequence
of the clearances, a consequence which underlay the discontent which
erupted into violence in the lfiSOs. Cn one side a large population
lived on tiny holdings in conditions of acute congestion and squalor.
On the other, a few wealthy men occupied vast emptinesses on which they
grazed sheer or stalked deer. Nor could it be argued that crofters,
being cultivators of land, were not so badly affected by this situation
as might at first appear. The amount of pasture available to a
crofting township was and is of crucial significance to its occupants,
for crofters - considered as agriculturalist# - were and are pastoral-
(153)
ists first and foremost. * " And not only had they lost the bulk of
their homeland's hill pastures to sheep farmers, they had lost the beat
and most valuable portions of them. In T.'ig, for example, the cleared
areas incorporated some of the best wintering ground, including all
the machairs except those of Valtos and Kneep; while the Bast loch
Roag and Carloway districts - leas attractive to sheep farmers because
their grazing# are of a poor, boggy type - were left in the occupation
(154}
of crofting tenants. ' All in all, as The Times remarked on the
day following the publication of the Napier Commission's report, it
was ''an economical condition scarcely consistent with agrarian content
(lr>5)
and social stability." ' And it was one whose ill effects were
seriously aggravated by the high proportion of absolutely landless
families.
In the four parishes referred to in preceding paragraph© about a
quarter of all resident families were classified as landless and
r>
subsumed under the generic titles of cottars arid squatters. The former,
153. lee, Collier, Crofting .■ roblem, 1953, 68} Kraaer * arling,
.est highland Survey, 1955, 19-•
154« 1'oisley et al., Uig, n.d., 12.
155. 11-9 Tliaea, 29 Apri 1,1884.
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in technical terms, were the inhabitants of dwellings built on holding
whose officially recognised occupants were usually close relatives of
tse cottars concerned 5 while the latter usually lived in houses built
on the edge of a township's common grazings. Cottars generally
cultivated a part of the croft on which they resided and occasionally
paid a share cf the rent. 'quatters, however, paid no rent, despite
the fact that they had frequently brought a part of a common pasture
into cultivation. Because their position was utterly insecure .and
t air very existence a violation of estate regulations, precis© numbers
of cottars and squatters are difficult to determine as is the point at
which the lowlier crofters became cottars - a fact which led the
fapier Commissioners to observe with considerable accuracy that the
distinctions between the various groups was "more easily felt than
delineated ."(*56, \bout the origins of landlessneBS, however, there
was no debate. It was the consequence of congestion and subdivision
pushed to their ultimate conclusions when holdings became too small
to bo further divided, and whan thor© was no land on which new holdings
could be created, some unfortunates wore necessarily left without any
land at all. The dictates of the kelp and fishing industries,
combined with the effects of clearances and population pressure had
begun the process.(*57) \nd though these had ceased to be operative
t the l86Gs and 1870s - except in i.ewia where the latter still existed -
t 1 andlessness created before the mid-lS^Os remained, as did. a
tendency for the number of cottars to go on increasing if only for the
re :son, to quote on risai crofter, that it was "a hard thing for any
•nan to rear a family and expel them... It is the young people who
support the old.''^*^L/
156. vap. Pep., 3« Also, Bay, --ublic drainistrati on, 191-, 21;
... Salley, "The acle of hub-Letting in the Crofting Com .unity",
"cottisfa ftudies, V, 1961, 60-61.
157* bee above, Chaps. 2 - 5»
158. N.C., Q. 32793.
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As was to b® expected, the problem of landleasmess was most
acuta in the areas where the crofting population was most dense. On
the mainland and in "ull, therefore, cottars and squatters were fairly-
few and far between. On Skye, where the LacPonald estate alone
contained 122 cottars in 1883, they were more numerous.^^9/
Tiree anil the Outer Isles it was not uncommon to find
crowds of squatters who construct hovels, appropriate
land, and possess and pasture stock, but pay no rent,
obey no control, and scarcely recognise any .allegiance
or authority. v x°
In 'tiree, for instance, the Duke of Argyll's policy of consolidating
croft3 at every opportunity - while benefitting those lucky enough to
become the tenants of the enlarged holdings - led to the frequent disposs¬
ession of the families of deceased crofters. Having nowhere else to
go they joined the landless population originally created by the Puke's
clearances in the l?5fs and by 1904 there were over 200 cottars and
squatters in the island.In liarra, South "ist and Renbecula where,
in 1883, there were at least 400 landless families the situation was
equally bleak. But while the ratio of cottars to crofters wa3 also
high in North "ist and Harris it was in Lewis, the only part of the
Highlands in which population expansion was maintained after 1850, that
landleasness took on the dimensions of a virtually insoluble social
and agricultural crisis
i-upported less by the land than by money earned at the various
fishings, the population of lewis rose from 19,684 in 1851 to 29,352
in 1311.(> in 1883 there were over 80C cottar families on the
159. ©turns Respecting Cottars, Napier Commission records, A?50/8/l-7.
160. Nap. .-.op., 43-44.
161. :vierao. on Petition from Cottars in the Island of Tires, 2 April 1?06,
Crofting "ilea, AP 67/163.
162. 'Returns Respecting Cott ars, Napier Commission records, AP 50'8/4-6;
N.C., 42479 - 42487.
163. Fraaer Darling, - a s t i > fh 1 and Jurvey, 1955» 69, 81.
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island and so rampant was the consequent subdivision that in the fifty
ye «rs after 1844 the katheeon estate management was forced to recognise
that, without any resettlement, the number of holdings had increased
from 2,110 to 3,105 - 483 of the latter being little more than allot¬
ments worth under 01 a year.'164' any crofts wore divided between
/ 2Sc. )
two, three or even more occupants' '■>' in the manner outlined in the
following description of a not untypical holding in the township of
Keoses
On an unoasy, undulating site there was apparently
erected by the original holder a primitive hut with
windowless walls... Alongside the father's hump-backed
hut there had been run up by the elder son a second
dwelling in all respects identical with the old family
nest to which it joined so as to do away 'with the need
for one of the side walla. Then, again, there has been
Q. trig' out behind this pair of cottages a third low-
walled house which grows in a crooked way out of the
stonework of its neighbours and there another member
of the family has taken up residence. ^166^
The occupants of these dwellings, like cottars and squatters everywhere,
were economically dependant on the fishing industry anil on casual
labour of every kind. \nd having little or no land on which t.o fall
back in times of crisis, they were particularly vulnerable to downward
fluctuations in money incomes from auch sources. When during the
famine for instance, raany of the crofters from whom the landless families
obtained their potato patches had put the whole of their crofts under
corn, cottars had suffered more than usually severely; an? they were to
do so again in the iBSCs/16"^ The obvious way out of their predicament,
164. ieturrs Respecting Cottars, Napier Commission records, AF ^O/B/6;
D.F.C. Sep., xxiii.
165. For examples see, D.F.C. he:., xxiii; "Present Condition of the
Highlands", 1876, 123.
166. ocotsman, 5 Jan. I878.
167. Coffin, Final "ep., 28 "opt. l847» Correspondence II, 280. And
below, Chap. 1G.
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a3 cottars and squatters saw it, was for the® to be given crofts of
their cwn.^v ^ They could then raise their own crops and regularise
the position by which - in defiance of souming regulations - they
pastured considerable numbers of cows, stirks and sheep on township
common grazings.v In a society in which the occupation of land
was the be all and end all of everything it was an inevitable aspir¬
ation and one that was particularly strong amongst cottars and
squatters whose forebears had occupied a relatively lofty social
position.
There were innumerable cottars whose families, like that of
Ronald LiacDonald a cottar at Hynish, Tiree, had occupied a recognised
holding "from tine immemorial and paid the rent" only to be "evicted
(170)
to make room for sheep.' And there were not a few who, like
John liatheson a cottar at Achnahannait on the KacDonald estate near
Fcrtree, could look back to a time when their people had been the
comparatively prosperous joint tenants of a traditional farm. "3iy
own great-grandfather was a tenant in Achnahannait", John hathason
told Lord Napier and his colleagues in 1883,
and had a fifth part of it... My grandfather succeeded
him and had a fifth part... 1'y father succeeded my
grandfather and had an eighth part of the land and in
his lifetime he came to be reduced to a sixteenth of
the land. My father had six sons of whom I am the
eldest, and not one of them would get a sod from Lord
(171)
MacDonald.
168. See, e.g., N.C. Q. 34143; D.F.C., Q. 674, 39657.
169. Tlie 2C5 cottars of South Uist and Benbecula had in 1883 a grand
total of 140 cows, 84 stikks and 518 sheep. Returns Respecting
Cottars, JJapior Commission records, AF 50/8/4.
170. N.C., Ui, 34252.
171. N.C., Q* 346. For a similar case see, N.C., 4» H698.
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In th® 1880s and in subsequent decades men like Ronald b'acDonald and
John Matheeon were - not unsurprisingly - prominent in raids on land
from which their fatnera and grandfathers had been cleared.jjut
while land hunger was most acute ataon st cottars and squatters it was
not confined to them. Among crofters themselves, as the Kapier
Commiseionera discovered, "the principal matter of dissatisfaction"
(171v-
was "the restriction in the area of holdings."v '
Crofters possess^ no statistical analyses of their agrarian
position - such aa that provided above. Their grievances were entirely
subjective, derived from their own experience of their own particular
situations. Tut aa is illustrated by the statement made to the ffapier
Commission by the crofters of Tarskavaig, a township in the parish of
Sleat in 3kye, they were non® tha less real for that:
A good number of years ago but within the memory of
some of the oldest inhabitants Tarskaveg was inhabited
by only four tenants... They were in a pretty comfort¬
able condition... Subsequently, as evictions and clear¬
ances became prevalent throughout the parish, sheep
farming got the preference, people evicted from other
townships begun gradually to crowd in upon us till, at
the present day, our township is inhabited by forty
tenants, occupying patches of ground varyin from l|
acres to 3i acres. It therefore stands to reason that,
out of such a snail portion of land, it is an utter
impossibility to make a livelihood... "hat we desire...
is a reasonable share of the land, whereof we can make
a livelihood, without being obliged to -o to distant
parts of the country to earn a living... There is
sufficient land to distribute, and land formerly
cultivated by tenantry, but of late converted into sheep
farms.
172. Gee below, Chaps. 6—11.
173. h'ap. hep., 10.
174. N.C., ii. 5535.
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What was true of Tarskavaig was true of practically every township in
north-west Scotlandj and the " .uestion of the restriction of crofts"
was consequently the "capital grievance" of crofters everywhere.^^5)
"The place in which we are is so straightened", complained the tenants
of Clashvin on the Kilmuir estate in Skye:
We are crowded into a space of one mile between two
tacks on which there are twenty-three families of us
without land... There are thirty-six crcfters besides
[ Ho)
on that strip of a mile and the place must needs be poor.
The township of Husabost on the western shore of Loch funvegan, declared
its tenants, had until 1836 been "held in common by eight tenants, paying
a yearly rental of C.8 each." By the 1880s, however, "the third and
least profitable part" of it was "ovorcrosded by twenty-six crofters
(pea \
paying yearly rents varying from £1 to £6.HV ' And Caatlebay in
Uarra, said a sixty year old cottar in 1883, was in his "first recoll¬
ection" tenanted by tan families:
They kept a stock of from two to seven cows each
family... Now they have only about the fourth part
of that place, and there are twenty-two families
paying rent in it. There are thirty families in
addition to these without land at all located, among
(178)them.
In those circumstances, to obtain more land, to reverse the
clearances - "to return to the land which ay father tenanted", as one
South ';ist crofter put it^^' ' - was for crofters an ambition so natural
as to be almost instinctive. "The peasant", it has recently been
175. Lord Napier, Hansard., 3rd far., 294, 1884, col. 108.
176. N.C., Q. ?740.
177. B.C., Q. 7425.
178. i.e., Q. 10644. Tor an additional example see, B.C., <1. 12961.
179. B.C., Q. II695.
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written of nineteenth ami early twentieth century Russia, "naturally
3aw the root of all his difficulties in the shortage of land, hia
only aalv ition in an increase of land."^loC' Exactly the same could
be sail of the Highland and Hebridean crofting population of the
same period*
This is the cause of it all - that we see the land
which our fathers had brought under cultivation by
the sweat of their brows t ut under tacksmen, or, as
they should more properly be called, desolators of
the land, and ourselves heaped upon one another upon
small patches of the very worst portions of the land,
and many without any land at all, while u; on the land
which they possess as grass from one year's end to the
other ray father saw fourteen oat crops raised in
succession... *ow, in so far as I can understand the
mind of tho people, end especially of the younger
portion of them, I fear that there is a danger that
they may rise as the elans of old rose, if they don't
#:et a hold over the land f which they are da rived...
if some will say it is not right that we should be
seeking these things, I shall not regard these as the
poor man's friendi for if it is unlawful for us to ask
it now, it was quite as unlawful for them to deprive
us of it formerly.v
The sentiments contained in that statement by " onald :artin, a crofter
at back in lewis, were universally held. "The only thin.-* that -vould
remedy our ills", remarked a : '*y© crofter, "is that we should ret more
f 1 CO \
land."1 ' "If we had plenty of land", declared another, "there
would be no poverty in cur country" — an opinion echoed by the North
Uiat crofter/5 who believed that if more land was made available to
lf;0. Volin, Century of Tusslan Agriculture, 1970, 69*
181. S.C., >4. 16110.
182. !7.C*, Q. 868.
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them "there would be peace and plenty instead of living from hand to
mouth and contracting debts.An that a Harrls croftsr wanted,
he told the Kapier Commission, was "Mere of the land which God created
for man to take his living out of"; while the crofters cf Uig in lewis
made their position clear by declaring that they had "no hope" of
their condition being improved "excppt by getting enlarged holdings."'1®^'
And as was indicated by Donald lartin, the universal craving for more
land was given force and direction by the fact that the overcrowded
crofting townships were Invariably hemmed in by huge and practical ly
uninhabited sheep farms, all ef which, as a landless Skyeaan observed,
(IBS)
contained "green places on which crofters lived before."v • '
Throughout the north-west Highlands and islands, wrote Lord Napier
in 1885, "the vacant land" and "the starving multitude" were to be
(186)
found side by side.' ' A currently common Gaelic saying put the
matter more succinctly:
Na biasta mor ag ithaadh nam biasta beag,
(1P7)
Ha biasta bea.;: a deanamh mar d.h* fhaodas iad.
And a particular example of the general -situation is provided by
conditions In the township of Solitote on the Kilmuir estate in Skye,
a viator to that "miserable place" in the IcBOs discovering that
the patches of ground which the tenant3 cultivate
vary in size from three roods to two acres. The
township has no right of grazing-. There are 17
families in the township and only three cows, and
two of these are fed with grass purchased from the
183. N.C., Q.;. 23, 12949.
184. N.C., Q*. 13179, 13911' Sae also, K*C., 40, 1315, 1435, 1771,
7399, 7263, etc., etc.
185. T.F.C., Q. 7611.
186. apier, The Highland Crcfters, Nineteenth t^rit-ury, /'HI, I885, 447.
187. C&rmichael, Carnina ladelie a, 1928-1971, 1, xxi. (The big beasts
eating the little beasts, The little beasts doing as best as they
can).
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tenants of Conista while the third picks up
its living at the roadside.
"*iven these circumstance », it was not unnatural that the tenants of
-olitoto
pointed to the green fields of the sheep farms
lying around, and asked why they should be
huddled together while so much of the best land
in Skye was under sheep.
hot every township was so constricted and so depressed as Solitote.
hut there wore few localities which knew nothing of the problems and
frustrations of its tenants. "When I open my door", declared a
Lewis crofter, "there is no place within the range of my sight except
where there are big sheep." And these sheep, as one of his neighbours
(189)
pointed out, grazed on "land which our fathers had."
Like Lord Napier, these crofters had grasped the essential contra¬
diction of the situation created in the north-west Highlands and
islands by the clearances: the enclosure of constricted, congested,
dg. rived and squalid townships by vast tracts of empty, uncultivated
and not infrequently fertile land. 3o profound were the social
tensions created by such a pattern of land use that even if it had
existed quite unaltered for a hundred years or more, some sort of
uprising would not have been improbable. And because it had not so
existed, rebellion was practically inevitable. The sheep farms set
up in "ark and Uig in Lewis in the thirty-five years after 1820; the
farms created on South I'ist in the aftermath of the ^slp industry's
collapse; the farms established on Tiree in the lf'40s and 1850s; those
set up or enlarged on Lord '.acPonald's estates in -kye and Forth Uist
186. Scotsman, 6 Lay 1887•
189. n.C., a«. 14430, 14807.
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at the same times these are but a few of the areas designated by
crofters as suitable for settlement.And all of them - as can
be seen by reference to earlier chapters - had been brutally and
forcibly cleared of their original occupants. Of that fact and its
significance, the crofters who - in the 1880s and in the first quarter
of the twentieth century — laid claim to the lands in question by
f 191)
illegally reoccupying them, • were very well aware. Jn the 1880»,
after all, many witnesses and many victims of the clearances cf the
famine period were still alive. ,nd where living memory failed there
were the carefully preserved traditions of earlier expropriations.
In north-west Sutherland in the l8f?0s, for example, "the names of the
townships... from which the people wore driver/' in the nineteenth
century's opening decades were widely remembered - as were clearance
{192)
songs and stories in louth hist in the 1930s. In the folk memory,
therefore, the sense of expropriation was undoubtedly vivid and strong
thus adding greatly to the consciousness of injustice and wrong that
the agrarian system could not, by its very nature, have failed to
produce. And even if that memory lapsed,- which it seldom did - the
tangible evidence of removals and evictions were, and still are, there
for all to see. "Standing on any one of the great heights", wrote
a traveller in the Highlands in the 1970s, "you see on ever;.* side of
. (19 3')
you the green slopes marked with the old ridges. These, together
with ruined bouses and the other signs of relatively recent cultivation
190. For theso and others see, D.F'.C., 84-110, 134-144, 360—364,
53C, 736, 1317-1328, I8I9, 1935, 3018-3020, 5072, 5899, 6469, 68C3,
7611, 8024, 16405, 16490-16492, 17483 et seq., 17809, 19652, 27519,
27829, 28638, 29117, 35977, 36228, 36303 «t seq., 37068 et seq.,
38327-38329, 40565-40566, 40712, 419CO, 49862, 54716-54717,etc.,etc.
191. 3ee below, Chaps. 8 - 11.
192. P.F.C., q. 293701 .. . Chaw, Folksongs ollclore of outh Cist,
London, 1930, 11.
193. hueban an, and of Lome, 1871, I, 80. Crofters made the same point.
3ee, e.g., D.P.C., 1935, 29370.
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and habitation which were discernable on practically every sheep fara
in the highlands, constituted - as the Kapler Commissioners observed -
a record of the clearances which was "written in indelible characters
(l°4)
on the surface of the soil." " ^nd where there had been snail
tenants before, it was not unreasonable to suppose, there could be
small tenants again.
Tn the If 60s and 1870s the relatively high degree of security that
resulted from the cessation of the clearances and the steady rise in
crofters' incomes ensured that the discontent engendered by the
"ighlands* agrarian order remainad below the surface. hut while
actually broken on only one occasion - by the disturbances that followed
(195)
an attempt to evict a number of Lewis crofters in the spring of 1874
- the social peace of these decades was an essentially fragile and
precarious creation. 'Ivon a modest deterioration in crofters' financial
circumstances was bound, for reasons examined in this chapter, to
precipitate a new crisis in croftirv society - a crisis whose effects
«ould ue all the more unsettling because of its following a period of
rising living standards and of correspondingly increased expectations
of life. "ost affected by such a qrisis would be the generation which
had grown up since the famine. Used not to the absolute poverty of
the past but to a situation in which each year was usually a little
easier, a little more prosperous than its predecessor, that generation
would not take kindly to any threat of a return to the conditions that
194. -Up. -9p., 3.
199. his was the so-called Bernere Riot. See, Highlander, 23 Kay 1874)
'cot sis an, 21 July lr74? J.3. Blackie, The Scottish Kith land era and
the Land laws, London, 1885» 1?2—2001 P. EacBonald, Tales said
Traditions of the Lews, tornoway, 1367» 147-152.
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had prevailed in the first half of the nineteenth century. And younger
crofters, moreover, were undoubtedly better equipped to defend their
interest® than their fathers and grandfathers had been. Not only had
they 5 nherited that growing feeling of community whose emergence has
(196)
already been discussed, ' they were slowly but surely developing s
political consciousness of a type never before seen in the Highlands.
Better educated and more aware of the outside world than their predec-
(197 ^essora^ and possessing a hitherto unparalleled confidence in them¬
selves and their own abilities, they had taken, for example, to reading
newspapers - newspapers, it was noted, of a radical and antilandlord
(198)kind. Most prominent of these was The Highlander founded in
Inverness in 1873 by John Murdoch who, more than anyone else, must be
given the credit for arousing the crofting; community to a sense of its
own potential power.
Bom in Nairnshire in 1818, Murdoch was brought up in Islay where
ha acquired a deep and enduring interest in -aelic culture and an
(199)
equally enduring hatred of Highland landlordism. In the course
of a long and varied career in the revenue service, Murdoch observed
and was influenced by a number of radical political movements, not the
least important of his experiences being his involvement - during
several years spent in Dublin in the 185^** and 1860a - in the politics
of Irish nationalism. In Ireland he discovered Fintan Lalor's
196. 3a® above, Chap. 6.
197. For the development of Highland educational facilities see,
It ate of education in the Hebrides, 1867, passim} Nap. Hep., 67-
8I1 Pay, Public 'dalnistration, T918, 143-176.
198. Depressed Condition of Agriculture, 1881, QQ. 3C121, 30208-30210}
"Transition in th® Highlands", 1888, 120.
199. For some account of Murdoch's life and ideas see, J.D. voung,
"John .Murdoch1 A cottiah Land and Labour Pioneer", 3ociety for
the Study of Labour History Bulletin, XIX, 19^9» 22-24; W.O'Brien
and T). Ryan (eda.), Devoy'a Post Bag, Dublin, 1948, 332—333-
Murdoch's partially completed U.S. autobiography ie preserved in
five notebooks in the Mitchell Library, Glasgow. It is referred
to below as Murdoch, AutoMography, I-V.
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analysis of that country's land question - an analysis which gave pride
i
cf place to the peasantry as the main agent of agrarian change and
one which Murdoch himself elaborated in a series of articles in The Nation*
the principal vehicle of Ireland's national aspirations.And
when he retired to Inverness to found The -ighlander therefore, it waa
the concept of creating a Highland land reform movement rooted securely
in the crofting community that was uppermost in Murdoch's mind. The
task waa a formidable one. But Vurdoch's contribution to tts success¬
ful accomplishment waa decisive and twofold! he forced southern Caelic
societies and kindred bodiea - usually composed of middle class
aelic revivalists who, though often the sons or grandsons of crofters,
had little real knowledge of crofting affairs - to align themselves
behind the crofting population in its struggle for a mere equitable
(201)
agrarian order in the Highlands;H and he unceasingly encouraged,
exhorted and cajoled crofters themselves into taking the initiative
in that struggle - with the ultimate aim of destroying the "vicious land
12021
system" which he believed to be the cause of all the Highlands' ills.
Murdoch's objective, then, was to "awaken" amon,-' crofters "an
intelligent and vigorous public spirit and afford opportunity and
encouragement to the inhabitants of the '-'ighlands tc be heard on their
200. Murdoch, Vatobiography. III. Tor an account of Hintan Valor's
thought see, Palmer, Irish Land League, 1940, 108 at sea.
201. The political aspects of the struggle for Highland land reform
are more fully examined in J. Hunter, "The "clitics of Highland
Land Reform, 1873-1895"1 3.H.R. LIIT, 1974, . That
article deals almost exclusively with the extra-Highland leader¬
ship of the movement; this thesis with its crofter membership.
But because the two are obviously related, some of the points
made in the article are, for the sake of convenience and contin¬
uity, repeated here and in the following two chapters — though
with a good deal of abbreviation and. re-emphasis.
202. Highlander, 1? July 1873.
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(203)
own behalf." '* This he achieved, not only through the columns
of his newspaper, but also by tireless campaigning in the crofting
townships themselves where, in the 1870s, the kilted figure of
i'urchadh na " ellidh became increasingly familiar and influential. (^4)
The kilt - which then a3 now was more identified with the synthetic
Celticism of Highland lairds than with the genuine Caelic culture of
the crofting community - was a part of Vurdoch'a endeavour to "sncourags
the people to set a higher value on things pertaining to their country
(20*))
and particularly tc their race, lore and language.1 And that,
in turn, was but one of the ways in which he attempted to increase
crofters' self-confidence and to inspire them to action on their own
behalf. Such action, his Highland expeditions showed him, was much
need ed t
As I went along 3 saw something of the poverty of the
peoples the poor land, they held and in auch small
quantities, while there were so many large and good
farms... and the poor congested just to make room for
these. Then their husbandry was slovenly, their
houses uncomfortable, and their crops, they could be
nothing but poor on such land.
To get crofters to protest about their conditions was far from easy,
however. Thus in South Hist, *>!urdoch noted, "the poor people were in
such a state of slavish fear" of the estate management that they dared
not attend his meetings, let alone act on his advice. But on finally
obtaining a captive audience at a "clipping" at lochdar (since they could
203• Highlander, 24 May 1873.
204. Oee, urdoch, Autobiography, IV. for an account of the impress¬
ion he made on his audiences see, *?. Maclean, The Former hays,
London, 1945» 81-83.
205. Murdoch, iutobiography, IV.
206. Murdoch, Autobiography, IV.
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not leave their sheep they were obliged to lister, to what he had to
say), he succeeded in persuading the tenants of several townships to
embody their more important grievances in a petition to the
proprietor*
I took care in the course of it that I was not
teaching them; not telling thera what to do, not
putting grievances into their heads, not exciting
their discontents... Limall though these proceed¬
ings were they were the breaking of the first
links in their chains.
From such an occurrence to the effective challenging of the entire
basis of "ighland landlordism was a long and fateful step. But by
18? 1, the year in which The Highlander succumbed to the last of a
{208)
long series of financial crises, that step was about to be taken.
207.
208.
Murdoch, Autobi o,~rapby, IV.
Hunter, "Politics of Land oforra", 1974*
CHAPTT'IR 8. m HICrHLAiD LAND yAR It BFXTINSTNQ3, 1881 - 1883
The 1880a in th# Highlands were a decide of severs, occasionally
chronic, agricultural depression.^*^ As wool prices collapsed, sheep
farmers• profits and landlorda' rentals fell hack sharply from the
heights they had reached in the balmy years of the 1860s and early
I87OS. Confronted by diminishing revenues and by a growing number of
sheep farmers who refused to renew their leases, landowners sou ht
financial salvation in a massive shift in land utilisation patterns
which - because it turned upon the wholesale transformation of sheep
farms into deer forests - involved a radical reshaping of the agrarian
structure established in the early nineteenth century. But while
sheep farmers could pull out of th© Highlands and while the region's
landlords could look for new and equally profitable uses for the grow¬
ings thus vacated, the crofting community - more prone to the effects
of a recession than were either of these classes - could do little to
protect its own position! little, that is, that was within th© generally
accepted norms of economic and political behaviour.
A3 far as crofters were concerned, the 1880s began with a sharp
reminder that the recent improvement in their living standards rested
1. The concept of a "great depression" in British agriculture in this
period has been challenged recently. Dee, e.g., T.'. "letchor,
"Tho Great Depression in English Agriculture, 1873-1896", economic
History Review, XIII, I96I, 417-432. ?or TT!ghland agriculturalists,
however, the period was one of undoubted crisis. Crofters' diffi¬
culties are dealt with in this Chapter and in Chapters 9—1^•
sheep farmers' and landlords' difficulties see, Punter, "Sheep and
^eer", 1973, passin.
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on essentially insecure foundations. The Highland harvest of 1881
promise of an unusually abundant crop it ended with crofters' potatoes
being more completely destroyed by blight than at any time since the
of an unreiainerative east coast herring fishing — the 4*290 Lewisaen
who spent the summer on the drifters came home In September with only
about s3 apiece, while some okyemen thought themselves lucky to return
another turn for the worse. Crofters' com, most of which had
remained unharvested because of prolonged rain in August and September,
was largely flattened, and destroyed by an exceptionally severe southerly
gale. Ml the islands and the entire north-west coast of the main¬
land wore affected by the storm which, as well as adding to the agricul¬
tural havoc already wrought by the blight, caused no less than 1,200
boat:, to be damaged or destroyed and brought about the loss of an
sar ( 8 )
immense quantity of nets and other fishing gear.
The inevitable outcome of this series of catastrophes was that in
the winter of 1882-83 the crofting population was plunged into condit¬
ions reminiscent of those that had prevailed during the famine of the
1840a. By the New vear, therefore, the effects of scarcity were
everywhere apparent, especially in Lewis where "numerous families in
2. "Crop "deport for 1881", T..-.A.. .3., 4th lor., TV, 1882, 358-351,
3. "Crop Report for 1882", T.T.A.S.: 4th Ser., 'V, 1883, 294-295.
Also, '"bun Times, 15 July, 18 Nov. 1882; The Times, 9 Harch 1883;
Mlegftd institution, 1883, 21.
4. ..llagecl jestitution, 1883, 2; Oban Times, lfi ?Tov. 1882; .ooteman,
(: "eb. 188-3; The Times, 9 arch 1883.
5. 'ucotaman. 4 "kit. 1882; The Times, 5 Oct. 1882; Oban Times, 7 'Oct.
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every district of the island" war® reported to ba "in absolute want."^
And though mainland areas suffered a little less severely than the
(7)
rebrides no crofting district escaped unscathed, " the general
misery being added to by economic developments similar to those which
had occurred in 1846 and subsequent years.v ' The potatoes having
failed, the price of meal soared upwards as demand for it reached
unusually high levels. To obtain the funds needed to purchase it
any crofters had to sell their cattle - for which there was, in any
case, a shortage of fodder; while others were forced to add to debts
/o\
which wer® already dangerously large. '
As the seriousness of the situation became apparent, appeals for
aid were launched in Glasgow and London; and in the early months of
1583 over £10,000 was collected and distributed to crofters and their
/an\
families. 1 From central government, however, no assistance was
forthcoming. The Scottish poor law authorities admitted the existence
of unusual distress amongst the crofting population but did nothing to
(11)
alleviate it;v while Gladstone's government refused to countenance
I arliamentary proposals that crofters be supplied with badly needed
seed oats and seed potatoes at the taxpayers' expense - a private
member's Bill incorporating these provisions accordingly failing to be
(12)
passed into law. Those sections of the press which reflected the
6. Scotsman, 15 Tec. 1882. Also, Social Conditions In Lewis, 1902, xvi.
7. For reports on the situation by local clergymen and others see,
Hansard, 3rd Her., 277» 1883, cols. 949~954. AI30, Oban Times, 30
Lee. 1882; The Tlroeo 30 Jan. 1883; Scotsman, 2 Feb. 18C3.
8. See above, Chap. 4.
9. Scotsman, 15 "sc. 1882; The Ttiaes, 9 March 1883. For crofters'
indebtedness, see above, Chap. 7«
10. Scotsman, 26 Jan. 1883; The Times, 30 Jan., 24 July 1883; H.C., Q.
46056.
11. Toard of Supervision, 3v8th Hep., l883» vii-viii.
12. The Fill was introduced by Charlss Cameron, s Glasgow SC.P. much
involved in crofting politics. Hansard, 3rd. Ser., 277» 1883, cols.
2-3; Oban Times, 17 March 1883.
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opinions of the political establishment were equally unsympathetic.
The Liberal Jootsaan believed that crofters ehould at once be "disabused"
of any notion that they were "entitled to government aid" and joined
with the Tory liaes in recommending officialdom's fifty year old
(13)
answer to the Highland problem: emigration. Jn the centres of
political power and influence, it thus appeared, there was little
interest in, and less knowledge of, the crofting community's problems
and aspirations. -Hut at the very moment when their prospects seemed
bleaker than for many years crofters, by their own initiative, at last
forced their grievances on the attention of the British parliament
and people.
In the 1880s, aa had been the case for moat of the nineteenth century,
crofters' economic troubles were closely paralleled by those confront¬
ing sEjall tenants in Ireland where the agrarian structure at least
ar proxirsated to that of north-west cot land. The winter of 1879—80
had brought near famine conditions to a large part of the Irish country-
aide. *nd the ensuing distress had greatly facilitated the reoaxfcable
rise of the Irish Land League, an agricultural tenants' movement founded
in 1879 by Michael Davitt, Irish nationalist, ex-Fenian and, not
insignificantly, the eon of a smallholder evicted from an estate in
County Mayo in 18^2. The League had as its president and principal
parliamentary spokesman, Charl«3 otewart Paxnell, then at the start
of his meteoric career as leader of the Irish party in the House of
Commons. Its strength, however, lay not so much in its considerable
parliamentary representation as in its mass following in rural Ireland
where rent strikes and other forms of direct action organised by the
13« Scotsman, 22 March, 8 May 1883; The Times, 21 March, 3 4pril 1883.
2^5
League quickly threatened to undemine, and oven destroy, the enormous
power of the Irish landlord class. Having failed to crush the L aayue
by the deployment of all the coercive apparatus at its disposal,
Gladstone's administration, on the prime minister's initiative responded
to its challenge by resolving to reform the Irish agrarian system -
the outcome being the Irish Land Act of 1881. Although not the final
solution to the Irish land question the Act was a landmark in agrarian
legislation. It conceded several of the League's demands, notably
t.iose for security of tenure and judicially determined rents, and was,
in sum, a scarcely less than revolutionary attempt to remedy small
(14)tenants' grievances at their landlords' expense.
Irish unrest and it3 legislative consequences did not go unnoticed
in the Highlands. The government'a publishers received an order for
(15)
a copy of the Irish Land Act from a remote part of Lewis; and at
least one group of Akye crofters on "hearing of good news from Ireland"
ex{ressod an inclination "to turn rebels ourselves in order to obtain
(16)
the same benefits." Their reaction can scarcely have been unique
for after 1881, as one of their spokesmen subsequently observed:
It was impossible that the intelligent crofter
shou1 d not contrast Ms condition with that of the
Irlih tenant and ask to what the difference was
14. The fullest account of the Irish Land League is Palmer, Irish Land
League, 1940. fee also, Poafret, ":tru..y.'le for Land in Ireland,
1930, 97-178? C.C. O'Brien, Parnell and His Party, Oxford, 1957,
36-795 and the relevant sections of recent general histories of
modern Ireland especially F. '.!.■• Lyons, Ireland hince the Famine,
London, 1971. For Gladstone's role see, J.L. Hammond, Glad stone
and the Irish Nation, London, 1938, a book whose Oladstonian bias
is offset by L.I'. Curtis, '"cerei-ci m' Conciliation in Ir-'Mnd,
1880-1892, Princeton, 1963.
15. KacFeill, Confidential Reports, 1886, Lothian P., 03) 40/16/32, p.55»
16. N.9., Q. 2804. .Also, Q. 1461.
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due - whether it was due to violent agitation in
the one case, and to peaceful, quiet, law-abiding
habits in the other.
And it was no coincidence therefore, that in the winter of 1880—81,
when the no—rent tactics of the Irish Land League were receiving wide
publicity in the press, the crofters of Yaltos and 'lishader on the
Kislmuir estate in 3kye intimated their intention to cease paying rent
to their landlord.^'"'
i'he 46,142 acre "ilmuir estate, bought from Lord YacDonald in
If55 by a Kalmshire gentleman, Captain '"illiitn draser, was one.of
the few places where crofters could claim to suffer, like their Irish
counterparts from rack-renting. Under eraser's ownership, the crofting
rental of the property had almost doubled - despite a substantial
reduction in the amount cf land available to crofters} and the rents of
(20 ^
sotar? crofts had risen from around C.5 to ever £13. As early as
1877 a visitor to 3kye had observed that the repented increases in
their rents had led to widespread murmuringa of discontent among fraser'e
/ \
tenantry, ' and it is not at all surprising therefore that, the
crofters of Kilmulr proved particularly receptive to the lesson implicit
in events in Ireland. Their new departure was not matched by any
sudden change in estate policy, however — the initial response of
Praser and his factor to the rent strike being that traditionally
associated with Highland landlordism when it was confronted with the
17. D.H. vacFarlan©, Hansard, 3rd Her., 289, 1884, col. 1608. :ee
also, h• "•, l. 48888.
18. :-i.'hlar.3er, 2} Larch 1891.
10. Owners of Lands and Heritages, 1674? ■' cottioh Highlander, 28 April
-WT.
20. N.C., -'Li. 1596, 1782, 8862, etc. It was almost the only place where
high rents were as much complained of as lack of land. -an. Hep.,50*
21. -cotor,;-in, 22 Dec. 1877*
slightest hint of crofting insubordination* a petition calling for a
rent reduction was rejected and summonses of removal taken out against
(22 ^
the crofters who had dared to put their names to it. ' But then,
in the spring of 1881 - and for reasons that remain obscure - the
KiJjuir estate authorities switched from a coercive to a conciliatory
policy. Rents in Valtos and iliahader were reduced by 25 per cent,
on the ostensible grounds that raaer had discovered a small error in
their aoumings. '
In the wider world, these small beginnings of effective direct
action by crofters passed practically unobserved. before twelve
months had elapsed, however, the crofting problem had become a matter
cf national concern.
The crofting townships of Oedint oiler, Balmeanach and •"'einchorran which
constitute the district known as Braes or the Braes are situated on
the east coast of 3kye about ei -ht miles south of Portree. Braes - of
whose setting a "cotsaan correspondent wrote in 1882 that it "would be
(24)
difficult to imagine anything more romantic"* * - is a fairly typical,
if somewhat isolated, crofting community delineated on the south by
Lech Sligachan, on the east by the Sound of ' aasay and on the west by
a rings of hills of which the highest is Ben Lee. Though unspectacular
by the standards of the island containing the Cuillins, Ben Lee
effectively separates Braes from Olen Varragil which carries the main,
and nowadays very busy, road from Kyleakin to Portree — thereby ensuring
that Braes can be easily approached only by a narrow, winding road that
22. Highlander, 23, 30 March 1081.
?3. Hi "hlander, 4 Bay 1881} Lcotaman* 22 April 1882; N.C. QQ. 8549-8852.
24. '3cotumrin, 2 Dec. 1882.
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runs southwards from Portree. In 1882, as will become apparent, that
fact was of soma importance. Put of still more importance was the
status of Ben Lee itself.
Like most other hills in the Highlands Ben Lee, which was capable
(2*0
of carrying between 1,200 and 1,400 sheep, '' had once been part of
the common pastures of the townships at its foot. That much was
generally agreed. All else, however, was in dispute. The represen¬
tatives of Lord PacDonald, whose estate included Braes and Ben Lee,
admitted that until 1865, when the hill was leased to a sheep farmer
for an annual rent 01" f.128, the Braes crofters had been allowed to
graze their stock upon it. But since the reorganisation of the
(?6NMacDonald estate in the early nineteenth century, they added, Ben
Lee had been outside the officially recognised marches of the Braes
townships whose tenants, therefore, had had the use of the hill "merely
... on sufferance", had "no right or claim to it", and v«ere not entitled
(27)
to any abatement of rent because of its loss. The crofters' view
of the situation was much simpler, one of them summing it up thus:
I and my father before rae, and my grandfather, great¬
grandfather, and great-groat grandfather have been
living in the township of Balmeanach, and the hill of
(28)
Benlee was all that time connected with our township.
In 1865 the Braes crofters - whose account of events was eventually
(2o)
recognised as the correct one' - had submitted, as had many thousands
25. N.C., Q.,9385.
26. Described above, Chap. 2.
?7. Brodie to Lord KacPonald, 2*5 April 1682, MacI). P., 01)221/148/I;
J. KacLennan, ''eno. as to Alleged Charges of Intimidation at Braes,
20 March 1882, Ivory P., 01) l/36/l. Also, H.C., Q. 9385-
28. A. r inlayson: statement at his trial, A. Mackenzie, Toe si: of
Ikyo in 1882-1888, Inverness, 1883, 74.
29. In I887, on the basis of evidence presented by both sides in the
dispute, the Crofters Commission conceded the justice of the
crofters * case and restore Bon Lee to them. Crofters Corar.i ssion,
1st Dep., 1888, 104; .'cottish Highlander, 26 Hay 188?•
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of small tenants before them, to the loss of their grazings.^"^
That they raised the issue again in the autumn of 1881 owed something
to the fact that the current lease of the hill was about to expire,
and a good deal more to the passing of the Irish Land Act - Lord.
EacDonald's factor's contention that "There was no combination till
(32)
after the Irish affair", being borne out by the comments of the
crofter3 themselves. " hat made us raise the question just now", one
of them remarked, "is that we were hearing that there wore new laws
passing about lands."ii'or was their considerable knowledge of
Irish events derived eaclusively from newspapers - several Braes
crofters having been employed, in the summer of 1881, on fishing boats
working out of ports in south-west 2reland.^^/ The extent of their
contacts with their Irish counterparts is impossible to estimate, but
they almost certainly saw something of the conflict raging in the Irish
countryside and from it drew their owncconclusions. On their return
to Braes, at all events, they were instrumental in drawing up a petition
which demanded that Ben Lee be restored to them S3 of right. Signed
by almost all the tenants of Oedintailor, Balmeanach and i einchorran,
the petition was presented to Alexander IdacDonald, Lord MacDonald's
(3*5)
factor, in November - only to be at once rejected. It was at this
point - only a few weeks after - iuhasi.1 had issued his famous no-rent
manifesto from Kilraainhaai Jail in Dublin, a manifesto which called on
30. Demo, on the Becent "istnrbancea in the Island of Ikye, Jeb. 1883,
Home Office Miscellanea, HI! 2?/4.
31. Oban Times, 13 Jan. 1883.
32. B.C., Q. 8-552.
33. Memo, on T>isturbancss, ?eb. 1883, HH 22/4.
34. -McNeill, Confidential Reports, 1886, Lothian P., GD 40. 16/32.
35. I'or details of DacBonald's status seo above, Chap. 7»
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Irish tenants to "choose... betweon the land for the Landlords and
the Land for the "eoplo"^" ^ - that the ..rasa crofters took a crucial
decision. They announced that they would immediately cease paying
rent to Lord L'acTonald. And a few days later, on the Martinmas terra-
day of 1881, the tenants of braes marched into Portree, halted outside
Alexander bacbonald'a office and informed him "that their rents would
not be paid that day, or any other day, until ben Lee was returned to
their L37'
Crofters at Valtos and Llishader had already made effective use
of the rent strike, a fact of which the braes men could not have been
unaware. On the Kilmuir estate as in Ireland, however, a refusal to
pay rents had been used to force a landlord to reduce rents. And
that, in the Highland context, was a tactic of limited value, if only
for the reason that relatively few crofters suffered from extortionate
rents. Mmoat all crofters, however, suffered from a scarcity of
/ -^p \
land. And by recognising that a rent strike could be used not
merely to enforce a rent reduction but to coerce a proprietor into
giving more land to small tenants, the br;ies crofters had adapted the
principal weapon of the Irish Land League to Highland circumstances.
They therefore began a movement which, if at all successful, was bound
to appeal to crofters everywhere.
The significance of events at .raes was net lost on the landlords
of Gkye. Obsessed by the Irish precedent they feared at best some
sort of legislative intervention on the crofters' side, and at worst
36. The manifesto wa3 issued on 18 October 1881. Palmer, iris A. Land
League, 1946» 297 •
37» Prodi® to Lord 'lacBonald, 23 April 1882, Mac~. P., IT) 221 148/1$
"scLennan, homo. as to Alleged Intimidation, 20 i'arch 1882, Ivory
r., cr 1/36/1.
38. Lee above, Chap. 7«
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(39^
agrarian revolution. " Strenuous attempts were accordingly made to
have a number of Braee crofters arrested on charges of intimidation!
and when these failed from lack of evidence - the bulk of the collected
testimony having served merely to demonstrate the tenants* unanimous
and almost entirely voluntary adherence to their cause - it was decided
to evict a number of then on the grounds that, as a result of their
rent strike, they had fallen into arrears.Summonses of removal
were consequently taken out against a dozen of Lord LacDonala'e
tenants at Braes* And on 7th April 1882 a sheriff-officer left Portree
to serve the eviction orders which, though entirely legal, were oiearly
designed to intimidate their recipients. This they equally clearly
failed to do. At Braes the luckless sheriff-officer was accosted by
a crowd of about 150 people and assaulted. And although he was not
seriously injured, the summonses were taken from him and burned on the
(41 ^
3pot• The crime of deforcement - the name given in law to an
attack made upon a sheriff-officer or any other legal official in the
course of his duties - had clearly beer, committed. And since the names
o~ five of the crofters who had t aken a pr >minent part in the proceedings
were known to the authorities, warrants were immediately issued for
their arrest.
The forcible destruction of the hated eviction notices was a trad¬
itional response of Highland tenants to their landlords' attempts to
remove them from their holdings. But in the past, as noted in a
39. Tor t a proprietors' feelings as described by a relatively
enlightened landowner, Lachlan KacConald of Hkeabost see,
Celtic Carazine, VII, 1882, 39^*
40. Vac"ennan to Crown gent, 5 Jan. 1882, HH 22/4! A. MaePonald to
J. " acLennan, 3 Jan. 1882, Ivory P., GI> l/36/l! MacLannan, Memo,
as to Alleged Intimidation, 20 Parch 1882, loc. cit.j Ferao. on
"
i sturhances, '~ab. 1883, HH 22/4.
41. Prodi© to Lord VacPonald, 23 Hay 1882, I£aeP« T«» IP 221/148 'l!
Scotsman, 17 April 1882} Hansard, 3rd Car., 268, 1882, col. 1C32.
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/ ^2 \
previous chapter, such actions had beer little more than desperate
gestures of defiance in the face cf virtually irresistable force.
-t ! raes in the spring cf 1882, however, the crofters' campaign was
well organised and was, moreover, offensive rather than defensive.
Its circumstances bain/ thus entirely novel, the braes' crofters*
resistance to their landlord and to the law did not at once collapse
as had that of their predecessors at Kildonan, Borve, Bellas and a
dozen other •laces between the 1790s and 1850s. Their morale, on the
contrary, remained high. 'hay posted sentries on the hills over-
(43)lcckjn. toe road from Portree and sat back to await developments.
Until April, the tenants of Braes had conducted their campaign
in an entirely peaceable manner.Their deforcement of the unfort¬
unate sheriff-officer, however, made it possible for the authorities
tc move against them, the opportunity thus provided bein. especially
.8loomed by ill!am Ivory, sheriff of Inverness-shire, whos instinct
it was to crush the crofters' movement - an objective whicl /as to
preoccupy him for the next six years. Because Inverness-shire did
not possess a police force large enough for the type of action he
thought necessary in 3kya, Ivory appealed for assistance to the local
authorities in Glasgow, home of Scotland's largest and most efficient
constabulary. ith surprisingly little fuss, his request was granted.
And before dawn on 19th April, a day of cold, incessant rain, a
detachment of over fifty policemen, most of whom would have been more
at horue in the streets of the empire's second city, marched from Portree
4?. Above, Chap. 6.
43. b ,n imes, 2? April 1882. eo also, ' achean, former ays, 1945»
81-158', "achean was a boy at Braes in 1682. '"is account cf events
is the only one written, as it were, from the inside and its
accuracy is substantially borne out by contemporary evidence.
44. olice Inspector (Portree) to Ivory, 31 Larch 1802, Ivory P.,
r;j) 1 '36/1.
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with Ivory at their head or - to sacrifice drama to truth - at their
roar; for he was always one to exercise discretion in such matters.
The expedition, whose task it was to apprehend the men wanted in
connection with the deforcement of ?th April, passed through Oedintailor
without encountering any resistance; and though the police were met
outside Balmeanach by a crowd of about a hundred men, women and
children, the crofters, who had not expected to be raided at such an
hour and on such a day, were not so well prepared as they might have
been. Guided by the local ground officer, a police contingent was
consequently able to arrest the wanted, men without undue exertion.
hile the arrests were being made, however, the local crofters had
gathered in some strength and as the police attempted to withdraw with
their captives they were surrounded, stoned and otherwise assaulted.
'.bout a dozen constables were more or less seriously injured and, on
the police dra.-ln, their batons and repeatedly charging the crowd in
an attempt to regain control of the road to Portree, one or two crofters
and their wives were severely cut about the head. For a few minutes
it seemed as if the captured crofters might be rescued by a detachment
of their co.tirades who had occupied the Portree road at a point where
it traverses a hillside which rises almost sheer from the sea - the
place is known locally a3 An Cuahang. But in the end the.police
were victorious. A final desperate charge took them through the
encircling mass of crofters and, at a run, they escaped towards Fortret
(45)
through a last barrage of mud and stones.
• >uch, in outline, were the events which passed, into legend as
41?. Ivory to Lord Advocate, 22 April 1882, Ivory CP l/36/l.
Also contemporary newspaper accounts - a particularly dramatic
example of the latter, written by Alexander Cow of the :undee
Advertiser is reproduced in H.J. Hanhsra, "The Problem of Highland
Discontent, 1880-1885", Transactions of the P.oyal Historical Society,
4th Ser., . j X, 19-9, 24-30.
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"The Battle of the Braes"? events whose immediate effect was to give
unprecedented publicity to crofters1 grievances. ithin a few days
of the "battle" having occurred there were in 3kye no less than eleven
journalists, representing newspapers as far apart geographically and
politically as the Inverness Courier, The -cotsman, the London Standard
and the Freeman*3 Journal of Pub11' Their reports, not least
their descriptions of the conditions in which hebridean tenants lived,
undoubtedly helped to swing public - and especially radical - opinion
/ \
in the crofting* community's favour.' But public opinion would not
of itself have moved the government to make concessions to crofters.
That was achieved only by further agitation and above all by the devel¬
opment of a crofters' political movement.
In April 1882 that movement had not been founded. But in the
aftermath of the . raes affair John urcloch's Ion campaign for a
political union between crcftors and t: e adherents of the Oaelic
revivalist movement then flourishing in the south at last began to bear
fruit in the ©mergence of a pro-crofter coalition headed by men like
John -.tuart lilackie, professor of ^"reek and passionate Celticist;
r. Roderick FacTonald, president of the Ha lie • ociety of London;
John : ac5 ay, a member of that society in a very prominent •"ml; Angus
uthorlind, president of the "las,:ow uther land Association; .lexander
Lac enzie, a founder member of the Inverness Oaelic c let;/ and editor
of the influential Celtic p.; a a i no; and ".b. Clark, a Scottish doctor
residing in London where he had had a Ion,- career in radical and
socialist politics. Chi - increasingly effective pressure group had as
i to parliamentary spokesmen, ' r. Charles Cameron, a Clasyo--. liberal M.P.
46. Celtic Tagagine, VI.1, 1 F82, 344.
47. A point elaborated in Hanhara, "Highland discontent", 1969, 24, 30.
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and the chairman of the Federation of Celtic .Societies; Charles Fraaer-
Laclntosh, Liberal L:.P. for Inverness and a loading laalic scholar and
antiquarian; and Donald I. MacFarlane, Irish nationalist member for
County Carlow but a Highlander by birth. Here, than, was the nucleus
of a potentially powerful political alliance.Hut though Cameron,
Fraser-Maelntosh and KaeFarlane at once set about the task of bringing
the highland land question to the attention of the House of Commons,
they still laboured under the difficulty of having no organisational
links with crofters themselves. That particular problem was soon to
to overcome. Until it was, however, developments on the wider
political stage and those occurring in the Highlands proceeded in
virtual independence of each other; a state of affairs which did not,
admittedly, prevent Highland landlords and other upholders of north-
wast Scotland's agrarian status quo from attributing the unrest in
the region to a "Dublin based conspiracy whose principal agents were
acid to be the C-lasgow branches of the Irish Land League* That the
latter took an active interest in Highland discontent is undoubted.
Cut the cool reception accorded to their emissary to 3kye indicates
that ahila crofters were willing to draw on the Irish example they were
not, at this stage at least, prepared to encourage direct Irish
involvement in their affairs.^And the subversive "agitators" -
(51)
Irish or otherwise — who, it was widely suggested at the time,
were responsible for disturbances in croftin, areas, prove, on closer
48. Its development is examined in more detail in, Hunter, "Politics
of Land Deform", 1974*
49» "dec, e.g., Hansard, 3rd her., 268, 1882, col. 1032, and 269, cel.
227.
50. Hunter, "'clitics of Land Deform", 1974.
51. ee, inter al., N.C., .,v. 9470-9476, 9924; Argyll: Hansard, 3rd
Lor., 294, 1882, col. 105; Blackwood's Magazine, C. /VIII, I885, 99*
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inspection, to have been no more and no less than the mythical
creations of understandably frightened members of the possessing
classes.
In Sky© itself, meanwhile, the movement initiated at Braes was - without
any assistance from Ireland or anywhere else - attracting growing
/
support among the island's crofting population. Some months before
the dramatic happenings of 19th April 1882 had drawn the attention of
the outside world to events in Gkye, crofters in the north-west comer
of the Island had commenced their own campaign of protest. The
districts affected by it were the Hus&bost and Glendale estates: the
former a small property on the western shore of Loch Lunveganj the
latter a 39»02? acre estate centred on the fertile strath of Glendale
which runs southwards into the hills of fuirlnisb from the head of
Loch Pooltiel, a small inlet on Gkye's west coa3t about five miles
south of Tunvegan Head. 0lendale was owned by the trustees of Sir
John KacFherson MacLeod who - some thirty years before his death in
1681 - had bought the property from a financially stricken MacLeod
of Tunvegan. Husafcost, an estate of some 5»CC0 acres which had
passed out of MacLeod's hands at about the same time was owned by a
Mr. Nicol Martin who, though a resident landlord and a native of
(82)
Sky©, was held in very little esteem by his tenants - largely
because hie management of his estate was principally distinguished by
his maintenance of quasi-feudal services of a type long obsolete
elsewhere in Britain. Ton days unpaid labour was required each year
from crofting tenants on Martin's estate, and failure to answer the
landlord's summons - which usually came at seed-time or harvest when
82. For dot,ails of ©state ownership etc. nee, Owners of Lands and
heritages, 1874} Book of Bunvegan, II, 99-100} B.C., 7933-7534•
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crofters were busiest on their own holdings - was punished by a fine
of ?s. 6d. a day.^3'
But while the situation on Martin's property was clearly such as
to heighten the discontent produced by crofters* universal grievance,
lack of land, it fell to the Glendale estate management to arouse the
district's croftera to action. In January 1882 the factor on the
Olendale estate, himself a sheep farmer, issued a series of edicts
designed to promote local sheep farmers' interests st the expense of
those of the crofting population. Crofters were forbidden, for
example, to keep dogs and ordered to cease collecting driftwood on the
seashore, a practice which, it was alleged, involved them in trea-
(54}
passing on sheep farmers' lands. ' Announced at a time when news
of the rent strike at Braes was no doubt sweeping across Skye, these
impositions had the effect of inducing a group of Glendale crofters
to call a public meeting at which small tenants' grievances, new and
old, were to be discussed. Attended by crofters living on Martin's
estate as well as by most of the Olendale tenantry the ensuing assembly
was a resounding success. Pledging themselves to present a united
front to their landlords, those present resolved that the tenants of
the various townships on the two estates should at once draw up
petitions embodying their respective complaints and send them to
(SB)
Martin and to the Glendale trustees.
Martin's tenants not unnaturally requested the abolition of "the
slavery called day's worie" as well as asking "that the hill ground
which was taken from us be now duly restored to us." But the
53. K.C., c,a. 7?63, 74?5i 7474, etc. Also, Spiers to Ivory,'27 April
1862, Ivory P., GD 1/36/1.
54» Mackenzie, Isle of 3kye, 1883, 16.
55* Ibid., 17-18.
56. Oban Times, 22 April 1682.
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doTiand for more land was common to all the petitions, the crofters of
Skinidin, for example, asking for the restoration to them of two
islands in Loch IXinvegan - islands which had been added to a sheep
farm in the 1840s but which, as an eighty year old crofter remarked,
were "ever since my recollection... looked upon as part of the grazing
C ST}
belonging to the township." Like those made by the tenants of
Braes a few months before, these requests were rejected by the estate
authorities to whom they were addressed. A letter to Donald MacDonald
of Tormore, the Glend.ale factor, encapsulated the crofters' reactions
Sir,... We received a letter frcra the trustees from
whom we were expecting to obtain pleasure for our
petitions, but miafortunately we were disappointed...
We conclude that you air 11 be without the rents until
we receive what we are wmting, and that shows you
that we are all the same as one man. Certainly you
need not put any to the trouble of going out with
summonses. None shall quit the ©state until all
demands are arranged.
We are, yours respectfully,
The Tenants of Milovaig and Borrodale,
(■S3)
including all the Handale Tenants.
Although the rent strike thus announced affected the entire area
encompassed by the Glendale and t'usabost estates, tension wa3 highest
in the townships named in the crofters' letter, Upper and Lower
. iloveiig and Borodal. The tenants of these townships had petitioned
the Glendale trustees to let to them the near-by sheep farm of
-aterstein, the current lease of which was due to expire at .'.hitsun
1862.' •"' but their request had been refused and the farm handed
57. N.C., 3Q. 7184-7137. \lso, J. "aclennan, Setao. to Secretary of
State for Scotland, 15 Aug. 1866, Lothian P., GD 46/16/3;
Celtic kfurazlno, AH7, 1883, 343.
58. Cutting from Northern Chronicle, n.d,, Ivory P., GT> l/36/l.
SC. Statement of P. Uac^onald, TJ V.arch 1882, HI! 27/4; I'acl.ennan,
Leuto. to Secretary of State, 15 Aug. 1686, Lotplan P., GD 40/16/3.
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over to the factor, Donald 'iacDonald.^^ The latter, while not
refusing this excellent opportunity to add to the extensive lands he
already occupied, felt his position to bo so dangerous that he armed
himself with a revolver! while the crofters, for their part, declared
that at the "hitsun terra they would occupy aterstein with or without
permission.Convinced that their threat was a serious one, the
late proprietor's trustees visited Olertdsle at the beginning of Hay
and urged their tenants to give them a little more time to enquire
into the situation on the estate. "he reply they received summed up
the spirit and significance of the entire revolt in Skye in 1682*
e told them that our forefathers had died in good
patience, and that we ourselves had been waiting in
patience till now, and that we could not wait any
longer - that they never got anything by their
(62)
patience, but constantly getting worse.'
by the end of hay the Filovaig and jorodal crofters• sheep were being
pastured on aterstein.^"^
From the Court of session the trustees obtained an order instruct¬
ing the offending' tenants to remove their stock from the disputed
grazings. But the order was ignored and the factor's shepherds
threatened with violence should they make any attempt to clear the
farm* "n such an attempt being made in November a shepherd was in
(64)
fact severely mauled by crofters. And although warrants for the
arrest of twenty-five of his assailants were subsequently issued by
V. © authorities, the wanted «en remained at large for the simple reason
60. Memo, on Disturbances, ;>b. 1883, HR 28/4.
61. ?<. ' ic herson ( -lendale trustee) to Lord '.dvocate, 20 March
1882, Ivory T., T l'36/l? hpiers to Ivory, 26 larch 1882, Ivory
P., GD l/36/l.
62. d.C., Q. 6571•
63. Police sport, "unvegan, 30 Fay 1882, Ivory P., <ID l/36/l.
64. Pol. ops., "unvegan, 30 Fay, 14 Sept., 9 Nov. 1882, Ivory P.,
GO l/36/lj Memo, on Disturbances, Feb. 1883, HH 22/4.
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that in the sort of pitched battle likely to be produced by an attempt
to apprehend them the small force of police then stationed in 3kye
(C^)would be no match for the crofters.v J' Less dramatic, but equally
indicative of the strength of feeling among the 0lendale and iusabost
tenantries, waa the outcome of toe artinmas rent collection on the
two properties. So rents at all were raid at .dusabc3tj and at
fiendale only five of the estate's five hundred crofting tenants came
forward to settle their accounts - the feeling of the overwhelming
majority being demonstrated in scember by the burning of a com
/ C.C \
stack belonging to one of the crofters who had broken faith.
bile these developments were occurring in flendale, the crofters who
had borne the brunt of the authorities* first clumsy attempt to quell
t • growing unrest in Lkye remained quite uncowed. Of the five Eraea
crofters arretted in April, two were fined 56s. and thre- 20s, by an
/ \
obviously sympathetic court in Inverness. They came home to a
heroes'' welcome and, thereafter, events at Trass closely paralleled
those in Mend ale - the raea crofters driving their cattle on to Ben
ee in the month that . aterstein was similarly invaded, and Lord
. aclonald's estate management, like their counterparts at Oler.dale,
obtaining a Court of Cession order which instructed the rebellious
crofters to desist from actions which, in the Court's judgement, were
(68)
quite illegal. ' Copies of tae order, which was tc be served on no
65. Spiers to Ivory, 30 Nov. 1882, Ivory Of l/36/l.
66. Spiers to Ivory, 30 Nov. 1882, Ivory ?., 07) l/36/1 $ Pol. "ep.,
Funve . in, 26 Fee. 1882, loc. cit. Mao, Scotsman, 2 " sc. 1' 82.
67. lee, -lac enzie, Isle of kye, 1883, 37-38.
62. . etno. on ' isturt ancos, oh. 1' 83, T 22/4.
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less than fifty-three of Lord "actonald'a tenants, were entrusted to
a n^saenger-at-arrn who arrived at Braes on 2nd September. And since
most of too menfolk were away at the east coast herring fishings, the
defence of the townships devolved upon their wives and d aughtera.
They rose manfully to the occasion. "Howling in a frightful x inner",
■and with, their shawls pulled over their faces to prevent their identifi¬
cation, they pelted the messenger and his party with stones and other
missiles and forced them to retreat to Portree.
Craham Spiers, sheriff-substitute at Portree, had, since the flrat
hint of violence at Braes in the spring, been of the opinion that Skye
could be satisfactorily pacified only if the police received military
(70
assistance. Subsequent developments, he thought, had served only
to confirm the accuracy of his original prognosis and by September he
was accordingly convinced that unless troop3 were at once deployed on
the island law and order would not be restored and there would, const-*
quently, be nothing to prevent "feeling in SVye... coming to the
(71)
climax which Ireland has &ot to.MV With this view Spier's superior,
."heriff Ivory, was in full agreement, and on 21st September he asked
the government for a hundred troops "to act as a protection and aid
to the civil 'authorities in serving... the interdicts and other orders
(72)
of the Court of Session." Although J.B. Balfour, who a3 lord
Advocate was the foremost cottiah minister in the government, supported
Ivory's request, the maj rlty of Cladstone's administration, 'with the
Irish exierience freah in their minds, had no desire to be embroiled
69. statement of ». p.scDonnld (the deforced messenger), 13 Sept.
1882, Ivory P., CP l/36/l. Also Spiers to Ivory, 3 -opt. 1882,
r."' l/36/lj Police Information, Portree, 2 Sept. 1882, HP 22'4*
7C. 3 iers to Ivory, 7 April, 5 -'--ay 1882, Ivory I. -IP l/36/l.
71. Si iers to I vor^ 8 Sept. 1882, Ivory P., 0T> l/36 'l.
72. Ivory to Sir illiam Harcourt (Home Secretary), 21 Sept. 1882,
HH 22/4.
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in another agrarian uprising} and Ivory's appeal for aid was accordingly
turned down. Instead of applying for help from the army, it was
suggested to him, the Inverness-shire authorities should immediately
(73)
set about strengthening their own police force. This they agreed
to do. And in November fifty constables were added to the county
constabulary - a step which brought its total strength up to ninety-
four raen.^4^
fthile showing that the crofters' movement was being taken more
and more seriously, these developments did little to solve the problem
confronting the authorities in :"kye. Any police force, a Highland
sheriff was to observe on a future occasion - and revolutionary
tacticians of modern times would no doubt agree with him - was likely
to prove "quite insufficient to prevent resistance to the law... where
(75)
the sympathy of the people is against the enforcement of the law.' "'
And in Skye in the autumn of 1882 the truth embodied in that remark
was becoming rapidly apparent. On 2Ath °ctober, for example, the
fcrccs of law and order in the shape of a messenger—at—arras, a police
inspector, a superintendent and nine constables were prevented from
(76 ^
entering Braes by a large and wdeterminad"£crowd.v ' For Lord.
Kacfonald'a agents, who had hitherto demanded that "prompt steps" be
taken to put down what they referred tc as the "illegal combination"
(77)
at Braes that particular Incident was the last straw. Concluding
that "the law is no lohger respected in Skye", they decided that the
73. Balfour to Ivory, 3 sov. 1882, Ivory P., CP l/36/l? Memo, on
^Disturbances, Feb. 1883, HH 22/4•
74. Police Committee Minutes, 13 Kov. 1882, Ivory P., CP l/36/l j
Scotsman, 21 hov. 1862| Hansard, 3rd Ser., 274, 1862, col. 1927.
75- Sheriff Johnston, Hep. on deforcement at Airdena, Sept. 1(93,
Crofting Files, AF 67/50.
76. Supt. Aitchison's Hep., 24 cct. 1882, Ivory P., GD l/36/l;
.. cotoman. 25 ct. 1882.
77- Brodie to Crown Agent, 5 apt. 1882, l aci . P., CiV 221/148. !•
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advantages of an immediate settlement at Braes outweighed the risk of
a continuing oonflictf and in December they accordingly agreed to
lease Ban Lee to the tenants of Braes in return for an annual rent of
(78)£74 15s. The :.raoa crofters t?ere soon to conclude that they had
been more or less duped into paying a not inconsiderable rent for
"the hill which was part of their holdings in time past", an4 the
December agreement consequently proved to be no more than a temporary
(70)
truce. ' But in forcing Lord acDonald to come to terms with them
the crofters seemed, at the time, to have won something of a victory —
as indeed they had done. They accordingly called off their rent
(PC)strike and brought Braes' year of troubles to an and. '
As tranquility returned to Braes the authorities turned their attention
to llsndale where, behind a cordon of sentries posted on the narrow
and winding hill road which crosses into the glen from Dunvegan, the
district's crofters were reported to ba preparing tc defend themselves
against an expected police incursion with crude but effective pikes
(81)
consistirr- of scythe blades lashed to poles. . The reports of these
veatons' existence may or may not have been mere rumours. But it was
nil too manifestly obvious that blendale had effectively passed out of
civil and criminal jurisdiction - in January after all, the crofters
who had assaulted the "aterstein shepherd in November were 3till at
(82)
large. For Ivory and his subordinates to have indefinitely
countenanced such an admission of their own helplessness would have
7?. Brodie tc Crown Agent, 27 ^ct. 1882, VacD. ., nr 22l/l4fi/l|
Brodie to Lord, "acLonald, 20 ~ec. 1882, loc. cit.
79. NY'., Q. 93. Also below, Chap. 9*
80. Pol. "ep. on Braes, 29 ec. 1882, Ivory P., 0T> l/36/l.
81. Ivory to Balfo\ir, 8 Jan. 1883, HH 22/4? Pol. heps., Dunvagan, 9,
1C Jan. 1883, Ivory ?., CI) l/36/l (2).
82. Pol. Bep., Dunvegan, 9 Jan* I883j Ivory P*# ® l/36/l (2).
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been unthinkable) and on 16th January an attempt was accordingly made
to station a police sergeant and three constables at Hamara Lodge in
the centre of the "'lendale estate. The property's crofting population,
however, were quite determined to prevent any arrests and, if possible,
to preserve the virtual autonomy which they had recently won tor them¬
selves. Alerted to the approach of the police detachment by the
sound of horns blown by their sentries on the hills to the east of
the glen, they therefore gathered in strength) and about a quarter of
a mile short of their destination the four policemen were set upon
by a crowd of about five hundred men, many of them armed with stout
sticks. Knocked down, kicked and beaten, the sergeant, his constables
and the inspector who was accompanying them were driven like cattle to
th* estate boundary and left to make their own way back to Tunvegan.^'^
On thefollowing day, by way of consolidating their command of the
situation, the hiend ale crofters deforced a meeeenger-at-arms and drove
/e.\
him off the estate)^ ' ' and on 20th January several hundred men armed
with sticks, scythes, graips and other weapons marched from the glen
to Thxnvegan - with the aim of forcing the police to completely
evacuate the district. This they achieved with spectacular ease,
"'one hours before their well drilled column arrived in Tunvegan the
(85)
police abandoned the village and fled across the hills to Tdinbane.
83. Precognitions as to Assault on Insp. MacDonald, 26 Jan. 1883,
Ivory P., 02 l/36/l (2)j Insp. FacDonild to Lac Tardy (Chief
Constable, Inverness-shire), 17 Jan. 1883, (precis), Lothian P.,
CD 40 'l6/3. Also, Fedical ap. to Procurator-Fiscal, Portree,
24th Jan. 1883, Ivory P., 01) l/36/l (2)) The limes, 18, 19 Jan.
1883.
84. Lemo. on disturbances, Tab. 1883, HH 2?••'4.
85. ae-ennan to Crown Agent, 21 Jan. 1863, Ivcry P., T' l/30 'l (2);
MacHardy, Pep., 2 Feb. 1883, (precis), Lothian P., CD 40/16/3.
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Initially Halted to a refusal to pay rente, the crofters' movement -
as these events made clear - had grown spectacularly in scope in the
nine months which followed the first clash between crofters and police
at Braes in April 1882. Lands had been seised, the courts defied,
officials manhandled and substantial areas closed to the police: the
agitation, in short, has assumed something of the status of a revol¬
utionary challenge to the existing social and agrarian order in those
arts of Lkye where it had begun. But even more worrying, from
landlords' point of view at least, were the si. ns that the unrest
waa unlikely to remain for long confined to one or t«o localities.
In the closing months of 1882, for instance, crofters on the Kilmuir
estate began a new rent strike, and the tenants of several township*
on lord UacDonaid's property threatened to withhold their rents until
hill pastures which had long since been added to sheep farms were
(861
restored to them. Still more significant were the increasingly
numerous manifestations of discontent in districts outside Sky©.
In 1880 John Lurdoch, -Angus Sutherland and several kindred spirit*
had hailed a3 a glorious opportunity to launch a Highland land reform
movement an attempt to evict a number of crofters from Leckmelm - a
township situated on the northern shore of Loch Broom about three mile*
/ Dnf \
from Ullapool. On that particular occasion, however, little had
come of their endeavours. But as the autumn of 188? gave way to by
far the worst and most difficult winter experienced by the crofting
(68)
population for many years, there were a number of indications that
such a movement - sparked off by events in Skye rather than by paragraph*
86. Ivory to Harcourt, 21 . apt. 1882, Ivory F., 0T> l/36/lf Ivory to
iaifour, 1 Oct. 1882, loc. cit., Oban Times, 4 Hov. 1882|
Scotsman, 15 Bee. 1882.
87• Oca, Highlander, Oct. i860 - Jan. 1881.
88. Above, this Chap.
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in th© radical press - might at last be about to appear. Thus an
attempt to evict a crofter at F.ogart on the Sutherland estate was
resisted by a crowd armed with sticks? while at hochearmn a sheriff-
officer was deforced while trying to serve summonses of removal on
(89)
two crofting tenants. And in the islands there were still further
reaching developments. Tire© crofters, for example, petitioned the
Duke of Argyll for a reduction in their rents; and the tenants of one
of the island's townships, Balephuil, demanded the restoration of
pastures on Ben Hynlah which had long since been incorporated into a
neighbouring farm. Crofters on Barra - in January 1883 - made a
similar request for grazing* on sheep farms once enlarged at small
tenants' expense. And the tenants of several townships in IJig
in lewis began to hold public meetings at about the same time. The
hardships suffered by them that winter, they declared in a letter to
Lady Hatheson, widow of 34r James Matheson and owner of the island,
stemmed ultimately from the existence cf "huge possessions in the hands
of sportsmen and tacksmen." They had, they added, "no desire at
present to follow the example of the Skye crofters." But they could
not "vouch for the course the crofters of Lewis may pursue, judging
(91)
from the views expressed at their recent meetings."s
The proliferation of events such as these, the Home Office
concluded in February 1883, showed that there was "much discontent and
excitement" among north-west highland and lebrldean crofters - a
contention for which there was indeed abundant evidence, not least in
the existence of the
89. Jcotsman, 8 Aug., 7 Oct. 1882; Celtic Magazine, VII, 1882, 436-
438; Hansard, 3rd Ser., 270, 1882, eels. 806-807.
90. Oban Times, 3 ?eb. 1883; I.C., QQ. 10354-10368; Scotsman, 26 March
1883.
91. '.cotsm^n, 26 ALarch 1883.
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Intimations... made to various proprietors that,
if demands put forward by crofters for additional
lands are not voluntarily conceded, forcible
possession of the lands will be taken.
And in view of these occurrences it is not really surprising1 that in
the opening months of 1883 the British t-ovemraent decided to actively
intervene in crofting affairs for the first time since the famine of
the 1840s.
T.-e ex ulsion of the police from Olendale had, as 'he lord Advocate
remarked with evident satisfaction, "brought matters to a crisis"; sal
by the end of January he had at last persuaded the cabinet to accede
(oi)
to Ivory's requests for troops. The military's immediate objective
was to be the apprehension of five Olendale crofters - all of whoa were
to be charged with offences arising out o? the recent affrays in the
glen. Aa a conciliatory gesture, however, it was decided that a final
attempt should be made to persuade the wanted men to surrender themselvee
voluntarily - the man charged with this delicate task being Malcolm
FacNeill, the official in charge of administering the poor law in north¬
west cotland.^^ MacKeill was conveyed to Loch Pooltiel in a
gunboat, and on 9th February he met about five hundred crofters in the
Olendale Tree Church. \ prolonged debate ensued} and though Mac?7elll*S
participation in it was greatly facilitated by the fac'x that he wan
fluent in Gaelic, his mission at first seemed likely to end in failure,
ill the crofters in 01endale, he was informed, had participated equally
in the events of the previous few months and while they wore ready
92. Memo, on Disturbances, Feb. 1883, HH 22/'4. Macfeill was The nephew
.of—li-?-John "aeMeill -ho figured an earlier chapters.
93. hacfeil, Hep. to Lord, idvocate, 16 Feb. 1883, HU 223/4*
94. Memo, on listurbsnces, Feb. 1883, Hi! 22/4. MacNeill was the
hephew of Sir John "acNeill who figured in earlier chapters.
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"to go In a body" to jail they were not prepared to give up five men
of whom the authorities clearly desired to make a salutary example.
In order to avoid a potentially bloody and obviously unwinnable
confrontation with the army, however, they eventually agreed to adopt
the course advocated by MacNelll. The five wanted crofters consented
to stand trial in Edinburgh where, on 15th March 1883, they were
sentenced to two months imprisonment.
For the moment, therefore, military intervention was avoided —
something for which the government at least were duly grateful. But
as a means of putting an end to the protest movement in Skye the
aortences imposed on "the Olendal© ©artyrs", as the five imprisoned
crofters were soon dubbed, wore an undoubted failure. In Olendale
itself, for instance, the crofters' rent strike remained solid — an
attempt to break it by evicting forty-five crofters failing on 10th
April when the sheriff-officer charged with delivering the summonses
of removal was deforced and driven off the estate by a large crowd.
Neither he nor any other officer could be induced to make a second
attempt. And since, in order to take effect at the 'hitsun term-day,
the summonses had to be served before 15th April, the Clendale crofters
had clearly won another victory.
As this type of skirmishing between landlord and tenant continued in
Olendale, the political campaign launched by the crofting cotsainity'e
parliamentary allies began to gain in momentum and effect - assisted,
no doubt, by the fact that the unprecedented publicity given to crofting
affairs had resulted in the emergence of what J.3. Balfour subsequently
called "a considerable body of vague and floating sentiment in favour
95. Mac?.ell, Hep# to Lord "advocate, 16 Feb. 1B83, HH 22/4; Scotsman,
15 Feb., 1G harch 1G83.
96. Scotsman. 10, 12, 14, 17, 20 April 1883.
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of ameliorating the crofters' condition."^^ The pro-crofter
feel in,- thus delineated by the Liberal Lord \dvocate was strongest
amongst the more radically inclined members of his own party;awrt
in January 1803 twenty of the latter - none of whom sat for a crofting
constituency — joined Frasa r—'.:aclr.tosh in putting their names to a
Coraona motion which called for a royal comralssion of enquiry into
(oo)crofters grievances. Earlier moves in this direction had. been
frustrated by the government's determination to avoid its own entangle¬
ment in Highland affairs - as recently as the previous flovenber, for
instance, Gladstone had informed 35.Ti. MacFarlano that "no such question"
was "under the consideration of TJer Majesty's Government."^^ In
the opening weeks of 1883, however, events in Olendale, coupled with
political pressures of which Eraser-Macintosh's resolution was the
most notable example, forced a change of policy. the 26th of
February the government announced that it would, after all, set up a
royal commission "to inquire into the condition of the "rofters and
Cottars in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland." And on 8th May
that commission, under the chairmanship of Lord Napier, began taking
evidence from crofters at Braes.
The setting up of the apier Commission, though clearly a consider¬
able victory for the crofters* cause, did not at the time seem quit®
as momentous an event as it does in retrospect. Suspecting that th®
97. Balfour to Harcourt, 13 Jan. 1885, Cabinet Papers, RH 4/9/6. (Ref.
is to 3.B.O. microfilm copies. Original P.R.O. ref.s CAB 37,
Vol. 14, no.7).
98. See. e.g., • Burns to Janes Fatten, 10 May 1882 - reproduced,
H.nnhaa, "Highland discontent", 1969, 56-57.
99. Celtic agasine, VIII, 1883, 284.
100. "Hansard, 3rd sr., 274, 1882, col. 1206; 275, cols. 227-228. Also,
ianahm, "Highland 'Iscontent", 1069, 55-56.
101. Hansard, 3rd Per., 276, 188 col. 853j Hap. ep., v. It is note¬
worthy that MaeNeill ended his report on bis mission to Glendal®
by recommending an official enquiry. Kaeftei11, Rep. to Lord
Advocate, 16 Feb. 1883, HH 22/4.
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Commission was merely a delaying tactic and that its activities would
be confined to the few areas where violent outbreaks had already occurred,
many of the crofting community's southern sympathisers regarded its
appointment aa a reason for more rather than less agitation. nddit
was with this object in view that they founded in London in February
1863 the unwieldily named but politically portentous Highland Land Law
(1C2)
'deform ">s30ciaticn. ' The Association's programme was loosely
modelled on that of the Irish Land league* But to the League's demands
for "fair rents, durability of tenure and corns,enaction for improvements"
the L.LLRA added a call for "such an apportionment of the land aa will
promote the welfare of the people throughout the Highlands and ' slanda" •
the latter beinp explicitly designed to remedy crofters' moat yresfsing
grievance, lack of land. And the fact that the Association was largely
an institutionalised version of the already existing croftinp lobby
was reflected in its choice of office bearers: P.:?. UacFarlar.o was
elected president, and among his numerous vice-presidents were promin¬
ent Gaelic revivalists such 33 John Stuart Blackie, Frasor-lieclntosh
i •
and Dr. Roderick MacDonald, as well as radical land reformers like
G.L. Clark and a miscellaneous collection of Liberal and Lib-Lab H.P.s
with a special interest in the land question.
Although the HLLRA at once declared its membership "open to all
who approve of its objects and subscribe to its funds" and proclaimed
it3 intention to become the political voice of the crofters' movement,
it could noi, in the nature of things, immediately rally the crofting
community around its banner.But while "acFarlane and his
collea ties-were organising themselves in London, the hapier Commission —
102. '"or Retails of its inauguration see, Hunter, "L'olitics of Land
Heform", 1974.
1°3. Oban Times. 7 April 1863, 29 March, 28 June 1884. Also, Hunter,
"Politics cf Land Reform", 1974.
104. Hunter, "Polities of Land Reform", 1974.
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at first thought by the HLLRA leadership to b© grossly biased in
favour of the landlords_ waa laying the quite unexpected and
unintended effect of galvanising crofters into action on their own
/ 1Ag \
account. Until the Commission's appearance, a crofter remarked,
"We were afraid we would be persecuted if we should speak out."^*®^
As was demonstrated by a statement made by the Commission's first
witness, and still more strongly by attempts that were subsequently
made to evict crofters who had given evidence to Lord Napier and his
(108)colleagues, that fear was very real!
Q. ••• you will have the goodness to state what are the
hardships and grievances, if any, of which the people
whoa you represent at this place complain.
A. I would wish that I should have an opportunity of
saying a few words before I tell that, and that is
that I should have the assurance that 1 will not be
evicted from my holding by the landlord or factor, as
I have seen done already ... 3 want the assurance
that I will not be evicted, for I cannot bear evidence
to the distress of my people without bearing evidence
to the oppression and high-handedness of the landlord
and. his factor.
With very conspicuous reluctance Lord MacUonald's factor and most of
his fellows agreed to provide the required assurances}and
crofters were thus enabled, and even exhorted, to publicly state their
105. Celtic Magazine, VIII, 1883, 317-319. Apart from Lord Napier,
who was himself a landowner, the Commission consisted of Cameron
of Locheil and Sir Kenneth MacKensie of Gairloch, both of whom
owned extensive Highland estates} Fraser-Maclntosh, who sympath¬
ised with crofters but was a landlord nevertheless} and two Gaelic
scholars - Alexander Kicolaon, sheriff of Kirkcudbright and son
of a Skye proprietor} and Donald MacKinnon, the newly appointed
Professor of Celtic at Edinburgh University, a Tory who had never
shown any interest in crafting questions.
106. An official enquiry into subsequent crofting unrest concluded that
"of all the means by which discontent has been fostered, none
Re^xnr^s'", 2aaoNel 11'
107. N.C., Q. 4443.
108. Nap. Rep., App. A, 440-448.
109. B.C., Q. 10.
110. See, E.G., N.C., QQ. 13-21.
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grievances for the first time - not merely by land reformers like
John urcicck and Alexander MaeKenzi© who visited township after
township urging crofters "to give expression to their own opinions"^*^
but by the commissioners themselves. In ©v->ry crofting district, for
instance, there were posted up itapressively official notices which
(112)instructed tenants to meet and elect delegates to the Commission;
and at the mass meetings held for that purpose, as well as at the
Commission's own sessions in the crofting townships, discontents were
discussed and aspirations articulated in a way that was quite new.
• roftars who had been hitherto uninvclved in the movement initiated
in „.kyo thu.> gained their first - and undoubtedly intoxicating -
experience of organising themselves in an attempt to better their own
condition. And alongside their consequent increase in self-confideno#
there developed a growing awareness of the latent power ox" the crofting
community - for was not the 'apiar Commission itself the outcome of the
agitation in ikye? Gradually, therefore, the crofting population
became attuned to the idea of marshalling itself for a wider and more
far-reaching struggle than that originally envisaged by tenants at
raos and "lendale - a crucial stage in that process being reached in
August 1883 when some two thousand crofters, who were gathered at
•Fraserburgh for the summer herring fishing in the North .lea, met to
discuss the land question. f*n their return home, they resolved, they
would act up "Land Law efor-n Associations ... in their various
» I ^ .,(113/:arianes.
The effect of the "raserburgh resolution, news of which was
contained in crofters* letters home to their wives,was reinforced
111. i.e., i. 445^3. Also, N.C., C-*. 41156-41159» 41152.
112. The Times, 2 April 1863? Nap. ' ep«, 1.
113. "bar, 'ri.7ion, 25 Aug. 1883.
114. "ol. ••ep., "k.yo, 4 opt. 1883, Ivor:/ ?.» <E> l/36/l (2).
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in the autumn by support from the editorial columns of the Oban Times -
which had recently acquired in Duncan Cameron, a young and intensely
radical editor who was passionately devoted to the crofters* cause;
and by the HLLRA's decision to begin issuing Gaelic and Hnglish circulars
which urged crofters to organise themselves within its constitutional
framework/11*^ "The object of the HLLBA", a typical circular
declared,
is to effect by unity of purpose and action such
changes in the land laws as will promote the welfare
of the people... The cause has many friends... but
the success of the movement must necessarily depend
upon the unity and determination of the Highland
people... Unity is might, and with might on their
side the people will soon succeed in obtaining
their rights/117'
In order to be affiliated to the Association in London, a local branch
of the HLLRA had to have a membership of at least twenty, each member
paying an annual subscription of Is. to central funds and also helping
to meet any expenses incurred by his own branch. Control of the
branch was vsated in an eight man committee which included a chairman,
secretary and treasurer, all of whom, like the rest of the committee
were elected by the branch members.^11®^ To establish an HLLRA
branch was, therefore, a fairly simple process, requiring no more
effort than had been needed to elect delegates to, and prepare evidence
for, the Napier Commission. And in those areas where crofters were
115» Hunter, "Politics of Land Reform", 1974.
116• Oban Times, 1 Dec. 1863.
117. HLLRA tract, "Shoulder to Shoulder", enclosed in Pol. Hep.,
Colbost, 4 July I884, Ivory P., OB l/36/l (2).
118. "HLLP.A: Rules for Local Branches", enclosed in Pol. Rep.,
Colbost, 14 Aug. 1884, Ivory P., OB l/36/l (2).
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already engaged in active confrontation with their landlords the
procedure was even mora straightforward: all that was needed was the
adoption of the title HLLHA. by one of the regular mass meetings which
crofters had themselves evolved in order to direct and control their
agitation.
The ground having been well prepared for it, the success of the
'"LLBA's initiative was sore or less assured. Its first highland
branch was constituted at 5lendale on 5th December, and although
landlords, factors and several clergymen joined in denouncing the
asociation as a "fenian fraternity", other crofting districts quickly
{119rfollowed suit. by the end of Iff'3, in other words, the nascent
crofters' movement had been given a political dimension and an organ¬
isational framework - attributes which were to enable it to transcend
the limitations initially imposed on it by geographical circumstance.
nd in 1664, therefore, the Highland land war entered a new and aore
decisive phase.
119. Pol. Hep., Colbost, 5 bee. 1863, Ivory ?., Ob l/36/l (2);
Oban Titne3, 2$ b©c. 1883, 2 "eb. 1884. Also, Hunter, "Politics
of Land ueforra", 1974*
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CHAPTER 9. THS HIGHLAND LAND WAR 2t IS TRBASA THATH HA TIGHEARNA.^
1854 - 1886
The Napier Commission, by arousing expectations of immediate legislation
(2)
on the crofting question, had the effect of temporarily stilling the
violence which had preceded its appointment - a development reinforced
in Olendale, the principal centre of that violence, by the estate
management's decision to let one third of laterstein farm to the
crofters of Milovaig and Borodal^ and, more generally, by the depart¬
ure of crofting tenants to their summer jobs in the Lowlands or on the
herring drifters. The onset of the winter of 1883-84, however, was
accompanied by a growing realisation that an officially imposed salution
to crofters' problems was far from imminent; and unrest accordingly
manifested itself once more. On the Olendale and Kllraulr estates rent
strikes were consolidated and intensified. The part of "aterstein
still held as a sheep farm was reoccupied by crofters. Other lands
were seized near Eamara, Olendale, and in the neighbourhood of Oarrafad
(4)
on the Kilmuir ©state. And attempts to remove tenants who took a
leading part in these procedings failed when the sheriff-officers
charged with the task of delivering their eviction orders were assaulted
(5)
and deforced in what was rapidly becoming the standard manner.
1. Highland proverb and motto of the HLLRA. Translated by the
Association ass "The People are Mightier than a Lord."
2. "We are expecting much good as a result of the visit of the
Commission", a Olendale crofter had informed Lord Napier and his
colleagues. N.C., Q. 6597* Also Nap. Rep., App. A, 7*
3. Scotsman, 5t 11 June 1883; Pol. Rep., 0lendale, 4 June 1883,
Ivory P., OP 1/36/1 (2).
4. See Scotsman, 10 Pec. 1884; Lovat to J.B. Balfour, 2 Oct. 1885,
Cabinet Papers, BR 4/9/6. (P.R.O. ref.i CAB 37, Vol. 16, no.54).
5. Scotsman, 3, 4 April 1884.
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"Slsewhere in the Hebrides there were similar developments. Hie tenants
of several "Ires townships began a rent strike and threatened to
occupy gratings on Ben Hynish and Ben Hough.^ In South Hist land#
(7)
were seized in the neighbourhood of -tone/bridge. North Uist
(8 i
crofters petitioned the island's proprietor for more land. wgri
grazing® at Helbost in Lewie were occupied by crofting tenants.
On the political front, meanwhile, the Napier Cotamisalon's report
- published in April I884 - proved, aa (J.B. Clark admitted, "more
sympathetic... and more advanced in its recommendations than was
/ •» p \
generally expected*" and by lucidly exposing the more glaring
inequities of the Highland agrarian system - as well as by recommending
a fairly sweeping reform of it - it gave the crofting community's cause
a considerable boost. The Commission's attempt to devise a unique
and specifically Highland solution to the crofting problem - an attempt
which turned on proposals to give legal status to the traditional
institutions of the crofting township and a planned phaainp out of all
(11) 1
holdings of under six acresx - was not, however, to the liking of
crofters themselves* Most of the latter had set their hearts on
legislation on the lines of th® Irish Land Act of l88l; and at mass
meetings throughout the crofting area the Commission's recommendations
were consequently condemned as complicated, impractical and, above
all, inadequate.
6. Scotsman, 5 April 1884; Oban Times, 26 April 1884.
7. Scotsman, 8 k'areh 1884; The Times, 21 April 1884.
8. Oban Times, 23 Feb., 1 March 1884.
9. j££taran, 24, 27 Nov. 1883; "'ban Times, 1 Dec. 1883.
10. O.B. '.'lark, The Highland Land Question, London, 188% 3.
11. Nap. Sep., 16-53. Also, P.J. acCuish, "The Origin and Develop¬
ment of Crofting Law", T.C-.3.I, XLZ11, 1962, 186-188.
12• Oban Times, L'ay 1884. Also, Clark, Highland Land Question, l885t3.
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By the spring of 1884, therefore, the optimism engendered by the
setting up of the Kapler Commission bad largely faded away - a
development hastened by the Liberal government's evident lack of
anxiety to pass, or even bring forward, crofting legislation of any
(13)kind. ' Some understandably exasperated crofters in Olendale were
heard to remark that the only way to obtain a land act was to follow
the Irish example and ahoot a few landlords. And if that
suggestion was not meant to be taken very seriously, the same was not
true of the underlying intention to step up direct action. At a mass
meeting held before their departure to the summer herring fishings the
Glendale men resolved that if no governmental gesture was forthcoming
(15)
by the autumn more sheep farms would be forcibly appropriated. J '
As discontent increased so did the prestige and influence of the
HLL9A. By June I884 the Association's membership included some five
thousand crofters, and a vigorous recruiting drive organised by the
BLLSA's recently appointed "lecturer", John MacPheraon - acknowledged
leader of the Glendale crofters and one of the "martyrs" of 1883 -
(16)
was bringing in store members almost daily. ' Declaring that "the
time had now arrived that crofters should unite together and agitate
their cause for freedom and more land", MaoPherson spent the summer
addressing meetings and helping to establish HLLRA branches in Skye,
(17)
Kull, north Argyll and the Outer Hebrides. ' His tour was every¬
where successful - in Barra, for example, he was escorted from
13. See, e.g., Hansard, 3rd Ser., 289» I884, ool. I6O7. Also, 293,
col. 539*
14. Pol. Hep., Colbost, 24 May 1884, Ivory P., 0» l/36/l (2).
15. Pol. Heps., Colboat, 3 July, 28 Aug. I884, Ivory P., GD l/36/l (2).
Also* Scotsman, 10 Nov. 1884* The Times 11 Kov. 1884.
16• Oban Times, 3 May, 28 June 1884; The Times, 14 June I884.
17. Pol. Heps., Punvegan, 25 April, 3 May 1884, Ivory P., GD l/36/l (2);
Oban Times, 17 May, 14 June, 6, 27 Sept. 1884.
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(18)
township to township by a procession of some six hundred crofters.
And those members of the HLLRA's executive who joined their represen¬
tative in the islands in the early autumn were quickly swept up in
the general enthusiasm. Thus D.H. HacParlane, drawing on his
experience of Ireland's land reform movement, thought that the Irish
peasants'
feeling upon the subject was weak and vacillating in
comparison with the determined spirit of the people
of the Highlands. The T'ighland people ere convinced
that their cause is just, that their demands are
f q q A
just, and they are determined to seek redress.
The HLLRA's star being undeniably in the ascendant, MacFarlane's heady
optimism was not unjustified by events. The Association's membership
was soaring. Its contention that the Highlands' agrarian order wis
archaic and unjuat hat', been at least tacitly acknowledged by a royal
commission. And speaking in Edinburgh in August Gladstone had publicly
pledged his government to legislate on the crofting question.it
was therefor© in an atmosphere of enthusiasm bordering upon euphoria
that the HLLRA convened its first annual conference at Dingwall in
Heptember 1884. The conference was attended by crofters* delegates
from all over the north-west Highlands and Hebrides and its principal
outcome was the HLLRA's adoption of a manifesto soon to be known to the
(21)
crofting community as "the Dingwall Programme.
The Programme, while welcoming the Papier Report, largely rejected
its proposed reforms in favour of a more radical approach involving not
18. Oban Times, 4 Oct. 1884.
19. Letter in :rho Times, 18 nct. 1884. Also, The Times. 27 "apt. 1684.
20. The fines, 1 dept. 1884.
21. ocotsman, 5 e.t. 188-4; The Times, 8 Sept., 15 Oct. 1884.
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only the granting to crofters of security of tenure said compensation
for improvements but also the establishment of "a Land Court with
judicial and administrative functions" - a measure incorporated in
the Irish Land Act of 1881 but specifically disapproved of by the
(29)
Napier Commission.v ' Such a court, it was envisaged, would deter¬
mine fair rents and be empowered to "enlarge crofting townships and
form new townships ... on any land which the court may consider suitable."
The Tdngwall Programme, dismissed by The Times as "a piece of pernicious
(23)
nonsense", was thus a very radical document which, not content
with proposing a drastic modification of the landlord - tenant contract,
went on to propound a scheme of compulsory land settlement - a concept
which the Lord Advocate thought to be "attended with far-reaching and...
(24)
dangerous consequences." And in so doing the Programme transcended
even Gladstone's Irish Land Act of 1881, a measure which had itself
been widely condemned as a revolutionary interference with the rights
(25)
of landed property.* Finally, and still more significantly, the
HLLHA appended to its manifesto an announcement that its members would,
at the next general election,
only support Parliamentary candidates for the
northern constituencies who approve of this
programme and promise to support a Bill to
give it full legislative effect.
22. Sap. Hep., 50 - 51•
23* The Timea, 5 Sept. I884. Also Scotsman, 7 Sept. I884. The full
Programme was printed in the Cban Times, 7 Feb. 1885.
24. J.B.Balfour to Sir W. Harcourt, 13 Jan. 1885, Cabinet Papers,
RH 4/9/6. (P.R.O. refs CAB 37» Vol. 16, no.54).
25. See, Hammond, Gladstone and the Irish Nation, 1938, 240 et seq,.
26. Oban Times, 7 Feb. 1885.
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In conjunction with the imminence of the Third Reform Act which gave
crofting tenants the vote for the first time, this declaration amounted
to a knell of doom for landlordism's long dominance of Highland
politics*
Although the electoral effects of the challenge thus thrown down to
the Tory and Liberal parties in the Highlands did not become apparent
until the er.d of 1885, the months immediately following the Dingwall
conference were marked by a rapid escalation of the conflict between
the crofting community and its landlords. At HLLRA meetings In Tires
it was demanded that "the land be justly divided" and in that island
and in South Cfist wire fences around sheep farms were clandestinely
(27)
destroyed. 17 In November, moreover, "the crofters and cottars" of
South Uist resolved at a mass meeting to pay no rent to their proprlet-
rix, Lady Gordon Cathcart, ^ until she instituted a general rent
reduction and restored "the arable and pasture lard forcibly and unlaw-
(29)
fully taken from them to enlarge big farms." Since no rent
reductions or land redistributions were forthcoming, crofting tenants
on South Uist and Benbecula paid almost none of the rents that ware
(30)
due at Martinmas 1884. And in accordance with another resolution
adopted at their November meeting - namely, "that unless the land be
JustfUlly divided at the Mew Tear the nearest tacks will be taken
(31)
possession of and appropriated" - the crofters of the two islands
marked the commencement of 1885 by occupying lands fro® which their
27. Oban Times, 16 Aug. 1884| Scotsman, 1,3,4 Nov. 1884.
28. Wife of 3ir Reginald Cathcart but proprietrix in her own right,
having inherited the island from her father, Gordon of Cluny (who
figured largely in earlier chaps.), in I87S.
29. Scotsman, 22 Nov. I884.
30. Scotsman, 19 Dec. 1884.
31. Scotsman, 22 Nov. IS84.
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forebears had been evicted between the 1820s and 1850c. Typical
of these occupations was that conducted by the crofters of Stoneybridge
in South Oist. with a blissful disregard for the dire warnings
emanating from the estate authorities they took possession of lands on
Orraaelett farm — a substantial h&lding from which some of them had
once been evicted, allotted the illegally occupied fields amongst
themselves, and began to prepare their new "crofts" for cultivation
by spreading seaweed on them. A subsequent attempt to serve forty-
two of the offending tenants with court orders Instructing them to
withdraw from Ormaclett led only to the deforcement of the sheriff-
officer concerned.^
Elsewhere in the Outer Isles there were virtually identical
occurrences. Barra crofters met to demand more land. Rorth Uist
tenants pegged out new "crofts" on Balelone and Eairanald sheep farms.
And in lewis crofting rents wore withheld, farm fences destroyed and
lands seised.The Shawbost branoh of the HLLRA, for example,
organised the occupation of part of Palbeg farm, the branch secretary^
announcement of their action summing up the general feeling of
Hebridean crofters in that eventful wintert
We have put up with these grievances for a. long¬
time, but now we venture to lay hold of that
piece of our old grazlngs with the strong hand
of the people united for their rights... Row
the fence is broken down in several place® and
(35)
our sheep and cattle are feeding on our old possessions;
32. Chisholra (Proc. Fisc., Lochmaddy) to Ivory, 21 Feb. 1885, Ivory P.,
CP l/36/l (2); Pol. Heps. Benbeeula, 18 Dec. 1884, 18 Feb. 1885,
loc. oit. For the clearances in these islands see above, Chaps. 3
and 5.
33. Chishol® to Ivory, 2,8 Jan. 1885, Ivory P., GP l/36/l (2)j Pol.
Hep., Howmore, 3 Jan. I885, loc. cit.j Scotsman, 9 March 1885.
34. Chiabolta to Ivory, 21 Nov. I884, 21 Feb. 188*5, Ivory P., OP l/36,/l
(2)t Scotsman, 10 Nov., 11 Pec. 1884, 6 Jan. I885? Oban Times 3,
10 Jan. 1885.
35. Oban limes, 17 Jan. I885.
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(36)
In Lewia, too, a sheriff-officer was deforced. ' But here as
elsewhere in the islands the distinctive feature of the new wave of
unrest was the increasing use by crofters of terrorist tactics of
one kind or another. The overnight destruction of fences and dykes
became coaaonplace. In South Hist telegraph wires were cut and a
boat belonging to a farts manager destroyed. In that island and in
Lewis boulders were placed on the roads in order to harass farmers,
factors and landlords - the only people who could afford to travel by
(37)
carriage. And at the same time, the boycott - the social
ostracisation which the Irish Land League had developed into a fom&d-
(385
able weapon of agrarian conflict ' - made its appearance in the
Highlands. Crofters in Skye and South Uist were instructed by their
HLLBA. branches to do no work for sheep farmers j and it was made abund¬
antly clear that anyone who dared to occupy the holding of an evicted
tenant would b® made to feel the displeasure of his fellow crofters in
(39)
no uncertain fashion. ' The latter threat, as was demonstrated by
events, was not at all an idle one. In Kilmuir, Sfcye, for example,
a boat belonging to a crofter who refused to take part in the agitation
(40)
was destroyed, his windows smashed and his byre burned down.* The
corn stacks belonging to two North Uist crofters who refused to join
the HLL8A were similarly sabotaged and their cattle mutilated.
36. The Times. 8, 13 Leo. 1885.
37. Pol. Hep., Loehmaddy, 7 Aug. 1884, Ivory P., OP l/36/l (2)$ Oban
Times, 16 Aug. 1884; Scotsman. 2? Jan. I885. Also, Hansard,
3rd Ser., 304, 1886, col. 8^.
38. See Palmer, Irish Land League, 1940, 195 «t seq.
Oban limes, 5 July 18841 Scotsman, 20 Oct., 15, 22 Nov. 1884.
40. Pol. Rep., Portree, 6 Sept. 1885, Ivory P., OP l/36/l (2)j Ch.
Cons. MacHardy, Rep. to Police Commissioners, 29 Pec. I885, loc. cit.
41• Scotsman, 26, 27 Nov. 1884.
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By the end of 1884* therefore, the crofting population of north¬
west Scotland, so long quiescent in the face of oppression and
exploitation, were actively engaged in a campaign of subversion of
which agrarian crimes of the type mentioned above were merely a small
if particularly striking part. To landlords and their allies the
spectacle was a decidedly alarming one. Throughout the Hebrides,
The Scotsman declared in October,
men are taking what does not belong to them, are
setting all law at defiance, and are instituting
a terrorism which the poor people are unable to
resist ... Rents are unpaid, not because the
tenants oannot pay them, but because in some cases
they will not, and in some cases they dare not.
If the law was not quickly and firmly enforced, the paper concluded,
"the condition of the islands will soon be as bad as that of Ireland
three years ago."^^ The terrorism and intimidation which were thus
condemned by Scotland's leading Liberal Newspaper were genuinely deplored
(43)
by the BLLRA's urban leaders. But there was little they could do
to control their Highland and Hebridean branches whose members* struggle
with their landlords and the law had long since assumed a quite
unstoppable momentum of its own. Estate owners said local authorities -
who did not need the clarion calls of The Scotsman to arouse them to
the seriousness of their predicament - were equally helpless. The
picture of a few evil and unscrupulous "agitators" engaged in the
terrorising of a fundamentally law-abiding population whose fervent
desire it was to be allowed to pay rent to their landlords was one that
had no reality outside the fertile imaginations of Whiggish leader
writers in Edinburgh. The vast majority of the crofting community
42* Scotsman, 15» 18 Oct. 1884.
43. See, e.g., Scotsman, 4 Kov. 1884.
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sympathised quite openly with the terrorists, fence breakers and
land raiders. And it was for that reason that the one or two crtfftera
who were opposed to lawlessness were afraid to give evidence against
them. The result, as the proprietors of one Hebridean estate
complained, was that "the perpetrators of these crimes could not be
discovered."^^^
As was always the case in the early years of the land war, unrest
was most acute in Skye where, in the autumn of 1884* crofters occupied
( 4*5)
several sheep farms on the Olendale and Kiltsuir estates.5' Terrorism
and intimidation were reported to be particularly rampant on the latter
property and towards the end of October an attempt was consequently
made to station a police superintendent and ten constables in the
Trottemish peninsula. All eleven men were driven off tho estate by
(46^
a large crowdp ' and at the beginning of November 1884, therefore,
the Kilmuir tenantry were the unchallenged masters of their landlord's*
estate - a position which, it seemed, they were reluctant to give up.
The Kilmuir crofters, the distraught chief constable of Inverness-shire
reported to the home secretary on 9th November,
have for the past week been assembled in hundreds, day
and night, armed with sticks for the purpose of
assaulting an expected body of police, and declare that
they will attack any number of constables... At present
a reign of terror exists in the district and nothing
short of Government aid or protection for the Police in
(47)
restoring order and maintaining the law will suffice.
44* Statement by Sir Reginald and Lady Gordon Catheart, Jan. 1886,
Lothian P., GD 40/16/3.
45. See, Papers Relating to the Despatch of a Covernraent Force to
Skye, P.P. 1884-85 LXIV, 3-5*
46. MacH&rdy to Harcourt, 9 Nov. 1884, Ivory P., GD 1/36/1 (?),
Scotsman, 31 Oct. 1884| despatch of a Government Force. I885, 8-9.
47. MacHardy to Harcourt, 9 Nov. 1884, Ivory P., GP l/36/l (2).
Also, Scotsman, 3 Nov. 1884} The Times, 4 Nov. I884.
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In September the Jnverness-shire authorities had asked to be allowed
to arm their police in Skye, and they had subsequently received fifty
service revolvers and a thousand rounds of ammunition from the War
(48)
Office. Confronted with what was, from their point of view, an
unsupportable situation in Tilrauir, they now decided to march a
(49)
detatchmont of forty armed police on to the property. Contemporary
press reports that some of the crofters guarding the approach roads
to the Kilmuir estate were armed with rifles as well as cudgels may
("SO )
have been erroneous. ' But there is, nevertheless, every reason to
suspect that an incursion of newly armed and recently recruited police
into a district where tension was high, tempera frayed and the police
detested would have resulted in a bloody confrontation. And it was
probably as well, therefore, that the government at last agreed to
(51)
make troops available for duties in "ikye.
The outcome of that decision was the arrival off Skye in aid-
November of a sra&ll flotilla consisting of a gunboat, a troopship
carrying three hundred marines and the HaoBrayne's steamer, Locheil -
the latter chartered to serve as a mobile police barracks when it became
apparent that none of the island1® Innkeepers were willing to identify
themselves with the forces of law and order by providing accommodation
for policemen. On being Informed of the nature of their mission the
Locheil'a captain and most of her crew resigned; while the Kilmuir
crofters reacted to the government's display of superior force by
announcing that they would not rest "until they got justice done and
48. Police Committee Minutes, 23 Sept. 1884» Ivory P., (3D l/36/l (2)j
MacHardy to Ivory, 27 Oct. 1884, loc. cit.
49. Clerk of Police Committee to J.B. Balfour, 31 Oct. 1884, Scottish
Office, Miscellaneous Files (afterwards, 3.0. Misc. Files), HHl/
712. Also, Anderson to Ivory, 8 Nov. 1884» Ivory P., GD 1/36/1 (2).
50. See, e.g., The Times, 10 Nov. 1684*
51. J.B. Ealfour to Ivory, 4t 13 Nov. 1884» Ivory P., GD l/36/l (2).
Also, Despatch of a Government Force, 1885» passim.
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until the iniquitous land laws were reformed." ^2) Having issued this
defiant statement, however, they prudently resolved to refrain from
confronting the marines - partly in order to avoid a battle which they
knew they could not win and partly because their hatred of the police
who, as the Lord Advocate observed, they "regarded ... as the agents
of the landlords rather than as part of the constituted authorities
(53)of the Country", did not extend to the troops who were very
( S4 ^
cordially received.
Crofters' professions of non-resistance notwithstanding:, the
redoubtable Sheriff Ivory was determined to make the fullest possible
use cf the troops who had at last been placed at his disposal. And
he accordingly began the task of pacifying Skye by marching two hundred
and fifty fully armed marines around the northern part of the 'i'rotternish
peninsula from Uig to Staffin - a route carefully chosen to take in
some cf the most disturbed parts of the Kilmuir estate. The outcome
of these endeavours was a propaganda triumph for the crofters. The
marines' manoeuvres, The Times' correspondent reported,
were intended as an imposing military spectacle to
overawe the natives, few of these, however, were
stirring and those that were abroad seemed to be
amazed rather than intimidated by the display...
Taken as a whole, todays' proceedings can only be
described as an extravagant display of force, the
effect of which was to excite the astonishment, and
(55)
mirth even, of the crofters but not to cow them.
52. Hac'iardy to Ivory, 1 Nov. 1884, Ivory P., CD l/36/l (2); Scotsman,
12, 17 Nov. I884; The Times, 13, 21 Nov. 1864*
53. J.b. . alfour to .1. aclennan, 2 ec. I884, Ivory P., OT l/36/l (2).
Detestation of the police was intensified by the knowledge that
they kept tho authorities informed of crofters' activities, bee,
?>pier;> to Ivory, 19 bee. 1884, Ivory F., OP l/36.^1 (2). Also,
dents-.-m, 3 7eh. 1885.
54. it a concert given by the marines in ortree, their commanding
officer remarked that "setting aside the question of why they were
ther*, they should never forget the kindness with which they had
been received in Skye." Scotsman, 13 Pec. 1884#
55. The Times, 19 Nov. 1884.
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The government took a similar view, Ivory being curtly inforued that
the home secretary, Sir William Haroourt, was "somewhat surprised"
feg >
at the soale of his initial operation. ' But though they made
Invemesa-shire's luckless sheriff their scapegoat, Ivory's difficulties
were largely of the government's own making and they constitute an
important testimony to the vacillating and indecisive nature of the
administration's Highland policy.
Because Gladstone's cabinet could not, despite its distinctly
Whiggish hue, afford to offend too severely the crofting community's
sympathisers in the Liberal party's radicalwing, the troop® in Skya
were not, on Harcourt's instructions, allowed to perform duties that
were normally carried out by the police. They could not, for example,
be used to escort sheriff-officers engagat? in the serving of eviction
(57)
ordersfw 7 and when such officers were deforced, as they almost
invariably were, the military were consequently forbidden to intervene
except as police escorts in any subsequent attempt to apprehend the
deforcers.^^ Thus, while it undoubtedly convinced the crofting
community and the political leadership of the HLLRA that the Liberal
government was not to be trusted, the military presence in Sky® did
absolutely nothing to help the island's landlords to enforce their
will on their dissident tenantries. In the last week of December
I884 - to give only one example of an increasingly common pattern of
events - sheriff-officers wore deforced while attempting to serve
(59^
summonses of eviction on er >fters in Kilmulr and Olertdale. ' But a
56. J.B. Balfour to Ivory, 19 Nov. 1884, 3.0. Misc. Files, HR l/712»
57. J.B. Balfour to Ivory, 4, 13 Hov. 1884, Ivory P., OP l/36/l (2).
58. Police Committee Minutes, 7 April 1885, Ivory P., OP l/36/l (2)|
Ivory, Bep. to Commissioners of Supply, 30 April 188% loc. cit.
59. Pol. Peps., 01endale and Portree, 30 Pec. 1884, Ivory P., OP l/36/l
(2)f Scotsman, 26, 30 Peo. 1884| The Times, 26 Pee. 1884.
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full month alapsed before any attempt waa made to arrest the croftera
concerned - the atmosphere in which the arrests were made being Illus¬
trated by the fact that the police involved had to be protected by
marines who, at one stage, were ordered to fix bayonets in order to
ward off an angry crowd. The persistence of this sort of situation
had a predictable outcome; an attempt to evict crofters who had
occupied land3 on Dr. Martin's Fusaboat estate failed in January,
because a sheriff-officer, for whom no military escort could ba
provided, decided that he could not serve the summonses of removal
"without great risk of personal injury''Following further deforce-
ments in the spring, refusals by sheriff-officers to serve writs,
court orders and eviction notices became cosamonplace. But despite
renewed appeals to Hareourt - who, for all his desire to maintain law
and order, strongly sympathised with crofters and had, for personal as
well as political reasons, no wish to lay himself open to the charge
(63)
of aiding and abetting Highland landlordism^ ' - permission to provide
the officers with military escorts was not forthcoming. The result,
since police escorts were more likely to provoke than to prevent
disturbances, was that legal notices remained unserved and legal pro-
(64)
ceedings against crofters became, for all practical purposes, valueless.
With military protection the police were able to regain access to
/ gc \
the areas from which they had recently been excluded. But as a
60. Ivory to J.B. Balfour, 10 Feb. 188% Ivory P., OD l/36/l (2)f
Scotsman, 30, 31 Jan. 1885» The Times, 7 Feb. I885.
61. Spiers to Ivory, 11 Jan. 1885» Ivory P., QD l/36/l (4)| Martin
to Ivory, 30 Jan. 188% loc. cit.
62. See, e.g., The Times, 1 April 1885.
63. A.G. Gardiner, The Life of Sir William Harcourt, London, 1923,
(2 vols.), 1, 531 - 534.
64. Police Committee Minutes, 7 April 168% Ivory P., (3D l/36/l (4)l
Lovat to J.B. Balfour, 2 Oct. I885, Cabinet Papers, RH 4/9/6»
(P.R.O. ref.t CAB 37, Vol. 16, no. 54)»
65. Sss, Scotsman, 18, 22 Nov. 1884) The Times, 1 Deo. 1884.
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means of putting an end to rant strikes and other manifestations of
crofting discontent military intervention in Skye affairs was, for
the reasons mentioned above, a costly failure.At the Martinmas
rent collection on the Kilmuir estate - the area where the marines
were most active - almost no rents were paid by crofters.And
from Olendale and Kilmuir the no-rent movement spread, in November
and December 1884, to the rest of Skye. In township after township
it was resolved that no rents would be paid until grievances were
redressed. Thus crofters at Sconaer demanded that lands which had
been added to Lord hacDonald'a deer forest during the clearances of
(68)
the 1850s be restored to them. At braes, meanwhile, a new rent
strike was instituted, the tenants of Balmeanach, Gedintailor and
Peinehorran now claiming that the additional rent being paid by them
for hen Lee should be cancelled and the hill restored to them as of
right.(^9) jn sioatf a district previously unaffected by the agitation,
crofters petitioned Lord MaoDon&ld for more land} and at Flgol on the
Strathaird estate, rents were withheld and fences around sheep faros
were destroyed. On the Dunvegan estate, too, the winter brought
indications of unrest, with soma of MacLeod's tenants initiating their
(71)
own rent strike.
That rents were withheld on such a scale was partly due to the
damage done to crofters' domestic economies by the steep fall in cattle
66. The expedition's total cost to the government and the local
authority was, £12,636. MaoKardy to Under-Secretary of State for
Scotland, 18 Sept. 1886, 3.0. Hisc. Tiles, HH l/8.
67. Scotsman, 25 Dec. 1884.
6®* Oban Times, 24 Dec. I884. For these clearances see above, Chap. 5*
69. Brortie to J.B. Balfour, 8 Pec. 1884, MacB. P., GD 22l/l48/l.
70* Oban Times, 20 Dec. I884f Scotsman, 10 Dec. 1884, 31 Jan. I885.
71. Scotsman, 10 Feb. 1885* See also, The Times, 8, 26 Dec. l884l
Scotsman, 11 Dec. I885.
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prlees which began in 1884 and continued for several years.3y
the late 16■ Os atirks which would have fetched r7 or "8 in 1883 were
worth only fcout ;'l lf'sj and many could not be sold at all. Prices
for more tture cuttle fall proportionately; while crofters* wed&ers
(73)
declined in value by about % per cent. After 1883, therefore, the
happy state of affaire in which "the stiifc paid the rent"^^ came to an
end. Within t o or three years the returns on cattle sales had fallen
so drastically that they did not even equal the cost of the winter fodder
which many crofters bought to supplement the grain they produced on their
(75)
usually inadequate holdings. Debts increased and credit became sore
/ s
difficult to obtain. '' But though one poor law administrator reoarteed
that the solution to the crofting co«msunity*s economic problem® lay in
Highland tenants learning to curb the "extravagant habits" which they had
(77)
contracted in the relatively prosperous 1870a, ,J the crofters of the
ndd-l88Cs, unlike those of half a century earlier, could not be cowed
and intimidated into paying rent to a landlord while their own living
standards were declining. A letter from the tenants of Fasach to the
(Jlendalo trustees encapsulated the hew, defiant attitude:
Our poverty (they declared) is not our fault. e have
worked... to pay you for what should be our houses,
jut we are now so ppor that we njuet first obey the law
of nature to feed and clothe ourselves, and we cannot
(78)
therefore pay you the rent which you wish to exact fro® us)
72. 3ee» f.H. 'ihetham, "Livestock 'rices in Britain, 1851-93",
XI, 1963, 29, 32.
73. Cottar Population, 1888, 35-36j D.F.C., i>A. 30408-30412, 53635*
Also, Pcottiah Highlander, 18 Aug. 1887.
74« Bee above, Chap. 7*
75* A point made frequently by crofters themselves. lee, e.g.,
Scottish ""ighlander, 16 Sept., 14 Oct. 1886.
76. Macheill, Confidential Reports, 1866, Lothian P., ID 40/16/32,
passim* Scottish Highlander, 14 c<«t. 1886, 4 big. 1887.
77. "McNeill, Confidential Reports, 1886, Lothian P., CD 40/16/32, p.5»
78. Oban Times, 13 Pec. I884.
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In the context of the crofting community's long history of non-resistance
to a particularly exploitative landlordism such proclamations, together
with the rent strikes and land seizures they announced, smacked of
little less than revolution. And though the north-weat Highlands quiet¬
ened down as usual in the summer when the menfolk left for the herring
fishings - thus allowing the marines to be withdrawn from 3kye in
(79)
June I885 - the climate of crofting opinion was such aa to make it
obvious that the agitation was far from finished. The winter of
1885-86 brought renewed outbreaks of unrest. In districts as far
apart as Ardnamurchan and Lewis, peatstacks and haystacks were burned
and other acts of terrorism coasai11ad.And in 3ky© it was still
(81)
"impossible to get officers to serve writs , with the result, as
Lord Lovat informed the government in October 1885, that
the .ueen's writ ... does not now run in the island.
The lands seised are still mostly in the hands of
the law breakers, rents and taxes are unpaid, and
/■go)
many defaulters are still at large. '
To landed proprietors the moat worrying aspect of the general
lawlessness among their tenantries was the rapid proliferation of rent
strikes. In September I885 Lord 11 acDonald's estate management appealed
to crofters to pay such rents as they could afford - that such an
appeal was made at all is an indication of growing desperation. But
as Alexander Kacfonald ruefully observed, "not a single farthing was
79. Ivory to Harcourt, 27 June 1885, Ivory P., 03 l/36/l (4)1
Pol. Rep., Portree, 27 June I885, loo. cit.
80. MacBeill, Confidential Reports, 1886, Lothian P., 03 40/16/32,
passim.
81. A. h'acDonald to Ivory, 31 Aug. 1885, Ivory P., OB l/36/l (4).
82. Lovat to J.B. Balfour, 2 Oct. 1885, Cabinet Papers, AH 4/9/6.
(P.R.O. ref.s CAB 37» Vol. 16, no.34).
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paid, and not a tenant appeared", a phenomenon repeated all over 3kye
at that year's Martinmas rent collection.In i860 the crofters
cf Kilmuir had owed their landlord only £63. In 1883» some three
years after the first rent strike on the estate, they had owed him
£990* By the end of 1885, however, their arrears totalled £5»7l8i^^
Pn the MacDonald estate the same pattern was repeated, crofters*
arrears rising from £464 in 1683 to £4,816 in 1865* And in the Outer
Isles the situation was, from the landlords' viewpoint, no better.
Applied locally, as in Brass and "lendale in 188?, rent strikes
were mere irritants - significant in terms of the protest they regis¬
tered but quite incapable of inflicting serious damage on landowners*
finances. But applied on a massive scale, ts it was in all of north¬
west Scotland in 1885-86, the rent strike was a potentially deadly
weapon, espeei&lly in the context of the serious slump produced in
estate revenues by the current collapse of wool prices.Tfhen in
September I8P5 a Skye factor declared that "unless the law is enforced,
(87)
a good many west coast proprietors must succumb",* " his warning,
though perhaps a little premature was not without foundation in fact.
As a result of the crofting community's rent strikes on the one hand
and the effects of agricultural depression on the other, Highland and
Hebridean landlords were undoubtedly facing the most serious economic
(88)
crisis they had known since the early nineteenth century.
83. A. MacDonald to Ivory, 19 Sept. 1885, Ivory P., CD l/36/l (4)f
MacHardy, Report to Police Committee, ?9 Deo. I885, loc. cit.
84. MacNeill, Confidential Reports, 1886, Lothian P., CD 40/l6/32,p.30.
85. Ibid. Also, A. MacDonald to Ivory, 17 Sept. 1885» Ivory P.»
GD l/36/l (4).
86. 3®o, Hunter, "Sheep and Peer", 1973* 203 et. seq.
87. A. MacPonald to Ivory, 17 Sept. 1885, Ivory P., GI> l/36/l (4).
88. Hunter, "Sheep and Peer", 1973, passim.
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It was, no doubt, their growing awareness of and concern about
this crisis which induced in Highland landowners that "general desire ...
to come to terms with their crofting tenants" which was noted by
(go)
Locheil in December 1884} and which assumed a concrete ehapa in
the following month when about fifty Highland proprietors or their
representatives met at Inverness to discuss the crofting question*
The outcome of their deliberations was an offer to provide crofters
with leases, revise their rents and guarantee the payment of oompen-
(90)
sation for any improvements made by crofters to their houses or holdings.
Made two or three years earlier, these proposals would almost certainly
have evoked a favourable response - for even in 1883, as the minister
of Glenelg had remarked to the Kapler Commission, many crofters would
(91)
have been satisfied with "some little concession" from their landlords.
By I885, however, that time had passed. The proprietors* offer was
universally - and correctly - interpreted as a sign of weakness rather
than generosity, the Chart Times' pronouncement that "The Highland lairds
(92)
are on their knees", being echoed by crofters everywhere. ' "No
concessions of the landlords can settle matters", a Klltsuir crofter
declared at an HLLRA meeting in January I685. "We want no concessions.
(93)
We want our just rights ."w ' That such opinions were widely held
and that they were capable of receiving political expression was con¬
vincingly demonstrated by the results of the general election held
towards the end of 1885. With no less than four of the five crofting
89. Locheil to Harcourt, 20 B4o. 1884, Cabinet Fapers, HH 4/9/6.
(P.B.O. ref.i CAB 37, Vol. 14, no.7).
90. The Times, 10 Jan. 1889} Scotsman, 14 Jan. 1885.
91. N.C., Q. 32166.
92* Oban Times, 24 Jan. 1885*
93* Oban Times, 31 Jan. 1889. See also, Scotsman, 20, 26 Jan., 3 Feb.
l88'5} The"Times, 20, 23 Jan. 1889} Celtic Magazine, X, I889, 228-229.
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constituencies falling to its cure.'it atas rather than to the liberal or
Tory lairds who were their traditional incumbents that election was an
outstanding victory for and vindication of the HLLKA.'^ And the
crofting community showed its appreciation of it by staging torchlit
( 9*0
processions and lighting bonfires on the hilltops.v ' "The enemy
have left the spoils and fled before the conquering hosts of land late
reform", proclaimed the ecstatic editor of the Cban Times. "From
the Mull of Kintyra to the Butt of Lewis the land is before us."^^
What were the reasons for this remarkable success? The Liberal
and Tory discomfiture in the Highlands, The Scotsman informed its
readers whoa it had previously assured of the certain defeat of HLLRA
(07)
"carpet-baggers",' was attributable to the fact that crofters,
knowing "nothing of politics", had been "deluded with promises of nearly
everything they desire.H^®) An alternative explanation - and one
that la at once more convincing and less insulting to the collective
intelligence of the crofting comaiunity - ia to be found in the strength
and effectiveness of the HLLHA's Highland organisation. As was shown
by a confidential investigation carried out for the government in the
summer of 1886, the majority of the mainland crofting population were
members of the HLLRA. And in the islands the Association's strength
was even more impressive. In 3kye, forisiazaple , it was "probable
that every man of the crofter and cottar classes, with many merchants
94» See, Hunter, "Politics of Land Heforn", 1974.
95. fiban Tinwa, 12 Dec. I885.
96. Ibid.
97• Scotsman, 6 Dot. I885.
98. Scotsman, 12 Pec. I885.
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and artisans besides, is an enrolled member."It was this
almost unanimous adherence of the crofting population to its aims and
objectives which made possible the HLLRA's spectacular triumph at the
polls.
As a political organisation - and it has some claim to the title of
first mass political party in Brltain^00^ - the HLLRA was clearly
organised from above and outwith the crofting community. But for its
existence the crofters * movement would not have achieved such a wide
unity, such a well developed sense of political purpose; while the fact
that they possessed allies more able than they in the arts of politics
and publicity greatly strengthened the crofting community's position
vis a vis that of its landlords - something of which both sides in the
conflict were well aware. In 1886 John llac Cherson, Clendale crofters'
leader, "could say in all truth and sincerity that if it had not been
for the ... H.L.L.R.A. he would have lost heart long ago."^*0^ Two
years previously one of the trustees of the Clendale estate had made
essentially the same point in a letter to Sheriff Ivory. "The people
could easily be dealt with", he wrote. "Bat the London agitators
cannot^102^
The HLLR\, however, was more than a political party. It was a
social movement; and as such its inspiration and organisation came from
below, from the crofting community itself. Of the many thousands of
99. MacNelll, Confidential Reports, Lothian P., CP 40/16/32, p.3 and
passim.
100. See, D.'f. Crowley, "The Crofters' Party, 1885-1892", 3.H.R.,
XXXV, 1956, 11C; J.O. Kellas, "The Crofters' War, 1882-1888",
History Today, XII, 1962, 281.
101. C-cottlah Highlander, 30 Bee. 1886.
102. MacPherson to Ivory, 4 Bee. 1884, Ivory P., OB l/36/l (2).
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people who took part In the Association's campaign of protest in the
rural Highlands only a handful were not crofters or cottars. A few
teachers - of whom the best known was Donald L'acRaa, an effective
organiser of direct action in Lewie in the later 1880*.®^ - played
some part in the agitationj and in Catholic areas like Sarra, South
Uist and Arisaig the local priests gave occasionally outspoken support
(104)
to the movements ' The vast majority of the protestant clergy
ware, however, opposed to it. An occasional Free Church minister,
of whom the dev. Finlay Graham of Slest was the outstanding example,
urged his congregation to Join the HLLRA.^*0-^ But most of his
colleagues - while refraining fro® following the example of the Rev.
Hector Cameron of Bar^jas, Lewis, a man who denounced rent strikes as
sinful- did not hesitate to join the Church of Scotland's pariah
ministers in what the Oban Times called an "unholy alliance" againefc
the Association.
That the HLLRA was able to overcome the clerical opposition to
its policies and programme is another tribute to its own strength -
a truth grasped by B.H. MacFarlane when he remarked that he won the
1685 election in Argyll "with the powers of heaven and earth against
(108)
him. The landlords were the earth and the ministers were the heavens."
In view of what was said in an earlier chapter about the Free Church's
part in promoting a sense of community among crofters its role in the
land war might seem a strange one. By the 1680s, however, the Free
Church had generally lost its initial identification with the forces
103. Below, Chap. 10.
104. MacWeill, Confidential Reports, Lothian P., GD 40/16/32, pp.7»
70-74.
lc5* OBan Times, 20 Dec. I884.
106. Oban Times, 8 Oct. 1867•
107. Oban Tinea. 22 Aug. I885. Also, 14 March, 26 Sept. I885.
108. Hansard, 3rd Ser., 303, 1886, col. 159•
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of antilandlordism. Its ministers had no wish to change the social
status quo. They felt themselves, on the contrary, indebted to
landlords who had rendered them valuable services - thus the Free
Church minister of Kilouir, in his evidence to the rapier Commission,•
went out of his way to express his gratitude to William Fraaer, the
parish's owner and arguably the worst landlord in the Highlands, for
all that he had done for the "ree Church.The l88Cs thus
witnessed a partial reversal in the earlier roles of the Free and
Established Churches. It was the ministers of the latter body - many
of whom had practically no congregation - who had least to lose by
joining the HLLP.A. And tho clerics who took the most active part in
its activities were, therefore, Church of Scotlend ministers led by
the young and fervently radical Donald VacCallum who was minister at
Watemish at the height of the troubles in Skye.^*0^ But though the
latter greatly distinguished themselves - Donald PacCsllum enjoyed
the double distinction of having been tried before the presbytery of
Sky© on a charge of having "incited crofters to class batrsd",^*^ and
of having been subsequently arrested during a round up of HLLRA
"agitators" in Skye in the autumn of 1886^*^ - their part in the
land reform movement was quite minimal compared to that of crofters
themselves.
Most committed to the HLLSA and to the struggle with landlordism
generally were those men who had grown up in the relatively prosperous
109. hap. Rep., App. A, 10-11.
110. MacCallum's most eminent colleagues wero his brother Malcolm, minister
at Strcntian, Argyll, in the lPPOs, and the Rev. Angus &solver,
rainister at tJig in J-ewis. See, "'ban Times, 27 Deo. 1884| Scotsman,
9 Jan. 1085.
111. Oban Times, 8 May 1886. The charge was eventually dropped.
112. Scotsman, 15 Nov. 1886. On this occasion he was not brought to
trial. See also below, Chap. 10.
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and secure 1860a and 1870# and who waro not prepared, as some older
crofters undoubtedly were, to fatalistically accept a relapse into
social and economic uncertainty. "The old men had not had the same
advantages of education that the young men had", a Lochcarron crofter
told an HLL8A conference in I8861
Theyoust put the fear of the landlord and his
satellite®, the factors ... out of the old men.
They must try and make them realise that the
powers that be are nothing to the powers that the
generality of the people possess.
As already indicated,the younger generation of crofters were thus
more receptive than their elders to the politically radical notions
tnnsmitted into the Highlands by John Murdoch and his associates. Their
movement did not, however, represent a complete break with the past.
Its local organisation, though standardised in accordance with HLLRA
instructions, was brcadly developed by crofters themselves in the early
days of the agitation and in it the influences of the crofting community's
earlier and formative experiences were clearly visible. HLLPA meetings,
it was observed at the time, were "always held in the open air in
defiance of rain and tempest" and at them, "the person selected to
preside opens and closes the proceedings with prayer,"(**5)
resemblance between these gatherings and the assemblages convened by
"the men" during the heyday of the religious revivals of the early
ni ne teanth century was not coincidental!^**^ nor was the fact that the
local leaders of the Land League - men cast in the mould of John
113. Scottish Highlander, 30 Sept. 1886. Also, MacNeill, Confidential
Reports, I806, Lothian P., ffD 40/16/32, p.3.
114. Above, Chap. ?•
115. Scotsman, 1 Dec. 1884.
116. See above, Chap. 6.
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MacPherson whose meetings were punctuated by passionately delivered
Gaelic prayers and whose eloquence in his native tongue was such as
(in)
to move sen to tears or to furyv ' - occupied positions in the town¬
ships that were in all respects analogous to those held by na daoine
of a preceding generation. By the 1880s, when the Highland land war
was at its height, "the men" had largely faded from the scene and their
populist religion had been institutionalised within the framework of
the Free Church. But while the Free Church inherited Highland
evangelicalism it was John MacPherson and a host of other HLLRA
activists who inherited "the men's" leadership of and influence over
the crofting community. And the contribution of the crofting populat¬
ion's historical heritage to the Highland land reform movement of the
1880s was as obvious in what its local leaders said as it was in the
ways in which they said it.
That traditional beliefs and customs, notably those which enshrined
the bond between chief and clan, could be, and undoubtedly were, a
retarding influence on the development of a radical challenge to
Highland landlordism constituted the theme of a previous chapter.
Hot every aspect of the crofting community's traditional culture fell
within this category, however: and there were in existence in the
nineteenth century Highlands a number of concepts - most of them derived
from the more or less remote past of the Celtic peoples — that were
quite capable of being transformed into important components of a
0
117. Scotsman, 15 Feb. 1883J W. Mackenzie, Old Qkye Tales. Glasgow,
1934, 2^-27; J. MacLeod, Highland Heroes of the hand Fefora
■ .ovement, Inverness, 1917» 74-75* ^0 latter work contains
biographical sketches of a large number of HLLRA activists.
118. See above, Chap. 6.
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distinctive critique of landlordism. Crofters, for example* never
because reconciled to the right of private ownership of game, a fact
which caused Highland landlords no little trouble - especially In the
second half of the nineteenth century when sporting preserves came to
occupy an important plaoe in estate economies.is not saU)y
to convince a Highlander that a landlord has a better right to a deer,
a racor fowl, or a salmon than he has himself", it had been despair¬
ingly noted in 1802, "because he considers them the unconfined bounty
of heaven.„(120) ^ f ,tCa 0f axx that landed proprietors could
subsequently provide in the way of game laws and gamekeepers those
notions - enshrined in the Gaelic saying that all Highlanders have a
right to a deer from the hill, a tree from the wood and a fish from the
river^*^ - exhibited a remarkable power of survival and were event¬
ually incorporated into the corpus of myth, belief and opinion by which
the crofters of the l88Cs justified their onslaught on their landlords.
"The fish that was yesterday miles away from the land was olaiaed by
the landlord the moment it reached the shore", declared a crofter at
an HLLRA meeting in Skye in 1884*
Andso also were the birds of the air as soon as they
flew over his land. The law made it SQ, because
landlords were themselves the lawmakers, and it was
a wonder that the poor man was allowed to breathe the
air of heaven and drink fro® the mountain stream
without having the factors and the whele of the
(12?)
county police pursuing him as a thief,
119. Gee, Hunter, "Sheep and leer", 1973, 214 et aeq.
120. Irvine, Inquiry into "migration, 1802, 56.
121. See, I.P. Grant, Highland yolk ays, London, 1961, 7«
122. Celtic '"agasine, IX, I884, 337-338.
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Of similar derivation, but of much greater importance, was the concept
that the tribe, clan or community which lived and worked upon the land
had a right to permanent occupation of it.^*^'
The latter belief, as far as landlords were concerned, had no
historical or legal validity. Throughout recorded history, they
thought, their ancestors - as chiefs and feudatories - had been the
outright and recognised possessors of the land. Thus the Puke of
Argyll, writing at the height of the crofters' agitation in tho l88Cs»
the
sew in/earliest fuednl charters of the Highland nobility "all the well
known powers and obligations of ownership in land"^1^' - a view shared
by MacLeod of Dunvegan who could see no historical grounds for the
"extraordinary assumption'' that the Highland people had ever had any
recognised rights in the land.^12*^ ^ the theories crofters
held a vory low opinion - a Lochaline crofter remarking to the Napier
Commission that "We are not to be baunboosled by his Grace's scientific
connurklrutn3."^^^ ind with a blissful disregard for the claims of
their chiefs and landlords the lower order of the clans and their
crofter descendants have, in fact, always clung steadfastly to the
notion of the indissolubility of their ties with the land from which
they have scraped their often precarious subsistence.
In the medieval and early modem Highlands this belief usually took
the fore of an idea that prolonged occupation of land gave a right to
123. Tlii© notion, which appears to have its origins in the remote
antiquity of the Celtio peoples, raises for the historian two
separate problems. The first concerns the precis® historical
origins of the concept and falls outwith the scope of this thesis.
The second, which falls firmly within it, concerns the nature
and importance of the concept in nineteenth century crofting life.
124. Argyll, Scotland As It ft as and is, Edinburgh, {2 vols.), 1887, I, 49-
125. MacLeod to Napier, 25 Oct. 1884, &acL. P., Box 62A.
126. H.C., Q. 36138.
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a "kindness" or permanent tenancy of it. Referred to in Gaelic as
duthchae, a "kindness" was generally thought to have been established
when a family had maintained the affective occupancy of a township or
Joint farm for three generations or more? and, being recognised by
the whole community, it was supposed to be inviolable. Thus the
tacksmen of such farms followed each other in patrilineal succession
and any attempt by the feudal superior of the land in question to
establish another family on the farm was apt to be resisted by the
entire clan, even to the point of bloodshed.Especially strongly
expressed among clans like the KacOregora or MaeTonalds of Islay and
/ 1 Ofl \
Eeppoch whose feudal rights were inadequate or uncertain, ' this
ancient concept of the inalienability of the land of the kindred
persisted into the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In 175°» for
example, it was noted that
throughout Lochaber, and the adjaoent Wild Countries,
the Farms have been always given to the Cadets of the
Lesser Families that are the Heads of Tribes, which
they possess for %es without any Lease, and look upon
them as their right of Inheritance? and when they are
not able to pay their Sent and are turned out, they
look upon the Person who takes these Farms after them,
as usurping their right. These people have often
Refused to take a written Lease, thinking that by so
doing they give up their right of possession.^®^
The latter notion, that to accept a, lease was to surrender a recognised
right - here observed amongst the tacksmen of the 175^3 - was
127. A.C. MacTherson, "An Old Highland Genealogy and the '-Volution
of a Scottish Clan", Scottish Studies, X, 1966, 12. Also, Grant,
Highland Folk "'aye, 19<?1, 7•
128. Cunningham, Loyal Clans, 1932, 132-133*
129. Lang (ed.), Highlands of Scotland, I898, 93.
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resuscitated by the crofters of the 1880a, the Portree branch of the
HLLRA declaring1 in March 1886, for example,
that the land of the Highlands, belonging a3 it does
to the people of the Highlands, the acceptance of
leases by crofters is not necessary, and is besides
a tacit admission of rights which they repudiate
as inconsistent with the security of tenure to which
they are entitled.
And. other popular denials of Highland proprietors' claims had a
similarly long ancestry.
The most important of these - the already commented on, and
frequently observed, belief that Highland tenants had "a kind of
hereditary right" to their holdings^*"^ - survived the 3tate supported
enforcement of private property in land for the simple reason that,
as far as small tenants were concerned, legal rights to land ownership
had no moral sanction whatsoever. Highland tenants, as the Earl of
Selkirk observed in 1805,
well know of how little avail was a piece of parch¬
ment and a lump of wax under the old system of the
Highlands. They reproach their landlord with
ingratitude and remind hira that but for their fathers
he would now have no estate. The permanent possession
which they had always retained of their paternal farms
they consider only as their just right from the share
they had borne in the general defence, and can see no
difference between the title of the chief and their own.*"'^
Another early nineteenth century writer, John KacCulloch, went so far
130. The Times, 8 March 1886. Also, N.C., QQ. 9127, 12293, 12295, «tc.
131• The phrase in quotation marks appears in, E. Burt, Letters from
a Gentleman in the North of Scotland, London, (2 vols.), 17;54,
II, 173| and in, Irvine, Enquiry into Emigration, 1802, 36.
132. Selkirk, Observations, 1805, 119-120.
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aa to attribute all crofting discontents to this one - according to
him outmoded - beliefs
But all these complaints, against servitudes as
against rent, are the regains of those ancient
feelings, from which the Highland people were
used to consider the lands as their ownj a feeling
which was in full force in many places not many
years ago ... (when) ... the people considered
themselves the proprietors of their farms; as not
liable to be ejected at the will of their Chief,
and scarcely even to compulsory rent.^"^'
Transmuted from one generation of crofters to the next, these beliefs
were in the I8fi0s as strongly held as they had been when the tenants of
Kildonan told Patrick Sellar and his associates "that thay were entitled
to keep their Grounds." Thus the delegates who came forward from
the crofting townships to give evidence to the Napier Commission "often
expressed" the opinion "that the small tenantry of the Highlands have
an inalienable title to security of tenure in their possessions", an
impression which, the Commissioners recorded, was "indigenous to the
country though it has never been sanctioned by legal recognition and
(13«>)
has long been repudiated by the actions of the proprietors."v And
as was recognised by land reformers in the Highlands and in Ireland -
where the peasantry had inherited the same Celtic traditions^-
these sentiments were quite capable of being accommodated into the
radical anti-landlordism of the later nineteenth century.
Thus the fact that the British parliament recognised the validity
of the customary landholding system of Ulster - a region where tenants
had long been held to have some sort of permanent stake in the land -
133. liacCulloch, Highlands and Vestera Isles, 1824, IV, 122, 442,
134. Cellar to Marchioness of Stafford, 4 Feb. 1813, Adam, Sutherland
Estate Management, 1972, II, 17?«
135* h'ap. Sep., 8.
136. See, Palmer, Irish Land League, 1940, 2-3.
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and incorporated it In the Irish Land Act of 187C, seemed, to Jcki
Lurdcch,
to show vary forcibly the importance of cherishing
at least some of the traditions which have Veen
handed down from father to son.
"It would never do", he wasote in 1876, "for Highlanders to lose sight
of their ancient rights ... in th® land."^®' And nine years later,
when the land war which "urdoch had done tro much to precipitate was
well under way, he was still hammering hone the same message. "High¬
landers had never forgotten", he declared in a speech at Portree in
September 1885, "that the land was theirs and that landlordism was a
(139 )
violent encroachment upon the divine rights of the people."v It
was a doctrine that integrated very neatly not only with the longstanding
belief in a popular claim to the land but also with the commonly held
view - examined at some length in a previous chapter^^'^ - that clan
society had been distinguished by equity, harmony and. plenty. Until
1745» according to nr. Charles Cameron, the Liberal 3J.P. who wa3 one of
th® crofting community's earliest parliamentary advocates, "the
cultivators of the soil had a proprietary right in it." Like the
other features of the Highland's golden age, however, that right had
been destroyed at Cullodenj
It was only after the Highland rising in 1745* when
the tribal jurisdiction was swept away, that the
Highland chief was transformed into a position
analogous to that of the English landlord.^'*'
137. Highlander, ?9 Hay 1875* For an analysis of the 1870 Act see,
Palmer, Irish Land League, 194L, 34-63.
138. Highlander, 26 Feb. I876.
139. Chan iitnes, 5 Sept. I885.
140. Above, Chap. 6.
141. Hansard., 3rd Ser., 272, 1882, col. 770.
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To a clan historian like Alexander Mackenzie such a sweeping claim
appeared "crude and inaccurate";^^' and as a piece of historical
analysis it did, indeed, leave a lot to be desired.As its
propagators were well aware, however, such an interpretation of the
past corresponded very closely to the beliefs of crofters themselves;
beliefs which, as Joseph Chamberlain discovered during his tour of the
north-west Highlands in the spring of 188?, existed
deep down in the minds of the people. You find
it universal. They are all of the opinion that
they have claims which no lapse of time can
possible extinguish.
To such notions statesmen like Gladstone and - much more surpris¬
ingly - Lord Salisbury paid lip service;^and if confirmation of
their validity was needed it could be found in the writings of liberal
economists like John Stuart Mill whose opinion that "the land of every
country belongs to the people of that country" was viewed very favour¬
ably by John Murdoch and other Highland, land reformers.These
and similar precepts of nineteenth century political economy the Irish
Land League had attempted, with some success, to relate to the Celtic
tradition - Parnell, for example, saying of the 3peech that launched
the land war in Ireland that
We went down to Mayo and we preached the eternal
truth that the land of a country, the water of a
country, the air of a country, belong to no man.
They were not made by any man and they belong to
all the human race.
142. MacKenaie, lale of -jkye, 1883, xlix.
143* See above, Chap.l.
144« ^ Times, 25 April 188?.
145» See, -'oclal Condition of Lewis, 1902, lxxxviii, f.n.
146. J.3. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, London, *)th edit.,
1862, I, 400; Highlandw. 26 July, 2 Aug. 1S73, 25 May l8?5.
147. quoted, M. Davitt, The Fall of Feudalism in Ireland, London, 1904,
656-657.
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And the leaders of the land agitation in the Highlands undertook a
similar task, the Kev. Donald 1'aoCallunst proclaiming, for instance,
that "The land ia our birthright, even aa the air, the light of the
sun, and the water belong to ua as our birthright."^
\
'ihe standard texts of political economy were not, of course, among
the usual reading of crofters - though if they had had the chance to
read the views on property and natural law held by a philosopher such
as Rousseau they would undoubtedly have taken theta to their hearts:
The first man who, having enclosed a piece of ground
bethought himself of saying "Tula is sine" and found
people simple enough to believe him was the reel
founder of civil society. From how many crimes, wars
and murders, from how many horrors and misfortunes
might not anyone have saved mankind, by pulling up the
st akes, or filling up the ditch, and crying to hi a
fellov/s, "Beware of listening to this impostor; you
are undone if you once forget that the fruits of the
earth belong to all, and the earth itself to nobody."^*49/
But if Rousseau's Discourse on the Origin of Inequality, from which that
quotation was abstracted, was unknown and inaccessible to the tenantry
of the Highlands there was one book, more influential than anything
produced by a philosopher, to which crofters could, readily turn for
confirmation of their beliefs about the land. That book was the Bible
whose important place in crofting life has already been mentioned.^50)
And in it, especially in the Old Testament, they found apparently
instructive parallels between their own plight and that of the Jews^'^ -
145. Oban Times, 24 May l8f4•
149. J.J. Kouseau, "A Tiscourse on the Origin of Inequality", in Rousseau,
The Joel si Contract and Discourses, -veryican edit., London, 1913,207.
150. Above, Chap. 6.
151. They were neither the first nor the last to have done so. See
Lantemari, ,--li .dons cf tha ''V; ressed, 1963, 306-307.
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a point well made in a n 1884 pamphlet about the Highland land question:
? By the Mosaic legislation the land was to be held
under a tribal tenure, the soil being apportioned
among the families by whom it was cultivated or
used for pasturing their flocks and herdsj and
this also appears for ages to have been the custom
among the Celtic population of the British Isles...
These ancient Hebrew land laws ••• were set aside
by the greedy selfishness of nobles and princes.••
And if the land secured to the tribes of Israel
could be filched from the people in such a manner,
it is not to be wondered at that the Scottish
Highlander, whose Bible is his vade necua ... should
cose to view his present condition in respect to
the land as somewhat analagoue to that of the poorer
Jews in the later days of the Jewish monarchy. ^^2)
The accuracy of that analogy may be subject to dispute. But about the
sincerity of crofters' belief that the Bible both sanctioned the notion
that landlords had usurped the land and confirmed the validity of their
own claim to the land there can be no question.
The declaration of a Tires crofter who was imprisoned for his part
in a land raid on the Cuke of irgyll's Tireo estate in 1866 speaks for
itselft
He held that he was standing on the aide of justice
and he had the Bible as his authority. The earth
belonged to the people and not to the Duke of
Argyll or any land lord
The textcs on which these views were based were the common currency of
HLLHA politics and were tc be seen at any one of scores of crofters1
meetings:
152. D. Campbell, The hand Question in the Highlands and Islands.
Paisley, 1884, 11-12.
153. Cban Times, 28 Aug. 1886. ?or details of the raid in question
see below, Chap* 10.
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The earth is mine ... The earth is the Lord's
and the fulness thereof ... Woe unto them that
join house to house, that lay field to field ...
The earth He hath given to the children of rnen.^^'
"Unless landlords can prove that «e are not of Adam's race at all",
wrote John MscPherson to MacLeod of Punvegan, there wore to be found
in the Bible "letters of agreement from Cod pronouncing our claim and
right in the land." *55) ^ the same point was made by Merman Stewart,
a crofter at Valtos on the Filmuir estate in Sky©, and a. branch president
of the HLLBA." "If the landlords consulted Moses or Joshua", ho told
a mass meeting at Valtos in 1885,
they would find there substantial evidences as to who
are the rightful owners of the soil. The Lord
Advocate and Sheriff Ivory can quote Xcts George3 and
John, but we can quote the Act of God - the Bible.
The 1880s were a time of widespread agrarian unrestj within the confines
of the British Isles alone existing tenurial arrangements were being
(157)
effectively challenged in Ireland and alas as well as in the Highlands.
Land reform and Land reformers were consequently much in vogue, the
latter ranging from Joseph Chamberlain, the radical politician who hoped
/1 cQ \
to tie the rural vote to the Liberal party, to Henry George, the
American propagandist to whom land nationalisation seemed the obvious
154. See, inter al., Oban Times, ?$ Pec. 1883; Scotsman, 4 Sept. 188?.
15?. Mac"'hereon to Maolocd, 11 Kov. I884, MacL. P., Box 62A.
156. Oban limes, 21 Feb. 188?.
157. Preferences to Irish events have already been provided. For rural
unrest in Wales and Gngland sec, inter al., P. Jones-'"vans, " ;van
Pan Jones - Land Reformer", '-'elsh History Review, IV, 1968, 143-
159; J.P.T). Bunbabin, "The 'Revolt of the Field't The Agricultural
labourers' Movement in the 1870s"» Last and ' re3ent, XXVI, 1963,
68-97.
158. F.M.L. Thomson, "Land and Politics in "ngland in the Nineteenth




panacea for all social and economic ills* Both Chamberlain sad
'enry "eorge took an active interest in crofting affairs.But
Georgite ideals made little impact on the crofters* movement which,
as preceding paragraphs make clear, was, in its philosophy as well as
in its organisation, a distinctively Highland creation. And
while it would be unwise as well as unjust to minimise the contribution
made to that movement by men who were not crofters - John Murdoch, D.H.
Mac?arlane, G.B. Clark, and their colleagues to mention only a few- it
evidently embodied aspirations and reflected experiences that were
uniquely those of the crofting community.
By the mid- l88Cs, in short, the crofting community had emerged as
a coherent political - as well as social - entity, and crofters had
at last begun to take control of their own destinies. It is that fast
ths+ made the 1880s - on the face of it, a period of increasing poverty
a. d misery - a time cf hope for crofters. The commercial landlordism
introduced into the Highlands in the eighteenth century was at last on
the retreat. Change was in the air. And for the first time in the
nineteenth century Gaelic poetry took on an optimistic tone - best
exemplified in the work of Mairl Mhor nan Oran that committed and out¬
spoken land reformer whose songs, it is said, contributed significantly
to the ilLLRA's success.Small tenants everywhere in the north¬
west acquired a new and striking self-confidence. "The crofters", a
159. " For an account of George's influence on British politics see, K.P.
Lawrence, Henry George in the British IsleSt Michigan, 1957*
160. George visited 3kye In 1884 and 1885* Oban Hmea, 16, 23 Feb.,
1 March 1884, 10, 17 Jan. I885. Chamberlain toured the north¬
west in 1887• The Times, 19, 25, 27, 29 April 1887.
161. There whs, in fact, little love lost between the Goergites and
the HLLHA. See, Hunter, "Politics of Land Reform", 1974.
162. This was Mary MaePherson, the Skye bard referred to in a previous
chapter. Above, Chap. 6. Also, MaoLean, "Poetry of the
Clearances", 1939, 319-324} Thomson, Introduction to Gaelic
Poetry. 1974, 245-248.
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Scotsman correspondent reported from Skye on polling day in the parlia¬
mentary elections of 1885,
were most enthusiastic and each approachod the
polling station with an air of independence
which would have seemed singularly strange to
any visitor who had not seen a likye crofter
during the last five years.
The political consequence of that "air of independence" was the arrival
of a "Crofters* Party" at estminster in January 1886.^^ Too few
to wield much parliamentary power, the four members of that party
represented a massmovement which had thrown down the gauntlet to
Highland landlordism and had plunged north-west Scotland into its
greatest political, administrative and social crisis since the demise
5>
of Jacobitiam. It was the extent of their eupport among crofters that
gave D.H. MecFarlane (Argyll), Charles Fraser-hacIntoah (invemess-
ahire), Br. Roderick MacDonald (Rosa and Cromarty), and G.B. Clark
(Caithness) their political significance.^' ^ And it is a measure of
the success of the crofting community's campaign that they took their
seats in a parliament preparing to devote more time to Highland affairs
than any of its predecessors since the l?40e.
By 1885 it had become apparent to Gladstone's government and indeed to
/ -• /y \
every thinking observer - with the exception of Highland landlords
who should not, perhaps, be included in the latter category - that
163. cots: an, 4 Bee. I885.
164. The j-hrase seems to have been first used in the Oban Tines, 2 Jan.
1886.
165. Angus Sutherland had been defeated in Sutherland - but won the
seat in 1886. For these and other details see, Hunter, "Politics
of Land Reform", 1974*
166. See, e.g., Locheil to Harcourt, 20 Pec. 1884, Cabinet Papers,
RH 4/9/6. (P.R.C. ref.t CAB 37, Vol. 14, no.7).
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the only possible solution to the crofting question lay in a legislative
reform of the Highland land system. The requisite legislation
should logically have been based on the recommendations contained in
the Napier Commission's report. The problem, as the home secretary
remarked on more than one occasion, was that these recommendations had
not met with acceptance in any quarter/16®' Cna landlords1 spokesman
thought t:.a report "hardly worth discussing.Another dismissed
it as "full of inconsistencies and anomalies. And crofters, as
already mentioned, had indicated a very strong preference for a
measure more akin to the Irish Land Act of 1881 than to the proposals
of Lord Napier and his colleagues. To this the cabinet were not averse.
Gladstone, like liarcourt and Joseph Chamberlain, felt a great deal of
(171)
sympathy for crofters and was anxious to do something for then.
besides the Act by which crofters set so much store was the prime
minister's own creation and one of which he was inordinately proud. It
was consequently resolved, in Gladstone's words, to endorse "the
substantial application of the Irish Land Act to the Highland parishes"|
(172)
and a Jill to that effect was introduced in the Commons in hay 1885.
That particular Bill fell with the government in June. By the
167. J.B. Balfour to Farcourt, 13 Jan. 1885, loc. cit.? Harcourt to
Gladstone, 1? Jan. 1885, loc. cit. Also, The 20 May l885«
168. Hansard, 3rd Her., 289* 1884, col. 1750. Also, 298, 1885, col. 845«
169. Locheil to Harcourt, 20 Dec. I884, Cabinet Papers, RH 4/9/6.
(P.R.O. ref.s CAB 37, Vol. 14, no.7).
170. Lord Colin Campbellt Hansard, 3rd Ser., 289, 1884, col. 1624.
171. Gladstone to Harcourt, 19 Jan. I885, Cabinet Papers, RH 4/9/6.
ref.: CAB 37, Vol. 14, no.7). Also, Gardiner, ir allien
Haroourt, 1923, 1, 531-534? J. Chamberlain, A rolitical Memoir,
1880-1892, (ed. C.H.T3. Howard), London, 1953, 123, 133, 270-271.
172. Gladstone to Harcourt, 19 Jan. 1885, Cabinet Papers, RH 4/9/6.
(P.R.O. ref.1 CAB 37, Vol. 14, no.7). Also, Hansard, 3rd Ssr.,
298, 1885, col. 556; The limes, 21 bay IP85.
173. Scotsman, 21 uly I885.
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New Year, however, a new Liberal administration was in power, there
were four crofters' M.P.s in the Commons, and so effective had the
agitation in the Highlands become that even The Scotsman - the paper
most committed to the landlords' cause - felt obliged to admit that "the
condition of some parts of the Highlands has become so serious that the
urgency of the crofter question can scarcely be exaggerated ."(*74)
Conservatives and Liberals alike having consequently concluded that
some sort of remedial legislation was urgently required,(*75) the
refurbished version of the previous year's Bill which was hastily intro¬
duced by the government thus met with little opposition. "van the
Puke of Argyll - who had resigned from Cladstone's cabinet in protest
against its Irish land legislation and who had subsequently become an
arch-oppomnt of all land law reform and the Highland landlords'
principal parliamentary spokesman - agreed not to oppose the new measure,
"not because he thought it was a good Bill", but because "he could not
deny that they wore in a position that compelled them to agree to
something being done."^^^ Arthur Balfour, 3oon to be secretary of
state for cotland and already the Conservative party's principal
(177)
spokesman on Highland affairs, took a similar line. And on ?5th
June the Bill passed into law.
The Crofters act of 1886 - the only major piece of legislation to
(178)
be successfully enacted by Gladstone's short—lived third ad icinistrati on -
174• Scotsman, 1 Feb. 1886.
175. Hansart, 3rd 3er., 3C2, 1886, cols. 1305-1306; 305, 1886, col.
1468; Scotsman, 21 "ay 1886; Blackwood'3 Lagagine, CXXXIX, 1886,
560; Annual Register, 1886, 83.
176. Hansard, 3rd Sor., 305, 1886, cola. 1481-1487. For the circum¬
stances of the Duke's resignation see, Hammond, '1 * 'stone -r:i the
Irish K at ion, 1938, 216—217.
177. Hansard, 3rd Jar., 303, 1886, cols. 217-218. Also, 1 ugdale, Balfour,
1936, I, 108j S.H. Zebel, Balfour, Cambridge, 1973, 45» 567
178. Annual Register, 1886, 82.
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applied to parishes in Argyll, Inverness—shire, P033 and Cromarty,
Caithness and the Northern Isles where there were in 18P6, or had been
in the preceding eighty years, holding's consisting of arable land held
with rights of common pasture, and in which there were tenants paying
annual money rents of under £30. The Act therefore affected almost
every crofter in north-west Scotland - the exceptions consisting of the
tiny minority who held leases; a state of affairs very different from
that envisaged by the Napier Commission which, in an attempt to promote
the enlargement of holdings, had recommended that legal protection
should be bestowed only on the relatively small number of crofting
(179)
tenants who paid annual rents of £6 or more. Subject only to
certain easily fulfilled conditions, the Act guaranteed security of
tenure to crofters and gave them the right, on their relinquishing a
holding, to claim compensation from the landlord for improvements made
to it by themselves or by their family predecessors. The Act also
enabled a tenant to bequeath his croft to a member of his family and,
in the most important of its provisions, set up a 1 ;nd court, the
Crofters Commission, which was empowered to fix fr.ir rants for crofters*
holdings, subject these rents to a septennial revision, cancel all or
part of any accumulated arrears, and generally administer the Act and
(180)
any subsequent crofting legislation.
By the standards of an age accustomed to regarding landed property
and private contracts between landlords and tenants as inviolable,
even sacrosanct, the Corfters Act was a measure so radical as to be
179* Hap. Rep., 36.
180. For an account of the Act and subsequent legislation see, D.J.
BacCuiah, "The Origin an* "Vwalopaent of Crofting Law", T.O.3.I.,
XLIII, 1962, lfil-1,' Als-O,, Day? Public Administration, 1918,
190-196; G.C.Il. Paton and J.3.3. Cameron, The .-aw of Landlord and
Tenant in .cotland, Aberdeen, 1967, 387-495•
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little short of revolutionary. Thus The Scotsman condemned it as
"a great infringement on the rights of property"; while Fraaer of
Kilmuir, owner of one of the most disturbed districts in the Highlands,
discerned in it an indication of "communism looming in the future."
Such shrieks of alarm from the propertied classes were inevitable and
not very Important. Of more significance, however, was the reaction
of the crofting community and its parliamentary representatives.
Should the Act meet with their approval, peace would return to the
Highlands. Should they reject it, unrest would inevitably continue.
And from the first it was clear that crofters regarded the Act as fax*
from satisfactory.
Because it waa explicitly modelled on the Irish Land Act of 1881 the
Crofters Act met many of the demands embodied in the HLLRA's Pingwall
Programme for the simple reason that the Programme had been drawn up
(102)
with Irish legislation very much in mind. In one crucial respect,
however, the 1886 Act fell seriously short of meeting crofters* wishes*
it contained little provision for making more land available to them.
In part, perhaps, this was the fault of the HLLRA leadership. By
continually harping on the similarities between the Irish tenantry's
case - a case whose Justice had already been conceded - and that of
the crofting community they had obscured the vital difference between
the Irish and Highland situations. Irish agriculture was essentially
arable and the Irish smallholders' greatest need was for freedom from
rack-renting and capricious eviction. These things, it Is true, were
not unknown in the Highlands; but Highland agriculture was essentially
181. Scotsman, 4 March 1886; The Times, 13 March 1886.
182. See above, this Chap.
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pastoral and crofters* greatest need was for more iand.^"^ That
distinction was little appreciated by some HLLHA adherents - John
Stuart Blackie declaiming, for example, that "i»o two cases can be
imagined more parallel than the economic state of the western half of
Ireland and that of our own Highlands and Islands.
The government, on the other hand, were not unaware of the pecul¬
iarities of the Highland situation. Both the lord advocate and the
home secretary well understood the divergences between the agrarian
systems of Ireland and north-west Scotland and the former, at least,
thought that crofters* calls for land redistribution were "by far the
most important" of their demands, and was
sensible that the expectations, or at all events
the hopes which the crofting class ... cherish,
will not be satisfied unl«3s legislative provision
is made for giving them mora land.
The Liberal administration, however, felt unable to make any such
provision. Crofters were too poor to buy land. Proprietors could
not be forced to lease land to them. The only conceivable alternative,
therefore - land nationalisation being, of course, quite inconceivable -
was that the government should. Itself buy the necessary land and lease
it to crofters. The latter procedure was, in fact, eventually and
successfully adopted.But to the Liberal party of the mid-l880a
it seemed to Involve too damaging a departure from the cherished
principles of lais3ez-faire. That, at least, was the opinion of the
lord advocate. Re did "not suppose", he informed the Commons, that
183. Lee above, Chap. 7«
184. N.C., Q. 45826.
185. J.B. Balfour to Hareourt, 13 Jan. 1885> Cabinet Papers, RH 4/9/6.
(p.R.f'. ref.s CAB 37, Vol. 14, no.7).
186. 3ee below, Chap. 11.
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such a proposal "would b® entertained."
The 1886 Act consequently made only on© vary minor concession to
crofters' demands for raors land. ''her© land was aval labia for the
enlargement of crofts and where Its owner refused to let it to crofting
tenants on reasonable terms, any five or more tenants whose holdings
were near or adjacent to the land in question could apply to the
Crofters Commission for the compulsory enlargement of their crofts.
The amount of 1 nd that could be regarded as available for 3uch a
purpose was vety restricted. Land subject to existing leases and
certain types of farm land were, for example, excluded - provisions
which had the effect of placing most sheep farms and deer forests
(188)
outwith the measure's already limited scope. And although even
this weak gesture in the direction of land, settlement made the Crofters
(189)
Act more daring than the Irish measure on which it was modelled,1'
(19C)
the enlargement clause proved quit© ineffective in practice ' and,
from the outset, did nothing to mollify the land hungry crofters whom
it was intended to appease.
In the Commons, therefore, the crofters' M.P.s declared that as
conceived by the government the Crofters Bill of 1886 was "of no
advantage to the Highland people" and was likely to prcvs itself no
more than "a sham and a delusion".v*9l) Supported by the Irish
nationalists who recognised the crofting community's struggle against
Hansard, 3rd Ssr., 298, 1885, col. 859« Also, 302, 1886, col.
13137 303, 1886, col. 17?.
188. MacCuish, "Crofting Law", 1962, 190.
Hansard, 3rd Ser., 302, 1886, col. 1338. Also, C.S. "he-win and
E. !. 'hatha , :ist~ry cf '.udtioh rt culture, 1846-1914* London,
1964, 296.
190. Croftcra Commission, Final Hep., 1913, xxv-xxvi. Also, below,
Chap. 11.
191. Hansard, 3rd Her., 303, 1886, col. 15&J 304, 1886, ool. 1747• Also,
302, 1886, cols. 13?4, 1332; 303, 1886, col. 199-
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landlordism to to analgous to that in which their own rural conetit-
(19?)
uents were engaged, ' they opposed th® Sill through all its
parliamentary stages. liut since both front benches were determined
to accept no ammendmants to it, the Bill passed into law without the
far-reaching land settlement clauses which th© four HLLRA members
attempted to attach to it. It did so, however, in the midst of an
angry chorus of rejection from the crofting community. Thus Kilauir
crofters resolved to
utterly condemn the so-called Crofters Bill ... and
to continue the agitation till the full measure of
their just rights to th© soil of their ancestors
(was) recognised and secured to them by the legis-
latura. ^
Clendale crofters similarly pledged themselves "not to rest satisfied
without getting all the land of the Highlands for the people of the
(194)Highlands."N ' And though these delcarations were made in districts
of above average crofting militancy, virtually identical resolutions
were carried unopposed at scores of HLLRA meetings from Mull to Cape
(195)
Irsth and from Helmsdale to the western seaboard of Lewis.
Most bitter of the crofting community's members were the landless
people, the cottars. At an HLLRA meeting in Ckye in JJecember 1884
one of them had forcefully observed that
there was considerable talk about the crofters;
but there was another class more needful of relief,
the cottars ... It would not benefit the eottar3
a bit though others rot a reduction in rent and
192. For Irish H.P.s* declarations of solidarity with crofters see,
Hansard, 3rd 3or., 308, 1886, col3. 930* 935, 977•
193. Oban Bimos, 19 June 1886.
194. Oban f,i~nes, 3 April 1886.
195* See, an Times, April - June 1886.
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sore land unless they got land for themselves ...
and he strongly urged that In any ... settlement
of the land question provision should be made
for giving land to cottars.*-^6)
The 1886 Act made no such provision, cottars, in fact, falling almost
completely outwith its scope. Their anger and frustration were
consequently intense and soon manifested themselves In a new wave of
land seizures. In the spring of 1886, while the Crofters Eill was
passing through parliament, twenty cottars living at Morvich in ICintall
met and declared that they were "in such a low condition that we must
take the land which is lying waste into our own hands to provide food
for ourselves and our families." And in April they began ploughing
fields near their landlords residence, Mcrvich Souse at the head of
(197) (198)
Loch Duich. There were similar developments in Benbecula;
and at an HLLRA meeting in the Tiree township of Bough on 16th April
it was resolved
That as the Government has rejected all or any
suiasndmonta proposed on behalf of cottars, some
of the lands unjustly taken from themselves and
their fathers and now lying waste be taken posa-
(199)
ession of and planted with potatoes.
(200)
lb.® lark! raid thus decided upon followed within a matter of weeks.
These events, together with the decision of the three hundred
delegates who attended the HLLHA'e annual conference at Bonar Bridge
in September to reconstitute the Association as the Highland Land
Oban Times, 20 Dec. 1884.
197. Oban Times, 10 April 1884.
19P. Police Hep., Benbecula, 14 May 1886, Ivory P., GO l/36/l (2).
199. Oban 'rimes, 1 May 1886.
200. See below, Chap. 10.
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League - tha League's principal task being "to restore to the Highland
(201)
people their inherent rights in their native soil"' ' - made it clear
that crofters did not consider their agitation to be at fin end. By
the autumn of 1 56, however, the politic context " : >t agitation had
altered radically. Gladstone's government had fallen on the Irish hOM
rule issue; the il ;r 1 ; arty j li ; ■ ■ f.v» out ion; and a
•'cm ervetive u'ri n! •..tr,,* i • n r> ■ 1 - r ' ' ' •; • • ' oen returned
to power. rt or -Ifour, i •"-••r ' *-■•,, : t over the
recently created cottish hi.le t) a igfcland Land League* itself
in ;uc ' i ."m- • cn t -■* ' - >..•» f " y-' ••!, . -ilreidy
ii'.-c.-'in 1 • v t' o", fe'.v are, to
(?02l
bring about its fr tion n mllapse. The political disagree
mente cf their loaders did not, it is true, affect crofters* and cottars'
to ■- y i ' "" pj t '■ ■ ■- V- - -v- i. :ut the
. -nt •„ -• ' t ' " r5 •<- make no
;C ■ c- -e-r . ' ni 1'oir v ->lieved*
had sitcultftneously de; rived highland unrest of any justification it
eight once nave possessed •«*.3 1 van hi- the ".oral authority tc suppress
it. \ '• t lrr6, "m fanatical
a:.,.ircr" of t* • ; revi ous c ::i ''is 'rM 5 or:' t ft in le i. Lationi
. t one v 1 - oh t' ■ ill r-r .. . ... it a'-nn
it oujte certain t'-ut u- can exercise t ® forces of
the law and yet be •.uiitv of no hardship tc the
f ?C T N
t» (?*ru. ' it» • Ox tf . ,: J. £. - 'li- - +* -.«•» -v.ive
;he 1 L 6 ct foil , t:.ore.'. r 5 m : " „• r-t-r: tc- trnr; illity
but by a aeries of encounters between the crofting oocaaunlty and the
forces of law and order that were ...ore bitter and more violent than tqr
which had Lithertc. occurred.
201. ee, : ur.ter, elit es • 4,itv. of r...", 1,74.
.'C: 1. u b»i a.
203. "".mard, V "nr., 30ft, Iftftfi, col. 99ft*
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CHAPTER 10. r-TO HIGHLAND LAND 3 A3 3 i C0SHC1 OH AMD CONCILT ATI OS.
1SS6 - 1096
First to feel the effects of Conservative coercion wore the crofters of
f 1}
Tiree who, as already mentioned, ' ' had rosclved in April 1886 to
reoccupy some of the lands of which the island's tenantry had been
(?)
deprived some thirty or forty years before.* ' Adopted, with the than
tenantless far® of Greenhill very much in its pre posers * minds the
April resolution was soon nullified by an unexpected turn of eventsi
in early Mac it became known that th® Island's proprietor, the Duke of
Argyll, had 1st Greenhill to an unusually prosperous crofter. By
taking over Greenhill in this fashion, the farm's new tenant was widely
considered to have betrayed his follow crofters? and the consequent
bitterness - considerably aggravated by the fact that the offending
crofter was an HLLHA member and brother of the president of the Assoc¬
iation's Tire© branch - played no little part in precipitating the
confrontation which followed. On 22nd fay th® brothers were expelled
from the HLLSA and a few days later Greenhill was occupied by over
three hundred men who at once proceeded to allot the farm among the
(3)
crofters and cottars of nearby townships.
Because Gladstone's government - which was still in power when
trseaa events occurred - refused to sanction renewed military inter¬
vention in the Hebrides,the forty policemen who landed on the
island on 21st duly to serve the writs whioh the Duke of Argyll had
1. Above, Chap. 9«
2. For the circumstances of that deprivation see above, Chap. 5.
3. Oban Times, 12 June, 31 July 1886.
4. Irvine (Sheriff of Argyll) to Dalhousie, 30 June 1886, Lothian P.,
GD 40/16/31 Dalhousie to Irvine, 6 July 1886, loc. cit.
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taksn out against (Ireenhill's illegal occupants were unescorted by
troop?.. And as ouch they were no match for the island's crofters.
Confronted at 'Jreenhill by a fore® of iaen and youths armed with stick®
and clubs and outnumbering the® by about six to one, the police were
obliged to withdraw to the relative security of the inn st Joarlnish,
(r))
their mission unaccomplished. 7 The problem of what they should do
next was solved for then by Tireo's crofting; population. On the
morning of 22nd July the inn was surrounded by the men responsible for
the seizure of Oreenhill. The police contingent, it was demanded,
(6)
should immediately wit lad raw from the island. They left that afternoon,
ith the police in full retreat and the government informed, via
i'7)
the Cuke of Argyll, that dree has! passed "under the rule of savagery",''
military involvement became inevitable. And on 31st July 1886 - the
day after Balfour took over at the Scottish Office - a detachment of
fifty police escorted by five tiroes that number of marines was landed
(V)
on the Island. Tight crofters, including the new president of
'ire®'a HLUcA branch were promptly arrested; and all were subsequently
found guilty of nobbing ami rioting and deforcement - five being
(9)
sentenced to six .months imprisonment and the others to four months,
fines crofter-.; found guilty of similar offences In the past had been
fined a few shi Hinge or jailed for two or throe weeks, Balfour
The Times, 24 July 1886; cottish Highlander. 29 July 1886.
6. The Timea, 26 July 1886.
7. See, Tugdale, Balfour, 1536, 3 , ilC.
8. occtsrn.an, 2-7 lug. 1886; cattish Highlander, 12 Aug. 1886;
Third ale,' Balfour, 1936, Z~> 108-1c?.
The Times, 2 Aug. 1866; cottish Highlanders, 12 Aug. 1886; Oban
rimesj 3C Aug. 1386; etum of vni "ffonegs, 'cotland, 1874-
lH^7 SV?. 1^88 UXTXIl .
10. Agrarian offences, 1888.
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not unsurprisingly received a veritable spate of protests and represen¬
tations about the severity of the sentences imposed on the Tire® menl11^
He ignored them. It was a fitting beginning to his Highland policy.
The Uroe difficulty behind him, Balfour turned his attention to ->kye
where* in the summer of 1886f the crofters' rent strike was as solid
ac ever - the total of outstanding arrears having passed the £20,000
(12)mark•' J And. because factors invariably doubled as rate collectors,
receiving rents and taxes at the same place on the same day, the non¬
payment of rents entailed an effective embargo on rate payment also.
The outcome - seriously aggravated by Sky® landlords' refusal to pay
their share of the rates until they had received their rents - was that,
fron 1884 onwards, massive arrears of rates quickly accumulated.
Deprived of funds, poor law and school beards were forced to borrow
heavily until, in the spring of 1886, their credit was exhausted and
local government in "kye threatened with complete collapse.
As the ensuing crisis developed, cries of «oe went up on all
sides. Reginald MacLeod, son of MacLeod of Dunvegan, declared hkye
/ ij \
to be "in a state of anarchy." The -.cotsaaan - inevitably - agreed;
and added that the chaos was entirely the fault of the Liberal govern¬
ment which had, it was alleged, conspicuously failed to restore some
(18)
degree of order to the island's affairs. Gladstone's ministers,
however, had had their fill of bya and its seemingly endless trouble®
and appeals to them to use troops to enforce the collection cf rates
11. For petitions from Liberal Associations, Trades Councils, etc.
see, 3.0# Misc. Files, HH 1/284-306.
12. Ivory, ep. to Coramissioners of 3up<oly, 27 April 1886, Ivory P.,
GI) 1/36/12.
13* Boar1 of Supervision, 41st Hep., 1886, 16; Balfour, Memo., 10 dept.
1*7?,, i3c« Tiles, HH l/l| Bay, Public ■■dmlniatration, 1918,120.
14» Blackwood's Magazine, CXXXIX, 1886, 589*
15. Scotsman, 4 May 1886.
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elicited only an uncorapromising refusal.This policy Balfour at
once cast aside. The law enforcement agencies in Skye, the n«*
cottish secretary noted in eptember 1866, had been
demoralised by the ill-usage they have received
from the population of the island? ill-usage
usually altogether unpunished and never punished
adequately.
To restore respect for the law accordingly became Balfour's iseedlate
priority, a delighted Sheriff Ivory being consequently informed that
Her Majesty's government considered It "imperatively necessary" to
take "exertional measures ... to restore order" in Sky® - 3®aeure»
which involved the despatch to the island of a force of marines whose
task It would bo to ensure that the outstanding rates were paid in
full.1'2 '
On being informed of his intentions, proprietors and their agents
not unsurprisingly saw in halfour the saviour of Highland landlordism
from the embattled position into which it had been thrust by the
success cf the croftem* movementt their new found optimism being
reflected in the reception accorded to the Scottish secretary's
proposals by Alexander Paconald, "the uncrowned Xing of Skye", whose
many roles included that of solicitor to the island's school and poor
law boards. At hi a instigation summonses for arrears cf rates were
quickly taken out against crofters. hut prep rioters, most of whom
owed more money to the local authorities than all the crofters of Skye
put together, UacDonald left severely alone. "'©faulting landlords",
16. Ivory, op. to Commissioners of Supply, ?7 April 1886, Ivory P.,
OP l/36/l?.
17« Balfour, seato., 15 ept. 1886, 3.0. Misc. Files, HH 1/711.
18. "unbar to Ivory, 6 Oct. 1686, Ivory P., OP l/36/l2.
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he thought, "should be proceeded against, if proceeded against at all,
(19)
by some different and less summary process. ' By the 1680s,
however, the political influence of the landowning class was on the
wane even in the Tory party; and to l ac' onald 's chagrin it scon became
clear that Balfour, who waa subsequently to describe Irish landlords in
terms that were little short of contemptuous,^*"^ had an equally low
opinion of the pretensions of their highland counterparts. Unless
landlords and tenants vrere "placed on exactly the same footing", the
cottish secretary declared, h® would forbid the deployment of trcops
(21)
in Sky© and leave the island's owners to sort out their own problems. '
:ven with a Ccnserv itive administration in power, then, there was
evidently to be no return to the days when a Highland landlord was
almost automatically assured of government support in dealing with an
unruly tenantry* And to that extent the first Crofters Act - itself
the product of political pressures generated by the crofting community -
marked a decisive decline in Highland proprietors* power tc influence
Highland affairs. That power was by nc means eliminated. But after
1886 the pattern of events in the Highlands waa increasingly controlled,
or at least dominated by, central government or by official agencies
establish*! by it. These agencies (the first of which waa, of course,
the Crofters Coram! ssion), though seldom subject to democratic control
(22)
in any re-a! sense of the term, have always been to some extent
responsive to crofters' demands - especially when these demands have
been vociferously expressed. Thus while British govemaonts, after
19. Quoted, Falfour to Ivcry 3 Oct. I8S6, Ivory P., GD 1/36/12.
See also, Ivory to Balfour, 2 Oct. 1(86, loc. cit.
20. L. 1 • Curtis, Coercion and Conciliation in Ireland, 1660-1892,
Princeton, 1963, 217, 239-
21. Telegrams Balfour to Ivory, 4 Oct. 1886, Ivory P., GD 1/36/12.
22. Seo below, Chap. 12.
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1886 as before, have bad an interest in maintaining order in the
highlands their policies - despite the continuing political influence
of landlordism - have not always been the ones that landowners would
b 'iVe chosen. The groat aehievment of the crofters of the 1880a, in
other words, was t: at they made im; ossible a continuation of the
situation in which north-weat cot land was ruled in flat defiance of
the interests of the crofting community. And in the autumn of 3686,
in tacit recognition of this novel state of affairs, 3ky© landlords
{23)
were forced to give way and pay their outstanding retes.
t once, however, a new difficulty arose - one- that showed, that
although the balance of power had shifted against thorn Highland land¬
lords were still able to act vindictively against their tenants. The
military, it had originally been agreed on all aides, were not to be
used to collect rents, as opposed to rates, until the Crofters Commission
hat? fixed fair rents for crofters - a task that would obviously take
(24)
several years to complete. As scon as Skye landowners' rates had
been paid, however, Alexander acConaid informed the authorities that
it waa the proprietors' opinion that the paysetet of rates "on rents not
recovered" entitled the.r to enforce the collection of overdue rents
(2*))
and to expect military support in so doing.' Maebonald, Balfour
angrily concluded,
thinks he can presume on our known desire to restore
law and order, anc that once having got the troops
126 ^
he can use them in his way and for his purposes-'" '
23. Ivor;/' to Balfour, 4 Act. 1886, Ivory ., 0T> 1/36/12.
24. Ivory to hand ford, 4 Aug. 1886, Ivrry ., 0T> l/36 12.
35. acfonal: to Ivor-/, 26 ct. 1886, Ivory P., 1 ''36/12.
26. ilfour to fecil, 4 "ct. 1866s quoted, fugdale, Balfour, 1936,
1, 115.
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Equally auspicious of HacDonald'a intentions were 3ky«'s crofting
tenants who saw in their landlords' manoeuvring!# an attempt to circum¬
vent the provisions of the 1886 Act by forcibly collecting arrears of
rant before the Crofters Commission had had time to decide what
(27)
proportion of these arrears should be paid. 1 ""ventually checked
by fresh legislation — introduced, in Balfour's words, to mitigate
the "considerable local disturbance and political difficulty" which
(28)
they provoked ' - these activities were, in the autumn of 1686,
largely unaffected by official appeals to Skye landlords to desist
(29)
from the collection of outstanding rents. ' And although only
fifty-eight of the island's crofters were in fact proceeded against
for arrears of rent the tenants singled out for attention were, as
Sheriff ivory put it, "those who had taken a prominent part in refusing
to pay any rent whatever for the last 3 or 4 years" - in other words,
(30)
the local leaders of the Land League." Harassment of this type,
while not uncongenial to the sheriff, undoubtedly contributed to the
troubles which followed the arrival of Balfour's expeditionary force
on £kye.
Under Ivory's personal command and consisting of forty policemen
and seventy-five marines the expedition reached Skye at the beginning
of October 1866, the redoubtable sheriff commencing operations at dawn
on the 7th by landing a contingent of police and marines at Loch
7"\. Hamilton (sheriff-sub., Portree) to Balfour, 26 nct. 1886, 3.0.
Misc. Files, HK l/96; Pol. ?epa., Staffin, 3 Sept., ?7 Nov. 1886,
loc. cit., Hit 1/18, 182.
26. Balfour, Memo, on Eill to Amend the Crofters Act, 24 Jan. 1887,
Lothi m P., OP 40/16'8.
29. See, e.g., telegram Balfour to A. acPonald, 30 Nov. 1886, 3.0.
Miec* "lies, HK 1,141.
30. Ivory to Balfour, 4 Lec. 1886, Ivory P., OD l/36/l?.
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looltiel - their objective being the serving of suancnses for arrears
( it )
of rates on the crofters of Olendale. ' Although Ivory and his men
( -JO"*
were the targets for volleys of "coarse epithets in Gaelic", their
mission was aceon;liahed without violence on either side - as were
sir.ilar forays to other parts of Bkye, 35® summonses being served in
/ -} \
two weeks that were remarkably free from clashes of any kind. ' '
there remained, however, the delicate - and to most people offensive -
task of poinding and selling in lieu of rates the effects of the 243
crofters who, despite all Ivory's endeavours, refused to settle their
tax accounts. And a week before poinding was due to begin there
emerged a hint of the sort of difficulties likely to b© experienced by
the authorities: a number of crofters whose rates were still outstand¬
ing drove their cattle into the hills in an attempt to prevent their
(34)
confiscation.
The expedition's second phase, like the first, opened at Glendale.
But on this occasion peace did not prevail, verbal abuse being
supplemented with a few clods and stones. And on the Kilnuir estate
a few days later the "uncompromising attitude of hostility" observed
(3<=,)
amen* the Olendale tenantry erupted into violence. At Bornaskittaig
on ?5ih October sheriff-officers were prevented from entering crofters'
houses and they and their police escorts were pelted with 3tonoa, mud
and "handfuls of filth from the manure heaps." An accompanying detach¬
ment of marines was ordered to intervene and 'while the troops held back
31. Ivory to Balfour, 7 Oct. 1886, Ivory P., 31- l/36/l«?j The Times,
8 Oct. 1886.
32. Scotsman, 6 Oct. 1886.
33. Ivory to Balfour, 17 Oct. 1886, Ivory P., GO l/36/12; Scotsman,
9-16, 21 et. 1886.
34. The Times, 13 Oct. 1886.
35. Scotsman 23 Cot. 1886.
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an angry crowd at bayonet point six crofters were arrested.At
the nearby township of Beribusta, "jean*bile, a sheriff-officer and
two policemen - who did not have the benefit cf military protection -
(371
were being similarly assaulted.w'' Ami on the following day a crowd
of about thirty men and women armed with sticks, yraips and other
weapons successfully travented a sheriff-officer free serving writs
for arrears of rent on some of Lord UacTonald's tenants at Woodend -
(38)
a township some six miles to the west of Pcrtree.
To Ivory these events were a godsend. And suspending the poinding
operations he launched a purge against the crofters responsible fcr
them. luring the next few days Heribusta was repeatedly raided by
troops an! police - on one occasion every house in the township was
searched at one a.m.? on another the local Free Church was surrounded
by marines while the Sunday service was in progress. At first these
endeavours proved vain. The wanted men had fled to the hills in a
manner reminiscent of the aftermath of Culloden, and only one woman was
(39)
arrested. The fugitives no doubt hoped that on this, as on former
occasions, the authorities would eventually abandon th«ir quest. Tut
Ivory persisted. And in the end the November weather forced the
elusive defcrcera to surrender. ^ At "icodend, meanwhile, Ivory had
better luck. before daybreak on 29th October a strong force of police
36. Hamilton (who was present when the incident occurred11 to Balfour,
26 Oct. 1886, S.C. Misc. Piles, EH l/$6.
37* Ibid. Also, Pol. 3ep., Portree, 31 Oct. 1886, 3.0. Misc. Piles,
HH 1/112.
38. Scotsman, 2? nct. 1886. The contemporary correspondence about
thio incident places it at "Oarllapin" - not on any map I have
consulted. Tbe Return of Agrarian 'ffences, 1888, however, places
it at oodend.
39- Telegrams Ivory to Under-Secretary of State, 2tf Oct. 18B6, 3.0.
Misc. Piles, KUl/97; Pol. Map., Uig, 9 Nov. 1886, loc. cit.,
HH 1/127} Scotsman, 28, ?9 Oct. 1886.
40. Pel. Heps., Portree, 29 Nov., 6 lec. 1886, 3.0. Misc. Fllea,
HH 1/152» 155.
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took up positions on the hills above the settlement while another
polio© contingent, ocmm&nded by the sheriff himself, approached it
along the road from Portree. Ten men and a worsen, all of whom had
participated in the ovento of three days before, were apprehended
while trying to escape to the relative security of the hills.^^
These arrests were the first of a whole aeries. Vt the beginning
of November a youth and two beys were apprehended for placing boulders
on the road to "lgol, and when crofters at Proadford demonstrated
against their arrest two nan found themselves jailed on charges of
(AO)
mobbing and rioting.v An 9th November a speaker at a hand heague
meeting at Portree referred to Ivory as a liar. He was promptly
imprisoned on a charge of slandering a judge and magistrate; and next
day two more Land League members were arrested on similar charges.
On 13th November John 'Lac herson and the Tiev. Ponald MacCallum -
undoubtedly the two most prominent Land Leaguers on the island - were
arrested on charges of "promoting" an unlawful agitation."^ The
next day was a Junday. It found the incumbent of atemish pariah
/ 4C\
church languishing in a coll in Portree Jail.
To these events the Land Lesprue leadership reacted with an under¬
standable bitterness. Alexander MacXensie declared Skye to be in
the grip of a "veritable reign of terror"; while 0.3. Clark compared
41. Telegrams Ivory to Pal four, 29 Oct. 1866, . Misc. lies,
m 1/99.
42. Ivory to Balfour, 7 Nov. l8f6, Ivory P., OB 1/36/12; telegrams
Ivory to Pal four, 10 Nov. 1886, 5. '. Si sc. Piles, HH l/l?3.
43* Jcotsman, 10, 11 Nov. 1886.
44. Ocotsnan, IP Nov. 1886; Pol. Rep., ; ortree, 14 Nov. 1886, 3.0.
."isc. ilea, HH 1/138• Neither was brought to trial. The linos,
23 Nov. 1886.
45* For his own account sec, J. aaeron, The Old and the Pew Highlands
and Hebrides, Kirkcaldy, 1912, 109-1127 Also, . Lac lean, ■et free,
London, 1949> 52-67*
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Ivory's "high handed proceedings" to those of "a Turkish Paaha in
Vaeedonia. ' But to criticism from such sources Ivory was quite
irmtiune. His conduct of affairs in kye had the backing of the island's
landlords - MacLeod of Dunvegan, for example, thought that Ivory nad
shown the ..kye croftin-' community that "law and order were only
slumbering" arv! were now to bo "restored to life and vigour.
And even more import mtly, the sheriff had the Scottish secretary's
/ iO \
unquestioning public support/' The whole hearted endox-aement of
the Royal Irish Constabularmy's brutal suppression of unrest in the
Irish countryside which distinguished Balfour's conduct of Ireland's
affairs cn his being move*"' to lublin in IS87 had its origins in his
suppression of the Ckye crofters' movement in the autumn of 1386.' ' '
It is net surprising, therefore, that the man to whom John Mac herson
referred as "that most heartily hated member Mr. Balfour",' * ' was,
in Ivory's opinion, a heroic figure: "the first to show the trie way
(51)
of restoring law and order in a disaffected district."
That law and order had been restored to kye was undoubted. In
December, with most of his numerous prisoners being despatched to jail
for periods of one, two or three months and with the greater part of
the crofting population's rates arrears at laBt collected, Ivory was
46. Scottish Highlander, 18 Nov. 18865 Hansard, 3rd 3er., 31C, 1P86,
col. 1630.
47* MacLeod: The limes, 14 .'ec. 1886.
48. See, e*g«» Hansard, 3rd Ser., 310, 1886, cols. 1688-1699*
49. Curtis, Coercion and Corelliation, 1963, 178—1795 Tugdalo,
Balfour, 1936, 1, 112.
*>c* Oban Ilme3, 16 April 188?. Balfour's popularity waa not enhanced
by the fact that hia father had been responsible for some fairly
notorious evictions in 3trathconon, Poss-ahire, in the 1840s.
'ban ".''Irons, 11 Sept. 1886; cotti^h 'figh 1 a-nder, 5 5«c« 1889«
51. Ivory to Balfour, 2? Tec. 1886, Ivory P., OP 1/36/12.
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able to inform a suitably gratified Balfour that the island was "in
a much more tranquil and law respecting state than it has been since
the land agitation first commenced" - a diagnosis confirmed by the
(«5?>
regular police reports from the "disturbed districts". ' The winter
cf 1886—87 was the most uneventful that "kye had experienced for several
years, the tranquilUsing effect of Ivory* a campaign of repression
being supplemented by a marked change in crofters' attitudes to the
188:6 Act - a change wrought in January 1887 by the Crofters Commission's
announcement of its first adjudications on crofting rants.
The crofters affected were the tenants of a number of Sutherland
proprietors and their rents were reduced on average by about a quarter,
(55)>hila no lass than half their arrears were cancelled. ' The reduct¬
ions were no larger than those currently being put into effect on
Highland sheep farms.^ ^ But crofters and their allies had expected
little from the Commission and were pleasantly amazed. "It must be
admitted", remarked the "b in Times on reappraising the "rofters Act in
the light of these decisions, "that it inaugurated a new era fcr
(515}
ighlanders", a judgement reinforced in May by the Commissioners'
publication of the results of their initial investigations in Sfcye.
26? of lord tacfonald*s crofting tenants were awarded an average rent
reduction of 2? per cent. Half their arrears were cancelled. The
average reduction granted to the "ilrauir crofters whose cases were
reviewed by the Commission was in the order of 40 per cent. And, in
82. Ivory to Balfour, 4 Tec. 1886, Ivory P., CD 1./36 12? Agrarian
Tfences, 1888. Use, Pol. ep., Portree, 18 bee. 1886, 3.0.
Misc. Files, HH l/l65» and further reports in same series.
53» ~~roft Comm., 1st Pep., 1888, 96-98.
54. Hunter, "Sheep and Peer", 1973, passim.
5 . ban limes, 8 Jan. 18(7* Also, Scottish Highlander, 13 Jan. 188J.
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a tacit admission of the accuracy of the long standing allegation that
Sfilnjuir was a rack rented property, no lass than 65 per cent of its
tenantry's arrears were written off."'
Hent reductions of this magnitude were enormously symbolic as
sell as financially important victories for crofters. But even more
significant, given the fact that few of Ckye's crofting tenants had paid
any rent at all since 1883, was the extraordinarily high proportion of
arrears cancelled by the Commission. In a typically aggressive
editorial printed on 2nd January 1886 the Oban Times had asserted that
The landlords' game all along was to starve the
people, and now the people can starve the landlords
(57)
by adhering in a body to the No Hent Policy.
And though landowners were in no danger of dying of hunger it was
certainly the case, by 1887, that they were, as one of their represen¬
ts)
tativea put it, "reduced to great straits for want of money."v ' To
Skye's proprietors, therefore, the prospect of l^'.ing the greater part
of three or four years crofting rental was far from welcome and they
consequently responded to it by making a new attempt to "insist upon
(59)
the payment of their rents." ' The outcome was renewed violence,
most marked at Hlishader, the township on the Kilmuir estate where the
first rent strike of the land war had occurred,and where in
January 18?7 a sheriff-officer serving summonses for arrears of rent
(61)
was assaulted by crofters. The Scottish Office was not prepared,
56. Croft. Comm., 1st hep., 1888, 88 - 98.
57* -ban 'limes, 2 Jan. 1886.
58. A. fJac! onald to Balfour, 31 Jan. 1087# 3.0. "Use. Files, HH 1^200.
The major causa of the landlords' difficulties was, as already
mentioned, the crisis in Highland sheep farming. Above, Chape.
8-9} Hunter, "Sheep and Beer", 1973, passim.
59. MacT'Onald to Balfour, 31 Jan. 1887# 3.0. Misc. Piles, HH 1/200.
60. Above, Chap. 8.
61. Pol. Sep., Staffin, 19 Jan. 1887, S.O. Iliac. Files, HH l/l88|
Scotsman, 20 Jan. 1887*
however, to jeopardise the recently established and still fragile
peace in kye for the sake of landlords who were clearly acting
contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of the 1886 Act. Thus
no attempt was made to apprehend the offending crofters.And
in the spring, the government considering it "desirable that some
( 63 3
restraint should be placed upon action by landlords",v the original
Act was amended in such a way as to .give the Crofters Coomlasion the
power to halt all legal proceedings involving crofters' rents until
the rents concerned had bean reviewed by the Coinaisaion. '
fhlle undoubtedly helping to placate crofters the 1886 Vet, however
( 6>S ^
amended, did absolutely nothing - as the Land league had predicted. -
to alleviate the predicament of the landless. In 1887, in fact, the
latter'a situation and prospects were rapidly deteriorating. In the
Cuter Isles where landlessress was a far from uncommon condition the
spring of 1887 was an exceptionally bleak and cheerless one. Stock
prices were lew. Supplies of food and seed were scanty "There
can be no doubt", the 3herlff-substituta at Loohraaddy observed in one
of his regular reports to his superiors in Inverness,
that the mass of the people are very poor, and
1 an unable to understand how a large portion
of the cottar class manage to keep life and
(67)
soul together.
62. Und. Tec. for Scotland to Ivory, 22 Jan. IBP7, S.O. Misc. Files,
Hi l/l87; ha 1 four to uord Advocate, 29 Jan. i.887, loc. cit.,
m 1 '197; Scottish office Tamo., 16 Feb. 1887, loc. cit., HI! 1./209?
3andfor! to Ivory, 28 Feb. 1887, Ivory CD 1^36/1 (5),
63. Lothian, esio., 25 April I887, Lothian P., CD 4C 16 /8.
64. The laersdaent Act was prepared by Balfour but enacted by his
successor, Lord Lothian. Hansard, 3rd Tor., 315, 1887, col. 238.
Also, The Times, 14 April 1887•
65• Above, Chap. 9»
66. 'ebster to Ivory, 2 irch 1887, 3. . ..lac. iles, HP 1/2221 Fol.
Hep., Loohaaddy, 3C April 1887 > loc. cit., HP 1/233•
67. abater to Ivory, 9 July 1887, S«0. Misc. Files, HH 1/241,
3P5
Cne cause of hardship was the steep fall in cattle prices Tent J need
( 6H1
in a previous chapter. Hut much more serious, as far as cottars
at least were concerned, was the current depression in the herring
fishing industry.
Between I884 and 1886, as a result of record catches and the
imposition of higher import duties in the industry's main European
markets, herring trices fell catastrophic ally, boats were laid up and
fewer additional hands hired for the summer fishings} a state of
aff ilrs which seriously affected the crofters and cottars who ware
(69)
accustomed to obtaining seasonal employment or» the herring drifters.
At the sane time and also because of the slump, herring curers aban¬
doned the traditional practice of buying catches at prices fixed before
the season opened - a practice whioh had involved them in heavy losses
when prices collapsed - and insisted that the herring be sold at
daily pierhead auctions. Tosses were thus passed on to boatownera.
And they, in their turn, ended the old system of fixed wages and
adopted a method of payment which turned upon each hired hand, receiving
a small proportion of the proceeds resulting from the sals of his
employer's catch. designed to protect owners from the worst effects
of the depression, the new wage structure took little account of the
needs of the Fishermen - crofters who had long met the herring fleets'
labour requirements. And with scarcely any warning, the migrant
Highlander or Hebrldean consequently found himself exposed to all the
repercussions of a collapsing market - his earnings being "at once
reduced from an assured maintenance ... to a mere precarious subsistence
' 7C)
if he were fortunate enough to obtain an engagement at all."
68. Above, Cha; . 9«
69. Above, Chap. 7.
70. Cottar Population, 1888', 4—51 ■isaarv board for ' cot land, 5"th Rep.,
1887» xviiif 6th Rep., 1888, xx-xxi, xlvi.
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Although these deveioq>ments affected almost all of north-west
Ccotland, the inland of Lewis was undoubtedly hardest hit. Its
crofts ware smaller and its crofters consequently acre oerendent on
the fishing industry than was the case elsewhere in the region; and,
matters worse, the island's population contained a much higher
than average proportion of landless families - families whoso incomes
(71sconsisted almost entirely of wagea earned on the Herring drifters.
In 1887, it was officially estimated, about JC.40,CCQ was lost to the
crofting population of Lewis because of the 3lump in the herring
industry, the overage wage brought back from the east coast fishings
falling from the £?0 or £30 of the early 1880s to a mere £1 or £2.^"^'
The unavoidable sooial consequences of that catastrophe are illustrated
by the predicament of Mary MacLeod, a widow and cottar who lived at
"rcssboat in the south-eastern corner of the island. Until 1884 her
two eons had earned good wages on the herring fleets and the family
had, by the standards of their time and place, lived fairly well. By
(73)I887 they were reduced to poverty. And what was true of Mary
Eaci.eod'u family was true of cottar families everywhere in Lewis. <s
the winter of 1887-88 set in, it became apparent that there was, as
one official put it, "a most lamentable state of destitution" among
/ M \
the island's landless population.
One important consequence of the loss of the greater part of
their non-agricultural income was to give a new edge tc the perennial
land hunger of cottars generally and of Lewie cottars in particular.
71. Above, Chap. 7»
7?. Cottar cpulation, 1888, 5, 7, 40.
73. Ibid., 5»
74. Cheyne (Sheriff of Hoas-ahire) to Lothian, 3 J>ec. 1887, Crofting
Files, A? 67/36.
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"Such are the straits of the people of this island owing to the want
of land", it was resolved at a Land League meeting at Oarraboot in
April 1887»
that the time has come for decisive action; and
if relief is not obtained during the current year,
it will be necessary to go at the large faras
without waiting for the passing of a new law on
(75)
the subject.
La* from bringing relief the ensuing months brought a further deterior¬
ation in cottars already unenviable position. And with the cnset of
a winter cf hunger and deprivation land raids became a virtual
certainty.
The target in the first instance was Park, the hilly peninsula
in the south-eastern part of Lewis which the Seafortn estate management
had converted into a sheep farm by means of a aeries of particularly
(*7& ^
sweeping clearances - examined at some length in a previous chapter. '
In 1882 the farm's current lease had expired and no new tenant could be
found for it - a common experience at that time of steeply falling
wool prices. Nearby crofters and cottars had asked Lady Latheson,
widow of Sir James Matheson and owner of Lewis, to divide the farm
among them. hut their request was rejected and the more remunerative
(77)
expedient of transforming it into a dear forest adopted. The
80,000 acre forest thus established was let to an Fnglisk industrialist
by the name of Piatt; and nowhere, according to u contemporary sports-
/ -jQ \
man's guide, was there "a more attractive sporting place.'
75. Scottish Highlander, ?8 April 1887* (Oarraboat is situated on the
"ye peninsula near Aignish, the significance of which will soon
become apparent).
76. Above, Chap. 3.
77. B.C., M-. . 17449-17458; Cottar Population, 1888, 39-40. For an
account of the growth cf deer forests generally see, Hunter,
"Sheep and E*eer", 1973, 214-222.
78. Scotsman, 24 Nov. 1887; H. Hall, The Highland. Sportsman, London,
(2nd edit.), 1883, 216.
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Deer forests which, in the 1880b, were being set up or extended
in almost every part of the Highlands, were decidedly unpotular among
the crofting oomsiunity and its political allies. They were, it was
felt, swallowing up vacated sheep farms which could and should have
been made available for settlement by crofting tenants. The prolifer¬
ation of sporting preserves was consequently condemned by the Land
Leaguej while creftere vented their feelings on the subject by destroy¬
ing grouse eggs and, at Sconeer in Sky©, slaughtering a number of
Lord LacDonald * b doer by the simple expedient of driving: the® into
(7Q)
the sea and drowning them. • *' The envisaged action against Park
was to be on n much grander scale, however. ?h© forest, it was
resolved at a meeting convened at Balallan - on© of the townships on
its fringe - on 12th November 1886, "must be cleared and given to the
,.(80)people.
At further me©tint's during the next few days - most of them
cr.aired by Donald WaeRae, schoolmaster at Balallan and an active Land
(Si \
Leaguer - plans were discussed, duties assigned and firearms collected; '
Rumours of these activities spread inexorably across the island. But
it seems they were not believed by the authorities. And nothing, at
all events, was done to forestall the raid which began as intended on
(82)
the morning of 22nd November. ' Fortunately for the raiders the
day dawned bright and clear and before sunrise bands of young men,
79. MaeNeill, Confidential Reports, 1886, Lothian I., DP 40/16/32,
p.7; Lcotgaan, ?9 3ept. 1886} The limes, 8 March 188?• Also,
Punter, "Sheep and Deer", 1973, 220-221.
80. Scottish K1ghlander, 24 Nov. 1887.
81. ;'.ee, - • aoLonald, Tales and Traditions of the Lews, Atomoway,
1967, 201-202. 'ac-ao was dismissed from a previous teaching
post at tineas because of his Land League connections. coltish
':ighlandor, 2C Jan. I887•
82. Scotsman, 23 Nov. 1887*
3*9
consisting for the moat part of the "ccttarr, and squatters" who had
teen "represented in force" at the meetings at which the raid was
(83)
planned, ' set out from Balallan, Leurbost and other townships
within striking distance of the forest. Between them they carried
about fifty serviceable rifles, a number of red flags and a consider¬
able quantity of baggage - for they planned to camp out for more than
one night. The old men, women and children of the various townships
they passed through turned out to cheer the raiders on their way. And
the only oppoaiticn they encountered came from an understandably alarmed
•Crs. Piatt whose husband was in England on business. Accosting several
of the raiders on their way to the forest she pleaded with them to turn
back. Their reply was crushingly unanswerable. "Sfy lady", said one
of them as he marched past her, "we have no Tnglish."
'laving rendezvoused as arranged near the head of Loch Teafbrth the
raiders, of whom there were about seven hundred In all, at once sat
about the task of killing as many deer as possible. The riflemen were
stationed cn strategic ridges and passes while their companions acted
as beaters, driving the deer south-eastwards into the forest, into the
wind, and under the muzzles of the guns. All that day the slaughter
continued and as night fell the raiders made camp on the shores of
Loch Seaforth. Tents made from the sails of fishing boats were
patched. Bonfires were lit and over them were roasted haunches of
venison - part of the day's kill.1 ^ The obtaining of venison was
in itself an important reason for participating in the raid - indeed
83. Scottish Highlander, 24 Nov. 1887«
84. These details from The Times, 23 Nov. 18871 cotsman, 23, 24 Nov.
If87; f 1 asgovf herald, ?3 Nov. 1*87? .cottlsfa Kighlander, 24 Nov.,
1 dec. 1867. According to Michael Davitt some of the rifles used
in the raid came from Ireland. But this is nowhere corroborated.
Davitt, F'all of feudalism, 19^3, 226.
'
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the sheriff of Rob3-3hi re, who arrived in Lewis within twenty-four
hours of the raid's eonsnencemsnt and who personally interviewed a
nuciher of the raiders, thought that "many who tooV part in it did so
mainly from a desire to get food for their starving families.
(66)
In that they certainly succeeded. \t least a hundred deer were killed,
and several boats laden with carcases destined for the townships from
(Si)which the raiders had come were seen slipping away from Park.'
But more important than even hunger for food was hunger for land;
a hunger intensified by the fact that many raiders, although landless
themselves, were the sons or grandsons of awn who had cultivated land
in Park some forty or fifty years before. Thus one of the raiders
stated that his father's family were among those
evicted ... and it is impossible to imagine with
what intense bitterness he gave expression to the
feelings with which he said he gazed upon the
(88)
ruin3 of his grandfather's cottage.
That man and othrrs like him hoped that as a result of the slaughter
for which they had been responsible the sporting value of Park forest
would be so drastically reduced that its tenant would give it up,
thus forcing Lady Matheaon to reverse her decision of 1882 and hand
85. Cheyne, Rep., 27 Nov. 1887, Lothian P., CJ9 40/16/34•
86. Contemporary estimates ranged from a mere handful to 200, the lower
figures emanating from those anxious to play down the raid's
significance. liven the number of men and .<%ms involved, the fact
that the forest contained several hundred doer and the probability
that some raiders were skilled poachers - in January 1887, for
example, two Lochs cottars were jailed for poaching in lark
(Scottish Highlander, 27 Jan. 1887) - a figure of around IOC seems
a fair estimate.
87. T o 'II.-r.es, 25 Nov. 1887.
68. Jcotstaan, 26 Nov. l887«
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the forest, ever to the crofters and cottars of the parish of Lochs;^®^'
and that - at worst - their craving for land, together with the tragic
state of affairs existing in Lewis that winter, would receive wide
publicity in the press. "Their object", a group of raiders told
reporters, was ''to draw the attention of the whole countryr to their
(90)case." ' tore than thirty years were to paas before any part of
(qiN
Park was resettled with official blessing, ' and the raiders' primary
objective thus regained out of their reach. Publicity for their
grievances, however, they received at once and in full measure. And
with this, they decided to be, for the moment, content. On the raid's
third day - and before any of the police or troops who had been
despatched to Lewis could be deployed against them - the raiders with¬
drew from the forest, Donald Kacae and the thirteen others for whose
arrests warrants had been issued voluntarily surrendering themselves
(9?)
to the authorities in Stornoway.
That their endeavours had not been in vain became clear in
December when the government agreed to enquire into the social and
(93) *
economic condition of Lewis. And that enquiry - as was noted by
a newspaper correspondent who accompanied the officials charged with
the task of conducting it - at once laid bare the roots of discontent 1
In one township after another the same state of
matters wasptMft with - half-clad and half-starved
people livin/t in squalor within wretched and
(94x-
overcrowded houses. '
89. Cheyne, ep., 27 Nov. 188?, Lothian P., GD 4C/16/34.
90. Scotsman, 25 Siov. I887.
91. For land settlement in Lewis see below, Chap. 11.
92. The "imes, 25, 26, 28, 29 Nov., 3 bee. 1887; Scotsman, 25, 26,
Nov. lfi 7•
93. Treasury to Lothian, 20 Deo. 1887, Crofting Tiles, A? 67/68.
94• The Times, 23 Jan. 1888.
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The landless population of .,ewis, the report it3elf made clear, were
(95)
suffering acutely from the effects of the alump in the herring industry.
And though some poor law administrators continued to believe that there
was no mere to the crisis in Spends than 'a spurious cry of destitution
(96)bolstered up ... by agitators", the report succeeded in convincing
herd Lothian, Balfour's successor at the Scottish Office, that some¬
thing positive would have to be done to tackle the economic basis of
(97)
the crofting problem. ' The consequent, shift in overosuent policy
did not, however, materialise in time to prevent the.months that
followed the raid on Park from developing into the most violent phase
of the entire land war in the Highlands.
"The Crofters' agitation has come to an end", wrote the '-"ban Times*
Lewis correspondent in December lfif?:
It is the cottars' turn now ... The cottars not
only da.land the restoration of lark ... but all the
other lands under sheep and deer, with compensation
for the loss suffered by themselves and their
fathers through the conduct of the avictors who
(08)
ruined the® and left thera landless in pauperism. '
Because of the prevalence of such feelings, the withdrawal of the
raiders from Paiic produced no diminution of tension in Lewis. A
detachment of eighty Royal Scots, sent to the island while the deer
raid was in progress, was retained at Sotrooway, and was joined in
(99)
December by a gunboat and a force of marines. '''' Goaded by hunger,
99. Cottar Population, 1868, passim.
96. .'. eterkin, Confidential ..ierno., 14 April 1888, Crofting Tiles,
•\F 67 '7C.
97. See Lothian's minutes on the "emo. just cited. Also below, this
Chap.
98. "ban Times, 17 r,ec. 1887•
99. Cheyne to Lothian, 26 Sov. l.°P7, Crofting Files, AF 67''351 llosgow
Herald, 9 Dec. 1887.
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poverty and official inaction, cottars throughout Lewi3 were meanwhile
preparing to follow the example set at Park. A few days before
Christmas about two hundred men from Shader, Five Fenny aorve and other
townships on the islands north-west coast marched on the large sheep
farm of Calson and informed its tenant that hiu lands would soon be
taken from him."'^("C' Two or three days later another sheep farm -
that of Aignish on the Fye peninsula near Stornoway - was visited by
almost a thousand crofters and cottars who proceeded to inform its
tenant
that they required the farm ... to provide holdings
for the starving landless cottars and their families
in the district, whose ancestors had it under cultivation!
And on 29th Tecember at a mass meeting near '.'tomoway it was resolved
that on 9th January Aignish, together with the neighbouring farm of
Melbcst, would be forcibly expropriated. The cattle and sheep on
the farms, it was decided, would be driven to new pastures: the grounds
(102^
of Stomoway Castle, residence of Lady Watheson. That these
were no idle threats was soon made clear. To moke the raiders' task
somewhat easier, hundreds of yards of the Aignish boundary fence were
(103)
torn down under cover of darkness. ;
Turing the first week of January 1688 Jtoraoway'3 sheriff-
substitute posted up Gaelic and English notices which warned that
participants in the proposed occupation of the farraB would be liable to
heavy penalties.1'' His proclamation® were without effect, however.
100. Pol. Hep., Ness, 21 Tec. 168?, Crofting Piles, A? 67/37.
101. Glasgow Herald, 26 ec. 1887? Scot3man, 26 Tec. 1887•
*■02* -cotsuan, 30 rec. 1887-
103. Pol. ep., ;tornoway, 6 Jan. 1888, Crofting Files, AF 67/38.
104. Ibid.
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On the appointed dap a crowd of about a thousand people - "a large,
excited, and determined ... mob", the sheriff called them in a hastily
f 108)
despatched telegram to the Scottish Office - marched on the
disputed holdings. There they were confronted, by a strong force of
police, "loyal cots and marines; and while the sheriff read the -lot
".ct in Gaelic and in ITnglish there began one of the bitterest and
bloodiest of all the confrontations between the crofting coomunity rind
the law. The strong military presence meant the abandonment of the
original plan to drive the \igniah stock to ntomcway. Instead!.,
a number of sheep were deliberately driven into the sea, while others
had their backs and legs broken by the stout sticks and clubs wielded
by the raiders. On the troops and police attempting to clear the
fa-® they were pelted with stones and other missiles* everal
flic©sen and the Soyal icots-' commanding officer were mere or Less
badly hurt while the local procurator-fiscal who, revolver in hind, was
observing the scene from a nearby knoll found himself assaulted. In
the midst of all the confusion thirteen men, picked at random from the
crowd, were somehow or other arrested. A rescue attempt was quickly
organised by their comrades but was eventually defeated by a group
of marines who formed a cordon round the prisoners and - holding off
an angry, yelling and jeering crowd at bayonet point - marched thera
off to jail in Stornoway while their colleagues gradually forced the
main body of the raiders back across the farm's boundary. '
These arrests did absolutely nothing to restore tranquillity
to the island. four days after the dgmish fracas, cottars' delegates
106» Telegrams •raser tc Vnd. ec. for cotland, 9 Ten. 188? , Crofting
'lies, \? 6?'38.
106. ;©e, 'raser to Und. Sec. for "".cotland, 9 dan. 1888, Crofting
Tiles, A? 67/38? .cr-taman, 10, 11 Jan. 1888; Glasgow ' erald,
1C Jan. 1888| Scottish Highlander, 17 Jan. 1888.
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from every part of Lewis met in Stomoway and formally requested the
government
to restore to the descendants of the clansmen ...
the whole of the lands formally tilled by their
ancestors for centuries, the restoration to the
people of the said lands being the only solution
(107'
to the land question.' '
The Implementation cf such a solution was still a lonf way off, however,
f-rnc lewis cottars seemed decidely unwilling to await it. In the
face of threats to bum down farmhouse and steading Aigniah was placed
under permanent military protection.' '' And elsewhere on the
island direct action was increasingly being resorted to. On 5*b
January some three hundred men from Barvaa on pawls' west coast made
the long journey to dtornoway in order to present Lady ' athoson with
a petition aakirig that Galson farm be divided among them. "These
lands are mine", Lady Matheson told a wet .and wears' deputation, "and
(109)
you hav® nothing to do with them." -vents soon proved her
wrong. By the middle of January the increasingly harassed local
authorities had found it necessary to station eight constables at
Oalscn in an attempt to prevent the nightly demolition of dykes and
^ 110 ^fences.'" ' The men responsible for the destruction were not so
easily deterred, however; and while patrolling the farm on the night
of 16th January the unfortunato police detachnont uncounteren several
of them busily engaged in the of tearing down a fence. A hand to
107. Oban Times, 15 Jan. 1666.
108. Cheyne to Lothian, 15 Jan. 1686, 'rcfting Files, AF 67 39*
109. ; ol. 'op., -tornoway, 6 Jan. 1666, Crofting Files, AF 67 '3Sf Jeots-
aan, 6 .3an. 1688; Th®JlS2®» 9 Jan* 1886; : cottl.;'. Li,-- lander,
1? Jan. 1888.
110. Cheyne to Lothian, 15 Jan. 1888, Crofting Files, AF 67/39#
The Times, 13 Jan. 1886.
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hand fight ensued. Several policemen were seriously cut about the
face and the raiders escaped.
At about the same time as these events were occurring in the
neighbourhood of Calson, a part of the farm of Coll near Stornoway
was occupied by cottars, while - on the other sido of the island -
fences around Palbeg and Linshader were destroyed ^ \nd when,
on 18th January, an Edinburgh jury acquitted the fourteen Fark raiders —
a development which the sheriff of '.''oss-ohire found "most disheartening",
but which was greeted with delight in Lewis' ' - a fresh impetus was
given to the agitation. "Lawlessness", the cottiah "ffics was
informed at the end of J inuary, was "prevalent in almost every district
in Lewis". The overnight destruction of farm dykes and. fences had
become so commonplace as to be hardly worthy of comment. Land League
meetings were being regularly held in almost every township on the
island an at thorn the "wildest resolutions" were being freely adopted,
"the avowed object", it was noted, "being to obtain possession, if
necessary by violence, of land presently occupied by aheep farms or
deer forests."
Landlessness, it was all too clear, lay at the root of those and
many other manifestations cf unrest. "A portion of the land which
belonged to their forefathers", a Lewis cottars' spokesman had argued
before the " npier Commission in 1883, "should be given to them."^*^
And in 1886 it had been noted that cottars provided the back bone of
111. Cheyno to Lothian, 19 Jan. 1888, Crofting Tiles, AT 67 '39•
112• Tbe lime3, 14, 19 Jan. 1868.
113* Cheyno to Lothian, 19 Jan. 1886, Crofting files, AF 67/39. Also,
The Times, ?3 Jan. 1888.
114. Che me to t'nd. "Sec. for Scotland, 31 Jan. 1888, Crofting Tiles,
AT 67/40.
115. c.c., q. 15989.
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(116)
the wand League organisation in the island." x 1 In the winter of
1887-28, having gained nothing from the government and faced with
a catastrophic decline in their living standards, lewis' cottar
population wade plain their need for land in the only effective way
that was open to thesis they took it by force. And since the
younger man among them were almost invariably in the Javal Reserve
/ a I nr \
which had a large membership on the island, y they were able to
organise their campaign on military lines. The thousand men who
marched on Aignish did so in line abreast with pipes playing and flags
flying. At Galson, too, it was noted, the raiders responded to
(H3>
military commands given by one of their leaders; ' while, by a
blend of 3trict discipline and the fear engendered in every Land
League member by the knowledge "that if he will offend against the
rules of the League he'll pay' for it", t »« cottars managed to keep
their movements and intentions quite ardrot from the police and the
Miltaod1"1
Developments in lew!a were mirrored by unrest among cottars in other
parts of the Highlands and Hebrides. At Claehmore in the Asaynt
district of Sutherland, for instance, a farm of which crofters had been
deprived as recently as the 1870s was raided by its former occupants.
Dykes were demolished and the farm steading burned to the ground.
116. : acfeill, Confidential Reports, 1886, Lothian ' ., 3D 40/l6/32,p.l3.
117. Ibid.j N.C., Q. 45040.
118. Pol. Lap., !<ees, 21 Dec. 1887, Crofting files, AP 67/37» Pol.
le; tornoway, 14 Jan. 1888, loc. eit., A? 67 39? f Ias>.ow herald,
?6 Dec. 1887.
119. "ol. Of., Kesa, ? Jan. 1888, Crofting Files, \F 67 35; Cheyne
to L'nd. Sec. for'Scot land, 31 Jan. 1888, loc. cit., A? 67/40.
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Military inteivention followed.At lochcar on and in Olenelg
there was talk of seizing lands/121 ^ And in Sfore - where the poverty
caused by the fishing crisis and low cattle rices, though somewhat
leas acute than in Lewis, was nevertheless "very widespread"^122' —
there were indications that the year old social peace was more pre¬
carious than had been thought. "t the beyinningoof January 1888,
for example, Gland ale crofters resolved to take possession of lands
in braead ale from which, as one speaker put it, their fathers and
grandfathers had been evicted '"in the days when sheep' were more thought
of iV.n "n the "'ilrauir estate, tcc, there was renewed
unrest. The creft era and cottars of Bomaakitaig, dunglader »nd
>ilvaxter ;etitioned their landlord for the restoration of their
former grazings on Duntulm an' ,;onkatadt farms which, it was pointed
out, "were in the hands of strangers while ... the rig tfui owners
sere huddled together on recks and moss not fit for cultivation."
*
nd on 17t: January a party of about fifty men carried out a dot'ailed
survey of the disputed lands in order to allow old nen to point out
pre-clearance township boundaries to their eons and grandsons/'2^
Across the inch in '"arris, meanwhile, factors and landlords were
presented, with petitions ropiest in* that more land be made available
120. .:.ae'""ersie to Lothian, 28 ' ov. 1887, 3.0. 'isc. 'ilea, 1/9171
Lord Advocate to Cheyne, 30 Kov. 1887, loc. eit.f Cbeyne to
hothi on, 29 h'ev. 18"!7, loc. eit.j cot 3 -.en, ?3 Nov., 26 ec.
1887; 7!-«> ' i-mes, 31 ~ec. 1887.
121. cottish "ighlander, 22 ec. 1887I Pol. e,., OleneL , 12 April
IP'", rofti o: 2: loo, 67/98.
122. vdlton to Ivory, 5 eft. I8f7, » "• isc. "ilea, 1/253.
123. ol. y ., ' unve.r-sn, $ Jan. 1888, Crofting Files, A" 67''95?
cotsnan, 12 Jan. 1868. Also, cottish highlander, 15 :larch 1888.
124. "ol. eps., rig, 16, 19 Jan. 1888, Crofting File®, A? 67/95?
..crtTlsh dghlonder, 9 ' »b. 1888.
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to small tenants - one particularly unpopular aheap farrier being
informed by an ancnyaoua letter that "Lome of the poor landless people
... are bent on making an example of you first.>pjje letter's
recipient escaped unscathed. But in Harris* an across the county
boundary in Lewis, there was acute { overty and suffering among the
landless population; and it is not really surprising, therefore, that
the agitation in the island should be described as "mere of a cottar
than a crofter one"', or that representatives of the former group should
(126)
openly threaten "to imitate the Lewiamen". '' ' In this, however,
they were not alone. Throughout the l"ist3 and Parra, according at
least to the sheriff-substitute at Lochmaddy,
tho disturbances in the Lews have had a very serious
effect; they are, of course, ouch talked of, and tho
conduct of the people applauded, am! opinions held and
expressed that it would be well to follow suit.
"t nestings old in South "iat in the opening weeks of 1688, for example,
the island's cottars resolved that they would not
let ourselves or our families starve aa long as
there is cultivable land growing under sheep in
L'ist, or as long as there is anything in Uist
that we can lay our hands upon to prevent such
starvation.
They would, the cottars agreed,continue
to agitate against pelicemen, and soldiers, and
landlords, till big farms are demolished and
125. Pol. Hep., Lochiaaddy, 3 Feb. 1888, Crofting Tiles, AF 67 '9<>f POl»
Heps., Obbe, 4, 11 Fob. 1888, loc. cit; Pol. Hep., Tarbert, 10
Feb. 1888, loc. cit.
126. si. by Pedicel Officer for Sorth Harris, ?5 dan. 1888, Crofting
Tiles, .\F 67(96; Webster to Ivory, 1 March 1888, loc. cit.,
67. 97-
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granted to such crofters and cottars that
are in need of them.
And in Barra - and indeed at cottars1 meetings throughout the Hebrides -
similarly aggressive sentiments were very freely expressed.^^ But
despite the existence of the very general unrest to which the making
of so many violent statements testified, there were - outside Loads
end Claahmore - no actual seizures of land.
Partly, no doubt, this was due to what Alexander Mackenzie called
the cruel sentences" imposed on the fourteen l-ewiamen who, at the
High Court in "dinburgh on 30th January 1686, were found guilty of
nscbfei n- and rioting at Algolah farm three weeks earlier and were
(129)
subsequently imprisoned for periods ranging from nine to fifteen months.
The pacifying effect of this unai^guably repressive development - which,
in the authorities* opinion, reversed the damage dons by the ark
raiders' acquittalv- waa strongly enforeed, however, by a quite
unexpected upturn in the crofting community's economic prospects. The
Hebridean white fishings having proved exceptionally pood, the spring
and early summer of 1888 brought crofter and cottar households more
money than they had seen for several years.And for the moment
127. Oban Times, 25 Feb. l888j Pol. Hep., Lochboisdale, 1 Feb. 1888,
Crofting" Files, AF 67/961 l'ebster to Ivory, 2 Feb. 1888, 3.0.
hisc. files, HH 1/713.
1?8. Pol. Hep., barra, 1 March 1888, Crofting "ilea, AF 67/97* Joe
also, Oban 'limes and Scottish Highlander, Jan. - March 1888.
129. Scottish Highlander, 9 Feb. 18865 Agrarian Offences, 1888.
130. Pee, Abater to Ivory, ?, ?5 Feb., 1 March, 1888, Crofting Filee,
Ar 67. 95, 97.
131. Qcotiisb Highlander, 8 March l688» Pol. :«ps., "taffin, 23 March,
28 'una 1886, Crofting Files, A? 67;97, 99» Pol. Hep., Lochaaddy,
2 .rtl 1888, loc. cit., AF 67/981 Pol. Hep., Portree, 2 Fay
I8r8, loc. cit., \F 67/98} F'axilton to Ivory, 8 June 1886, loc.
cit., Ar 67/99.
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at least, the edge of the cottars* land hunger was decisively blunted*
Only in lewis - which had taken on Skye'a earlier role of unchallenged
storm centra of croft in/ unrest - did trouble of any kind continue.
In ay, for instance, crofters and cottars from Balallan held a mastiff
inside the boundaries of .ark forest and aorae crofters* cattle were
driven on tc Aignish farm.v*^^ That month, toe, the island's
owner, Lady Latheson - under police protection since February when
anonymous threats Lad been mad© on her life - left Stomoway to take
up residence in the south of """ranee.as the summer advanced
and proved as prosperous ao tve e; rir.r, tranquillity returned even
to Lewis, And in :aptember the troops who had been stationed on the
island sir.ee the celebrated raid on Lark nine months before were finally
wi t Ld rBwn • ^^ '
The military withdrawal fron lewis in the early autumn of IPPf marked
the end of the land war which had begun in ~kye more than six years
before. In comparison with the winters that had preceded it that of
l8??-?9 was virtually uneventful. By the end of 1800 the Inverness—
shirs constabularly had beer, reduced to normal strength. And in that
year, in the case of Skye, and in 1891, in the case of the '\tter Isles,
the police were instructed to cease submitting regular reports on
crofters' activities.^ 'ha cessation of crofting violence was
accompanied by a atee decline in the political activity which had
132. Pol. as., "tornoway, r'roftin. "'ilea, \? 67/441 The Times, 7»
28 '.lay 1884.
133* The limes, 8 lay 1888; Chan limes, 12 "ay 1888.
134. icott:3 ; Office "inu-o, 3 dept. 18C8, Crofting Files, AF 67/44l
cottiuh .Highlander, 6 .opt. 1888.
135. ' n,:. ..sc. for loot land to Ivory, 15, 17 Tec. I89O, Ivory P.,
GA) l/36/l (5); Ivory to Und. sc., 24 April 1891# Crofting Files,
AF 67/112. Also, relevant Pol. Reps, in Crofting Files.
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commenced wit: the found In,' of tho HLLJ.A in 1883. Som part of that
dee lino can undoubtedly bo attributed tc tho crofting cor:," unity *3
di3enc ant,isnt with the anoauvrlngs of its erstwhile leaders -
manoeuvring^ which, in the expressive phrase of a ."arra or ftnrs'
leaner had reduced t :e *s successor, the 'ighland hand «■: us, to
the status cf "a mere political association"/1^' ut of at least
«-;ual importance in explaining tho land League's demise, and of
con.3 id orably more la, ort .mce in accounting fcr the gradual disappear-
.r-co of the a'it ition which • ad given rise to it, were the enhanced
fin r ci al circumstances of tho crofting population.
• the end of t :e lf'!('s, the -orot of the crisis in the herring
industry : ivinp t«er. success full:/ sursaounted, hired hands* wages were
riairv* cnce again - as were t: e p rices obtained by crofters fur their
(13?)cattle. In the course of the subse iuent twenty years, moreover,
t a cruftin community's f3shin e.rnin..a climbed to, and indeed ibeve,
the 1 evelu t.hoy had reue'-.o! before 1884. hnd though cattle : rices
did not show the same la,rov« -ent tho consequent loss of income was
sere thin offset by tho plummeting price of ha real which, ta mentioned
in a previous chapter, most crofters and all cott c, had to buy to
su; : leuant too food they grow themselves/1^ -'susod by tho massive
ex; an si on in grain imports from '.-aerie a as well ns by i proved transport
136. 'ichaal ouch man: 'cotti sh "3,-blander, 25 nb. l£c2. he
political events of the 1 an:! League's decline are examined in
untor, 'Politics of Land '©form", 1974.
137. - -:ct t f cor, 'tornoway, to hoard of "uporvi f-icn, 6 ept.
1- ■■■9, 'roftin Tiles, 67/73? ' 1 as ow -emld, 22 Aug. I8P9.
13?• rt.- -n the .-urban of the hasting mates and the fienoral
Lie -oi-ooitj'o f-f t'w r: tor 'ebridaa, P.,". 19<"6 CIV, iocviii —
xxi • 1--c above, "hap. 7. "or "ishermen's fortunes see I ray,
•"
r ti pvl : ishin , 18 C - 1914", 197?, 8"- - 114.
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facilities In the Highlands themselves, the latter development was
of very great benefit to crofting tenants everywhere. In Bcourie
on "Sutherland's wast coast, to ;ive a particular instance of a general
process, the price of a boll of imported meal fell from around 50a.
in 1880 to 12s. 6d. in the early years of the present century.
Of even greater benefit, however, was the occurrence in the years
around 1800 of a very significant shift in the government's Highland
policy: away from the virtually unrelieved repression of the years
Immediately following the Crofters 'ct and towi da the officially
sponsored development of the Highland economy in general and cf its
crofting sector in particular. Trom this development twentieth century
attitudes to the Highland problem largely stem. But given the
magnitude of the reappraisal involved, it was not something that could
be accomplished overnight. And initially indeed It seemed that
economic interventicnisn would be confined to the promotion of that age
old Highland nostrum, emigration - Lord Lothian, for instance, declaring
in fay 1887, that "the first step towards an immediate solution" of
the crafting problem lay in "an attractive and well financed scheme of
State—aided e ii ration.Support for such a view could be found
in the L'apier Commission's report and among north-west Scotland's
landlord® to whom the removal of the region's "surplus population"
seemed as needful and beneficial as St had dene to their predecessor*
in the 184fs.^i^i'S To .iuc . a proceeding, however, the crofting
139* Collier, croft in; roblen, 1953» 69.
140. Kemo., 10 "ay 1887, Lothian P., OB 40/16/27. Balfour wm of the
81 »© opinion. £. Iderson, .rthur Jataaa Balfour, London, 1S>03» 5&»
141. cap. »r., 97-108: 'est Highland Proprietors' Lfvsorial, April
18>'9, •'•rofting tier, »r' 67/42. The memorial was signed by almost
all th*» west coaat and "evrid ear. landlords.
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coosaunlty was unalterably opposed. In l8€3 a Lewis crofter had
to;. irked of his compatriots' feelings on the subject that
There ia no doubt they are strongly against
ecdrratijv and ia it not rather i hard thing
that they should be made to eni. rate while
{AO \
s.neep are being fed at horn®. * '
n"• five years later, when a government sponsored emigration scheme
(143)
was put into operation, " ' such opinions were, if anything, more
strcn ly hold th »n over, crofters and cottars reuolvin- at meetings
..eld in all the crofting areas
to oppose with their migat and main ... any scheme
of emigration ... until all the and available
for cultivation in the Highlands aw! Islands be
(1 44 ^
used ... to form new crofts for the landless. ~ '
migration was not ruled cut completely - "lendale crofters, for
example, announcing that taay would not stand in the way of anyone
v rape sin. to transport landlords ml shoe, farmer:; to anitoba.^1^'
. ut n popularly supported exodus, it was clear, would have t' be
preceded by a very complete redistribution of the land.
Vaon the Conservative government's supporters there were, it is
trae, one or two men - the most notable of whom was Joseph f'hasiborlain —
.he favcuro-' the ,grant!n:~ of more land to crofters.lut as a
"iberal Unionist and a radical of a decidedly anti-landlord turn of
142. -.C., Zt. lr>649.
143. Under this scheme 4^5 people (7 families.) were settled in
anitoba and Saskatchewan* The experiment was not very success¬
ful. "ee, "toftera and Cottars Colonisation Commissi or, \nn.
o.-s*, 1'" 90-1906| ay, Labile .dmini stration, 191S, 122-129.
144. . com resolutions adopted in 'iiree and ;.arra .'ban .iaes, 4, 25 Teb.
1!- . or others sec, ' b in '.'laies, I an. - \;.ri 1 1888.
145• cctti3h 'ighlanfler, 24 Jan. I889•
lA(:. or C ra.V rlain'a pronouncements on the subject see, inter al.,
The limes, 19, 25, ?7» 29 April 1887? Cban fiaea, 3C April,
23 July, 2C Aug. I887.
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2*1 nd, Ch&mberl&in'a influence on Salisbury's adsiini strati on was net,
in the 1880a at least, decisivej and, for the moment, therefore, a
highland land settlement programme regained off the goverreaent's
agenda* The concert of massive emigration having b@»n effectively
abandoned, however, there was an obvious need for an alternative and
more constructive policy. And it was his awareness of that need
that induced the secretary of state for cotland to undertake, in the
early summer of 188'9* a personal tour of the north-west highlands and
Hebrides - his objective, in his own words, being to discover what
could be done "to ameliorate the conditions of the inhabitants of those
parts."(^47/ ,pkQ immediate outcome was IiOthlan's conversion to a
programme of economic development in the Hig lands. In August I8B9
he recommended tc the Treasury that no less than £150,000 should be
spent on developing the fisheries and on the construction of roads,
(140)
railways and piers• A royal commission set up tc conduct a .aore
detailed enquiry made substantially similar recommendations.^^ And
by 1892, when the Conservatives fell from office, £237,291 had been
(l^O)
assigned to development schemes in crofting areas.v ' The first
of a continuing series of attempts to stimulate the Highland economy
by means of judicious applications of financial assistance, that policy
attracted considerable support in the Highlands and produced a lasting
/n pi K,
improvement in the region's comunications system. ' *.t the time,
147• Oban Times, lb June I889.
148. Lothian to Goechen, 10 lug. 1889, Lothian f., GD 40'16/45 •
149. 1 o: rrt: of thj- "oynl "omni3gion on Certain Matters affecting the
'
the 'ovulation of t'.e 'astern Highlands and Islands,
. •. xr90 vrvn, i'1'■0-91 x iJ v.
150. Treasury ftate-cnt, 189?» Lothian ?., GO 40/16/53.
151. Gee, e.g., cottiah i, blander, 16 Lay, 13 June, 18, 25 July,
8 ept. I889.* Telegraph and Steamer services were improved and
and the west c 331 railways extended from Fort William to Mallaig
anrl from Jtrorae Gerry to Kyle of Lochalsh.
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however, ita undoubtedly beneficial offacta on croftin ' life were
completely eclipsed by t'.e loaf-terra oonseiuences of the froftera Act —
cnnseiuenceo which did not become generally apparent until the 1890s•
f©sponsible for rent reductions of up to ^0 per cent and the cancel1*
at3on of the bulk of the arrears which had accumulated during the rent
strikes -»nd economic di fficultles of the I8b0s, the Crofters Commission
was, by th > mld-1 ffCs, held almost in reverence - Penal-' baeEae, the
"• an ho had led the raid on ""orb in If 7, remrkirvr of it, for example*
t at there was "not an institution except perhaps the abbath,
(ico \
that the highland people cling to with more determination." And
of even greater signifie-inee, it was generally agreed,^ were the
ood effects produced by the decision to rant security of tenure to
crofter.*. ""he e-during si.-nificance of th t decision hud been sunned
uj thus bv a "lendale crofter within a few months of the hotly disputed
rcfters "ill of 1P€6 havirr , .asaed into law*
If a crofter formerly built a bouse it belonged
to the laird; as well m other improvements
affected by the crofter, how the crofter could
call the house and croft his own, alon with any
improvements which he made, fifty years ago, could
their fathers have believed that such a Changs
could be effected./ ^ ^'
The great achievement of the rofters ct, in other words, was to bring
crofters* tenurlal position Into a close alignment with their traditional
152. "- ; i si C! on bund in ul •••-■:' and enmouthshiro, IB96, 294.
1 ~}. . so, e. ., :.e.iff brand's evidence to the same Commission. Ibid.,
407.
154. -cottish '-i, blander, 3 eb. lBf'7«
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beliefs about the nature of their stake in the land - and it is for
this reason that, even today, the surest way to arcuso the crofting
community to anger ia to suggest an alteration in the 1886 ct's basic
principle#. Crofting tenant# had always thought that they had. a right
to permanent occupancy of their holdings} that their landlords had no
()
right to evict them at will. To these notions the Crofters \ct
gave the force of statute law. \nd the consequences, as was pointed
out by a royal coa»i#aion in 189r>» were both immediate and drarratio:
Our opinion ia that, speaking generally, the Act
has hud a beneficial effect, an* particularly in
the following directions. Jo. the first place, the
fixing of a fair ent has tc a large extent removed
from the minds of crofter# the sense of hardship
arising from the belief that they were mad© to pay
rent on their own improvements, cr otherwise mad©
to pay at an excessive rate for soil of a poor
quality. In the second place, the combination of a
Fair heat with statutory Security of Tenure has not
only taken away or allayed esuaea of discontent, but
ha# imparted # new spirit to crofters and imbued thorn
with frosh energy. The abiding sense produced that the
permanent improvements which a crofter makes upon his
holding will, if ha complies with certain reasonable
statutory condition., accrue either to himself or to hi#
family successor, will not be taxable by the 1ami lord in
the forts of increased rent, and moreover will have a
money value under -• ciaira for Compensation : n "enunciation
of Tonnrte" or "emoval from hie holding, has led to
vigorous efforts towards Improvement by crofters in many
quarters, .'cr instance, we found that more attention is
being paid to cultivation, to rotation of crops, tc
reclamation of outruns, to fencing, and to tbo formation
or repair of towr.u.iip roads; but meet conspicuous of all
155. cc above, Chap. $•
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the effects perceptible, is that upon bMldings,
Including both dwelling-houses and steadings, in a
considerable number of localities we found new and
Improved houses and steadings erected by the crofters
themselves since the passing* of the Act.
3n the twenty years after 1086, for example, nearly 1,600 of the 4,000
crofters in the 3nvemess-shire islands - i.e. Skye, Harris, the tlista
and ila-rra - built new hones on their holdings.And in the
report, which it published en its being wound up in 191? the Crofters
Commission itself recorded that "the block hovel a in which too many
of the people lived are now passing away, and have been largely replaced
by smart, tidy cottages that -ould do credit to any part of the country" -
a state of affairs which in itself justified the commissioners *
conclusion that they left the Highland crofter in a better position
t an they found him.
Although a major ratifying force in the Highlands and recognised by
crofters as the keystone of a new and more equitable social order in
the region, the Crofters Act was not the final solution to the Highland
land problem. The crofting community's original criticism of it -
that it did nothing to restore cleared lands to the people - remained
as valid in the 18'0s as it had been in the previous decade. ithin
the confines of the very limited land settlement powers bestowed upon
them by the Act the Commission, admittedly, did its by no means
negligible beat, enlarging 2,051 holdings and csakin•- a grand total of
106. « .C . ftp.j xii.
157• oport of the cott-ish Lard inquiry Cotamls sion, 1914, 76.
158. Croft Coses., Final : ep., 1913» xxv ~ xxvi.
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72,341 acreB - most of It in the form of hill grazinga - available to
(159^crofters. ' r>ut in the context of the many millions of acres then
occupied as sheep faros and deer forests the Commission's endeavours
were pitifully inadequate, the more 30 since, bavin* no power to create
new holdings, the Commission could do nothing for the large landless
population among whom the universal craving for more land was naturally
most intense. The Crofters Act, as they themselves hai bitterly
remarked in 1886,^ and as the Oban Times commented in 1901, had
"left the cottars out in the cold." The typical cottar, the paper
continued,
lives in a circumscribed and discouraging sphere
well calculated to create discontent and one that
holds out no rrospect of future betterment by the
exercise of self-exertion and enters rise. The
claim of the crofter to an inherited title to the
soil has lean recognised, but t at of the cottar
has never been arVnowledged.
But despite, or perhaps because of, th-ir privations, landless families
continued to hope that "some day they (would) cone into possession of
holdings of tuoir own",^' a situation which - as had been obvious
in the troubled winter of lcBj-7-P- and was to become .''.0 a-sin in the
opening years of the new century - was a perfect recipe for rentrtsd
agrarian unrest. And if the discontent engendered by such a state of
affairs was relatively muted in the comparatively peaceful and prosper¬
ous I89OS it was not, even then, entirely absent.
159. '.eport on Land battlement in Scotland, P.P. 1944-45 V, App. 3# 8l.
Tnloes otherwise indicated subsequent land settlement statistics
aro abotracted from the same source. For Crofter Commission land
settlement powers see above, Chap. 9* Also, Croft. romta, Pinal
.<■>,.., 1/13, xrv-xxvi; "'iy. "hblic Administration, lflP', 194.
160. 'beve, "hap. 9»
161. Cbnr, Tines, 4 Tay 1901.
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In Lewis, the undisputed stronghold of lawlessness, for instance,
t ;» destruction of sheep farsa boundary fences becacue a 4 arpetually
(162}
recurring event;' ' ' while in the sprin, of 16$'1 there took place a
second, if less spectacular, raid on lark. The raiders, about forty
in all, settled for some weeks at roaay, one of the townshipa cleared
half a century before. .'uncng the... there was at least one tan who had
witnessed his father's eviction from toe place and it was with consider¬
able justice, therefore, that they claimed they had come "to retake
t,i© ho-.es of their ancestors." eroofing one or two ruined houses,
t "\y set about planting potatoes on the Ion abandoned rigs and were
eventually removed by the police - thirty-two of too raiders being
subsequently sentenced to one or two weeks imprisonment on trespass
c'i tryes.'"jn the early 1870s, too, there were a number of raids
by cctt ira or. the farm of i-orve on the island of ferneray in the
cund of arris where, in I89O, a stable was demolished and a -stackyard
lv rood an: where, seme three years later, the illegal occupation of a
art of the disputed farm - from which small tenants had once been
cleared - led to four cottars being jailed for sixty days on charges
(164)
of isobbin and rioting. lsewhere in the rep.ion - in t.-.e lists
and in the neighbourhood of flaahoore (scene of a 1 and raid in 1687),
ror* ox16 •• foncos find, dyk©s wor® dGytroyfidi ■ and in .k -0 in 1693
a part cf the Kilmuir farm of funtulrn as well as a small island off
162. eriff Johnson, er., 4 '!ov. 1892, Crofting files, A? 67/49*
163. «ep. as tc aizure of Land at 'rnsay, 26 farch 1?91» Crofting
••lies, 67/48; cottioh fir: lander, 26 arch, 2, 9, 16 April,
2b fay 1891.
164. "ol. ey3. i'rutaiagarr..- and Lernera, 2,3, 29 ct. l-"".-C; cottish
"5- lander, 13 Jul-' I893. '-"or clearances in Eernera see above,
- ;;ap . 5 •
I'd). def • ons table of . utherland tc I'nd. fee. for cot land, 4 April
1P92, frcftia 'ilea, \? 67'49; Chief Cons, of Inverness-shire
to tind. aec., 3 Oct. 1894, loc. clt., AF 67/5?? Scottish Office
binute, 3C Nov. 1895, loc. eit.. AF 67/53.
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Staffin were subjected to illegal incursions of one kind or another.
uch incidents, the sheriff of I.oss-ahire pointed out in I891,
were the inevitable consequence of the existence in the Highlands, and
especially in the He*rides, cf a large and dissatisfied cottar population
and unless some provision was made to give land to the landless he
could discern "little hops of entire Immunity from disturbance ...
for many years to come."*' The latter solution to the problem had,
of course, been determinedly canvassed by crofters and their political
representatives throughout the l£SOg. And it had then received no
(168 A
governmental encouragement whatsoever. " by the 1690s, however,
the concept of officially sponsored land settlement was gaining increas¬
ing support - so.of it emanating from very surprising quarters, ilka
the preceding decade, the 1<90s wore a tioe of serious difficulties
for the Highland's sheei farming economy. And as sheep farmers pulled
out and as estate rentals crumbled, the entire ralscn d'etre of the
agrarian system established during and in the wake of the clearances
seemed on the point of vanishing. 'i'fce moral was obvious. As the
Ob on Tinea remarked in I889 there waa no longer "keen competition on
the part of capitalists for lands that may be claimed by the people",
and there seemed, therefore, to be no compelling reason for landlords
(16Q)
to oppose the return cf these lands to the crofting community.
In fact, there was one sues reason: the .immense profits to be made
from converting vacated gratings into deer forests. These jrofits
had led to the ark feninsula being denied to its cottar claimants?
166. icottish Highlander, 22 -June 1893; Pel. ;epa., Uig and .itaffin,
3, (■ dune 1893, "r ftir. Files, AT 67/50.
167. Johnson to !"nr'. cc. for cot land, 28 April 1891, Crofting Files,
\F 67 /49.
168. Above, Chaps. 8 - 9.
169. Oban Times, 8 June 1889*
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and raik was but on© Instance of a very general phenomenon. Sot
every unprofitable sheep faro was a potential sporting paradise,
however. -nd by the later 18•'Ob some landlords were consequently
reachin, the Cban Times' conclusion - though, of course, from a
quite opposite direction. Thua in 1087» io a petition which, as an
astonished civil servant commented, "practically asks for a Land
Purchase Bill for 2kye", a number of that islands' owners asked tho
government to "relievo them" of sheer farms that were of no further
financial use to them and hand them over to crofters for settlement
(171)
purposes.
The purchase of privately owned lands by the government and their
subsequent resale to their former tenants who were thfos converted into
owner occupiers or - in the contemporary Jargon - peasant proprietors
was an important element in the Conservative administration's attempts
to solve the Iri sh land question. "h - their being granted a permanent
stake in the land, Irish peasants, it was hoped, would be rendered
more prosperous, more contented and, therefore, les3 prone to involve**
T.ent in political unrest and agitation. Irish landlords, for their
part, were compensated with a generosity sufficient to ensure their
(17?)
general support for the scheme* \rtd it was, no doubt, the latter
93;act of it which attracted the financially harassed proprietors of
kya to the concept of land purchase. They were, they told the
government, quite willing to see the crofting system extended - as long
as they received "just and equitable" compensation for all or part of
( 17^ 5
their possessions. 1
170. above, this Chap. or the deer forest boom see, Hunter, "Sheep
and eer", 1974, 214 - 222.
171* vcottieh Office inute, 10 Lay 1887» 3.0. isc. Files, in? 1/235?
Lord sc'"oml'? ©t al. to Lothian, 7 Hay 18871 loe. cit.
172. ee, <"urtis, Coercion and Conciliation, 19f3» 343-355*
173. lord bacfonald et al. to Lothian, 7 '-ay 1887» 3.0. Use. Files,
HK 1/235.
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The determination on Highland landlords' part to do very well
financially out of -my land settlement scheme - a determination
evident even in I887 when no such scheme was being seriously considered -
was to prove the major obstacle in the way of achieving a quick and
radical redistribution cf north-west Gotland's agricultural land.v1^
Thus the first and extremely tentative step taken in the direction
of the creation of new holdings - the Conservative government's lS$2
decision to bestow on the newly created 'Scottish county councils the
power to provide allotments in areas where there was a serious demand
for them - came to nothing in the Highlands, tie principal reason for
f 17r>)
its failure being the strength of proprietorial opposition to it.
18?2, however, witnessed mother and apparently more hopeful develop¬
ment: the setting up by the Liberal government which came to power
that year - and did so in the Highlands with very strong crofting
(17^ ^
support ' - of a royal commission whoso task it was to report upon
the amount, of land in the crofting counties which, though then under
{177)
sheep or deer, could be utilised for land settlement purposes.
In its report, published in April lS95» the Commission not unsur¬
prisingly concluded that there was, especially among the Highland's
landless population, a continuing and quite unabated demand for more
land. "Very many" cott ra, the commissioners observed,
are deserving and intelligent, and owe their
unfortunate position to adverse circumstances.
Their ambition almost invariably was ... to get
a croft ouch .13 their crofter neighbours possess.
174. '"ee below, Chap. 11.
175. ublie .drri.nlstrition, 1918, ?27* Also below, Chap. 11.
176. Hunter, " clitic; of Lair' Heform", 1974*
17/. • •• ■ sp., v.
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Ihile the position of the crofter la one of
difficulty... the position of the cottar la
still more difficult, and any scheme that
would result in affording cottars the opportunity
of obtaining ercft3 ... would operate a substan¬
tial relief both to the cottars themselves and
to the neighbouring croftero,
and the land needed for such a purpose, the Consul salon's painstaking
enquiries had shown, was readily available. There wore in the
highlands, it was concluded, no less than 439,1®^ acres that could be
used to extend existing holdings? and a further 794,730 acres that
were suitable for trie creation of new crofts.
jy the spring of 1897, however, lord hosebery'o Literal ,^vern-
•ent was tottering towards its imminent collapse and instead of the
sweep!n land settlement eauure expected by crofters the Liberal
ad taini st rati on reacted to their own Commission's report by introducing
a lukewarm bill which did not even mention the formation of rev; holdings*
That measure, which fell with its promoters in the early summer,
destroyed the credibility - in the highlands at least - of both the
"
iberal party and the Land he-true which had nailed its colours firmly
to the Liberal mast. In the ensuing ■* I action, therefore, Liberal and
Land eague fortunes suffered a decisive reverse - the latter organis¬
ation now a tattered remnant of its former self, being finally and
completely swept from the political scene. Vh® field was thus left
Oi en to Conservative and ' nloniut candidates who based their campaign
on their advocacy cf land reforms similar to those carried out by the








of the question", declared one Tory manifesto,
lies in the intervention of the government with
financial assistance on the principle of the
Irish Land urchase Lets - fir3t, to tafco up
suitable tracts of land and utilise them for
crofters1 holdings; and, secondly, to enable
these crofters who are capable and desire to
do so, to become owners of their Land. ^
Infinitely more imaginative than anything offered by the liberal - Land
League alliance, these proposals were welcomed as such by - among
others - the crofters of Cler^'ale, one of the places where the land
f lPl)
war had begun soae "thirteen graars before. ' And in 1897 the
Unionist government which came to power in the election in question
did indeed implement the policy its highland canidates had advocated
by establishing the highland Congested fiatricts board. Its tasks
included that of staking more land available to the crofting community
and among its achieve ents was the conversion of Glendale'a crofting
(1?7\
tenants into the owners of their holdings. '
180. Scotsman, 3 June If95* Tho manifesto quoted wao in fact
iasued for a bye-election in Inverness-shlre a few weeks before
the general election. For a full account of the complex
politico of the tine see, Hunter, "Politics of Land. Ueofrm",
1974.
181. cotsnan, 3 June 1895•
182. C.U.I;., 7th hep., 1905, App., 15 - 22. Also below, Chap. 11.
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CHAPTER 11. LAND RAIDS AID LAID SSTTLSSKKT# 1897-1910.
The phrase "congested districts" ms originally and somewhat
euphemistically coined to describe those parts of western Ireland
where# as Lord Salisbury explained to Queen Victoria, "a dense popul¬
ation of half starring multitudes" lived on frequently infertile and
invariably constricted holdings and where hunger and even famine were
(i)
consequently seldom absent for very long. ' There, as in the
western Hi#ilands and Hebrides, the cheek by jowl existence of the
peasants who clung determinedly to their miserable patches of unprod¬
uctive soil and the well-to-do grassier© who farmed a large proportion
of the region's rolling grasslands produced a desperate land hunger
which, it seeaed, could be assuaged only by a f&r-reeching redistribution
of the land. "To look over the fence of the famine stricken village",
wrote one of Ireland's nationalist politicians in a passage that could
have referred to any one of a hundred townships in north-west Scotland,
and see the rich, green solitudes which might yield
full and plenty spread out at the very doorsteps of
the ragged peasants me to fill a stranger with a
sacred rag© and make it an unohlrk&ble duty to strive
towards undoing the unnatural divorce between the
{2)
people and the land.*
And it mis in an attempt to eliminate or at least reduce the discontent
thus engendered that the Conservative government included in its Irish
Land Purchase Aot of 13?1 the clauses which set up the Congested
Districts Board - the Board's function being to promote the economic
1. Curtis, coercion and Conciliation. 196i, 355*
2. William O'Brien» quoted, F.S.I. Lyons, John Dillon. London, 1968,
130. For the relevance of his remark to Highland conditions
comimro it with crofters' statenants quoted in Chap. 7*
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development of the vest of Ireland by financially assisting indigenous
industries, by supplying instruction in farming techniqueo and by
providing new holdings on lands purchased for that purpose.^ The
Board, it was agreed by Irish nationalists as well as by its Unionist
promoters, was a resounding successand it was not unnatural,
therefore, that the latter should establish a virtually identical body
to deal with the apparently similar problems posed by ^ootland's
"congested districts" - an area defined in terms of its own tinder-
development and reckoned to include parts of Mull, all other populated
islands from Tiree and Barm northwards and the greater part of the
(•})
mainland coastal periphery from Ardnamurchan to Caithness.w/
Constituted in 1397, greeted by the H.L.L.H.A. veteran G.B. Clark
as "a fair and honest attempt" to come to grips with the crofting probl&a,
and consisting of the secretary and undersecretary of state for Scotland,
the chairmen of the Crofters Commission, Fishery and Local Government
Boards, and two other persons nominated by the Scottish secretary, the
Highland Congested Districts Board possessed powers and was assigned
(7)
duties analogous to those of its Irish predecessor*%'' tjhder its
auspices, roads, paths, bridges, piers and slipways were constructed!
the inshore fisheries developed) and the Harris tweed industry aided
by grants for looms and by the provision of technical instruction.
3. For an account of the Board's activities see, W.L» Micks, An
Acoount of the Congested Pistrieto Board. Dublin, 1925) Curtis,
Coercion and Conciliation, 1963. 355-362.
4. Curtis, Coercion and conciliation. 1963, 361.
5* CDS, 1st Hep., 1399, vi-vii. This area is - not coincidentally -
practically the same as that defined in the Introduction as "the
heartland of the crofting community".
6. Hansard. 4th Ser., 50, 1397, col. 924»
7. C3B, let Hep., 1399, v.
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Agricultural shows were sponsored, fencing and draining encouraged
and financially assisted, improved varieties of seed provided, the
spraying of crofters • potatoes to protect them from blii&t made
possible, and the cultivation of turnips, kale and other crope promoted.
And because the region was, as the Board noted, "more suited to pastoral
than to agricultural farming", its members and officials "endeavoured
throughout to encourage the improvement of stock by all means in their
power" - attempting, with considerable success, to educate crofters as
to the importance of keeping rather than selling good breeding animals
and providing townships or groups of townships with bulls, tups and
stallions for breeding purposes.^ The fifteen years of the Board's
existence thus constitute an undeservedly forgotten chapter in the
history of Highland development. Its endeavours - continued by its
successors - laid the basis of much of the comparative prosperity of
modern crofting life and proved that, with appropriate assistance, the
crofting community was quite capable of instituting improvements which
Highland landlords bad long believed - or at least said - to be beyond
their tenantries* competence•
as its title indicates, however, the Board*® principal function
was to relieve congestion. And that could be done only by providing
land for the landless - whose applications for holdings began to pour
(9)
into the Board's offices within weeks of its being set up.V7/ But
unfortunately for the applicants and for the Board's eventual reput¬
ation its efforts to provide the requisite crofts - either by buying
land for resale as smallholdings or by financially assisting those
3. Details in, .Report of the Departmental Committee on the Rork of
the Congested Districts (Dootland) Commissioners. P.P. 1910. 7X1 ?
Ci)3, Final Rep., 1912, xii-oocix.
)• CDS, 1st Rep., 1399» i*i Day, Public Administration. 1913* 208.
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proprietors who wear© willing to subdivide one or acre of the farms on
their estates^- were gravely handicapped from the outset» partly
by financial restriction® imposed by the government; and partly by tie
fact that in its human aspect at least the Midlands» land problem was
not, after all, the ©sis® a® that of Ireland.
Able to help a settler to equip his new holding with buildings,
fences and other permanent fixtures, the Board was not permitted to
assist hia to stock his land. And since few cottars could raise the
funds needed to purchase the sheep they were expected to take over from
the owner or tenant of the former sheep farm on which they were usually
settled, this was a serious drawback - as was the Board's inability to
buy acre then a tiny proportion of the land required for settlement
purposes. That the Board was not empowered to borrow money end had
therefore to buy estates out of its very inadequate income of £35*000
a year was limiting enough. But equally restrictive was the Board's
discovery that crofters had no strong desire to become the owners of
their holdings, a state of affairs which rather paralysed the Board's
activities bemuse it could not - like its Irish counterpart - spend
money on lend purchase in the sure knowledge that it would eventually
be repaid by the people who lived, or were settled on, the land in
question.^11*
Unlike tli# Irish peasant, whose fervent desire it was to own his
plot, the typical crofter was content with the recognition - enshrined
in the Crofters Act - of his long standing claim to a secure tenure of
his holding. As early as 1387 - and in reply to Joseph Chamberlain's
proposal that peasant ownership on the Irish model should be introduced
10. Bee, CUB, Final dep., vi.
11. ,oo, CD3, 7th dep., 1905, viiif 8th Hep., 1906, viii, xiif
Bay, ubllo Administration. 1913, 209.
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remainder opting for the status of tenants of the Board or its successor,
the Board (and subsequently the department) of Agriculture for Bcotland.^*^
Those difficulties, coupled with the Board's lack: of eoapulsosy
purchase .powers - a lack much criticised by seme Highland M.P.s in
1897,^^ undo land settlement an unavoidably alow and expensive process.
One effect of the consequent contrast between the few new holdings
actually provided and what on© Highland newspaper referred to as "the
glowing promises held out ... by the Tory party in the euosaer of ll|95t^
was a resurgence of crofting support f©r the Liberals whose 1906 election
(17)
pledges included a promise of sweeping land reforms in the Highlands.
Another, produced by the Board's arousal of expectations which it was
quite unable to fulfil, was the conmenco tent in 1900 of another round
of land seizures - destined to continue intermittently until the 1920s.
like earlier and similar incursions,these raids ©n north¬
west »/cotlend's sheep farms were a manifestation of the deep and enduring
discontent produced by an agrarian system characterised by a gross
imbalance between the amounts of land allotted to farmers on the on©
hand and to the crofting community on the other. But between the
unrest of the present century's opening decades and that of the 1380s
14. BoAS, 1st Hep., 1913, rviii. Glan&al© crofters paid their last
annuities in 1955 and are now the owners of the Glendal© estate.
(In this context, it is noteworthy that Lewis crofters refused
Lord Levorhulae's 1923 offer to become owners of the island for
reasons identical to those outlined above. See, Kicolson,
Lord of the isles. I960, 200-202.)
15. Lee, e.g. Hansard. 4th Oer., 50, 1397, col. 473.
16. Highland Lows, 20 April 1901.
17. Tor liberal policy see, 1. Brown, "Scottish and Bnglish Lend
Legislation, 1905-1911", BHH, aLVII, 1963, 72-35.
13. Above, Chaps. 3-10.
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there was a vital difference. During the land war there had been -
outside the rank® of the Highland Land League - little acceptance of
the principle of land settlement. In the early twentieth century,
however, the redistribution and resettlement of a good deal of the
land that had been cleared & hundred years before was almost universal^
admitted to be the only real solution to the Highlands* agrarian
problem. Since the 1990s, when the Liberals had set up a royal
commission to investigate the region's land settlement potential and
the Colonists had established the Congested Districts Beard, the
resettlement of landless families on lands purchased for that purpose
had become an important component of the Highland policies propounded
by both the major political parties. And the only - if occasionally
profound - disagreement between then was about tho methods by which
resettlement we® to be achieved? the Liberals being prepared to envisag#
a degree of compulsion that would have been anathema to their predecessors
of the 1330s and was, until about 1917 at least, unacceptable to their
Unionist opponents.
The political aspects of the cottar®* fight for the land of which
their ancestor® had been deprived was thus generally conducted within
the context of s Liberal-Tory confrontation. And though their southern
supporters attempted on more than one occasion to revive the Highland
Land League and to re-establish it as the accepted vehicle for the
crofting community's political aspiration®, they completely failed to
gain a mass membership in the crofting counties - the new league being
dominated by an exotic amalgam of socialists, Gaelic reviveliots and
Scottish nationalists whose careers, though not uninteresting in
themselves, car, safely be left out of a history of the crofting
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(19)
community.* ' All that is not, of course, to say that the struggle
for more land had become altogether easier and more respectable than
had been the ease in the HLIRA'e heyday* There was, admittedly, less
violence than during the troubles of the 1330s - principally because
the state*e coercive apparatus was much less freely employed and because
cottars smd squatters, having no land in the first place, could not
make use of landlord-provoking tactics like the rent strike. But land
raids and the grievances which gave rise to tboa were quite capable of
producing their cm particular brand of bitterness.
As if to demonstrate that the nineteenth century's problems were still
far from solved the year 1900 was marked in Akye by the :-fe.cDonr-ld estate
management's decision to talc© legal proceedings against the crofters of
- conser whose sheep, it was alleged, were being deliberately pastured
on Lord MacBon&ld's extensive - and by now very valuable - deer forest,
-conser's inhabitants claimed - accurately enough^- that the lands
in question had belonged to the townships of Moll and Torrcmhichalg from
which their forefathers had been evicted to the 1850s. And when a
sheriff-officer arrived at Gconaer to serve writ® which instructed the
offending tenants to remove their sheep froa the forest he wee promptly
surrounded by an angry crowd who pelted him with mud and stones before
chasing him back the way that he had coae.^2"^ The question at issue
having thus achieved newsworthy status, toe estate management then
19* Sources for these statements can be found to the pages of public¬
ations like Forward and Suth na Bliadhna. Until the appearance
of a study of early 20th century socialism and nationalism,
however, the reader will have to take toe® on trust.
20. Bee, Aeport on the JtacOomld Estates to skye, 1351, MaeD.P.,
00 221/143/4. Also above, Chap. 5*
21. Pol. Hep., Portree, 30 Oct. 1900, crofting Files, A? 67/124f
.Scotsman. 15 Kov. 1900.
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attempted to solve it by offering to remove the licensor's occupants
to vacant lands in Uleat where, with the help of the Congostec districts
Board, they were to be settled on holdings which, it was suggested, were
in all respects superior to those they wore being aslced to abandon.
This gesture the crofters interpreted as an attempt to further extend
the forest at their expense. And they accordingly rejected it -
asking the telling point that the Board could as easily spend its money
on a fence between their common grazing® and their landlord's sporting
preserves.^Geonser's tenants therefore regained where they were,
I 21)
the Board eventually acceding to their demands for a march fence. ""
And as & demonstration of the limits placed on Highland landlords'
powers by the developments of the nineteenth century's last twenty
years - limits that would have seemed inconceivable In the 1850s when
townships could, quite literally, be cleared to order - their victory-
was not without significance. But more typical of the times, and
certainly more indicative of the troubles to come, were occurrences in
Barra in the same year.
The very email beginning of resettlement legislation represented
by the Conservative government's Allotments (Scotland) Act of 1892
had boon warmly welcomed in Barm where a very large landless population
lived in appallingly overcrowded and equal id conditions.^And a
considerable number of Barm's cottars % along with landless families
in the Uists - at once put the measure tc the test by applying to
22. Scottish Office Minute, 13 Sow. 190Q, Crofting Piles, AF 67/124?
Ci)B, Jrd dep., 1901, xi-o:lii| Oban Times. 22 Dec• 1900, 31 Jan.
1901 j Scotsman. 31 i)ao. 1900.
23. CDB, Pinal Hep., 1912, x.
24. See, CDB, 3rd Hep., 1901, x, and App. XV, 12-19* Also,
A. doodrich-Preer, Cuter Isles. London, 1902, 119 ©t sec.
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Inverneos-ehire county council, the responsible authority in the
matter, for tho plots to which they now thought themselves legally
entitled. There followed a protracted wrangle, distinguished by the
council's allotments committee's oonclusion that the cottars* claims
should be act and by the council»s landlord members' determination
that no allotments should be conceded, and ending in 1399 when the
question was finally shelved - an outcome which, as the Oban Times
remarked, provoked "a widespread foaling of disappointment and
irritation".^^ Their subsequent appeal to tho Congested Districts
Board having elicited no positive response/2^ Barm's cottars
decided to take the law into their own hands. And on 3th September
1'900 the farm of Lorthbcsy - one of the largest on tho island - was
illegally occupied, the cottars responsible for its aoisuro "holding
that it is better to go to prison than suffer longer a© they are doing",
and pointing out to Lady Gordon Cathonrt, owner of Dorrs and the Uiots,
That all their efforts during the last five yearn to
induce the Councy Council of Invernese-ohire to help
them to obtain some small portion of land •••• hove
signally failed ... They feel that they are becoming
an intolerable burden on their crofter friends upon
whose lands, already much too small for their own needs,
their cattle and horses drag out a half starving
existence.
One farm having been occupied, others quickly suffered tho same
fate, the most spectacular raid occurring on 26th September when &
group of cottars from townships in the southern part of Barm landed
25. Oban Tinea. 4 May 1901. Also .Highland hews. 15 Dept. 1900$
deport of a Special Committoo of fee County Council of Inverness
xxmn Applications for Allotment© in Aorth Diet and Barra,
P.P. 1903 LXXXVIII, 2-J.
26. COB, 3rd dep., 1901, x.
27. Pol. Sep., Barm, 10 Sept. 1900, Crofting Piles, AF 67/120$
Highland Lews. 15 Sept. 1900.
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on the adjacent island of Vhtersay - then lot as pasture to a sheep
faracr - and on it proceeded to peg out a number of "crofts** for
theawelvoa. By the beginning of October the isiend was so
unsettled that its owner's lawyers were demanding that some sort of
action be taken to stop
organised bands of cottars . . . marching hither and
thither marking out for their own occupation ground
in the lawful occupation of other people.^
And though the crisis at horthbay was brought to an end in March 1901,
when the Congested district hoard bought the entire farm and a part of
the neighbouring farm of Boligarxy and, on the land thus aquired,
proceeded to provide almost sixty new crofts,^-^ nothing was don© to
alleviate the plight of the many landless families living in and around
(32)
Castlobey - some of whoa again invaded 7a torsay in the spring of 1901 • '
The morel to bo drawn from the decision to hand horthbey over to
its illegal occupants was obvious, however, and its Impact was not
confined to 13arra. Cponly expressing their belief that "they never had
a better ohar.ee of having their congestion relieved nosing the Barm
people got more land", more than a hundred cottars from the South Uist
townships of Stoneybridge, Howbcg, Howaoro and Snishivrl net in May
1901 and resolved to petition the Congested Districts Board for holdings
on Ona&clett and Jornish farms# "Ahy bo cottars or landless squatters
any longer", asked a placard which was tied to a fence at the cottars'
29 • Ill/ihland 1'ews# 29 dept. 1900.
30. dkene, Adwards end Oaroon to W.C. Dunbar, 2 Oct. 1900, Crofting
?ile8, AF 67/120.
31. Scottish Office Minute, 12 March 1901, Crofting Files, AF 67/121?
Cben Times. 19 Oct. 1901? COB, Final Rep., 1912, viii.
32. Pol. dep., Barm, 20 Fob. 1901, Crofting Files, AF 67/121?
Highland hews. 6 April 1901.
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meeting: place, "while land in abundance is quite ready for Instant
habitation?"^^ At that and similar gatherings in the next few
months the restoration of the farms "from which our forefathers were
so illegally evicted" was repeatedly demanded} end the threat aa.de
that if the required land was not promptly made available Its cottar
claimants would be "reluctantly compelled" to take "forcible possession"
of it.^^
The subsequent symbolic occupation of Bornioh and Orraaclett^ ^
had its counterpart in events in Forth Uist where cottars had urged
the Congested District Board to buy lands at "/allay, Griminish and
Scolpaig in the north-western corner of the island - a district which
Forth ITlst'e owner, Sir Arthur Crde, was then offering for sale* The
"card having intimated that the area in question was quite unsuitable
for settlement, the cottars concerned met at Beyhead, proclaimed that
"over half a century ago their forefather® were ruthlessly evicted
from their homes at Griminieh to make way for sheep" and - encouraged
by an old man who had witnessed these and other clearances and who was
of the opinion that "it was all very good to talk of justice and
agitating on constitutional lines, but he had seen nothing cos© of that
for 65 years" - proceeded to occupy Grtminish farm in order "to show
the Board" that it me "well fitted" for crofted
hile attempting to deal with these and other difficulties in the
southern part of the Long Island the Congested Districts Board's
13. Pol. Heps., Lochboisdale, 15, 17 fay 1901, Crofting Files
AF 67/126.
14. Pol. Hep., iochboisdale, 17 fay 1901, Crofting Files A? 67/126}
Pol. Hep., Gtoneybridge, 30 Kov. 1901, lec cit.f Oban Times,
25 ley, 9 NOV. 1901. Also, H. lac ;uchen to C3B, 11 Jan. 1902,
Crofting Files, AP 67/126.
15. Highland ! eve. 25 hay 1901.
16. Pol. Hep., Hollas, 1 April 1901, Crofting Files, AP 67/125?
Highland l ews. 20 April 1901.
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harassed officials received, from landless families living in the
township of Toboon on the island of Bernera off Lewie* vest coast, a
request that the farm of Croir, adjacent to their township, be
purchased and allotted among theat
It is ridiculous to have a farm on our small island
when there are so many cottar finhermm on the lend
of others ... There are 41 souls of us and surely
our lives are of more account than one man and his
(yj)
ehcep.
This appeal the Board and the proprietor of Levis, Major Duncan
Mathebon, categorically refused to consider And in April 1901
the Board received the following letter from eight of Tobean' s cottc.ro»
Gentlemen, ¥• have been seeking this farm from the
factor and landlord and Parliament for the last seven
years and so far we have made no progress ....
We are on the land of othere and are not allowed to
build a proper house and are in constant dread of
eviction ••• We now give you due notice that we shall
7 '
take Croir Farm on the 17th April. If we break the
law we are compelled to do so; so look out
On the appointed day the eight petitioners appropriated a part of the
farm and began to plant potatoes on it.'^ And having defied a court
order to relinquish the land thus occupied, they were eventually
37. M. lacDonald et &1. to Maj. Matheson, 10 April 1901, Crofting
Files, AF 67/53; and to CBB, 22 April 1901, loo. clt.
33. Bee, Jhd. Gee. for Scotland to Chief Constable of Moss-shire,
17 April 1901, Crofting Files, A? 67/53.
39. Petition to CDB, 14 April 1901, Crofting Files, AF 67/53.
40. Pol. dep., Callaniah, 13 April 1901, Crofting Files, AF 67/53;
Pol. dep., fobson, 24 -lay 1901, Crofting Tiles, AF 67/54.
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removed by the police and bound over to keep the peace for six aontho.^*^
-loeviioro in the Hebrides there were similar manifestations of
unrest. In i'ireo, for instance, the large landless population's
perennial aspiration for holdings of their own was intensified by ovonte
in Harm and the diets. And an appeal to the island's proprietor, the
Duke of Argyll, for a measure of land redistribution having elicited
only an offer of assisted passages to the colonies - a traditional
ducal response to difficulties in Tires, but one that was hardly
(42)
appropriate in twentieth century conditions^ ' - land raids were
threatened in the early months of 1902 and again in the spring of 1903.^^
Among cottars on the island of 'lamnsey - in /est Loch Tarbert on the
Atlantic coast of Harris - there was considerable talk of land raids at
about the same tiae.^^ And in the spring of 1903 a number of ~outh
Uist'e cottars translated identical mutterInge into action by occupying
*>oxnish and Milton 3heep faros
throughout this period, however, north-west Scotland's apparently
endemic agrarian unrest remained centred on Harm where the Congested
District Hoard's attempts to placate the island's landless population
by buying and settling fetersay cm® to nothing - the selling price
being quite beyond the Board's resources$ and where the consequent
41. Chief Constable of Boss-shire to Und. Sec. for Scotland, 10 June
19Ca, Crofting Files, AP 67/54? Highland News. 15 Jtme 1901.
42. For earlier ''assisted" emigrations from the island see above,
Chap. 5*
43. COB, 3rd Hep., 1901, App. I?, 10) Argyll, Circular to Tiroe
Cottars, May 1901, Crofting Files aP 67/162) a. MacI.ennon,
emo. on Tiree Cottars, 5 Aug. 1903, loc. cit.
44. J. BtcCinnon ot ol. to CD3, 10 Feb. 1902, Crofting Files, AP 67/129*
45. Pol. dep., Lochboisdale 21 Feb. 1903, Crofting Files, AF 67/127)
Pol. Heps., Stoneybridge, 24 Feb., 13 March, 1903, loc. cit.
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discontent was aggravated by a series of ted seasons for the Inland's
numerous cottnr-fisheraen.^^ All they wanted, the latter declared,
was "a piece of lend to plant a barrel or two of potatoes and erasing
for a cow, to fall back upon when the fishing foiled".And in an
attempt to obta in it TT&tersay was again invaded in the spring of 1902.^^
In the following' spring - in order to forestall renewed incursions of
a similar nature - the Board bought about sixty acres of distinctly
inferior land on Vatersay for the grossly inflated price of £600,
divided it into some fifty potato plots, and let it to the landless
families of Barn's more southerly end congested townships The
peace thus achieved proved transient, however. In February 1906
about fifty cottars landed on the disputed island and declared them¬
selves "determined to get possession of the whole form of Vatersay and
to remove their dwelling houses to Vatersay zs, soon as possible" —
which intention they began to put into effect in .Tune by ferrying their
sheep and cattle across the Sound of Veteroay and by contaeneing to
(51)
build houses on what they defiantly referred to as their crofts.w '
46. See, inter al., Highland Times, 22 Feb. 1906s cutting,
Crofting Piles, AF 67/132.
47. Pol. dep., B&rra, 19 cept. 1902, Crofting Files AF 67/130.
43. Pol. dep., Pochaaddy, 25 -iaroh 1902, Crofting Files, AF 67/130.
49. ijfad. Sec. for Scotland to J. wilson (sheriff of Inverness-shire^
7 May 1907, crofting Files, AF 67/1341 CI)B, Final Sep., 1912,
viiij Correspondence with deference to the occupation of the
Island of Vatorsay. P.P. 1903 ixavill, 5-6.
50. Pol. dep., Barra, 9 Feb. 1906, Crofting Files, AF 67/132.
*• fnvfUi^'Kve"30 Oot"13
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As had happened In 1901 the B&rra cottars1 example proved
contagious. Tiree's landless families renewed their appeals for
holdingsjwhile the tenantry of the Kllmuir estate - bought by
the Congested Districts Board In 1904 - met to demand the more rapid
division of sheep ferns and to threaten to "take possession of the
(51)
land"»w"" Besiands for the resettlement of sheep fans were made at
Glenshiel in /ester fioss.'^^ And towards th® ©nd of l^bruary 1906
the cottars of the Stoneybridge district of South Hist, with flags
flying and with pipers at their bead, marched in procession on to
Cnaclett end Bornish sheep fans in order, as one of their spokesmen
remarked, "to let the authorities see that they were badly off and that
more land was required".^55) r^his least they achieved. A sheep
fan at Gelrinish in the northern part of South Uist having been
similarly invaded,the sheriff of Inverness-chire - a ana of a
markedly acre humane disposition than his predecessor, William Ivory -
visited the island end had "a friendly interview" with the raiders.
He formed, he reported to the Scottish Office, "a favourable Impression
of the people; but ... was struck by the indications of their poverty".
52. H. MacBonald, et al. to Sinclair, 10 March 1906, Crofting Files,
AF 67/163.
53. Pol. Bop., Staffin, 21 Feb. 1906, Crofting Files, AF 67/139.
54. Scottish Office Minute, 19 Feb. 1906, Crofting Files, AF 67/363.
55. Pol. Hep., lochboisdale, 23 Feb. 1906, Crofting Files, AF 67/132}
liudiltmd hews. 3 March 1906} Obsa Tines. 10 March 1906.
56. Pol. dep., Stoncybridge, 6 March 1906, Crofting Files AF 67/133.
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That their need for land was genuine and urgent he had no doubt what¬
soever* And the newly installed liberal government, he accordingly
believed, should honour its pro-election pledgee on Highland land
settlement end "should introduce the (requisite) Bill as early
as possible"*^
That the Liberal party had come to power committed to ambitious and
radical land reforms mo undoubted! as was the determination of the
new administra tion's Scottish secretary, John Sinclair (later lord
Pentland), to transmute Into effective legislation his party * s good
intentions towards the Highlands where it had secured a clean swoop o?
the crofting constituencies* Sinclair's proposals - which envisaged
a wider and mora sweeping land settlement programme presided over by a
now body to be called the Board of Agrieslture for Scotland - had the
backing of the prime minister, Caapboll-Sannerman, but were leas
welcome to the liberal party's right-wing^and utterly opposed by
(*>9)
the Conservatives. To the region's misfortune, Highland land
reform thus became one of the victims of the rapidly developing conflict
between the enormous liberal majority in the Commons and the equally
massive Tory majority in the House cf Lords j and though the relevant
legislation passed through the Commons in 1907 and again in 1903 it did
so only to be destroyed by the recalcitrant poors in the "Jpper Ho use.
57* J* dilson to Had* Sec* for Scotland* 23 Hay 1906, Crofting Piles,
AJ* 67/133.
59. The opposition in this quarter being led by the eminent liberal
Imperialist and former electoral victim of the HUM, .or.ro-
Terguson of Eorar*
59* See, inter al«, Brown, "Scottish and Tnglieh land legislation",
1963, 73 ci soc. j Lc.dy .©niland, The Right Honourable John
Sinclair* lord Pentlandi A leiaoir* London* 1923* 69-73.
60. Brown, "Scottish and Tnglish land legislation'", 1963, 75 et oeq.f
P. Rowland, The last liberal Hovemmenta t The .Promised lend.
1905-1910. London, 1963, 121-122.
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To the landless people of the Hebrides, yhooe hopes were thus
shattered by men who know little and cared less about their problems
and predicament, the Lords became on object of the most bitter
detestation and Sinclair something of & hero - Lewis cottars, for
instance, thanking him "for his faithful cervicee" to their cause and
declaring that the career of the "selfish, cruel Lords ... should be
ended" at the earliest opportunity.(^ Sinclair and his colleagues
were eventually to come to the same conclusion# But until the
constitutional crisis of 1910 and the subsequent abolition of the Lord®'
legislative veto the Highlands' landless population, seeing little
prospect of Sinclair's endeavours having a successful outcome,
continued to assert their claiias in the only way that seemed open to
them - the prevalent attitude being reflected in resolutions adopted
at a mass mooting in Skye in April 1903. Bine© the lords were evidently
determined to frustrate Highlanders' democratically expressed aspirations,
it was concluded, "the only weapon left for us ts to take forcible
possession of the land"62^
That was certainly the course adopted ty 7ateraay'a illegal
occupants. By tho autumn of 1907 they ted built more then twenty
hoosoo on the island where, it was clear, they were determined to
remain."Up to fifty years ago", the secretary of state was
informed,
their grand-parents find ro motor ancestors had crofts
on Vatorsay at the very place where the raiders* huts
were now set up - and though their grand-parents had
61. highland Hewn. 18 April 1903. Also, Highland Lews, 11 Aug.
1906, 31 Aug., 5 Cot, I907, 3 Feb., 14 March 1903,
62. a. CUllles to J. Sinclair, 14 April 1903, Crofting Files,
AF 67/139* Also, Highland Lews. 11 April 1903? Oban Times,
18 June 1910.
63. List of People on /atersay Faro, September 1907, Crofting
Files, AF 67/34.
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been evicted their descendants had never given up
their claim. Throughout all the years their
descendants down to this day have continued to
bury their dead on Vater«ay.^^
Claiac so securely rooted in history and tradition -.rare not likely to
be abandoned without a otru^jlo - especially in view of the fact that
the people making them had established a firm foothold on the land in
question. /aid to Sinclair, whose sympathies lay with the cottars and
who had absolutely no desire to irovoice a confrontation with then, the
obvious solution to the problem was to regularise the raiders' position
by giving them legal as well as moral rights to /aterecy. Towards the
end of 1907, therefor©, he informed Lady Gordon Cathoart that if she
agreed to sot up a crofting township on f&tersay the Congested .Districts
board would be instructed to give her the financial mid other essistanee
needed to aaka the project a success. This plan the island's
proprietrix at once rejected} and offered instead to sell Vatersay
to the board - at a considerable profit to herself and at a price
(65)
beyond the board's resources.v
Their negotiations with the government having thus collapsed,
the 3arr& estate management px-oceodod to take legal action against the
raiders. And in June 1903 no less than ten of the latter found them¬
selves imprisoned for two months,a storm of pro toit followed.
64. J. filson, deport on the Proceedings of the Cottars at Caotlebay,
23 May 1907, Crofting Piles, A? 67/134.
65. Sinclair, Minute on tfotereay, 19 Tob. 1909, Croftin? Piles,
AP 67/133.
66. ..-cotsman. 3 J we 1903.
67. dee representations from Trades Councils, Liberal Associations,
etc., Crofting Piles, AP 67/136-137.
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The government ms forced to reopen It© talks with Vatersay*» owner,
AM in October it was agreed that the Congested Districts Board should
buy Vatersuy for £6,250,^^ ?he raiders, all of whoa were granted
holdings on the island, thought the price extortionate - which it was,
But they wore, as they informed the Scottish secretary, "genuinely
grateful*1 to him for "bringing about this settlement",others
were loos delighted. Conservative spokesmen and newspapers alleged
that in "giving in" to the raiders the newly ennobled lord Pentland was
condoning and even encouraging lawlessness^"^ a contention which
ignored tfefeir own party*s decision to obstruct legislation designed to
mitigate the Highland situation, but one which subsequent event© did
little to refute - the Vatersay Settlement having the inevitable effect
of precipitating a veritable ©pato of requests and demands for similar
(71)
treatment,*1 '
In Barm itself, for example, a number of landless families living
in the undeniably congested east coast townships of Bruernieh,
Balnabodaoh and Brsary pointed out that they were "exactly in the same
circumstances on the ?atoreay people before they obtained the land"?
announced that if their wonts were not attended to they would "by dire
necessity ... be forced to take possession* of lands for themselvesj
and. - despite Pentland*© warning that illegal action would only
"prejudice their case" - proceeded, in March 1?09, to occupy the part
63, Sinclair, Minute on Vntercay, 1? deb, 1909, Crofting Files,
AP 67/133,
69# i)« Campbell et al. to Sinclair, 14 May 1909, Crofting Files,
AF 67/142? A. .Macintosh to Pentland, 5 Cot. 1909, Crofting Files,
AF 67/370, Also, Scotsman. 29, 30 April 1909,
70, oee, e.g. Scotsman, 13 .March 1909.
71. See correspondence on this subject, Crofting Files, AF 67/142.
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of -.oligeijtxy farm uaaffooted by tho Congested district board's lend
purchases of eight yearn before/^ In Louth (Jist, where the f&nas
of Milton and Grlendal© were raided, there were virtually identical
occurrences/"^ And having previously declared that they would
"bo compelled ... to take forcible possession of a farsa as in the esse
of the B&xra men', six cottars from tho Lewis township of Louth bhawbost
occupied a field on b&lbeg f&ra in order to provide themselves with lrod
on which to grow potatoes/^ On their defying a court order to
Quit dolbeg, the raiders were jailed for a week/*^ . hen released,
however, thoy returned to the farsa because, as tlxoy said, they "had
nowhere else to go and could not live in the air or on the sea" - an
attitude that led to their being Imprisoned for another twenty-one
daya/7^
Balds and threats of raids on Tlebrldenn sheep fans having thus become
a part of the accepted order of things and the lend settlement powers
of tho Congested District Board being demonstrably inadequate, there
was by the end of the twentieth century's first decade an obvious need
for new legislation on the Highland land question - legislation which
at length materialised as the Small landholders (Scotland) Act of 1911.
Made possible by the curbing of the Lords* prerogatives, the Act -
though e private member's measure - had the Liberal government's support
72. Cottars of aruemioh to CB3, 11 Aug. 1903, Crofting Files,
A? 67/1171 Scottish Office Memo, 19 Oct. 1903, loc.cit.j
Pol. Hep., Barrs, 6 March 1909, Crofting Files AF 67/141J
Oban fines. 11 March 1909.
71. Pol. Heps., Lochboiadsle, ) Feb., 29 April 1909, Crofting files,
AF 67/1i3j Oban xiaes. 11 March 19091 Glasgow Herald. 1 fey 1909.
74. Minutes of eotisrs' meeting, 18 Dec. 1903, (copy), Crofting Files,
AF 67/591 Pol. Dep., ftornowry, 10 April 1909, Crofting Files,
AF 67/140.
75. Scotsman. 3 June 1909.
76. Dcotsaan. 29 July l?09l Highland hows. 31 July 1909.
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and was in essence a refurbished, if somewhat watered down, version of
Binelair's ill-fated Mil© of 19G7 sad 1903.^*^ A now departure In
agricultural policy, the 1511 Act extended may of the original Crofter©
Act's provisions to smallholders outside the crofting counties and
abolished the Crofters Commission end the Congested District© Board —
the functions of the former being taken over by the Scottish Land Court
and those of the latter by the Board of Agriculture for Scotland, a body
on which was bestowed a wide range of land settlement powers and an
annual income of £200,000, The greater part of that income was to be
expended on land settlement schemes in the north-west, and especially
in the Hebrides. And the owners and farming tenants of lands utilised
for settlement purposes were, the Act laid down, entitled to sums of
compensation which, failing agreement, wore to be determined by the
\
Land Court or - if the compensation claimed was in excess of AJpJ - by
an arbitrator appointed by the Court of Bosnian. Compulsory purchase
of land by the state was still ruled out. But should a proprietor or
tenant refuse to enlarge or to constitute smallholdings on his land the
Board was entitled to lay the case before the Land Court end, if the
Court was satisfied that the Board's proposals were reasonable and
designed to meet a genuine need, it me empowered to issue an order
(73)
instructing the objector© to comply with the Board's wishes.v
At last, it seemed, the crofting community'a demands for a
redistribution of land in their favour — demands which had their origins
in the clearances and which ted been incessantly and vociferously
expressed since the 1330s - were about to be met. The establishment
77* Pentland, John Sinclair. 1923* 951 Highland Lews, 30 Dee. 1911.
73. Bee, BoAB, 1st Sep., 1913, xif a. C?reig, Land Settlement in
Scotland i History and Development, feb. 1924, Allotments and
Baallholdings Piles, AS? 66/54*
m
of the Board of Agriculture in the spring of 1912 vaa accordingly
welcomed at scores of MMtings in the crofting areas^ and by the
end of that year the Board had received i,370 applications for holdings -
almost half of then from cottars living in the Outer Xslesi Before
the Board's first twelve months had elapsed, however, it vas manifestly
obvious that it was little better equipped than its predooesaors to
tackle the problem of transferring land from one class of occupant to
another. Its funds were inadequate and - what was worse - its
procedures, especially those regarding compensation claims wore woefully
complex and slow as well as being notably generous to landowning and
sheep farming objectors to its plans.^'^ without the willing co¬
operation of the latter, therefore, the Act was clearly liable to
prove a dead letter.^And from the first it was clear that such
co-operation was not to be forthcoming.
In part, Highland landlords' undoubted opposition to the 1911 Act
derived from their Conservative politics. But political calculation
was enforced, as is usually the ease, by financial self-interest,
cheep farming, the traditional prop of Highland landlordism, had, it
was true, long ceased to be a profitable enterprise in many parts of
northern Scotland.^ But the region's landowners, while amenable
to the idea of selling land to the state at prices that were - to put
79. Bee, e.g., Highland hews. 24 i?eb., 9 inarch 1912.
80. Boas, 1st Hep., 1913, xi.
31 • deport cf the Committee on Land Settlement in Scotland, p.p.
1928 XI, 9-lOj 3oAS, 3rd Hep., 1915» xvii.
32. As a radical Highland newspaper had warned when it passed through
Parliament. Highland lows, 30 Bee* 1911.
33. Hunter, "Cheep and Deer", 1973, passim.
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the miter aildly » conspicuously inflated, had m wish to see their
properties settled by crofting teaanto# ihe capital gains from ouch
a development would, they feared, ho small? and the possibility of
cashing in on any subsequent improvement in the agricultural situation
would bo removed# Crofters, once established, enjoyed security of
tenure {Mid oould not easily be shifted? while on a crofting estate, as
was pointed out by s .member of one distinguished Highland family,
the landlord was
at the mercy of a cosaaisoion whoso sympathies are
entirely with the tenants, and who, if they allow
any increase of rent at all, will give the very
smallest increase possible, while, if prices fall, they
will give the aost generous concessions in rent.
vvnd sheep farmer*, though for different rensona, wore as likely as the
proprietors to obstruct land settlement scheaeo. Writing from South
Hist in 1?09 one of the Congested District Hoard«e agents had observedi
It seeae to as that furors in this district just now,
ovsn although they wish to leave, protend they don't,
In the expectation of the government asking for the
farm for small holdings when compensation will be paid
f 35)
for break of lease#
Like thuir landlords and like the latter'a dinburgh lawyers who, as a
civil servant at the Hoard of agriculture ruefully remarked, became
"very export in the preparation of claiaa for every conceivable item
(86)
coaneotod with a farm", ' sheep farmers tended, therefore, to react
to the Board's land settlement proposals by initiating legal proceedings
34. i.e. MacLeod, Book of )unve.gr.nt II, 100.
35. J. Coull to C33, 3 May I)J), Crofting files, AP 67/142.
36. Memo# on possible reductions in developing Small Holdings,
1 fob. l?26, Allotments and smallholdings -'lies, AP 66/57*
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e.8 to the amount of compensation to bo paid to those adversely effected
by the settlement scheme or schemes in question. And the consequent
thicket of writs, processes, claims and arbitrations in which the Board
became entangled quickly nullified all optimistic expectations of a
final and speedy solution to the agrarian problem in the Highlands -
only 5^2 new holdings being created in the first seven years of the
Board*a existence,^ ^
In the spring of 1914, to give an example of the difficulties that
ensued, the hoard requested the land Court to authorise the establish-
stent of 32 new crofts mid 14 enlarge jents to existing crofts on the
Korth hist farm of Choose Bay* Having inspected the farm and heard
representations from the various parties involved, tho Board issued the
requisite orders in November 1915, at which point Berth hint's owner,
bir Arthur Campbell Orde, intimating that his claim for compensation
would exceed £100, asked the Court of Session to appoint the arbitrator
to which the law entitled him. In April 1913, an arbitrator having at
last boon nominated, bir Arthur lodged a claim for £16,352. And
although he was eventually awarded only £4,TTO the Board, as the 1911
f 33)
Act had stipulated, was found liable for all the expenses of the case.v
The inordinate amount of time taken to appoint an arbitrator was, in
this particular instance, attributable to wartime circumstances. In
other respects, however, the case was not untypical of those in which
the Board was embroiled froa its inception. And the ensuing and
fjeeaingly interminable delays — in the course of which neither the
Board or its prospective settlers know whether or not the scheme in
37* Taylor t;o-ntmlso.lon» 1954, 15•
33. Scottish Journal of Agriculture, I , 1913, 491-492.
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in cueation would have to be abandoned - caused a great deal of
bitterness and frustration among the mny Hebridean cottars whose
hooea of obtaining lend had yet again been mined only to be eventually
dashed/3^
It ie not altogether surprising, therefore, that by 1913 there
tree, an a Highland newspaper repartee!, "ample evidence of a coming
revolt" In Levin that year the island*e proprietor, "ajor Duncan
'otheson, opposed the Board*s plans to create 131 new holdings on the
fanes of Salson, Dress, Garnish, Ardroll, Orinaay end Otiaervny on the
grounds that they were not suitable for crofts and that ho would lose
(91)
more by way of rent than he would gain by way of compensation.* '
Lady Dordon Cnthcart adopted a similar stance with regard to tho
proposed subdivision of a number of florae in South Hist whore, it wm
pointed out in the course of the cursor,
Lome of the applicants in anticipation of getting
land had kept stock for almost two years, and ....
had to struggle hard to maintain that stock
desolations to the effect that "if the Board of Agriculture would not
hurry up there would be nothing for it but to seise the land" began to
(93)
bo paused at meetings in these end other areas.v And in December
1913 the Levis farm of Eeef was occupied by cottars floa adjacent
townships.'- ":J
39 • Lee, -■oumittee on land ettlfc-aent, 1926, 9-101 3oA3, 3rd Dep.,
1915* xii-xvli? " 4th Bep«, 1910, 'vi-vlij Otad. Sec. for .Scotland,
Aeao. on i'ieef, 4 Dec. 1913, Crofting files, AF 67/61.
■JO, klciiltftd Lava. 15 March 1913*
91. Kicoluon, Lord of the Isles, I960, 129? Statement of Schemes
in « ewis, I Dec. 1913," Crofting Files, F 67/6I.
92. Obtm flaos. 21 Luna 1913* Also, Fol. Hep., Iochboindole,
25 June 1913, Crofting Files, F 67/142.
93. vd&and l;ows. 2 Aug. 1913. Also, highland lews, June-slug. 1913.
94. rol. -ops., ;iaveg, 5, 19 3®c. 1913, crofting Files, AF 67/61.
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A letter from the rr.idorn to the Scottish Office made their
position and predicament crystal clear:
Ife were applying for land since the year 1908.
Applying to the proprietor at first and then to
the C•!)•£• and latterly to the Land Court • •#•
We were getting replies giving neither encourage aent
or discouragement, an if the whole proceedings were
in mockery. The only reply we get now i® "that our
applications are under consideration"# Anyhow wo
were believing we would get land and that caused us
to remain at homo in anticipation of getting to work
on the land and that was not in our favour as v© did
not go elsewhere for work. If we won't hove immediate
possession we shell be compelled to dispose of our
stock which m were diligently gathering and keeping
together in order to have some for the new land ...
As is well known an Act of Parliament was passed to
give land to the landless and as is equally well
known no land was received by anyone under the Act*
jurely no one can blame ub for the steps wo have
decided to take• But whether we got blamed or not
is of no moment. He have suffered long enough as we
are and though we were to suffer in another way it
(g%)
would hardly be worse off than w© w©ro.v'"
Beef, its occupants declared, "was for ages cultivated by smellholders
before the clearances" # ^ But whatever their moral and historical
95# - to Jnd. Sec. for Scotland, 3 Feb. 1914* Crofting Piles,
AF 67/62. For the protection of persons still living the
Crofting Pile® are closed to the public from c.1913 onwards.
I am grateful to the Sept. of Agriculture and Fisheries for
Scotland for permission to consult these files and have readily
agreed to protect the privacy of individuals (other than public
personages whose identity ia, in any case* well known) mentioned
in them. Hence the blanks in this and subsequent footnotes#
96. Scotsman, 31 bee. 1913* Also, Pol. lisp#, Jtiaveg, 1 Doc. 1913,
Crofting Pile®, AP 67/61.
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rights to it their legal claims to the far® were non-existent and
Matheeon thus had no difficulty in obtaining court orders forbidding
the offending cottars from trespassing on hie property* The court's
instructions, as was usual in such cases, were ignored and the raiders
f 97)
sentenced to sir weeks imprisonment. ' But their actions, as the
undersecretary of state for Scotland wrote at the time, were both "a
symptom and a warning''f a timely indication of the "widespread dis¬
satisfaction at the slowpprogress in squiring holdings under the AeV'S^
- nd the troubles at heef were not unsurprisingly accompanied by raids
on farms in harm and »outh t-iot and followed, in the spring and early
summer, by illegal occupations of lands elsewhere in the Hebrides.
hike the Irish problem, the suffragette movement and the endemic
labour unrest which belie ddvardinn Britain's retrospective aura of
prosperity and tranquillity, the growing- discontent among the Highland's
landless population was submerged in the wider and more awful violence
of the European war which broke out in August 1914* And when that war
was finally over attitudes to Highland land, like attitudes to much else,
wore found to have undergone a number of not insignificant changes.
The exigencies of the war itself, it was true, had caused land settlement
to be practically suspended.^00' But its suspension had been
97, ^ootaaaan. 20 A&rch 1914 •
90. leao. on Beef, 4 Bee. 1913, Crofting filea, AF 67/61.
99* Pol. .;ep., Locbboisdale, 17 Jiov. 1913, Crofting Files, A.F 67/1421
Pol. dep., Barra, 11 Jan. 1914, Crofting Piles, AP 67/143?
Pol. Hep., Cbbe, 7 Feb. 1914, Crofting Piles, AP 67/145?
IIl/Mand Hews. 16 May, 1 . ug» 1914? Oban Tinea. 18 July 1914.
100. Hoc, 3oAS, 4th Hep., 1916, x-xi? 5th Hep., 1915, vii-iz? etc.
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accompanied by repeated asfaurances that one© the war hod been von "the
land question in the highland©1' would, as T.d. Aorrison, Lord Advocate
Lloyd-George•a coalition government declared at Inverness in 1917»
he Bottled once and for all ... everyone is agreed
that tfeo people of the Highlands rxxmt he placed in
possession of the soilS101*
Such promises, like the rest of the "homes fit for heroes" rhetoric
of the time, wero more freely made than keot. They did, however,
represent a genuine real lament of opinion, typified by the new fmmd
liberal and Unionist unity on the need for a comprehensive lend
settlement policy in the Highlands and the waning of proprietorial
opposition to such a policyand caused, in part at least by a
dawning realisation that land redistribution, though radical, even
socialist, in origin and a vital component of the Bolshevik1© success
in Hubs is might help to preserve rather than destroy the existing social
order which, in the years Immediately following the war, more than once
seemed in danger of imminent collapse, "The dread of Marxism", as
well as a sense of public gratitude to Highland servicemen, was - it
was noted in a document drafted in the Scottish Office in the 1920s -
responsible for the widespread advocacy of land settlements
a landholder had no time for revolution ... the holder
feels h© ha® a stake in hi© country and his face is
turned toward© stability and security*^0"*'
101* Glasgow herald. 5 Oct. 1917.
162. Loe, e.g. Olas/paw Herald. 6 Dec. 1917, 26 May 1919*
10J. 3.30, on Land Jettloaent, n.d., (but probably - and not
insignificantly - 1926, the year of the General Strike),
Allotment© and Smallholdings Files, AF 66/57*
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Political commitment - ©von when inspired by fear of Bolshevism -
vers on© thing? legislation another. The tentative additions made to
the Board of Agriculture's lend {settlement powers in 1916^*^ did
n<A-
nothing to jaellify irate feelings in the Highlands where lend raids,
temporarily stilled by the war, shoved every sign of commencing once
again. In the spring of 1917, for example, lands were seised at
2censer in Gkye and at Goligarry in Barra#^®^ And ee was remarked
in a police report on events at loligarry, the war had evidently done
nothing to waken the cottars* resolve to possess the land eo long
denied to them
... then© has grown up with the Her a new feeling,
a determination to east aside legal methods and, by
feres of selsurs, obtain what they doom their rights.
They openly state their position thus. "«hy is it
that our husbands and eons who are serving their
country - some killed and some wounded - cannot obtain
*••• a plane to build a decent bouse upon? why is it
that the Government asks us to cultivate the land, yet
will not give us the land to cultivate? Why is it
that two eld bachelors .... are allowed to have all
Soligarry lands for themselves, while we who are
risking our sons' lives to defend that land can by no
means obtain an inch of it?"^^
Asked by some of the women involved in the raid on oligarry, those
questions were soon to be repeated by people in Tiree and Sutherland.
104. Additions represented by the Small Holdings Colonies Act and the .
■Bailors and Joldiers (Gifts for Land Settlements) Act.
105. Ucottish Office Homo., 10 July 1917* Crofting Files, AF 67/299?
Pol. Sep., Sarra, 26 March 1917* Crofting Files, AF 67/143.
106. supplementary a©p. on -oligerry, 7 Hov. 1917* Crofting Files,
AF 67/143.
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In January 1913 a lumber of cottars froa the Tire# township of
Coruaigbeg took possession of a thirteen acre field on dolephetrish fax*
and at once proceeded to prepare it for a spring planting of potatoes.
Their actions, they said, were dictated by thoir own poverty and by the
government'o injunctions to increase agricultural production. The
prime ainicter, they pointed cut, "had asked the people to get food
and that was what they were doing". had thoy wore doing it, moreover,
on land which would have been settled by the Hoard of Agriculture before
the war, had not the amount of compensation demanded by landlord and
tenant been too high. The raiders were all old men - two at least
being in their seventies - and all had sons on active service. hut none
of that prevented then froa being sentenced to ten days imprisonment as
a result of legal proceedings initiated by the Duke of Argyll, the
island's owner.Argyll, however, was not alone in his endeavours
to build a brave new post-war world. That summer a group of cottars
from the Sutherland township of Portgover took over a mall portion of
ono of the very many sheep farms on the Duke of Sutherland's estate.
One of the raiders was a widow whose two sons were then at the front
line in France. ith her companions she was jailed for ten dnys.^3^
As far as the Highland's nobility wore concerned, it appeared,not a
great deal had changed since the clearances.
Between parliamentarians' pledges and the all too harsh realities
of the cottar population's existence there was thus a yawning gap of
mutual mistrust. Events in Tireo and Sutherland had their less
dramatic counterparts in the diets; end with the demobilisation in
107, hoe, Glasgow Herald. 3, 9» 23 April 191-3; ebon Timor, 16 feb.,
30 March, 13, 20 April 1913.
103. Glasgow Herald. 20 July 1913.
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1919 of tho very many ,/oini - end lcndlesr. " tghlandem and Hebridenna
who had noon service in the war the demand for holdings became, aa
the Board of Agriculture reported, more insistent than over.^0^
"Then we wore in the trenches down to our hr.eeo in mud and blood",
remarked a Harris cottar, "we wore promised all good things when we
should return home victorious" "He returned home", wrote
another ex-serviceman, "firmly believing that tho promised land would
be given us". ^ The reverse, however, proved to be the coco.
Bxceooive costs, lack of powers, limited funds, unduly high expectancyt
these are the phrases that characterised official thinking on Highland
land settlement in the twelve months following the armistice with
Germany in November 1918* And nowhere, during this period, were
the problems and frustrations of landleesnose more acute than in Lewie.
That there woo not enough land in Lewis to provide holdings for
all its people was common knowledge - among tho island's cottars as
well as aaong tho seemingly endless procession of commissions of
enquiry into Lewis' uniquely insoluble agrarian problem.But to
tho former at least that was a, situation which made the existence of
the island's larger farms more, and not less, intolerable than it would
109. BoAS, 6th Sep., 1919> x-xi. Also, Chan Times, 26 Get. 1913.
110. tomoyry Gasotte. 23 Eov. 1919*
111. Glasgow Herald. 13 Aug. 1920.
112. Gee, BoAS, 7th Sep., 1919, xil-xiii. Also, Bote on "Raiding"
in the Hebrides, 24 Feb* 1923, Crofting Files, AF 67/159*
113. 'oo, inter al., Bap. Sep., 101; DFC Sep., xxiv;
Condition of Lovla, 1902, civ? COB, Final Bap®, vii-viii•
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otherwise have been. And in 191?, when foi.tr lewis seamen wrote to
the editor of the newly founded 3 tomeway Gazette to express the hope
that his paper would "help us to get the land of our forefathers, that
they were deprived of cruelly to make room for the sheep and grouse
and the sporting Oaeunwaeh"fV H4i farms — under pressure since the
l330e — were clenrly due for division into crofts. That, at any rate
was the wartime government*s opinion. In dune 1)11 the Board of
griculture began preparing a lewis land settlement scheme which was to
be enacted at the end of the war and which was to involve practically
every scrap of the island's potentially arable land. And the island
then being up for sale, the covemncnt considered buying it in its
entirety.If lewis had then passed into public ownership its
post-war history would undoubtedly have been more peaceful, if
considerably loss eventful, than proved to be the case. In the avent,
however, it woe purchased for f143,000 by lord Toverhulne, o man who
had made a fortune from the manufacture and promotion of mess produced
soape and who planned to spend a part of that fortune on the economic
development of hie large but by no means prosperous Febridoan estate —
to the benefit, he hoped, of its inhabitants and to the eventual profit
of himself.^116^
Unable to understand an attachment to the land that transcended
the calculations of profit and lose which hod ruled his own life,
Jovorhulme had llttlo time for crofters and still less for crofting
which ho thought of as a decidedly uncommercial mode of living. And
that anyone should wish to extend such a system was, quite literally,
114« tomow-y Ucaotte, 10 larch 1917*
115* lomo. on Lewis, 23 Oct. 192G, Crofting Files, A? 67/252?
■tornoway Gazette, 9 Kov. 1917 ♦
116. ?he controversy aroused qy Lovorhulae'e activities continues
still. Tor a full, though distinctly pro-Lev©rhulme account of
them, see, Kicoloon, Lord of the Isles. I960, passim.
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outwith his comprehension. Load settlement, ho informed the hoard
of Agrioultur©, w "a gross waste of public money" and, in his
opinion, "the only solution of the land question in Lewis" was to be
found in his own planned development of the island'a fishing industry.
That Lewis was in need of economic aid of some description was cert inly
all too plain* Jven before the war, Lewiaaen's by now tradition?!
source of work and income, the herring industry, was beginning to fail
them ~ largely because of the lower .manpower needs of a fleet that was
(313)
being remodelled around modem steaa drifters.v ' And after the war,
when the industry's long established markets in central and eastern
Surope were denied to it by revolutionary turmoil and politically
motivated trade embargoes, there began a prolonged and disastrous slump
officially summed up thus?
Formerly, lewisaen went in considerable numbers
as hired men on the Saat coast fishing boats? but
the general depression of the herring fishing
industry now leaves fewer* openings of this kind ...
and taking ... the burame? and Autumn herring fishery
an a whole it any be said that only a few hundred
Lewisraen now get employment in this fashion. '
ao bleak were employment prospects on the east coast that, in tho
summer of 1920, not a few of the men who made their way there in
/120)
search of work had to borrow the money they needed to get home again.* '
117. II. i-I§cOregor and Co. to BoAS, 9 Oct. 1919 » Crofting Files,
AF 67/248. Also, 9eAS, 7th dep., 1919, xi.
113. Heport on the social and conomic Conditions of the Highlands,
April 1924, Congested district Board Filee, AF 42/9702, p.23
119. Ibid., 12.
120. ...• to mow: y Ckaetts. 24 Sept. 1920.
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Anigretlon began to r5.se and the monulntion of lewis to fall for the
first time In at least two hundred year®. And with the island*®
inshore white fisheries also in trouble,C*2*) its crofters and cottars
were conaeouently in no way op posed in principle to Ieverhulmc *®
ounloyment-^y^viding schemes.
They were, however, justifiably sceptical of their new landlord's
claims that the development of Stornaway as a herring port equipped
with canneries, arocosslrtq factories and all the other paraphernalia of
industrialised fishing, would bring economic salvation in its wr !:o.
Ton - used to the vagaries of the fisheries and more awe,re than
levorhulae of the dimensions of the current crisis in the herring
industry - a crisis which contributed more than kin subsequent disputes
with his inland*s population to I.evorhulae*o ultimate failure in the
Hebrides - lewis* cottar® were not prepared to trust their island*® owner
tb the extent of abandoning their claims to the land.^*2^ nd it was
at this motet that Jeverhulme's ambitions and those of Lewis * large
landless peculation came into - as it proved — irreconcilable conflict}
a conflict beautifully preserved in this account, by one of the Board
of Agriculture *b representatives, of a meeting between lord : everival me
end o group of hie didsident tenantry. Leyerimlae is addressing
the crowds
And then there appeared in the next few minutes the
most graphic word picture it is possible to imagine -
a .great fleet of fishing boats - a large fish-canning
factory {alx*eady a tax-ted) - railways - an electric
power station5 then one could see the garden city
grow - steady work, steady pay, beautiful houses for
121. Collier, Crofting Problem. 1953, S2-82f Fraser-Darlteg,
.jest ;■:ighland survey. 1955» 347-343.
122. ^ee, acotaaan. 1 July 19191 liicolson, lord of the Isle®, I960,
1401 A.Coddes, The .Cole of ! evls and Harris, Sdlnburgk, 1955»
265-267.
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all - every modern convenience and comfort. The
insecurity of their present income was referred to?
the squalor of their present houses deftly compared
with tho conditions in the new earthly paradise.
Altogether it wna a masterpiece? and it produced
its effect? little cheers eaate involuntarily from a
few here and there - more cheersI - general cheersII ...
And just then, while the artist was still adding
skilful detail, there was a dramatic interruption.
One of the ringleaders managed to rouse himself
from the spell, and in an impassioned voice addressed
the crown in Gaelic, and this is what he said*
*S® so, fhiribhI Cha dean so gnothachl
Bhelreadh am bodach rall-bheulach sin chre ids inn oimn
gu*a bheil dubh goal *s goal dubhl Ciod © dhuinn na
brundairean briagha aige, a thig no nach tig' *S« am
fearann thn sinn eg isrraldh. Agua *ae tha mine a
faighneachd (turning to fane lord Leverhulm© and pointing
dramatically towards him; i an toir thu dhuinn em
fearann?" The effect was electrical. The crowd
roared thoir approbation.
Lord Levershulra© looked bewildered at this, to him,
torrent of unintelligible sounds, bat when the frenzied
cheering with which it was greeted died down he spoke.
"I am sorry I It is my great misfortune that I
do not understand the Gaelic language. But perhaps
my interpreter will translate for 110 what ha® been said?"
Laid the interpreter* "I am afraid, Lord Leverhulme,
that It will I)© impossible for me to convey to you in
English what has been so forcefully said in tho older
tongue; but I will do say beat'* - and his best was a
masterpiece, not only in words but in ton© and gesture
and general effects
"Come, nomo, men! This will not doI This honey¬
mouthed man would have us believe that black is white and
white is black. jhi era not concerned with hie fancy
dreams that racy or may not come trueI 'hat to want in
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the lend - and the question I put to him now is « will
m m 3te ,^?w
The translation evoked a further round of cheering*
A voice me heard to sayi
"Hot so bod for a poor language like the LnglieJiJ"
Lord Leverkulae's picture, so skilfully painted was
shattered in the artist's hamdl^2"^
In that confrontation are echoes of everything that this thesis la
about - and many of the reasons for the failure of Laverhulme, and of
other planners before and since, to develop the Highland economy while
simultaneously winning the trust and respect of the region's population*
Believing that "the agitation for land mo old fashioned and
irrelevant", (* ) declaring that "the retention of the whole of the
existing fanas in Lewis is an essential foundation of the schemes I
have for development",(*^ anfj threatening that "If the farms are
taken I shall be forced to stop the development work",^*2^
lovorhulme was implacably opposed to land redistribution in general and
to the subdivision of the fterss of Coll and dress in partlcula*.
Situated within a few miles of Stornoway they were needed, he declared
repeatedly, to supply the town with milk — an argument which, like his
dislike ef crofting agriculture per ee, became something of an
obsession with hia.^12"^ To Robert Jtunro, secretary of state for
cotland, to the Board of Agriculture and, above all, to Lewis* many
123* C. MacDonald, Highland Journey* Edinburgh, 1943, 143-144*
124* Kicoleon, Lord of the Isles* I960, 153.
125* Ioverhulme to 0* Murray, "tP., 11 Aug. 1919» Crofting ?lleo,
jxF 67/251.
126. Ibid.
127* licoluon, Lord of the Isles. 1J6j, 129-130, 179-132.
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hundreds of applicants for holdings, I.everhulme *s ant i-oe1tleaent
stance was very far froa being acceptable, hovovt;r,^''^ And it was
perhaps unfortunate that the government, in the person of its Scottish
secretary, allottod itself to be persuaded - in much the same way that
the cottars1 meeting described above was persuaded — thai the lewis
land settlement programme should be suspended!
until Lord LeverlmLrae should have en opportunity of
showing whether by the development of his schemes he
would convince the Lewicaen that it waa in thetcbeet
interests to fall in with his proposals and cease their
demands for smallholding®.^^'
Froa the first, however, Lord Jevorhulme^ chances of meeting these
criteria seemed remote — not least because of the fact that in the
coring of 1919 a number of cottars, most of them exeervicemen, occupied
Coll and Green farae.^"^
The r&iderc' motives and juotificr tions were simple. ""'hile we
fill)
were engaged in our country*© battles", ' said one man who had first
applied fbr a holding in 1906,
promises without number were mad© that ... the land from
which our forefathers wore evicted would be dfeced in our
possession ... «hile we were fighting nothing seemed too
good for us, but now that the enemy has been overcome,
through our help, thee© promises seem to take time In
being fulfilled
123. Ibid., 133, 143. Also, BeAS, 7th Hep., 1919, xi.
129. Memo, on Lewis, 23 Oct. 1920, Crofting Files, AF 67/252.
130. Stornoway Gazette, 14, 23 March 1919» - to BoAS 27 April 1919,
Crofting Fileu, .F 67/251? Pol. .lap., d tomoway, 3 pril 1919,
Crofting Files, A? 67/234.
131. Several of the raiders had been decorated for gallaitry in action.
Scottish Hffice ieao., 23 - pril 1923, Crofting Filos, AF GT/}26»
1-" • - Ovto-ai;, 26 ay 1919.
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And the conditions in which they and their families lived, the
raiders pointed out in a letter to Robert Munro, were no longer to
be tolerated*
tve were squatting under revolting conditions in hovels
situated on other aen*s crofts. Into ono of those
hovels, containing two apartments, no fewer than 25
people were crowded. Our families were suffering
unapoakably not only from insufficient eccommodc-tion
but also from want of raillc and other food while
hundreds of acres of good land were lying untilled at
our doors.
The raiders thus considered that they had been "reluctantly compelled
to take matters into (their; own hands^b4} and having once
installed themselves they were not to be easily .moved by all ievor-
huimo•a appeals and blandishments• lie was not at all opposed to the
proprietor's plans, one raider remarked. hut he ''wonted to have land
whatever happened"«,#.e £©v»ght for this land in franco",
declared another, "and we're prepared to die for it in Lewis.
In April, therefore, tho farm's occupants planted potatoes on
their "croft©" at ureesj and as if to show that Leverhulase'© troubles
were not to bo confined to that particular locality, Galson - a faxm
on the other side of the island and the scene of considerable violence
in the lddQs^"^ — was again subjected to a number of illegal
incursions.^**.doewhere in north—west .>cotlonu, meanwhile, there
lii. - to dunro, lb Oct. 1220, Crofting files, AF 67/254*
114* Ibid*
135* v tomo way Onsetto. 24 Oct. 1>1^*
I30. wcotsxan. 21 say U1J»
117* jujovo, Ghap.10.
lib. gJ&BBBSM. 2, J fay
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wex^e similar atmifestations of steadily gtowing discontent. Befor-e
1919 wao over, lands had boon asisod in Harris and in Horth and South
Uiot. - developments that were acooapanied by threats to occupy
t&x®» in areas as far apart as Tire®, Sutherland and tester lions.
.nd it was against this haokground of virtual guerilla warfare between
the north-west Highland's cottar population and the authorities that
the coalition government's hand battlement (Scotland} Bill finally
passed into law on 2jrd December 19X9 1'
The 1919 Bet - which a Highland newspaper described as the first measure
to have "any real chance" of establishing "a contented people on the
coil of their native land",'*^^ and which the luko of Sutherland hoped
would finally lay "that ghost of unrest which has haunted the Highland
glens for so long"'^'^ - .greatly extended the powers and responsibil¬
ities of the Board of Agriculture to which it granted soao £2.75 a»
for settlement purposes. 'disabled to advance substantial loans to
holders in order to allow the.a to take over the stocks of newly settled
sheep farms as well m to buy seeds, fertilisers and implements of every
kind, the Board was also authorised to coapulsorily purchase lends for
settlement. And since purchase procedures, though by no means rapid,
were much less complex than those involved in the Board's enforcing -
139* for details boo, Aemo. on head beisure at deamg, IB July 1919*
Crofting Files, A? 67/145? Scottish Office Homo, 20 Nov. 1919,
Crofting Files, AF 67/152? demo, on Aakerniah, 10 March 1920,
Crofting Files, A? 67/142? BoAS to 9hd. See. for Scotland,
9 „oc, 1920, Crofting Files, AF 67/152.
14f. Scottish Office ,*eaoe., 19 Aug. 1919, 21 hov. 1919, 11 Feb. 1920,
Crofting Files, AF 67/65, I65.
141. BoAS, 3th Ben., 1920, xi.
142. Highland Hews, 3 Jan. 1920.
!43. Hancarfl, 5th 3er., (lords), 37, 1919, col. 920.
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under the provisions of the 19X1 Act - land settlement schemes on
privately owned land, the majority of the crofts established after
1919 were constituted on lands bought for that purpose by the state,
the settlers and any crofters already on the property becoming the
crofting tenants of the Board of Agriculture'1^
Despite the fact that "instructions wore given that lend was to
he BocuJOd as quickly as possible" and that the question of cost was
"to ho a secondary consideration",^1 the 1919 Act provided no
instant or automatic solution to the problem of landlossness in the
Highlands and Hebrides. The complexities of the purchase negotiations
in which the Board was then involved meant that in 1920 only 227
applicants were actually settled on new holdlngs'1^^ while among
the many landless families whose ambitions soemod as far from
realisation as they had ever been, "suspicion and resentment" not
unnaturally increased.^^ And from the time and money which the
Board and its officials spent satisfying the claims of the landlords
from whom it bought its growing number of ©states, the crofting
community drew an inevitable conclusion. "From the conduct cf the
Board", declared a group of Skye cottars,
it oan easily he seen that they are prejudiced against
the landless people, doing*5their ut»ost to protect end
please the landowners'1^
144* Coaaittoo on Land iettloraent. 1928, 11-131 3oA3,3th Hep.,
1920, xij Hoto on "Balding" in the Hebrides, 24 Feb. 1923,
Crofting Files, AF 67/1591 DoAii, 27th Hep., 192?, 36. Hence
the large number of crofters who are today the tenants of the
Dept. of Agriculture.
145* eoaaittoo on hand Ssttleaent. 1923, 33*
146. BoAS, 9th Hop., 1921, xiv.
147* Qbon lines. 7 Aug. 1920.
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It was on opinion that events in Lewis did. little to refute#
In January 1920 the farms of Coll and areas, from which the
raiders had withdrawn the previous autumn, were reoccupied and, by
way of confirming their intention of staying, their expropriators
began to build houses upon thesa.^"^ Levorhulme promptly retaliated
by dismissing from his employment every nan from the district of Back
in which the disputed farms were situated - conduct thai was a®
f 150)
indiscriminate as it was dictatorial# On this occasion, however,
the raiding aas "on a larger scale end of a more determined nature"
than at any time since the lu30ej^-^ end far from intimidating the
island's cottar population leverhulao's action merely generated more
hostility ~ the happenings at Coll and Gross being quickly emulated on
f 152)
other farms in the south and west of Lewis. ' a©verting to more
conciliatory tactics, I.everhulme offered to provide the raiders with
quarter acre allotments of arable land or ton. acre crofts to be
constituted on the common gruuings of existing townships. But both
plans were rejected.Determined not to surrender, Leverhulmo
then attempted to split the Lewis crofting community and arouse public
opinion against the raiders by halting all his building pocegraaaes - an
action which aoant the loss to Levis of a weekly wage bill calculated
149# op, «-b Jan., 4, 'j .®b, 19r0j .■.'..■w ■ ...
q^ette# 2CT5ab. 1920.
150. %lu.Bgov Herald. 10-13 Feb. 1920.
151. demo, on Levis, 28 Oct. 1920, Crofting File©, AP 67/252.
152. Pol. Rep., Jig, 14 April 1920, Crofting Piles, A.F 67/239.
Also, boottish Office demo., 14 Feb. 1920, Crofting Files,
AF 67/65.
153# Glasgow Herald. 13, 21 April 1920. The letter was also
unwelcome to crofters who had no wish to lose any of their
none too adequate pastures. dlrsqow Herald, A Dec. 1920.
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to exceed Si, 000,***^ but which had the good effect of ecus lag the
Scottish secretary to decide that something would have to be done to
"mitigate the situation" in the island. Since the passing of the
Land Settlement Act lunro pointed out in a letter to Levcrhulae,
settlement schemes had been initiated in a considerable and steadily
growing number of places. Only in Lewie, where requests for holdings
had been most strongly voiced "and where expectations had been held out
before the war of substantial concessions to the popular demand*', had
absolutely nothing been done. In such circumstances, the secretary of
state concluded, "the action of the raiders, while legally wrong and
punishable, was et least intelligible".^*^
That summer, however, I.everhulme won a series of notable victoria®
in whet he ms incrensingly prone to think of an hie war with Hurts,
the Gonrd of /.griculture end the occupants of Coll and Gross. Having
conceded the need for land settlement schemes on the west coast of the
island, he intimated his intention of keeping the east coast farms
intact, announced that his development projects would not be resumed
until Coll end Green wore vacated and, on that basis, conducted a series
of meetings in every part of Lewi® at which he not imsurprieIngly -
considering the amount of employment and money at stake - succeeded in
winning majority support for his stance. The Beard, however,
remained unpereuaded*
154. Glasgow Herald. i, 1G day, 9 June 1920.
155» .'lunro to Leverhulae, li June 1920, Crofting Files, AF 67/254*
136. bee, Leverbulno to Kunro, 21 June, <i July, 10 Aug. 1920,
Crofting Files, ' F 67/;-54. And reports of meetings in
Glasgow lierald, 10, 20 Sept. 1920.
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The situation aooeare to the Board to be that lord
levorhulae is now endeavouring to prevent them from
carrying out tae duties of Land settlement imposed
upon them by Parliament by threatening to withdraw his
schemes for developing the island unless the Board
further suspend their operations in regard to Lewis.
The Board feels that the time has now come when it
is their clear duty to proceed with (at any rate) a
partial scheme of land settlement in Jewln.^^'
trith that view the illegal occupants of foil and Tress would - had they
been informed of it - have cordially concurred. Becnlling how promptly
the British government of 1887 had despatched its troops to put down
unrest in Lewis they contended, with understandable bitterness end
cynicism, that "the Government was always ready to enforce the law when
unfavourable to the landless", rnd added that it hod perhaps been too
much to erect "that when it is favourable to them it will be enforced
without delay*. ^15^
But in October 1920, aware of their growing isolation in 7owls,
the raiders allowed the lord advocate - who visited the island for
that purpose - to persuade them to withdraw .from the disputed farms,^^9)
By leaving, they made clear, they were not abandoning their claims -
merely giving the Board time to put a settlement scheme Into operation
and allowing Leverhulrae to recommence his various activities on the
island. And rightly or wrongly they went with the belief that they had
boon given Man undertaking that if wo would withdraw ... the 'Board of
Agriculture would deal with our demand for holdings". The lord
157* BoASt confidential Memo, on lewis, 22 Oct. 1990, Crofting
Tiles, AJ? 67/ 254•
158. ■Jlsogow .uuv-id. 4 ucc. 1J2Q*
159. T.3. Morrison, Hep. on Lewis, 12 Oct. 1920, Crofting Tiles,
AT 67/254.
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advocate was convinced bo had given no ouch undertaking.(/„nd
(
In such a^understandings wore the seeds of future troubles. 3ut
the truce thus achieved in Lewis did at least allow more attention to
bo paid to events elsewhere in northwest Scotland - events which
showed that Lewis* cottars* discontents were widely shared.
The spring of 1920 was marked by®ids on lands in Worth Hist, on the
MacLeod estate in Skye, and on a fte.su in Esafiay. And in the
cummer the focus of attention shifted to the north ecact of Sutherland
where cottars from the townships of 'ielvlch and Portelcerrn too?c
possession of a sheep farm promised thorn by the i>uko of Sutherland in
1915 but sold by him four years later.conjunction with
contemporary happenings in Levis and the fact that almost fifty other
farms were currently being threatened with illegal occupations or
incursions of one kind or another, those developments helped to
justify the Duke of Sutherland * s August declarat ion that there woo a
"danger of the Highlands becoming something like Ireland" - then
enmeshed in its people's violent struggle for independence? end
certainly seemed to bear out his contention that the Board of Agricult¬
ure vac "displaying on nttitu 3c of helplessness in meeting the
o ituet ion" • ^
160. - to Hunro, 16 Oct. 1?20, Croft In,' Files, AF 67/254?
- to tunro, 20 Dec. 1920* Crofting Files, AF 67/128.
Also, Glasgow .Herald. 19, 29 Nov., 1, 4 Dec. 1920.
161. Olasgow I'er-1d, 16 Feb., 2? March, 13 April 1920? Oban Times.
21 Feb., 27 March 1920? Pel. Rep., Portree, 13 April 1920,
Crofting Files, AT 67/49.
162. Glasgow Herald. 23 June, 3 -Tuly, 11 Oct. 1920? dep. on the
Raiding of Xlrktovn Farm (and related papers), Crofting Files,
AF 67/65.
161. BqaS, 9th dep., 1921, xaiii - nix. Also, tho relevant papers
in Crofting Files, AF 67/147-143.
I64. Che n rimes. 7 Aug. 1920.
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?h© winter of 1920-21, moreover, brought a mold Increase In
tension and a more and more widespread tendency on the peri of th©
Hebrides* landless copulation to resort to direct notion against the
farms which they had coveted for so Ion1*. In December, in what was
onid to be "one of the largest raids that has taken place in the Western
Isles",*^5) severni thousand acres of farmland in Berth Mist were
occupied tsy a large number of cotters.Hundreds of sheep and
cattle having been driven off, an Immediate start was made on building
huts and houses eyed on preparing the land for cultivation. And by
March over 30 acres had been ploughed while an area twice that size
had been thoroughly manured and otherwise made ready for turning over.
Handed court orders which instructed them to cult the lands they had
seised the raiders refused to budge, one of them remarking with
understandable asperitys "Me don*t care a damn for the Sheriff.
Me are soldiers" # ^*^7,/
Haying been eventually arrested, six of the -more defiant of the
farms * occupants were sentenced to two months Imprisonment.^ 3ut
as a Skya cotter remarked in an exaspemied letter to the Board, of
Agriculture - a letter which, like the statement of his IJorth Mist
compatriot, reflected his recent military experiences
It will not frighten ud although people irre imprisoned
for land raiding — better that than four years under
German firo.^
165* v limes. 13 dec, 1920.
166. glasgow Iioraid. 9, 13 .jgc.1920j v. * Lacs. 13, 25 tec. 1920.
167 • iol. dep., Clachun, 14 Feb. 1921, Crofting Files, AF 67/152.
163. Memo. on Land Leisures on Balr&nald Letate, 16 ..ug. 1921,
Crofting Files, AF 67/152.
169. - to BoAS, 7 Pec. 1921, Crofting Files, AF 67/143.
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And In South "Hot, where exservicemen were publicly declaring their
intention to "fight this time for ourselves end not for others" and
where the sheep ferae of hrlaorc and Bremlsdale wore occupied by
cottars in the opening weeks of 1321, the same very general sentiments
obviously provr IlDd.^*"^
"Proa past experience", the Bouth Ulet raiders announced, they
were convinced that the only way to get the Board of Agriculture to
novo" was to -"take the law into their own hands - a view with
which the .Board naturally and vehemently disagreed, arguing, for
example, that
ihough the Beard have in cone cases promoted schemes
on raided lands it Is not the case that scheme has
followed on raid as effect on causa, but rather that
the raiders disturbed a situation which was tending
towards solution.
Such exercises in semantics, however, did littlo to shake the Board's
many critics' conviction that its own dilatoriness was more then
anything oloe responsible for the unrest in the Highlands,^''' and
equally little to dispell the aura of mistrust and confusion surrounding
the Board's intentions in the Hebrides.
0
In 1921, admittedly, some progress was made in the diets where
settlement achorion were officially inaugurated on several of the receily
re ided forms. In Harris, however, there were a number of raids
170. - to Bald, j Aug. 1920, Crofting Piles, AF 67/152; Pol. Hep.,
-itoneybridge, 19 Jan. 1921, loc. cit.
171. Oban Times. 13 Dec. 1320. Also, - to BoAS, 25 Oct. 1922,
crofting Piles, AP 67/151.
172. Note on "laiding" in the Hebrides, 24 Peb. 1923, Crofting Piles,
AF 67/159. Also, 3oA3, 9th hep., 1921» xix.
173* s the Board itself admitted BoAS, 10th Hep., 1922, 23.
174. BoAii, 10th Hep., 1922, 21-22; Oban Times, 19 tarch 1921.
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on farmland in the vicinity Of Rodelp*^' while in Reaesy the ex~
eervieemen who hod appropriated a field near Raaaay House in March 1120
were joined, in the spring of 1921, by a party of raiders from the
nearby island of Horn to which a suiter of families from the southern
end of Ra&aay - the pert of the island claimed by the raiders - had
been removed during the clearances of the l^Os*^^ Conditions on
Rone., the Scottish Land Court had reported in 1920, wore "Miserable in
the extreme", the land being of "the -noorent quality*1 and the houses <£
"the most primitive description". "It is difficult to know", the
Court concluded, "how anyone can carry on under such conditions, and
£177)
still mora so to understand how a living can be obtained."x ' Rlth
that view, Rona#s applicants for holdings in Saaeay wore in full
'preomen11
The circurafltences under which we live here are most
deplorable, th© mlr.ee being hardly fit for goats, far
leuti huaan beings, while the good land on the south end
of Raasey from which we could have a decent living and
for which the best of our manhood hee bled and died in
slanders and elsewhere Is as a sporting ground for an
{173)
independent Rnglish gentleman.
The gentleman in question, acting in conjunction with Raaaay's
owners - the Glasgow firm of HUltaa i3aird and Co. which had worked
17p. foil dep., heverburgfc, lj July 1921* Crofting files, AF 67/1461
Hot® on "Raiding" in the Hebrides, 24 Feb. 1923, Crofting Files,
AF 67/159*
176. fol. dep., Portree, ) April 1921, Crofting files, A# 67/149?
Glasgow Herald, 5 Roy 1921? B0A8, 10th Rep., 1922, 22. For
the clearances on ftaasay see above, Chap. 5.
177« c ban, .. iuac, lj> Jan. 1921.
173. - to JoJw, 19 Feb. 1920, crofting Files, AJP 67/149*
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(179)
the island's ironstone deposits during the vsrx - at once initiated
legal proceedings against the raiders vho had began to rebuild some of
the ruined houses at Fearas - one of the townships cleared seventy
years before - and to prepare their "holdings" for immediate cultiv¬
ation.^*®^ Instructed to relinquish the lends they had seised the
raiders refused, thereupon five of them were sentenced to forty days
imprisonment^* an outcome which provoked an altogether understand* hie
feeling of outrage on Ransoy and Rone. A mass meeting vrs summoned.
And to Lloyd-George and Robert dunro, to whom copies of the unanimously
adopted resolutions were despatched, it tr.o pointed out
that the offence of these men was that ... they
reclaimed at their own expense for food production
small patches of extensive arable land on the island
of Ihoasay now devoted to the rearing of sheep and
deer ... (and)that the sentences constitute an
outrage troon and am insult to the memory of the
gallant deeds performed by Western lelesaen in this
(182)
War and past wars.
As far as the government vers concerned, however, such sentiments
counted for very little. And though H&csiey was in fact purchased and
( 183)
its land redistributed by the Board of Agriculture in 1922,v the
179- The ironstone works closed in early 1919 and the consequent
unemployment did nothing to mitigate the troubles in the
island. ( ben rimes. 29 March, 3 April 1919•
130. Pol. Reps., rortrcs, 2, 9 April 1921, Crofting files, AP 67/149-
131. Koto of cases in which raiders have been sentenced for Breach
of Interdict, 16 July 1923, Crofting Piles, AP 67/175?
Glasgow derMld. 21 Sept., 7 Get., 23 lov. 1921.
132. tben Times, 3 Dec. 1921.
133. doAh, 11th Rep., 1923, 15•
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Scottish secretary reacted to the disquiet produced by the jailing of
the raiders, not by issuing & conciliatory statement, but
proclaiming
thiit in future land raiding is to operate as en
absolute bar to land settlement, and that persons
taking; part in such raiding shall be removed from
the Board1© lists of approved applicants for small
holdings. ^l3/;'
But despite such threats raiding continued, especially in Lewis where,
in the course of 1921, the concordat established between Leverhulae,
the government and the island's landless population broke down
completely and irrevocably.
In December IJZ0 Lord Levorhula© had organised meetings in almost every
township in Lewis in order- to appeal to the island's crofting community
to give aim a guarantee that there would be m interference with his
remaining farms for at least ten years - the time needed, he 'believed,
to ensure the success of his plans* and except at Jack - the district
which contained the farms of Coll and dress and where there were nine
dissensions from the pro-heverhulao resolution - he won unanimous
approbation*w' *v' In response to the virtually irresietable pressure
thus engendered Munr© hod little option but to accede to ievorhulae'e
demands. And in January 1921 he assured Levorhulas that no part of
hi© estate would 'bo coapuleorily squired for settlement purposes until
the stipulated ten years had ©lapsQd.v1'*''
114, Jcottick Office heme., 10 uec. 1921, Crofting Files, AF 67/149*
Also, to tooway Oasetto, 22 Dee. 1921? BOA3, 10th Hen., 1922, 22.
185. htomomy Sazetto, 24, 31 Dec. 1920.
186. :!unro to Leverhulae, 22 Jan. 1921, Crofting Files, AF 67/254*
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That agreement was of very dubious legality, however; and as
far as tho Highlands' cottar population was concomod served morely to
confirm their growing belief that there was one law for the landlord
and another for the landless. The 1919 Act had clearly stated that
once the Board of Agriculture was "satisfied" that there was, in a
given area, a genuine "demand for small holdings" and that "suitable
land" was available for their creation, it had a "duty" to proceed with
an ayorouriate settlement scheme. And that the Back district of Lewis
met all these requirements was impossible to deny. "If one Act of
Parliament can be overruled", Hunro was asked by an embittered applicant
for a holding on Coll farm,
"Jhy not another? Why should some men be sent to prison
for failing to comply with the law and others be paid
huge salaries for the same thing? The Board cannot
deny that we have satisfied them that there is a demand
for small holdings and that there is suitable land
available here to meet our demands.
Convinced in the previous autumn that their claims to Coll and Cress
were about to be sympathetically considered,^"*"00'' the cottars of Back
felt betrayed. Lor verc their feelings in any way mollified by
Leverhulrae•s decision to make the farms of Beef, Carnieh, Ardroil,
Heal ista, Tiiasgarry, Croir, Palraore and Palbeg available for settlement.
All were situated in the south-western corner of Lewis, the nearest
being thirty miles from Back and the most distant no less than sixty
miles away. And though 6? new holdings and 166 enlargements to
existing holdings were constituted om these farms at iihitsun 1921 they
wore awarded, naturally and fairly enough, to local applicants rather
than to non from Jack.v"
187. - to Munro, 6 dept. 1921, Crofting Files, AF 67/329.
188. Above, this Chap.
139. Olaagpw herald. 10 Feb. 1921; BoAS, 10th Hep., 1922, 21.
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That Greaa and Coll wore again raided in the spring of 1921 was
not, therefore, very surprising. Tore unexpected, however, was
the slowing down and eventual suspension of vox*-: on leverhulae *o
development projects an the island - ostensibly in response to events
at Coll and Crocs but in fact because of the steadily increasing
financial difficulties of Lewis* proprietor. Mattel's cam© to a
head at the end of August when Levorhulae announced his intention to
leave lewis to its own devices and to concentr: te on Harris which he
had bought in 1919 and where he hoped to construct a largo and
profitable fishing port at Cbbo, renamed Laverburgh in hie honour.^^2)
song Leverhulne *s supporters in Lewie this announcement caused sorae
cons tomat ion,(^3 ) /1 Coll and Aresr., however, the raiders were
convinced that J everhulne had abrogated his understanding with the
government and with the people of Lewis and consequently bclievod thorn-
selves entitled to expect the Board of priculturc to recommence its
operations in the island . With that view Mtnro could see no
reason to disagree. "In the circumstances as they now are", he
informed leverhulme on 6th Geptomber 1921, "I feel that I would not be
justified in refraining any longer from putting into operation a
(19r>)
generous measure of land settlement". ' And within the next few
months land settlouont schemes were drawn up for most of Lewie*
remaining farms. ^ ^
190. Rep. on Anid on Coll Form, 2 May 1921, Crofting Files, :f 67/Jill
j- t. pw iierald, >0 April, 7 May 1921.
191. l.icolson, .Lord of the isles, i960, 164-169.
1?2. Ibid., 17.1-175? Glasgow herald, 2 dept. 1921.
193. Geo, toraovrn.y Gmsetto, <i Gent. 1921.
194» - to Monro, 6 dept. 1921, Crofting Files, AP 67/329-
195. Munro to Leverhulmef btb -.opt. 1921, Crofting Files, Ap 67/331*
19b» dOAd, luth dep., 1922, 21.
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% the end of 1)21, therefore, the woret of the troubles in Lewie
were at an endf and as the 'Board of Apiculture *s oettloaont •progmmm
ssoved into high gear it began to appear as if the process initiated by
the establishment of the Congested districts board almost quarter of &
century earlier was at last approaching © satisfactory conclusion.
I>©lays still occurred, however, and those affected by thou not un-
naturally felt that their claiao wore not receiving the attention they
deserved. "The (3re&t Suropoan ,,'ar was finished in about four years",
a group of llebridesn cottars informed the .Board in 1922,
and the British C?ovarment through their Board of
Agriculture has foiled in about the aasie tine to
aquire small plots of land for those to whon they
were promised ... 2e aay be candid er*ough to toil
you that our patience is row at breaking point, and
that any untoward action on our part will be exonerated
by every honest a&n in the kingdom, unless by your
.board and its officials«v '!"
The sen who signed that letter occupied s far# in horth Uist in the
early part of 1923.^^ and their action was. merely one of a long
series of land raids which affected Sutherland, Levis - where, in 1922,
a far a which Leverhulae had requested the Board of Agriculture to leave
intact was seised, Harris, benoocula and 4bye - where fares on the
iacuonald and Strathaird estates were occupied by exoervicoaon objecting
197. - $o BoAli, 25 Oct. 1922, Crofting files, />p 67/151. 11 so,
- to Jo 14 Jan. 1922, loc. ©it.
193. vol. dope., Lochstoddy, 23 Jan., 14 Aay 1923, Crofting files,
A? 67/151.
m
to tli® Board's tardiness in executing projected land settlement schemes
in the area.^*^
previous standards, however, those wore mostly minor affairs
and by 1924 the post-war crisis in the Hebrides was clearly over if
only for the reason that, as was pointed out in tho Board of Agric¬
ulture's annual report for that year, practically all the potentially
arable land in the areas where load hunger was, or had boon, stout acute
had been resettled by crofting tenants.vIn sky©, for instance,
the Board had added >1, BOO acres to the lands previously purchased 'fay
the Congested districts moord vas, sy creating more than 200 new
holdings, had practically eliminated landlossnesa on the island.^
On the mainland, where cottars had always boon fewer than in the
( ^0°)
islands, *" ' tho Board's activities had generally been confined to
extending tho pastures of coastal townships at the expense of neigh¬
bouring deer forests. In Sutherland, however, the congestion which
had characterised the- comity's crofting townships since the clearances
of a hundred years before was considerably eased by the breaking up of
several sheep farms - a process carried to its ultimate conclusion in
firee, sarrti and south list where practically all the faros created
between the l32Gs and 1050s were restored to crofting tenants. lore
than a third of Tire® and Barm's populations gained holdings as a
199. ."ox* details see, Koto on "hailing" in the Hebrides, 24 Feb.
1923, Crofting Files, A? 67/159? Pol. Rep., leverburgh,
27 March 1923* Crofting files, A? 67/156? aouo. on hunion
Para, 7 Juno 1??3, Crofting Files, AP 67/154? BoAS, 12th
..op., 1924» 17; ebon fines. 7 ..pxll, 2 June 1)2Jf
'Unaryy :?®rr-id, 3, ?6, 2a, 31 '!r,rch 1923*
200. BoAB, 13th lien., 1925* 23.
201. Ibid., 20-22. Also, Economic Conditions of the Crofting
counties, 1924, Crofting files, .a' 67/337 •
202. ..hove, Chap. 7«
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result^ £Kd though laoidlessness had been considerably more prevalent
in theso islands than in Sky®, tho problems caused by it were well on
(^0 ^)
the way to being solved/' In Borth Uiat and Harris, too, a
considerable proportion of the long desortod townships vera repeopled?
while in Lewis practically every one of the island's large farms was
divided into crofts. In Lewis, of course, congestion and landleosnosB
wore so acuta that resettle aent failed "to ma&e such an appreciable
difference to the welfare of the community ... as (was) noted in the
case of some of the other islands". But the awful end glaring
injustices of the old agrarian order bad at least been removed.^' ^
land settlement did not in itself provide an automatic answer to all the
crofting community's problems. That more land had been placed under
crofting tenure aid nothing to mitigate the serious effects of tho post¬
war collapse of stock: prices arid the continuing decline of the fishing
industry - a decline that was not reversed until the 1960s.^And
the consequently precarious state of the crofting economy in general,
and that of the island of Lewis in particular, was dramatically under¬
lined by the crisis produced by the extraordinarily wot summer and
autumn of 1923. The crops having failed, cattle prices being low and
employment practically unobtainable, tho following winter was
distinguished in the Outer Iolos by conditions which wore more than
faintly reminiscent of those that had prevailed in the region in tho
1840s* -M emergency road construction programme was instituted to
20J. conoiaio Conditions of tho Crofting Counties, 1924, Crofting
files, AP 67/337.
204. Ibid. Also, Bo.'-.3, lith Rep., 1925, 22-23? 14th Rep., 1926, 15.
205. Below, Chap.12.
provide work and wages? while a governaent grant of £100,000, added
to by various charitable contributions, was made available for tho
purchase of seed oats and seed potatoes./1 )('J
In one respect, however, tho land settlement programme wus an
immediate and conspicuous success. Between 1336 and tho early 1950s
oorao 52,000 acres of arable land and 732,000 acres of pasture were added
to the area occupied by crofters, a process which involved tho creation
of 2,742 new holdings and the enlargement of 2,160 previously existing
crofts/rrh© Cx-ofters Commission and the Congested Districts
Board had contributed to this total. But the greater part of it must
be attributed to tho Board of Agriculture, and to the years immediately
following tho First 'Jorid War. And not ohly had more lead been made
available to crofterst sheep stocks had been taken over froa outgoing
farmers end managed with considerable success? and as financial and
agricultural aid to croftors everywhere was increased the improvement
in agricultural techniques and in housing conditions - first apparent
in the immediate aftermath of the Crofters Act of 1336 - was maintained
and indeed accelerated/ And though the effects of giving land to
people who previously had none arc psychological as well as economic,
something of tho benefits wrought by state intervention in crofting life
can perhaps be deduced from sotae statistics concerning the Kil.muir
estate in Bhye, scene of some of the last clearances in the Highlands
and of many of the violent events of the 1330s, and bought by the
206. Bee, Memo, on listing and Prospective Distress, 13 hov. 1923,
Crofting Files, AF €1/21?.', DoAb, ljth Bop., 1925 , 70, 34?
1 ?• -or •'■crt.ld, hov. 1923 - Jan. 1924, ©specially 17-19 Joe.1923*
207• Baylor Commission? 1954, 14-16.
203. o;-ort of the "oaalttee on land cttlenent, 1923, 25-26?
Do/hi, 27th dep., 1939, 41-43.
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Congected Metricto 73oard in 1304. fter tw©rty~f i.ve years of public
ownership the acreage under till'ye had risen frow 2,450 to 3,325 end
the acreage occupied by crofters fro i 24,332 to 44,600 - 10 large sheep
fcruc being swept away, 85 nev crcfts created and 268 existing holdings
enlarged in the process. '..endlessness had been eliminated, and the
number of thatched * ousoo had fallen from 336 to 137 while the number
of modem atone built housen with ml -tod roofs hod lucre cod from 20 to
J04.(2O')
2(y the end of the 1920s, therefore, the long struggle for the land,
a stray 1© which constitutes the theme of the ceoond w rt of tit is thesis,
¥ s virtually at an end. .And the agrarian and social injustices
per etratod by the creators of the land system that had ta?sen she e
during the clonronces had boon permanently removed - from the crofting
community's Hebridean heartland at any rate. In the Cuter tales, in
Tiree and in dsye, the majority of the farms so brutally established in
tho nineteenth century's first sixty years wore occupied one© more by
crofting tenants - many of thou former cottars whose ancestor* had been
evicted from the lands to which their descendants now returned. And
if inlands like lull and tho straths of Sutherland, 9osa-shire and
Invornoan-Ghire are still deserted, that is not the crofting community*a
fault? rather it is an enduring testimonial to ©victors more thorough,
more ruthless and - by their own criteria - acre successful than those
thai moot of tho Hebrides have known*
203• JDoii^p 13th .ep», 1931, 22-23
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• - 12. X,
■: -ax t il-U-t loc-u.; ■-> .' 1/rzlled baapty
add a. special moi.gnr'ncy to tho occr ;■ ion' l pounds
of stone marking the ruins of a croftin- township."^1'
To and this history of the crofting community Xy reporting that all is
wall with contemporary crofting society would be pleasant. It would
not, however, be true. Despite almost ninety years of officially
inspired, efforts to solve it the crofting problem is with us still f
changed in somo reooocts, but all too reeomlcable in o thorn. Thus,
although the extreme oovorty of the past has been eliminated, crofters1
living standards are still below those prevailing elsewhere in .Britain,
In 1972, for example, a survey of houses in Korth and South Dint and in
Barra showed that 68, 53 and 74 oer cent respectively were below the
to)
officially tolerable standard, many being ouite unfit for habitation,
nd in those depressing statistics is to be found one cause of the moot
alarming symptom of crofting declinei the departure of the young
oeople, a development which, in the last forty years, has made
depopulation rather than congestion and land hunger the universally
acknowledged toey to the crofting oroblsia.^ Given a good education
but little chance to make use of it in the Highlands, and inereasingly
aspirin/? to a standard of living seldom attainable in crofting areas,
the younger and more active members of tho crofting community have,
1. HIjG tourist broohurat .xolore the Highlands and Islands, 1972, 14*
2. Croft, o-a., ioT», for 1972, 4»
3. A rogrc. vao of highland oovelopmont# PP 1150 'XI, 5f
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since the 1920s, been leaving home in large numbers. The prediction
lade in 1928 that the croft "aay become more of a homestead for the
(4)
older people than a nursery for th© children"* ' has thus boon borne
out by events. ^nd the age structure of the crofting population has
consequently been distorted - in North Uiat in the mid-1960a, for
(5)
example, one crofter in three was over 6p. The consequences of
such a situation are as inevitable as they are disastrous. Enterprise
and initiative are often lacking. The quality of social life 1ms
declined. And because of these developments still more people ore
tempted to give up crofting life.*"'
The various measures tamen between 1886 and the 1920s to give
security of tenure and more land to crofters were, therefore, not in
themselves sufficient to ensure the survival of a healthy crofting
society. And the contemporary crisis in crofting life has consequently
led to a fairly widespread questioning of the validity of the crofting
policy that has prevailed since the 1880®, and to attempt* to evolve
new and radically different solutions to crofters' problems. The
essential weakness of the 1886 Act and of the land settlement programme
of the early years of the present century, according to their recent
critics, was that instead of reforming crofting agriculture they
perpetuated and even extended the traditional crofting system. And
being dependent on the fragmentation of arable land into a mass of tiny
holdings that system, it is argued, is quite u&suited to modern
4* he port of the Committoe on ^ ni settlement, 1923, 26-27*
5. Croft. comm.. hep. for 1963, 3.
6. bee, inter al., T.?» i.hoelor, "The butlierland Crofting jystem,
Scottish Studies, VIII, 1964, 155-138) HI.OB, Island of "nil -
purvey and fropooals for Jevolopmont, 197i» 31? ihreiser-Barling,
West Hinland .Survey, 1955, 290.
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conditions. Hence the conclusion of the lent royal commission of
enquiry into crofting affairs that crofting, "as now organised, is
fighting a losing battle against the social and economic forces of the
day" and its nenbero* decision to propose a series of explicitly
"Modernising" measures - the most important of their recommendations
being that everything possible should be done to amalgamate existing
( 7)
crofts into economically viable units.*"
'depressing its regret that governments of the 1330c had not aeon
fit to Implement the Hauler Commission's virtually Identical proposals,
that commission - which wan chaired by Thomas K. Taylor, late principal
of Iberdoen driversit7, and which reported in 1954 - procooded to indict
the 1336 Act as follow.. In the 1330s, it was ruefully observed,
The loglelature ... was concerned in the main with
the individual crofter's oosition and the form which
this protection taois has in the long ru» created a
rigidity in the crofting structure which in the cause
(3)
of many of its difficulties today.v '
-ubsoquont commentstorn have expressed the some verdict in even more
forceful language, declaring for example, that the first Crofters Act
heralded the doom of crofting life, insulating it
from normal economic trends and legally ensuring
that crofting land could not my be developed into
(9)
viable economic units.*"
The import of that contention la, to all intents and purposes, the acme
sa that of the hapier commissioners' somewhat paterae! 1st statement that
"the moat huablo and helpless clans" of crofting tenants - i.e. the
7» Taylor r.o:3misslon,1954, 9, 37-46.
3. Ibid., 13.
9. ?• 3illanders, "The conoaie Life of CJeellc Scotland Today"
in '. • Thomson and I Trimble (eds.j, The .Piture of the highlands,
London, 1963, 37.
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large raajority who then paid annual rents of £6 or under - should he
denied immunity from eviction in order that they might be "resolutely
though gently withdrawn" from the land and encouraged to emigrate nor
take their position ... as labourers, mechanics, or fioherasn".^10^
And to the historian, in fact, the most striking feature of almost
all the modern condemnations of the original Crofters Act is the
resemblance they bear to the attacks made upon it in the 1380s by the
then Duke of Argyll and other opponents of the crofters* movement.
The principal weakness of the inofficlent—teckweird-uncoapetitive
critique of the 1336 Act, now as in the 1330s, is that while economically
sound it leaves social and political considerations out of account.
The Act was Gladstone*a governmonth response to the very considerable
political pressures generated bv the crofting community. And as such
it laid aside the Kapler Commission's economically rational recommend¬
ations regarding the need for the eonsolidatlom of existing holdings
and granted crofters* forcibly expressed wish that all tenants, no
matter how small their crofts, be granted security of tenors* The
subsequent land settlement programme woe shaped by similar social and
political forces. The sheep farms created during the clearances were
taken over and used not to provide a few large holdings but to ensure -
in response to the crofting community's demands — that as many cottars
and squattore as possible were provided with crofts. That profits
might have been higher if the land had been left in the occupation of
farming, &a opposed to crofting, tenants was not ionledt
But the comparison is between two entirely different
things. A sheep farm is a commercial undertaking and
has to be judged as such} a crofting community is a
way of living and cannot be judged in terms of a profit
and loss account. The people were there and insisted
10. Hap. dep., J9.
u. co*pop® Oillandorn Kith r.-vll.- ,_j
*#, W36, colt,. 1430-1485. ^ asSES. **
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upon staying thare. Their conditions vers a
reproach to the nation of which they Torn part,
and the only way to remove that reproach was to
(■tp5
give thou the available land.
lor vac such & policy as divorced from economic realities as it
may seem in retrospect. The essential fallacy in the continuing
quest for an economically and agriculturally viable crofting system is
that crofting, as was demonstrated in tho early chapters of this thesis,
was created cot as an agriculturally efficient method of landholding
but as a convenient aetms of disposing of a displaced population while
siaultanooualy satisfying an urgent demand for labour. for hotter or
worse, therefore,
crofting has always meant tho sum total of activities
which yield the crofter soao return - whether it is
agriculture, fishing, public worses, knitting, etc.^1^'
The common factor has, of course, been agriculture. But in this
century, as living standards have risen and tho need to assiduously
cultivate ovary scrop of potentially arable land has disappeared, its
contribution to the crofting economy has declined rather than increased -
a tendency that seems lively to continue
Utafortuncvtely, however, tlie existing pattern of government aid to
crofting, though praiseworthy and helpful in many respects, betrays a
lack: of sociological end historical insight into the realities of
crofting life - the generous cropping and .agricultural Improvement groats
for which provision was made in the Crofters Acts of 1955 and 1361
being unmatched by r.ny like provision for crofters' non-ngricultural
12. .iovort 0. tho Committee on .*-nd ■ ■ottlament, 1923, 25«
13. Croft, ■on., -Cnn» tep. for 1963, 26.
14. Collier, '''rofting roblom, 1953, 61-64 *
4T8
activities,* The model croft, as far as rocent legislators on
the subject are concerned, is on® which aspires to the status of a
small farm. And the present grant structure consequently favours
the crofters of areas like Caithness and Orkney where the land is more
fertile and holdings larger than is the ease in the north-west Highlands
and Hebrides, In the early 1960s, for instance, the annual average
payment of cropping grants to the 245 crofters of the Authorland
parish of Assynt was £146 as compared with on average payment of
£12,535 to the 227 crofters of the C&itness parish of itetten and ick.
And the 535 crofters of Harris, to give another example, were then
receiving an annual average of £3,772 from the same source - e sua
which, when contrasted with the £29,943 being paid to the 532 crofters
of Orkney, seems little better than derisory.^*^
At a superficial level these figures appear to add weight to the
argument that orofting, in its present form on the north-western sea¬
board and in the Hoe-torn Isles at any rate, is economically moribund
and doomed to eventual disaster. What these and similar statistics
really indicate, however, is that the crofting community of the region
in question is still, as it has been since the heyday of the kelp
industry, highly dependent for its livelihood on occupations that are
essentially ancillary to the purely agricultural side of crofting.
Indeed in a situation in which 85 per cent of existing holdings provide
(17)
their occupants with lose thru1, the equivalent of two days wotic a week,*
the crofter's non-agriculturrl employment - in fishing, weaving, tourism,
forestry, construction, service industry, and so on — is usually of
greater financial importance to him than his work on the land. ;
15. Croft. 01.3., Ann. dep. for 1963, 26.
16. Croft. f'o:a.t nn. .e . for 1?64, JO—81.
17. Croft. Con., nr. ,C. for 1963, 1J.
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policy which involved the wholesales conaolid* tion of snail holdings -
apart from being of dubious commercial value insofar as the amalgamation
of two, three or even aoro crofts would not necessarily produce
financially viable farms in a part of the country whore coats are high,
markets distent and soil and climate unfavourable^"*^ - would, therefore,
be socially disastrous in that its main effect would be to break the
crofting community'o historic ties with the land and thus accelerate
the already alarming movement of people from the crofting areas to
places where employment prospects are better and living standards
higher. The probable outcome can be seen in lull, an island where
clearances were ruthlessly carried through to their logic ! conclusion,
where largo agriculturel units conoaruantly prevail end whore depop¬
ulation has become critical - a state of affaire which aay be contrasted
with that prevailing in Lewis where a system of grossly underoised and
uneconomic holdings maintains an altogether healthier and livelier
(19 1
comunity •v
Had all previouc attempts to "raoderoieo", "rationalise" end
"Laorove" Highland .agriculture been successful, in other words, the
entire north of Scotland would have suffered the fate of the interior
of Sutherland. And had not the crofting community successfully fought
for its right to retain its hold upon the land 3kye end the Outer Isles
would now be as empty as lull. Lor is the retention of a l«rge
crofting population - rooaritic and unreal objective. ' 0 the decidedly
miroaaatic and recently created Highlands and Islands 'evelopaent Hoard
has remarked of crofting, its vital contribution to the social and
economic we11—being of the region is that it
13. -■ roft. ; ox 1., . rai. ..op. for 196.3, 12-1 J? nn. in, for 197 ?» A*
1). ill 33, Island of .oil, 197j, 7-9? ,array, Islands of .estern
cot land. 1)73. 25 5-259.
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helps to maintain communities and their ossential
services in remote areas which might now otherwise
bo dosorted. (A nd indeed/' ... if ono had to look
... for a way of life that would keep that rusher
of people in ouch relatively untractfthle territory,
it tfould be difficult to contrive a better eystea.^*^
To have a good chance of achieving economic success without at the same
time causing social dislocation and cultural collapse, therefore, ;
development policy for the crofting areas ought ideally to bo founded
on maintaining the people or the land while simultaneously endeavouring
to make every possible provision for the tyro of employment that can be
combined with the management of a small croft.
It is consequently to the credit of the present Croftoro Commission
that, despite their having boon constituted by an let of Parliament
which itself net great store by the need for ar agriculturally viable
(21)
crofting system, ' ' they have pursued the objective of amalgamation
and consolidation with considerable caution, attempting instead to
promote and facilitate the crofting community's involvement In
commercial and industrial enterprises of one kind or another end
believing that the
willingness of crofters to work in industry combined
with a desire to own their own home® and cultivate or
stock a piece of land wbioh they regard as their own,
and which, for practical purposes is their own, gives
us an opportunity in the Highlands of working towards
a new form of industrial society which will be healthier
and more stable than any community which is completely
urbanised. This is fee true value of the small croft,
and as new onoortunities for employment are provided it
(22)
will increase rather than diminish.
20. HI33, Island of dull. 1)10% 2dj .IfMB, lot dep., 1966, 4.
21. the Crofters (Scotland) ct, 1955 - based on the Taylor
to mission's recommendations.
22. Croft, o in, ; nn. Hen. for i960, 11.
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About such a vision of tho Highland future there is nothing that is
intrinsically Utopian# It is merely an extension into present
circumstances of the historic role of crofting as examined in ibis thesis.
And when, on its being set up by tho then Labour government in 1)66,
the HIi)B adopted a similar policy with regard to crofting, long standing
hopes for the regeneration of the crofting community seemed on the point
of realisation. But despite the explicit belief of its first chairman
that "Bo matter what success is achieved in the Eastern or Central
Highlands ... tho Board will be judged by its ability to hold population
/pi)
in the true crofting areas", the IIIBB lias of late rather lost
interest in crofting affairs. vith the notable exception of its
fishery development scheme, its attempts to provide crofters with non—
agricultural employment opportunities have largely failed? while its
endeavours in the tourist field have brought relatively few berefits
(24)
to crofting tenants.^
Bynptomatic of the Board's failure to make any real impression on
the crofting problem has been its attitude to the land? for though the
land cannot in itself provide crofters with more than a fraction of
their economic requirements it Is, to quote from the Board's first
(25)
annual report, the Highlands' "Basic natural resource".x J' nd it is
by virtue of its unique relationship with, and claims to, the land
that the crofting community exists. But in spite of its professed
eagerness to learn from the experience of other countries and the fact
thai such experience has tended to show that the owning of an under¬
developed region's land by a few large landowners is inimical to its
2d. I1U3, lot dep., 1)06, p.
24• for a critical analysis of the Board's performance soe, I.ii. Carter,
"Aix Years On", .Aberdeen -Jhivorsity vcview, -.1 V, 197i» 55-73.
25. IIIBB, lot dep., 1966, 28.
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effective development, the Board*s policy on land reform has been
pmotically non-existent and its policy on land use timorous and
contradictory* In 1963, to give but one example of the latter
characteristic, the Board proclaimed its intention to promote
schemes for land reclamation and regeneration where
the estimated return justifies the expense involved,
or ^sre
, t^e social a^^e, ,in ary opflggefrsnsfre
is si^tqleft^ sjroiy; fro offset any doubt
that the project is eooneaioelly viable.* ''
Two years later, when reporting on the development potential of the
Btrath of Kildonaa, the Board observed that its planning was "primarily
econoalo rather than social in lis orientation" and concluded that land
settlement in the strath could not be eoonoalcally justified.^ 2^y
That the '.EEC® can thus employ arguments which the Congested
districts Board of 1?0Q or the Board of Agriculture of 1920 would not
have dared to use is indicative of the extent to which modem
politicians - and those of the left in partioular - have refused to
grapple with the still contentious issue of landholdlng and land tenure
in the Highlands. That Conservative administrations should have no
desire to dismantle the apparatus of landlordism in the region is
understandable. But that successive Labour governments have not
advanced the good woric begun by tho Highland land League end tho l iberal
party is incomprehensible. .and it is a failure which, in view of the
recent enhancement of the Highlands* economic prospects as a result of
the rapid expansion of tourism and, more important, the anticipation
26. HUB, 1st dep., 1^66, 1; Carter, "Jix Yea-•. On", 1973, 75-76.
Also, inter al., , .11. Jaeoby, Aan and band* The undo.mental
Issue in oyolopment* London, 1971•
?"?. HUB, Occasional bulletin 3;o.£ t agriculture. 1963. My underlining.
2"i. AXA3, strati: ~f i'ildonap - , rooocrlr for Development, 1973,
24, 23. !y underlining.
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of oil-related industrialisation, could prove dies otrous - for th©
crofting community at least. ?or th© existing tonuriol aystea gtrots
crofters little opportunity to exercise control over, •: nd reap benefits
froa, the changea which are undoubtedly imminent.
Pho crofting couerunity's victories of the 1330s and cubocoaont
decades — victories enshrined in the 1386 ct and ensuing legislation -
aero won at a time of acute difficulty for Highland landlordism.
bhaep f- rsing was in decline. Farming tenants were difficult to find.
It was m-oy cud not : Itogether inprofitable to leave croftore in
possession of the lands they already occupied rind even to mate© more
land available for settlement. .ithin the last few year:-, however,
that situation h-'.s altered radically. Ihreughout the highland© land
values are ao/ring while changes in land use fro.:, agricultural to
commercial and industrial purposes, once thought unlikely, tiro now
inevitable and »-.re, in fact, already ocourring. :.nd the crofter whoso
hard won security of tenure applies only ae long as his land is used
for agricultural purposes can neither stop development nor benefit from
it financially, since increased land values resulting from a charge in
land use ac.ruc to landlord rather than tenant. fhus in a recent and
notorious case in 3kyo a number of crofters wore deprived of e cert of
their eonraon graningo on which their landlord wished to build sever. 1
houses. ho in *11 auoh cases, con pesos.-::,i ion for the crofters was
accessed by the Land ourt with-reference f the land's gricult'rrel
{ ?))
value only end they received exactly 11*25 piece. '' fho landlord's
•.•■refit was oxpectod to amount to wuy thousands of jo undo. nd it wtts
in an atto.apt to one bio crofters to cope with this sort of situation
'■)' *jCe a-t ..i. h.!;. .na .. roe mrosu, lb l.ov. l.?73 for photogreoh of
one of +••• crofter:.- concerned bur in.;- "to com one tier, cheoue.
that the Croftern Commission proposed in October 1263 that crofters
be given full rights of ownership to their crofts.
In essence, therefore, the revival of the concept of crofting
owner occupation, or peasant proprietorship ca it used to be called,
some sixty years after the Congested District Board's failure to
persuade significant numbers of crofters to buy their holdings,v^ ma
the Commission's response to the changed economic circumstances mentioned
above. Their proposals, which thov rightly claimed to constitute "the
most important reform in crofting since the first Crofters Act of 1336",
and which turned on the ownership issue wor© designed to overhaul the
entire crofting system in order to make it more amenable to change and
to give crofters a positive - and hopefully profitable - role in
developments which they could not, in any case, prevent. Ownership*
the Commission explained, would give crofters rights to the development
value of their holdings - rights which, if they had been incorporated
in earlier legislation, would have multiplied the compensation awarded
to the .f-zye crofters whose case was outlined in the previous paragraph
by a factor of several hundred. As owners of their holdings, moreover,
crofters would be better placed to participate in development on their
own account. They could, for example, raise capital on the security
of their house and buildings - something they cannot do as crofting
tenants.
The way in which the Commission intended their proposals to be
3D. Above, Chap. 11.
Jl. Croft. Comm., Ann. Hep, for 1263, 7• for the Commission's
proposals and reasons for them see their Ann. Rep. for 1963,
27-3. )5 inn. Hep. for 1269, 27-26-• Also, .1. lacCuish,
"The Case for Converting crofting Tenure to Ownership",
THAI, "171, l?69-70, 39—113. '!•. DacCuish is secretary to
the Commission.
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implemented was as simple as it was sweeping. On an appointed day
all holdings held under crofting tenure were to be compulsorily
converted to owner occupation. Crofters* purchase prices were to
take the fbrm of en annuity no greater than thoir currant rents j nd
landlords ware to be compensated from public founds — the latter
expenditure being partially offset by the saving resulting from tho
abolition or the legal and administrative apparatus necessitated by
crofters* unique tenurial statue* "he immediately expressed fear that
a free market in crofting land would lead, to crofters '.-oiling out to
holiday home seekers and pro party developers the Commission partly
dismissed as misplaced paternalism and partly countered by proposing
some degree of control over tho resale of croft land, such control to
be accompanied by a "Code of Land dee" designed to ensure that no land
lost its agricultural function without good reason. And among
crofters — from whose federation of Crofting '.felons the ownership
proposals first emanated — there was a general, if understandably
t i£)
cautious, welcome for the Commission's recommendations.x '
Since 1963, however, the crofting community's enthusiasm for
reform has aotioenbly diminished, a development due principally to the
foci tk: t the crofting reforms contemplated by *r. dward Heath's
Conservative government and by that .government's cottish secretary
ir. Jordon Campbell - reforms which were embodied in a ill presented
to parliament in 1973^"", bore little relation to the Commission*e
original proposals and were, in fact, quite different from them in
..cope and intention. The eventual rights end status of the crofter
32. bee, inter 1., ro?t. ■ ou:,i.t nn. op. for 1963, 30—32?
(."ban >'imeo. ?A Cot., 12 Jec. 1963.
33. The Crofting
_ oform ( cotl'.nd) -ill, 1 ;>73.
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with getting the oil out^of the seabed so rapidly as possible remains#
AM 3r* ifilson'a Labour a^ainiBiration is apparently r«o more inioroatod
then any of its predecessor® in assisting iho crofting comunlty.^"^
Aaong crofter®, therefore, there is widespread and ondorstandabl®
dis ilIusdement about the alleged borafits of ownership and growing
suspicions aa to the Intentions of government and landlords. The
latter, at present at least, certainly seen lively to gain mere froa
Highland lend reform than do their crofting tenants - an outcome
which anyone who had studied the history of the crofting eosaaanity
taay observe with regret, but cosrosly with surprise.
*■»##»********»*
"In order to aafee m appreciation of current crofting conditions**,
observed the Taylor remission in 1954,
it is necessary to have regard to the historical
background. This is important not only to enable
the trend of ovents to bo established but bemuse
tho events of the past have a powerful influence on
tho ainda of the crofting population. It «@
clear from the evidence pit before m during our
visits to the crofting area© that tho history of
the past regains vtvil in the minds of the poopl©
md9 im mm measure, conditions their attitudes
(15)
to current problems.w*''
The study of the past is not irrelevant, therefore, to & proper
understanding of the Highland proaontj and in immediately preceding
14* for an excellent acooimt of tho Labour party's crofting reform
record - or lack of it - so© tho article W "Croitear" in
West HlrMand Free Press. i May 1974*
i5» Taylor commission. 1954* 10#
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PHmgs&sb*» in fact, mi ©ti«api has been made to show tbot ®oae
ioaowledsn of crofting history ia a prerequisite to the effective
tackling of contemporary crofting problems - a theme that will be
returned to in conclusion. The explanation of the present in
historical torna is not, however, the historian's prime function*
Historical investigation tsfalortcken for such utilitarian ends is apt
to degenerate into propaganda, the task of uncovering and analysing the
past being subsumed in that of reinforcing a preconceived view of the
world. Absolute objectivity in the oenae of being quite uninfluenced
by the circumstances of one's own. tise and place is, on the other hand,
as unattainable a goal for the historian as for anyone else. The West
Highlander or Hebrides®! who can approach the history of the crofting
eessnaity in a spirit of utter detachment has yet to bo bom. And I
have no doubt that ay own sympathy with crofters and their past and
present predicament could be deduced from a casual reading of
practically any page of this thocia. That sympathy, however, has not
taken -tee fbsti of uncritically reproducing crofters' tmderstandably
prejudiced view of their own post# itethor, as indicated in the
introduction, it has taken the torn of explaining that view, of
analysing the forces and events that have made the crofting community
what it is. I have treated myths as aythe, not as facts, I have
net devoted any space to mprofitable speculation on what might bavo
boon? on how, for example, the catastrophe of the clearances sight
have boon avoided. But in taking events a© they happened I have
tried to understand how crofters saw thorn, how they influenced crofters,
and What crofters did about thoa. The result is the first full length
history of the crofting community.
4^J
Th© hi tory of crcftor© and ercftingf through not unduly long, is
complex and eventful? too variegated it bet sold to cempress into
a Jftnr hundred pages. Of the fores of that argument I ©a wall amp®.
On amy ©suasions when writing this thesis I hovo boon only too
conscious of ray lack of the sort of detailed knowledge of a particular
period en locality that can cos© only from prolonged study cf it#
The clearances, the famine, tha religious revivals, the land agitation,
land settlement! all provide sufficient scop© for one or acre thesesj
so too do the histories of particular islands, ©states and districts#
That I have resisted the temptation to specialise in either of these
my® is partly because I feel that aost recent studies of Highland
history, acre limited in time and space than tkic one, havo neglected
the history of the ordinary people of the region? and partly because
of ray belief in the eoaentlel vn&dity of the approach to Highland
history adopted in this thesis. The need for specialised studies is
solf-ovidont and their recent proliferation is to be wolcouad.
nevertheless, it is the fundamental contention of this thesie - and
the word thesis implies contention or argument - that the modem
history of the Highlands and certainly of the crofting community can
be ist&orfJiocd only if it is considered in its entirety.
The original aim of the researches on which this thesis is based
was to uncover and reooont the history of the Gaelic Highlands in the
fifty years after 18-30. As the surviving information about the events
of that period va,a ©xanined and analysed, however, it became evident
that th© key to its understanding, and especially to an understanding
of crofters* part in it was to bo found in a reactor epoch. Thus
While it was clear that tho origins of tha land war of the 1330s vers
to be discovered partly in tha economic and political circumstances of
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the time, it mm equally elegy that crofters wore fighting to secure
legal recognition of traditional rigfctc in the land, rights of which
they had been deprived - they believed - in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, The troubles of the 1630s, it mm
obvious too,, vera abotrfc loot lands as well as lest rights. And oven
in the 1920b the men who returned from the (Treat War and set about
seising scores of Hebrides® sheep farms knew, and said, that they were
merely reoccupylns the teimehips from which their great or great-great
grandfathers had boon evicted#
All this Implied that the clearances at least would have to be
taken into account - and described in starker terms than those employed
by most recent historian®. *So landlords and econoaierie, past and
present, the clearances, however regrettable, were end are explicable
in the Jargon of historic necessity and economic inevitability. f©
crofters, past ar.d present, they are explicable - a© this thesis has
demonstrated - only mm a brutal betrayal of traditional custom and
belief, a rockier.® assertion of the interests of the tm et the expense
of thee© of the many. If that foot is not grasped the passions of the
1360s and indeed the entire legacy of bitterness bestowed by clearing
landlords on succeeding generations of crofters are unintelligible.
And without cm understanding of these thing® the study of crofters*
history would bo meaningless and futile# But the clearances not only
played a crucial pert in steping crofters* attitudes to Issdlor&lest
they exercised r baleful influence over the crofting system itself*
In order to compel their tenant® to become feelper® end fishermen
evicting landlords ensured that crofts vera too ©sail to afford their
occupants an adequate living and then proceeded to compound the evil
by depriving crofters of vast quantities of land - which «&a handed
<n
over to ehoop farmers • and ©rewaiag theei into poos?, infertile and
hopelessly oongoaiod township®. fhos woro created the conditions
which node famine practically inevitoblo. And thm was created iho
land hunger which was the dominant fact of crofting life mill th®
1^20s#
The clearances are not, however, the beginning of modern Highland
history. The evictions of the nineteenth century had their origin
in the events of the eighteenth century, in the ironaforaation and
modernisation of the traditional society of the Highlands and, show©
all, in th® conversion of elan chieftains into cosmrci&l landowners.
Proa that extraordinarily successful absorption of the Gaelic
aristocracy into the capitalist order nil else fellows. The growth
of the kolp industry alengeid© and by moans of the crofting systems
the clearance of th© inland glens to make way for sheeo mid the
settling of the evicted tenantry m helpers end fishermen on tho coast)
th® initial proprietorial opposition to emigration, stemming from the
need for a largo rooorvoir of cheap kelping labour? th© otibaequani
conversion of estate owners and sot#!aents to a pro-oaigration stance
as kelp collapsed and th® swollen crofting population became, in tho
language of tho time, "redundant* f tho further extension and
consolidation of tho sheep farming wystea at crofters* expenset all
thoo© twists and turns of landlord policy - all of thorn chronicled in
th© early chapters of this thesis oikI all of thorn acre or less inimical
to iho fortunes of ©stall tenants - ©an be soon to stem from the
philosophy of commercial land management which was firmly implanted in
the Highland® during the eighteenth century. "?hat philosophy gave
prida of placo to the pursuit of profit and was, as far as crofters
wore concerned, brutal, alien and wrong. But it was legitimised by a
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moral and economic code whieh sanctified self-toterest# which dsi*iOe&
the ooaatmal traditions of tho past# and which m& supported by British
govaswasnta in their role of guardians and representatives of the
capitalist class whoae creed it was.
The transformation of Gaelic chiefs into anglicised landlords mm
not# it is true# a necessary precondition for the occurrence of these
events* As Irish history all -too amply demonstrates they would have
happened if toe chiefs had beer, swept amy and their places taken by
settlers froia the lowlands end froa England# That Highland chiefs were
not so expropriated, however, is crucial to m m&&rstandlsg of the
crofting community*b social and psychological development. Because the
chiefs remained, albeit in now rales, it was much more difficult than
it would otherwise have been for crofters to cop® with their new
situation. In the otaraer of 1^73# to give a personal example, I
talked to a Gkye crofter who, while bitterly condemning lawyers, factors
and other agents and representatives of the JlacPonald estate
told sic that neither he nor his predecessors ted ever had any quarrel
with too MaeDonalds of Gloat who, he assured a®, had always been *,300!
landlords"« Tho llaoteods of Buavcgan, however, he damned to eternity
as tho proprietors responsible for some of the most brutal clearances
to the Highlands# Bad that old man been born in the north-erect instead
of in the east of Sky© he would, I have no doubt have reversed the roles
he attributed to too lsland,s principal families - botwoer whom, ineid-
0
sntally, tbare is little to chose as far as numbers of evictions are
concerned# Gueh was# and still is, toe strength of s IdMtnd
society allegedly destroyed mors than two hundred years
36. This sort of hangover from toe past should bo carefully diatinguiohod
from the synthetic "clanship" which is tho prerogative of Geo to
emigres the world ovez*. For that typo of thing the typical




aainstream of I5ritlsh social end economic life, and in the process
his expectation® and sapir&iione changed fundaaantally.
Throtit the nineteenth century crofters bad, as kalpers,
signaii labourer® and fisherman, continually participated in the
capital1st economy. They bad done so, however, net in order to eoeape
from their life en the land but In order to obtain ih® acney needed to
sustain that life. As Ion/? as he retained hi© hold on tine land, in
other words, tho nineteenth century crofter, in spite of his poverty,
was foadaaaatally at ease with himself« And until the 1920s the
crofting ©casualty*® efforts were accordingly directed not so much at
Improving living standards as at confirming and ©standing traditional
rights in and claims to the land on which crofter lived or of which
they had once been deprived. This intense emotional attachment to the
land - on attachment stemming ultimately from the place of the land in
the kin-based society of the old Highlands and one that has often boon
consented on in this thesis - is still fairly prevalent among crofter®.
The Taylor Commission described it thus*
Above all they have tho feeling that the croft, its
land and its houses, are their own. They have
gathered its stones and reared its haildings und
occupied it as their own all their days. They
have received it froa their ancestors who won it
free the wilderness and they cherish the hop© that
they will transmit if to the generations to coos.
Whatever bo the legal theory they feel it to be
their own - and in this respect the provisions ©f
the Crofters Acta do no ooro than set the seal of
Pwliaaontasy approval on their own deepest
(37)
convictions #%
e?« savior Coaaiosiont 1954, 35-36.
n6
Swan today such feelings keep aaay croftsrs on their holdings in
defiance of the dictates of financial aolf-lntarcct — cm attitude
typified w the witness to the Taylor Oo-snisoion who concluded his
account ©f his croft1® many disadvantages by passionately declaring!
"If I woe not horn there and the very dust of the place dear to toe, I
/ »§)
would quit ioaorrow'V"* ' Sat it is nevertheless the paradoxical crux
of the ccatcsporery crofting prebles that, at the very time when the
erof tor's rights to Ms land were guaranteed, his increasing absorption
into the wider society around him ensured that the land, in itself,
oould no longer he considerod enough.
The ©edern crofter, p&rti<nil&?ly the younger crofter, knows Ml
about the arterial benefits of urban civilisation and feels himself
entitled to a share in those benefits* Thus while the urban
rooaaticist acre than ever before tends to.lapses his own fantasies
of primeval rustic bliss upon the crofter, the crofter himself, ss the
Crofters csmmieaion has remarked, is
utterly bored with the romantic conception of
hie life end what the city dweller thinks good for
his. He he® lei® since rejected the role of the
noble son of Estur* who rejoices in homely fere end
draws strength fros stem privation* He now wonts
above Ml to be a sltlsea of this county aa others
are, not a curiosity cr a •character* or a being
apart *•* He prises his Jaeiic culture, but not to
the extent of being - treated ss a museus piece on
account of it? ho will assuredly prise it still
sore highly when it la no longer the bed fallow of
( \g)
poverty and under privilege.v '
39. Croft. Comm., Am* Hep* for 1957, 15*
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The key to th© solution of the modern crofting probloa lies,
therefore, la giving eroftero as high a living standard as that enjoyed
by people elsewhere la Britain* And since sufficient Income ©an never
he wen from the land higher living standards oan he achieved, as pointed
out in the early part of this chapter, only by the provision of adequate
and reaunsrative eaployaMit opportunities outside crofting* -The
currently anticipated economic development of the Highlands oonaequontly
constitutes a great opportunity to seoure a sound basis for crofting
prosperity* The danger is that tha opportunity will he alsoed because
the crofter has no real say in what is done with the land on which he
lives, the doe is ions which vitally affect his future being taken by
landlords, by looal authorities dominated by landlords, and by a
plethora of boards, commissions and government departments ®&«y of which
have littla interest is or knowledge of crofting problems and ovor
which crofters easoreiee no control* *he owner occupancy advocated by
the Crofters Cousin®ion weald undoubtedly strengthen the crofter*®
position* But as has been shewn by the fate of western Ireland *s
farming population, ^ ownership is no answer in itself while the sort
of ownership advocates by the last Conservative government is no
onems at all*
What is needed Is the reform of the Xaa&holdl&g system in crofting
areas in each a way as to permit Changs while simultaneously safe¬
guarding tha crofting community1® communal interest in and place upon
the land. Owner occupancy will not do thisj nor will tsatioaaliaation
if it means merely the transfer of land ownership to a body like the
40* See, Seedy# Ini^miaaos Change and Decline in the. west
of Ireland. London, 1973 - a book that ohould be compulsory
roadiits for anyone connected with or concerned about crofting
affairs.
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BepertaMWst cf Agriculture. Rev such a reform could be aohieved is
not for the historian tc say. But it is sot without significance
fhtt the Scottish Rational Fearer which advocates a crofting policy vexy
oiailer to that outlined above has recently established itself as the
<
only worthwhile political force in the Mestem Csloa, the mala crofting
constituency. '' 'la the SHP which,tmii&i the sajor political parties,
is pledged to slow down and aora effectively control the development
of the OH related industries which are awourooiy going to be established
In northwest Scotland, the crofting coisaunity aay have found a valuable
ally, SJhat ennjh ®n ally is required is beyond doubt. The forces
rengoi against the crofting eoaaunity art strong «* for more then at cay
tisio oir.ee the clearances the British economy needs Highland assets.
Then it van wool end snip, Row it is oil end, to a lesser extent*
tourism* In the early nineteenth century, in the interests of southern
c&piialiers and Highland landowners# crofters wara ruthlessly exploited
and, in the end, nlaoet swept off the land# -The simple to reverse
those defeat® was long and bitter. But it was ultimately successful.
Rev the .interests of southern capitalioa and Highland lsndcsmeirs
dictate new changes which, unless carefully controlled, could be as
disastrous for the crofting oossauaity as was the coming of tha big
sheep. The future could be bright. And though grounds for cpiiaiea
are difficult to discern at the sjoateat they are not entirely absent.
In a self-goverftlng Scotland the crofting coram unity*® prospects would
undoubtedly be enhanced: and. celf«gc(V^arsaeiit is new a real possibility#
But nntiomliaa is sot coough. A radical reform of the gigalsnds*
agrarian ayetsa is long overdue and is now urgent. And if crofting
history teaches en;.'thing it is that chains will come only if the crofting
coarsuiaity presses for it. Crofters interests, in the last analysis,
will bo safeguarded lay nobody but themselves.
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the runny books and pamphlets written on Highland affairs during
the period in question. hot every work mentioned is clt^d in
tho text» hut all have been usefully consulted. Subdivision (b)
includes modern accounts and analyses of Highland history and
society as veil as a few of the more serious of the hundreds of
"travellogueo" which, for better or worse, constitute the greater
part of recent writing on tho Highlands. And in this category,
too, are included the works dealing with non-Highland hi3tory and
sociology which I have found moat useful. Of these, the most
Important are studios of Irish history for the parallels and
connections between the recent past of Ireland and the Highlands
are numerous and instructive*
1. iatate papers* official rocordo. etc.
A• In the Scottish Record office. Ddinburgh.
.sheriff Ivory Papers. G1)1/36
diddell Papers. GDI/335* And kP 49.
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Reay Papers. GJ) 34.
.lacLf.ino of Loohbuio Papero. GD 174.
Clanranald Papers. GD 201. (And the material
relating to the Clanranald estates in Teds, lurray and
Jaiaeson Papers. G3 237/120-122).
lord lacDonald Papers. 03 221.
ktterial on Highland Destitution. (Uhcatalogued and unsorted
collection. Principal items consulted were the printed
volume of "Coxraospondence Relating to the Relief of Distress",
referred to in Chap.4» and the Hinute looks and I lets of
migrants of the Highland and Islands Emigration society).
Scottish Office Hiscellaneous Piles, HE 1.
official Reports and Papers relating to the Recent Disturbances
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I if 22/4.
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Congested Districts lo- rd Piles. 42.
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of Public Religious worship afforded to the People of
A cot land, 1337 -A-1 - 1339 XXV!.
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the condition of the Population of the Highlands and Islands
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Board of Supervision for the .tolief of the Poor in Scotland,
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